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F
or more than two hundred

years controversy has raged over rhe 
reliability of the Old Testament, Ques

tions about the facrualiry of its colorful sto
ries of heroes, villains, and kings, for example, 
have led many critics to see the entire Hebrew 
Bible as little more than pious fiction. In this 
fascinating new book, noted ancient historian 
K. A. Kitchen takes strong issue with todays 
"revisionist” critics and offers a firm founda
tion for the historicity of rhe biblical texts.

In a detailed, comprehensive, and entertain
ing manner. Kitchen draws on an unprece
dented range of historical data from the 
ancient Near East — the Bible’s own world — 
and uses it to soundly reassess both the bibli
cal record and the critics who condemn it. 
Working back from the larest periods (for 
which hard evidence is readily available) to the 
remotest times, Kitchen systematically shows 
up the many failures of favored arguments 
against the Bible and marshals pertinent per
manent evidence from antiquity's inscrip
tions and artifacts to demonstrate the basic 
honest)' of the Old Testament writers.

Enhanced with numerous tables, figures, and 
maps. On the Reliability of the Old Testament is a 
must-read for anyone interested in the ques
tion of biblical truth.
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PREFACE

The genesis of this little book goes back many years to a pleasant and wide- 
ranging conversation with a fellow Aberdonian (he, by academic post; I, by 
birth), namely, my long-standing friend, Professor I. Howard Marshall. And 
this was long before the present-day, rather frenetic conflict over the biblical 
writings and their authenticity (or otherwise) by so-called minimalists and 
maximalists, often high on rhetoric and counterclaims, if too often on precious 
little else.

During that conversation long ago, we had mused on the valuable role 
played by the late Prof. F. F. Bruce’s redoubtable but graciously written little vol
ume entitled Are the New Testament Documents Reliable? which gave an emi
nently judicious assessment of its theme and has deservedly passed through 
many editions and reprintings. Out of which musings, Howard asked me, why 
doesn’t someone do a like service in assessing the Old Testament, and in partic
ular why not the undersigned? Ah, I protested, but the task in each case is mas
sively different. New Testament scholars need stray little beyond a single cen
tury (the first century a.d.), had only four main languages to deal with (Greek 
and Latin from Europe; Hebrew and Aramaic in Palestine), and but two basic 
cultures; Greco-Roman and Jewish. Doing equal justice to the Old Testament 
meant a minimum span of two thousand years overall (three thousand for full 
background), ability to draw upon documents in vast quantity and variety in 
some ten ancient Near Eastern languages, and a whole patchwork quilt of cul
tures. Be reasonable! But, I murmured, let’s see what might be done eventually, 
if it seems at all possible. With which equivocation on my part, we parted; but 
still as good friends!

Thereafter I opened a file in which to put notes toward any such project, 
and a few dusty sheets found their way into it. But after that the sheer pressure
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of university teaching, supervisions, and other duties, and more immediate ac
ademic and publishing obligations, allowed little more than dust to accumulate 
on that file. Until how.

In the last few years increasingly extreme views about the Old Testament 
writings have been trumpeted loudly and proclaimed ever more widely and stri
dently; in tiie service of these views, all manner of gross misinterpretations of 
original, firsthand documentary data from the ancient Near East itself are now 
being shot forth in turn, to prop up these extreme stances on the Old Testament, 
regardless of the real facts of the case. Ideological claptrap has also interfered with 
the present-day situation, It has been said that “political correctness” has decreed 
a priori that the Old Testament writings are historically unreliable and of negligi
ble value. Even if this judgment were proved correct, it is no business whatsoever 
of the politically correct to say so, merely as ideology. Such matters can only be as
sessed by expert examination of the available facts, and not by the ignorant pro
nouncements of some species of neo-Nazi “thought police." It has also been ru
mored that, in turn, such things as hard facts, objective fact, and (above all) 
absolute truth have been discarded by resort to the dictates of “postmodernism.” 
Absolute truth in any deep philosophical sense is not the concern of this book, 
and thus wifi not be discussed. But individual absolute truths in the shape of ob
jective fact, “hard facts” that exist independently of what any human being may 
choose or wish to think — these abound around us in their hundreds of thou
sands in everyday life, and (quite simply) cannot be gainsaid or wished away. 
Thus, outside of spaceships, etc., anyone letting go of this book in normal condi
tions will find that it will inevitably drop downward, to the table, floor, or what
ever is below. If engineers do not properly allow for the innate strengths and 
properties of the materials they use, buildings and bridges collapse; planes may 
not fly, and boats turn turtle. If archaeologists dig into sites with dear strata laid 
in succession one upon another, that will be their proper historical sequence. At 
this stage in knowledge, no doubt can persist that it is possible to learn and to 
translate from ancient languages into modern ones — from Egyptian 
hieroglyphs, or Babylonian cuneiform, or West Semitic inscriptions into plain 
English, French, German, or whatever. And so on, ad infinitum. How the ancients 
left things is how things are, The Great Pyramid stands firm at Giza iti Egypt (as it 
has done for at least 4,500 years), totally regardless of whether 1 know about this, 
or approve of this, or disapprove of this. The facts are wholly independent of me, 
my prejudices, or my knowledge, and of everyone else’s. This itself is an absolute 
tact of life, along with countless others. And so, we must firmly say to philosophi
cal cranks (politically correct, postmodernist, or whatever else) — “Your fantasy 
agendas are irrelevant in and to the real world, both of today and of all preceding 
time back into remotest antiquity. Get real or (alas!) get lost!"



Preface

The title of this book (On the Reliability of the Old Testament) yields the 
acronym OROT; my critics are free to repunctuate this as O! ROT!—-if they so 
please! So, we now proceed peacefully and rationally to deal with the real world, 
both ancient and modern.

Before doing so, my warmest thanks go to my stalwart colleague, Profes
sor Alan R. Millard, for taking time to read critically through the text of this 
book {all remaining errors, of course, remain mine) — and to my patient pub
lishers for accepting this work, to share it with a wider public.

Woolton, September 2001 K. A. Kitchen
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CHAPTER 1

First Things First What's in Question?

Heat without light in biblical matters is less help than light without heat. “On 
the reliability of the Old Testament.” The two terms of this title deserve to be 
defined for the purpose of our inquest. For practical purposes the second ele
ment, the Old Testament, is readily defined as the particular group of books 
written in Hebrew (with a few Aramaic passages) that form at one and the same 
time the basic canon of the Hebrew Bible, or “Tanak” of the Jewish community 
(Torah, Nebi’im, Kethubim, “Law, Prophets, Writings”), and the basic “Old Tes
tament” (or “former covenant”) of most Christian groups, who add to it (to 
form their fuller Bible) the briefer group of writings of the Greek New Testa
ment (or “new covenant”), not studied in this book.

Anyone who opens and reads the books of the Hebrew Bible, the Old Tes
tament, will find the essence of a fairly continuous story, from the world’s be
ginnings and earliest humanity down briefly to a man, Abra(ha)m, founding 
“patriarch” from whose descendants there came a family, then a group of clans 
under the name Israel. He had moved from Mesopotamia (now Iraq) via north 
Syria into Palestine or Canaan, we are told; and his grandson and family came 
down to Egypt, staying there for generations, until (under a pharaoh’s oppres
sion) they escaped to Sinai, had a covenant and laws with their deity as their 
ruler, and moved on via what is now Transjordan back into Canaan. A check
ered phase of settlement culminated in a local monarchy; David and Solomon 
are reputed to have subdued their neighbors, holding a brief “empire” (tenth 
century b.c.), until this was lost and the realm split into two rival petty king
doms of Israel (in the north) and Judah (in the south). These lasted until As
syria destroyed Israel by 722 and Neo-Babylon destroyed Judah by 586, with 
much of their populations exiled into Mesopotamia. When Persia took over 
Babylon, then some of the captive Judeans (henceforth termed “Jews") were al-
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lowed back to Palestine to renew their small community there during the fifth 
century, while others stayed on in both Babylonia and Egypt. The library of 
writings that contains this narrative thread also includes versions of the laws 
and covenant reputedly enacted at Mount Sinai, and renewals in Moab and Ca
naan. To which must be added the writings in the names of various spokesmen 
or “prophets” who sought to call their people back to loyalty to their own god 
YHWH; the Psalms, or Hebrew hymns and prayers; and various forms of “wis
dom writing,” whether instructional or diseussive.

That sums up baldly the basic narrative that runs through the Hebrew Bi
ble, and other features included with it. Broadly, from Abram the patriarch 
down to such as Ezra and Nehemiah who guided the Jerusalem community in 
the fifth century, as given, the entire history (if such it be) does not precede 
circa 2000 b.c., running down to circa 400 B.c. Those who most decidedly dis
miss this whole story point to the date of our earliest discovered MSS of its 
texts, namely, the Dead Sea Scrolls of the second century n.c. onward. They 
would take the most minimal view, that the biblical books were originally com
posed just before the time ot the Dead Sea Scrolls, i.e., in the fourth/thitd cen
turies B.C. (end of Persian, into Hellenistic, times). With that late date they 
would couple an ultraiow view of the reality of that history dismissing virtually 
the whole of it as pure fiction, as an attempt by the puny Jewish community in 
Palestine to write themselves an imaginary past large, as a form of national pro
paganda. After all, others were doing this then. In the third century li.C. the 
Egyptian priest Manetho produced his Aegyptiaka, or history of Egypt, proba
bly under Ptolemy II,1 and by then so also did Berossus, priest of Marduk at 
Babylon, bis Chaldcnka, for his master, the Selettcid king Antiochus I.3 Compar
ison with firsthand sources shows that these two writers could draw upon au
thentic local records and traditions in each case. So it is in principle possible to 
suggest that a group of early Hellenistic lews tried to perform a similar service 
for their community by composing the books we now know as the Old Testa
ment or Hebrew Bible A

The difference is, however, twofold. Factually, the Old Testament books 
were written in Hebrew — for their own community -—- right from the start, 
and were only translated into Greek (the Septuagint) afterward, and again pri
marily for their own community more than for Greek kings. Also, while 
Manetho and Berossus drew upon authentic history and sources, this activity is 
denied to the Jewish writers of the Old Testament. So, two questions here arise.
(1) Were the Old Testament books all composed within circa 400-200 b.c.? And
(2) are they virtually pure fiction of that time, with few or no roots in the real 
history of the Near East during circa 2000-400 b.c.?

So our study on reliability of the Old Testament writings will deal with
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them in this light. Have they any claim whatsoever to present to us genuine in
formation from within 2000-400? And were they originated (as we have them) 
entirely within, say, 400-200? In this little book we are dealing with matters of 
history, literature, culture, not with theology, doctrine, or dogma. My readers 
must go elsewhere if that is their sole interest. So “reliability”here is a quest into 
finding out what may be authentic (or otherwise) in the content and formats of 
the books of the Hebrew Bible. Are they purely fiction, containing nothing of 
historical value, or of major historical content and value, or a fictional matrix 
with a few historical nuggets embedded?

Merely sitting back in a comfy armchair just wondering or speculating 
about the matter will achieve us nothing. Merely proclaiming one’s personal 
convictions for any of the three options just mentioned (all, nothing, or some
thing historical) simply out of personal belief or agenda, and not from firm evi
dence on the question, is also a total waste of time. So, what kind of test or 
touchstone may we apply to indicate clearly the reliability or otherwise of Old 
Testament writers? The answer is in principle very simple, but in practice 
clumsy and cumbrous. We need to go back to antiquity itself, to go back to 400
B.c., to fly back through the long centuries, “the corridors of time” — to 500 
b.c., 700 b.c., 1000 b.c,, 1300 b.c., 1800 b.c., 2000 b.c., 3000 b.c., or even beyond 
— as far as it takes, to seek out what evidence may aid our quest.

All very fine, but we have no H. G. Wells “time machine” as imagined over 
a century ago. We cannot move lazily across from our armchair into the plush, 
cushioned seat of the Victorian visionary equivalent of a “flying bedstead,” set 
the dial to 500 B.c. or 1000 b.c. or 1800 b.c., and just pull a lever and go flying 
back in time!

No. Today we have other means, much clumsier and more laborious, but 
quite effective so far as they go. In the last two hundred years, and with ever 
more refined techniques in the last fifty years, people have learned to dig sys
tematically in the long-abandoned ruins and mounds that litter the modern 
Near East, and (digging downward) to reach back ever deeper into past time,4 
A Turkish fort (temp. Elisabeth 1) might reuse a Byzantine church on the ruins 
of a Roman temple, its foundations dug into the successive levels of (say) Syr
ian temples of the Iron Age (with an Assyrian stela?), then back to Bronze Age 
shrines (with Egyptian New Kingdom monuments?), on through the early sec
ond (Middle Bronze cuneiform tablets?) and third millennia b.c., and back to 
full prehistory at the bottom of an ever-more-limited pit. And there would be 
parallel levels and finds in the surrounding mound, for local ancient palace, 
houses, and workplaces. But why be content with a theoretical example? In 
Syria, fdari yielded 20,000 tablets of the eighteenth century b.c., which are still 
in the course of publication; Ebla, Ugarit, and Emar have yielded more be
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sides. To the north, the Hittite archives as published so far fill over one hun
dred volumes of cuneiform copies.3 From Mesopotamia, rank upon rank of 
Sumerian, Babylonian, and Assyrian tablets fill the shelves of the world’s ma
jor museums. Egypt offers acres of tomb and temple walls, and a myriad of ob
jects inscribed in her hieroglyphic script. And West Semitic inscriptions con
tinue to turn up in the whole of the Levant. These we know about; but a 
myriad other untouched mounds still conceal these and other material 
sources of data totally unknown to us, and wholly unpredictable in detail. 
Much has been destroyed beyond recall across the centuries; this we shall 
never recover, and never learn of its significance. So, much labor is involved in 
recovering as reliably as possible (including technological procedures) original 
documents and other remains accessible to us, so far as we have power and re
sources to investigate a fraction of them, but these are authentic sources, real 
touchstones which (once dug up) cannot be reversed or hidden away again. 
The one caveat is that they be rightly understood and interpreted; which is not 
impossible, most of the time.

Therefore, in the following chapters we will go back both to the writings 
of the Old Testament and to the very varied data that have so far been recovered 
from the world in which those writings were born, whether early or late. Then 
the two groups of sources can be confronted with one another, to see what may 
be found.

In doing this, it is important to note that two kinds of evidence will play 
their part: explicit/direct and implicit/indirect. both are valid, a fact not yet suf
ficiently recognized outside the various and highly specialized Near Eastern 
disciplines of Egyptology, Nubioiogy, Assyriology/Sumerology, Hittitology, 
Syro-Palestinian archaeology, early Iranology, Old Arabian epigraphy and ar
chaeology, and the rest. Explicit or direct evidence is the obvious sort that ev
eryone likes to have. A mention of King Hezekiah of [udah in the annals of King 
Sennacherib of Assyria, or a state seal-impression (“bulla”) of King Hezekiah or 
Ahaz or [(eh)otham — these are plain and obvious indications of date, histori
cal role, etc. But implicit or indirect evidence can be equally powerful when 
used aright. Thus in two thousand years ancient Near Eastern treaties passed 
through six different time phases, each with its own format of treaty or cove
nant; there can be no confusion (e.g.) of a treaty from the first phase with one 
of the third phase, or of either with one from the fifth or sixth phases, or these 
with, each other. Based on over ninety documents, the sequence is consistent, 
reliable, and securely dated. Within this fixed sequence biblical covenants and 
treaties equally find their proper places, just like all the others; anomalous ex
ceptions cannot be allowed. And so on.

For the purpose of our inquest, the basic Old Testament “story" can be
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divided conveniently into seven segments, representing its traditional sequence, 
without prejudice as to its historicity or otherwise.

Table l. The Seven Segments of Traditional Biblical “History”

i 3. 3 4 s 6 7

Primeval The Egyptian Settlement United Divided Exile
Proto- Patriarchs Sojourn in Monarchy Monarchy and
History and

Exodus
Can aan Return

But we shall not follow this sequence in numerical order. Instead we shall 
go to the two most recent “periods” (6 and 7), first to 6, the divided monarchy, 
which is the period during which the Old Testament accounts are the most ex
posed, so to speak, to the maximum glare of publicity from external, non
biblical sources, during a period (ca. 930-580 B.c.) of the maximum availability 
of such evidence to set against the Old Testament data. Then, after tidying up 
the “tail end,” period 7, we can go back through those long corridors of time (5 
back to t) to consider the case for ever more remote periods in the record, both 
ancient Near Eastern and biblical, and eventually sum up the inquest.
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CHAPTER 2

xIn Medias Res” — the Era 
of the Hebrew Kingdoms

In l and 2 Kings and 2 Chronicles we find what is offered as concise annals of 
the two Hebrew kingdoms, Israel and Judah, that crystallized out of the king
dom of Solomon after his death. In those books we have mention of twenty 
kings of Israel and twenty kings and a queen regnant in Judah, and also of for
eign rulers given as their contemporaries — all in a given sequence. It will be 
convenient to set out all these people in list form in Table 2 on page 8.

A few notes on this table. Regnal years serve to distinguish between reigns 
of average length (ca. sixteen years) or over and reigns brief or only fleeting. A 
string of three asterisks indicates a break between “dynasties” in Israel. 
“AramD” stands for (the kingdom of) Aram of Damascus. Also, names in bold 
are for kings involved in external, nonbiblical sources, while "LR” stands for 
“local (i.e., Hebrew) record” and “possible local record,” as will become clear 
below.

We shall next proceed by the following steps:

1.

2.

3

4-

To review the foreign kings mentioned in Kings, Chronicles, and allied 
sources, in terms of their mention in external records.
To review, conversely, mentions of Israelite and Judean kings in such ex
ternal, foreign sources.
To review the “local records" (LR) in Hebrew, from Palestine itself, so far 
as they go.
To review concisely the sequences of rulers as given in both the external 
and biblical sources, and the range of the complex chronology of this pe
riod, in the Hebrew Bible and externa! sources.

7
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Table 2. Hebrew Kings and Contemporaries 
Given by the Biblical Sources

Israel Judah
Jeroboam I Shishak of Egypt Rehobo am Shishak of Egypt
22 years 1 Kings 11:40 17 years 1 Kings 14:25
Nadab Abijam
2 years

* * *
3 years

Baasha Asa Benhadad (I) of AramD
24 years 41 years 1 Kings 15:1s

Elali (Zerah the Kushite
2 years

* * *
z Chron. 14:911.)

Ziinri 
7 days

* * *

Omri (including rival Tibni
12 years firsl fl years)
Ahab Ethbaal of Sidon Jehoshaphat Mesh a. of Moab

22 years 1 Kings 16:31 2> years 2 Kings 3
Bcnhadad (I/II), AramD

1 Kings 20
Ahaziah I Jehoram I
2 years 8 years

J(eh)oram II Mcsll.i of Moab Ahaziah 11 f lazael, AramD
12 years 2 Kings 3 

Hazael, AramD
1 year 2 Kings 8:28

2 Kings 8:3
sj; &

Jehu Mesh a of Moab Jo ash Hazael, AramD
28 years 2 Kings 3 40 years 2 Kings 12:17-18

Hazael, AramD (including Queen
2 Kings 10:32 Athaliah, first 6 years)

Jeboaliaz Hazael, AramD
17 years 2 Kings 13:22
Jehoash Benhadad (II/III), AramD Amaziah
16 years 2 Kings 13:24-25 29 years

Jeroboam II (LR) Azariah/Uzziah (LR)
41 years 52 years

Zechariah £ * * Jotham Rezin, AramD
6 months 16 years 2 Kings 15:37 (LR)
Shallum (LR)
1 month * & St!
Menahem Pul/Tigkth-pileser (III) Ahaz Rezin, AramD
10 years of Assyria 16 years 1 Kings 16:5 (LR)

2 Kings 15:19; Tiglath-pileser (III),
1 Chron. 5:6, 26 Assyria

2 Kings'16:7,10
Pokuhia h 

2 years
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Pekah
20 years

Hoshea 
9 years

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

Israel Judah

jiglath-pileser (III), Assyria 
2 Kings 15:29

Shalmaneser (V) Assyria 
2 Kings 17

So of Egypt 
2 Kings 17:4 (LR)

hall of Samaria

Hezekiah Shalmaneser (V)
29 years i Kings 18:9

(Saigon [II]
Isa. 20; alter Ahaz)
Sennacherib, Assyria 

2 Kings
Taharqa, Egypt 

2 Kings 19:9
Merodacb-Baladan, 

Babylon 
2 Kings 20:12
(x yrs later: 

Esarhaddbn, Assyria 
2 Kings 19:57)

Manasseh
55 years

(Assyrian king took 
him to Babylon 
2 Chron. 35:11)

Anion 
2 years
Josiah 

31 years
Ncdio II, Egypt 

2 Kings 23:29 (LR)
jell 0 ahaz 
3 months

Necho II, Egypt 
2 Kings 23:33ft,

Jehoiakim 
ll years

Necho II, Egypt 
2 Kings 2333tf (LR)
Nebuchadrezzar II, 

Babylon 
2 Kings 24:1

Jehoiachin
3 months

Nebuchadrezzar II, 
Babylon 

2 Kings 24:1
later

Evil-Merodach, 
Babylon 

2 Kings 25:27
Zedekiah 
11 years

Hophra of Egypt 
fer. 44:30

Nebuchadrezzar II, 
Babylon, 2 Kings 
24:10-17; 25 (LR)

Baalis king of Ammon 
[Jer. 40:14)

Full of Jerusalem
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6.

To review concisely the interlock of historical events, etc., that are attested 
in both the biblical and externa! sources.
To consider briefly the nature of the actual records we ha veto draw upon, 
both m the Bible and the nonbiblical sources.

1. ATTESTATION OF FOREIGN KINGS 
MENTIONED IN THE BIBLICAL RECORD

A. UNTIL THE ASSYRIANS CAME .. .
EGYPT AND THE LEVANT

(i) Shishak of Egypt

In Hebrew Shishaq or Shushaq (marginal spelling) occurs as the name of a king 
of Egypt who harbored Jeroboam (rebel against Solomon) and invaded Canaan 
in the fifth year of Rehoboam king of Judah (i Kings 11:40; 14:25).’ This word 
corresponds very precisely with the name spelled in Egyptian inscriptions as 
Sh-sh-n-qor Sh-sh-q. This Libyan personal name is best rendered as Shoshe(n)q 
in English transcript; it belonged to at least six kings of Egypt within the 
Twenty-Second/Twenty-Third Dynasties that ruled that land within (at most) 
the 950-700 time period.2

Of all these kings, Shoshenq 11-VI have no known link whatsoever with 
affairs in Palestine. In striking contrast, Shoshenq I, the founder of the Twenty- 
Second Dynasty, has left us explicit records of a campaign into Palestine (tri
umph scenes; a long list of Palestinian place-names from the Negev to Galilee; 
stelae), including a stela at Megiddo. Beyond rational doubt, these Egyptian 
data give us direct evidence that links up with the event mentioned under 
Rehoboam in Kings and Chronicles (history and chronology, cf. below, 4, 5), 
and Rehoboam’s Shushaq is Shoshe(n)q 1, a very solidly attested ruler.

(ii) Two Shy Characters — Zerah the Kushite 
and Benhadad I/1I of Aram-Damascus

In 2 Chron. 14:9ff. we are told that one Zerah the Kushite (no rank given) 
came with “a myriad army” and 300 chariots (Kushites [= Nubians] and 
Lubim [= Libyans], 2 Chron. 16:8) against the Judeans under King Asa.3 
Zerah’s name is neither Hebrew, Egyptian, nor (seemingly) Libyan, and may
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therefore be Nubian, as would befit a Kushite. Of him we possess no other re
cord at present; not himself a king, he could have been a king’s general. The 
combination of Libyan and Nubian troops suggests that his unstated starting 
point had been Egypt; the chronology (cf. 4. below) would set any such esca
pade late in the reign of Osorkon 1. No pharaoh ever celebrates a defeat! So, if 
Osorkon had ever sent out a Zerah, with resulting defeat, no Egyptian source 
would ever report on such an incident, particularly publicly. The lack (to 
date) of external corroboration in such a case is itself worth nothing, in terms 
of judging historicity.

According to 1 Kings 15:18, the same Judean king Asa sought to buy an alli
ance with a Benhadad king of Aram in Damascus, while a Benhadad of Aram- 
Damascus was an opponent of Ahab king of Israel (1 Kings 20).4 From the divi
sion of the Hebrew kingdom, on figures given in Kings, Asa’s reign was for 
some forty years, from twenty years after the split, while Ahab’s began nearly 
sixty years after that event, lasting almost twenty years beyond Asa’s (ime. Thus, 
either one or two Benhadads may have reigned in Damascus, contemporary 
with Asa and Ahab; opinion has always been divided over this point. At present 
we have no dear external evidence for this king(s) (be it one or two kings, re
spectively).

This is hardly surprising for two very simple reasons. First, modern Da
mascus entirely overlies the site of the ancient city, with many rebuildings and 
much development through twenty-seven centuries since the demise of its Ara- 
mean kingdom. Virtually nothing, consequently, has so far been recovered at 
Damascus from those times. The only external evidence for kings of Aram- 
Damascus comes exclusively from elsewhere. (See on Hazael and Benhadad Ml 
below.) Second, before 853 there are no Assyrian war records that name any rul
ers from Damascus being in the Levant — simply because the mighty Assyrian 
war machine had not reached so far before 853! Thus we cannot expect any As
syrian mentions of any Levantine rulers (biblical or otherwise!) before 853 if the 
Assyrians had had no wars or other dealings with them.

The Hebrew Benhadad is simply the Hebrew equivalent of Aramaic Bir- 
or Bar-hadad, each meaning “son of (the god) Hadad.” Bar-hadad is a genuine 
Aramean royal name, including at Damascus (see below on Benhadad III). 
From 853 to 845 the war records of Shalmaneser III of Assyria do report on a 
King Hadad-idri at Damascus. This, it is commonly conceded, is simply an al
ternative name for Bar-hadad (Benhadad), or else it represents a king who 
ruled between the Benhadad of King Ahab’s time (ca. 860) and a possible short
lived Benhadad reigning from about 844 until ousted by Hazael by 841, as the 
Assyrian texts show.

Thus the total poverty in documents from Damascus and the lack of As-
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Syrian penetration (with consequent mentions of kings) into Syria and south
ward are the basic reasons for lack of attestations of these local kings. Nonexis
tence of the rulers themselves cannot be alleged without tangible reasons (of 
which there are none). This is because of another example. If Assyrian men
tions are the sine qua non (the absolute criterion) for a king’s existence, then 
Egypt and her kings could not have existed before the specific naming of 
(U)shilkanni, Shapataka, and Ta(ha)rqa in 716-679! But of course, as in the case 
of Slush a q (above), we have a relative abundance of monuments from many 
sites in the large land of Egypt attesting her existence and kings for millennia 
before the Neo-Assyrian kings ever got there! The on-the-ground situation is 
radically different from that in Syria-Palestine, particularly in drastically over
built sites such as Damascus and ferusalem.

There is one piece of supposed evidence for Benhadad I/1I of Aram- 
Damascus that needs to be plainly eliminated — the so-called iMelqart Stela of 
a King Bar-hadad, found just north of Aleppo.5 With great boldness Albright 
had read the damaged text as belonging to a “Bar-hadad, son of [Tabrimmon, 
son of Hezion], king of Aram,” to be identified with the Benhadad and ances
tors of 1 Kings 15:18. Thus he assumed that Aram-Damascus was intended as 
this king’s realm.

But the square-bracketed part of the text (in the second of five lines) is so 
heavily damaged as to be virtually illegible, and thus there are now almost as 
many different readings for this Bar-hadad’s ancestor(s) as there are scholars 
who attempt it! And “Aram” on its own can stand for other Aramean kingdoms 
besides Damascus — e.g., Zobaor Arpad also. If, as has been more recently sug
gested, Bar-hadad’s father was an ’Atar-humki or ’Atar-sumki, then we may 
here havea Bar-hadad king of Arpad, to beset (if’Atar-sumki be read) between 
his father ’Atar-sumki and his possible younger brother Mati-el. This would at 
one stroke settle this Bar-hadad’s historical role and identity, and eliminate him 
from the line in Aram-Damascus, and from our immediate inquiries.

(iii) Ethbaal/Ittobaal 1 of Tyre and Sidon — 
Not Forgetting Jezebel!

According to 1 Kings 16:31, King Ahab of Israel took Jezebel to be his queen, that 
colorful lady being daughter of “Ethbaal, king of the Sidonians.” Again, just like 
Damascus, Aleppo, or Jerusalem, the towns of Tyre and Sidon have been repeat
edly turned over and rebuilt across many centuries, with older stone records 
being recycled and defaced, to our permanent loss. So it is little surprise that we 
so far have not a single inscription from the sites of these two cities from the
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sixth century b.c. and earlier— virtually only from sarcophagi, preserved by 
having been buried in tombs from that very late date onward.

However, outside the Bible there is one other written source of some 
value for the Phoenician kings. This is the annotated Tyrian king list by 
Menander of Ephesus, cited and summarized by Josephus in his Against Apion 
1.116-26.6 This gives a series of eight kings, from Abibaal (father of Hiram I, 
named as contemporary of Solomon) down to one Phelles, inclusive. Then 
comes an Ittobaal (I), or Ithobalos in Creek, and a Halezoros, originally suc
ceeded by (and then confused with) a second Baal-ma(n)zer,7 named also in 
texts of Shalmaneser III, a contemporary of Ahab of Israel. This would make 
Ithobalos (Ittobaal I) an older contemporary of Ahab, and thus most likely the 
Ethbaal whose daughter Jezebel was married off to Ahab. Thus on this limited 
but valuable evidence, Ethbaal is no phantom.

And Jezebel? A Phoenioian-style seal, well known, bears just the name 
Yzbl, “Jezebel,” below Egyptian-style devices (recumbent winged sphinx, 
winged disc with uraeus-serpents, falcon of Horus — all royal symbols in 
Egypt), and is datable on its general style to the overall period of the late ninth 
to early eighth centuries.8 {See fig. 8A.)

This need not necessarily have belonged to the infamous Jezebel, AhaLTs 
wife, but it certainly attests the name (in a non-Israelite spelling) in a 
Phoenician-style context at her general period. And not too many women had 
their own seals in the ancient Levant. Thus there is no proof at all that this little 
seal stone has strayed from (say) the Iron Age palace ruins of Samaria; but attri
bution to the infamous Jezebel is by no means impossible either.

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(iv) Mesha, the “Sheep Master” King of Moab

Here we briefly turn to what was a sensational find back in 1868. Second Kings 3 
purports to give an account of conflict between Omri and Ahab’s dynasty in Is
rael and one Mesha, king of Moab, whose principal wealth was in sheep. In aS68 
a basalt stela was found at Dhiban (Dibon) in Transjordan, which bears a vic
tory and building inscription and also mentions conflicts with the dynasty of 
Omri of Israeli Thus there can be no doubt as to the reality of Mesha king of 
Moab, or of the state of conflict between the two countries involved.
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B, DATA FROM ASSYRIA, THE LEVANT, AND EGYPT

(i) The Dynasty of Omri and Jehu, and the Arameans

(a) Hazael

Enemy of Israel (cf. 2 Kings 8:3, 28; 10:32; 12:17-18; 13:22), this ruler is known 
froth ivory fragments found at Arslan Tasli (ancient Hadatu; fig. 8B) in north 
Syria, and another found at Nimrud (ancient Caiah) in Assyria proper, and 
from two bronze horse blinkers found at Eretria and Samos in faraway 
Greece.10 Inscriptions on these all name Hazael, as the dedicator’s “lord” 
(Aram. mart). Under Adad-nirari 111, Hazael may be the king known by his epi
thet Mari, “Lord,” given him by his subjects, but this may in fact be 
Benhadad 111 (cf. below). Hazael recurs as father of Bar-ha dad (III) on the stela 
of Zakkur, king of Hamath and Hatarikka, his immediate neighbor to the 
north. He was, in fact, one of the most formidable of the Aramean kings of Da
mascus, and later Assyrian kings such as Tiglath-pileser III even called that 
kingdom Bit-Hazail, “House of Hazael," alongside Bit-Khumri, “House of 
Omri,” lor Israel.11

(b) Benhadad (III) Son of Hazael

He was supposedly a less successful king, cited in 2 Kings 13:24-25. He is attested 
externally on the stela of Zakkur of Hamath just mentioned. He may well be the 
king of Aram-Damascus cited by the epithet Mari, “Lord” (given him by his 
subjects). He was defeated by Adad-nirari III, if Hazael is notthus intended.12

(c) Rezin/Rakhianu of Damascus

In 2 Kings 15:37 and 16:5, it is said that Rezin king of Damascus and Pekah of Is
rael warred against Judah, Rezin was the last Aramean ruler at Damascus, sup
pressed by Tiglath-pileser III in 732 (2 Kings 16:9); in cuneiform (for phonetic 
reasons) he appears as Rnkhianu.13

(ii) Transjordanian Kings

Two seals attest Baalis king of Ammon, mentioned in Jer. 40:i4.14
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(iii) The Assyrian Wolves and Their 
Babylonian Neighbors and Heirs

All the following are, of course, well known, but their presence is a necessary 
part of the total picture, and the nature of their presence will be of some impor
tance later.15

Tigiath-piieser III, alias Pul (745-727)1 is the earliest Assyrian king named 
in Kings and Chronicles, and the third ruler of his name; also was known as Pul 
for short in one cuneiform record as in the biblical ones. Records of his reign 
are extensive, if sometimes fragmentary.16

Shalmaneser V (727-722) is the Shalmaneser of 2 Kings 18:9, linked with 
the fall of Samaria. His quite short reign is attested in the cuneiform record.17

Sargon II (722-705) is the king intended in Isa. 20 (as later than Ahaz of 
Judah), mentioning his officer, the turtan (a rank well attested in Assyrian re
cords). Of Sargon II we have extensive texts and monuments.1®

The records of Sennacherib (705-681) in cuneiform include the account 
ot his Year 3 campaign to Palestine, which links up with his dealings with Heze- 
kiah of Judah (2 Kings 18-19).19

Esarhaddon (681-669) 15 well known from Assyrian sources, besides 
2 Kings lyij/.70

Merodach-Baladan II (721-710, 703) was an opportunist king in Babylon, 
well known from Assyrian records and in other documents, besides being men
tioned with Hezekiah in 2 Kings 20:i2ff.21

Nebuchadrezzar II of Babylon (605-562) was the greatest king of the Neo
Babylonian dynasty, who redeveloped Babylon, leaving many inscriptions (es
pecially about buildings).32

Evil-Merodach/Awel-Marduk of Babylon (562-560) is mentioned in 
2 Kings 25:27-28, regarding jehoiachin of Judah in exile; he is known from mi
nor inscriptions of his own.2®

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(iv) Last Links with Egypt

The name of King So is recorded only in 2 Kings 17:4.24 It is not acceptable to 
try emending this dearly personal name into the place-name Sais, a town in 
the depths of the West Delta that played no role whatsoever in Near Eastern or 
biblical affairs. All Saite kings reigned from Memphis and used East Delta 
Tanis (Zoan) as their outlet to western Asia. Per dating (cf. 4. below), So tails 
into the time of the East Delta kings Luput II and Osorkon IV. As the last cer
tain king of the Twenty-Second Dynasty, the latter reigned in Tanis and Bubas-
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tis, the closest Egyptian sovereign to Palestine to whom Hoshea could have 
sent. (See tig. 8C.)

So isa perfectly feasible abbreviation for (O)so(rkon). Other royal names 
were thus abbreviated; cf. Shosh for 5b os lie nq, and the omission of the initial 
Wa from Wahibre in the Hebrew and Greek forms Hophra and Apries. 
Osorkon’s own name was abbreviated both by occasional omission of the final 
n and (in Assyrian) by loss of initial vowel (<U>shilkanni). There is no valid ex
cuse for taking So as anything other than Osorkon IV, in terms of our present 
knowledge.

Tirhaqah/Taharqa is a very well known pharaoh of the Nubian (Kushite) 
Twenty-Fifth Dynasty, reigning from 690 to 664. His presence in 2 Kings 19:9 
and Isa. 37:9 was as lieutenant for the reigning Egypto-Nubian ruler Shebitku 
(Assyr. Shapataka), who ruled from either 706 or 702 to 690. In his biblical oc
currences Taharqa is accorded the title king simply because that title had been 
his and was universally used for ten years already by 681, when the texts of 
2 Kings and Isaiah took their present shape (death of Sennacherib, 2 Kings 
19:37; Isa. 37:3s).25 It is the same as saying today (in 2003) that “Queen Elizabeth 
(II) was born in 1926”; she was, but only as Princess Elizabeth — which title 
would not immediately identify her to most people today. This kind of usage is 
universal (even used by Taharqa himself!), and cannot be dismissed.

Necho II of Egypt (610-595) is the well-known second king of the Twenty- 
Sixth Dynasty.26

Hophra/Apries/Wahibre of Egypt (589-570) is the known fourth king of 
the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty.27 Both the Hebrew and Greek forms of his name 
show abbreviation (as with So!) by omission of the first syllable, Wa.

2. ATTESTATION OF HEBREW KINGS 
IN FOREIGN RECORDS

A. KINGS OF ISRAEL

(i) Omri

In 1 Kings i6:2tff. Omri features as founder of a dynasty, being followed by his 
son Ahab, and the latter by two sons, Ahaziah I and J(eh)ormn II, For Omri the 
external sources are twofold: the mention of him and “his son” (= Ahab) by 
Mesha king of Moab on the latter’s stela mentioned above,28 and his role as dy
nastic founder in the term used to denote Israel by the Assyrian kings
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Shalmaneser III and Tiglath-pileser III, namely, Bit-Khumri, or “House of 
Omri.”39 It became fashionable in the first millennium is.c. to name kingdoms 
after prominent dynastic founders, and the Assyrian royal inscriptions are full 
of such names: Bit-Ammana, Bit-Agusi, Bit-Adini, Bit-Bakhiani, Bit-Yakhiru, 
Bit-Haluppi, and half a dozen more. So Omri!s reality as a ruler and as a dynas
tic founder is settled by these mentions.

(ii) Ahab

Ahab was the unnamed son of Omri in Mesha’s inscription, mentioned just 
above. He is named by Shalmaneser III in 853 as a contemporary opponent and 
“Israelite king,”30 which term implies his rule over all Israel, not simply the 
town of Samaria, For his Phoenician father-in-law and wife, see above, l.A.iii. 
The notorious stela from Tell Dan in northernmost ancient Israel can be shown 
quite dearly to have been a victory stela by an Aramean king, celebrating the 
defeat and decease of both a king of Israel and a king of Judah, the latter termed 
the “House of David” (Bayt-Dawid; cf. the Bit names mentioned above).31 Its 
sentences VI-VII read:

VI: “[.. .jrara, son of [xxxx], king of Israel;
VII: and [...] killed [xxxx]iah,son of [xxxxxx,... ] g of' the House of David.”

These two lines fin context) can only reasonably be restored to read:

VI: "(1 kilied/defeated Jehojram, son of [Ahab], king of Israel;
VII: and [I] killed [Ahazjiah, son of [Joram, kin]g of the House of David.”

The preserved traces of royal names and text-breaks only fit the historical 
circumstances of 2 Kings 9:14-29, with the murder of two kings at once, of Israel 
(Jehoram son of Ahab) and of Judah (Ahaziah II son of Joram). The king of 
Aram would have to have been Hazael in this case, who arrogated Jehu’s regi
cides to his own initiative and glory. This is no unusual thing in ancient Near 
Eastern royal rhetoric.

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(iii) Succeeding Kings

J(eh)oram II is the “(. . ,]ram, son of [Ahabj, king of Israel” on the Tell Dan 
stela (just above), slain at the same time as “[Ahazjiah, son of [Joram, kin]g"of
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Judah on that stela, as in Kings. He may be included in the offspring of Omri in 
line 8 (“son” = Ahab; or “sons” = Ahab plus Ahaziah I and Jehoram) of the stela
of Mesha.

Jehu is securely named and attested as paying tribute to Shalmaneser III 
in the latter’s eighteenth year, in 841, on the Black Obelisk and in an annalistic 
fragment.32

J(eh)oash is mentioned by Adad-nirari III of Assyria, in relation to a 
campaign by the latter into Syria, probably in 796 (the Mansuate campaign to 
the environs of Damascus).53

Mena hem is mentioned by Tiglath-pileser 111 (ca. 738) asMenahem of Sa
maria, twice.34 Pekah is likewise so mentioned in two further records of 
Tiglath-pileser III, circa 733-35 Hoshea is also mentioned by Tiglath-pileser III 
(claiming to have officially installed him, ca. 732), again in two documents.96

B. KINGS OF JUDAH

J(eh)oram II is mentioned (in a break) on the Tell Dan stela, as father of 
Ahaziah of Judah. Ahaziah II is mentioned (as defeated/killed) on the Tell Dan 
stela.37

Azariah/Uzziah may just possibly be the King Azriau of the fragmentary 
annals of Tiglath-pileser III for about 73$;ja the fragment that contains the 
land-name Yaudi (a good cuneiform equivalent of "Judah”) is now commonly 
assigned (with a joining fragment) to Sennacherib, though not with total cer
tainty. Hence we cannot certainly assert that this Azriau (without a named ter
ritory!) is Azariah of Judah; the matter remains open and undecided tor the 
present and probably unlikely.

Ahaz appears with the fuller name-form Jeho-ahaz (1) in the annals of 
Tiglath-pileser III of Assyria, circa 734." Hezekiah occurs in 701 in the well- 
known annals of the third campaign of Sennacherib, and other inscriptions of 
that king.40 Manasseh is credited with a long reign, and thus fittingly crops up 
in the inscriptions of two successive kings of Assyria, namely, Esarhaddon (ca. 
674) and Assurbanipal.41

Jehoiachin was the unnamed king of the Babylonian Chronicle who was 
deported from Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar II in 597, and (later) with his fam
ily is explicitly named in ration tablets found in the palace at Babylon for the 
years 594-570.42 Zedekiah was clearly the successor king appointed in Jerusalem 
in 597 by Nebuchadrezzar II, when he deported lehoiachin to Babylon (Babylo
nian Chronicle).43
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3. KINGS OF ISRAEL AND JUDAH 
IN LOCAL RECORDS (LR)

A. KINGS OF ISRAEL

The famous seal of “Shema servant [= minister of state| of Jeroboam" is almost 
universally recognized to belong to the reign of Jeroboam II of Israel (cf. fig. 2); 
attempts to date it to Jeroboam I are unconvincing. The Samaria ostraca (main 
lot) belong also to this period, and maybe to this particular reign.44 To Shallum 
(I) (or much less likely, his Judean namesake, fehoahaz lll/Shallum II) may just 
possibly be attributed an eighth-century cylindrical seal stone of royal style 
(kingly figure, winged discs, etc.).4S As for Hoshea, to his reign belongs the seal 
of one "Abdi, servant of Hoshea” (fig. a).4®

B. KINGS OF JUDAH

(i) Azariah/Uzziah, Jotham, Altaz

To the reign of Azariah/Uzziah belong two seals, of the state ministers (“ser
vants”) Shebaniah (Shebanyati) and Abiah (Abiyau).47 Jotham is attested as 
Jehotham and father of Ahaz on a recently discovered seal impression (“bulla”) 
that bears the text “Belonging to Ahaz (son of) Jehotham [= long form of 
Jotham 1, King of Judah.”48 A seal of this reign is known, of Ushna servant of 
Ahaz (for these, cf. fig. 2).49 For Ahaz as father of Hezekiah, see under Hezekiah.

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(ii) Hezekiah (Fig. 2)

His name is mentioned on another recently discovered bulla, which reads: “Be
longing to Hezekiah (son of) Ahaz, King of Judah,” and with it can now be 
matched a damaged bulla that bore the same text.50 To these royal stamps can 
be added no less than three bullae of “servants" of Hezekiah: of (ehozarah son 
of Hilkiah, of Azaiiah son of jeho'abi, and of one on which the name has been 
lost.51

Among inscriptions without the royal name but belonging to this time 
should certainly belong the famous Siloam tunnel inscription (cf. 2 Kings 
20:20; 2 Chron. 32:30), and likewise the tomb inscription of the royal steward 
(“he who is over the house”), [.. ,]iah, highly likely to have been [Shebna]iah —
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and the same as Shebna (abbreviated form of this name), the royal steward of 
Hezekiah’s day, condemned by the prophet Isaiah (Isa. 22:15-25).52

(iii) Manasseh

As a young prince he may have had his own personal seal for official purposes. 
Such a seal may be seen in a known seal inscribed “belonging to Manasseh, son 
of the king” (fig. 2), the latter being Hezekiah.55

(iv) Josiah

Several items may well belong to this reign, although they are without certainty 
and do not rank as firm evidence. But they can be conveniently set out here as a 
good example of Items that (in almost every case) clearly belong to the later 
seventh (to early sixth) century in )udah. In this short period the choice of 
reigns is sometimes limited by year dates, too high to be anyone but either 
Manasseh or Josiah in practice.

These are:
(a) Ostracon Mousaieff 1, which required payment of three shekels of sil

ver to "the House | temple] of the Lord [YHWH]” in the name of ‘Ashiah/ 
'Oshiah the king, via a man [ZJechariah. The script is either eighth (so, Cross) 
or seventh century (so, Yardeni). in the former case, ’Ashiah/’Oshiah is a vari
ant of Joash, king of (udah; in the latter case, of Josiah, which is the latest date 
possible. In Josiah’s time a Levite named Zechariah was concerned with repairs 
to the Jerusalem temple (cf. 2 Chron. 34:12), so the later dating might well allow 
of our two Zechariahs being the same man.54

(b) Seal stones and impressions. These include both fiscal and personal 
seals. One fiscal seal is dated to a royal “Year 26” in late seventh-/early sixth- 
century script. Therefore its editors date it to Josiah, the only king who reigned 
that long, then. (However, it should be said that as Manasseh supposedly 
reigned fifty-five years, he cannot be ruled out absolutely.) Exactly similar fiscal 
stamps include dates in Years 13,14, and 20 (another in a Year 3 is different).55

The personal seals include (fig. 2): one of a king’s son Jeho-ahaz, probably 
Josiah’s eventual successor; one of Azaliah son of Meshullam (father of 
Shaphan) (cf. 2 Kings 22:3); one of Ahikam son of Shaphan, this reign or 
Jehoiakim’s (cf. 2 Kings 22:12-14; l£r* 26:24);a seal stone in ring, of Hanan son of 
Hilkiah, (high) priest in Jerusalem (cf. 2 Kings 22:8,10).56
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(v) Jeiioiakim and Jehoiachin

Attributable to Jehoiakim’s reign [fig. 2) may be the seal of the king’s son 
Jerahmeel and a bulla from a second seal of the same man. Such a man was son 
of King (ehoiakim and involved with the prophet Jeremiah (Jer. 36:26). An im
pression or bulla of “Gemariah soil of Shaphan” recalls the man of this name 
and filiation under jehoiakim in Jer. 36:10-11.37 For the seal of Gemariah’s 
brother Ahikam, see above under Josiah. For Baruch in this reign and the next 
two, see under Zedekiah, below.

We have also the seal of the king’s son Pedaiah, readily identifiable as one 
of the sons of Jehoiachin, named in 1 Chron. 3:16-18.38 Cf. fig. 2.

(vi) Zedekiah

Here a series of personal seals belong to people who bear the names of charac
ters active in this reign. Most famous are two bullae from seals of "Berechiah 
[= Baruch], son of Neriah the scribe,” well known as the prophet Jeremiah’s 
faithful secretary (Jer. 32:12; 36; 43:1-7; 45). Cf. Fig. 2.

Malkijah the king’s son (Jer. 38:6) may be the same man as the owner of 
CWSS, 55, no. 15. Seraiah son of Neriah appears to be Baruch’s brother; Azariah 
son of Hilkiah would be brother of Hanan (cf. under Josiah); cf. 1 Chron. 6:13; 
9:11. Gedaliah "who is over the house” may have been the Gedaliah who briefly 
governed Judah after the Babylonian conquest in 586 (cf. 2 Kings 23:22-25). One 
or another of four seal owners Jaazaniah, one being “servant of the king,” may 
again have been the army officer active in 586 (2 Kings 25:23). A king’s son, 
Elishama, had descendants active at the fall of Jerusalem (2 Kings 25:25; Jer. 
41:1); his probable seal would then date anytime from Josiah onward.59

A major inscription! source at this time is the collection of ostraca found 
in the ruins of Lachish, known as the “Lachish Letters.” Archaeologically they 
date from the last days of Lachish before it was destroyed by Nebuchadrezzar’s 
troops.60

For the historical role of the foregoing documents, cf. further section 5 
below.
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4. THE SEQUENCES OF RULERS AND OVERALL 
CHRONOLOGY, CIRCA 930-580

A. THE BASIC SEQUENCES OF RULERS 
IN EXTERNAL AND BIBLICAL SOURCES

Now, after listing the rulers of Israel and Judah from the biblical record (tab. 2, 
pp. 8-9 above), then checking the foreign rulers there mentioned against the 
original foreign sources, and the witness of those external sources to Hebrew 
rulers, and finally the indigenous Hebrew sources so far as they go, we must set 
out first the basic results for the sequences of rulers in both external and bibli
cal sources and compare notes. Then we may look at the chronology more 
closely, to establish practical limits during circa 950-580, so that we may gain a 
working framework within which to examine (in 5, below) the interlock of his
torical events in the two lots of sources.

The framework of ancient Near Eastern history in this epoch is provided 
by the two major hearths of complex civilization of that day, namely, Mesopo
tamia (Assyria and Babylonia) on the east and Egypt to the southwest. Before 
Alexander the Great (336-323) we have the Persian Empire, which ended the in
dependence of Babylon in 539 (by Cyrus) and (for a time) of Egypt in 525 (by 
Cambyses). All these dates are firm and universally accepted. In Mesopotamia 
the Neo-Babylonian kings ruled Babylonia from 626 to 539. Overlapping at the 
end and preceding them, the kings of Assyria are dated to the year from 912 
down to 648 (eponym lists, gn/gioff., plus king lists), and to the final end of As
syria in 609.

Before 912 Assyrian dates are closely correct back to 1180, before which a 
dispute over three or thirteen years for Ninurta-apil-ekur gives a maximum ten- 
year variation back to 1432/1422 for the accession of Enlil-nasir II. Thus from 
1180 (and quite closely from the late fifteenth century) Assyrian dates provide a 
firm backbone of dating other, less securely fixed regions in the Near East/’1

On the other side of the area, Egypt also makes a valuable contribution, 
essentially independent of Mesopotamia. Thus, before the Persian conquest in 
525, the Twenty-Sixth (Saite) Dynasty reigned to the year during 664 to 525. The 
reign ofTanutamtm was contemporary with the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty, and the 
Twenty-Third and Twenty-Fourth Dynasties were wholly contemporary with 
the Twenty-Second and with each other; so none of these affect the tlow of suc
cessive dates. Before the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty, Taharqa of the Twenty-Fifth 
(Kushite/Nubian) Dynasty reigned from 690 to 664. Before tiiis date, it is now 
clear that Shebitku reigned from at least 702 (and perhaps 706), and his prede
cessor Shabaka for fourteen years, thirteen over Egypt, maximally 719/mini
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mally 715 to 702. Before him in Egypt, but not ending before 716 (Osorkon IV = 
Shilkanni of an Assyrian text in 716), the Twenty-Second (Libyan) Dynasty 
reigned an absolute minimum of dose to 230 years, beginning with Shoshenq I 
("Shishak”) from 945 (or extremely dose to it). Note that this Egyptian chronol
ogy stands independently of both the Assyrian and Hebrew data.

Before 945, the Twenty-First Dynasty goes back to 1070 within a year or 
so. Earlier still, the Ramesside Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties (New King
dom) go back to firm dates of 1279-1213 (not 1212!) for Ramesses 11, and for the 
preceding Eighteenth Dynasty and start of the New Kingdom to either 1550 or 
1340 (again, varying because of a king |Tuthmosis II) who reigned either three 
or thirteen years).62

It is within this very dose framework that the dates for the kingdoms of 
Israel and Judah have to be set. So, first, how do the sequences of rulers fit in 
these conditions? And then, how about possibly more precise dates?

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(i) Mesopotamia: Reality and Sequence

The Hebrew record names the following kings of Assyria (A) and Babylon (B) 
in this order:

Tiglath-pileser (IID/Pul — A 
Shalmaneser (V) — A 
Sargon (II) — A 
Sennacherib — A 
Merodach-Baladatt (IT) — B 
Esarhaddon — A 
Nebuchadrezzar (II) — 13 
Evil-Merodach — B

(745-727)
(727-722)
(722-705)
(705-681)
(722-710, 703)
(681-669)
(605-562)
(562-560)

As the added Mesopotamian dates show, the Hebrew writers in Kings, 
etc., have their Assyrian and Babylonian monarchs impeccably in the right or
der, and (for Assyria) in close succession, corresponding to the frequent Assyr
ian interventions in the Levant, And the basic forms of names given are also 
known to be closely accurate, contrasted with what is found in writings of the 
fourth to first centuries n.c.63 Thus the writers of Kings, Chronicles, and Isaiah 
and Jeremiah come out well here in terms of accuracy and reliability.

They also know their own royal sequence correctly. The Mesopotamian 
sources confirm directly the order of Israelite and Judean kings as found in 
Kings and Chronicles:
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Shalmaneser 111 names: 853
841

Ahab of Israel 
Jehu of Bit-Khumri 

(= Israel)
Adid-nirari III names: 796 Jehoash of Samaria
Tiglath-pilcser III names: 738 Men,the 111 of Samaria

(738
733

734 
732

Azrian, probably not Azariah)
Pekah of Bit-Khumri 

(— Israel)
Ahaz of Judah

Hoshea of Bil-Khumri 
( Israel)

Snrgon II claims: 722 Fall of Samaria
Sennacherib names: 701 Hezekiah of Judah
Esarhaddon names: 676 Manasseh of Judah
Assurbanipal names: ca. 666 Manasseh of Judah

Nebuchadrezzar II 597 (Jehoiachin) sent to Babylon 
(Zedekiah) in Jerusalem

names: 594-570 Jehoiachin of Judah, captive 
in Babylon

These records also give us very definite dates for the floruit of the Hebrew 
kings mentioned. Thus the sequence of Hebrew kings in Kings, etc., is also 
straight and reliable, as are the biblical reports on Mesopotamian kings.

(ii) Egypt and the Levant

There is less material to notice here. Sboshenq 1 celebrated his campaign in Pal
estine by beginning huge temple-building projects from Year 21 (ca. 925; his 
stela at Gebel Silsila), his campaign tableau being part of the one at Karnak.

Osorkon 1 reigned after him, immediately spending vast wealth on 
Egypt’s temple cults (Years 1-4, ca. 924-921; Bubastis text); Osorkon IV reigned 
circa 732/730-716. Thereafter Taharqa reigned from 690 to 664, Necho 11 from 
610 to 595, and Hophra from 589 to 570, all in sequence alongside their Hebrew 
contemporaries. We may again tabulate:

Shoshenq I, war in Palestine, Yr 20 
Osorkon I, spending wealth 
Osorkon IV = So 
Taharqa: prince vs. Sennacherib 

: king 
Necho II 
Hophra

ca. 926/25 
ca. 924-890/889 
ca. 732/730-716 
701
690-664
610-595
589-570

(Re hobo am, Yr 5)
(tp Reh, Asa & Zerah) 
ctp Hoshea of Israel 
ctp Hezekiah of Judah

ctp Josiah of Judah, 609 
ctp Zedekiah, 588/587
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Again, the sequences and dating tally well, and the names are accurately trans
mitted.

We then turn to the Levant. Using combined sources for Aram, Phoeni
cia, and Jordan, we have:

9th cent. u.c. Ittobaal I (Ethbaal) Phoenicia Ahab of Israel
(9th cent.) (Mesha Moab Ahab & successors)
9th cent. Hazael Aram-D Jehu & Jehoahaz of Israel
start 8th cent. Benhadad “HI,” 

son of Hazael
Aram-D Joash of Israel; 

Zakkur of Hamath
740S-732 Rezin/Rakhianu Aram-D Pekah of Israel; T-P III 

of Assyria
ca. 586 Baal is Ammon Fall of Judah, ca. 586; seal

And again, the sequences and general dates tit perfectly well. (Mesha is in 
parentheses because he is not securely dated except by the OT record and 
vaguely by paleography.) The names in Hebrew and the other northwest Se
mitic languages correspond closely.

(iii) Local Records

Finally, we examine the modest contribution of “local records.” From the Sa
maria ostraca we have respectably long reign(s) of from nine to ten and/or fif
teen years with organized administration in a palace in the first half of the 
eighth century B.C.; a minister’s seal belongs to the time of a Jeroboam, cer
tainly II. We might have the seal of the ephemeral Shallum, and certainly a pri
vate seal naming Hoshea. In Judah seals name the kings Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, 
Hezekiah, and most likely Manasseh as prince. Two royal bullae underline the 
lineage and succession of Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah. Two well-known stone 
inscriptions (Siloam tunnel, tomb) make sense if attributed to Hezekiah’s 
reign.

Then in the later seventh/early sixth century we have a good series of seals 
and bullae that belonged to or named a whole dutch of characters familiar spe
cifically in this period in 2 Kings, 2 Chronicles, and Jeremiah. Their overall dat
ing is clinched by those specimens that derive from such digs as that of the 
“City of David,” with its “house of seals,” belonging to the eve of the fall of Jeru - 
salem in 586. The seals and bullae found outside such dosed archaeological 
contexts are so dose in nature to these provenanced specimens as to be guaran
teed the same general date.64
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The Lachish ostraca belong to that same political context. In other words, 
these local items do bear out the reality of kings and their subordinates in both 
kingdoms, the sequence of some, and the existence of proper governmental 
royal centers in Samaria (eighth century) and Jerusalem (seventh/early sixth 
centuries). All of this is consistent with the external evidence from other Near 
Eastern sources reviewed above.

B. THE DETAILED CHRONOLOGY OF THE DIVIDED 
MONARCHY PERIOD — CONCISELY!

This topic is complex in several ways. We must stick to essentials. The first thing 
to realize is that the chronological data in Kings in particular — regnal years, syn
chronisms, etc, — follow normal Near Eastern usage.65 They cannot be under
stood by just totting up figures as if this were some modern, “Western” composi
tion. That way lies confusion, as many have found to their cost. Ancient regnal 
years were calculated in one or another of two main ways, simply because kings 
never normally died conveniently at midnight on the last day of the last month of 
the year, so making their regnal years identical with the ordinary calendar year. 
So, as in Mesopotamia, one might use accession-year dating. When the throne 
changed hands during the civil year, that whole year was (in effect) credited to the 
king who had died, the new man treating it simply as his “accession year” (a year 
zero), and counting his Year i from the next New Year’s Day. On this system, if a 
list says a king reigned eight years, then eight years should be credited to him.

But in Egypt the classical system was the opposite: j.e., nonaccession-year 
dating. In this case, when one king died and another ascended the throne, the 
whole year was credited to the new man (as Year l, straightaway), and none of it to 
his recently deceased predecessor. In such cases a king who is known to have 
reached his eighth year can only be credited with seven full years. (Unless, under 
the New Kingdom system, his fall years run independently of the calendar year, 
when a final six months or more = one full year. Butthis purely Egyptian problem 
will not concern us here.) These phenomena do affect the calculation of regnal 
years in Israel and Judah, A simple Theoretical example may show this (see p. 27).

On the Egyptian method a king reaches his seventh year (“seven years”), 
but it is credited to his successor; so we subtract one, giving him a true reign of 
only six years. On the Mesopotamian method a king reaches his sixth year (“six 
years”), which is credited to him (merely = accession for next man), so he has a 
true reign of six years, nothing to subtract. These usages apply as much to He
brew kings as to their neighbors, and cannot be ignored. This can be seen in a 
very special context, as long ago pointed out by Thiele. In the history of Israel,
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Egypt

King A — Year 12 
King A — Year 13; dies 
Year becomes

B.c. Mesopotamia

980 King A — Year 12 
979 King A — Year 13; dies 

counted to King ,4 
King B — accession yr only 

978 King B — Year 1
977 King B — Year 2
976 King B — Year 3
975 King B — Year 4
974 King B — Year 5
973 King B — Year 6; dies

counted to King B 
King C — accession year only 

972 King C — Year 1 
971 King C — Year 2 and so on

King B — Year 1 
King B — Year 2 
King B — Year 3 
King B — Year 4 
King B — Year 5 
King B — Year 6
King B — Year 7; dies 
Year becomes
King C — Year 1 
King C — Year 2
King C — Year 3 and so on

Ahab sent troops to the Battle of Qarqar in 853, as his opponent Shalmaneser III 
tells us. So Ahab at least lived into 853. But twelve years later, in 841, Jehu of Is
rael paid tribute, as Shalmaneser III also tells us. Yet within that span our data 
in Kings give two reigns in Israel, Ahaziah at two years and J( eh) ora in at twelve 
years, which makes fourteen years to our Western minds. On the Mesopo
tamian accession-year system, this would also be true. But the founder of Israel, 
Jeroboam 1, came not from Mesopotamia but from Egypt to found his kingdom 
(1 Kings 11:40; 12:2), and so be may well have brought the Egyptian usage with 
him. Because, on the nonaccession-year usage, Ahaziah wouLd have only one 
full year and J(eh)oram eleven full years — total, twelve years, fitting neatly into 
the twelve years from 853 to 841. Then Ahab and his predecessors would also 
have used this mode. So six kings with eighty-four stated years had actually one 
full year each less, giving us eighty-four years - six years = seventy-eight years, 
back to 931/930, for the accession of Jeroboam I, and by inference that of his ri
val, Rehoboam of Judah. See diagrams, figs. 3 and 4.

There is one other control over this period in Hebrew history. Jehu gained 
his throne by murdering both his predecessor J(eh)oram II in Israel and 
Ahaziah II of Judah (2 Kings 9:14-29), an event now apparently vouched for by 
the Tel I Dan stela independently of Kings, on which Hazael claims the credit for 
himself (perhaps viewing Jehu as his henchman).Thus the period from 931/930 
down to 841 covers all the kings of Israel prior to Jehu and all the Judean kings 
down to Ahaziah I! inclusive, who was killed by Jehu by or in 841 = eighty-nine
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or ninety years. The total for Judah, also six kings in that time, is ninety-five 
years, five or six years in excess of eighty-nine/ninety years on six kings. In the
ory Judah too could he using nonaccession years = eighty-nine real years, al
most identical with Israel. If on the accession-year mode, then these five/six 
years may represent an error in the figure for either one or more reigns or for 
one or more coregencies.

Before looking at the period 931-841 more closely, it will be helpful to note 
the following underlying facts.

(i) Calendars

We have in practice to deal with three distinct calendars: (l) the ancient and He
brew spring-to-sprlng calendar (months Nisan to next Nisan), (2) the ancient 
and Hebrew autumn-to-antumn (“fall”) calendar (months Tishri to next Tishri), 
and (3) our modern winter-to-winter calendar (months January to December, 
next January), which we have to overlay upon the old calendars to "translate” 
them into our current usage. Any attempt to work out the two lines of Hebrew 
kings, assuming that they both used the same ancient calendar (whether spring/ 
Nisan or autumn/Tishri), soon falls apart, as neither the regnal years nor the syn
chronisms given between the two kingdoms make sense on this procedure. It is 
clear that the two kingdoms of Israel and Judah used different calendars, one 
Nisan to Nisan, the other Tishri to Tishri. But which used which? The two best 
and most recent scholars on the whole subject, Thiele and Galil, differ on this 
point. Thiele assigned the Tishri calendar to Judah and the Nisan one to Israel, 
while Galil did the opposite.Thiele had respectable reasons in the Hebrewtext for 
his choice (Solomon’s count of years, building the temple; Josiah’s enactment of 
cult reforms; Nehemialfs [1:1; 2:1] datings), but they are not needfully decisive. 
Galil produced no clearly independent evidence for his opposite view (his 
adduction of Jer. 36:22, pp, 9F., proves nothing). Thiele’s choice of calendars leads 
to consistently one-year-too-high and one-year-too-low figures being given re
spectively for Israelite years for accession of Judean kings and for Judean years for 
accession of Israelite kings. He explained this as due to each kingdom citing the 
other’s years by its own count, not the years the other kingdom actually used. This 
is possible, but is considered by others complex, if consistent.

On Galil’s choice of calendar, the synchronisms fit, without any other ad
justment, which may speak in favor of attributing (with him) a Nisan-based 
calendar to Judah and a Tishri-based calendar to Israel. But careful examina
tion of the total regnal data (at least for 931-841) shows that Thiele’s treatment 
of coregencies is to be preferred to Galil’s failure to accou nt for a good number
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of regnal and synchronistic data. Coregencies tend to reflect political events or 
threats of such.

From Manasseh (in mid-seventh century) to the end of the Judean mon
archy, dates are largely agreed. Between 841 and Hezekiah’s reign, improve
ments on both Thiele and Galil can be made {cf. below), such that nearly all our 
data in Kings appear to be reasonably consistent.

“In Medias Res" — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(ii) Regnal Years

Again, any attempt to impose the same type of regnal year-count (accession or 
nonaccession) on both kingdoms overall is doomed to failure, and has to be 
discarded. Each used either form of year-count under particular circumstances.

But on this both Thiele and Galil are in close agreement; namely, that Is
rael used nonaccession dating in the tenth and ninth centuries but changed to 
access ion-year dating in the eighth, and that, broadly, Judah held to accession- 
year dating throughout; hereThiele would attribute a brief use of nonaccession
yeardating under just three kings, which appears justifiable on political grounds 
(Jehoram, Ahaziah II, Joash under Israelite influence}. Thus we assemble a prac
tical dating for these kings in table 3, on the following pages.66 This table incor
porates the fixed dates from external references (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon), here 
printed in bold figures. It also incorporates the entire corpus of years of reign 
and of synchronisms from 1-2 Kings (paralleled by Chronicles), nearly all of 
which fit well together, once the well-established Near Eastern usages are ap
plied. Thiele’s “pattern twelve-thirteen” kind of anomaly and Galil’s dismissals 
of perfectly good data can now both be discarded. Only very minor iniscopying 
need be assumed in (at most!) barely three instances out of scores of figures, and 
these may simply be correct figures not yet properly understood.

Coregencies usually have political significance, e.g., to affirm the succes
sion under threats (real or potential) from within or without. And a new king 
might continue his old year-numbering at his accession to sole power, or 
choose to make a complete break to affirm that a different regime was now in 
power. A good example of the latter is Hezekiah starting a new year-numbering 
after the death of Ahaz, with whose pro-Assyrian policies he clearly disagreed.

Thus we find in Kings a very remarkably preserved royal chronology, 
mainly very accurate in fine detail, that agrees very closely with the dates given 
by Mesopotamian and other sources. Such a legacy would, most logically, de
rive from then-existing archives (such as the “book(s) of the annals of the kings 
of (udah” and “of Israel” mentioned in Kings), besides archives of administra
tive, legal, or other documents. It cannot well be the free creation of some much
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ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

Table 3. Kings of Israel and Judah, 931-586 B. c.: Basic Dates

B.C. ludah B.C. Israel

951/930- Rehoboam, 17 full yrs; 931/930- Jeroboam I, 21 full yrs
915/914 926/925 1 Kings 14:21 911/910 (to 22nd); 1 Kings

14:20

915/914- Abijam, 3 full yrs; acc. 911/910- Nadab, 1 full yr
912/911 Yr 18 Jeroboam I 910/909 (>2iid); acc. Yr 2 Asa

1 Kings i;:if. 1 Kings 15:2;

912/911- Asa, 41 full yrs; 910/909- Baasha, 23 full yrs
871/870 1 Kings 15:9-10; acc. Yr 887/8SS 024th); acc. Yr 3 Asa;

20 Jeroboam I 1 Kings 15:28, 33

871/870- Jehoshaphat, 25 full 887/S86- Elah, 1 full yr (>2nd);
849/848 yrs; 1 Kings 22:411 acc. 886/8S5 1 Kings 16:8; acc. Yr 26

(cr: 873 if.) Yr 4 Ahab Asa
8S6/885 Zimri, 7 days; 1 Kings 

16:10, 15 Tibni, 5 full 
yrs (>6th); 1 Kings 
i6:2if. (rival to Omri)

886/8S5- Omri, 11 full yrs
875/874 (>i2th); (sole) acc. Yr 

31 Asa (881/880);
1 Kings 16:23

875/874-853 Ahab, 21 full yrs 
(>22nd); 853 acc. Yr 38 
Asa; 1 Kings 16:29

849/848- J(eh)oram II, 7 full yrs S53-852 Ahaziah /, 1 full yr
842 (>8th); 2 Kings 8:16; (>2tid); acc. Yr 17

acc. Yr 5 Joram 1 Jehoshaphat; 1 Kings 
22:51

842-841 Ahaziah II, 1 full yr 852-841 J(eh)oram 1,11 full yrs
(>2nd); acc. Yr 11/12 (<i2th); acc. Yr 18
Joram J| 2 Kings 9:29; Jehoshaphat/2
8:25-26 Joram II; 2 Kings 3:1;

1:17

841-83; Queen Athaliah, 6 yrs; 841-814/813 Jehu, 27 (28?) full yrs
2 Kings 11:34 (>28/29?); (no acc. 

link); 2 Kings 10:36; 
841
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841/835- /045/1 1, 39 full yrs
796/795 (>40) acc. (sole) 7th yr 

Jehu; 2 Kings 12:1

796/795- Amaziah, 29 full yrs; 814/813- Jehoahaz I, 16 full yrs
776/775 2 Kings 14:1-2; acc. Yr 806/805 (>17); acc. Yr 23

(cr: 805/804(1.) 2 Jehoash 11 (cr: 822/21) Joash I; 2 Kings 13:1

776/775- Uzziah (Azariah), 52 806/805- Joash 11,15 full yrs
736/735 full yrs (not active 791/790 (>16); 796; acc. Yr 37

(cr: 787ft.) 75off.) 2 Kings 15:1-2; 
acc. as cr, Yr “27” (17?)

Joash 1; 2 Kings 13:10

[eroboam II
791/790- Jeroboam II, 41 full
750/749 yrs; acc. (sole) Yr 15

cr: *804/803 Amaziah; 2 Kings
14:23

750-735/730 Jotham, 16/20 full yrs; 750/749 Zachariah, 6 mos;
acc. “Yr 2” Pekah; 2 Kings 15:8; acc. Yr 38
2 Kings 15:31-33. cf. 30

749
Uzziah
Shallum, 1 mo;
2 Kings 15:13; acc. Yr 
39 Uzziah

749/748- Menahem, 10 full yrs;
739/738 2 Kings 15:17; acc. Yr 

39 Uzziah 738
739/738- Pekahiah, 2 full yrs;
737/736 2 Kings 15:23; acc. Yr 

50, Uzziah

735/734 or Ahaz, 16/(20) yrs; 737/736- Pekah, 5 yrs (“20”
73i/73o-7i5 2 Kings 16:1-2; acc. 732/731 back-dated); real acc.

“Yr 17” Pekah; 734 (“75i/75o”ff.) Yr 52 Uzziah; 733 
2 Kings 15:27

715-687/686 Hezekiah, 29 full yrs; 732/731-722 Hoshea, 9 full yrs; 732
(cr: 728ft.) 701 2 Kings 18:1-2; acc. Yr 20 lotham/Yr

acc. Yr 3 Hoshea 12 Ahaz; 2 Kings 15:30/
17:1
Fall of Samaria, 722

687/686-642 Manasseh, 55 full
(cr: 697/696IT.) yrs; 2 Kings 21:1; 

676; ca. 666

642-640 Amon, 2 full yrs; 
2 Kings 21:19
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640-609 Josiah, 31 full yrs; 
2 Kings 22:1

609 jehoahaz II, 3 mos; 
2 Kings 23:31

609-598 Jehoiakim, 11 full 
yrs; 2 Kings 23:36

598-597 Jehoiachin, 3 mos; 
2 Kings 24:8

(597)

597-586 Zedekiah, 11 full yrs; 
2 Kings 24:18

(597)

586 Fall of Jerusalem

later writer’s imagination that just happens (miraculously!) to coincide almost 
throughout with the data then preserved only in documents buried inaccessibly 
in the ruin mounds of Assyrian cities long since abandoned and largely lost to 
view.

5. HISTORY OF THE DIVIDED MONARCHY 
IN BIBLICAL AND EXTERNAL SOURCES

Here we look compactly at those episodes in ancient Near Eastern history that 
are common to both sets of sources — the biblical writings and the nonbiblical 
or external sources — and compare notes to see how far they match tip with 
each other, if at all.

A. SHISHAK/SHOSHENQ 1 OF EGYPT INVADES PALESTINE

We have met this character already (p. io, above). In 1 Kings 14:25-26 and in 
2 Chron. 12:2-9, we have the succinct report (Kings) that “Shishaq” (better vari
ant, “Shushaq”) king of Egypt came up to Jerusalem in the fifth year of 
Rehoboam king of Judah, taking off as booty the wealth of the temple and pal
ace there.67

Other details (Chronicles) list Shishak’s considerable forces as including 
Libyans, Sukkiyim, and Nubians (Kushites); Jerusalem was not taken by force, 
but in effect its wealth was handed over as tribute, with vassal status (“service to 
earthly kingdoms,” 1 Chron. 12:8). So, by these accounts, the Egyptian ruler
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went home enriched, and may have imposed tribute-paying vassal status upon 
Judah. As both Kings and Chronicles stem from Judean writers, they have noth
ing more to say about the neighboring kingdom of Israel, subsequent to Jero
boam’s exit from Egypt, where he had enjoyed Shishak’s patronage as a dissi
dent (1 Kings 11:40; 12:2).

The Hebrew narratives do not stand alone. There is no reason whatever to 
doubt the identity of the Hebrew “Shushaq” with the very well known pharaoh 
Shoshenq I, founder of the Twenty-Second Dynasty, of Libyan origin, whose 
reign is closely datable to circa 945-924. Pharaohs from of old placed their 
“throne names" (adopted at accession) and personal names in royal ovals or 
cartouches. Those of Shoshenq 1 are, respectively, Hedj-kheper-re Setepemeand 
Shoshenq Beloved-of-Amun, Amun being Egypt’s great imperial god, with a vast 
temple at Karnak in Thebes. These cartouches are exclusive to Shoshenq I; no 
other Shoshenq, of numbers Il-VI(ll), used that combination.

To this first Shoshenq belongs a series of monuments that link him ex
plicitly with Palestine and war there. Conversely, no other Shoshenq has (so far) 
any known connection with Palestine or events there. And the dates of 
Shoshenq 1 (ca. 945-924) fit the dates for Rehobo am (ca. 931-914)- Even more 
closely, Shoshenq I’s unfinished works in celebration of his victory date to his 
Year 21 onward (Siisila stela, that year; ca. 925), setting his campaign in Years 19 
or 20 (927f. or 9266), while the fifth year of Rehoboam is about 926/925 also. 
The Egyptian and Hebrew dates series are independent of each other (pp. 24,30 
above) but match very well.

The Egyptian data for the campaign follow strictly Egyptian usage. The 
geographical point of proof is the top corner of a stda bearing the distinctive 
cartouches of Shoshenq I (and nobody else!) in the rubble of ancient Megiddo 
itself— his “visiting card” (fig. 5A).SS Setting up such a monument indicates an 
Egyptian presence and (in this Egyptian historical context) a conquest. Such 
stelae were often set up or rock-carved in regions that the pharaohs then 
claimed as vassal states, as did Sethos I at Reth-Shan (north Canaan; two) and 
Tell Shihab (east of Lake Galilee), and Ramesses II at Beth-Shan, Byblos, Tyre, 
Adhlun, and Nahr el-Kalb (Lebanon; three) and Sheikh Said (east of Lake Gali
lee). This interpretation would agree with the remark at the end of 2 Chron. 
12:8.

The place-name list in his huge triumph scene at Karnak is extensive, but 
damaged (names are lost in rows IV and XI). Like all such major lists, a rhetori
cal text runs above it, of very original stamp, mentioning the king’s buildings as 
well as his valor. And exactly like almost all other such major lists, the rows of 
place-names (each in an oval) do not run in a continuous sequence (like an en
tire journey), but are made up of segments or extracts from routes; no capital
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cities are picked out, no defeated foreign ruler is ever mentioned, and (in Ca
naan and Syria) no nation or state is named, merely the townships encoun
tered.'’9 Cf. figs. 5B, 6, and 7.

So, this great list does not mention either a Rehoboam or a Jeroboam, or 
the “state names” of Judah or Israel; that was never done in such long town lists. 
What we do have is several series of names of places known in both Judah and 
Israel, from which Shoshenq’s course of campaign can be discerned.70 This is 
valuable, in that it shows that Shoshenq I chose not only to cow and loot 
Rehoboam of Judah, but also to bring his former protege Jeroboam of Israel to 
heel. It may well be (a touch of speculation, for a moment!) that Shoshenq’s 
price tag for helping Jeroboam into power in 931 was that Jeroboam should 
thereafter pay him tribute as a vassal. It would only need Jeroboam to default 
on his payment to bring the redoubtable pharaoh down upon him, and to lay 
hands on Judah’s rumored wealth for good measure.

A Karnak stela of Shoshenq 1 (though fragmentary) dearly mentions 
conflict with “Asiatics” on the Sinai border of the East Delta — for a ruler bent 
on conquest, such an incident (however flimsy) would serve as a sufficient ex
cuse to sweep across north Sinai into Judah, then up into Israel. So the Egyptian 
data add complementary details to our biblical information. The latter in turn 
hint at the mixed composition of Shoshenq’s force: Libyans (as one would ex
pect of a Libyan ruler); Nubians (from the many resident in Egypt, or recruited 
from Nubia); and — most interesting — some Sukkiyim, or scouts, Libyan aux
iliaries known in Egyptian texts from the thirtee 11th/twelfth centuries onward, 
an intimate detail that we owe exclusively to the Chronicler and his 
(nonbibiical) sources.71 Thus, overall, the very differently composed Egyptian 
and Hebrew sources usefully complement one another, to produce a fuller pic
ture of a particular historical occasion.

B. MESHA KING OF MOAB VERSUS OMRFS DYNASTY

In 2 Kings 3:4-27 we have an account of conflict between Israel and Moab. Un
der Ahab (and perhaps before), Alesha king of Moab had had to pay annual 
tribute to Israel, but he rebelled after Ahab’s death. So Ahab’s successor, foram, 
engaged Jehoshaphat king of Judah and the king of Edom in a joint attack on 
Moab to bring Mesha back into subjection. After the allies achieved military 
success against Moab, the king of Moab resorted to grisly sacrifice, and the al
lies had to retreat. The reason is not stated, but it is assuming very little to infer 
that their king’s drastic act spurred the Moabites into a frenzied counterattack 
that drove their opponents from the field. Nobody in antiquity liked to admit
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defeat, but writers would disguise or minimize it in one way or another (cf. 
2 Kings 3:27b).

With the discovery at Dibon of a stela of Mesha himself (1S68), we have a 
comparable account from the xVloabite side. Mesha had succeeded his father af
ter the latter's thirty years of rule. During that period and into his own reign, 
Omri king of Israel and his son (i.e.,Ahab) oppressed Moab“inany years” (11. 5
6); under Omri and his sons (= descendants, e.g., Ahab, Joram), “40 years” (II. 
7-8). Then Mesha threw off Israel’s yoke and proceeded to take (back) Madeba, 
Ataroth, Nebo, and Jahaz. In the south the “House of |Da]vid” (1. 31; fig. 13B) 
had held Horonen, so Mesha took that also. His stela celebrates his successes 
and his consequent building works.72

Here then there is overlap with the Hebrew account, but also additional 
information (just as in Shoshenq’s case). Both accounts agree in portraying the 
basic situation; namely, that the Omride Dynasty in Israel had succeeded in im
posing its overlordship upon Moab, turning the Moabite kingdom into a 
tribute-paying vassal, and that for a dear span of years, not just the odd year or 
two. That situation began under Omri and continued under Ahab until his 
death. But under Joram, the Moabite king rejected vassal status and rebelled. 
From this point each side goes on to stress its successes and to minimize its re
verses. Initially the allies overran Moabite territory, defeating and killing the 
foe, and destroying all they could, until suffering a final reverse such that they 
withdrew; this is all passed over in silence by Mesha on his stela.

But the withdrawal from Moab by the allies gave Mesha the opportunity 
to consolidate his position, reoccupy places formerly held by his foes, and re
build his towns and utilities, which are the aspects that he stresses on his mon
ument — the capture of Madeba, Ataroth, Nebo, Jahaz, and Horonen; the 
building (rebuilding?) of Baal-meon, Qiryaten, Qeriho, Aroer, Beth-Bamoth, 
and Bezer (both “destroyed” and "in ruins,” 1. 27); the making of cisterns (11. 9, 
23, etc.) — or in fact, their reclearing? In thanksgiving to his deity Kemosh, 
Mesha then also built temples in Diblaten, Baal-Meon, and possibly [Madejba 
(II, 29-30)-

This process of renewal might have taken anywhere from a couple of 
years to five or ten years at most; there is no justification whatsoever for dating 
the contents or carving of the stela any later than that, after the dash with the 
allies, or for any more elaborate theory of the course of events than that just 
given. This monument was certainly not a postmortem memorial. With 
Jehoram’s accession about 852, Mesha’s successful rebellion would hardly be 
later than circa 850. Thus his subsequent consolidation would have been 
achieved within circa 850/840 at most. About 840/835 is therefore, historically, 
about the latest credible date (even too late) for the creation of this stela.
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Thus, again, and as one would expect on the basis of innumerable other 
examples of this kind where distinct accounts are available from different 
sources, a fuller account emerges from careful comparison of the total evi
dence.

C. HAZAEL OF ARAM-DAMASCUS 
AND THE TEL DAN STELA

In 2 Kings 9:1-29 we are given an account of how Jehu, an Israelite army com
mander, proceeded to kill off both his own master Joram (I) king of Israel and 
the latter’s ally Ahaziah (II) king of Judah during a lull in their war with Hazael, 
king of Aram of Damascus. This is the only occasion on which two monarch? 
of Israel and Judah met their deaths at virtually the same moment in time.

In recent years excavations at Tel Dan, ancient Dan, yielded two stone 
fragments (one broken) from a stela bearing the remains of at least thirteen 
lines of inscription in Old Aramaic.73 Lines 3 to 9 are the clearest and best- 
preserved part. These read largely as follows:

(3) And my father lay down, and he went to his [(fore)fathers]. And the 
king of I(4)[sjrael had come up earlier into my father’s land, [But] Hadad 
made m[e] king, (5) (even) me.

And Hadad went before me, (. . . obscure. ..) (s) my kings(?) And I killed 
['might]y ki[ngs?] who harnessed two(J) th[ousand ch[(7)ariots and 
two(?) thousand horsemen.74

[And I killed? xx.xjram, son of [jootx], (8) king of Israel.75

And [1] killed [xxx]iahson of |xxxx.xx](9) ? the House of David (fig. 13A).

And I set [destruction in their cities, etc.?/tribute on their people,etc.?] (10) 
their land [. ..],

The author of this text was clearly a king; his text is In Aramaic, and the god 
Hadad was his patron; the power that was Israel’s next-door neighbor to her 
north was the kingdom of Aram ruled from Damascus. Thus the originator of 
this text was a king of Apam-Damascus beyond any serious doubt. In this text 
he did something (presumably nasty) to “[. . .[ram son of |xxxx], king of Is
rael "and slew a person “|xxx[iali son of [X]” related to the House of David, i.e., 
Judah. In the whole series of the kings of Israel, there is one and only one king
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whose name ends in -ram, and that is J(eh)oram, son of Ahab, circa 852-841. 
Therefore it seems at the present time inevitable that we should restore here 
“[J(eh)o]ram son of [Ahab], king of Israel.”

In strict parallel with the sentence about [JehoJram of Israel, we have an
other that our Aramean king killed “[xxxjiah son of [X]plus mention of the 
House of David — Judah. This person from Judah must have been of compara
ble importance to [Jehojram of Israel to be worth listing with him in the same 
breath as being slain. So he should be a king (or nearest deputy), and he has to 
be a contemporary of Joram of Israel. This dating immediately excludes such 
Judean kings as Amaziah, Uzziah, Hezekiah, and Zedekiah, who are all much 
too late to be with Joram in or before 841. The only other known suitable per
son is Ahaziah (II) king of Judah — who in fact is the very man killed off at the 
same time as Joram of Israel in the narrative of 2 Kings 9. This identification 
places the Aramean king’s two victims on the same footing: king of Israel and 
king of Judah. Therefore it is extremely likely that we should further restore 
“[Ahaz]iah son of [Joram., . . ,]t the House of David.” Most scholars concede
the further restoration [m /] k, “]kin]g," hence reading “A. son of J., king of the 
House of David," which makes good sense. Thus there is very good reason in
deed to allow that the actions narrated here belong to the year 841, when both 
Ahaziah and Joram perished at the hand of Jehu. The author of the stela would 
then, inevitably, have been Hazael, king in Damascus, who was warring with 
these kings before their decease, and long survived them.715

His claim to have dispatched the two Hebrew monarchs at first contrasts 
with the attribution of this deed to Jehu in 2 Kings 9. But it is commonplace for 
Near Eastern rulers to claim credit for actions by others.77 Hazael may have 
chosen to regard the usurper Jehu as a likely vassal in his own plans — but Jehu 
drought otherwise, and may (as a vulnerable new king of Israel) have appealed 
for support to Shalmaneser III of Assyria, hence his immediate offering of trib
ute in 841, recorded by that king. This was exactly what Ahaz of Judah did at a 
later date, appealing to Tiglath-pileser III when threatened by Rezin of Aram 
and Pekah of Israel (2 Kings 16:5-9). Hazael’s father may have been a high army 
Commander of his predecessor, or a younger son of his predecessor not entitled 
to the throne, but even as a usurper, he could use the term “father” of a prede
cessor, a well-known usage.7®

Thus the Tell Dan stela is virtually certainly an additional witness to a 
particular set of events in 841 that are also featured in 2 Kings 9, particularly as 
[Jo]ram king of Israel is to be read.
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D. TIGLATH-P1LESER III AND THE HEBREW KINGDOMS

One of the most active Assyrian warrior-emperors, Tiglath-pileser III (alias 
Pul) first appears in the reign of Menahem, who paid him a massive tribute, 
1,000 talents of silver, to gain the Assyrian’s support as king in Israel (2 Kings 
15:19-20), This payment may have been made circa 740 or earlier; his tribute in 
738 may have been the regular kind. AsTadmor has pointed out, 1,000 talents of 
silver was the going rate of payment that “TP” commonly exacted from usurp
ers and local kings on wobbly thrones.79 Tiglath-pileser’s own annals cite 
Hoshea of Israel later paying 10 talents of gold and fi,ooo[?]) talents of silver; 
Hulli of Tabal (in southeast Anatolia), 10 talents of gold and 1,000 talents of sil
ver; and Metenna king of Tyre, (1)50 talents of gold and 2,000 talents of silver. 
In fact, as those figures show, Menahem got off rather lighter than the others 
{no gold to pay!). Nevertheless, he had to raise his thousand (we are told) by 
levying fifty shekels on every wealthy man in his little kingdom. That general 
rate (fifty-sixty shekels), again, is attested in external records from Assyria itself.

In Judah, King Ahaz also sought to get the Arameans off his back by call
ing in the Assyrian colossus and paying up front with silver and gold (2 Kings 
16:7-9). Tiglath-pileser’s texts in turn record that Jeho-ahaz (longer form of 
Ahaz’s name) was among tribute-paying rulers by about 734 — probably soon 
after his “bribe” following his takeover of power in Judah in 735.80

In 2 Kings 15:29, during the reign of Pekah (with echoes in 1 Chron. 5:6 
and 26), Tiglath-pileser III is said to have taken over Gilead east of the Jordan 
and Galilee west of it, cities (like Hazor) being listed, and to have deported the 
inhabitants to Assyria. Tigiath-pileser did indeed invade Gilead and Galiiee, as 
his own rather damaged records show. For 733-732 we read of the dethronement 
and exile of King Pekah of Israel, and (in damaged context) carrying off “all its 
people” from part of Bit-Khumri (= Israel).®1 Annals fragments (18/24) men
tion the towns Hannathon (“Hinatuna”), Jotbata (“Yatbite”), and probably 
Marom (“iVIarum”), all in Galilee. A relief scene celebrates the capture of the 
town of Astartu, the Ashteroth-(Qamaim) just north of Gilead.81

From excavations and surveys it is dear that occupation of settlements in 
Galilee was drastically reduced in the late eighth century (our period), as shown 
by the occupation history of such sites as Tel Mador, Tel Gath Hepher, Khirbet 
Rosh Zayit (“Cabid”), and others.*3 At Hazor (end of level V), the ferocious de
struction wrought by Assyrian troops left a layer of black ash a meter thick, which 
told its own grim tale. Only a few poor squatters hovered there afterward a while 
(level IV). Then nobody cared until a Babylonian watch post was set there about 
150 years later (level III), followed by a rural Persian-age settlement (level II).84

Finally, the reign of Hoshea. In 2 Kings 15:30 we are told that Hoshea slew



Pekah to gain the throne for himself. The other side of the coin is to be seen, 
again, in the inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser III, where the change of king can 
still be seen in the fragmentary texts.55

“In Medias Res" — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

E. SHALMANESER V, SARGON II, AND THE FALLS 
OF SAMARIA AND ASHDOD

(i) Samaria

In i Kings 17:3-6 we read of the final end ofthe kingdom of Israel. We are told that 
Hoshea ceased to pay tribute to Assyria, intrigued with King So of Egypt, and that 
Shalmaneser of Assyria in consequence seized Hoshea, besieging Samaria for 
three years until its fall. “The king of Assyria” then deported the people to Assyria. 
This episode features also in the cuneiform sources. The very prosaic, factual 
Babylonian Chronicle (no. 1, i:i8) preserves a general entry on Shalmaneser V’s 
reign, stating that he ravaged Samaria, after which it reports his death in his fifth 
year (= 722).3S This would be consistent with the siege and capture of Samaria be
ing a major event of his short (five-year) reign, and in effect its last event.

Regrettably, the equally prosaic, dry record in the eponym list is badly 
damaged in its “events” entries at this time. The year for 727 has the remains of 
Shalmaneser V’s accession; 726 is “in [somewhere; any other event lost]”; 725
724-723 all have the tantalizing entry “to [somewhere, lost].” This has often 
been restored as “to [Samaria]” — which is possible, but entirely beyond proof 
unless fresh manuscript evidence (better-preserved tablet copies) turns up. 
Other restorations would be equally possible. The following entries (722-720) 
have nothing at all preserved, save for the names of the eponym officials them
selves that marked off each year.57

However, following Shalmaneser's very brief reign, which ended before 
any account of his last year could be monumentalized, Sargon II replaced him 
in a coup d’etat, and subsequently claimed the capture of Samaria for himself, 
much later on in his reign. Tiiis was certainly a propaganda exercise, to cover 
the gap in military successes that would otherwise disfigure the accounts of his 
reign. The mere three months of his “accession year” were not adequate to run a 
campaign, nor the season suitable; and internal strife occupied his first year of 
reign. So the later annalists had to cover this over by attributing Shalmaneser’s 
capture of Samaria to Sargon. To the biblical writers, it was of no importance 
which Assyrian king reduced Samaria — only the event and its significance for 
them (seen as a judgment) actually mattered.

But in Assyria, Sargon II was tantamount to a usurper, and had to justify
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himself then, and to later generations. Thus, despite a great deal of discussion, 
there is (as various Assyriologists have pointed out) no reason to doubt the ba
sic events as indicated in both Kings and the other sources rightly understood. 
Namely, that Shalmaneser Vs forces besieged Samaria for three years (725/724, 
724/723, 723/722) to its fall in 722; Hoshea himself may have fallen into Assyrian 
hands before the final fall, but this is a moot point.

It fell to Sargon II to complete the deportation of the Israelite captives to 
Assyria, and to settle other people in Samaria in their place. In 720, any local re
volt in the land (fomented by remaining locals?) was quickly crushed. Thus the 
biblical picture of events and Mesopotamian factual data agree well, and other 
speculations are largely profitless.®8

(ii) Ashdod

Ashdod is a simpler matter. Its troubles with Assyria gave rise to the Bible’s only 
mention of Sargon II of Assyria. In Isa. 20:1 a brief oracle is dated as given “in 
the year when the tartan (‘commander’) sent by Sargon of Assyria reached 
Ashdod, attacked it and took it.” That event can be dated to either 712 or 7x1, by 
reference to the inscriptions of Sargon [I, 712 being the preferable date.89

The Assyrian texts confirm that Sargon sent his commander; he was busy 
building a new capital city, Dur-Sharrukin, "Sargonstown” or “Sargonburg/ 
Sargonville.” The eponym list confirms that in 712 the king was “in the 
(home)land” and not warring abroad, hence bis general would go to Palestine 
in his name.90

The conquest of Ashdod and Assyrian rule there is borne out by the dis
covery at Ashdod itself of fragments of a victory stela of the type Sargon II set 
up at home in Dur-Sharrukin.91 The city had been badly damaged, as destruc
tion of stratum VIII shows, and needed a rebuild (stratum Vil), Thus our ex
ternal resources (in texts and archaeology alike) provide a fuller context for the 
fleeting date line in Isa. 20:1,

E SENNACHERIB VERSUS HEZEK1AH AND FRIENDS — 
TILL DEATH DID THEM PART

(i) 701 B.C.

In 2 Kings 18:13to !9:37> closely similar to Isa. 36-37 (pins 2 Chron. 32:1-22), we 
find an account of Sennacherib’s invasion of Judah. Jerusalem was not cap-
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tured, but Hezekiah had to return to vassal status; the Assyrian king besieged 
and took Judean towns including Lachish, then went against Libnah. With this, 
one may compare the inscriptions from Sennacherib’s scribes, which set the 
dash in a wider context.102 From these, the sequence of events is perfectly clear 
in essence. The death in battle of Sargon 11 (705) and the need for Sennacherib 
to get control of his inheritance led to disquiet and revolt in his wide empire. 
He had first to secure the position in Babylonia (whence in 703 Merodach- 
Baladan II raised intrigue, perhaps then also with Hezekiah; cf. 2 Kings 20:12-19 
and Isa. 39:1-8; 2 Chron, 32:31). Only thereafter in 701 could Sennacherib move 
westward. The Assyrian first secured most of Phoenicia — only Tyre on its off
shore rock proved impregnable. But with the rest of Phoenicia at his feet, 
Sennacherib held a durbar or rally of loyal vassals, who dutifully brought or 
sent their tribute, including arrears. Missing were Hezekiah of Judah (rebel), 
Padi of Ekron (m Hezekiah’s custody), and Gaza (perhaps occupied by Egypto- 
Nubian forces). Sennacherib moved south, toward Philistia. Joppa fell, but at 
Eltekeh the allies opposed Sennacherib, although without success. The Assyrian 
could then recapture Ekron, and thus feel tree to invade Judah, taking its towns 
as he went. Lachish put up stiff resistance to the Assyrian emperor (cf. here 
2 Kings 18:14; 19:8). Hezekiah could smell potential disaster, so he sent word 
down to Lachish, offering to pay tribute once more (cf. 18:14-15). That encour
aged Sennacherib to send high dignitaries up to Jerusalem with an intimidating 
army force, to demand full surrender (cf. 18:17 to 19:8). Sennacherib, mean
while, moved on to Libnah, after overcoming Lachish.

Meantime also, the allies who had recoiled south toward base camp at 
Gaza saw their chance: to strike stealthily at Sennacherib from behind while his 
forces were split between Libnah and Jerusalem. So the regrouped allies came 
quietly back north, this time (unlike at Eltekeh) nominally led by Tirhakah of 
Egypt and Kush (and doubtless a clutch of generals); cf. 2 Kings 19:9. But the 
Assyrian intelligence (spies, no doubt) detected them, and so Sennacherib 
brought his forces together, down from Jerusalem and round from Libnah, to 
strike back at the allies. They got wind of this danger and quietly melted back 
south—- in the case of Tirhakah and his force, conveniently to thesafety of dis
tant Egypt. See maps, fig. 9A-B.

At this point something happened to Sennacherib’s troops, because (even 
though rid of the Egypto-Nubians, with only puny Gaza against him) he did 
not reengage against either Gaza or Judah, but set off home instead. Here 
2 Kings 19:35-36 speaks of a visitation that brought sudden death to a large part 
of the Assyrian force. What this was in practice, we do not know — food poi
soning or whatever? Sennacherib did not even wait for Hezekiah’s tribute be
fore quitting the noxious little province; he himself states that Hezekiah’s trib-
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Lite followed him to Assyria, doubtless the tribute that we see Hezekiah 
gathering up in 18:15-16. Viewed thus, with careful observance of the features of 
both the Assyrian and Hebrew texts, a coherent picture of the whole episode 
emerges. The verses in 18:15-16 simply round off in advance the source of Heze- 
kiah’s tribute, almost as a “footnote” to the king’s offer and the Assyrian’s fixing 
the rate, early on in the proceedings.93

A few other details are worth note in passing. Hezekiah is said to have had 
to produce 30 talents of gold and 300 talents of silver in the Hebrew account 
{2 Kings 18:14), but an identical 30 talents of gold and heavier 800 talents of sliver 
in Sennacherib’s account; if graphic or transmission errors be not responsible, it 
may be that Sennacherib at some point demanded more than his first “price” 
{perhaps in return for not pressing an assault on Jerusalem?). The siege and cap
ture of Lachish (cf. 2 Kings 18:14, V! 19:8). is not mentioned in Sennacherib’s an
nals — curiously! — but it is the centerpiece to a splendid set of scenes showing 
the Assyrian forces attacking, then actively pressing their siege to break into 
Lachish, capture the town, and lead out captives to Sennacherib seated in tri
umph on his high throne. The mound ofTeii ed-Duweir shrouds the remains of 
ancient Lachish, where excavations have revealed the battered bulk of the Assyr
ian siege ramp (as shown on the reliefs) up to the wails, plus a Hebrew 
counterramp within the walls. This city, destroyed by the Assyrians, is Lachish 
level III archaeologically. Later rebuilt, it became the diggers’ Lachish level II, 

which — again — crashed in flames at the onset of the Babylonians barely 120 
years later (cf. sec. H, below) .?*

(ii) The Death of Sennacherib

However, ourbiblica! narratives about this king do act stop with the end of his 
war in the Levant in 701. In 2 Kings 19:37 (and isa. 37:38) we read that the luck
less Sennacherib was murdered by two of his sons, and was succeeded by an
other, namely, Esarhaddon. This is so; the Assyrian sources (including from 
Esarhaddon himself) and the Babylonian Chronicle plus later sources confirm 
the putsch. They mention murder by a son (Babylonian Chronicle) and by sons 
in the plural (Esarhaddon, Nineveh records); the biblical Adrammelek is a form 
of Arda-mulissi (the name of Sennacherib’s murderous eldest son in contem
porary documents), and is the Adramelos of Berossus and Ardamuzan of oth
ers; “Shar-ezer” is an abbreviation of the name type (Deity)-shar-usur. So, in 
one form or another, this sad affair became all too well known in various 
streams of tradition 95
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G. JOSIAH’S FATAL MISSION AND THE FALL OF ASSYRIA

At the end of the seventh century the long-hated power of Assyria was at last 
showing signs of breaking down. Under a new Chaldean dynasty, founded by 
Nabopolassar, Babylon secured its independence and, with Median allies, could 
begin to push back Assyria into defending itself instead of dominating others. 
This led to the fall of Assyria’s great cities, of ancient and ancestral Ashur in 614 
and of mighty Nineveh itself in 612.

The last Assyrian king, Assur-uballit 11, retreated westward to set up gov
ernment in the venerable city of Harran, to make his nation’s last stand. Under 
its vigorous new Twenty-Sixth Dynasty, Egypt had ceased to be an Assyrian vas
sal but stood by her as ally. By 610 the new Pharaoh Necho II was marching to 
his ally’s aid; but he and Assur-uballit II retreated west of the Euphrates rather 
than take on the Medes and Babylonians full face. But the latter seized Harran. 
So in 609 came the final fling. Necho II inarched just once more to his ally’s 
support. But at this point a “bit player” came in. As 1 Kings 23:29-30 records, 
Josiah of Judah sought to obstruct Necho II, to stop him from reaching Assur- 
uballit in time to back him up against Babylon and the Medes. But Necho 
crushed the Judean force, killing Josiah, and swept on up to Carchemish, to re
join Assur-uballit. However, the Babylonians held Harran and won the day, 
Assur-uballit fled (perhaps to the mountains of Urartu), and Assyria was no 
more. So the summer of 609 saw the death both of Judah’s brave if reckless king 
and of the Assyrian empire that he had obviously hated.9*5

Thus the context from the Babylonian Chronicles and the brief entry in 
the book of Kings combine to give us a fuller picture. And also a more correct 
one. Before those chronicles were discovered and published, 2 Kings 23:29 was 
translated so that Pharaoh Necho went up against Assyria; but recovery of these 
documents showed that the rendering “against” was a mistranslation, and “to” 
(i.e., “to help”) was what had been intended.

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

H. THE NEO-BABYLONIANS TAKE OVER

From 608 to 586 the little Judean kingdom survived, as the Neo-Babylonian 
Empire replaced that of Assyria. The years 608 to 594 are covered by the Babylo
nian Chronicle tablets;97 we still lack the next thirty-seven years in tablets not 
yet recovered. In the Hebrew record Necho II dismissed Jeho-ahaz in favor of 
Jehoiakim (who became Babylon’s vassal, then rebelled), he being succeeded by 
his own son fehoiachin until the new prince was removed by the Babylonians 
(and exiled to Babylon) in favor of Zedekiah. Zedekiah in turn was a vassal,
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then rebelled, bringing down Nebuchadrezzar’s wrath upon the land, ending 
the kingdom with the tail and substantial destruction of Jerusalem (in587/586).

Our principal external source for this brief period is the Babylonian 
Chronicle until 594, as already noted. Its condensed narrative and datings (via 
the regnal years of Nebuchadrezzar II) dovetail with the biblical data already 
mentioned. Thus in 605 Nebuchadrezzar (on his father Nabopolassar’s behalf) 
defeated Necho II of Egypt, taking on the overlordship of the Levant — but had 
to speed home to Babylon to assume his crown and throne at Nabopolassar’s 
death. So in 604 he could then return to reinforce his control in the Levant — 
which was when Jehoiakim of Judah became his full vassal, remaining so for 
three years (2 Kings 24:1), i.e., during 604/603, 603/602, and 602/601.

Then, about 601, the Judean king changed his mind and rebelled against 
Babylon (2 Kings 24:1-2). Why? Because in that year, on Egypt’s borders, the ar
mies of Egypt and Babylon “inflicted great havoc on each other” (as the Babylo
nian Chronicle puts it), such that Nebuchadrezzar’s forces went back to Baby
lon so badly mauled that the year 600 was needed for a refit, and even in 599 
they could only tackle the Syrian Arabs for a “trial spin.” This discomfiture of 
Babylon lulled the foolish Jehoiakim into thinking that Babylon’s day was done, 
and that he could defy them (and perhaps rely on Egypt for protection).

But finally, in his seventh year (598/597), Nebuchadrezzar could march 
west for a time of reckoning. Jehoiakim slipped his net, by dying, leaving his 
son Jehoiachin to face the music. The Babylonian Chronicle notes that 
Nebuchadrezzar II “besieged the city of Judah |i.e., its capital, Jerusalem |, and 
on 2nd of Adar [15/16 March 597] he took the city and seized the king. A king of 
his own choosing he appointed (instead), received its massive tribute and sent 
them to Babylon." The siege is that of 2 Kings 24:10-11.

And on surrendering, Jehoiachin was indeed taken prisoner (24:12). As 
tor massive tribute, 24:13 records that the Babylonians stripped out the temple 
and palace treasuries in Jerusalem of gold and the rest. Nebuchadrezzar chose 
his new king of Judah, specified as Zedekiah in 2 Kings. Thus we have available 
good, mutually complementary, and parallel records.

Of the time of Jehoiakim to Zedekiah, we read ill Kings, Chronicles, and 
Jeremiah of various individuals of whom personal seals and seal impressions 
(“bullae”) are known, and not only from such items recovered through modern 
trade but also in a firm archaeological context from the destruction of Jerusa
lem in 586. Of that destruction there is clear evidence both in the northwest 
quadrant of ancient Jerusalem and in the “City of David” area south of the 
Temple Mount.

In the former, Avigad found both a massive inner wall and (lower 
down) an outer wall, with part of a gateway, and of a turret farther west (all
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belonging to Iron II period). Burnt matter, including also arrowheads both 
Israelite and foreign by their types, testified to a fierce siege, and (in context) 
to the final fall of Iron II Jerusalem, as in 586. In the City of David area, analo
gous destruction of buildings is well attested. The “house of bullae” yielded a 
series of thus closely dated seal impressions, which confirm the date of those 
that have come through trade. For such people common to the seals and the 
mentions in 2 Kings, 2 Chronicles, and Jeremiah, see already above, section 3 
(pp. 19-21),98

The fall of the kingdom of ludah during 597-5S6 is illustrated by the ar
chaeology of other sites besides Jerusalem. xVlost famous is Lachish. Stratum II 
was destroyed by Nebuchdrezzar’s forces along with Azekah (Jer. 34:6-7), after a 
siege. In a burnt room at the city gate was found a group of ostraca, the 
“Lachish Letters,” which reflect the tense situation before the Babylonian at
tack; “we cannot seethe (fire)-signals of Azekah,” writes one correspondent, us
ing the term employed also in Jer. 6:1.

Between 597 and 586 other towns too met their fate, such as Ekron, 
Timnah, Gezer, Beth-Shemesh, etc." The combined data of texts, seals, and ar
chaeological contexts suffice to indicate the realities behind the Hebrew ac
counts of the last decade of the kingdom of Judah.

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

6. THE NATURE OF THE SOURCES: 
BIBLICAL AND NONBIBLICAL

A. TEXTS: NONBIBLICAL

In the foregoing survey, the two books of Kings have been our principal source 
in the Hebrew Bible. From Rehoboam and Jeroboam onward, each reign is in
troduced and concluded in formal fashion; for more information the reader is 
referred to the writer’s sources, namely, the book of the annals (lit. “daily af
fairs”) of the kings of Judah, or of Israel, as the case may be. (Chronicles does 
much the same.) In other words, our present books of 1 and 2 Kings are not 
themselves the annals of the twin kingdoms, but are a separate work that drew 
upon such annals or chronicles; 1-2 Kings are not simply the “bare” history, but 
an interpretation of it.

But are there comparable writings (whether annals/chronicles or inter
pretative works) in the rest of the biblical world? In large measure, yes; the so- 
called Babylonian Chronicle we have heard from already. In fact, Egypt, Meso
potamia, the Hittites, and others offer us important material on this subject.
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(i) Mesopotamia, Egypt, and the Hittites

The most famed are the historiographic writings from Suiner, Babylon, and As
syria.100 The Babylonian Chronicle exists in a series of successive cuneiform tab
lets for the period from Nabonassar down to Seleucus III, 747-224, but with con
siderable gaps once filled by tablets now lost to us. It proceeds year by year (with 
omissions), each annual section ruled off by a line from the next, and beginning 
with the year date of the reigning king, king by king. This series is noteworthy for 
its high level of detached objectivity. It records Babylonian defeats and disasters, 
not just successes; it never invokes deity as “efficient cause” of the events nar
rated, which gives its entries a “modern” appearance. As Grayson has pointed 
out, this series is not itself the ultimate chronographic source in Babylonia (any 
more than was Kings in fudah/Israel), but drew upon a more extensive series of 
running reports, possibly such as astronomical diaries, that included all manner 
of information month by month (cf. the Kings mention of more extensive “an
nals” or daybooks of their kings). He cited the existence of common matter {and 
expressions) as between the Babylonian Chronicle no. 1 and an Esarhaddon 
Chronicle and the “Akitu Chronicle” and of additional matter not present in the 
Babylonian Chronicle but either unique to the Esarhaddon Chronicle or to it 
and the Akitu one.101 Such data must have been drawn independently of Babylo
nian Chronicle no. 1, from a more extensive third source. That situation is amply 
replicated in the data preserved in the biblical 1-2 Chronicles but is not present 
in 1-2 Kings, especially details (like the Sukkiyim of 2 Chron. 12:3) known to be 
authentic from other sources. In such cases the Chronicler dearly drew upon 
other original sources (or passages in them) not used in Kings.

There are other types of chronicles in Mesopotamia, such as the Esar
haddon ChromcLe showing this Assyrian king in a more favorable light than the 
Babylonian Chronicle does, by omitting episodes unfavorable to Esarhaddon so 
as to highlight his better side. But themes shared in common are often word- 
for-word identical; occasional changes appear. This is similar to biblical Chron
icles highlighting David’s positive achievements, for didactic purposes, but 
omitting his lapses (except over a census, 1 Chron, 21).

The oldest way of counting the years of kings in Mesopotamia was to 
name each year after a significant event (a battle, building a temple, etc.), and 
then to compile lists of year names for back reference. Such lists for successive 
kings of a dynasty could be summarized into king lists by totaling the number 
of years for each monarch and listing just their names, reign lengths, and a final 
total of rulers and years overall. Lists of year names, in principle, formed a rudi
mentary chronicle, and such compilations may have been the precursors of the 
later chronicles based on running records of all events deemed noteworthy.102
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For Egypt we can go back to the beginnings almost directly. As in Mesopo
tamia, years were first named after events (again, after battles, buildings, festi
vals, etc.). Lists were evidently kept, and from these a year-by-year chronicle 
could be kept for administrative purposes. Eventually such a chronicle or annals 
of Egypt’s first five dynasties — from the beginning of the pharaonic monarchy 
to the height of the Pyramid Age (ca. 3000-2500) — were transferred onto stone 
monuments, of which fragments have survived, the most famous being the 
Palermo Stone.103 Such daybooks were maintained through the centuries (on 
papyrus), from which annals, etc., could be excerpted and carved on stone, From 
the Middle Kingdom, under Amenemhat II (ca. 1900), we have just two such 
stones, fragments of the record of two years in his reign (year numbers are not 
preserved). These, again, record endowments for temples, tribute from Nubia, 
army campaigns into the Levant, etc. And, as with the Palermo Stone annals of 
the Pyramid Age, here too all is expressed in a dry, laconic manner. Precisely as in 
Mesopotamian running chronicles, deity is never invoked as an active factor.104

We come now to the Hittites and Phoenicians. While not strictly 
annalistic, the Bilingual Edict of Hattusil I (seven teen th/sixteenth century) 
deals with family history, seeking to secure the succession; it, too, makes no in
vocation of deity, but merely insists that the proper offerings be maintained.105 
Daybooks and running accounts were evidently kept for commercial purposes 
by the Phoenician kings; witness Zakir-baal of Byblos taking out his scrolls to 
look up the past daybooks, to check prices paid by earlier Egyptian envoys for 
his timbers, in the story of Wenamun.106

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(ii) Deities Intervene Everywhere!

However, ancient kings had to justify their deeds on high. They were deemed by 
the ancient peoples to be the go-betweens between the people and those invisi
ble higher powers who seemed inscrutably to rule their world, manifested in 
the wonders and terrors of nature. The kings had, it seemed, to keep two con
stituencies happy: their subjects and the gods, Thus the personal annals of spe
cific kings readily gave credit to, or claimed justification by, the role played by 
invisible powers. In Egypt the Karnak annals of Tuthmosis III give a vivid, 
straightforward account of his famous Battle of Megiddo, and briefer acounts 
of his later campaigns up to Phoenicia, Qadesh, and the river Euphrates. But at 
various points in his otherwise mundane narrative the king mentions (at scat
tered intervals) going forth at the god Annin’s command, or Amun going be
fore him and nerving his arm (while Re encouraged the army), or Amun guard
ing him in the heat of battle, or the defeated chiefs overawed by Amun. Of the
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general historicity of the narrative there can be no doubt; these scattered 
phrases are simply expressions of the king’s faith in the justness of his cause, 
viewed as endorsed by his deity.107 The same applies to Ramesses II at his noto
rious Battle of Qadesh. The accounts of Qadesh make no appeal to deity what
ever, except forthe king’s urgent prayer to Amun in his moment of crisis (if we 
leave aside mere similes).103

The Hittite royal annals show a similar situation. For example, the Ten- 
Year Annals of Mursil 11 (turn of fourteenth to thirteenth century) give a 
straight, concise first-person narrative of the king’s successive campaigns in his 
first ten years. At the beginning he invokes the sun goddess of Arinna as his pa
tron; for each year (so far as preserved), Mursil claims in almost stereotyped 
fashion that he was victorious because the sun goddess, storm god, Mezulla, 
and the gods went before him. This apart, the gods play almost no direct part in 
his narrative; just once a lightning bolt struck Ephesus, then a city in Arzawa, 
which Mursil attributed to divine intervention (middle of Year 3).109

In Mesopotamia again, the Assyrian annals of successive kings give itiner
aries ot their campaigns to many places and targets that can be found on our 
maps. Battles are fought but not always won, as the Assyrians would have us be
lieve (e.g., Qarqar in 853, when the Levantine coalition stopped Shalmaneser III 
in his tracks). Alongside many conventional descriptions (and statistics that 
can vary), these campaign reports contain a large amount of good firsthand in
formation. Yet at intervals the Assyrian kings also attribute this or that success 
to the overwhelming splendor of their god Assur, or of his terrible weapon. In 
his campaign against Hezekiah of Judah and allies in 701, Sennacherib did just 
this, “trusting in Assur my lord.” That he did so has no bearing whatsoever on 
the historicity of his main account, successively conquering Rhoenicia (except 
Tyre island), then Joppa and Ekron, and Lachish.110

B. TEXTS: BIBLICAL

We return to 1-2 Kings and related texts. Several important points become dear. 
First, it was common custom for ancient kingdoms (from the third millennium 
onward) to keep a series of running records for hardheaded, administrative 
purposes, on a daily, monthly, and annual basis. Naming of years after signifi
cant events, and compiling lists of these years with their events, perhaps formed 
rudimentary chronicles that recorded actual facts and happenings of ail kinds. 
Daybooks became customary, whether called such or not, in the guise of run
ning records as in first-millennium Babylonia, or annotated lists of annual epo- 
nym officers in Assyria. From these detailed running series of “annals” a variety
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of writers could draw, in order to compose their own works on historical mat
ters. Such efforts could vary from such as the Babylonian Chronicle, which gave 
a compact, objective digest of mainly political events (military campaigns by 
successive kings, etc.), to more partisan texts as in the Synchronous History 
(Grayson, no. 21, probably derived from a stela) asserting Assyrian military and 
moral ascendancy over Babylonia. Or we find “special interest” chronicles, such 
as the Akitu Chronicle (no. 16), whose author noted years in which the Akitu 
feast of Marduk was not celebrated in Babylon, along with contemporary 
events, and the “Religious Chronicle” (no. 17), whose author noted celebration 
or otherwise of temple feasts and was obsessed with wild animals straying into 
Babylon (and there killed), among other phenomena.111

So too with biblical Kings and Chronicles. These works are not the official 
annals of Israel and ludah, but they explicitly refer their readers to the official 
annals or daybooks (Heb. “daily affairs”) of the kings of Israel and of judah. 
From Wenamun, it is clear that the kings of Byblos in the early eleventh century 
kept daybooks, incorporating records of past sales of timber to foreign king
doms such as Egypt. At two removes, the king list of Tyre cited by Josephus after 
Menander of Ephesus (from the latter’s history of Tyre and neighbors) clearly 
draws upon quite accurate tradition when compared with other evidence. Neo- 
Hittite kingdoms such as Carchemish, Malatya, and Gurgum maintained their 
royal traditions, as is implied by their known hieroglyphic texts.112 Thus there 
is good reason to credit Israel and Judah with the same practices as everyone 
else in their world, namely, keeping running records upon which others (such 
as the authors of Kings and Chronicles) could draw for data in writing their 
own “special interest" works. To dismiss the references to these “annals" of Is
rael and Judah is wholly unjustified in this cultural context.

In terms of special interest, 1-2 Kings present a summary of their national 
history in terms of the loyalty or otherwise of successive rulers to the national 
covenant with their god, YHWH. It is often called the “Deuteronomic History,” 
which is much too narrow a term, because the same basic covenant is visible in 
Exodus-Leviticus (set in Sinai) as well as more coherently in Deuteronomy, 
summarized extremely briefly in the renewal in )osh. 24, and treated as the basis 
of their recall of the Hebrews to their deity by the “preaching” prophets, sym
bolized at their peak by such as Isaiah and Jeremiah.113 And it is too narrow a 
term because much in the so-called Deuteronomic religious concept is long 
known in neighboring religions and cultures, going back into the second mil
lennium or beyond. As in the Near Eastern chronicles, the writers of Kings (and 
Chronicles) had no need to invent history; they merely interpreted it in terms of 
the beliefs they sought to express.

Ascriptions of help to deity’s intervention in the historical narratives in
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Kings and elsewhere in the Old Testament have been too easily dismissed by Old 
Testament scholars as nothing more than late embellishments added to the text 
(or invented wholesale) by subsequent theologically minded editors or rewriters. 
The account of Sennacherib versus Hezekiah is just such a case. The introduc
tory verses of 2 Kings 18:13-16 have purely human actors, very concise. But the 
longer narrative in 18:17-19:37 includes Hezekiah’s appeal to the prophet Isaiah, 
who delivers an oracle of deliverance from YHWH; Hezekiah taking the Assyr
ian response to YHWH's temple with prayer; and Isaiah giving an oracle with 
YHWH’s reply of full deliverance. Then, as sequel, "the angel of YHWH” smote 
the Assyrian army. A discomfited Sennacherib returned to Nineveh. The divine 
element has been condemned as essentially religious fiction by some. Why, then, 
do such critics not also condemn the narratives by the scribes of Sennacherib? 
Have they not been embellished decades later, too? Of the Judean campaign, 
they write in Sennacherib’s name: “In my 3rd campaign, I marched against Pal
estine ('Hattu’). The fearful radiance of my lordly splendour overwhelmed Luli 
King of Sidon, and he fled overseas. . . . The utter dread of the weapon of my 
Lord (god) Ashur . . . overwhelmed his strong cities.” Later “in the plain of 
Eltekeh, (the hostile allies) drew up their ranks against me. . . . Trusting in the 
god Ashur my Lord, I fought with them and defeated them.” This is every bit as 
theological as the role of YHWH in 2 Kings 18-19 — hut it was not written up 
twenty years later, as is charged against the Hebrew text. Its first edition dates to 
700, within a twelvemonth of the battles of 701! What is sauce for the goose is 
sauce for the gander. If Assyrian theological interpretation can be part of their 
original account, then exactly the same should apply to the Hebrew text. The 
point that, in its present form, the Hebrew account carries a brief codicil of 
twenty years later (2 Kings 19:37), recording the violent death of Sennacherib (in 
68i), is irrelevant, and has no bearing whatever on the main narrative originat
ing in events of 701. We possess not only Sennacherib’s theologically conditioned 
“first edition” of this campaign from 700, but also his “latest” (known) editions 
from 691 and 689, a dozen years later. They show no change whatever in their 
theological slant on this campaign.114 Thus 2 Kings 18:17-19:36 may be every bit 
as authentic and early as 2 Kings 18:13-16. The author of the whole held his theo
logical beliefs long before, during, and long after he wrote up that account — 
just as his Assyrian opposite numbers held theirs before, while, and after com
posing their accounts. The Old Testament scholars got it wrong, through not 
knowing the actual usage of the epoch; and their view of theological fiction 
writing, alas, distorts the facts. From Mesopotamia we also have both “secular” 
and “theologically tainted” reports on the same campaign from separate records. 
Thus the seventh campaign of Sennacherib was waged against Elam and its new 
king Kudur-nahhunte, who died shortly afterward. The Babylonian Chronicle
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no. i states the facts in this brief, nontheological form (as 1 have just done). But 
Sennacherib in his annals gets theological: “In my 7th campaign, (the god) 
Ashur my Lord supported me .. . against Elam.... At that time, at the command 
of Ashur my Lord, Kudur-nahhunte, King of Elam, did not (even) survive three 
months (more), but died suddenly”115 Ashur did for Kudur-nahhunte, just as 
YHWH’s angel did for Sennacherib’s troops, in the eyes of the Assyrian and He
brew annalists respectively. The chronicle proves that Sennacherib’s seventh 
campaign is no fiction. Thus the ancient writer’s theological beliefs in each case 
have nothing to do with the reality of the events — only with the imputed cause 
behind the events. So we can no more dismiss 2 Kings 18-19 (even if we believe in 
neither YHWH nor his angel of death) than the annals of Sennacherib (even 
though nobody today believes in Ashur!), backed up as they are by the 
nontheological precis in the Babylonian Chronicle.

In short, the Hebrew narratives in Kings and Chronicles should be treated 
as impartially and fairly as most properly knowledgeable Assyriologists, 
Hittitologists, and Egyptologists normally treat the firsthand and fully compa
rable ancient documents in their domain. Hypercriticism of the Hebrew data is 
wrong in attitude, methods, and results alike.115

C. ARCHAEOLOGY: A PROFILE

Texts are not the only sources, not the only evidence, although they remain the 
most explicit. The ancient town mounds of Palestine contain their own physical 
narrative — of layer upon layer of successive human occupations through de
cades and centuries (even millennia). Each epoch had its own fashions in arti
facts (pottery, tools, weapons), architecture, art, burial usages, and the rest. In 
the last century or more, much skilled work lias gone into establishing sequences 
that can be dated either approximately or closely (depending on circumstances). 
Alongside the Israel and Judah of the Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian texts (and, 
therefore, of the Hebrew 1-2 Kings also), it has been possible to establish a profile 
of material society, and of successive phases of human life (materially, occupa
tion levels, strata) during the entire period. We shall sketch this only briefly, to 
etch out the more significant “pegs” upon which a profile can be outlined.117

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(i) Individual Site Profiles, 0-900+ b.c.

Here we shall outline the ups and downs of actual occupation histories of vari
ous sites where there are good sequences and one can correlate these “histories"
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with external, nonbiblical, dated, written records. Biblical references will be 
omitted except where “outside” written data impose themselves, so to speak. In 
each case we will go back through time ( just as archaeologists dig!) from a fixed 
baseline. Then the “profile” can be summarized.

(a) Jerusalem

Roman, Herodian, Hasmonean (Maccabean), and Seleucid/Ptolemaic (Helle
nistic) Jerusalem back to the conquest of the Persian Empire by Alexander the 
Great (332-323) is all well attested (artifacts, buildings, tombs; all the classical 
sources), needing no comment here. Before330 we have the two hundred or so 
years of the Persian Empire, when Judah (centered on Jerusalem) was but a 
province (Yehud) in the satrapy of Ebir-nari (“Trans-Euphrates”), for which 
traces of buildings, etc., are known, including in the old “City of David” (stra
tum 9); cf. chapter 3 for this period.1,8 Before that time (539) Jerusalem was a 
heap of ruins, and destruction layers graphically mark the end of its Iron 1IB 
existence (including City of David, stratum 10A) as from the final Neo
Babylonian conquest in 587)586. In level 10A, thus sealed in by destruction de
bris, finds included seal impressions of characters known from this period lea. 
610-585) in 2 Kings, (eremiah, etc. (Gemariah son of Shaphan, Berechiah 
[Baruch] aide to Jeremiah, and others).119 Strata 12 to 10B run through the 
eighth-seventh centuries and show (from the late eighth century) a sudden ex
pansion of the city to cover not only the long, narrow City of David but also the 
hills west of that ancient nucleus, a “maxi-Jerusalem” that lasted some 120 to 
140 years to the crash in ;86. Clearly an additional population had crowded into 
the Jerusalem zone. Significantly the kingdom of Israel/Bit-Khumri/Samaria 
was ended by the Assyrians in 722, with considerable deportations (as they 
make clear). Seemingly some survivors went south to attach themselves to the 
Judean capital. Level 13 before all this goes back into the ninth century, and level 
14 to the tenth, the reputed date of the united monarchy (cf. chap. 4 below).

(b) Lachish

This site runs parallel to Jerusalem. Its stratum t covers (modestly) the Helle
nistic period back into Persian times. In the Persian period a Syro-Persian resi
dency, temple, and new walls and gate were built, replacing the ruins of the 
Neo-Babylonian conquest of 586. That event brought the final, fiery destruc
tion of city level II; from the gatehouse mins come the Lachish ostraca, with
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their remarks about “fife-signals” (as in Jer. 6:1) and princes “weakening the 
hand” (i.e., morale) of others (as was said of Jeremiah, 38:4). After an interval, 
level 11 had been a rebuild of the level III city — the Lachish of Hezekiah and 
his foe Sennacherib of Assyria. Sennacherib commemorated his storming of 
Lachish in a famous palace relief, Hezekiah (named by the Assyrians in 701) had 
fortified and provisioned his cities, and many scores of storage jars exist from 
this end-of-eighth-century time, bearing the royal stamp l-mlk, “Of the King” 
(cf. our “OHMS”). Before level 111 and the eighth century, levels IV and V go 
back through the ninth and possibLy the tenth centuries, but dating them any 
more precisely is currently mere conjecture.120

“In Medias Res" — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(c) Hazor

We go north into Galilee to a site with a dense, continuous series of occupa
tions. Hazor level I belongs to the Hellenistic period, mentioned under the 
Maccabees (Hasmonean kings). Level II is of the Persian period, marked by ar
tifacts and tombs. Prior to that, level III was a foreign military outpost, replac
ing local squatters (level IV) on the ruins of Hazor’s last true city, level V, This 
Hazor perished in fiery destruction (as the remains show) when Tigiath- 
pileser III devastated Galilee in 733. Further back in the eighth century the pros
perous Hazor level VI had been destroyed by an earthquake — precisely what 
the prophet Amos used to date his book, “two years before the earthquake, 
when Uzziah was king of Jndah and Jeroboam (II) son of lehoash was king of 
Israel" (Amos 1:1). These kings overlapped (on our dates) during 776-750, 
which would fit very well with the dating of the end of Hazor VI (and rebuild in 
V) at some interval before Hazor V ended in 733. Before Hazor V! (and the 
eighth century), we have alternating periods of high and lowlife in Hazor. Jero
boam IPs well-appointed level VI had refurbished a seedier level VII. This, in 
turn, had followed on a splendid level VIII Hazor, whose main building had a 
royally fine entrance with massive Proto-Ionic capitailed pillars. Back now in 
the ninth century, this would fit such known builder kings as Omri and Ahab. 
Before their fresh enterprise there existed a seedier level IX, but it existed in two 
phases, which pushes us back to the beginning of the ninth century at least. The 
two-phased level X before it (a new, fortified city in its time) would then have to 
belong to at least the later tenth century, reputedly the united monarchy period 
(cf. chap, 4 below).121
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(d) Dan

Farther north still, Dan complements Hazor. Dan existed in Hellenistic times 
{from the third century h.c.), being a mere village in Roman times. And back in 
the Persian period,almost nothing is known (yet). Tell Dan (Iron Age II) level I 
was the time of Assyrian provincial rule (after Tiglath-pileser Ill’s conquest in 
733/732), and this city lasted through the seventh century until nearer 600, 
when it may have suffered at the hands of the Babylonians. Before all this Dan 
level II flourished in the main part of the eighth century until 733/732, when its 
gateway was destroyed in the Assyrian onslaught on Galilee. (Possible earth
quake traces would agree with a date under Jeroboam II; cf. Hazor VI, above.) 
Earlier still, in the ninth to early eighth centuries, level III had been a period of 
much building, of walls and gates and rebuilding of the supposed bamah- 
sanctuary (Omride Dynasty again?). Level IVA before it (later tenth into ninth 
century) had the first building of the bamah-sanctuary, a complex destroyed by 
fire, with “wanton destruction" (Biran), such that the rebuild (level III) was 
needed thereafter. On the dating as required by pottery types, and sequence of 
dated levels I1I-II, etc., level IVA and its first religious complex (end of tenth 
century) would have been the sanctuary established by Jeroboam I, while its de
struction was probably the work of Benhadad 1 of Aram-Damascus, called in by 
Asa of Judah against Jeroboam 1 (1 Kings 15:20). Other building works at Dan in 
the preceding level 1VB would take us back reputedly to the united monarchy 
(chap. 4, below).122

(e) Cabul and Its Land

Surveys in Lower Galilee and excavations at selected sites indicate a tenth-to- 
ninth century occupation with certain types of pottery (Gal 1988/89, nos. 3 
and 9), plus the “hippo” jars in the late tenth/early ninth centuries 
(Alexandre), followed by occupation that used in the eighth century other 
types (Cal, nos. 6,10). Cal could establish that of some thirty-six sites flourish
ing from the tenth into the middle of the ninth century, just over half were de
stroyed, while the rest continued in use until the late eighth century — noth
ing much survived into the seventh. Intervention by the Aramean kings of 
Damascus against Israel (as under Ahab, within 875-853) might well have 
caused destruction of Galilean settlements (cf. i Kings 20; 22). One destroyed 
permanently then was Khirbet Rosh Zayit (the Cabul of Solomon and Hiram). 
But the late-eighth-century destruction would, again, be that attested for 
Tiglath-pileser III in 733/732.123
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(f) Do r

Here we return south and to the seaside, south from Mount Carmel. Dor, too, had 
a long history, Phoenicians being its main population from the mid-eleventh 
century. Again, down to Hellenistic times via the Ptolemies of Egypt and 
Seleucids ofSyria, to be taken by Alexander Janneaus of Judea. Before this, “in the 
Persian period, Dor continued as the principal port of the Carmel coast” (Stern), 
of which extensive remains survive. Before this Dor served the Neo-Babylonian 
conquerors, before whom (605 and following) it may have had relations with 
Josiah of Judah (Judean weight, area B). In 733/732 our constant companion 
Tiglath-pileser HI had sacked Dor (with others), but it arose again as a port and a 
local Assyrian governorate until Josiah and the Babylonians. During the ninth 
and eighth centu ries Dor was seemingly under Israelite control, or served as port; 
traces of structures of this period resemble the work of Omri/Ahab elsewhere. 
This new phase appears to have followed the destruction (late tenth century, by 
Egypt’s Shoshenq I?) of the previous city, which would (again) in principle bring 
us back to the united monarchy period.124

(g) Gezer

Farther south but inland is the notable strong point of Gezer. Like others, Gezer 
(strata JIJ-II) is attested in the HelJenistic/Hasmonean period, when it was a 
walled, defended city. Before that, under the Persians, Gezer level IV is poorly at
tested (some walls, rich tombs). The place lay desolate after the Babylonian de
struction (probably 586) of Gezer level V, which was a modest successor (under 
the Assyrians and maybe Josiah) to level VI, the city destroyed by (who else!) 
Tiglath-pileser 111, 733/732. This was preceded by level VII (ninth century; new 
gate and residency), built after the fiery destruction of level VIII -— supposedly 
by Shoshenq I of Egypt, making VIII Solomonic, in the wake of the destruction 
of a modest level IX (by Siamun of Egypt?) still earlier (but see chap. 4 on these 
matters). Gezer was not intensively occupied in any of these periods, or since the 
Philistine period (stratum XII, ending twelfth/eleventh centuries).lis

“In Medias Res” — the Era of the Hebrew Kingdoms

(h) Samaria

This site had a limited history in Old Testament times. Herod rebuilt it as 
Sebaste in honor of Caesar Augustus, before which the Hasmonean king John 
Hyrcanus had destroyed the essentially Greek settlement of Alexander the
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Great. Previously Samaria was the center of the Persian province of that name, 
just north of Judah (see chap. 3 below). Of Babylonian rule, little is so far 
known, and not too much under the Assyrians who ended the kingdom of Is
rael in 722 (Assyrianizing pottery; part of a stela [of Sargon II]). The Babylo
nian chronicle has that event under Shalmaneser V (like 2 Kings 17), while 
Sargon II claims credit for finishing the job. The site that the Assyrians stormed 
is marked by a series of palace buildings in an enclosure. The archaeology has 
proved difficult, technically. We do have three broad phases. (1) Preroyal, before 
880, modest (private) occupation (pottery phases 1 [eleventh-tenth centuries] 
and 2 [ca. 1000-880]). (2) Royal palace buildings, 880-722 (pottery phases 3-6; 
building phases I-V). (3) Postroyal, after 722 (pottery phases 7-8; building 
phases VI-VI1, 722-600; VIII, 600-587). A critical review of the disputed inner 
dating of fa) would suggest dating pottery phase 3 to 875-800 (buildings 1-11, 
Omri/Ahab; buildings III]?], Jehu, Jehoahaz); then pottery phases 4-6 to circa 
815-722 (buildings IV[+a], Joash, Jeroboam II; V, down to Hoshea).126

(i) Tirzah

Tirzah was the capital of Israel before Samaria, with a longer history in the 
Old Testament period. Before stray finds of Greco-Roman date, Tirzah (Tell 
el-Far’ah North) period Vile (former stratum l) followed the Assyrian con
quest of 722, and was an Assyrian garrison-outpost (using Assyrian-styie pot
tery) during the seventh century. In the sixth, the place declined into a mod
est affair of local squatters (Vila). The phase Vlld (former stratum 2) had 
been a well-appointed town, with the building of an entirely new palace 
(Vile), and fine houses, of the ninth/eighth centuries down to the Assyrian 
destruction of 722 (Shalmaneser V/Sargon 11). This dating suggests a revival 
of Tirzah under Jeroboam II. Before this, early ninth century, Vile had seen a 
new start (after destruction of VIlb), with the beginning of a palace, maybe 
unfinished. The phase Vllb (former stratum 111) has been assigned to the 
tenth/early ninth centuries. It marked a period of renewal and refurbishment 
but was destroyed. Such a dating suggests that Vllb is the capital of Jero
boam I and successors; its destruction may reflect the rebel Zimri’s fiery end 
(1 Kings 16:18), after which (when Tibni was done with) Omri began a palace 
at Tirzah before choosing Samaria. Before all this, phase Vila (former stra
tum IV) had been a township of the twelfth/eleventh centuries.127
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(j) Timnah

We now go back southwest close to Philistia. Tel Batash has been plausibly identi
fied as ancient Timna. It ended (level I) with scanty traces of the Persian period, 
and possibly of squatters during the Neo-Babylonian domination, after the de
struction of the last true “city”of Timna (level II) that had lasted about a century 
(from ca. 700) until the Babylonians destroyed it probably within circa 605-600. 
Timnah level III had been a walied city from at any rate the eighth century; it was 
provisioned with supplies in l-mik (“OHMS") jars before 701, as part of Heze- 
kiah’s resistance movement against Sennacherib reported by the latter. In his 
campaign in 701, Sennacherib boasts of capturing Timnah. He destroyed it only 
in part: the inner gate, a public building, and the l-mlk jar stores. But Timnah sur
vived to live into the seventh century (as level II for us). Level III had two phases 
(B and A), marked by repairs and/or refurbishment; the famous earthquake of 
the in id-eighth century (under Uzziah/Jeroboam II) may have been the cause.11®

(ii) The Resultant Overall Archaeological 
Profile and Us OT Counterpart

The time has come to bring together the sample of ten individual site “profiles” 
(only space forbids doing some more!) into an overall picture, and then to 
compare this archaeological "basic” profile or portrait with the history that was 
checked against external written sources above.

Table 4 (on p. 58) presents a graphic chart (ca. 1000 to the beginning of 
the Persian period) of the ten sample sites whose archaeological history was 
sketched above. In this table, the following abbreviations and symbols are used. 
UM = reputed united monarchy (specifically David and Solomon’s reigns); Reh 
— Rehoboam; KhRZ = Khirbet Rosh Zayit; Om/Ahab ■  reigns of Omri and 
Ahab, and work of their day; Jer II = Jeroboam IPs reign, and works of that 
time; Uzz = Uzziah, similarly; Phoen = time of Phoenician rule; a zigzag line 
across the columns for Dan, Hazor, Lachish, and Timnah = probable/possible 
earthquake traces, chronologically linkable with that mentioned in Amos 1:1, 
within circa 770-760; Assyr = Assyrian rule and/or settlement; Neo-Bb (and/or 
destr.) = Neo-Babylonian rule (and/or destruction interval); P. Pers. = Persian 
period. Close, horizontal double lines mark a destruction, and particularly 
those wrought by enemy forces. Wider sections of columns reflect periods of 
greater occupation and (usually) prosperity; narrower segments reflect less oc
cupation, and often “poorer” periods. Dotted marginal lines indicate times of 
abandonment (“gap”) or minimal occupation.
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Table 4. Individual Site Profiles, ca. 1000-500 b.c.
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Bearing in mind the actual finds at the sites (in the excavation reports, 
and official summaries such as appear in NEAHL 1-4), which our summaries 
and chart can only “skeletonize,”we begin to see an overall profile. At the end of 
our sequence, the identity of the Persian-period occupation of sites (539 and 
following) and earlier of the impact of Neo-Babylonian destruction at various 
places (and ongoing rule in some) are in both cases established beyond any rea
sonable doubt. The Babylonian impact was felt during 605 (when they first in
vaded) down to 586 (end of the Judean kingdom).

Before that period, we have to go back to the late eighth century (733,722, 
701) for explicitly datable archaeological links with external documentary his
tory and chronology. First, in 701 Sennacherib claimed to have destroyed a 
number of Judean towns, and (in the famous British Museum scene) Lachish in 
particular. It is dear archaeologitally that Lachish city 11 followed 111 at an in
terval, and was the one that Nebuchadrezzar Ifs forces destroyed, while 115 
years earlier it was Lachish III that fell to a massive Assyrian onslaught in 701 
(their siege ramp is there “unto this day," as the ancient phrase would run). 
Lachish III was founded well before that event, at a date not yet established.

Second, in 722 the siege and capture of Samaria (and end of the Israelite 
kingdom) was achieved in the last year of Shalmaneser V, whose throne and 
victory were alike usurped by Sargon II (coup d’etat), who brought away a good 
number of captives and crushed final dissent by 720. Thus the palace-building 
era at Samaria ended by then. Of those buildings (as currently understood), 
there were in effect four phases: buildings 1/11 (and pottery phase 3), the origi
nal major works; then III (also pots phase 3); then further work, buildings IV 
(pottery phases 4-5); and a final, lesser phase V (pots phase 6) by Samaria’s fall. 
This fourfold sequence would correspond to that of (i) Omri and Ahab and dy
nasty, as founders and main builders; then (ii) to the poorer time of Jehu (af
flicted byArameans and Assyrians); then (iii) to the better times of Jeroboam II 
and his line; then finally (iv) to the unstable, last kings ending with Hoshea In 
the external records, as we have already seen, the sequence Omri, Ahab, Joram, 
Jehu, Joash (father of Jeroboam II), Menahem, Pekah, and Hoshea is well at
tested and dated; so the overall sequence at Samaria is thus broadly dated (out
side of fine tuning on technical details) during circa 870-720. This has wider 
impact (see below). But in 722, the end of the northern Hebrew kingdom led to 
some of its remnant migrating into the surviving southern kingdom (Judah) 
and to the environs of Jerusalem. It is no accident that Jerusalem suddenly and 
dramatically expanded in area (onto the western hill) by 700, and stayed large 
until the Babylonian onslaughts. Here we have a “refugee” reflex of the fall of 
Israel in 722.

Third, in 733/732Tiglath-pileser III was actively subjugating and destroy-
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mg places in Galilee and around. For that time, this activity shows up in a se
ries of destructions in the archaeological record. Dan II perished, and Hazor V 
was left feet deep in ashes. The surviving series of settlements in Lower Galilee 
came to a virtually final end, until Persian times. Dor felt the Assyrian impact, 
but (as a valuable port facility) was able to continue under Assyrian rule, as it 
did under both earlier and later regimes. The cities that came to an end in 733 
had been part of a period of some prosperity before that time — a period (C) 
which in turn (at times after a lesser interval) had been preceded by another 
epoch of prosperity (B). (Much earlier was another, “A”.) The last such period 
(“C") fits well that of the line of Jeroboam 11; so at Dan II, Hazor Vl-V, Dor, 
Tirzah Vlid (latter half), and correspondingly Uzziah’s time as at Timnah 
IIIB/A. In just this period (about mid-eighth century), traces of damage have 
been noticed in the town ruins of Dan II, dividing between Hazor VI and V, 
and Timnah IIIB/A (perhaps = end of Lachish IV, start of Lachish III?). Such 
an earthquake is reported as a casual date line under precisely Jeroboam II and 
Uzziah in Amos 1:1. This agrees well with the general archaeological dating and 
possible traces.

Before our prosperity-period C, we have (sometimes) a lesser interval 
preceded by a prosperity-period B. This earlier period embraces the buildings 
I/II opening phase at Samaria, of Omri and Ahab. Along with it go the parallel 
periods of major buildings, etc., at Dan (III), at Hazor (VIII), contemporary 
Dor, and Tirzah VIF'c” (abandoned for Samaria?), etc. In between we have Sa
maria III and Hazor VII, which probably reflect the less happy times of Jehu.

Finally, before the Omri-Ahab horizon, we are again confronted by two 
phases of prior occupation history; a “founding” or prosperous one (“A”) and 
an intermediate one after it. Destructions by Shoshenq I of Egypt in some cases 
divide between the two. This is visible at Dan, IVB then IVA; at Hazor, XA/B 
then 1XA/B; throughout in Lower Galilee (first long phase, including Cabul/ 
Khirbet Rosh Zayit); Gezer VIII, then lesser VII; Timnah IV (prosperous phase, 
then, long gap); and probably Lachish V, then IV (a Rehoboain fort).

As Omri-Ahab begin about 880 (buildingwise, at least), these sometimes 
multiple phases go through a mere twenty years, well back through the tenth 
century, toward the pre-Rehoboam/|eroboam 1 beginnings of the Hebrew 
monarchy. This is the general date when the so-called united monarchy of Da
vid and Solomon must have ruled, if it existed in any meaningful form. But that 
belongs to chapter 4. Our case here is merely to exhibit the archaeological se
quence of Iron I1(B/C) Canaan alongside the external references to that land, 
and also to the established sequence of rulers in 1-2 Kings that those external 
sources have validated. See now table 5 on page 61.
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Prosperity 
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8th cent: 
Prosperity 
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Assyrian
impact

Judah/ 
Babylon 
to end
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Table 5. Outline Correlation of Archaeological Data, 
External Written Sources, and Biblical Data

Archaeological Data Near Eastern Texts OT D.ita

(Dan IVBs Hazor XA/B; 
Caluil isl phase l; Dor; 
Tirzah Vllb; Gezer 
VIII; Lachish V;
Timnah IV)

(Assyria, not yet in 
southwest Levant; no 
foreign sources in 
Egypt, since Siamun; 
no Aramean sources 
yet)

(Reputedly, united 
monarchy of David & 
Solomon, see chap. 4; 
start of twin kingdoms, 
Israel/Judah)

An intenmd. phase A> 
starts alter a destruc 
tion (Shoshenq I?). 
(Dan IVA; Hazor 1XA/ 
B; Cabul 1st phase 2; 
Dor; Tirzah VII b 
[coni.]; Rehaboam, 
Lachish IV?)

Shoshenq 1, invasion of 
Canaan, ca. 926/925. 
(Assyria not yet in 
southwest Levant; no 
Aramean sources yet)

Shishak’s
(Shoshenq I’s) invasion 
from Egypt. Twin king
doms bickering; in 
volved with Aram 
Damascus

Dan III; Hazor VIII; 
Dor; Samaria bldgs I/ll. 
JntermecL phase B. Sa
maria III; Hazor VII; 
others, cont

(i) Omri. Ahab, in texts 
of Slialntancser III; 
Mesh a
(ii) Jelui in texts, cf.
Tell Dan and of 
Shalmaneser 111. Texts 
of Ilazael of Aram

Israel under Omri Dy 
nasty; and Mesha of 
Moab. lehu removes 
kings of Israel and Ju
dah; Aram cans trouble 
him, e.g., Hazael

Dan II; Hazor VI -V; 
Dor; Tirzah Vlld; Sa 
maria IV; Timnah IIIIV 
A; Jerusalem i. Earth
quake, mid-eighth 
cent.

Adad-Jiirari 111 men
tions Joash (father of 
Jeroboam II); 
Berihadad 111 on 
Zakktir stela (Mari of 
Assyria), Samaria 
ostraca; seal of Jero 
boam [I

Period of prosperity, 
line of Jeroboam II of 
Israel, and with Uzziah 
in Judah

735: end of Dan 11, 
Hazor V, Cabal area; 
ctp Dor; Gezer VI 
722: end, Samaria V, 
Tirza Vlld 
701: end, Lachish III; 
Timnah III A

Tiglath pileser III on 
Galilee, etc., and re, 
Menahem, Pekah, 
Hoshea (and Ahaz in 
Judah). Fall of Samaria 
Shalm, V/Sargon II. 
Sennacherib vs. Heze- 
klah, and fall of Lachish 
scene. Bullae of Jotham, 
Ahaz, Hezekiah

OT reports on Tig. pil. 
Ill in Galilee, Gilead, 
etc., and on Menahem, 
Pekah, Hoshea; and 
Ahaz in Judah. Fall of 
Samaria.
OT reports on Heze
kiah vs. Sennacherib

Lachish II; Gezer V; 
Jerusalem 11-10; 
Timnah II

Esarhaddon texts; 
Babylonian Chronicle, 
to 594; Hebrew seals; 
Lachish ostr.

OT, to end of Assyria; 
takeover and conquest 
by Babylon, 597 and, 
finally, 586
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7. THE BALANCE SHEET SO FAR

Now we must step back from all the detail and look at the whole picture so far. 
For close to 350 years (ca. 930-586) we have taken the series of Hebrew and for
eign rulers, as found in 1-2 Kings (and paralleled in 1-2 Chronicles), and exam
ined them and their histories from several angles. With what result? We may 
enumerate as follows.

a. Foreign Rulers in the Hebrew Record. Out of twenty foreign rulers (and a 
general), all but two (or three?) duly turned up in the external records available 
to date, usually on their home patch (Assyrians in Assyrian records, etc.). This 
is a highly satisfactory standard. Of the missing men, the general (Zerah), prob
ably from Egypt, belongs to a period in which knowledge of the Egyptian mili
tary is currently close to zero (certainly for foreigners so employed). And 
Benhadad I (and/or 11) came from before 853, when Assyrian records begin for 
A ram-Damascus, and before we have any local Aramaic historical records 
whatsoever, so far. Whatever is still in the ground is just not available to us (as 
was the case with the Tell Dan stela until less than ten years ago).

b. Hebrew Kings in External Records. Here the evidence began with Omri 
and Ahab, coming up to the mid-ninth century. Before that time no Neo
Assyrian king is known to have penetrated the southwest Levant, to gain (or re
cord) knowledge of any local king there. And it was not Egyptian custom to 
name foreign rulers unless they had some positive relationship with them (e.g., 
a treaty). Foes were treated with (nameless) contempt. Therefore, under present 
conditions, we cannot expect to find any such mentions (Assyrian or Egyptian) 
of ciny southwest Levant kings, biblical or otherwise, unless or until an Egyptian 
treaty were found with one of them or the Assyrians were found to have had 
some detailed contact as yet unknown, and so unavailable to us currently. Un
der these conditions a negative knowledge is meaningless.

But from 853 onward we do have some data. Some nine out of fourteen 
Israelite kings are named in external sources. Of the five missing men, three 
were ephemeral (Zechariah, Shallum, Pekahiah) and two reigned (Jehoahaz, Je
roboam 11) when Assyria was not active in the southwest Levant. And one of 
these (Jeroboam II) is in any case known from a subject’s seal stone, Judah was 
farther away than Israel, so the head count is smaller; from Jehoram I to 
Zedekiah we have currently mention of eight kings out of fifteen. Of the seven 
absentees, Uzziah is not certainly mentioned in Assyrian records, but he is 
known from his subjects’seals. Amaziah reigned during Assyrian absence from 
the southwest Levant; lotham came before Ahaz invited the Assyrians back, but 
is known from a bulla of Ahaz. Amon and leho-ahaz were ephemeral, while 
Josiah reigned during the Assyrian decline, without documentation by them of
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Levantine kings. But seal impressions and possibly an ostracon come from his 
time.

c. Local Records, Hebrew, etc. Some have been cited already; kings Joram I 
(and II), Ahaziah II, Uzziah, Jeroboam II, Hoshea, Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah, are 
all known from seals and bullae, etc.

d. Sequences of Rulers; Chronology. The time-line order of foreign rulers in 
1-2 Kings, etc., is impeccably accurate, as is the order of the Hebrew rulers, asat- 
tested by the external sources. As tor chronology (dates u.c.), the elaborate date 
lines in 1-2 Kings show a very high degree of consistency and reliability (tying in 
with external dates) when they are given proper study in terms of their own, 
ancient Near Eastern world and are treated in accordance with the well- 
established norms and usages of that world; remaining problems are very few, 
and can be left to future research.

e. The Course of History, in External and Biblical Sources. Here were exam
ined some ten different episodes that are attested both in the Hebrew text and 
in the contemporary external sources, on the basis of all the available data. In 
each case, when the total data had been collated, and careful distinction made
between genuine overlaps from both sides and the complementary and addi
tional data contributed by each lot of sources (biblical and external), a clear re
sult emerged whereby repeatedly we gained a fuller, richer picture of the whole 
episode. There were no glaring errors, but certainly propaganda in some cases 
(more on the Near Eastern side).

f. The Nature of the Sources. The sources themselves show clear affinities in 
the kind of records used. Ancient kingdoms (large and small) did maintain run
ning records (daybooks, etc.), exactly as were the annals (or daybooks) of Israel 
and Judah that are regularly cited as references by Kings and Chronicles. 
Scholars who would cavalierly dismiss such references are out of touch with the 
usage of three millennia (from the Palermo Stone to the Seleucid Babylonian 
chronicles), and thus go badly astray in their assessments of the origin and na
ture of the contents of Kings and Chronicles. Those two works are not them
selves the annals of Israel and Judah, but are “special interest” works based on 
the original anrrals/daybooks, now lost to us exactly as in Egypt, Mesopotamia, 
and everywhere else. What has su rvived in the rest of the ancient Near East, as in 
Kings and Chronicles, is a series of special interest works that have drawn upon 
the running records. Those works include, e.g., the monumentalization in stone 
of parts of the Egyptian annals in the Old and Middle Kingdoms (Palermo 
Stone; annals extract of Amenemhat II), and of data from Tuthmosis Ill’s Levant 
campaign daybooks in the New Kingdom, and the existing variety of chronicles 
from Mesopotamia, etc. By and large, the ancients did not invent spurious his
tory, but normally were content to interpret real history, in accord with their
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views. This is true right across the hoard, as in the full range of Egyptian, Hittite, 
and Mesopotamian war reports, etc., and in West Semitic inscriptions. Once de
tected, the viewpoint can he “peeled back" if need he and the basic history made 
clear, especially when we have multiple sources, from more than one vantage 
point. Thus, reading Kings and Chronicles is (or should be) no different from 
reading the Battle of Qadesh of Ramesses II, the Hittite treaty prologues and 
royal annals, or Assyrian war and building inscriptions. From the Moabite Stone 
we (as neutral historians, the only legitimate variety!) can set aside the credits 
given to Kemosh by Mesha, but we ignore his positive statements on wars and 
buildings at our peril. We may not believe in Amen-Re of Egypt or the storm god 
of Hatti, or in the effulgence of Ashur, but the military or other acts of a 
Tuthmosis, Mursil,or Shalmaneser must be assessed in their own right. Again, if 
one lays aside (as a secular historian) the credits given to YHWH in Kings and 
Chronicles, one may still read off the basic facts about wars, buildings, and the 
rest precisely as in the rest of the Near East, where these compositions are con
cerned. Overall, “Deuteronomists” and Chronicler(s) interpreted their people’s 
history, they did not need to make it np — the available data were ample tor their 
purpose without need of such subterfuge.

g. So what?Therefore at this stage, and without prejudice as to what may 
yet be seen elsewhere, the basic presentation of almost 350 years of the story of 
the Hebrew twin kingdoms comes out under factual examination as a highly re
liable one, with mention of own and foreign rulers who were real, in the right 
order, at the right date, and sharing a common history that usually dovetails to
gether well, when both Hebrew and external sources are available. Therefore we 
have no valid reason to cast gratuitous doubt on other episodes where compa
rable external data are currently lacking, either because the records are long 
since destroyed or are still buried in the ground. All such episodes should be 
taken seriously, assessed objectively as to their nature, and compared with anal
ogous material before passing judgment. They are likely to contain valuable in
formation that we cannot afford to throw away but need to be able to use in 
writing wider history.
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CHAPTER 3

Home and Away — Exile and Return

Already, in the last 150 years of the divided and Judean monarchies, we have 
seen through Assyrian eyes (besides biblical ones) the imposition of exile — re
moval trom their homeland —— of people(s) rebellious against their would-be 
overlords. Tiglath-pileser III removed people from Galilee and environs in the 
730s; Shalmaneser V and Sargon 11 between them sent away many Israelites to 
eastern lands in 722-720; and Sennacherib did this to Judah in 701. Tiglath- 
pileser III took 13,520 people (totaled from lesser amounts — 226, 400 + x, 656, 
and [lost]).1 Then Sargon II boasts of having removed 27,290 (var. 27,280) peo
ple from Samaria.2 And in 701 Sennacherib claimed to have reduced forty-six of 
Hezekiah’s walled towns and to have taken 200,150 people from them.3 Such 
measures did not necessarily depopulate a given region entirely, and some As
syrian kings brought in new populations from elsewhere (Sargon II and 2 Kings 
17; contrast Tiglath-pileser III). But the "Assyrian exile" of both Israelites and 
Judeans was considerable — and in the former case, permanent. As we shall see 
(cf, chap, 6), neither the concept nor the practice of “exile" even began with 
these later Assyrian kings. It was already a millennially old tradition, into which 
the Babylonian exile of the Judeans merely fits as one more such episode in a 
very long series, taking the long-term historical perspective.4 The difference is 
the close-up impact that the Judean exile to Babylon makes upon the modern 
reader, particularly in 2 Kings and Jeremiah,
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l. THE PERIOD OF THE EXILE

A. EN ROUTE TO BABYLON

(i) The Biblical Accounts

These are 2 Kings, 2 Chronicles, Jeremiah, and allusions in Ezekiel and Daniel. 
They have Nebuchadrezzar (II) of Babylon taking over the Levant, ousting the 
king of Egypt (cf. 2 Kings 24:1, 7), having Jehoiakim of Judah as a vassal (cf. 
2 Chron. 36:6-7, a threat of exile, not fulfilled), and taking away selected person
nel and goods (cf. Dan. 1:1-7) hi 605/604. Then, three years later (by 601), 
Jehoiakim rebelled against Babylon (2 Kings 24:1). He did not live to witness 
Babylonian retribution. That fell upon his youthful son and successor, 
Jehoiachin, whom Nebuchadrezzar carried off to Babylon (597) with his family, 
his courtiers and officials, and 10,000 other ranks that included 7,000 soldiers 
and 1,000 craftsmen and artisans (and much loot), leaving only the rural popu
lation behind (2 Kings 24:10-16; 2 Chron. 36:10; ]er. 24:1; 52:28, citing 3,023 peo
ple). His uncle Zedekiah learned nothing from all this, but in turn rebelled (in 
conjunction with Hophra of Egypt, Jer. 44:30; cf. 37:5), only to bring down the 
wrathful Babylonian king again upon Jerusalem, who seized and destroyed that 
city {in 587/586), carrying away the remnant of its inhabitants, 832 people; cf. 
2 Kings 25:1-21; 2 Chron. 36:17-20; Jer. 39:1-40:6; 52:1-27, 29. Finally Nebucha
drezzar’s appointee governor, Gedaliah, was murdered by a dissident party 
{2 Kings 25:22-26), which led to further punishment and 745 more exiles, four 
years after Jerusalem’s fall (Jer. 52:30), in 582. Ezekiel dated various of his visions 
by years-of-exile of Jehoiachin (Ezek. 1:2 and passim). Finally, thirty-seven 
years after the young king was carried into captivity in 562, Nebuchadrezzar II’s 
successor, Awel-Marduk (“Evil-Merodach”), released jehoiachin from arrest 
and gave him a palace food allowance {2 Kings 25:27-30). So far, the biblical 
data.

O N  T H E  R E L I A B I L I T Y  O F  T H E  O L D  T E S T A M E N T

(ii) External Background

The series of Babylonian invasions of the Levant from 605 down to 594 (after 
which date, the records are lost) is well attested, if in brief form, in the Babylo
nian Chronicles.3 The chronicle recounts the Babylonian victory at Carchemish 
(in 605; British Museum 21946 = Chronicle 5) that enabled Nebuchadrezzar to 
oust Egypt from the Levant, chasing Egypt’s forces to the region of Hamath and 
beyond and taking over “the whole area of the Hattu-land” (= Syria-Paiestine).
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The death of Nabopolassar compelled Nebuchadrezzar to race back to Babylon 
to secure his throne, before returning to Syria-Palestine to enforce his rule and 
“take the massive booty” back to Babylon (as in Dan. luff.). Then in his first to 
third years (604-602), Nebuchadrezzar returned each year to levy tribute and 
(in Year 2, 603) to besiege a city (name lost). But in Year 4 (601) Egypt and Bab
ylon clashed in battle with such severe losses to both sides that the Babylonian 
army had to stay at home for a full refit the next year (6oo), with light skir
mishes the next year (599). Thus, as 2 Kings 24:1 states, after three years as vassal 
to Babylon, Jehoiakim of Judah rebelled — evidently after the clash of 6ol. 

Hence, of course, Nebuchadrezzar’s determined reaction in his seventh year 
(598/597), when he “marched to the Hattu-Iand [Levant], besieged the city of 
Judah [ Jerusalem], and captured the king” (by now, Jehoiachin, Jehoiakim hav
ing died). The young man was exiled to Babylon, as the chronicle reports that 
instead Nebuchadrezzar “appointed a(nother) king of his own choice” 
(= Zedekiah) and “received its (Judah’s) heavy tribute, and sent (it) to Baby
lon,” in agreement with the report in 2 Kings 24:13. The chronicle reports fur
ther visits to the Levant by Nebuchadrezzar in his eighth, tenth, and eleventh 
years (597 to 594), levying tribute regularly.

For the numbers of Judeans exiled by Nebuchadrezzar II (especially in 597 
and 586), we have no Babylonian statistics so far — only the Hebrew figures in 
2 Kings 24:14,16 and Jer. 52:28-30. But these (7,000,1,000, 3,023, 832, 745 people) 
are entirely consistent in scale with the range of figures for deportations from Is
rael practiced earlier by the Assyrian kings (cf. just above). Two facts here are 
worthy of comment: the relative modesty of almost all these figures compared to 
what the total populations of Israel/Samaria and Judah/Jerusalem would have 
been; and the status of the people taken away, and those left behind. The idea 
that the Babylonians carried everybody from both Jerusalem and Judah off to 
Babylon is true neither archaeologically nor to the biblical text itself. In the He
brew accounts, we read that "the poorest people of the land were left (behind)” 
for 597 (2 Kings 24:14), and that "the commander [i.e., Nebuzaradan] left behind 
some of the poorest people of the land, to work the vineyards and fields” 
(2 Kings 25:12; Jer. 52:16), In other words, the land of Judah became in effect an 
imperial estate, to be cultivated for the profit of its conquerors by the local food- 
producing community (farmers and pastoralists). Precisely such procedures had 
been followed by Egypt’s New Kingdom pharaohs nearly a millennium before 
this, and in turn by the Assyrians. Empires were not run just to give ancient 
kings militarily glorious ego trips, but to yield revenue! See further below. 
Nebuzaradan (also in ler. 39:11-13) is known from the Babylonian “court list” as 
Nabu-zer-iddin, a high officer of Nebuchadrezzar’s administration.6

The status of the people taken away to Babylon (royalty and the court,
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army personnel, artisans; cf. 2 Kings 24:14,16) is significant, and very readily par
alleled from the external sources. Exiled were: (a) the rebel king and his govern
ing circle, as prisoners/hostages to be kept out of mischief, when not summarily 
executed (as in 2 Kings 25:18-21 = Jer. 52:24-27); (b) military personnel, to be con
scripted into the imperial army; and (c) “useful”people, artisans and craftsmen, 
musicians, cultivators, etc,, to be redeployed in the conqueror’s service.

Regarding exiled rulers, 2 Kings {25:27-30) ends with Jehoiachin in Baby
lon bei ng released by Awel-Marduk at his accession {562) into the court circle in 
Babylon, and being given his own regular allowance. This happened not for the 
first time, and he is not the only such person, as original Babylonian sources 
make dear. From a vaulted building closely adjoining the royal palace proper 
came a series of cuneiform tablets dated to the tenth to thirty-fifth years of 
Nebuchadrezzar II (595-570), being “ration tablets” for people kept or em
ployed in Babylon and its palace. Among the beneficiaries in receipt of oil were 
“Jehoiachin king of Judah” (just once, “king’s son of Judah”) and “the 5 sons of 
the king of Judah in the care of (their guardian?) Qenaiah” (cf. fig. 10C). Thus 
the exiled young king and his infant children were already on a regular allow
ance in Nebuchadrezzar’s time (one tablet is of Year 13, 592), but under the pal
ace equivalent of house arrest. They were not the only royalties there at that 
time; oil was issued to “2 sons of Aga, king of Ascalon.”7

As for the second category of exiles, redeployed military personnel, we go 
back briefly to Assyrian precedent. Tiglath-piieser III may have taken Israelite 
troops into service by 732; Sargon II conscripted Israelite chariots from fallen 
Samaria very explicitly, as from other defeated small states. This precedent was 
followed thereafter by other Mesopotamian rulers {e.g., Assurbanipal), hence 
too by Babylon.8

For the redeployed craftsmen, etc., we return to the Babylonian ration 
tablets cited for Jehoiachin. Here we meet a series of men of different origins 
and occupations. With Jehoiachin and family were Shelemiah a gardener and 
others untitled. From Philistine Ascalon came 3 sailors, 8 leaders, and an un
known number of chiefs of musicians. From Phoenicia, 126 Tyrians and x x 100 
+ 90 Tyrian sailors; 8 carpenters hailed from Byblos and 3 from Arvad. From 
the east a leader, refugee, and 713 other men had come from Elam, plus 1 iMede 
and 4 Persians. From the far northwest in Anatolia, more sailors and carpenters 
were deployed to the boathouse or shipyard; from the far southwest, a large 
group of Egyptians included sailors, leaders, guards, and a keeper of monkeys! 
Ail on Nebuchadrezzar’s payroll.9 This is typical of the motley variety of people 
who were sucked into the central service and economy of the Assyrian and 
Neo-Babylonian empires alike. Being exiled to Nineveh or Babylon was not a 
purely Hebrew hazard!
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On the greatness of Babylon as redeveloped by Nebuchadrezzar II (cf. 
Dan. 4:30) we can be brief. It had become a large city (by ancient standards), 
straddling the river Euphrates, its two parts linked by a bridge. The maximum 
width of both parts was about 3.5 kilometers (just over 2 miles) wide (west to 
east), and the north-south extent (omitting suburbs) about 2.5 kilometers 
(some 1 Vi miles), all surrounded by massive defense walls, pierced by named 
gates. The western part was the “new city.” The heart of the city extended along 
the east bank of the Euphrates, from the “North Palace,” museum, and royal 
gardens (origin of the “hanging gardens”) to the main or “South Palace” ad
joining the splendid Ishtar Gate, brilliant in deep blue tiles with alternating fig
ures of dull yellow bulls and white and dull yellow lions and dragons. From 
there the long Processional Way ran straight as a die near to the south end of 
the city, separating off the palaces, the “tower of Babel,” and main temple of the 
god Marduk from the main bulk of the old city, with its houses, bazaars, 
squares, many streets, a canal, and various temples. Compared with the towns 
of Palestine, it would have seemed a vast metropolis to anyone coming in from 
the Levant.'0 Cf fig. ioA-B.

B. A REMNANT IN JUDEA

While the main groups of exiled Judeans were finding new employ in Babylon 
and still very sore about it (cf Ps. 137), the rural population in Neo-Babylonian 
Judea had to become productive taxpayers for the new administration. For this 
purpose Nebuchadrezzar had appointed as local governor Gedaliah son of 
Ahikam, son of Shaphan (Jer. 40:5-6), with headquarters at Mizpah, now gener
ally conceded to have been the modern Tel! en-Nasbeh (in Benjamin) about 
eight miles north of Jerusalem.11

Among the dutch of late Judean seals and bullae of owners attested under 
kings lehoiakim to Zedekiah (cf p. 21 above), we have two men Gedaliah, either 
of whom may well have been our Gedaliah. One was “Servant of the King,” the 
other was a high steward “who is over the house/estate.” Most scholars prefer 
identification of the biblical Gedaliah with the high steward; this is not certain, 
but certainly possible.12 As for Mizpah/Tell en-Nasbeh, restudy of the site- 
reports and records suggests that the Iron II town was internally redeveloped to 
become the Neo-Babylonian administrative center for Judea, as a Neo
Babylonian and Persian level can now be distinguished. The old outer gate was 
kept, but a stretch of old wall and inner gate were done away with, and large 
new buildings constructed.13 This may well have been done by Gedaliah with 
Babylonian support during his brief four-year regime. That ended in his mur-
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der by jealous rivals (Jer. 40:7-41:15), egged on by Baalis, king of Ammon, for 
whom we also have a seal impression and the seal of one of his subjects.14 So 
this dossier gives us some background for (udah becoming an economic unit 
early in the “exilic” period.15

C. IN EGYPT

Finally, some of the Judeans fled to Egypt, to escape Babylonian domination, 
and feared revenge in the wake of the murder of Gedaliah (Jer. 41:16-43:7), tak
ing an unwilling Jeremiah with them. Their stopping point at Tahpanhes (Jer. 
437ff.) had brought them to a fort of Psammetichus I, established for a garrison 
of Greek mercenaries, known to Herodotus as Daphnai. This name appears in 
modern Arabic Tell Defenneh. Tahpanhes is Egyptian: Ta-ha(t)-pa-nehesi, “The 
mansion pf the Nubian/Panehsinot yet known in Egyptian inscriptions, but it 
is attested in Phoenician (spelled as in Hebrew) from a sixth century u.c. papy
rus found in Egypt. This document is a letter that invokes “Baal-Zephon and 
the gods of Tahpanhes,”1® Jeremiah’s prophecy (44:30) of Pharaoh Hophra’s 
coming untimely end was fulfilled when he was supplanted by Amasis II in 570, 
losing his life in consequence.17 His further threat (Jer. 43:8ft.) tliat 
Nebuchadrezzar would invade Egypt, even hold court at Tahpanhes, may possi
bly have been fulfilled in 568, to judge from a fragmentary text that alludes to 
the thirty-seventh year of Nebuchadrezzar II, marching against Egypt for battle, 
seemingly against “[King Amajsu,” i.e., (Amas)is 11.18 The continuing presence 
of Jews in Egypt is attested under Persian rule, in the late sixth and the fifth/ 
fourth centuries E.C., as we shall see. Thus the people of Judah ended up in 
three different locations by about 580 — the elite and “useful” people in Baby
lon; the ordinary working people still in Judea; and sundry fugitives in Egypt.

2. THE EPOCH OF THE RETURN

A. BIBLICAL DATA

(i) Sources, Biblical

The biblical data that reflect the fall of Babylon to Cyrus of Persia in 539 and the 
Persian dominion down through the late sixth into the flfth/fourth centuries 
are (in explicit terms) basically the books of Ezra (from which 1 Chronicles
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took its dosing colophon), Esther, and Nehemiah. The transfer of power from 
Babylon (in the person of Belshazzar) to Cyrus is also mirrored in Daniel. 
(Belshazzar: Dan. 5; 7:1; followed by Darius the Mede [Year 1 only): 5:31; 6:1 ff.; 
9:1, who is paralleled by Cyrus the Persian in 6:28; Cyrus: Year 3, in 10:1.) Some 
genealogies in 2 Chronicles come down into the Persian period.

In the first part of Ezra (1-6) we have an outline of events from the acces
sion to power of Cyrus of Persia (539) down to completion of rebuilding the 
temple at Jerusalem in the sixth year of Darius I (516); within this section is an 
insert (4:6-23) on outside interference against the lews’ attempt to renew the 
walls of Jerusalem, not just work on the temple. This happened early in the 
reigns respectively of Xerxes and Artaxerxes (I). The second part of the book 
(7-10) records Ezra’s mission (in the seventh year of Artaxerxes [I]) to regulate 
the life of the Judean community in accord with their traditional Law — of 
YHWH to them, and of “the God of Heaven” in “Persian-Kingspeak.” The boiok 
includes summary registers of returnees both of Cyrus’s time and of Ezra’s visi
tation.

The book of Nehemiah follows on from all this. In Year 20 of Artaxerxes 
(I), Nehemiah got word of Jerusalem’s problems, with vandalized gates and 
walls, and sought his sovereign’s permission to sort matters out. The king 
granted his cupbearer full facilities and the governorship of the district of Ju
dah. Thus, on completion of the wall, Nehemiah and the veteran Ezra held ap
propriate ceremonies, sought to build up the city’s population by bringing in 
new residents from the other ludean settlements, and sought further to encour
age the people to live by their traditional Law (on Sabbath observance, mixed 
marriages, etc.). During his building work, Nehemiah had three foes among his 
neighbors: Sanballat, governor of the Samaria district to his north; Tobiah, the 
Ammonite, from just east, across the Jordan; and Geshem (or Gashmu), the 
Arabian, to his south. The latest date in his book is most likely the mention 
(Neh. 12:22) of the time of a king “Darius the Persian,” in relation to records of 
priestly and Levitical families under the high priests from Eliashib to Jaddua 
(cf. for these, Neh. 12:1, 10; Ezra 2:36; 3:2), running down to Darius II.

In between the time of Darius I (with the temple’s completion) and that 
of Artaxerxes I (restoring city walls and rule of ancient law) comes the reign of 
Xerxes, the setting of the book of Esther. This is set entirely within the Persian 
court in the palace of Susa, in what had been northernmost Elam, east from 
Babylonia. Going back in time, the transplanted people in Syria and others in 
Judea (Ezra 4:2,10) harked back to Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal of Assyria.
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(ii) Places

Quite a few have turned up, in outlining the biblical sources. The returning 
lews had set forth from Babylon in the east but had lived in other districts — 
Tel Melah, etc., Ezra 2:59; the series of “Tel” names may reflect settlement of 
Jewish captives on abandoned terrain. Ezekiel long before mentioned the river 
Chebar (Ezek. l:i; etc.), the Kabaru of the Murashu archives. Esther became a 
queen in Susa to the east; her sovereign’s empire of 127 provinces extended from 
India in the east to (Egypt and) Kush in the west. Her mentor was a Jewish pal
ace official, iVlordecai; we read of banquets, daybooks of the realm. The temple 
decree by Cyrus had to be tracked down to Ecbatana in Persia (Ezra 6:1-2). Back 
in Palestine, besides Jerusalem and Samaria, we have listings of places in Judea 
when the returnees settled: Anathoth, Bethel, Gibeon, Netopha, Jericho, etc. 
(Ezra 2:21-35 paralleled by Neh. 7:26-38; further listing, Neh. 11:25-35).

(iii) Usages

Cyrus is seen consciously reversing his Babylonian predecessors’policy, by re
storing symbols of deity (and adherents) to their home sanctuaries, as in Ezra 
1:1-4. Both he and Darius (latter, 6:2-12) are shown giving support to local tem
ple and cult, as at Jerusalem. We are shown incessant communications via let
ters to and from the imperial court, and issue of appropriate royal decrees, in 
part cited in Aramaic (4:8-6:18; 7:12-26).

B. THE NEAR EASTERN SETTING

(i) Sources

For all its vastness, and its immense impact in ancient history, we possess only 
very uneven original and allied sources for the Persian Empire.19 Most familiar 
to Western readers are the accounts given by Herodotus, in his famous Histories 
— of great value, but much of it necessarily at second hand.20

We still have the Babylonian Chronicles, laconic but invaluable so far as 
they go. The Persian kings themselves left a series of official royal inscriptions 
(particularly at Persepolis) written in Old Persian, in its special cuneiform syl
labary; best known is the Behistun inscription on a towering cliff face. In 
Babylonia, a series of business records, etc., from everyday life preserves regnal 
dates and contemporary customs. At Persepolis, from the treasury and the
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northeast fortification wall have come large series of administrative tablets 
written in Elamite cuneiform, being part of the accounts of the palace complex 
there, during the reigns of Darius I to Artaxerxes I. And from the west in Egypt 
we have a long series of Aramaic papyri and ostraea, the greater part hailing 
from archives of the Jewish community based on Elephantine Island (close by 
Aswan) below the First Cataract of the Nile. Other finds come from 
Hermopolis in Middle Egypt and from Saqqara (cemetery of Memphis) in the 
north, plus an unprovenanced postbag and its leather scrolls. From Palestine 
come the Wadi Daliyeh papyri of the fourth century and various ostraea.51

(ii) The Historical Framework

The major rulers of the later Babylonian and Persian empires that touch on the 
biblical record can be tabulated simply, as follows.

Table 6. Neo-Babylonian and Persian Rulers in OT and External Sources

Late Neo-Babylonian, OT Late Neo-Babylonian, other B.C.

Belshazzar Nabonidus (plus son, 
Bel-sliar-usur as deputy)

(556-539)

Persian Empire (OT) Persian Empire, other B.C.

Cyrus (+ Darius the Mede) Cyrus (II) (539-530)
— Cambyses (11) (530-522)

(and brief usurpers [522D
Darius I Darius I (522-486)
Xerxes (“Ahasuerus”) Xerxes (4B6-465)
Artaxerxes I Artaxerxes I (465-424)
Darius (II) the Persian Darius II (424-405)
(No more rulers mentioned) (Artaxerxes II — Darius III [405-3311)

Most of this is self-explanatory, and shows overall correspondence. In the 
late Babylonian empire Nabonidus was largely an absentee ruler, spending ten 
of his seventeen years far, far southwest of Babylon (about 450 miles) in and 
around Teima in northwest Arabia, and returning barely a year or so before 
Babylon’s fall in 539. During that long span, circa 550-540, the effective ruler in 
Babylon was in fact his son Belshazzar, as local documents attest, wherein oaths 
are sworn in the names of both men. Without actually having the title of king 
in official usage, Belshazzar enjoyed the powers, for (as one cuneiform chroni-
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clehas it) his father had in practice “entrusted the kingship into his hand "Thus 
it is (as often remarked) understandable that (in Dan. 5:7, 29) Daniel was reput
edly offered the third- and not the second-highest place in the kingdom by 
Belshazzar — who was himself but second. In that same passage Belshazzar is, 
with almost mock obsequiousness, called “son” of his “father” Nebuchadrezzar 
(if one translates literally) —but this is a left-handed compliment, contrasting 
the prince with his (and his own father’s) far more illustrious predecessor. 
Usurpers or indirect successors (and Nabonidus was not a direct successor of 
Nebuchadrezzar) often liked to claim a greater predecessor as an ex officio “fa
ther.” (In Egypt, Sethos 11 was flattered by a correspondent as having 
harnesses 11 [his grandfather] as his “Either.”) Darius the Mede (as such) is an 
ephemeral figure (only in Year 1), and bracketed directly with Cyrus the Persian 
(Dan. 6:2a}; here the simplest and best analysis is that the twoarethe same.21

In the Persian series, the would-be usurpers (Gaumata and the like) do 
not appear in the biblical accounts, as they were only ephemeral figures, usually 
far from Palestine. Nor does Cambyses, whose short reign saw no particular in
cident affecting the Jews in Judea. The main series of the Old Testament’s Per
sian kings corresponds dearly and directly with the well-known emperors of 
the firsthand records and of Herodotus. Ezra’s visitation in Year 7 of 
Artaxerxes I would fall in 458, the twelve-year governorship of Nehemiah of 
Years 20-32 of the same king in 445-433, and his second visit in about 432 (no 
lower limit given). Alternative interpretations for these dates have often been 
suggested, but fail to account any better for the total evidence.23

Of the lesser rulers that opposed Nehemiah, some evidence is known, 
even well known. Sanballat the Horonite, governor of Samaria, is now known 
to have been Sanballat 1 (first of three governors of this name, the second being 
named in the Wadi Daliyeh papyri, and a probable third by Josephus). He oc
curs as governor of Samaria and father of two sons, and is appealed to for help 
by the Jews in Elephantine in Year 17 of Darius II in 407.24 Tobiah the 
Ammonite was an early member in a long line of Tobiads established in 
Transjordan, west from Rabbath-Ammon. In the third century B.C., burial caves 
were used at ‘Iraq el-Amir, next to which the name Tobiah was engraved in 
large Aramaic lettering; the family had dealings with Zeno in Ptolemaic Egypt, 
and about 180 b.c, Hyrcanus of this family built the magnificent structure 
(Qasr el-’Abd; a palatial residence?) still to be seen at ‘Iraq el-Amir.25 
Nehemiah’s third foe, Geshem the Arabian, turns out to have been a king of 
Qedar in northwest Arabia. In a small pagan sanctuary in Wadi Tumilat, in 
Egypt’s East Delta, were found some splendid silver bowls, one being inscribed 
in Aramaic: “What Qaynu son of Geshem, King of Qedar, brought in offering 
to (the goddess) Han-ilat.”The script, along with the finding of Greek coins of
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the fifth to early fourth centuries B.C., indicates a date of about 400 for this 
bowl, and the time of Qaynu; so his father Geshem may well have reigned in the 
440S/43OS as a foe of Nehemiah. A Geshem (as “Jasm”) of some importance oc
curs in the date line with one 'Abd, governor of Dedan, in an inscription at 
Dedan (Al-'Ula); this is perhaps also our man,26 So each of Nehemiah’s oppo
nents is attested from documents dose to him in time, or by descendants in 
Tobiah’s case. See, e.g., figs, 11A, B, C.

(iii) Places

In the East, some places are well known while others are not. Susa, location of a 
Persian palace in Nehemiah (1:1) and Esther (1:2; etc.), has been the site of much 
excavation by French expeditions. There the once-splendid buildings include a 
palace built by Darius I and Xerxes, and another of Arts xerxes I. Brilliant glazed 
tiling showed warriors at the entrance and lions in the outer court. Three great 
courts lay between the pillared audience-hall to their north and the large suites 
of royal apartments to their south, including inner halls or courts. Surviving 
Persian metalwork in gold, silver, etc. hints at the sumptuous wealth once found 
there.27 Ecbatana was originally the capital of Media, then of that land as a Per
sian province; it is largely undug, but a variety of finds have come from its 
mound amidst modern Ha madam58

In the West, in Palestine, many places listed in Ezra and Nehemiah are ei
ther not securely identified with present-day sites or have not been dug (or can
not be) — through no fault of theirs! And conversely, we have numerous sites 
in Palestine that show attested Persian-period remains or occupation, many of 
which find no mention in our two authors or are unidentified either in the Bi
ble or in other sources. However, quite a number in Ezra-Nehemiah are also at
tested for this period archaeologically.29

(iv) Usages

The books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther show the Persian Empire “at work,” 
and its early rulers vigilant in securing their authority by (positively) support
ing a “local” cult such as that of YHWH in Jerusalem (Ezra 1:2-4; 6:1-12; 7:12
26), or by (negatively) restraining the building of city defense walls, if it pre
saged even a hint of rebellion (cf; 4:8-22). Letters of safe conduct, like passports, 
could be issued (Neh. 2:7). Communication was by letter through couriers (e.g., 
Esther 3:15; 8:10,14), between all parts of the empire and the effective capitals at
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Suss and Babylon, besides the great ritual center at Persepolis and the old Me
dian capital at Ecbatana. The royal administration and all such letters were con
ducted in Aramaic, already the current language in Syria-Palestine and Meso
potamia; hence, its use in several citations from official correspondence in Ezra 
4-7. Versions were put into local languages as needed; cf. Esther 3:12; 8:9.

All of this has long been attested from a variety of documents, both in the 
sixth to fourth centuries and even surviving long afterward. Religion was the 
background and “social cement” in all communities in the ancient Near East 
throughout its early history. Support for a community's cult(s) was a sure way 
to gain its loyalty, and the Persian emperors were quick off the mark to secure 
their rule over the vast domains they inherited from Babylon and Media by this 
means. Thus, as a matter of propaganda, Cyrus ostentatiously sent back the im
ages of the gods that Nabonidus had gathered (for safety from Cyrus’s attack!) 
into Babylon, to their home temples throughout Babylonia, and he and his son 
Cambyses took care to involve themselves in the cult of Marduk, god of Baby
lon, the very year they gained power there.3U

Up in Asia Minor, we have two examples of imperial involvement in local 
religion and cults. First, down to Roman times, in Magnesia, the temple of 
Apollo preserved record of its rights confirmed by Darius I (522-486) to Gadata 
(probably the satrap there); the Greek text would be a translation from the Ara
maic original.31 Second, we have an original document from Xanthus in Lycia, 
of the first year of Artaxerxes III (35S), whereby Pixodarus, the satrap of Caria 
and Lycia, regulates the introduction of the cult of a Carian deity into the tem
ple of Leto at Xanthus, with appropriate provision for sacrificial offerings. 
What is noteworthy is that this inscription is trilingual. The decree from the sa
trap’s bureau is in Aramaic; next to it, on opposite sides of the stone to each 
other, are versions of the original request in Greek (main area language) and in 
Lycian (the local tongue). The three texts show significant differences in detail, 
reflecting their originators’ interests.32 The whole setup illustrates the rather 
compressed formula in Esther (3:12; 8:9), that decrees and documents would be 
written in the script/language of each province, not only in Aramaic. In Baby
lon, Cyrus’s administrative orders to the Babylonian officers to repatriate the 
other Babylonian images would have been issued in Aramaic; but his propa
ganda texts for the temples were in traditional Babylonian cuneiform. This can 
be seen in the “Cyrus Cylinder” for Babylon; and in his building texts for the Ur 
and Sippar temples.53

In Egypt, under Cambyses and especially Darius 1, the Persian kings sought 
to patronize the local cults. For Cambyses the high dignitary Udja-Hor-resenet 
acted in the role of an Egyptian adviser, and enlisted his interest in the temple of 
the goddess Neith of Sais. Darius I in turn was served by this same dignitary, sanc-
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tioned building work on Egyptian temples, and caused to be built a whole new 
temple at Hibis in the Great Oasis (Kharga).3'*'

Thus it cannot be so surprising to find (Ezra 1-2) Cyrus authorizing a res
toration of what was (for him!) the local cult of “the God of heaven” (YHWH 
to his worshipers) at Jerusalem in Yehud (ludea) subprovince in Palestine, and 
therefore granting that the deity’s cult vessels (there being no image) and a 
goodly body of adherents should also go back there. Politically, we should re
member, Palestine was the springboard for Egypt; a loyal populace there was a 
prerequisite for a successful Persian conquest there. And the same applies (both 
religiously and politically) in the case of Darius 1, who confirmed the temple
building project, with appropriate provision for the cult (Ezra 5; 6:1-12), pre
cisely as we saw happen later at Xanthus and as is implied in what remains of 
the Magnesian rescript of Darius I. Likewise, in Egypt Cambyses had the temple 
of Neith restored and renewed its revenues and festival provision; the Hibis 
temple of Darius I would also have had to be granted endowments to maintain 
its cult.

Direct royal Persian interest in Jewish cultic affairs is not limited to Ezra’s 
text. During Cambyses’ invasion of Egypt (525), much violence and damage was 
done, including to temples there, as Udja-hor-resenet (discreetly) and one of 
the later Jewish Aramaic papyri (Cowley, no. 30:13-14) from Elephantine both 
agree. The latter also records that the Jewish temple at Elephantine was not at
tacked then but was respected by Cambyses. Much later on we find direct Per
sian interest in its cult.33 One document from Elephantine (Cowley, no. 21) is a 
direct command from the Persian king, Darius II, that the lews in Elephantine 
should celebrate the Passover and feast of unleavened bread. Typically, the edict 
went from the king to the satrap of Egypt, Arsames, and by him via a Jewish 
emissary Hananiah (Cowley, 110.38:7) to the Elephantine Jewish community it
self. As one would not expect Darius II to know personally the details of these 
feasts, it appears that Hananiah was dispatched on a mission there by Darius II, 
much as Ezra (chap. 7) was sent out to the Jews in Jerusalem by Artaxerxes I. 
There is no rational reason to doubt the authenticity of Ezra’s commission any 
more than that of Hananiah under Darius 11.36 In turn, when the Jewish temple 
at Elephantine was destroyed in 410, the Jews there made appeal to both the 
governor of Judea, Bigvai, and Johanan high priest in Jerusalem, and likewise to 
the sons of Sanballat I, governor in neighboring Samaria down to the seven
teenth year ofthe king in 407. But unlike Zerubbabel governor of Judea and the 
priest Jeshua in Jerusalem, who asked for help for their temple via Tattenai 
(governor of “Beyond the River”)37 in 520 (Ezra 4:24; 5-6), the appeal from 
Elephantine seemingly fell on deaf ears; it may have been refused by the satrap 
Arsames.
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And so one might continue, in terms of Persian imperial involvement 
with local peoples and communities, what we find in Ezra-Nehemiah (and Es
ther) is in harmony with what we see in the contemporary firsthand sources 
that we do have. The Persian kings supported local cults as a focus of local loy
alties to the center; and that the local groups should invoke their deities' bless
ings on their rule. Various minor details in the biblical sources find echoes in 
our external data. Thus Nehemiah (217) asked for letters of safe conduct for his 
journey to Judea. Just such a “passport,” with requests (by the satrap Arsames 
for his adjutant Nahti-hur) to a series of officials for safe conduct (and provi
sion) all the way from Babylonia to Damascus (en route to Egypt), has survived 
from only a few years after Nehemiah, preserved with other letters in a leather 
postbag such as couriers might have used on such journeys.38 So we can see 
what Nehemiah might have expected from his king.

The terminology in the biblical copies of letters to and from the Persian 
court is directly comparable with what we find in the external, firsthand docu
ments. Inferiors call themselves the “servant(s)" of superiors and kings; the id
iom for issuing decrees (satn t’e’em) is the same; the body of the typical Official 
Aramaic letter begins with the phrase “Peace (sh-l-m) and much well-being I 
send you,” which is what is presupposed in Ezra 4:17 (lit. “Peace, etc.”), where 
the formula is abbreviated for brevity’s sake.3(1 And so on, we may also say, on 
this topic. The form or stage of language of Aramaic used in Ezra and Daniel is 
precisely that used in the Neo-Babylonian and Persian period (sixth to fourth 
centuries), and is currently termed Official Aramaic. In the Old Testament the 
sole difference is that the spelling has been consistently modernized, to bring it 
into line with the Aramaic otherwise in popular use among the Jews by the 
third century. This was because of sound-shifts in Aramaic from at least the 
fifth century. For example, the consonant dh had coalesced with plain d. Before 
this it had been written as a zin Old and Official Aramaic, as there was no sepa
rate letter in the (originally Phoenician) script for the sound dh. But to con
tinue writing a d (as dh had become) with a z, when all other ds were written as 
d, could only lead to confusion. Already in the fifth century some scribes began 
to write the occasional d instead of z in such cases. So the change had to come. 
Thus with the fall of the Persian Empire, Aramaic largely ceased to be used ex
cept by those who spoke it {not just wrote it), and the change took place. But 
the change only dates itself, not the documents to which it was applied, as else
where in the ancient Near East. There is no good reason to deny the authentic
ity of the biblical Aramaic correspondence and other usages that we find in the 
biblical books relating to this period.40
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3. BACK TO THE BALANCE SHEET

We may now cast a retrospective glance over this much briefer period, circa 
600-400. For the period of the Babylonian conquest of Judah and the exiling of 
an important part of its population to Babylon(ia), the biblical and external 
sources match closely in terms of history and chronology, The numbers exiled 
to Babylonia are comparable with previous Assyrian usage. The elite and “use
ful” people (military; skilled folk) were the ones taken away (as always in such 
circumstances), and other folk were left to raise revenues from working the 
land, in accord with ancient imperial usage. In Babylon jehoiachin’s presence 
and life on allowance is clearly evidenced. Babylon as an early metropolis is 
very visible. Back in Judea we have background for Gedaliah’s brief regime, 
Ammonite foe, and Mizpah as local administrative center. The flight of lews to 
Egypt via Tahpanhes (a known location) had later consequences.

With the triumph of Persia, Cyrus appears as liberator in both the Baby
lonian and biblical view. Up to Babylon’s fall, Belshazzar had been prime mover 
in Babylon under a largely absentee father (so a Daniel could only play third 
fiddle). The sequence and dates of sixth- and fifth-century imperial rulers are 
closely agreed in biblical and other sources. Among lesser lights, Nehemiah’s 
three foes find good background (Sanballat and family in papyri; Tobiah 
through his descendants’ works; Geshem in contemporary records). As for 
places, Susa was indeed a major capital, and Palestine knew a period of devel
oping resettlement. Persian interest in its subjects’ cults is well attested. Biblical 
Aramaic usage and cultural traits (even "passports”) correspond closely with 
external usage and data. We are in a clearly defined historical and cultural pe
riod with good mutual correlations.
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CHAPTER 4

The Empire Strikes Back — 

Saul, David, and Solomon

After our voyage through the busy half-millennium from 930 down to almost 
400 B.C., we now return to 930 and begin our long ascent back through time 
into the years, centuries, and aeons before 930, the probable date by which the 
Israelite community in Canaan found itself divided into two often rival king
doms, Israel in the north (with most of the tribal groups) and Judah (plus 
Benjamin) in the south.

Out of what sort of community did the twin kingdoms of Jeroboam 
(north) and Rehoboam (south) emerge? In the existing Hebrew texts that pro
fess to describe the pre-930s period (Samuel, Kings, Chronicles), we find narra
tives about Israel’s tribes demanding from their informal leader Samuel that a 
king be appointed “like the surrounding kingdoms,” resulting in the selection 
of Saul. After his embattled reign, and his son Ishbaal’s rapid demise, the strong 
young chieftain David quickly took over. He is shown as reuniting Israel around 
a new central capital, the fortress of Jerusalem (which he captures), and extend
ing his power over most neighbors (in Transjordan and central Syria) but mak
ing alliance with others {Phoenicia; Hamath, a subject ally). His son Solomon is 
shown inheriting this mini-empire and indulging in conspicuous state display 
(building projects), along with wider international links (Egypt, Sheba, etc.), 
before decline leads to revolt within and without, so that most non-Hebrew ter
ritory was lost before his death — out of which crisis the twin kingdoms were 
born, it will be helpful, first, to sketch the principal features of these reigns as 
given by the biblical accounts, before looking into what external data (if any) 
we may properly draw upon to compare with them.
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i. THE BIBLICAL DATA IN OUTLINE

A. BASIC CHRONOLOGY

Looking back through time, we find that Solomon is assigned forty years’ reign 
(1 Kings 11:42), being succeeded by his forty-one-year-old son Rehoboam, his 
son by an Ammonite lady, Na'amah (14:21). Thus Rehoboam was born a year or 
so before his father’s accession, under the aged David. Solomon himself was 
only a relatively young man at his accession (poetically described in 3:7), being 
the son of David by a later wife, Bathsheba (2 Sam. 12:24),the end of David’s 
major wars, about the middle of his reign of 33 + 7 = 40 years (2 Sam. 5:4). Solo
mon may well have acceded at twenty-plus years old, dying at fifty-plus. Within 
his reign he spent three or four years consolidating his power, then seven years 
(Years 4-11} building the temple at Jerusalem, plus a further thirteen years 
building his palace and government complex (1 Kings 7:1), the temple-building 
and palace projects totaling twenty years (9:10) during Years 4 to 24 of Solo
mon. Which accounts for all but sixteen years of the reign. Solomon had other 
building projects (cf. 9:17-13), perhaps partly contemporary with the Jerusalem 
undertakings, but at least in part following after these, to utilize the workforces 
still in being then. One such was the “Millo” (terracing?) at lerusalein, built af
ter Solomon moved his Egyptian princess into his new palace (9:24; 11:27). 
These other works would need some years, thus guaranteeing all but a few of 
the remaining sixteen years of the reign. With Solomon being a young son/suc- 
cessor of his father, there is no problem in having two successive reigns of about 
forty years each. Threats to the succession in David’s old age led to Solomon’s 
public appointment to kingship while his father yet lived (cf. 1:1—211). So there 
may have been an overlap of several months’ coregency to secure the succes
sion. (A lesson well learned by later Hebrew kings, as is clear in chap. 2 above.)

David had seven years, six months in Hebron as local Judean chief and 
king before the rest of Israel came under his jurisdiction (2 Sam. 2:11; 5:4). In 
that time, following Saul’s death, Israel to the north had been scattered and dis
organized, many fleeing to Gilead, etc., with Philistine occupation of their nor
mal territory (1 Sam. 31:7), at least for a time. Thus three or four years might 
have elapsed before the northern tribes could be rallied by their “strong man,” 
Abner (Saul’s former army commander), who installed Saul’s younger son 
Ishbaal (“Ishbosheth”) as puppet ruler in Gilead under his own tutelage (2 Sam. 
2:8-9). Ishbaal lasted a miserable two years (2:10) before being murdered — 
perhaps roughly equivalent to Years 5 and 6 of David in Hebron. Then, after de
liberations of a year or so, the Israelites finally came over to David.

Before David and ishbaal we have Saul, for whose reign we have the man
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ifestly incomplete figure of .. and two”years in 1 Sam. 13:1. As his younger son 
Ishbaal was forty at accession (2 Sam. 2:10), at latest about four years after Saul’s 
death, he would have been not less than thirty-five by that event. Thus Jona
than, Abinadab, and Malki-shua (who died with Saul — 1 Sam. 31:2) might have 
been born in the four or five years before Ishbaal. If Saul married between fif
teen and twenty years old and was still a personable young man when ap
pointed king (cf. 1 Sam. 9-10), able to lead troops (2 Sam. 11:11), he would most 
likely have been twenty to thirty years old at accession, and likelier nearer the 
latter age. Thus, an Ishbaal born to Saul aged (say) twenty-five to twenty-seven 
would have been thirty-five to thirty-seven years old by Saul’s death after a 
thirty-two-year reign, and himself king at forty-one soon after. We may sum
marize our results, thus, as an approximate framework:

Table 7. Kings and Suggested Dates, Israelite United Monarchy

Dates B.c.
1042-1010
(1006-1004
1010-970
971/970-931/930

King Years
Saul [3)2
Ishbaal 2)
David (UM from 1003) 40
Solomon 40

B. SAUL IN SUMMARY

In the middle of the eleventh century Israel was still a fragmented tribal confed
eration without any formal, centralized authority, civil or military. Between the 
settlements in Ephraim in the northern hill country and their Judean brothers 
lay alien Jerusalem and other such places all the way down to Gezer, Aijalon, 
and Timnah. Northward, Ephraim was likewise largely cut off from Galilean 
brethren by alien settlements in the vale of Jezreel, such as Megiddo and Beth- 
Shan, while the Iordan River divided them all (if modestly) from other He
brews in Gilead and environs. Cf. map, fig. 12. At their heart had been the old 
wilderness tabernacle, sheltering the ark of the covenant at Shiloh down to 
Samuel’s time (cf. 1 Sam. 1-4). But after the fatal Battle of Aphek, the Philistines 
had not only captured the ark in the battle but had pressed home their attack 
ruthlessly eastward to destroy the old tabernacle’s successor shrine at Shiloh it
self — an event so painful in Hebrew memory that nobody cared to allude to it 
for centuries thereafter, until Jeremiah did (Jer. 7:12-15) in his equally stark mes
sage against Jerusalem’s temple. (Oh, and one psalmist, Ps. 78:60.) It is signifi
cant that when the Philistines sent back the ark after a few months, it did not go
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back to Shiloh, but to other location(s) — e.g., Kiriath-jearim for a long time 
(1 Sam. 7:2, one spell of twenty years), if not Nob, which was a priestly shrine 
with the ephod (.21:9).

After all this, the people (we are told) demanded of Samuel that a central, 
effective ruler be appointed, like other people had. He bluntly told then) of the 
practical cost to their way oflife that this would entail (1 Sam. 8:10-18). But Saul 
was appointed, and had to repel Ammonite hostility immediately, as his first 
test (1 Sam. 9-12). For the rest of his reign Saul had to battle all too often with 
the Philistines as a constant threat (1 Sam. 13—14; 17; 19; 23-24; 28-29; 31), but not 
exclusively. To the south he worsted the Arnalekites (14:48; 1.5); to the east, not 
only Ammon but also Moab and tented Edom had to be repulsed (14:47). And 
in the north, significantly, the kings of Zobah were repulsed —the first-attested 
Aramean attack on Hebrew terrain, virtually certainly against either C.ilead or 
Galilee. But not the last, as David found out. Saul’s end came with his body 
pinned to the walls of Beth-Shan (1 Sam. 31).

Saul had held court generally from Gibeah/Geba in Benjamin, it becom
ing known as “Gibeah of Saul” (l Sam. 11:44 15:34; and much later, Isa. 10:29), 
primitive precursorto a “city of David.”There he had his residence and his bevy 
of young aides; David began as one, noted for musical skill (1 Sam. 16:18, 21-23; 
Psalms, passim), before later becoming a fugitive in southern Judah and the 
Negev (cf. 1 Sam. 24:1; 27:8-12; 30:9-27). As king, Saul held assembly close by, 
with up to six hundred people in attendance (14:2). He developed some kind of 
army, with a chief commander (eventually, Abner son of Ner, 26:5) over other 
commanders (14:38). Some kind of taxation was now levied from the citizenry 
(cf. 17:25). So a rudimentary state was already taking shape, under adverse con
ditions; and the Philistines at least could see its potential danger to their own 
hegemony in much of Canaan.

C. DAVID IN SUMMARY

After seven years as local ruler in Hebron, David was accepted as king by all Is
rael (2 Sain. 5:1-4). His first move was to unify his realm by conquering Jerusa
lem, seemingly by artifice (5:6-8). Once installed, he eventually built himself a 
palace with the technicid help of Hiram of Tyre, and built inward from the 
"Millo” structure, which was probably terracing (5:9-11).

However, wars, not buildings, had to be David’s major concern. Immedi
ately the Philistines smelled trouble and had to be repulsed decisively (7:17-25; 
8:1), or at least for a considerable period, with one last vain attempt by them to 
crush David in four battles (21:15-22). Down south Amalek had been sorted out
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in Saul’s time, so peace reigned there. But on the east, across Jordan, David de
feated and effectively cowed both Moab (8:2, 12) and Edom (8:12, 13-14; cf. 
1 Kings 11:14-22). With Ammon there had been friendly relations, until a new 
king (Hanun) insulted David’s envoys. This led to war with the Ammonites, 
who involved Hadadezer king of Aram-Zobah on their side, besides the lesser 
polities of Maacah and Tob close by Gilead; Joab defeated the joint force 
(2 Sam. 10).

But the magnitude of the Aramean threat needed David’s personal inter
vention. Based in the Lebanon/Anti-Lebanon Biqa Valley, the king of Zobah 
ruled both south over Damascus as a vassal (cf. 8:5) and north to the great west 
bend of the Euphrates, from beyond whence he had power to call upon further 
armed forces (10:16). After the defeat near Rabbath-Ammon, the southern Ara
mean vassals made a gesture of submission to David (10:19). But Hadadezer 
faced, it seems, still greater problems north to the Euphrates, which gave David 
his chance to vanquish him from behind (cf. 8:3-4), and then to impose his 
overlordship upon the Arameans of Damascus by garrisons and tribute (8:5-6). 
Freed from the yoke of Zobah, Toi, king of Hamath, then became David’s sub
ject ally (cf. 8:9-10,11), thus admitting Hebrew indirect rule to the banks of the 
Euphrates. Meantiine the conflict with Ammon could be consummated (11:1; 
12:26-31), and Hanun son of Nahash could be replaced by his brother Shobi, as 
vassal-ruler of Ammon under David under friendlier auspices (cf. 17:27).

The rest of David’s reign was marked by public power and the alliance 
with Tyre abroad, but at home by domestic strife and attempted coups d’etat 
into old age, until Solomon’s appointment.

D. SOLOMON IN SUMMARY

The biblical accounts of Solomon’s reign occupy all of 1 Kings 1—11 and 2 Chron. 
1-9. It will be simplest hereto summarize by theme, not sequence; for chronol
ogy, see l.A above.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(i) Foreign Relations

Early in his reign (Years 1-3) Solomon made a marriage alliance with a pharaoh 
of Egypt, who gave him Gezer as his daughter’s dowry, after conquering it 
(1 Kings 3:1; 9:16, 24; cf. 7:8; 11:1). As no pharaoh would go to the expense of a 
military campaign merely to reduce one town and then give it and its terrain to 
a neighbor, a much larger action was clearly involved; between Gezer and Egypt
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lay Philistia, rival to Israel, and perhaps no ally of Egypt either at this time. And 
a marriage alliance was not entered into lightly in antiquity. Trade in horses oc
curred, we are told (see just below).

In Phoenicia Solomon inherited David’s alliance with Hiram of Tyre, 
who sent due greetings on Solomon’s accession; this led to Solomon ordering 
Lebanese timber through Hiram and Byblos ("Gebal”), i Kings 5. Hiram also 
sent a metalworking specialist for the bronze furnishings of the temple at Jeru
salem (1 Kings 7). This led to financial arrangements (involving land exchange) 
between the two (1 Kings 9:10-14; 2 Chron. 8:1-2), and to joint expeditions down 
the Red Sea to Ophir and beyond to obtain further wealth (1 Kings 9:26-28; 
10:11-12, 22).

Solomon’s most exotic link was with the distant land of Sheba, the Saba 
of southwest Arabia; thence came its queen, ostensibly to compliment him, and 
with gifts (1 Kings 10), but more likely also for talks on trade, as Ophir was al
most certainly within her land’s sphere of interests.

Next are Que and Musri. Miisri is simply Egypt; Que is known to be 
Cilicia in southeast Asia Minor. Here Solomon acted as a middleman trader in 
horses and chariots for his royal neighbors (1 Kings 10:28-29), as he controlled 
most of the land route between these north and south extremes.

“Tadmor in the desert” (2 Chron. 8:4) may represent Solomon securing 
what was later the desert route via Palmyra, given the context of activity in 
Hamath-Zobah (8:3). Some read it as Tamar, south of the Dead Sea (because 
nearer to Judah), on the west side of the Arabah.

(ii) Buildings

The temple and its furnishings, in Jerusalem, take pride of place in the narra
tives (1 Kings 5-6; 7:13-51; 8). The temple had a two-columned porch, vestibule) 
hall, and sanctuary or “holy of holies”; around the exterior were storerooms on 
three levels, linked by stairs. At 60 cubits long x 20 cubits wide (i.e., about 90 
feet x 30 feet) it was of modest size; but the carved cedar paneling of walls and 
floor and the goLd overlay of the interior made it opulent.

The palace complex in Jerusalem included a great columned hall, a judg
ment hall, a royal residence, and an abode for his Egyptian princess, all walled 
round, as was the temple (7:1-12). This complex, too, had appropriately rich fur
nishings: a throne of gilded ivory upon steps; gold and silver vessels; gold 
shields in the great columned hall (10:16-21), to which should be added similar 
shields taken by David from Hadadezer of Aram-Zobah (2 Sam. 8:7).

Other works at Jerusalem include dosing a modest gap in the walls; and
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woTk on the Millo (1 Kings 11:27); building foreign cult shrines east of the city 
(11:7-8); building work (unspecified!) at Gezer, Hazor, and Megiddo (9:15,17a), 
as well as at Upper and Lower Beth Horon, Baalath, and elsewhere (9:17-19; 
2 Chron. 8:5-6).

(iii) Royal Administration

Here (1 Kings 4:1-19) we have first almost a dozen top people: an army com
mander; a chief over the twelve district governors (listed separately, with their 
regions, which exclude Judah); a superintendent over the palace; a director of 
the corvee; a “recorder” and two secretaries; three priests plus one also as king’s 
confidant {“friend”). Next to this we have a note of the scale of daily palace pro
visions, based on the monthly quotas of the twelve district governors (4:22-23). 
To which are added chariots and horses (4:26; 10:26; cf. 2 Chron. 9:25). Some 
details of corvies levied are given, plus payments to Hiram of Tyre {1 Kings 
5:10-16). Some revenues are stated, regular and a one-off from Sheba (10:10,14).

(iv) Culture

The king coveted wisdom, and had fame in it; had an interest in flora and 
fauna; composed both "wisdom” (proverbs) and “songs” (1 Kings 4:29-34). He 
spoke a long prayer at the dedication of the temple; two psalms (Pss. 72; 127) are 
assigned him by superscription; and two “books” of instructional wisdom bear 
his name, as compiler, Prov. 1-24 (including two sets of “Sayings of the Wise”) 
and a posthumous collection (Prov. 25—29).

(v) Sunset

All earthly empires eventually break up; Solomon’s was no exception. From 
Egypt after David’s death there came young Prince Hadad to reclaim Edom 
from Israelite rule (1 Kings 11:14-22); his impact initially was probably modest. 
Much farther north a young brave, Rezon, survived the wreck of Hadadezer’s 
brief empire of Zobah, eventually to take control in Damascus (11:23-25). This 
was more serious, because an independent regime in Aram-Damascus (if it also 
recovered rule over Zobah in the Biqa) would break off all direct contact be
tween Israel and Hamath, thus ending all Israelite control north of Dan. Thus, 
before his death, Solomon had most likely lost control over Aram completely
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(and Hamath with it), and probably of outlying Edom, threatening the Red Sea 
trade via the Gulf of Aqaba. He would be left with Judah/Israel (with Gilead) 
and probably Ammon and Moab as vassals — a much reduced realm. Finally, 
the works overseer Jeroboam fled to Egypt, to be welcomed by Shishak 
(Shoshenq I, ca. 945-924), and later used by him to shatter even the unity of the 
Hebrew monarchy itself, with the aim of imposing vassal status (cf. chap. 2 
above). To be welcomed by Shoshenq I, Jeroboam’s arrival in Egypt would not 
predate 945 on the optimum dating for that king; hence, not before Year 24 or 
25 of Solomon (and entirely possibly later, of course).

2. THE NEAR EASTERN BACKGROUND DATA

A. INTRODUCTORY

During the two succeeding periods, the twin monarchies and the exile and re
turn, we have benefited from a variety of external sources embodying direct 
mention of biblical people and events, showing full agreement in sequences of 
rulers and in their general dating, and some dear archaeological background. 
But before 853 things are different. People complain loudly, “Why no mentions 
of David or Solomon? Where is their power and splendor?” — but without 
having the gumption to inquire into the circumstances of the period or into 
the total evidence for before 853/930 that we do actually have. Let us therefore 
fill this serious gap in method and understanding by looking at the facts of the 
case.

(i) Mesopotamia

The main reason things are so “bright” from 853 onward is that the kings of As
syria commonly named their adversaries in their reports, and from S53 they 
came into contact with Israel. This was nor the case earlier. The first four cam
paigns of Shalmaneser III did not reach beyond north Syria, only to Patinu 
(formerly read I Iattina) and the Orontes River. Before him his father, 
Assurnasirpal II (884-859), had also reached Patinu, then over the Orontes and 
Lebanon Mountains to the Mediterranean Sea (within 877-867). There the 
Phoenician centers from Arvad to Tyre sent him tribute (a “one-off”!), but no 
rulers of theirs are named.1 Before that none of his three predecessors, Assur- 
dan II, Adad-nirari II, and Tukulti-Ninurta II (935-884), got anywhere west of
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the Balikh River and the Middle Euphrates; Syria and Canaan were beyond 
their reach. And therefore, they make no mention of kings or states there.2 Be
fore 935, back to the death of Tukulti-Nimirta I (1245-1208], whose power had 
reached the Euphrates just across from Carchemish, hardly any Assyrian king 
had reached Syria (let alone name any kings and lands there) for almost two 
hundred years. The main exception was Tiglath-pileser 1 (1115-1076), who just 
once reached Arvad and Simyra in Phoenicia, receiving tribute also from 
Bybios and Sidon (another “one-off”). Assur-bel-kala (1074-1056) may have 
fleetingly done the same. Neither king named any western rulers except for Irti- 
Tesub (II) of Carchemish and Allumari of Malatya, both in the far north, and a 
couple of kings of Patinu in north Syria.3 So, from 1200 to 1050 no Assyrian 
source named anyone in Philistia, Transjordan, Judah/Israel, or even Phoenicia, 
as there was no contact with any of these except minimally with Phoenicia. Not 
even the Egyptian king who sent a crocodile is named.

After Assur-Liel-kala, it ail went downhill for Assyria for well over a cen
tury under obscure kings from Eriba-Adad II to Tiglath-pileser II (1056-935) — 
precisely the period of Saul, David, and Solomon in Israel. Aramean expansion 
in Upper Mesopotamia cut them off from Syria and the Levant beyond it. Their 
contemporary texts are rare. Thus any mention by them of a far-distant David 
ora Solomon (up to700 marching miles away) would be inconceivable without 
some very special reason. (None is known.)4 As for Babylon, her rulers (even 
the energetic Nebuchadrezzar 1) were limited in wars, etc., to relations with 
nearby Assyria and Elam, never with the far-distant Levant. They would know 
nothing whatever of a David or a Solomon, unless some direct trade link oc
curred — for which development we lack all evidence currently.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(ii) Egypt

In Egypt, imperial campaigns in the Levant ceased with Harnesses III by circa 
1175- There is currently no reason whatever to postulate any further Egyptian 
warlike activity there until the reign of Siamun, in the late Twenty-First Dy
nasty, within circa 970-960, on the basis of his unusual triumph scene, and 
thereafter only Shoshenq I, who left indubitable record of his expedition in Pal
estine.5 But exactly like all his New Kingdom predecessors, Shoshenq I did not 
deign to name his adversaries, and long, detailed topographical lists like his and 
theirs almost never name states, just series of settlements. So no mention of the 
names Judah, Israel, Rehoboam, Jeroboam was ever to be expected in his 
normal-type list that we do possess in this instance. Most Delta remains are de
stroyed,6 and Upper Egyptian coffins bear magic spells, not war reports!
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(iii) The Levant

If the erstwhile “great powers” had no role in the south Levant, and thus offer 
no mention of its kings in the tenth century, there is even less prima facie hope 
that lesser kingdoms might do so. And we find this is precisely so. The series of 
Luvian hieroglyphic texts from Neo-Hittite kingdoms such as Carchemish, 
Malatya, Gurgum, Patinu, and even Hamath are almost entirely concerned with 
their own affairs and their own area (northernmost Syria/southeast Anatolia) 
— not with (e.g.) Phoenicia, still less with Canaan,7 No monumental Aramean 
inscriptions that predate the ninth century have yet been found (only the 
Metqart and Tell Dan stelae from the ninth in the Levant, so far), and no Ara- 
mean administrative texts whatever. In Phoenicia almost nothing precedes the 
local royal epigraphs of kings of Byblos, which run (at present) from circa 1000 
onward, mentioning only themselves.3 Nothing survives (so far) from Tyre and 
Sidon until centuries later. In principle, future discoveries could change the pic
ture radically at any time — like the Ekron inscription that has given us a five- 
generation line of the Ekronite royal house down to circa 690 4 Naturally we 
cannot cite what is not yet found, but future possibilities must be allowed for. 
The Tel Dan stela suddenly produced what has to be conceded as the first 
nonbiblical mention of David as a dynastic founder in Judah (cf. [vj below); 
other such finds may still await the fortunate researcher.

(iv) Israel/Judah Itself

But it has been asked, "Why no inscriptions of David’s and Solomon’s time?” 
Here the answer is probably twofold, and entails certainly the question of sur
vival of artifacts and possibly the policy of the state. The question of survival is 
much more serious than people realize, especially as “official” inscriptions by 
kings tend to be found on, in, or at temples, palaces, and other official edifices 
— not just everywhere. In Israel/Judah such texts may mainly have been ex
pected in the capitals: Jerusalem (and later, Samaria). But since the tenth cen
tury Jerusalem has suffered repeated changes, destructions and rebuildings, of
ten on the grand scale; and (even after 130 years) only a very small percentage of 
it has been (or can be) excavated. Outdated Solomonic stelae, for example, 
might have been reused in fresh masonry by later kings; the Babylonians thor
oughly destroyed the temple and palace of the “City of David* area in 586; 
Zerubbabel’s “second temple” rebuilding, and even more, the massive rebuild
ing under Herod would have removed the last traces of prior Iron Age struc
tures. Then, in turn, the Romans thoroughly destroyed Jerusalem; and the tem-
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pie of Jupiter in Aelia Capitolina would not help survival of older work on the 
Temple Mount. Byzantine rebuilding®; a damaging Persian incursion, and Mus
lim, Crusader, and later destructions and rebuilds all have taken their toll of 
earlier remains. It would be a miracle if anything like individual slabs such as 
inscribed stelae were to survive such a history of devastation and reuse.10

Further, on policy, we do not know whether Jerusalem’s early Hebrewkings 
actually did leave tbrinal inscriptions on stone, even as servants of YHWH. In
scriptions as such were not forbidden; compare the unofficial Siloam tunnel in
scription, the tomb inscription of IShebna?|iah, and two other scraps at Jerusa
lem.11 Long after David and Solomon, in a probably less strict religious 
environment, the excavations at Samaria produced no series of official stone in
scriptions either. Only one small possible fragment has ever been found, bearing 
the single anodyne word ’asher, “who/which”! So this may indicate that later Is
raelite kings did have such texts. But again, Samaria suffered hostile damage in 
722/720; in Herodian and Roman times, it was much redeveloped. No other 
towns probably merited major inscriptions; such would have been recycled in 
later buildings in any case. The "alien” inscriptions at Dan (Aramean; discovered 
by chance!) and Ashdod and Samaria (Assyrian) have survived only as small 
fragments of texts mainly lost because they were smashed and reused as building 
rubble. So we could hardly expect to find a serious surviving corpus of Davidic/ 
Solomonic official texts, had they once existed.

This can be seen from the state of minimal survival in other, comparable 
Levantine kingdoms. Aram-Damascus has left us almost nothing from over 
two hundred years of its kingdom. Damascus has been repeatedly rebuilt dur
ing millennia, yielding (so far) no Iron Age inscriptions whatsoever. For all his 
power, Hazael 6f Aram-Damascus has left us only bits from elsewhere: the shat
tered Tel Dan stela, his name on ivories carried off to Assyria, and a couple of 
stray horse-blinker pieces. Just one stela of a Benhadad survives that may repre
sent Aleppo. From all Moab’s kings, only Mesha’s stela and one other fragment 
have so far turned Lip.12 Sealings apart, only about three small pieces commem
orate kings of Ammon, and none commemorate the kings of Edom, We have 
short epigraphs of about four of the earlier kings of Bybios, but none pre-sixth 
century from Tyre and Sidon. And so on.Thus, in such a context we can hardly 
grumble at the near-total failure so far of texts to surface mentioning or be
longing to David and Solomon,
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(v) But Not Quite Total!

However, there are probably as many as three traces for David, and an indirect 
one for his major foe Hadadezer of Aram-Zobah.

(a) First for David

The publication of fragments of an Old Aramaic stela from Tell Dan in 1993/1995 
brought to light the first recognized nonbiblical mention of the tenth-century 
king David, in a text that reflected events of the year S41 and would have been set 
up at no great interval after that date.13 On the simplest interpretation (cf. pp. 
36-37 above, with the footnotes) of the surviving middle lines (3-9) of this text, 
we have here the killing or defeating of “[. . .(ram, son of [. . .], king of Israel,” 
and in parallel, the killing of “[. . .]iah son of [. . J,” relating to Byt-Dwd, "the 
House of David”—a phrase which cannot seriously be interpreted in any other 
way, it being of a very weil known type. It corresponds exactly to the Assyrian 
Bit-Khumri Byt-'mry, “the House of Omri” (= Israel). In this way a kingdom 
could be named after a prominent founder of a dynasty. Directly contrary to 
what some OT scholars claim, such mentions are strictly personal in almost all 
cases: they imply that a real man David and a real man Omri founded dynasties 
in the kingdoms concerned (Judah, Israel). Just as a real man (A)gusi founded a 
dynasty, Bit-(A)gusi, in the kingdom of Arpad, and another individual, Adini, 
founded his line and kingdom, Bit Adini, at Tii-Barsip, and so on; a dozen or 
more examples are known. So “House of (= dynasty founded by the man) Da
vid” (tig. 13A) is the only acceptable translation and understanding of the phrase 
Byt-Dwd. The date of this monument stems from the identity of the people 
mentioned, as already pointed out. The only known king of Israel whose name 
ends in -ram, and whose father had a four-letter name, was J(eh)oram, son of 
Ahab, slain in 841. The other matching person, “[.. .]iah son of [.. .j,” relating to 
the House of David slain at that time, could hardly be other than Ahaziah the 
contemporary Judean king, both slain by Jehu’s action, for which the Aramean 
ruler here takes credit. In such a context, the latter would have been Hazael, with 
near total certainty. So we thus gain a dear mention of David as dynastic 
founder of the kingdom of Judah about 150 years after his death.

(b) Second for David

As often happens, one discovery can lead to others, Equally convincingly, 
Lemaire was subsequently able to show that bt-[d]wd is to be read in line 31 of
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the famous stela of Mesha king of Moab, dating to about the same period. Cf. 
fig. 13B. This links the “House of David” (= Judah) with an occupation of part 
of southern Moab (around Horonen), corresponding to Israel’s penetration in 
the north under Omri and his dynasty. So we have David mentioned twice in 
retrospect, some six generations after his death,14

(c) And a Third for David?

Nor is this all, it seems. After his victory over Rehoboam and Jeroboam in 926/ 
925, Shoshenq I of Egypt had engraved at Karnak a long list of Palestinian 
place-names. Some of these are now destroyed, and thus lost to 11s; many can be 
readily identified with known places in Israel, Judah, the Negev, and a few in 
western Transjordan. But quite a few have remained obscure, Among these, in a 
group of names dearly located by association in the Negev/south Judah area, is 
“the heights of Dwt”15 It could not really be Dothan — no final n, and in en
tirely the wrong context for a north Palestinian settlement. However, in an 
Ethiopic victory inscription of the early sixth century a.d. in southwest Arabia, 
the emperor of Axum cited explicitly passages (Pss. 65; 19) from the “Psalms of 
Dawit,” exactly the consonants Dwt as found with Shoshenq. In Egyptian tran
scriptions of foreign names (both places and personal), a t could and some
times did transcribe a Semitic d. This happens in the New Kingdom in such fa
miliar place-names as Megiddo (Egyp. Mkt), Edre'i (Egyp. 'ifr'J, Adummim 
(Egyp. itmtn), Damascus (Egyp. Tmsq), Dothaim/n (Egyp. Ttyri). Back in the 
Middle Kingdom the Execration Texts have a prince of Magdali (Egyp. Mktry). 
And just then, we have this use in personal names also, including a “David” — 
“the Asiatic, chief carpenter, Twti” is for a Dawid or Dodi on a stela; another is a 
probable Dodi-(H)uatu, Egyptian Tt-w't, in a papyrus. Thus there is no reason 
to doubt a final -d becoming a voiceless t in both Egyptian and Ethiopic (both, 
Afro-Asiatic languages).16 And no better alternative seems Forthcoming. This 
would give us a place-name that commemorated David in the Negev barely 
fifty years after his death, within living memory of the man. The Negev was an 
area where David had been prominent in Saul’s time (1 Sam. 24:1; 27; 30; p. 84 
above). His name being in such a place-name is analogous with the “field of 
Abram,” also in Shoshenq’s list. So, historically, we would be within fifty years 
of David’s own lifetime. Cf. fig. 13C.
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(d) Hope for Hadadezer of Zobah?

As we have seen, the biblical record would indicate that Hadadezer of Aram- 
Zobah had enough authority and power — clout — to commandeer troops 
from across the Euphrates (2 Sam. 10:15-16). He thus had sufficient control of 
the crossings of that river, in the south part of its westernmost bend, for this to 
be possible. These wars of David in Ammon and with Aram-Zobah can be set 
at about the 990s, say, about Years ij-20-pIus in his reign (cf. p- 85, above). In 
Assyria this period corresponds to the long but feeble reign of Assur-rabi II 
{1013-972), under whom later Assyrian documents record: “at the time of 
Assur-rabi (II), King of Assyria, the king of the land of Arumu took (two cities) 
by force (sdl„ Pitru = Pethor, and Mutkinu). . . ”17 Pitru is long known to be 
biblical Pethor {Hum. 22:5; Deut. 23:4), near the Euphrates, south of 
Carchemish. Shalmaneser III places it on the river Sajur that runs into the Eu
phrates; Mutkinu was opposite, on the east bank of the Euphrates. Arumu in its 
context is hardly other than a variant of Aramu, “Aram the two last vowels be
ing harmonized. It would be entirely appropriate to identity this “king of 
Aram” within 1013-972 as our Hadadezer of Aram-Zobah, who drew upon this 
region (later Bit-Adini) for troops. Politically there are no known “rivals” for 
him then, in this capacity of controller of Pitru and Mutkinu. So we have a 
highly likely reference for David’s most powerful foe, as well as one possible and 
two solid references for David himself.

B. IMPLICIT BACKGROUND: INTRODUCTORY AND SAUL

So we can now see clearly why it is not permissible just to sit back and moan, 
“We have no literal mentions of Saul/David/Solomon — so, they never were.” 
The question why has to be asked, and it has now been answered; and the traces 
even of such explicit mentions have just begun to emerge. But we have not ex
hausted the available evidence; direct, explicit mentions of people and events 
are riot the only kind available. We have yet to examine the matter of implicit 
evidence.

The content of the basic biblical data on Saul, David, and Solomon was 
set out above (sec. 1, pp. 82-88). These data might in principle be wholly factual, 
or wholly fictional, or something in between. Adduction of appropriate, exter
nal background data will not prove the ultimate historical truthfulness of these 
reports. But it will enable us to affirm or eliminate fantasy, and to affirm or 
eliminate correspondence with known realities in the world of the tenth or 
other centuries 13.c. in these narratives. Enough data exist and are known to
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make some tests practical, which we must now proceed to apply. Given the al
most rustic and very limited regime of Saul, we cannot expect too much for his 
reign. For David more should be possible; and for Solomon much more is given 
that is open to external comparison.

( i i )  S a u l

(a) Nature of Levantine Kingship

The changeover from the rule of largely local chiefs to a centralized authority 
having power over them was a momentous one. In t Sam. 8 the prophet Samuel 
outlined what the practical cost of the rule by monarchy would be. His somber 
picture has often been treated by Old Testament scholars as an artificial 
retrojection from the bad days of the subsequent monarchy, put into the 
prophet’s mouth by a late antimonarchical propagandist. For this purely theo
retical view there exists no external supporting evidence. Rather, the evidence 
we do have points in diametrically the opposite direction —that Samuel’s sen
timents were a realistic assessment of what traditional Levantine kingship 
meant in practice.18

Comparison with the data from the courts of such kingdoms shows clear 
similarities with Samuel’s warnings, (t) The Hebrews would see their sons im
pressed into a standing army, serving in the chariotrv and as commanders ("by 
fifties and thousands) of companies and divisions of soldiers. With this has 
been compared the service of maryanmi, chariot warriors at Alalakh and later 
in Ugarit. At Ugarit conscription of the male inhabitants of local villages for 
military service, particularly as archers, is well attested (as well as for marine 
service).19 (2) With 1 Sam. 8:12b, royal conscription for work on the land, one 
may compare the situation in Ugarit, where citizens in their villages were con
scripted for this and other work, including on the royal estate (dimtu/gt).20 
(3) With 8:12c, on people having to make (or produce) weapons (including for 
chariots) and equipment, we again may compare usage at Ugarit. There the re
quired delivery of bronze vessels and of lances is mentioned.21 (4) 8:13 contin
ues with such a king taking on people’s daughters to be perfumers, cooks, and 
bakers — probably to be understood as for royal service in the palace. This 
compares with bakers, launderers, oil workers, and perfumers in the palace re
cords at Ugarit, and (several centuries before) with women bakers and confec
tioners, etc., among 400 women in the palace at Mari.22 (5) In 8:14 Samuel 
warns of royal confiscation of choice land, vineyards and olive groves, to dis
tribute to the king’s officers. In the Canaanite and Levantine world the king of
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ten had considerable rights of disposal over the terrain in his realm, and could 
freely transfer land and title to it, as the Ugarit archives clearly illustrate.23 
(6) Further, 8:15,17a attributes to the king the levying of a tithe of crops (grain, 
vintage) to supply his officers, and of livestock. The exercise of the royal tithe 
(crops, vintage, cattle) is again well attested at Ugarit, both in practice and by 
mention of special exemptions.24 (7) And (S:i6) the king can take over servants 
and livestock, or (8:17b) impress citizens into service.25

In the light of these extensive and well-attested usages, at Mari, Alalakh, 
and especially Ugarit (which fell in approximately 1175, barely 130 years before 
Saul’s time), there is no need whatever to defer these usages as attested in 1 Sam. 
8 to any period after the eleventh century — they have ancient and enduring 
roots. During the twelfth and into the eleventh century various former 
“Canaamte” political entities survived the passing impact of the Sea Peoples 
down the Mediterranean coast into eventual Philistia, and of a growing Ara- 
mean presence within Syria, from a mere enclave in the fourteenth and thir
teenth centuries into nascent kingdoms of Zobah and then Damascus in the 
eleventh and tenth centuries.26 On the one hand, seaport kingdoms such as 
Byblos and Tyre with Sidon and Arvad came through the changes, while inland 
around Mount Lebanon a rump kingdom of Amurru remained into the twelfth 
and possibly the eleventh century.27 These, and surviving Canaanite cities such 
as Gezer and Megiddo, would amply have sufficed to pass on inherited Late 
Bronze ideas, ideals, and usages of the Late Bronze Age kingship of the thir
teenth century and before. Military ranks such as "commander of a thousand” 
(cf. 1 Sam. 8:iz) are attested not only at Ugarit; among the people who owned 
inscribed bronze arrowheads in the late twelfth to eleventh centuries, we have 
such an "arrow of Banaya, commander of a thousand,” for example.28

(b) Glimpses of Topography and History

(1) Shiloh

Shiloh is locatable at the rocky mound of Khirbet Seilun; two excavation proj
ects have worked here — Danish and Israeli.29 It is a frustrating site to work at, 
as much is (or was) denuded to bare rock. Only the northern segment is dear 
enough to dig for pre-Roman remains; the high center has been successively 
cleared/denuded for successive buildings down to medieval times; and the 
southern half of the site was extensively redeveloped and built over during Ro
man and Byzantine times, to the detriment of whatever preceded them. Thus 
the result of limited digging in the northern segment is valuable so far as it
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goes, but cannot guarantee a full picture when so much is hidden or already lost 
and destroyed.

However, it is dear that Shiloh flourished during much of Iron Age I, in 
the twelfth and eleventh centuries, ending in a violent destruction. For at least a 
century (ca, 1150-1050, on Finkelstein’s dates; but 1150 may be slightly too low), 
storehouses occupied at least some part of the northwest area of the site. No 
trace was found of the tabernacle precinct by him or the Danes, as the possibly 
preferred high central area is too denuded to yield any really ancient traces of 
anything. It should be said that a site for the tabernade/temple has been sug
gested on the flat area adjacent to the north side of the settlement,30 Despite 
summary rejection of the idea by Yeivin and Finkelstein, this remains a possible 
alternative to the interior summit, so long as not enough extensive investigation 
has been done there. Either way, the violent destruction of Shiloh can be as
signed to circa 1050, in good agreement with the historical record for the elec
tion of Saul in opposition to the Philistine, Ammonite, and other menaces to 
early Israel.

(2) Gibeah of Saul/of Benjamin

Saul’s capital, once he had assumed his kingship, this place is now conceded to 
have been at Tell el-Ful, a few miles north of Jerusalem, on an isolated, defensi
ble bluff overlooking the main road north and south of it.31 Upon this strategic 
point was found an Iron I occupation replaced (at an interval) by a fortress 
(“I”), subsequently refurbished (“II”), and then later in disuse. The oldest level 
may reflect the Gibeah of Judg. 19-20. The excavations by Albright, checked by 
Lapp, would favor the view that it was Saul who built the first fortress, later re
paired by him or David.The first fort (quadrangular) had at least one rectangu
lar corner-tower at its southwest angle; it may have had others at the other cor
ners, but no traces were detected. This would be the setting of Saul’s activities at 
Gibeah in 1 Samuel. Not far north was Geba, with a confusingly similar name. 
There the Philistines sought to establish a central stranglehold in the heart of 
Saul’s kingdom, hence the bold action of Jonathan (1 Sam. 14:1), before his ex
ploit at nearby Michmash.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(3) Other Places of Interest

Saul’s wars with the Philistines involved him, young David, and Israel. When 
the Philistines captured the ark of the covenant, they installed it first in Dagon’s 
temple at Ashdod and then inland at Gath and at Ekron, before sending it back 
up to the Hebrews (1 Sam. 5). Ashdod is well attested archaeologically, by its
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strata XII-X, for the twelfth to tenth centuries as an important Philistine city.32 
With good reason, Gath is now identified with Tell es-Safi (Tel Zafrt); it and 
Ekron lie little more than fifteen miles inland from Ashdod. The location of 
Gath here (dose to the land of Judah) fits well with the Goliath incident (1 Sam. 
17) and as a close-by refuge for David escaping Saul’s hand (1 Sam. 21:10-22:1; 
27-28); archaeological traces indicate that it flourished during the Iron Ages I 
and II.33 A few miles north of Gath, Ekron is now dearly set at Tel Miqne by an 
inscription; it was a major new Philistine center during the twelfth-eleventh 
centuries (then it was destroyed), as extensive excavations show,3"1 Ascalon and 
Gaza also shared in returning the ark (6:17); extensive work at Ascalon and 
traces from Gaza illustrate the Philistine period at these sites.35 The archaeol
ogy of Early Iron Beth-Shan (on whose walls the Philistines hung the bodies of 
Saul and his sons) has now been clarified. The Egyptian-ruled settlement (stra
tum Lower VI) crashed in flames in the mid-to-late twelfth century. By about 
1100 a new township (stratum Upper VI) was built by Canaanites (and possibly 
with some Sea People settlers), which lasted a century or so to the tenth century 
-—this was the Beth-Shan of Saul’s decease and display. This, too, was destroyed 
in turn, and replaced (in stratum Lower V) by a new set of buildings on a differ
ent plan (with a governor’s residence?) and typically Israelite red-slipped, bur
nished pottery.These facts would indicate an Israelite takeover after Saul’s time, 
logically under David/Sol0mori.36

C. IMPLICIT BACKGROUND: DAVID

(i) Among the Mini-Empires

A fact that is almost totally unknown to nearly all commentators on 2 Sam. 8 to 
1 Kings 11 is that the scale and nature of the wider realm of David and Solomon 
are not unique and belong to a specific period of history, namely, ca. 1200-900 
— neither earlier nor later. The evidence for this is strictly factual, mostly from 
sources hardly heard of by such commentators, but dear in its import, The Lim
its are set by the demise of the great Egyptian and Hittite Late Bronze Age em
pires within 1200/1180, just before our period (introducing it), and by the rise 
and initial expansion of the Neo-Assyrian Empire within circa 870-850 and on
ward, just following our period. Not too long before its breakup under the im
pact of external attack, the Hittite Empire was already indulging in devolution. 
The kings of Carchemish in north Syria (cousins of the emperors) had become 
effective viceroys of Syria on the central power’s behalf; and the kings of 
Tarhuntassa in southeast Asia Minor then in effect obtained the same status in
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their region. With the fall of the capital and central power of Hatti, circa 1180, 
these two viceroyalties became independent mini-great powers in their own 
right, in their regions in Asia Minor and north Syria. During the later twelfth 
century the Arameans began to expand notably in north and central Syria, cre
ating power centers in Zobah and Damascus by the early tenth — when Israel 
in turn reputedly became their successful rival for a season. We now follow 
through quickly the history of these mini-empires, in chronological and geo
graphical (north to south) succession.

(a) The Mini-Empire of Tarhuntassa/Tabal (Southeast
Asia Minor to Northwest of the Carchemish Zone)

Among the successors of Kurunta (contemporary of the last kings of the Hittite 
Empire) is most likely to be reckoned a ruler and “Great King” named 
Hartapus, son (and doubtless successor) of a Mursilis, the latter bearing a name 
from his imperial forebears. And possibly the “Great King" Ir-Tesub, who left a 
stela at Karahoytik-Elbistan, on the borders of Tarhuntassa and the Carchemish 
Zone.57 Their ultimate successors in this remote region, some centuries later, 
were the “Great Kings” of Tabal, ending with Wassurme, deposed by the 
Assyrians circa 730/729.3S These great kings of Tabal ruled over a series of vas
sals (hence their title as “great”); in 837 Shalmaneser III boasts of receiving gifts 
from “24 kings of Tabal,” who would be such vassals.39 Cf. fig. 15.1.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(b) The Mint-Empire of Carchemish (Southeast Asia Minor, 
North Syria, and West Bend of the Euphrates J40

Here, in the viceregal city of Carchemish, Talmi-Tesup (contemporary of the last 
Hittite emperor, Suppiluliuma II) was succeeded by his own son Kuzi-Tesup (I); 
he, or a like-named successor, assumed the title “Great King.” Carchemish took 
for its own the zone of its former rule, and in fact maybe more as well. In the east 
the future principalities of Bit-Adini and Gozan bore Carchemishian rule be
tween the Euphrates and the Babur River. To the northeast Melid (Malatya) and 
Kummuh were vassals. To the northwest and west Gurgum, the eventual Sam'al, 
and Unqi (Patinu) came under Carchemish, with Arpad and the larger entity of 
Hamath to the south. In Melid a junior branch of the Carchemish royal family 
held sway, from a grandson of Kuzi-Tesup (1 or II).41 By 1100 Tiglath-pileser 1 
distinguished clearly between a king of Hatti (and so, of Carchemish), Ini-Tesup 
(II), and one Allumari, king in Malatya. So, by 1100 Melid was in effect the ally
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but maybe no longer the vassal of the Carchemishian “Great King." Then, in the 
tenth century, the ascendancy of Carchemish fell apart. By perhaps 985 the Ara- 
mean Adin founded the realm of Bit-Adini at Ti! Barsip in the western bend of 
the Euphrates, probably as a subject ally of Hadadezer of Zobah. One Bakhian 
set up his kingdom at Gozan (it becoming Bit-Bakhiani). Thus Carchemish lost 
its eastern possessions. Westward, Gurgum (at Mar’ash) broke away under its 
own line of nine kings, from Astuwatimais (ca. 990?) down to Halparuntas III, 
while in Sam’al any local Liman rule was replaced by an Arameart regime from 
Gabbar onward (ca. 920 and following), Finally, to the south, Hamath was prob
ably detached from the rule of Carchemish by Hadadezer of Aram-Zobah about 
1000, only to be replaced as suzerain-ally by David of Israel, circa 990. Thus, 
within circa 1000 to 9S0 {Sam’al later?), Carchemish lost virtually all of its vassal 
territories, becoming simply a large city-state.42 Circumstances having changed 
irrevocably, the last Great King, Ura-Tarhuns, had as a successor Suhis I, who 
kept only the simple title "King” no longer Great King. After almost 200 years, 
this (mini)-empire was over. Cf. fig. 15.2.

(c) The Mini-Empire of Aram-Zobah (Euphrates Western Bend, 
over Hamath and to the South of Damascus)

This ephemeral power is known to us from 2 Sam. 8,10 and hinted at by an As
syrian reference (cf. above, p. 94). From Aram itself (either Damascus or 
Zobah) we do not possess even one narrative inscription; only the fragmentary 
Tell Dan stela found in Israelite territory, and rare mentions of rulers by the 
Assyrians (ninth century and following). So, apart from a few fragments, we are 
thrown back on the Old Testament narratives for Aram, precisely as for Israel. 
But if we patiently analyze these, something can be gained. Hadadezer’s realm, 
of (Aram-)Zobah (cf. 1 Sam. 8:3, 5, 12; 10:8), was also known as Beth-Rehob 
(10:6; both terms conjoined), or “House of Re hob” just like Bayt-Dawid, 
"House of David,” and many more examples.43 Hadadezer is called “son of 
Rehob” {8:3, 12), which may well have been true if Re hob had been his lather 
and immediate predecessor. But in the Assyrian sources it is also a way of refer
ring to a successor of a dynastic founder (direct or otherwise, related or other
wise); witness the well-known example of Shalmaneser Ill’s reference to “Jehu 
son of Omri,” which is simply an idiom for “Jehu (ruler) of Beth-Omri” (Bit- 
Khumri, in Akkadian), as long since pointed out. So Hadadezer “son” of Rehob 
could possibly be Hadadezer (ruler) of Beth-Rehob, at some interval after the 
time of Rehob.44 Clearly the Aramean realm of Hadadezer consisted of a heart
land, Zobah, centered on his patrimony of Beth-Rehob (cf. Israel and Judah un
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der David and Solomon), and then of an “empire” of tributary lesser states and 
chiefdopjs, whom Hadadezer (and Rehob before him?) had brought under po
litical control (again, as did David, with Transjordan, and the Arameans also). 
This is reflected in these passages: 2 Sam. 10:19, citing Hadadezer’s vassals (on 
his south?), local “kings,” who tell away to David; and implicitly in 1 Sam. 8:3, 
when Hadadezer deemed it vital to “restore his control” up by the Euphrates, 
and thus over local rulers there. We find such vassals in Aram-Damascus also, 
at a later date, in the thirty-two “kings” that supported a Benhadad against Is
rael (1 Kings 20:1). Zobah is at times located west or north of Damascus. It is 
probably at least a part of the Biqa Valley, between the Lebanon and Anti- 
Lebanon mountain ranges. In Gen. 22:24 the line of Nahor via Reumah ran to 
Tebah, Gaham (unknown), Tahash, and Maacah. These form a north-south se
quence: Tebah, the Tubikhi of the Amarna letters;43 then Tahash, equivalent to 
Takhsi in Egyptian lists (in Upe, from Qadesh-on-Orontes southward);46 then 
Maacah, east of Lakes Hnleh and Galilee, with Geshur. This Tebah/Tubikhi is 
probably identical with the Tebah/Betah of 2 Sam. 8:8 (cf. 1 Chron. 18:8). Thus it 
lay in parallel with Aram-Damascus, based on the oasis area of the town of Da
mascus. From east of earlier Qadesh-on-Orontes, Hadadezer had imposed his 
rule up to the Euphrates (perhaps via Tadmor), reducing urban and tribal enti
ties to vassaldom, and exercised influence on the Arameans living north within 
the great west bend of that river (as at Bit-Adini), whence he summoned forces 
(cf. 2 Sam. 10:16). Hadadezer probably overawed both Aram-Damascus to his 
southeast and Hamath to his north, and thus we can see the outlines of his 
mini-empire as it was before David’s intervention: (1) a “homeland” area in the 
Biqa Valley, based on the enclave of Beth-Rehob (Hadadezer’s dynasty’s home 
patch); (2) conquests of lesser chiefdoms northeast to the Euphrates and south
ward toward Maacah and Geshur; (3) subject allies in Aram-Damascus to the 
immediate east (cf. 2 Sam. 8:5), and in Hamath (unwillingly) in the north. Da
vid’s intervention broke this up. Geshur allied itself with Israel (cf, 2 Sam, 3:3, 5; 
13:37-39, for Geshur); Maacah may have become his vassal. Hamath sided with 
the new power Israel (and remained independent from Solomon’s day until As
syrian dominance); Zobah was eclipsed, and from Solomon’s time it was re
placed as an Aramean power by Damascus.47 Cf. fig. 15.3.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(d) The Mini-Empire of David and Solomon in Israel 
(from over Hamath to Philistia/Negev)

We now come to our fourth and last mini-empire in this coherent series.44 it 
shows analogies in both format and history with the three preceding. We will
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sketch concisely the history and “hierarchy” that is visible in the Hebrew 
sources.

(i) Historical Development

Saul’s realm had been beset in part by physical disunity: the city-state enclave of 
Jerusalem lay between Judah and Ephraim and the Jezreel Valley, dominated by 
such alien forts as Megiddo and Beth-Shan, between Ephraim and Galilee. 
From this situation David moved on in three phases. First, once he had control 
in both Judah and Israel, he sought promptly to unify his realm — first secur
ing Jerusalem, transforming it from a line of division into a focus for both 
halves of his realm, by making it his capital (cf. the picturesque but condensed 
summary in 2 Sam. 5:6-10), specifically as the “City of David ,”or “Davidopolis,” 
following long-established Near Eastern custom,** Then he could proceed to 
annex various important strong points to his realm: Megiddo and Beth-Shan in 
the Jezreel Valley and Rehob to its south, plus strategic Hazor in Galilee to the 
north. This we know not from the Bible but entirely from archaeological explo
ration (cf. below on Solomon, the archaeological section). Second, with a uni
fied core realm David could then cow the Philistines to the west (to protect Ju
dah and western Ephraim) and subjugate Moab and Edom to the east (to 
safeguard Gilead in the north and the Arabah route south). The Philistines re
mained independent. But Edom for sure (local dynasty dethroned; cf. 1 Kings 
11:14-22) and probably Moab (cf. 2 Sam. 8:2) were made tributary under direct 
rule by deputies. This fate also befell Aram-Damascus, where key garrisons 
were installed after Hadadezer’s defeat (8:6), and probably Aram-Zobah with 
Hadadezer’s eclipse. So, east and north of the core kingdom we have largely di
rectly dependent tribute-paying territories. The third phase of David’s move
ment entailed other entities that were in all probability subject allies, varying 
from virtually independent like Toi of Hamath (8:9-10) to protectorate status, 
as with Ammon, where the hostile King Hanun was doubtless dethroned and 
his more pliant brother Shobi installed instead (who was loyal to David corre
spondingly; cf. 17:27). Geshur may also belong here, having had close links with 
David (3:3; cf, the Absalom affair, 13:37-38 and 14:22-32; 15:8). Outside these and 
the “empire” stood independent foes (Philistia) and friends (Tyre).

(2) Hierarchies

Thus David’s mini-empire would have included three levels of rule: home core, 
subjugated territories (under governors and subject kings), and subject allies, 
less closely tied to Israel’s regime.30 Similar profiles appear in the cases of the
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other mini-empires also. With Tabal we may compare twenty-four “kings” who 
would have been the vassals of its “great king,” he reigning in his core territory; 
the sources here do not suffice as yet to exhibit the level of “subject ally.” With 
Carchemish we find a surrounding swath of vassal territories and incipient 
kingdoms, all of which eventually broke away in the tenth century. The special 
link with Melid (through the royal family) would give it the status initially of 
subject ally, until the blood link thinned and evaporated in the course of time. 
With Aram Zobah, Hadadezer had a series of vassals under him, to his south 
(Aram-Damascus, Maacah, Tob, etc.), and unnamed ones up north to the Eu
phrates. As for subject allies, Hamath was an unwilling subject in some mea
sure, while Bit-Adini was (as also Aramean) a more friendly subject ally (the 
nearest irans-Euphratean princedom that could have helped with troops). AH 
four of our mini-empires took over defeated opponents and their territories as 
they stood, without much territorial change; thus such units could readily 
break away as natural political entities when the central power weakened. It is a 
considerable contrast with the vast Neo-Assyrian, Neo-habyloman, and Persian 
empires, where (increasingly) new large-scale provinces became the norm (like 
Ebir-nari for the whole Levant, and Persian satrapies), and their internal prov
inces were often not coeval with former kingdoms conquered (e.g., Dor, or 
Gilead under Assyria). Thus our four mini-empires, including that of David 
and Solomon, are all of a piece, belong to a specific era, and found no equiva
lent successors ever again. If the Assyrians had never come west in the ninth to 
seventh centuries, then we need not doubt that the kings of Aram-Damascus 
would undoubtedly have achieved a fifth such local imperium in the Levant; 
but a resurgent Assyria systematically destroyed that dream.

On the internal front, David’s regime shows development beyond that of 
Saul. As we saw, Saul had his informal “court” of up to 600 braves and others, 
had his aides, developed an army with a commander in chief and officers 
(“chiefs of thousands,” etc.), and was levying taxation in some form; “Gibeah of 
Saul” was his simple precursor (as a royal, central capital) to the “City of David” 
that followed- For his part, we learn that David also had an army commander in 
chief, but also a body of “the Thirty” notables and heroes (in fact, up to thirty- 
seven men), a royal bodyguard of Pelethites and Kerethites (foreigners who 
were totally “king’s men”), plus men of Gath (from his old Philistine days, un
der one Ittai). On the nonmilitary front there was a "recorder,” a secretary, two 
priests and a king’s chaplain, and king’s sons possibly as counselors. Cf. 2 Sam. 
8:15-18, and 23:8-39. Add to these the counselors Ahithophel and Hushai (cf, 
16:15-17:23). So there had arisen a nucleus of court government for an expand
ing kingdom; as under Saul, the basis of rule away from ferusalem would still 
have been through heads of tribes in their areas (cf. 1 Chron. 27:16-22). Admin
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istrators of royal properties are listed (17:25-31). Outside Israel and Judah, gov
ernors would rule in subject territories when local chiefs and kings were not re
tained as vassals. The Lise of garrisons in such territories (as in Aram- 
Damascus, 2 Sam. 8:6) would most likely be restricted to small groups of sea
soned militia at key points, very much as Egypt had done in days past in the 
Levant, with messengers ready to take any news of revolt swiftly back to home 
base.51 To contrast David and Solomon’s mini-empire with later maxi-empires, 
see the map in fig. 14.

(3} Other Aspects of Life

Besides success in war, there is a persistent stream of tradition that links David 
with instrumental music (cf, 1 Sam, 16:15-23; 19:9) and with poems (e.g„ a la
ment, 2 Sam. 1:17-27; 23:1-7) and hymns (“psalms”; 2 Sam. 22 = Ps. 18; Psalms, 
passim). It should occasion no surprise that either shepherd lads or kings 
should be involved with both in the biblical world. Alongside the fact of a vast 
treasury ot scribally transmitted hymns and poetry, and data on musicianship 
in that ancient world, one may draw attention to three aspects related to Da
vid’s case: popular poetry and hymns, royal participation in these arts, and the 
conventions of such poetics. In all three aspects David’s case fits in naturally 
with what we learn from elsewhere.

First, poetry and song had always been part of the life of the common 
people, not just of ruling elites in antiquity.52 Here the most accessible source is 
Egypt. Almost two thousand years before the shepherd boy David, herdsmen 
are shown singing melancholy ditties in the Pyramid Age already, as are the 
more cheerful bearers of the carrying chairs of the great (third millennium).33 
Already in the Middle Kingdom (early second millennium), a thousand years 
before David played for Saul, people were commonly entertained by harpists 
playing and singing their songs. Still later, in the New Kingdom, besides more 
harpists (later second millennium), plowmen, reapers, and threshers sing their 
rural snatches. And short rhapsodies of joy come forth at festival banquets and 
even picnics in the garden. Besides these we have a wealth of love lyrics, cele
brating the joys and frustrations of boy-meets-girl. And finally, in the 
thirteenth-twelfth centuries, down to little more than a century before David’s 
time, we have a remarkable series of prayers and hymns to their gods by the 
workmen of the royal tombs, preserved on their modest monuments in West
ern Thebes: confessions of sin, words of contrition, pleas for divine mercy, and 
thanksgiving for healing and deliverances.54 Here we come relatively dose to 
the spirit of biblical psalmody, as has long been recognized. A David (even as a 
shepherd or a youthful harpist) stood in a long, fruitful tradition of poetry,
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popular as well as “official,” expressive of relations with deity as well as with 
one’s fellows.

Second, kings participated in such arts. Already in the Egypt of dose on 
2000 B.C., the venerable Theban king Intef II waxes lyrical in his very personal 
praise of the goddess Hathor, in his exuberant hymn, engraved on one of the 
stelae at his tomb.55 Over in Mesopotamia three hundred years earlier, the great 
Sargon of Akkad’s daughter, Princess En-khedu-anna, had composed two 
hymns to the goddess Inanna and the second edition of the Sumerian Temple 
Hymns f forty-two hymns in all) — making her the first authoress in history.36 
Almost a thousand years after her, back in Egypt (and three centuries before 
King David), we find the sun-worshiping “monotheistic” pharaoh Akhenaten 
praising the sun god as the visible Disc (Aten) with an atmospheric royal fervor, 
touching on humanity and other creatures in a fashion common both to Ps. 104 
and to other hymnody from both Egypt (for Amen-Re) and Assyria (for the 
moon and sun gods).37 Thus David would be no oddity in being a royal author 
of religious poetry, after his shepherd days were long past.

Third, we examine how the usages of biblical psalmody (Davidic or oth
erwise) fit into the Near Eastern cultural context.58 The forms and conventions 
of biblical poetry, so familiar in the Psalms, go back in origin two thousand 
years before David’s time. Exactly as in Sumerian, Akkadian, Egyptian, and 
other West Semitic literature (e.g., Ugaritic), so in biblical Hebrew poetry the 
basic building block is the two-line couplet (or “bicolon”), foundation stone of 
poetic "parallelism.” A pair of thought units or “lines” can be used to state a 
concept twice, using different expressions (synonymous); or to develop the 
thought in the second line (synthetic); or to express a contrast in the two suc
cessive lines (antithetic). One may enrich the style by having three lines in par
allel (“tricolon”), four lines in parallel in varying combinations (“quatrain”), or 
even larger units. So one may exemplify (using couplets);

Synonymous: Adore Amun, and he will guard you,
(identical concepts) exalt Amen-Re, and he will keep you safe.

Synthetic: Pharaoh has slain his foes,
(thought extended) the Falcon has destroyed their cities and crops.

Antithetic: Now, pat a dog and it will love you,
(contrast) but hit the canine and it will bite you.

With three- and four-line and larger units, more variations are open to 
poets, and other devices can be used: ellipse of part of a second (or other) 
line(s) to reduce repetition and tighten style; or “chiasmus,” where key elements
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occur in reverse order in the two successive lines, e.g., of a couplet. Thus the 
couplet:

For 1 give praise to Hathor,
I give glory to my Golden One,

written as an ellipse:

I give praise to Hathor, 
glory to my Golden One,

and as a chiasmus (A . . . B, then B . .. A):

Hathor welcomes me at her shrine,
from her sanctum, I hear a word from the Golden One.

Many other devices were also in full use from the third millennium down 
to Roman times, but with different periods of use or popularity, in different 
classes of literature. All these “flowers of style” had been in full use for nearly 
two millennia prior to David, were in full use in his day, and many of them for 
long afterward, appearing in a wide range of biblical poetry, not just his. So, in 
terms of custom and technique, there is no reason to date biblical poetry any 
later than the claims made for various examples of it in the Hebrew text. The 
contexts of poetry by David (Ps. 18 in 2 Sam. 22), Hezekiah (Isa. 38:3-20), and 
Habakkuk (chap,3; cf. 3:1) make it clear that authorship is there intended. Like
wise in Pss. 3,7,34, 51,52,56, 57,59, 60,63,142, which equally (like Ps. 18 = 2 Sam. 
22) are linked with events in David’s life and career. An authorship by David 
may also be true of other psalms simply headed / — Dwd, “for” or “belonging 
to David.” Otherwise, this kind of heading would denote belonging to a Davidic 
collection, just as (in Ugaritic) l — 'qht means on certain tablets “belonging to 
(the series on) 'Aqhator about him, or dedicated to him. Many psalm head
ings have notations now difficult to understand — possible references to musi
cal tunes, types of songs or prayers, also to other personnel, such as “the direc
tor of music.” These notes illustrate the use of such psalms in the worship of 
YHWH in his tent and then temple in Jerusalem — as seen in 1 Chron. 16, 
where excerpts from other, non-Davidic psalms (105, 96,106) were used at the 
ark’s induction into David’s tent shrine in Jerusalem. It should be noted that 
these psalm headings are obscure simply because they are ancient— being no 
longer fully understood when the Psalms were translated into Greek (for the 
SeptuagintOld Testament) in the third or second century b.c. Full liturgical us
ages of Solomon’s temple fell out of use for over half a century while it lay in ru
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ins (586-538 and following); not all of that ceremonial would be restored at the 
opening of the Second Temple in 515; it would probably be in a simpler form. So 
ancient headings passed out of active use, and thus out of currency.

The use of titles, colophons, and terminology for various kinds of hymns 
and psalms is widely attested in the biblical world, from many centuries before 
David’s time, and remained habitual down to his time and long afterward. So 
biblical titles and terms are a normal phenomenon. From the early second mil
lennium in Mesopotamia, we have Sumerian hymns ofvarious kinds labeled as 
ershemma, halbale, shagidda, etc., and used in the cults of the gods. They could 
be sung on different occasions, not just in one setting; cult hymns could pass 
into personal use, and personal psalms could pass into the service of the cult. 
Hence it can be no surprise to see biblical psalms in both contexts (personal 
and cultic). The content of a piece may not have any reference to its place in the 
cult. Musical terms are quoted with hymns from the early second millennium 
onward (balag, “song with a harp”; ershemma, “lament with a shem-drum”; 
etc.).59 Also, many Egyptian compositions bear titles, those attributed to per
sonal piety in particular (thirteenth-twelfth centuries).®1 The use of music can 
be specified, as in Mesopotamian and Hittite contexts (instruments and song 
specified to be performed either separately or in unison).61 At Egyptian festi
vals in the New Kingdom (esp. 1300-1150), dancers and musicians are shown in 
temple scenes and their hymnody is quoted in the scenes.62 All this gives us the 
conceptual setting of what we find in descriptions of Hebrew usage as pre
served (e.g.) in 1 Chron. 15-16, 25 when the ark was installed in Jerusalem and 
musical provision was planned for the temple. There is nothing artificial here, it 
is precisely what one would expect.

D. IMPLICIT BACKGROUND: SOLOMON

Here we will consider appropriate background In the same sequence of themes 
outlined from the biblical data, above, before looking at the possible contribu
tions from the physical archaeology of Palestine for this overall period and 
coming to a concluding review of the whole.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(i) Foreign Relations: Egypt

We return to a pharaoh who conquered Gezer (1 Kings 9:16), and then gave it as 
a dowry with his daughter in a marriage alliance with Solomon (3:1; 9:16, 24; cf. 
7:8; 11:1). The possible identity of such a king plus the significance of his action
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against Gezer and the question of an international marriage allian 
separate issues.

ice are two

(a) Pharaoh and Gezer

As has been established quite clearly above, pp, 82 (for 931/930) and 83-88 (tor Sol
omon), there is presently no factual reason to doubt that Solomon died in 931/ 
930, after reigning forty years, i.e., from 971/970. On the other side of the divide, it 
is also very dear that independent Egyptian dates can be established from 664 
back to circa 945 and the start of the Twenty-Second Dynasty within very close 
limits. (A recent claim that Egyptian dates around 945/925 cannot be established 
within a margin of so me fifty years lca.979-9221 is an incompetent nonsense that 
can be dismissed from further notice.)®3 Thus, dose on 945 also marks the end of 
the Twenty-First Dynasty. The number and identity of the kings and lengths of 
reigns in this dynasty can be very closely determined. From the actual firsthand 
monuments, we have seven kings, thus: (l) (Ne)sibanebdje(d), (2} Neferkare 
Amenemnisu, probably preceding (3) Psusennes I (throne name, Akheperre), 
{4) Amenemope, (5) Osorkon the Elder, (6) Siamun, and finally (7) Psusennes II 
(throne name, Tyetkheperre). The Twenty-First Dynasty happens to be quite well 
preserved in the text of Manetho's lists, also with seven kings, these being: 
(1) Smendes, (2) Psusennes (I), (3) Nepherkheres, (4) Amenophthis, (5) Osochor, 
(6) Psinaches, and (7) a Psusennes (II). These correspond closely to the seven 
kings known from actual monuments, and in the same order (with only one mi
nor except ion). The regnal years also correspond very closely from both the mon
uments and Manetho; only with Siamun (attested to Year 17) does Psinaches at 
nine years in Manetho fall a decade short (9 from [lj 9 years). Thus the entire line 
ran from 1070 or 1069 down to 945. The last king, Psusennes II, can be given an in
dependent reign of fourteen or fifteen years (960/959-945), Then Siamuris nine
teen years would cover 979/978-960/959. Therefore he is the one obvious ruler to 
be considered the contemporary of the first ten years of Solomon’s reign, 971/ 
970-961/960. For Siamun, we do have evidence for contact in the Levant, but for 
no other king of the dynasty (and certainly not for his successor, Psusennes II). 
Only in the burial of Psusennes I was there found an Assyrian bead that was an 
heirloom from an earlier reign, and not evidence for active links abroad in his 
time.

Thus Siamun is, and remains thus far, the sole serious candidate for the 
roles of conqueror of Gezer and would-be father-in-law to Solomon on purely 
chronological grounds. And from him alone in the Twenty-First Dynasty so far 
we have a reasonable piece of evidence that he did intervene in the Levant. This
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is the well-known fragment of a triumphal scene from Tanis, executed in stone 
from a temple structure. It shows the king in typical pose, brandishing a mace 
to strike down a bunch of prisoners!?) now lost at the right except for two arms 
and hands, one of which grasps a remarkable double-bladed ax by its socket 
(fig. 18A). Above the king are his cartouches. Despite a ridiculous denial to the 
contrary (alleging “an unidentified king”!),6,1 these cartouches read with all 
possible clarity: [Neterkheperre Setepenamun], Siamun beloved of Amjun], 
with just one Amun sign partly broken off (but restorable from ample exam
ples of this king’s very characteristic titles).

Much nonsense has been written just recently against this piece (mainly 
by non-Egyptologists, not competent to comment on it).65 The facts are as fo 1 
lows. (1) Formal triumph scenes of this kind from temple structures commonly 
commemorate kings who fought wars. Only in their secondary use as decora
tion in “minor art” (on sides of state barges, furnishings, etc.) do such scenes 
serve merely as idealistic icons of royal power. Thus Siamun’s temple triumph 
scene should be treated seriously; nobody is (yet) known to have had one since 
Ramesses VI some 140 years earlier (defeated Libyans in theThebaid), and im
perial kings earlier still.66 After Siamun, Shoshenq I (Shishak) had such scenes 
in two temples — and then nobody thereafter (on present knowledge) until the 
Twenty-Fifth Dynasty, which had wars in the Levant and with Assyria. So the 
practical likelihood is that this scene should be treated as a fair indicator of mil
itary action of some kind by Siamun — who (along with Psusennes I) was the 
most active ruler of the Twenty-First Dynasty.67

(2) The fragmentary foes hold a remarkable weapon. This is, and can 
only be, a double-bladed battle-ax or halberd. At its inner edge it clearly has a 
socket, from which protrudes a (wooden) shaft or handle, now largely broken 
away with the bottom part of the stone slab. The foetnan grasps the ax by the 
socket where the shaft protrudes. That the shaft appears to leave the socket at 
slightly less than the expected angle to the blade is either very slight artistic li
cense or may indicate that the shaft is broken just where it leaves the socket, 
and is thus rendered powerless to harm the pharaoh. This mental attitude re
appears in the great triumph scene of Shoshenq 1 at Karnak, where the foes 
helplessly grasp daggers by their blades, not the handles. This all has to be 
spelled out, because the details are dear on the original and on the original 
photograph — but not on the very commonly reproduced line drawing (erro
neous in detail!) used by so many would-be commentators at second hand. 
This is an ax — and not a shield, or handcuffs (fig. 18B) or halter or whatever. 
It is of unique type, unparalleled in Canaan with the indigenous culture there 
at any time; Palestinian double-bladed ax heads are wholly different in shape 
(like an X), having no rounded, sharply flared form. The Aegean cultures offer
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the nearest analogies, although not precise. This piece may thus reflect a 
Philistine/Sea Peoples foe, as they certainly came from that zone (or beyond) 
into Canaan at the beginning of the twelfth century. The fact that Siamun’s 
scene includes a unique feature (not just a commonplace weapon) would 
speak for it reflecting a specific event. By contrast, the foes of Tuthmosis III in 
a Karnak scene hold axes of “duck-bill” type of traditional Canaanite design; 
they were obsolete then, but without effect on the historicity of his scene and 
its accompanying list of foreign place-names.

(3) Any Egyptian army that marched by the customary route into the Lev
ant (along the Sinai Mediterranean coast road) always came first to Gaza, then 
into the very region that had become Philistia in the twelfth century. On the in
land route north from Gath and Ekron, Canaanite Gezer was the next major set
tlement of any strategic import. No pharaoh would mount a campaign in Ca
naan merely to capture Gezer (and then, just to give it to a neighbor state). Any 
campaign here (by Siamuo or any other Egyptian king) had to have a larger pur
pose. A pharaoh's gift of Gezer to Solomon would hardly be altruistic; he must 
have gained by the campaign so as to make that transaction worthwhile. What is 
more, as Gezer guarded an important route up to Jerusalem, its cession to Solo
mon would be of value to him, as a frontier fort ad joining Philistia.

In summary, the two pieces of data (Siamun’s relief; the passage in 1 Kings 
9:16-17) make good political sense when set together, in the context of a possible 
alliance of Egypt (Siamun) and Israel (Solomon). It' (for example) the 
Philistines had impeded, or overcharged tolls on, transit traffic through their 
terrain (or along their coast) that affected both Egypt and Israel, then the two 
may have colluded to end the menace by allying against and subduing Philistia. 
Siamun will have launched a strong police action through Gaza, sending one 
force up to Ascalon and Ashdod, with his main force going over via Gath and 
Ekron up to Gezer, to link up with a Hebrew force making a diversionary move 
on the north. Out of their success, Siamun couid establish suzerainty over 
Philistia (levying tribute on its rich cities), while Solomon would gain the im
portant border post of Gezer. If this occurred about the third year of Solomon 
(ca, 967), then Siamun would have enjoyed his triumph for only seven or eight 
years; the Philistines would have regained their full independence at his death 
in 960 or 959. But the Hebrew rulers retained Gezer permanently.

( f t )  Pharaoh’s Daughter and Dowry

Recent critics have also dismissed the reported marriage alliance of the pharaoh 
and Solomon in r Kings 9:16. Time and again they have rested their flawed case
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on one single remark by Amenophis III nearly half a millennium before, that 
Egyptian kings’daughters were never given to anyone.'’" Hence Solomon would 
not be offered one. But Solomon lived not in the fourteenth century but in the 
tenth! Times had changed; no vast empires now existed; the old Egyptian royal 
lines had long since been replaced by "new men” not tied to the ways of four 
hundred years before — any more than (in Britain) subjects of Elizabeth II are 
tied to the full cultural norms obtaining under Elizabeth 1, four centuries be
fore. The entirely unjustified denials by Old Testament scholars notwithstand
ing, the following facts are dear. No New Kingdom pharaoh is ever known to 
have given a daughter to either a foreigner or a commoner. The one near excep
tion was Ankhsenamun, widow of Tutankhamun, who wrote to the Hittite em
peror Suppiluliuma 1 requesting of him a son in marriage (to make him king in 
Egypt).65 In stark contrast, the period of the Twenty-First-Twenty-Third Dy
nasties is precisely when we do find kings’daughters being married off to com
moners and foreigners.70 While still king, Psusennes II (last king of the Twenty- 
First Dynasty, 960/959-945) gave his daughter Maatkare in marriage to 
Osorkon, son of the Libyan chief of the Ma(shwash), Shoshenq — the later 
Shoshenq I and Osorkon I. At this time Libyans were still considered foreigners 
by most Egyptians; the clearest possible example is the way the Theban priests 
at first dated by Shoshenq 1 not as frill king with cartouches, etc., but instead 
disdainfully by: "Year 2 ... of the Great Chief of the Ma, Shoshe(n)q,” adding 
the foreigner sign to Shoshenq’s name! See fig. 17-71 There had been intermar
riage between Shoshenq’s family and the Twenty-First Dynasty before this; and 
King Osorkon the Elder had been of (Egypto)-Libyan parentage.72 Various 
Twenty-Second Dynasty kings married off their daughters to commoners 
(higher priesthood, viziers, etc.) — practices entirely unheard of four centuries 
earlier! Thus there is no problem in Siaraun giving a daughter to a foreign ruler 
(especially ifhe himself were of Libyan blood) atthistime, andbiblical scholars 
will have to accept that fact; Amenophis ill’s old-style prejudice way back in 
1357 is irrelevant to "modern” 967!

Regarding the care of exalted foreign princesses, twice it is remarked 
(i Kings 7:8; 9:24) that Solomon built a fitting abode for his new Egyptian bride, 
as part of his palace complex in Jerusalem. This kind of provision for particu
larly distinguished ladies is also known elsewhere (and earlier) in the biblical 
world. In both the Egyptian and cuneiform sources we learn that Ram esses II 
was building his first Hittite bride "ample villas [in her] name” (Egyptian), and 
in cuneiform “a fine house(?)>” as Edel also noticed.73

On the question of Gezer as dowry, a series of ignorant: have remarked 
that Gezer as a “smoking ruin” was not much of a dowry, contrasting it also 
with Amarna-period and Egypto-Hittite usage.7"1 However, yet again they have
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totally misread the facts. First, Gezer was taken, its Canaanite population slain, 
and the settlement torched (how completely is not stated). What Solomon in 
reality received with Pharaoh’s daughter was (a) a (partially?) cleared fortress 
town-site open to be developed in any way he wished (which is what he did, 
along with Hazor and Megiddo; 1 Kings 9:15-17); (b) a prime site strategically 
guarding a major route up to Jerusalem, his own capital; and (c) a complete 
city-state territory, to add to his realm — no town like Gezer was without its 
dependent agricultural/pastoral hinterland! Second, it again is pointless to ap
ply second-millennium usage on dowries and ceremonies to events as late as 
967 without producing supporting data. Times had long since changed, as al
ready demonstrated on marriages above. Royal wedding gifts in 1350 could 
amount to well over £200,000/3275,000 worth of gold and other items; the real 
estate worth of Gezer as site and territory we cannot calculate. It was a different 
kind of transaction in another age. What is more, one should remember that 
the mentions of Solomon’s Egyptian princess are brief, because they are almost 
incidental {in contexts of building works, etc.); so rites like anointing and other 
detailed gifts simply would not be mentioned, as being irrelevant to the main 
purpose of the narrative. So, too, under Ramesses II: anointing occurs exclu
sively in the cuneiform record, while wealth (for dowry) is mainly in the Egyp
tian texts (with but one lurid exception).75 In short, the recently attempted cri
tiques of the role of Siamun and of the allusions to Egypt in 1 Kings 3—11 are so 
badly flawed as to be worthless on present evidence.

(ii) Relations with Phoenicia

(a) Royal Letters

The exchanges of letters between Hiram and Solomon reflect long-accepted us
age in royal, international correspondence. It was the custom for neighboring 
kings to congratulate a new ruler on his accession (as did Hiram, 1 Kings 5:1; cf. 
Suppiluliuma I for a pharaoh, EA 41).76 And kings from of old had requested 
materials for building or adorning temples and palaces, for payment (as here, 
1 Kings 5:6, gff.) or in gift exchanges (EA 4, 9,16,19), as well as other expertise 
— be it craftsmen (1 Kings 7:13-47; 2 Chron. 2:12-14; cf. Egyptian carpentry, EA 
10) or persons of other skills, e.g., medical (Egyptian physicians going to the 
Hittite court under Ramesses 11).71 Invocations of deity and divine blessings 
(cf. 1 Kings 5:1-7 passim; 2 Chron. 2:3-12) are well known in such correspon
dence, as in the Amarna letters of the fourteenth century and royal letters from 
Ugarit and Emar and Egypto-Hittite royal letters of the thirteenth century.78
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The economics of Solomon’s first agreement (or treaty) with Hiram of 
Tyre fit in well with the known scale of economy of Levantine kingdoms. The 
20,000 kors of grain paid annually to Hiram for his timber and laborers 
(1 Kings 5:6, 9, 11) would have required the crop from about 262 acres or just 
over 1 square kilometer of land in each of Solomon’s twelve administrative dis
tricts, not an excessive amount of product. After comparing Solomon’s figures 
with what we know from the physically much smaller kingdom of Ugarit, 
Heltzer also observed that, for Solomon, “the figures are by no means exagger
ated.”79

(b) Small Points

Sometimes minor details pop up and strike the eye. In Solomon’s first letter 
back to Hiram king of Tyre, he writes that “we have nobody so skilled at 
timber-felling as the Sidonians" (not “Tyrians”), in 1 Kings 5:6. The remark 
arises from the fact (visible in various sources) that in previous centuries it was 
Sidon, not Tyre, that was dominant in Phoenicia, and so “Sidonians” could be 
used as a synonym for “Phoenicians,” not only for people of Sidon itself, even 
by Solomon’s time, when Tyre had overtaken Sidon in importance.5*0

Another is the use of Phoenician, not Hebrew, month names in the narra
tives on the building of the Jerusalem temple — names that occur nowhere else 
in the Hebrew Bible (1 Kings 6:1,37-38; Sis).51 This is a mark of the influence of 
the Phoenician contribution to the building of that edifice; the Phoenician lan
guage of Hiram’s work gangs made some short-term impact on local usage for 
those few years (as can happen in similar contexts even today), and these three 
terms remain to us as linguistic fossils of that brief seven plus thirteen years of 
temple and palace building. There was no occasion for such ephemeral impact 
in Jerusalem’s subsequent history.

(c) Royal Bargaining: Galilee

I11 due course, with the temple and palace finally completed after twenty years 
of investment in timber, fine stonework, bronzework, and precious metal, the 
time had come to regulate the accounts and make fresh arrangements — a situ
ation reflected in the very fleeting accounts in 1 Kings 9:10-14 and 2 Chron. S:i- 
2. In the former passage we learn that Solomon passed over to Hiram twenty 
towns in Galilee (the land of Cabul, with which Hiram was dissatisfied) in ex
change for timber and gold, while in the latter passage we read that Solomon
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built/rebuilt villages (number and location not stated) that Hiram had handed 
over to him, populating them with Israelites.

A superficial view of the two passages would see them as contradictory, 
but the assumption that (e.g.) the Chronicler would crassly contradict Kings is 
naive and simplistic, and implies a lowbrow level of stupidity that we have no 
warrant to ascribe to that writer. The two statements are not identical, but most 
likely complementary, reflecting the outcome of a good old-fashioned haggle 
between two very wily Oriental gentlemen, a not uncommon feature in ancient 
royal correspondence. Given the limited resources of Tyre’s own coastal plain 
hinterland, Hiram needed an ongoing supply of grain, oil, and wine, such as he 
had been paid previously by Solomon until completion of the building work in 
Jerusalem.612 Therefore payment of debts owed him by cession of cultivable land 
from Solomon would fit the bill nicely in more senses than one. David’s con
quests had doubtless given Israel the coastland all the way north from Accho to 
the natural boundary at Ras en-Nakura headland, and the terrain inland and 
east from there, a substantial part of the long-envisaged allotment to the tribe 
of Asher (|osh. 19:14-31). However, the Asherites had never been very effective 
at following up this “ideal” allocation, failing long since to take over this region 
and merely settling among the locals, as pointed out in one of the many invalu
able short notices to be found in Judges (1:31) ,S3

Thus one may suggest that (1) Hiram proposed to Solomon that cession of 
the plain of Accho (and eastern upslopes) would meet his requirements; (2) Solo
mon proposed to Hiram that he ought have only the slopelands (shephelah of 
Galilee), not the coastal plain; (3) Hiram took a good look at them and said some
thing rude in Phoenician (cf. 1 Kings 9:13), for “no way!” Then finally, (4) the pair 
temporized in both directions (as good Near Eastern monarchs did). Thus Solo
mon gave Hiram the desired coastal plain and upslopes of Asher/land of Cabul 
(with up to twenty villages; 1 Kings 9:11-13), while on his part Hiram ceded upland 
territory to Solomon (2 Chron. 8:2), reaching north of David’s probable border 
(along the hills east from Ras en-Nakura) into the uplands by Rama and to Qana 
(southeast from Tyre and its coast plain). Back home, each king could no doubt 
lustily his action as a “success”; Hiram had obtained a good, arable plain, with ac
cess to the ports of Accho and Shihor-Libnath (Tell Abu Huwam), while Solomon 
could claim to have fulfilled a part more of Asher’s ancient claims north (if in
land) in place of their failure along the Mediterranean littoral.

Such wheeling and dealing was not new. Way back in the eighteenth cen
tury, in north Syria, Abba-ii (“Abban") king of Aleppo made exchanges of 
towns and territories With Yarim-lim, the vassal ruler of Alalakh; the latter later 
grumbled (like a Hiram!) at the loss of two places.84 The question of fixing a 
boundary crops up in another treaty of that time, between kings of Mari and
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Eshnunna.85 So Hiram and Solomon had precursors in these and other royal
concerns.

(iii) The Horse and Chariot Trade

In recent works, Solomon’s trade (l Kings 10:28-29) between Egypt and Que 
(= Cilicia in southeast Asia Minor) has been dismissed as simply Near Eastern 
royal propaganda, without any serious regard for the background evidence. It is 
alleged that horses were not bred in Egypt, and that evidence for horse trade is 
not known.87 However, no such “propaganda line” is attested; kings speak of 
conquests and great buildings, not trade, in their major commemorative texts 
and inscriptions. As for horse breeding in Egypt, there is every reason to believe 
that it was practiced there. During the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, an 
Egypt at war with the H ittites and Mitannians could not possibly import horses 
from southeast Anatolia; from the twelfth century onward Egypt had no direct 
links with that area. So military necessity demanded that she breed her own 
chariot horses in the second and early first millennia. And positive evidence fa
vors this. There was extensive stabling and a “horse stud” at Pi-Ramesse in the 
East Delta in the thirteenth century, when we also have record (ODM 1076) of 
the “great [mead]ow of Pi-Rames$e,” with mention of horse keepers, droves of 
horses, and grooms and charioteers.83 Ramesses II himself could send horses to 
the Hittite king (in Anatolia!) on request, as did the king of Babylon. Later on, 
after Solomon’s day, Sargon II boasts of the “twelve large horses” given him by 
Osorkon IV (Shilkanni), and he and other Assyrian kings prized also horses of 
Nubian origin. Thus the Nile Valley did become a breeding ground for horses 
from the sixteenth to the seventh century.3’ Also (against Ash and Schipper), 
the price of 150 shekels for good-quality horses charged by Solomon fits exactly 
with the slowly falling price curve for such royal beasts at 300 shekels in the 
eighteenth century (Mari from Qatna), then down to 200 shekels in the thir
teenth century (Ugarit), and so to 150 shekels under Solomon (tenth century). 
Naturally, in horse-growing areas and places adjacent to them, and for cheaper 
hacks, etc., prices came much lower (at Nuzi and Ugarit and especially in 
Anatolia itself).’0 No problem here!

As for chariots, at 600 shekels from Egypt and retailed by Solomon to 
northern rulers (Arameans and [NeoJ-Hittites), these are dearly richly adorned 
“Rolls-Royce” models for fellow kings, not simply lightweight runabouts of 
wood and leather. As Ikeda points out, the term merkaha used here and in cer
tain other contexts relates to ceremonial chariots — the sort of vehicle, com
monly gold plated, usedbytheCanaanite princes defeated by Tuthmosis III circa
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1458 or retrieved from the tomb of Tutankhamun, circa 1330, or mentioned in 
the Amarna letters just before his reign.51 No problem here, either.

(iv) The Arrival of the Queen of Sheba

This famous and colorful episode has given rise to much romantic legend for 
centuries (even millennia), all the way down to Handel’s famous music by this 
title and (from the sublime to the ridiculous!) to an archaeologically condi
tioned humorous presentation of her career.53 But we must resolutely cast aside 
all this later verbiage, romance, and homage, and stay with the only truly an
cient account that we have (1 Kings 10:1-13;1 Chron. 9:1-12). Our task is to eval
uate the essentials of her case as there presented, be it realistic or mere romance, 
on the basis of external factual controls.

(a) Location

Whence did she come? Hebrew Sheba is universally admitted to be the same 
name as the place-name commonly transcribed “Saba” that denotes a commu
nity and kingdom in ancient Yemen in southwest Arabia. It cannot be located 
in northwest Arabia for multiple reasons. Negatively, there is no mention 
whatsoever in the Old North Arabian and other sources we have for the ninth 
to second centuries b.c. of any kingdom of Saba up there then, and no Sabaean 
inscriptions from that area either. Positively, we do have a series of other well- 
attested kingdoms in northwest Arabia: Qedar, Dedan, Lihyan, with matching 
series of inscriptions; from the tar south, it is the Mineans, not Sabaeans, who 
left inscriptions in the northwest. In the late eighth and early seventh centuries 
we have Assyrian mentions of Itamru (Yitha’amar) and Karibilu (Karibil) as 
kings of Saba, who belong to the line of Yemenite “paramount rulers” 
(mukarribs) in southwest Arabian Saba. Before that, Assyrian sources record 
Sabaean trade caravans explicitly for the later eighth and implicitly for the 
early ninth centuries, little more than half a century after Solomon. As they 
traveled freely north, so could she have done.53

(b) The Gender Issue

The astonishing thing about Solomon’s south Arabian visitor was that it was a 
queen that came and not (as might be expected) a king, the ancient Near East
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being considerably male-oriented (as is still true today). But her precise status 
is not made clear in the very compact narrative that concerns her. Was she a 
sole ruler, a “queen regnant” in Saba, as many modern writers assume?There is 
no proof whatsoever that this is the case. On the basis of the “high” chronology 
that would identify the Assyrian Karibilu of 685 with the mukarrib Karibi! 
Watar 1, there are some twenty earlier rulers known; on an average of fifteen-to- 
twenty years for most such reigns, male rulers roughly contemporary with Sol
omon might include the outgoing Yada’il Yanuf, a Dhamar’alay A, and his two 
successor sons, Yakrubmalik A and Yada’il Bayyin I. In theory there is a break in 
the family line between Yada’il Yanuf and Dhamar’alay A; their present posi
tions are still theoretical. Hence one could intercalate the reign of a queen reg
nant here if further evidence should eventually require it, at about 970/960 in 
very round figures. However, there is no a priori reason why she could not have 
been the consort of a mukarrib, who sent her out as his personal executive em
issary to sort out Solomon in diplomacy, for good reasons noted below. If north 
Arabian queens could play such roles, southern ones couid also, particularly in 
earlier periods. Under Yitha’amar Bayyin 1 {ca. 720, high date), women served 
alongside men, including as beaters at royal hunts.94 So, queens consort may 
not have mere ciphers either; we simply have no data yet, one way or the other.

But the gender of our exotic personage does affect dating in another way. 
In north Arabia we have a series of executive queens, seemingly queens regnant, 
in the ninth and early seventh centuries, as Assyrian texts prove clearly.93 Op
ponents of Assyria from and in north Arabia included Zabibe (738), Samsi 
(733), lati’e (703) — and lastly Te’elkhunu in 691, who was associated with a 
King Haza’il in Qedar. The important fact to notice is that Te’elkhunu was the 
last of her kind in our uneven knowledge of ancient Arabian history. After 690, 
never again do we find any Arabian queen playing any active role whatsoever in 
history. In fact, from 690 B.c. all the way to a.d. 570, with one exception, we 
never even hear of any ancient southwest or northwest Arabian queens at all! 
(The lonely exception was in ca. a.d. 225, when the Sabaean princess Malik - 
halik [whom her father had married off to a king of Hadramaut] was hijacked 
back home by the next Sabaean king [her brotherj, displeased by her royal 
Hadrami husband’s behavior.)96

Thus, in terms of old-fashioned OT scholarship, the queen of Sheba is 
“pre-Deuteronomic” (well before 621, the imaginary date for the first “publica
tion” of Deuteronomy and its religious beliefs). There was no rational reason 
for inventing a story about a queen (rather than a king) visiting Solomon at any 
time after 650 at the latest (when any memory about Te’elkhunu and her kin 
would have long since evaporated). Our queen should belong to genuine his
torical tradition contained in the “Acts of Solomon," the daybooks from his
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time (or works based on them), drawn upon by Kings (and perhaps Chroni
cles).

(c) Why Did She Come? A Question of Ophir and Wealth?

A cursory glance at i Kings to might suggest that the doughty queen made her 
long journey just to talk riddles with Solomon, and (touristically) to view his 
rumored splendors. The splendors heaped up within the narrow confines of Je
rusalem (palace and temple) doubtless she might appreciate, and matters of 
mental stimulus be shared. But no head of state, ancient or modern, normally 
takes off on a long, hard journey just for tourism and a quiz hour or two. Then 
as now, other agendas were central to such visits. During the ninth and eighth 
centuries, as noticed above, merchant caravans traveled north from Sheba to 
reach Assyria to the northeast; from other considerations, also to Palestine and 
the Mediterranean world. This did not just begin in the 88os; for many centu
ries Saba and its neighbors had enjoyed an irrigation-based agricultural civili
zation, without use of writing. But by about the thirteenth/twelith centuries the 
ancient Arabians suddenly found it essential to adopt an alphabet and start 
writing. If agriculture did not require it, something else did; international trade 
was seemingly the stimulus. So, by Solomon’s time, the Sabaeans had begun to 
develop their incense routes to the Levant and Mesopotamia, trading in both 
aromatics and other desirable goods.

But then we read of Hiram and Solomon organizing shipping expeditions 
from the Gulf of Aqaba (from Ezion-Geber) down the Red Sea to Ophir (and 
beyond), which returned with gold, wood, and gems (i Kings 9:26-28; 10:11-12). 
Where was this Ophir?97 Much debated, its location is now with good reason 
placed either west or east of the Red Sea. West would lead us to the gold depos
its behind the Red Sea mountains of the Sudan, north of Port Sudan — the land 
of'Amau with its “gold of'Amau” of the Egyptians.98 Eastward across the Red 
Sea would find us in western Arabia, in the area south from Medina (by Mahd 
adh-Dhahab) to the region of Wadi Baysh and northern Hawlan (“Havilah”).99 
The African option would not affect Saba or its trade — but the west Arabian 
location would fall smack across Saba’s direct land-based trade route!

Besides aromatics, the queen brought gold; was it one of Saba’s sources 
that Hiram and Solomon had tapped in western Arabia? And could they cut the 
incense route at will? Such hard questions the Sabaean confederation would 
certainly need to resolve, to safeguard its vital interests. Significantly, even as ex
changes of valuables (and doubtless opinions) were actually going on in Jerusa
lem, one of Hiram’s fleets suddenly returned with gold and other valuables; the
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intercalation of verses 11-12 in the account of 1 Kings 10:1-13 is no accident! The 
queen would realize that she could not stop her host and his ally. But one sus
pects that a practical solution was arrived at. The Sabaeans would keep their 
overland trade in high-value lightweight goods (like aromatics} without inter
ference from the Levant's “shipping line,” while the two allies were free to im
port home bulky or heavy products (timber, gold) by ship. More the queen 
could not achieve, so she went home — a "one-off” phenomenon not repeated 
in Hebrew history. She (and her putative husband) need not have worried; the 
passing of both Hiram and Solomon soon brought an end to their shipping 
line, whereas the camel-borne aromatics caravan trade was destined to last for 
well over another millennium, even when Greco-Roman shipping from Egypt 
to India came into being. She (and her successors) won in the end! The source 
of the different goods (silver, ivory) on “three-year” expeditions was well be
yond a Red Sea Ophir, but cannot be located certainly at present.100

Ophir itself is no myth. A Hebrew ostracon of perhaps the eighth century 
is dearly inscribed with the brief note of account: “Gold of Ophir for Beth- 
Horon — 30 shekels.”101 Ophir here is a real source of gold, just as with "Gold of 
"Amau,” or “Gold of Punt” or “Gold of Kush” in Egyptian texts — gold in each 
case, either derived from the land named or from that land's type or quality.

The queen’s rich gifts are not quantified in detail, except for the gold: 120 
talents (nearly four tons). Munificent though this is, it is neither unparalleled 
nor even top-of-the-range. Thus Metten It of Tyre paid 150 talents of gold 
(about four and a half tons) to Tiglath-pileser III in the eighth century.102 As we 
all know, money in the pocket tends to burn holes therein. Solomon spent very 
lavishly on his ambitious building program, even getting into debt (cf. under 
“Relations with Phoenicia” above). Eventually all Jerusalem’s gold was taken off 
to Egypt, never to be seen again (1 Kings 14:26),

Finally, it should be noted that Icmg-haul mercantile commerce of the 
Hiram/Soiomon variety was, circa 950, far from either a novelty or (at about 
750 miles from Jerusalem to central west Arabia) unduly far-reaching in scope. 
Much more far-flung expeditions had been mounted as a matter of course for 
the previous 1,500 years along the Red Sea itself by Egypt to Punt,103 from at 
least the reign of Sahure (ca. 2500) down to that of Ramesses 111 (ca. 1170). 
From Memphis up the Nile to Koptos (just north of Thebes), then east through 
Wadi Hammamat to Red Sea harbors at either Quseir or Mersa Gweisis, expe
ditions sailed south to the latitudes of Port Sudan and the Eritrean border, and 
then penetrated inland to the aromatics and ebony terrain; this was a trip of 
1,000 miles or more. Out east the third- and early second-millennium trade 
route from Meluhha (Indus civilization) via the Arabo-Persian Gulf to Magan 
(now United Arab Emirates and Oman), Dilmun (east Arabia plus Bahrain),
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and on to Mesopotamia, op to Ur and Akkad (somewhere near Babylon) was in 
its heyday a run of 2,000 miles. Even just from Dilmunto Meluhha (to Lothal 
or Mohenjo Daro) was as many as i,;oo miles.104 So a trade run of 750 miles 
over a thousand years later was enterprising but not exceptional, and certainly 
not fantasy.

(d) A Long, Long Road A-winding

Some commentators have found it hard to accept the distance involved for the 
queen’s visit to Jerusalem, because it was “1,400 miles of rugged desert.” But 
they never do their homework, it seems. Here it is useful to set her travels in the 
context of other ancient royal journeys. Some thirteen centuries earlier Sargon 
of Akkad reputedly campaigned far northwestward into Anatolia to the “Silver 
Mountains,” 900 miles or more from home.105 New Kingdom pharaohs such as 
Tuthmosis 1 and III and Amenophis III (fifteen th/fcmrtecnth centuries) trav
eled south trom Memphis to campaign in Nubia up to the Nile’s Fourth Cata
ract and beyond, 1,300 or 1,400 miles. Between Hattusas (capital of the Hittite 
Empire) and Pi-Ramesses in Egypt was a journey of some 900 miles (1,000 
miles, if to Memphis) that two Hittite princesses traveled in the thirteenth cen
tury to marry Ramesses II (one-way ticket!), and likewise Prince Hishmi- 
sharruina (probably the future Tudkhalia IV of Hatti) and Hattusil III himself, 
if the pharaoh ever did persuade him!106 Later than Solomon, at the end of the 
eighth century, in 701, Prince Taharqa of Nubia (Kush) and Egypt brought an 
army some 1,800 miles from Upper Nubia to Memphis, to go to Hezekiah’s 
aid.107 And later still (sixth century), Nabonidus king of Babylon removed him
self 600 miles from Babylon southwestward toTeimain Arabia for a decade, ad
venturing then southward to other centers as far as Yathrib (Medina), up to 
1,000 miles from home in Babylon.103 Assurbanipal and forces marched 2,700 
miles each way, from Nineveh to Thebes.109 Other such ventures by ancient 
royalty we can dispense with here. So the queen of Sheba was one more mem
ber of a considerable long-distance “royal travelers club,” and not even the sole 
member of the women’s section! in short, the queen of Sheba may be exotic, 
but she belongs firmly to this world, not some mere dreamworld.

(v) At Two Extremes: Tamar and Tadmor

Often our biblical writers are very concise, and we need all the data they (and 
others) can give, to see the overall picture. Thus in 1 Kings 9:17^19 we find Sol
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omon (l) building in Lower Beth-Horon, Baalath, and Tamar in the desert “in 
his land" and (z) establishing store places near and far. But in z Chron. 8:3-5 a 
fuller view appears, with Solomon (1) building Tadmor in the desert and store 
places in Hamath, {2) {rebuilding in Upper and Lower Beth-Horon, and 
Baalath, and (3) building store places near and far. This was prefaced by (4) his 
capturing a place called Hamath-Zobah, after completion of his palace/temple 
building program (Year 24 and following). Item 1 in Kings is “southern," with in 
Israel/]udah and environs, and corresponds to Chronicles item 2. Likewise, 
Kings item 2 and Chronicles item 3 correspond.

But Chronicles item 1 is “northern,” relating to the area east of Aram- 
Zobah and Hamath to Tadmor (Palmyra). It links on (as a “related territory” 
notice) to the preceding note on Hamath-Zobah. The latter, a “Hamath of 
Zobah," was (by its name) a place (or zone) in Zobah that took its name from 
Hamath, and should therefore be located near the border between Zobah and 
Hamath. A suitable location would be near modern Homs (Roman Emesa), 
perhaps at Qadesh-on-Orontes or Qatna (only a few miles south/north, either 
side ot Homs). From this zone a well-known desert route ran (and runs) out 
east to the Tadmor/Palmyra oasis, whence further tracks could reach the Mid
dle Euphrates at such towns as (earlier) Mari or (later) Hindanu. The store 
places “in Hamath” would most likely be depots for Israelite/Hamathite trade, 
etc., along Hamath’s eastern borderlands to the southwest elbow of the Eu
phrates, and its fords beyond. Tadmor itself is attested already in the eigh
teenth century in the Mari correspondence, and then barely a century before 
Solomon during Tiglath-pileser Ps struggles against the Arameans in this re
gion and beyond.110

So much for the north; we now return south, to 1 Kings 9:176-18, plus 
2 Chron. 8:5. Here the Beth-Horons were on a strategic route from the western 
Palestine plains via Gezer (north of Ajalon) via Gibeon up toward Jerusalem. 
Baalath, however, lay down in the plains, beyond Ekron, perhaps at Ei-Mughar/ 
Maghar, representing a control point in northern Philistia.111 Tamar “in his 
(Solomon’s) land” may best be identified with the junction of routes at ’Ain 
Husb, south-southwest of the Dead Sea, just east of the northern Negev.113 
Here roads meet, from both the Dead Sea and Negev, and then a route runs 
south down the 'Arabah Valley to the Gulf of Aqaba (Red Sea). This Tamar is at
tested also in postbiblical times and records, in the Tabula Peutingeriana and 
on the Madaba mosaic map (confirming its position), as Thamar. So, while it is 
possible to suggest reading either just Tamar or just Tadmor in both Kings and 
Chronicles,113 it is probably wiser to observe a distinction between these two 
locations in Kings and Chronicles.
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(vi) Buildings

(a) The Temple and Its Furnishings, Jerusalem

In 1 Kings 6 we are told that Solomon built a temple at Jerusalem 60 cubits long, 
20 cubits wide, and 30 cubits high, being fronted by a portico 10 cubits deep (w. 2
3). So the whole was some 90 + 15 = 105 feet long, by 30 feet wide by 45 feet high. 
Behind the portico the temple had a main hall or vestibule and an inner sanctu
ary. Around the sides and rear of the temple was a series of three-decker store
rooms (linked by internal stairs), totaling 15 cubits (about 23 feet) high, that left 
ample room for clerestory window slots along the main temple walls (cf. w. 4-6, 
8).The temple was roofed with beams and planking, and was likewise floored and 
the interior walls lined with Wooden planks and panels. The interior (walls, floor) 
was then surfaced with gold overlay (w. 9,15-22,30). Twin door leaves dosed the 
doorways into the main hall and inner sanctuary. These and the wall paneling 
bore engraved decoration (cherubs, palm trees, open flowers, gourds; w. 18, 29). 
Within the inner sanctuary were placed two winged cherubs, wooden and also 
gilded (vv. 23-28). Around the temple was an inner courtyard of dressed stone
work having a course of cedar beams at every third course (v, 36). Such are the 
reasonably clear essentials of the Jerusalem temple. Minor details are less dear 
and must remain topics of specialized debate, such as the details of the doorways 
(w. 31, 33) and whether the portico contained a pair of columns, and whether 
these (if present) were in fact the two bronze pillars of 7:15-22.

How far does such a structure and its embellishment correspond to 
known ancient reality or arise from mere fantasy? This temple (if ever built) 
was replaced by a "second temple” in the late sixth century (537-520; Ezra 3:8ff.; 
6:15), and was replaced under Herod from 19 n.c. onward (strictly a “third tem
ple”!). Of the first, or Solomonic temple, no physical trace has been conclu
sively recovered or identified. This is hardly surprising, given (1) the thorough 
destruction of Jerusalem’s official buildings by the Babylonians in 586, (2) the 
reuse of the site in the Persian period, and then (3) the massive redevelopment 
of the site and total rebuilding of both the temple and the surrounding pre
cincts in Herod’s time. Plus (4) Roman destruction and Byzantine and Muslim 
buildings since then, and (5) the practical impossibility of digging archaeoiogi- 
cally in the present precinct.

Fortunately the written descriptions in 1 Kings 6 can be confronted with 
what we currently know of temple design and embellishment from that world, 
if we would wish to test for fact or fantasy (or both). We have temples from all 
over the ancient Near East, from the fourth millennium down to Greco-Roman 
times, so there is considerable (if uneven) material available to compare with
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the Solomonic projection. First we take up size and layout. Even with its sur
rounding storage chambers, Solomon’s tripartite temple (portico, hall, sanctu
ary) would not exceed some 115 feet in overall length or some 35 feet in overall 
width. From Syria and Palestine we have a long series of analogous structures. 
Temple D at north Syrian Ebla (ca. 1800) is almost 100 feet long by nearly 50 feet 
wide, and is tripartite: open portico (no columns), anteroom, hall with raised 
sanctuary niche.114 At Habuba Kabira, on the west bend of the Euphrates, prob
able remains of such a tripartite temple (portico, no columns, anteroom, long 
sanctuary hall) about 95 by 47 feet date to the early second millennium.115 At 
Marion the east Syrian Euphrates, the twentieth- to eighteenth-century rebuild 
of the temple of Dagan (115 by 33 feet) is seemingly tripartite, with portico (no 
columns), hall, and then twin sanctuaries.116 At Alalakh, by the north bend of 
the Oroides, the stratum VII temple (ca. eighteenth century; about 70 by 65 
feet) has an enclosed portico (no columns), broad hall, and larger niched sanc
tuary.117

At Tell Munbaqa (ancient Ekalte), on the west bend of the Euphrates (op
posite Aleppo), three fifteenth-century temples were found, two with portico 
(no columns), anteroom, and long sanctuary, being about 80 by 42 feet and 95 
by 50 feet respectively.118 At Razor in Canaan, the final temple (area H, stratum 
IA) brings us to the thirteenth century. It had a portico room with two free
standing columns (not supports), a central hall (with staircase block at left), 
and a large, niched sanctuary; its maximum dimensions were 36 by 23 feet.119

This brings us to the early first millennium. At Ain Dara (some forty 
miles northwest of Aleppo) was found a fine tripartite temple of the period 
1300-1000 (phase 1) going on through 1000-900 (phase z), having a two- 
columned portico, an anteroom, and a main hall ending with a raised sanctuary 
area. The whole is about 98 by 65 feet. Finally (in phase 3) within circa 900-740, 
a corridor was added all around the sides and rear of the temple (cf. Solomon’s 
storerooms), having internal buttresses that would enable its division into a se
ries of storerooms. This addition expanded the temple's overall dimensions to 
almost 120 by 105 feet. This building spanned the entire epoch of early Israel, 
through the time of David and Solomon, into the divided monarchy period, 
and is architecturally closest of the series listed here to the Jerusalem temple of 
1 Kings 6.120

The use of storerooms around temple worship space (and on more than 
one level) is, however, attested long before the 900-740 period, it should be 
noted. In third-millennium Egypt, the pyramid temples of Sahure and Pepi II 
in particular had runs of storerooms surrounding their worship space, as did 
Sesostris I in the early second millennium. At Sahure we actually have two-level 
storerooms, linked by staircases, very reminiscent of Solomon’s three-level
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storerooms (fig. 19). In the fifteenth century Tuthmosis III incorporated two- 
level storerooms around the worship areas of the old Twelfth to Eighteenth Dy
nasty temple of Amun at Karnak.121 Coming down to thirteenth-century 
Hattusas, the Hittite capital up north, only two hundred years before Solomon, 
one finds Temple 1 closely surrounded by extensive storage magazines on all 
sides (with a corridor area between these and the temple proper).123 Remains of 
stairways indicate clearly that these storerooms also existed on at least two lev
els, if not more. Last on this detail, we may add that it was customary for stor
age space to outstrip worship space in ancient temples. In those days bank ac
counts, cash, and credit cards did not exist — their wealth had to be stored 
clumsily in kind; sacks of grain, vats of oil and wine, endless ingots and pack
ages of gold, silver, precious stones and other commodities, timbers, etc. The 
idea once mooted that Solomon’s temple had begun life as a treasury and was 
only later converted to a worship site is (in these circumstances) a total 
nonstarter.

Finally, our last two temples. The first is the temple at Hamath. In level E 
of the ninth century (and possibly the tenth) is to be found this tripartite shrine 
(enclosed portico, no columns, hall, rear sanctuary) of about 60 by 40 feet, 
close to the royal palace. At Tell Tayinat we have a tripartite shrine of about the 
eighth century with columned portico, hall, and inner sanctuary, some 80 by 40 
feet in size, next to a palace. Both of these have clear similarities to Solomon’s 
temple, especially the latter.123

The inner courtyard of Solomon’s temple was built of "three courses of 
dressed stone and one course of trimmed cedar beams” (t Kings 6:36). To un
derstand this it is essential to turn to the practical Near Eastern evidence of real 
walls. The system of building walls with stone base-courses, topped by timber 
beams (at times with cross-framing) and then by higher courses in brick or 
stone, was endemic to the eastern Mediterranean world during the second and 
first millennia in particular, in the Aegean, and in Anatolia, Syria, and Palestine. 
Its purpose was to give strength and flexibility against earthquake shocks.124 
For examples (late second millennium) one may look at the stepped walls of 
the great building E in the Hittite citadel at Hattusas (boghaz-koi), where 
thrice over a layer of beams once existed above every third course of stone
work;135 also in the foundation levels at nearby Yazilikaya temple, and in mas
sive Hittite masonry walls at Kiiitepe. In Syria, at Ugarit, one of the city’s grand 
houses has the dearest possible example of three courses of fine masonry 
topped by the space left by destroyed beams, with further masonry and rubble 
above it. This technique (as in 1 Kings 6:36) was used in the palace of the kings 
of Ugarit and other buildings there.136

Returning now to the interior of Solomon’s temple, there are the ques
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tions about wood interior paneling and gold or gilt overlay of walls and floors. 
The practice of wood-paneling the inner walls of royal and important buildings 
goes back almost two thousand years before Solomon. It first occurs at Abydos 
and Saqqara in the great tombs of Egypt’s Archaic Period (ca. 3000-2700), when 
First Dynasty pharaohs and their highest elite had solid wooden floors laid in 
their burial chambers and the walls lined with wood paneling — sometimes 
decorated with gold strips — and roofed with solid timber.127 Then in mid- 
third-millennium Ebla (ca. 2500), we find apartments in Palace G, where a high 
bench (and probably the walls above?) and walls elsewhere were faced with fine 
relief scenes engraved on wooden paneling: dignitaries, lions attacking game 
and a bull, king and warriors.12® Then in late-second-millennium Hattusas, in 
the great Temple I, constructional features suggest that its rooms had wooden 
wall paneling above pierced stone bases.129 In the early first millennium, con
temporary overall with the Hebrew united and early divided monarchies, 
Carchemish and Zinjirli showed analogous evidence. At Carcheinish the Pro
cessional Entry had had ornamental eedarwood paneling upon base beams 
along stone orthostats. At Zinjirli walls were clothed rather differently in tiers 
of beams held in place by vertical wooden pilasters.150 In ninth-century Assyria, 
areas of a major palace could be defined by the type of wood used in the rooms 
— the boxwood, cedar, cypress, terebinth, tamarisk suites, so to speak. As such 
palaces were structurally of brick, this could only refer to wood paneling and 
furnishings.131 Finally, in the eighth-century palace at Tell Tayinat in north 
Syria, wooden wall-facing backed by brick was also found to have existed.132 
Thus, wood-paneling has a very long history in tombs, palaces, temples, etc., in 
the ancient Near East.

Finally, the gold plating and gold leafing of major buildings. We have no
ticed gold strips in the tombs of Egypt’s leaders circa 3000, just above. Many 
centuries later, in the later second millennium, the pharaohs went much fur
ther, speaking of lavishing sheet gold and electrum (gold/silver alloy) on temple 
walls, columns, obelisks, doorways, etc., and silver on floors,133 So, for example, 
Amenophis III, in his memorial temple in Western Thebes, his pylon at Karnak, 
his temple at Luxor (all in Thebes), and his Nubian temple far south at Soleb. 
Examination of slots for fitting metal sheathing to still-standing columns, etc., 
indicates that these are no idle boasts.134 Nor were the kings of Assyria and 
Babylon any less generous to the temples of their gods; Esarhaddon and 
Nabonidus alike “sheathed the walls with gold as if plaster” or "clad its walls 
with gold and silver.” In between these two, Nebuchadrezzar II, not to be out
done, claims in a recently published text: “In Esagila, . . . the awe-inspiring 
sanctuary ... of Marduk (... etc.) I dad in shining gold.... Ezida,.., house of 
Nabu, 1 . . . beautified with gold and precious stones . . .; great cedar beams, 1
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clad in gold.”135 Finally, while virtually all this wealth has been stripped away 
millennia ago, some traces do sometimes survive to prove the point. In work at 
Qantir, the site of Ramesses II’s great Delta capital of Pi-Ramesse (Raamses of 
Exod. 1:11), remains of a palace floor of that king have been recovered, with gold 
leaf trodden into its surface, as mere waste from gilding work being done there 
on royal furnishings.136 “Gold is in your land like dust!” a pharaoh was once 
told by another king. So it is not all fairy tales or simply royal boasting. Solo
mon leafing his temple walls and floor with gold is — in this context — merely 
what kings then customarily did.

To sum up, on structure. In terms of size and scale, Solomon’s temple at 
90/105 feet by 30 feet (plus side rooms') stands within a long-established range 
of size for temples of its type during the third to first millennia, from Temple D 
at Ebla (third millennium) at 100 by 50 feet, the temple of Dagan at Mari (early 
second millennium) at 115 by 30 feet, and that at Ain Dara in Syria (ca. 1000) at 
98 by 65 feet plus side rooms, down to ninth- and eighth-century Hamath and 
Tell Tayinat at some 60 by 40 and 80 by 40 feet respectively, to cite just a few 
from the data given above. In terms ot layout, the triple format of portico (with 
or without columns), anteroom/hall, and hall/sanctuary is likewise a regular 
and popular design from the third to first millennia. And, as Solomon’s temple 
adjoined his palace in Jerusalem’s acropolis, so several of our other examples do 
likewise in their contexts (e.g., Ebla Temple D, Alalakh VII, Hamath, Tell 
Tayinat). The use of three-layered stone masonry topped (or alternating) with 
cedar beams is also widespread in the second millennium and later. Internally, 
the practice of wood paneling dates from the early third millennium onward, 
and the lavish use of gold overlay on internal walls, rooting, and floors is well 
attested in the royal inscriptions of both Egypt and Mesopotamia (second-first 
millennia); and gold flooring even happened accidentally (from working prac
tices), so to speak, in the East Delta palace of Ramesses II in the thirteenth cen
tury. Therefore Solomon’s works here are not fantasy but belong within a wide
spread and solid Framework of actual, long-lived ancient practice.

On furnishings, we must be brief for the present. The famous bronze col
umns Jachin and Boaz that stood before Solomon’s temple (1 Kings 7:15-22) have 
been much discussed. Independent standing columns do occur in other Near 
Eastern temples, such as that in Hazor area H, of the late thirteenth century, in 
the portico of which once stood two architecturally nonfunctional columns.137

The great “sea"(i Kings 7:23-26) or priestly ablution tank was seemingly a 
large bronze cylinder, about twice as wide as deep, resting on four sets of three 
bronze bulls each. It was successor to the bronze vessel of identical function at 
the tabernacle (Exod. 30:17-21; 38:8).,3S Such basins or tanks of one kind or an
other were an essential adjunct to ancient Near Eastern ritual at all periods. In
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later second-millennium temple scenes of the Egyptian pharaoh worshiping 
the gods in the sanctuary, T-shaped tanks are at times shown in plan view.139 At 
thirteenth-century Ugarit in north Syria, between the temples of Baal and 
Dagon, the house of the high priest contained a cache of metalwork that in
cluded a fine bronze miniature tripod stand designed to hold a basin, and hung 
with model pomegranates reminiscent of those around the capitals of the 
Jachin and Boaz columns before Solomon’s temple {i Kings 7:20).140 Back in 
Canaan, the “ecumenical” chapel at Kuntillet Ajrud (ca. 800) boasted a fine in
scribed stone basin, while the sixth-century chapels at Horvat Kitmit had an al
tar and stone basin; precisely this combination is indicated on the Mesha stone 
(ca. 835), line 12, where one should render “the altar-hearth (of) its vessel” 
(dwd-k).1**

Alongside the “sea,” Solomon’s temple boasted ten movable stands with 
ablution bowls. A smaller example of exactly such bronze, wheeled trolleys has 
long been known from twelfth/eleventh-century Cyprus, and now we have also 
from Philistia three wheels and a bracket from a similar stand of the eleventh 
century at EkfOn (Tel Miqne, V), in use on David and Solomon’s doorstep, so to 
speak.142 Alongside these was a miscellany of lesser cultic implements (as at the 
tabernacle, earlier): shovels, bowls, and the like. Such items are known from ex
cavations in Palestine, in various places and periods, including Megiddo, Gezer, 
and Dan;143 and great cauldrons on stands were seized in the Musasir temple in 
Urartu by Sargon 11.,44 Thus, in furnishings likewise, Solomon worked within 
the context of his world.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(b) The Palace Complex, Jerusalem

In 1 Kings 7:1-12 we have a much briefer account of the palace building that Sol
omon undertook (thirteen years, probably in Years 11-24), However, there is 
enough relevant background material to shed some light on this elusive group 
of buildings. The temple stood within an “inner court(yard)1’ of ashlar/cedar 
(6:36), while we also read (7:9) of a “great court(yard)” in relation to the palace 
buildings. This would make good sense if, in fact, the inner court and temple 
were within a larger enclosure (“great court”) mainly devoted to the palace 
buildings. The temple was only one main edifice, built in seven years; but the 
palace complex included five main structures that took thirteen years to build, 
nearly twice as long as the temple. So, if the inner sanctuary of the temple did 
coincide with the stone knoll in the Dome of the Rock, the location of the pal
ace within a larger enclosure might fall either directly south of the temple’s in
ner court, between it and the Ophel/Cjty of David, or else to the temple court’s
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north on the raised area overlapped by the northernmost part of the present 
(Herodian) Temple Mount In terms of strategic compactness for defense, the 
southern solution would still seem preferable; either is architecturally feasible 
on the data used here.145 For the entire complex, cf. fig. 21.

As the “Forest of Lebanon” hall was clearly the largest and most remark
able single edifice in the palace complex, the writer in 1 Kings gave it first place 
in his summary, with more detail than the other buildings. A careful reading 
of the Hebrew text would appear to show us a hall too cubits long and 50 cu
bits wide (i.e., its width = half its length), with four rows of columns bearing 
architraves. If so, four columns spaced across 50 cubits should imply double 
that figure (eight columns) along the 100-cubit length of the hall, thirty-two 
all told. This would give three aisles down the hall, between three (double) 
doors at either end. Across the architraves, fifteen sets of three beams (two, 
wall to inner aisle; one, spanning central aisle) roofed the whole. If the four 
columns at either end were in fact pilasters against the end walls (leaving 
twenty-four freestanding columns), then the fifteen rows of transverse beams 
would correspond to the cross-rows of four columns and their intervening 
cross-spaces, totaling fifteen altogether. Sets of triple window apertures in 
threes would face each other, high up in the long walls of the hall. Later 
(1 Kings 10:16-17) we are that Solomon placed 200 large and 300 small 
gold shields in this hall (see below).

Large pillared halls are well attested in ancient Near Eastern palaces in 
the late second millennium, and in the early first millennium also. In the four
teenth century Egypt’s sun-worshiping pharaoh, Akhenaten, built a vast offi
cial palace at his new capital Akhet-Aten (now Tell el-Amarna). At its south 
end stood a huge hall (about 3S0 feet by 240 feet) of 327 pillars (17 x 31) with 
six lesser-pillared halls on its north and south sides. This palace (fig. 20C) con
tained a variety of other columned halls of much less size, including one 
(about 50 x 30 feet) of four rows of columns and three aisles (with matching 
exits at either end) very similar to Solomon’s “Forest of Lebanon” hall.146 Far 
to the north during the fourteenth/thirteenth centuries, the Hittite “Great 
Kings” reigned enthroned in a splendid pillared hall (about 100 feet square), 
with 25 (5 x 5) wooden, pillars and architraves very reminiscent of what would 
have stood in Solomon’s hall (fig. 20D), Descending to the ninth century (just 
after Solomon), the great Phoenician temple at Kition (phase “Floor 3") in Cy
prus boasted a hail (about 80 X 65 feet) with four rows of seven pillars (total, 
twenty-eight), giving three aisles to three doorways into the sanctuary, all very 
close in general design to Solomon’s hall. Thereafter in the eighth/seventh cen
turies (phase “Floor 2a”), the plan was clearly changed: only two rows of pil
lars leading to only one doorway.147 Very much farther to the northeast, at
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Altintepe (northeast Anatolia), a Urartian royal citadel (eighth/seventh centu
ries) included a destroyed hail of about 150 by 94 feet (comparable in scale to 
Solomon’s hall) having bases for three rows of large columns, no other detail 
being preserved.3 48 All these halls in the first millennium appearto have arisen 
through Phoenician influence. Earlier and vaster than Solomon was Mari (fig, 
2oA).

As noted above, the hall was reportedly adorned with gold shields 
(] Kings 10:16-17).U9 This report is not based on fantasy, as some have assumed. 
Again in Urartu, we have pertinent evidence to the contrary. When Sargon II 
conquered Musasir in 714, he looted the local temple of the god Haldi, remov
ing “6 gold shields, hung right and left of his shrine” with other gold work. And 
the relief scenes in his palace at Khorsabad show the temple being looted. On its 
walls (and pillars?) are two sets of shields: large ones hung in twos above each 
other, and small ones in threes. This illustrates clearly what Solomon is said to 
have done. In fact, if we were to assume a similar arrangement, his 200 large 
shields might once have hung in 100 vertical pairs, 96 of these on each of the 
four sides of the twenty-four freestanding pillars, and the other 4 pairs at 2 pairs 
each flanking the central doors at either end of the building. The 300 smaller 
shields in 100 vertical groups of 3 each (also as at Musasir) may have been dis
tributed in go groups each along the two long interior sides of the hall. A strik
ing sight. Gold shields have (so far) not survived from antiquity, from Jerusa
lem, Musasir, or anywhere else, but decorated bronze ones (of about 75-85 
centi meters in diameter) are well known, from various sites, such as Nimrud in 
Assyria, Carchemish in north Syria, and Urartian Toprak Kale in eastern 
Anatolia. Greek tradition also knows of gold and gilt shields that once adorned 
the temple of Zeus at Olympia. So Solomon’s act of decorating his hall with 
gold shields belongs in the world of known realities, not fantasy.

Much less is said of the other buildings, but enough to gain some idea of 
their nature; they may be named in sequence, as some suggest. The pillared 
portico (Heb. ’ulam) with its roofed pillared portico (again, ’1 dam) would 
probably have been the main entrance to the “great” (or outer) court. A porch 
to a porch does not make overmuch sense. Likewise, we have a “porch” of 
throne and judgment, and the pharaoh’s daughter’s house was “like this porch” 
(1 Kings 7:7-8; 'ulam in each case). Clearly we have two senses here: (1) a real 
portico or porch, commonly with pillsrs/columns in its facade, as with Solo
mon’s temple, and in the (real) porch to the so-called (entry) porch; (2) a form 
of building fronted by a porch (plus or minus pillars/columns), which would 
here include the throne/judgment hall and the pharaoh’s daughter’s abode, if 
not the king’s house too. As has been frequently pointed out, in Syrian local 
capital cities ofthe early first millennium,one may find compact “palace build-
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mgs" of a particular type, having a stairway entrance through a pillared/ 
columned portico into a public or throne hall, with other apartments behind; 
this type has been equated with the hilani buildings of Hittite and Assyrian 
texts, and goes back into the second millennium. So, what we may have here is 
the following suite of buildings. First, a columned hall fronted by a columned 
portico, leading into the great court from the east end of the south wall (if com
plex is south of the temple court), or from the south end of the east wall (if 
complex is north of the temple court). Second, northwest of it would be the 
“Forest of Lebanon" Hall, discussed above. Third, farther to the west in this part 
of the great court would be thethrone/judgment hall, with porticoed entrance, 
throne hall, and apartments behind (“Hilani I”). Fourth, behind this (again go
ing west) was the king’s house, “the other court, from the house to the porch, 
was like this work,” i,e„ like the hall of judgment. So the king’s house was 
“Hilani II,” in another court, behind the area on which the judgment/throne- 
hall fronted. Finally, fifth, the house for the pharaoh’s daughter was another 
porticoed building, “Hilani III,” and probably in this same rear court, just south 
of the king’s house. We thus end up with a close group of buildings, in part 
linked together, in east and west sections of the “great court," the whole com
plex extending parallel to the temple in its inner court, whether along its south 
or north.550 Such complexes of loosely attached buildings are exactly what we 
find in the second and early first millennia (figs. 2oB, D). One need only look at 
the plan of the great Hittite royal citadel at Hattusas (Boghaz-koi), with its line 
of buildings along the northwest side of the Upper Court, facing large but now 
destroyed structures on the southeast side, above and linked with the set of 
buildings around the Lower Court.151 In the ninth/eighth century, at Zinjirli 
(ancient Sam’al), the plan of the citadel has an outer court between the outer 
and inner gates, with service rooms or barracks along the east wall, then the old 
“Hilani I.” Across at the west side, Hilanis “11” and “III” face each other and are 
linked by a broad court with its surrounding chambers and adjuncts (fig. 20E). 
And in the north corner we find two more conjoined Hilanis ( “ I  V/V”) of kings 
Kilamuwa and Bar-rakkub, with adjoining service buildings.132 The siting dose 
together of both temple and palace (as with Solomon at Jerusalem) is found at 
both Tell Tayinat and Hamath in north Syria (first millennium), as well as at 
Alalakh (second millennium), and long before at Ebla (third millennium,Tem
ple D).mThus Solomon’s palace complex makes good sense as a royal architec
tural complex in its time, styles, and space, and proximity to the main temple of 
the city.

We may fitly finish this “palatial”section with a glance at Solomon’s gold- 
mounted throne and gold table service (1 Kings 10:18-21). Again, thrones over
laid with gold and inlaid with ivory are beyond the reach and tastes of most of
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lls moderns. But the ancient kings thought otherwise. To them, these were sim
ply bagatelles that went with the job. Just one gold/ivory throne? Really! Solo
mon, you must do better than that. If we care to consult the Amarna letters of 
the fourteenth century, we find Pharaoh Amenophis III quite casually sending 
off to Kadashnian-Enlil I of Babylon a few furnishings for the new wing of his 
palace: one ebony bed overlaid with ivory and gold, and two just with gold; and 
no less than ten chairs (or thrones) of ebony overlaid with gold, one being large; 
and to match them, a whole series of footstools of either ebony (ten) or ivory 
(quantity lost), overlaid with gold,134 So much for just one ivory/gold throne! If 
Solomon is fantasy, what shall we say of Amenophis 111? One may end this dis
cussion on thrones, footstools, and beds by referring the reader to actual exam
ples of all three categories (Lavishly gold-plated) from the tomb of 
Tutankhamun, only a generation after Amenophis 111.153 As for gold table ser
vice, one need look no further than the astonishing golden treasure of vessels 
and jewelry found in the burials of Assyrian queens of the ninth-eighth centu
ries.136 With them, too, silver seems to have been of little account (cf. 1 Kings 
10:11). Silver and gold vessels from the burial of Psusennes I of Egypt (1040/ 
1039-992/991) are contemporary with David’s first decade of rule.137

(vii) Solomon's Works Elsewhere

Solomon’s other reported building projects are merely summarized (1 Kings 
9:15, 17-19; cf. 2 Chron. 8:1-6). In Jerusalem these included the not overclear 
“Millo,” or “fill," possibly stone terracing, as well as part of the walls. Outside Je
rusalem he built at three important centers: Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer — but 
we are not told precisely what he did there. Finally, there is a general summary, 
on the Beth-Horon(s|ii Baalath, Ta(d)mor, etc. (cf. already, pp. 120-21 above). 
Archaeology may be able to tell us something supplementary, at least in Jerusa
lem, Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer. But for this factor, see below under section 3, 
“Syro-Palestinian Archaeology and the United Monarchy."

It is clear that after his fourth year, Solomon’s “twenty years” (1 Kings 
9:10) of intensive work on the temple and palace complex probably left rela
tively little scope for any other major works elsewhere within that period (Years 
4-24) other than on the Millo and wall at Jerusalem.13® The provincial centers 
may have had more attention only in the second half of the reign, and on a lim
ited scale, mainly from Year 24 onward. Even in Jerusalem the Millo was built 
after Pharaoh’s daughter was installed in her new abode (9:24), so the more 
outlying sites are hardly likely to have taken precedence over these more central 
royal concerns. At about the time of the building of the (erusalem wall and
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Millo, probably from Year 24 onward, was when young Jeroboam son of Nebat 
tell under Solomon’s suspicions, and so fled to Egypt — to “Shishak” (11:40), 
none other than Shoshenq 1, who ruled there from circa 945 onward. Solomon’s 
twenty-fourth year was about 947 or 946, so leroboam’s flight was at earliest a 
couple years or so later, when the last Jerusalem projects were already well in 
hand. The collapse of foreign sections of the mini-empire (Edom, Aram, etc.), 
and the consequent loss of foreign revenues, in the last decade or so of Solo
mon’s reign (cf. 11:14-25), would not be favorable financially to ongoing major 
building works during that time.

(viii) Administration

In territorial terms, 1 Kings 4:7-19 lists the twelve non-Judean districts in the 
Hebrew homeland, and their governors, who had annually to provide specific 
revenues to maintain Solomon’s palace household, his chief officials, and 
doubtless the large ancillary staff that served them all. The revenues themselves 
are noted concisely in verses 22-25.

The system of twelve district governorates has been usefully studied by a 
series of scholars, and it is fairly generally recognized that the List best fits this 
overall period, i.e., of David and Solomon.159 To debate at length its geography, 
etc., is needless here. Instead, a minor example of its background must suffice. 
The Second District (4:9) occupied a compact area from Beth-Shemesh inland 
out to Joppa on the coast, being bordered by Philistia on its southwest and by 
Ephraim and coastal Heplier on its northeast and north. It included Timnah, 
Gezer, Lod, etc., besides Beth-Shemesh and other lesser places listed by 1 Kings. 
One of these is EIon-Beth-Hanan, or “Elon of the House of Hanan.” We have 
independent archaeological evidence of the long association of the family or 
“house” of Hanan with this area. Long ago there was found at Beth-Shemesh an 
ostracon inscribed in late Canaan it e, of the thirteenth or twelfth century, that 
included a Hanan in what maybea list of men and commodities (jars of wine) 
received or paid by them.160 More recently there was discovered a broken stone 
gaming board, with the name Hanan inscribed 011 its edge in Hebrew script of 
the tenth century.161 From nearby Timnah comes a pottery fragment on whose 
margin was engraved the epigraph “[belonging to B]en-Hanan.”162 The persis
tence of the name in this restricted district may be more than coincidence, and 
may point to a well-established local ruling family now attested for almost 200 
years there. So a place in our list (Eion) named from this family would strike an 
authentic note.

Moving on to court revenues (4:22-25), Solomon’s 30 plus 60 tor of fine
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flour and (ordinary) meal represents about 6,600 plus 13,200 = 19,800 liters 
daily, or some 594,000 liters per month. This can be broken down (daily) at 600 
liters of meal for Solomon’s actual household, 6,000 for his high officials, and 
13,200 tor the palace employees. If a liter of flour approximated a liter of grain, 
and if Israelite crop yields resembled others in the Near East (e.g., at Mari), the 
month’s needs would be met from about 424 acres of field, or 1.7 square kilome
ters. The whole year’s need would thus require about 13 square kilometers or 
barely 5 square miles of land — not a vast imposition on even the smallest dis
tricts. 13ut in his provision for his palace household, government, and support 
staff, Solomon was not alone. We also have statistics and the use of daily and 
monthly accounts from and in other ancient Near Eastern palaces, particularly 
from the third and second millennia. At Ebla (third millennium), the monthly 
grain ration for the king’s house averaged between 80,000 and 110,000 liters. At 
Mari (early second millennium), for “the king’s repast,” his immediate house
hold and entourage, typical figures vary between about 60 and 75 hectoliters 
per month (6,000 to 7,500 liters) as against Solomon’s probable household fig
ure of 18,000 liters. At Chagar Bazar, contemporary with Mari, the accounts tan 
to 945 liters daily, or about 28,000 liters per month. In Egypt, about this period, 
the Thirteenth Dynasty court had 2,000 loaves per day, or some 60,000 a 
month. Later, in the early thirteenth century, we have monthly palace accounts 
of Sethos I from Memphis, with between three and six grain deliveries monthly, 
of (on average) 180 sacks representing (on average value of a sack) about 15,000 
liters a time. Thus, at three to six deliveries, the palace received between 45,000 
and 90,000 liters per month, on a median reckoning. In the later thirteenth cen
tury we have record of preparations for a pharaoh’s arrival, for which an im
mense range of foodstuffs was to be ordered, including 9,200 loaves (of eight 
kinds) and 20,000 biscuits; no mean welcome party. In contemporary Ugarit, 
monthly accounts were also kept, with supplies from various sources; the an
nual grain income for the palace ran to some 4,700 kur of grain, about 1,175,000 
liters, at about 98,000 liters monthly. In the first millennium, suffice it to cite 
for Assyrian royal hospitality the “city-warming” celebration held by Assur- 
nasirpal II at his new city of Calah, for 69,574 guests for ten days.163 So Solo
mon’s accounts fit well enough into their overall cultural context.

Finally under material things, we return to Solomon’s wealth.164 It is said 
that he was twice given 120 talents of gold, by Hiram of Tyre and the queen of 
Sheba respectively, and that another 666 gold talents accrued to him yearly 
(1 Kings 9:14; io;io, 14), Such figures have very often been dismissed as fantasy; 
but it is wiser to check on their background before jumping to premature con
clusions. First, 120 talents is not unusual. We learn from firsthand sources that 
Metten II of Tyre (ca. 730) paid a tribute of 150 talents of gold to our old ac
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quaintance Tiglath-pileser III of Assyria, while in turn his successor Sargon II 
{727-70;) bestowed 154 talents of gold upon the Babylonian gods — about 6 
tons in each case. Going back almost eight centuries, Tuthmosis III of Egypt 
presented about 13.5 tons (well over 200 taLents) of gold in nuggets and rings to 
the god Annin in Thebes, plus an unknown amount more in a splendid array of 
gold vessels and cult implements. Worth almost a third of Solomon’s reputed 
annual gold revenue, this was on iust one occasion, to just one temple. But there 
is worse. In Egypt Shishak’s successor Osorkon 1 gifted some 383 tons of gold 
and silver to the gods and temples of Egypt in the first four years of his reign, 
many of the detailed amounts being listed in a long inscription (now damaged) 
(figs. 22A, B). That sum would (in weight) be equivalent to almost seventeen 
years of Solomon’s annual goLd revenue, and perhaps to ten years of it in gold 
value (not to mention such “minor” items as gold shields, etc.). So, much of 
Osorkon I’s lavish generosity within Egypt may have derived from the spoils of 
his father’s campaign to Judah and Israel in Rehoboam’s time. No other 
pharaonic text remotely approaches this scale of expenditure of precious metal. 
Furthermore, it (for argument’s sake) we assume that in thirty years (omitting 
his first five and last five years) Solomon had retained some 500 talents annu
ally of his 666, remembering he had outgoings in gold also, then his total hoard 
for thirty years might have been about 30 x 500 = 15,000 talents at the most, or 
about 500 tons all told. This sum is, frankly, modest when compared with the 
1,180 tons of gold that Alexander the Great took from Susa, and the breathtak
ing 7,000 tons of gold that he abstracted from the vanquished Persian Empire 
overall. Solomon was simply not in the same league! And is hardly just fantasy 
in such a context.

(ix) Cultural Aspects

Leaving the material wodd behind for a moment, Solomon was also associated 
with wisdom, as an exuberant passage in 1 Kings 4:29-34 proclaims. For us the 
sole possible evidence remaining would be two compositions within the pres
ent Hebrew book of Proverbs: chapters 1-24, as an independent book, attrib
uted to him (alive), and 25-29, a posthumous collection of Solomonic lore from 
Hezekiah’s scribes. Chapters 30 and 31 relate to other writers entirely, Agur and 
Lemuel (or rather, his mother) respectively. Over the decades opinion has var
ied considerably over how far (if at all) either Prov. 1-24 or 25-29 have any con
nection with Solomon, and if so, what; it has often been thought that 1-9 was 
prefaced to 10-24 at a relatively late date. And as long as scholars insist on treat
ing the whole matter in isolation, sealed off from all the pertinent evidence,
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nothing more can be said, objectively. Progress must come (and already has 
come) from the adduction of external evidence, which supplies independent 
and objective criteria by which to judge the question.

We have, in fact, some forty works of instructional “wisdom” — to 
which class the four books in Proverbs belong — from the ancient Near East, 
half of these deriving from Egypt, and all closely dated from the third to first 
millennia. These enable us to establish an outline history of this entire genre of 
writings, and to eliminate most of the guesswork where Proverbs is con
cerned.lss The essence of that history is as follows. In the third millennium 
such works first appear in Egypt and Mesopotamia (Sumer). They in every 
case bear titles naming the real or traditional author in the third person. These 
works divide into two series: those with prologues, and those without, which 
proceed directly into the main text, This applies already in the third millen
nium, and thereafter to the end. At this early date Hardjedef in Egypt has no 
prologue; where preserved, the rest have (Ptahhotep in Egypt; Old Sumerian 
Shuruppak in Sumer). In the early second millennium, no prologue is in
cluded in Merikare and “Ancient Writings” in Egypt, or with Shube-awilim in 
Mesopotamia; but prologues are included by Khety son of Duauf, 
“Sehetepibre”; by Man to his son and Amenemhat I in Egypt; and in the classi
cal Sumerian and Akkadian versions of Shuruppak in Mesopotamia. In the 
later second millennium, no prologues occur with the five "educational” 
works, Hori and Amenemope’s Onomasticon in Egypt, or with Hittite Shube- 
awilim in Hatti, but they are included by the high priest Amenemhat, 
Amennakht, Aniy, and Amenemope in Egypt, and Counsels of Wisdom in 
Babylonia. In the first millennium no prologues occur with P. Louvre D.2414 
or Amenothes in Egypt or with Solomon II (Prov. 25-29), Agur, and Lemuel 
(Hebrew Bible). But prologues occur in the Saite Instruction and Arikh - 
sheshonqy in Egypt, and with Solomon I (Prov. 1-24, Hebrew Bible) and 
Ahiqar (Aramaic, Mesopotamia). The total evidence of all these works shows 
as clear fact that short prologues dominate in the third and second millennia, 
and long ones in the first. With the sole exception of Ptahhotep, all prologues 
are exhortative or state an aim in the third and second millennia, while they 
move over to being long, and biographical (as Ptahhotep earlier was), in the 
first. Parallelism is the dominant poetical form (especially in couplets) during 
the third and second millennia, but much less so in this class of texts in die 
first millennium when one-line epigrams and miniature essays increasingly 
replace parallelism.

Such are the facts, which cannot be gainsaid, attested solidly by the entire 
corpus of firsthand material. To this all of us must bow, regardless of prejudice 
or prior agenda. Where does this fixed framework leave Solomon? Solomon 1
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(Prov. 1-24) is type B (with prologue). This work is dearly transitional, as it has 
a traditional exhortative prologue (as in third- and second-millennium texts), 
which is relatively long (as in first-millennium texts). He uses parallelism (es
pecially two-line couplets) mainly throughout, which is again traditional for 
the third, second, and early first millennia. Hence, for these and other such rea
sons, he belongs squarely at the hinge between the third/second millennia and 
the first at about 1000, which is dose to Solomon's historical date in any case. 
One may add that nobody ever added prologues to any of these works at some 
later date, as has often been suggested for Prov. 1-9 in relation to 10-24. Any 
such procedure is excluded absolutely by the entire corpus of evidence, and not 
a single valid indicator exists to oppose this. As for Solomon II (Prov. 25-29), 
Hezekiah’s time (late eighth/early seventh century) is late enough. By the sixth 
century use of parallelism is beginning to wane, and drastically so, later, in in
structional wisdom works. So the headings at Prov. 1:1 and 25:1 must be taken 
seriously for strictly factual reasons. Agur and Lemuel are otherwise entirely 
unknown to us, but the seventh century or onward is late enough, given their 
total addiction to parallelism as in older works. CL fig. 23-

(x) Closing Note

Much more could be said on the Kings/Chronicles data for Solomon's reign, 
but the foregoing survey is symptomatic for the whole. Where set against the 
proper contexts, the accounts of Solomon’s reign come out reflecting fact and 
certainly not fantasy. Even 656 talents of gold (twenty-two tons) is poverty 
compared with the 383 tons of precious metal used by Osorkon I (in 924-921) 
and the 7,000 tons removed from the Persian Empire’s coffers by Alexander the 
Great (cf. p. 134 above). From time to time the writer of 1 Kings indulges in a 
whiff of rhetoric — but rhetoric must be compared only with rhetoric, and 
tacts with facts, and tiie two categories must not be confused. Thus 1 Kings 4:20, 
29 has the Hebrew population growing “as the sand of the seashore,” and Solo
mon's range of understanding also as wide “as the sand of the seashore,” which 
is rhetorical, not literal, precisely as with Ramesses III (ca. 1153) describing his 
conquest of the Sea Peoples (who included the Philistines); “captured all to
gether, brought as booty to Egypt, like the sand of the seashore.”1'’6 Being 
greater than all lands, having presents from all lands (cf. 1 Kings 4:30-31, 34; 
10:23-25) is typical of the rhetorical style of his world (not ours), as other kings’ 
texts often show. Such as Ramesses II, “who seizes all lands valiantly, whose vic
tories distant foreign lands remember (in dread of him) . . . forever,” or (e.g.) 
Assyrian kings who regularly entitle themselves “King of all people, King of
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(the world’s) four quarters” (Shalmaneser III) or “King of the Universe” (Adad- 
nirari 111), and suchlike immodesties.167

Such rhetoric should not be confused with genuine fantasy; if Solomon 
had been credited (e.g.) with 666 million talents of gold, or an empire from the 
Aegean to the Indus and Anatolia to Arabia, etc., then from our fuller compara
tive knowledge fantasy would indeed have been the appropriate verdict. But 
that is very clearly not the case.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

3. SYRO-PALESTINIAN ARCHAEOLOGY 
AND THE UNITED MONARCHY

A. INTRODUCTORY

In most books in this field, until very recent times, will be found accounts of 
site levels, buildings, etc., attributed to the genera! epoch of David and Solo
mon.16* But in the last few years this matter has become enveloped in contro
versy, Therefore we must consider the question concisely, to determine whether 
fresh views proposed on archaeological chronology are indeed valid or whether 
this is in fact just another Storm in a teacup.

(i) The General Picture, “As Was”

The late thirteenth and early twelfth centuries witnessed big changes in the an
cient Near East. The Aegean world saw changes, as the Mycenaean regimes 
ceased to rule effectively in Greece and Crete, and Cyprus was invaded by new
comers, leading to a Hittite reaction and sea battle. In the north, the Hittite Em
pire itself broke up, as its central kingdom in Anatolia (Hatti proper) came to 
an end; rebels around it and newcomers (early Phrygians) destroyed such cen
ters as the capital, Hattusas (now Boghaz-kdi), The Egyptian sources indicate 
movements of warrior groups and their families from somewhere north to at
tack Egypt, as a place for settlement. The first wave came over the Mediterra
nean into ancient Libya under Merenptah (ca, 1213-1203), who repulsed the Lib
yans and allied “peoples of the sea” (his term!) in his fifth year, 1209/1208.169 
The second wave came round the coasts of the Levant, via north Syria (Qode, 
Carchemish), then down by central Syria (Amurru) into Djahi (Phoenicia- 
Palestine) to the East Delta borders of Egypt, there to be defeated in his eighth 
year by Ramesses III, in circa 1180 or 1177 (depending on whether the ephemeral
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King Amenmesses was contemporary with Sethos II or had preceded him, dur
ing three years). The pharaoh’s victory meant that these wanderers could go no 
farther south. So some stayed in Canaan while others may have gone west, as far 
as Sicily and Sardinia. In southwest Canaan the Pilisti (biblical Philistines) gave 
their name to Philistia, hence eventually to “Palestine,”170 The Tjekkeru or 
Sikilu stayed farther north around Dor, and others perhaps beyond these. The 
Shardana are often compared in name with Sardinia, and the Shaklashu with 
Sicily. The Lukka were from (later) Lycia in southwest Asia Minor, and the 
Danuna, from Cilicia in. its southeast coastal area.

(ii) Canaan, "As Was”

This picture still holds good. Likewise the Late Bronze Age (JIB, or “III”) of 
thirteenth-century Canaan is regarded as effectively ending about this time (ca. 
1200/1180), the following period (ca. 1200/1180 to ca. 1000) being labeled (Early) 
Iron I. By the middle of the twelfth century (1150/1140), Egyptian overlordship 
in Canaan had ceased. While Sea People groups held the plains of Philistia and 
seacoast zones like Dor, the Canaanites held on in Canaan’s foothills (as at 
Lachish, Gezer, etc.), in the Jezreel Valley from the sea to the Jordan (with 
Megiddo, Beth-Shan), and in Galilee. In the central Canaanite highlands (the 
later Judah and Ephraim), the Israelites had gained a footing sometime before 
1209/1208, at which date Merenptah named them in his fifth year as a people, on 
his victory stela (“Israel Stela”). There a rash of new hamlets and villages ap
peared in twelfth-century Canaan, and late Canaanite pottery gave way to mod
ified forms and to new forms, as Iron I. This was the everyday crockery of the 
early Israelites (and probably others), as they gradually occupied more and 
more of central Canaan (period of the “judges," cf. chap. 5).

The Philistine area was marked by pottery painted in a style that came with 
them from the Aegean-Mycenaean world, the Mycenaean IllCib or monochrome 
wares. Eventually they moved on to painting their finer pottery with both black 
and red pigment, hence the modern name “bichrome” (two-colored). After a 
good period of use, this style lost its quality, and degenerate forms were made. 
Finally there arose new forms and fashions in pottery, plainer wares with a red 
wash (“slip”), hand polished (“burnished”), taken over by Israelites as well as oth
ers. So far, so good, so far as sequence goes. But what about dating? Until very re
cently the new red-slip, hand-burnished mode was associated by many with the 
beginning of the Hebrew “united monarchy” and with other archaeological fea
tures attributed to that period (especially David and Solomon). But this part — 
the absolute dating in years n.c. — is where controversy has arisen.
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B. PROS, CONS, AND ANSWERS?

(i) A New View

In a series of studies, Finkelstein has suggested a drastic lowering of the abso
lute dates b.c. of the whole series of archaeological phases (from strata in sites) 
from circa 11S0 onward. The ostensible reason for doing this is the absence of 
Philistine-type pottery at neighboring sites that were not Philistine, of which 
some are said to be Egyptian-governed centers. Thus, from Egyptian inscrip
tions found in Lachish level VI and at Tel Sera in level IX, we know that these 
two places were actively inhabited under Ramesses 111 (1184/11S7-1153/1156), 
with what appear to be his Year 10 (+ x, up to 19) at Lachish and Year 22 (up to 
24) at Tel Sera, namely, in 1175/1178 (up to 1166/1.169) and in 1163/1166 (up to 1161/ 
1164) respectively. Neither site shows any trace of Philistine pottery, either 
monochrome or bichrome types. Therefore, Finkelstein would argue, these 
phases at the Lachish (VI) and Tel Sera (IX) sites (and the Egyptian dominance 
down to ca. 1140, under Ramesses VI) must have ceased to exist, before the 
monochrome and bichrome styles of pottery came into use by the Philistines, 
or after circa 1140, instead of after circa 1180, Then monochrome would have 
flourished about 1140 to 1100 and bichrome during the eleventh century, toward 
1000. Then, in turn, the next phase in pottery usage (originally dated to near 
1000), debased bichrome and the new red-slip, burnished style, had to be 
pushed down well into the tenth century. The net result of all this down-dating 
is that destruction levels in various sites once thought to be trace of conquests 
by David (ca. 1000 onward), Finkelstein would instead ascribe to the impact of 
the invasion of Palestine by the pharaoh Shoshenq I, in 925, five years after Sol
omon’s death. Therefore the whole of the strata once considered the handiwork 
of the reigns of David and Solomon was pushed down in time, to nearer the 
reigns of Omri and Ahab (about 880-850). And everything else after that point 
would then have to be compressed in real-time length, to fit in before the de
structions of the last occupations of various sites — especially such as Hazor, 
known to havebeen destroyed by Tiglath-pileser III about 732, from his reports. 
Finkelstein has loudly rejected any idea that such places as Lachish (VI) and Tel 
Sera (IX) couLd have existed during circa 1180-1140 without importing any 
Philistine pottery when it was already in full use just “over the border” at that 
period. And of course, he has to posit a third wave of Sea Peoples circa 1140/1135, 
to bring the new type of pottery (iMycenaean IllCib = monochrome) into Ca
naan and into use there.171

The results of all this for the united monarchy of David and Solomon are 
fairly drastic archaeologically. Instead of the matching gateways and casemate
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walls, etc., at Gezer (VIII) and Hazor (X), and possibly at Megiddo (VA-IVB) 
with its palatial buildings, and a long series of other settlements exhibiting oc
cupation levels of the same cultural phase, we would have a lesser settlement at 
Megiddo (V1B), and correspondingly elsewhere.172 The walled towns, etc., 
would be reattributed to Omri and Ahab—and what had been previously con
sidered theirs, reassigned to later reigns. The culture of the united monarchy 
would have been simply late Canaanite in pottery and in other ways, with other 
foreign elements.

(ii) Is the New True?

However exciting (arid all this certainly is!), mere novelty is never an automatic 
guarantee of truth. Acclaimed new gains to knowledge have to be shown to be 
real, and to provide the best overall explanation for the given situation. Not a 
few skeptical voices have dissented from Finkelstein’s new picture. Let us see the 
other side of the coin.

(a) Making Waves

First, the assumption of a “third wave” of Sea Peoples arriving forty years after 
the second (of 1180/1177) at about 1140 borders on the bizarre. On the negative 
side, there is no whisper of any kind for such an event from historical sources. 
Despite the pessimism of Raniesses III, Carchemish (even if briefly attacked) 
survived the second wave well, under Kuzi-Tesup I (cf. p. 99 above) and his suc
cessors as local “Great Kings” for about 180 years, and evidently had 110 prob
lem with any theoretical third wave. By 1140 the Phoenician group of seaports 
(Tyre, Sidon, Byblos, Arvad, etc.) would have begun to flourish again, un
touched by any third wave;173 in circa 1080 Zakirbaal of Byblos could consult 
records of timber sales by his predecessors, to quote them to the Egyptian envoy 
Wenatnun, barely sixty years later. The Sikils of Dor are also mentioned by 
Wenamun at circa 1080, and had a town there from at least 1150; earlier develop
ments remain to be excavated. A new wave of people arriving in the area where 
Harnesses Ill’s Sea People contemporaries would have already been settled for 
forty years would hardly have been welcomed by them in what became 
Philistia. So a third wave that introduced Aegean-inspired pottery only from 
about 1140 is best regarded as a phantom, a mirage without attestation.

Thus we must most likely stay with the second wave (1180/1177) the 
time when the Philistines, Sikils, and Sherden began their settlement in Ca
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naan; there is no way that Ramesses III canid possibly have taken them all off to 
Egypt as prisoners. But this means that, in terms of use of pottery, we have to 
review possible historical choices. If the Philistines lived in southwest Canaan 
for forty years before importing Mycenaean UlCib (monochrome) pottery, 
how did they manage till then? With local Canaanite wares? This seems very 
improbable. At Ashdod, as noted by others, the last Canaanite stratum (XIV) 
was immediately succeeded by the first Philistine town (stratum X! 11), with its 
typical monochrome pottery (Mycenaean UlCib types). In Tel Miqne/Ekron, 
similarly, the Canaanite town (VIIIA) was quickly followed by a clearly 
Philistine settlement (VII), using an abundance of monochrome pottery. Like
wise at Ascalon, Late Bronze stage V is followed by Philistine stage VI.

In all three cases the Canaanite levels were destroyed violently, at least in 
part. At Ekron a massive Philistine settlement promptly replaced the burnt 
Canaanite one. At Ashdod, again, the Canaanite town was destroyed by confla
gration, along witli the port-fort of Ashdod (Tel Mor VII). The Philistines did 
not come and go as timid day-trippers — they imposed their rule on these 
three cities and an outport, brutally by fire and demolition when judged expe
dient, quickly enforcing their political rule and alien Aegean material culture 
wherever their writ rail,174

(b) Philistinesf “Not on My Patch!’’

But not beyond the area of that writ. The local Canaanite®, now underdogs in 
their own region, cannot possibly have welcomed this brusque intrusion. Both 
Lachish VI and Tel Sera IX of the early twelfth century stayed outside the 
Philistine orbit, and virtually no trace of Philistine monochrome (or the later 
bichrome) pottery has yet been found there. And, compared with the large 
quantities of Philistine monochrome pottery found in their adopted cities 
(Ashdod, Ekron, Ascalon), quantitatively very little of it recurs in Canaanite 
towns sited clearly outside the zone of immediate Philistine dominance.

This phenomenon of political limits to cultural phenomena is well 
enough attested in other cases, and is not unique. Mazar has already cited such 
examples: (i) Early Bronze III Khirbet Kerak wares found in the main lezreel 
sites (east to west) of Beth-Shan, Megiddo, and Yoqneam were not found in use 
only five kilometers westward in Tel Qashish. (2) Middle Bronze/Late Bronze 
bichrome pottery was found abundantly in Megiddo, but not at all at Beth- 
Shan in the ample levels of that period. (3) The late seventh-century Iron II 
pottery current at (Philistine) Ekron and Timnah is absent from neighboring 
Judean sites only a tew kilometers away. To all this one might add (4) where in
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Transjordan, a dear cultural boundary has been detected between Iron II Moab 
and Ammon. Finkelstein’s riposte (over the Khirbet Kerak example) that differ
ent time phases are involved is no answer to all of these.175

The sociological/anthropological question that nobody has asked is, why 
did good Canaanite housewives in (e.g.) Lachish or Tel Sera not fall for the 
novel pottery designs over the border in Philistia? To that, various sociological/ 
anthropological answers should be realistically considered, (i) These ladies 
were not short of good pottery already—“Who wants dull, alien monochrome 
when we’ve got plenty of our own good, more colorful [LB TIB/TH] bichrome?” 
they may have muttered.,7S And (2) imports are often dearer than homemade; 
why should these thrifty housewives pay out for unwanted, dull, foreign novel
ties? Then (3), “These new people are hostile! They murdered our cousins and 
other relatives down in Ashdod and Ascalon, destroyed their towns and built 
ugly, walled new ones — we’re not buying off them? So, for the first forty-to- 
fifty years there were probably very real boundaries, and more than just geo
graphical, between Philistia and surrounding late Canaanite towns, while the 
Canaanites within Philistia (having lost control to these foreigners) found 
themselves an underclass in their own land. Philistine monochrome and 
bichrome wares may excite ns, but they may have carried very different social 
connotations indeed for Canaanites in the early decades of Philistine domi
nance and enforced occupation. These “contextual” aspects should be taken 
into account — and seriously! The Finkelstein kind of view never began even to 
consider such other aspects besides mere physical presence/absence, and exclu
sively in terms of playing barren games with chronology.

(c) Dating — the Early Half

But in agreement with Finkelstein, chronology has its place. At Lachish, items 
found in level VI include pieces naming Rainesses III, while a sherd bears in 
Egyptian hieratic a date line not less than Year 10 or more than Year 19 (maxi
mum range, 1178-1166). So Lachish VI, finally destroyed with fire, would have 
come to its end soon after some date within about 1177/1165, within three to 
twelve years of the Philistines’ arrival in southwest Canaan.177 Given the human 
factors already mentioned and the short overlap with the Philistines settling in, 
it is no great wonder that Lachish neither boasts (nor chose to boast) free use of 
Philistine monochrome, and died before Philistine bichrome had been either 
developed or spread around. Then, in level IX at Tel Sera, were found more 
hieratic texts, one of Year 22 (+ x), not higher than Year 23 or 24, all within 1166/ 
1161, allowing the fall of Tel Sera sometime after about 1164/1160 — at earliest,
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close in time after Lachish VI. In level VIII the Philistines and their pottery 
seem to have taken over, whereas Lachish did not rise again until the start of the 
first millennium. Thus, during about 1170 to 1160 the Philistines may finally 
have put an end to their resentful Canaanite neighbors in Lachish and Tel Sera, 
as they expanded their realm.

It should be understood that, following the defeat of the Philistines and 
their allies at the northeast edge of the Delta, the Egyptians under Ramesses III 
maintained their overlordship over both the Canaanites and the newcomers, 
without distinction, both lots would have to pay annual taxes to the Egyptian 
state and crown, as customary. The ostraca from Lachish and Tel Sera well illus
trate the levying of such harvest tax.178 As always, Egyptian military control was 
not dense on the ground. They always maintained a base at Gaza, and the exca
vation at Beth-Shan pinpoints a northern garrison fortress. Such places as 
Lachish or Tel Sera should not be seen as Egyptian military bases — they merely 
paid taxes, and had long assimilated some Egyptian components into their gen
eral culture. After Ramesses III, his son Ramesses IV is known from a stone 
fragment found loose, without context, at Tell Dalhiyeh. Depending on its na
ture (and any meaningful context), this piece may indicate his sovereignty in 
Canaan during 1156/1153 to 1150/1147.179 The much-discussed bronze base of 
Ramesses VI from Megiddo may prove very little, given its secondary con- 
text.,so However all that may be, there is no factual reason whatsoever to deny 
that the Philistines settled in southwest Canaan from 1180/1177 (Year 8, 
Ramesses III) and were themselves using their monochrome wares from the 
1170s onward. Then, as commonly considered, they moved on to bichrome 
wares from roughly 1150 into the eleventh century, this giving way to degenerate 
bichrome and the new red-slip wares later in that century and onward. On con
ventional dating between roughly 1180/1170 and 1000, most of the continuously 
Occupied sites show just two, three, or four main occupation levels across about 
170 or 180 years, which is a leisurely pace of development (average per level, 
about 90 years, 60 years, or 45 years respectively).

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(d) Dating — the Later Half

With that situation we must contrast what happens within the following period, 
1000 to 730, on both the normal and "new” dating schemes. The densest se
quence of occupation levels or strata is that at Hazor, as is universally recog
nized. On normal dating, from Hazor X in the mid-tenth century down to 
Hazor V’s destruction by the Assyrians in about 732 we have about 220 years, for 
six main strata (X down to V), with divisions into two main phases each (Xa and
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b; IXa and b; Va and b) in three cases, giving three additional “periods." On this 
basis, counting only the six overall strata, they averaged some 36 to 37 years each; 
if we take all nine phases seriously (6 + 3), they would have averaged just over 24 
years each. Neither of these figures could possibly be called excessive when com
pared with the accepted general span of 50 or 60 years for strata in such Iron Age 
sites as Lachish, Yoqneam, Dor, Rehob, Beth-Shan, or Dan, still less the figures of 
90, 60, or 45 years for conventional twelfth- and eleventh-century dating given 
above. But if we were to accept the “new” dates, then with Hazor X beginning 
about 880 (Omri, sole ruler in Israel) down to the same term inus in 732, we have 
but 150 years, giving only 25 years for six overall strata, or else a mere 16 or 17 
years average for nine main phases. Even allowing that in practice some would 
be shorter than others, there was, surely, hardly time for the good citizens of 
Hazor to catch their breath in one phase before the next was almost upon them. 
Why on earth should we believe in barely 20 years at most, and most probably 
less in practice, at Hazor in strata X to V, while accepting a tortoise-slow lifestyle 
of 6a or 90 years per stratum in the troubled days of the twelfth and eleventh 
centuries? It does not cohere very well. Finkelstein would concur with Yadin and 
Ben-Tor on the dating and correlations of Hazor Vl-V from the early eighth cen
tury down to 732. That crushes all of Xa/b, IXa/b, VIII, and VII into the period 
circa 880 to 780, or barely 100 years for four full strata, six main phases, at 25 and 
17 (or 16) years each respectively. Ahab and his dynasty had eventful careers, but 
by ancient standards the building, wars, etc., crowded into this program are in 
danger of becoming frenetic rather than just stormy. At Rehob (Tel Rehov/Tell 
es Sare:n) the situation is analogous.181 And all these acrobatics, simply to avoid 
having the Philistine monochrome and bichrome wares contemporary with 
Lachish VI and Tel Sera IX for a few years! It seems a heavy price to pay, espe- 
ciallywhen a wholly imaginary “third wave”of Sea Peoples has to be invented to 
start off the use of monochrome and bichrome wares in Canaan.

So, in the light of ail this, and other factors still to be considered, it seems 
entirely needless to force down the dating of the archaeological levels com
monly linked with the united monarchy so as to end up with this surely incredi
ble contrast between strata of 60- or 90-year spans in one troubled and politi
cally confused period and strata of 17- to 25-year spans in another period under 
relatively stable monarchies.

(e) A “More Excellent Way"?

This weird contrast would quite simply be eliminated by taking the slack out of the 
relatively less well organized twelfth and eleventh centuries instead of squeezing
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the well-structured tenth and ninth centuries. If Lachish VI and Tel Sera IX lasted 
only a few years alter Year 8 of Rain esses III, and were gone by about 1170/1160,132 
and after 10 or so years of makeshift settling in, the Philistines had then begun 
(1160/1150) to make in southwest Canaan their preferred monochrome pottery, 
followed by bichrome (1120?}, and by “degenerate” style (1070?) and initial red-slip 
ware before 1000, we have about 160 years maximum (as from 1140,140 years mini
mum) for these three cultural phases, or about 50 years or so each. The occupation 
strata for this period of circa 1150 to 1000 (on average) vary mainly from two to 
three strata (occasionally four), rarely just one (as on all other solutions). This 
again presents no problem. So in fact, it would be perfectly feasible to retain the 
normal chronology for tenth-to-eighth-century archaeology, thus not crushing 
sequences like Hazor and Rehob artificially, and to avoid overextending life spans 
of strata in the much more obscure, more troubled twelfth and eleventh centuries. 
One might well describe this as a happy marriage, a Finkelstein-Ussishkin/Yadin- 
Ben-Tor solution. As in Gulliver’s Travels (certainly in the film version!), the prin
cess’s wedding song was neither “Faithful” nor “Forever,” but at the end “Faithful 
Forever.” Which would suit well here, but without inventing an imaginary cloud
burst of “third wave” Philistines. Their irruption into the cozy world of the “sec
ond wave” lot would have brought renewed destructions in the sequence of good 
Philistine strata of the mid-twelfth century. But no such major irruption is at
tested -—■  Ekron VII-VI-V-IV flowed on peacefully, until another foe entirely 
wrecked the place around 1000. Likewise Ashdod XIII to X, with the same turn-of- 
the-millenniura ending. Ascalon too ran smoothly on under its new Philistine 
bosses, but into the tenth century and beyond.

The Empire Strikes Back — Saul, David, and Solomon

(f) Details — Pottery in Culture and Chronology

In this long archaeological saga, it remains to dear up a few misconceptions in 
detail, as others have already done in part, not least about Solomon’s supposed 
buildings in the archaeological record, and concerning lerusalem.

For long enough, some kinds of pottery were thought to belong specifi
cally to the time of the tenth century (and so, to the united monarchy). But 
what now emerges from more than one quarter is that these types were more 
long-lived than previously thought. In other words, people continued to use 
them well into the ninth century also. This was one factor in Finkelstein’s move 
to date what had seemed to be tenth-century wares entirely down into the ninth 
(thus, after the united monarchy). They also occur in the ninth century in the 
destruction levels at Jezreel, Ahab’s country palace {perhaps destroyed by Jehu 
about 841). However, the recent work at Tel Rehov (Rehob) would indicate that
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these wares were already in use in the tenth century, and simply continued in 
service during the ninth.183 Thus their presence in the ninth century does not 
affect their earlier popularity in the tenth, and has no bearing on the link with 
the united monarchy (nor has Jezreel, a site of short span, and so of only lim
ited value for this kind of inquiry).

A noteworthy feature of the twelfth and eleventh centuries is the emer
gence and proliferation of a great number of small village sites in central Ca
naan, in what became the hill country of Judah in the south and of Ephraim far
ther north, as evidenced by a series of modern surveys.184 Then, toward 1000, 
many of these sites were deserted, while some changed into small townships, and 
major historic sites changed culture (from a Canaanite or Philistine milieu, or 
prior abandonment), to be occupied by the users of red-slip, hand-burnished 
pottery, in a more urban society, with a cultural unity through most of the land, 
from the Negev north to Galilee and Dan. Some of these urban centers “under 
new management” suffered destructions after this initial prosperous period. 
Then they passed through a “quiet” interval before regaining their prosperity, ei
ther early as at Dan (Jeroboam I) or later in an epoch best admitted to be that of 
the builder kings, Omri and Ahab; see above, table 4 in chapter 2 with notes. 
Thus the first period of some prosperity and unified culture will logically have 
been that of the united monarchy, with all the Israelite tribes in one governmen
tal horizon under David and Solomon, with Saul as forerunner. This was “pros
perity period A” of our chapter 2. Under David such centers as Megiddo, Beth- 
Shan, and Hazor were incorporated into Israel, besides expansion abroad.183

(g) Jerusalem and Other Building Sites

(1) Sites Away from Jerusalem

In 1 Kings 9:15 we are told that Solomon raised a labor-levy “to build” seven 
items: the temple, his palace, the “Millo” and wall (all in Jerusalem), and Hazor, 
Megiddo, and Gezer. Each item has the “accusative particle” eth prefixed, show
ing what was built. Thus all seven items were built in one way or another under 
Solomon. In Jerusalem the temple and palace we have met already, with their 
cultural background. But we are not told what was done at Hazor, Megiddo, or 
Gezer. This is where a well-understood archaeology might have helped deci
sively, with securely dated strata or occupation levels at the three sites. But not 
if this cannot be attained, So, what is the situation?

As we have seen above (p. 53) the strata at Hazor,188 X to V, ending with 
the Assyrian destruction in 732, have been deemed to begin (with X) in either
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the tenth century or (with Finkelstein) the ninth. Before X, it is accepted by all 
that level XIII (in the citadel) and the contemporary Lower Town flourished 
and were massively destroyed in the thirteenth century. Then, for circa 1200- 
1000/880, namely, 200 or 320 years (depending on date, “normal” or 
Finkelstein, for level X), we have only two occupations at Hazor: XII and XL 
The first (twelfth century?) was little more than an encampment of simple huts, 
with numerous stone-lined storage pits amongst them. The latter (eleventh 
century?) remains (XI) were of an unwalled village that had a possible cult 
place. None of this would easily count as the efforts of a royal administration, 
be it Solomonic or otherwise. The remains from stratum X are a different story, 
as is dear both from the original excavations by Yadin and from those recently 
undertaken by Ben-Tor. In this period the upper city had a well-built citadel, 
but occupying only the western half of the “city” area. It was surrounded 
( wherever tested) by a “casemate” wall, strictly a double wall with cross-walls 
forming chambers within it, that could be left clear for storage or filled in to 
give added strength to the total “wall.” Integral with that wall, north of the cen
ter of its eastern limit, was a six-roomed gateway with front towers. Within the 
precinct were found buildings (south-southwest of the gateway) modified in 
the course of time (levels Xa, IXa, b) until replaced by massive new structures 
that are generally conceded to belong to Ahab’s dynasty (level VIII). As noticed 
above (p. 53), the attempt to move levels X/IX down to Omri and Ahab, thus 
forcing down the date of level VIII, leads to wholly artificial and improbable re
sults, implying frenetic changes — and instability — every 16 to 20 years, which 
is totally inconsistent with the rule of a mainly settled monarchy under the 
Omri and Jeroboam II dynasties. And this stands in crazy contrast with slow 
changes (only every 50 to 90 years!) in seemingly extraordinarily stable condi
tions (only one to four strata in 150 years!) during the far more chaotic age of 
the twelfth and eleventh centuries, with the competing hostile groups of the 
Philistines, late Canaanites, early Israelites, and sundry Transjordanian*. The 
sheer logic of the situation would suggest that it is far more desirable to com
press the sequence in the troubled twelfth and eleventh centuries and to keep 
the full-length sequence in the tenth to eighth centuries, simply to make ar
chaeological sense, without any prior recourse to the Hebrew Bible or other re
cords. When we find that, on strictly historical grounds, a properly unified state 
in Canaan first came about during the tenth century (David, Solomon) before 
splitting up into two such smaller states that then remained stable, and only lo
cal tribal entities of all shades (and an abortive kingship, of Saul) effectively 
“ruled” before about 1000, then the dear match of cultural/archaeological 
change (Canaanite to unified “red-wash Israelite”; villages giving way to fewer 
urban centers), historical/political change (united monarchy), and tangible set-
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tiement change (sudden appearance of “official,” nonrural, monumental archi
tecture, Hazor and elsewhere) all comes together in meaningful concord, and 
makes good sense in ail dimensions. The results given us by a lower dating 
scheme patently do not. So far, Hazor.

Megiddo is the second township listed.’87 Here it is wise to distinguish 
between the series of overall occupations at Megiddo and detailed (almost in
soluble) problems such as those that concern the main city gateway. Canaanite 
Megiddo of stratum VI113 is generally accepted to belong to the thirteenth cen
tury. The following stratum V11A in turn belongs to the earlier part of the 
twelfth century; among ivories found in its ruins is a pen case hearing the 
cartouches of Ramesses III (1187/1184-1156/1153}. Thereafter, possibly after an 
interval, the town was reoccupied by an unimpressive settlement now num
bered VIB. In sequence, this had to be of a later twelfth-century date at the ear
liest. Then came a much more impressive settlement, stratum VIA, “a large and 
rich city” in the words of Ussishkin, and usually ascribed to the eleventh cen
tury. After massive destruction by fire (through either conquest or earthquake), 
there came a more modest level ot domestic buildings, level VB, and perhaps 
one major building. Then came a “rebuild,” with much more impressive struc
tures in the level now known as VA-IVB. To their number belong {by common 
consent) the northeast building 6000, with adjacent casemate walling; some 
domestic buildings (338, etc.) at the southeast edge; the southern “residency” 
(or “palace”) 1723, and west of it the big building 1482. There is also the "gallery” 
that led to a water supply; on stables, see just below. The numbered buildings 
were of monumental character, more so than at Hazor. The outer “wall” of the 
city was formed by the outer walls of the buildings around its circumference, 
linked up by stretches of casemate wall where needed. Above this level was stra
tum IVA. This period witnessed the thorough retortification of Megiddo with a 
massive, solid wall, with its segments having “offsets,” whereby one segment of 
the wall projected slightly beyond the adjacent one. This led to the wholesale re
placement of the former buildings by new ones: stables (or stores) over the 
6000 building in the northeast; under these have been detected good traces of 
possible stables/stores of the VA-IVB period. New structures arose in the south
east quadrant; and new buildings instead of building 1723, and more stables (or 
stores) replacing 1482. The water system was developed.

Megiddo IVA was destroyed by the Assyrians in the late eighth century, 
who then built (early seventh century) a new town (Megiddo 111) with 
Assyrian-type residencies, and an Assyrian-period two-chambered gate. Then, 
at the end of the seventh century (or into the sixth), a fortress was built (proba
bly by the Babylonians), being Megiddo II, lasting into Persian times. Megiddo 
IVA had had a four-chambered gate, preceded by a six-chambered gate. The
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solid walls of IVA — curiously! — came op to these successive gates, but were 
not clearly bonded into them. The much older city VIA had had a gate of a dif
ferent type, while the VB settlement was unfortified and had no special gate. 
What happened in level VA-IVB is unclear, hotly disputed, and remains an 
enigma. We may make a tentative suggestion only. The four-chambered pre
Assyrian (divided monarchy) gateway is said to have been bonded to the solid 
offset wall, which is undoubtedly later than the set of buildings which, partially 
linked by casemate walls, had formed the earlier circuit of the city’s defense. 
Such four-chambered gates in Israel (as distinct from Judah) can be assigned to 
not later than the eighth century, when (e.g.) both the one at Dor and the 
Megiddo one were destroyed by the Assyrians. Their builders would have been 
the Omrides in the ninth century rather than (e.g.) Jeroboam II in the mid
eighth. In this situation it is logical to assign the six-chambered gate at Megiddo 
to the VA-IVB period, exactly as at Hazor.18* The Hazor evidence is strongly 
against an Omride date for the six-chambered gate there. And our sequence of 
“prosperity” and lesser periods (pp. 57-61 above) is solidly against pushing 
Omr ide work down to Jeroboam IT’s time, and the work of his time into impos
sible limbo. So, what is pre-Omride, such as period VA-FVB, has (as there 
noted) to belong to a previous such prosperous period, for which only the 
united monarchy will realistically fit the bill. The Megiddo six-chambered gate 
is bereft of context by the total rebuild of the walls flanking it, when the new 
four-chambered gate was built, and by the wide-ranging destructive activities 
of the 1930s excavations in this area. This all has to be inference, not proof; but 
at least it is reasonable inference.

The famous city of Gezer'was active in the fourteenth century (Amar- 
na letters to Egypt), corresponding to level XVI in Late Bronze IIA. It declined 
in the thirteenth century (level XV), and the campaign by Merenptah of Egypt 
(1209/1208) includes Gezer in his conquests, which may have ruined the town of 
late stratum XV. Thus, in the twelfth century, after scanty occupation at most 
(XIV), there came Philistine prosperity and pottery along with late Canaanite 
participation (levels XIII-XI), into the eleventh century. These were followed by 
a poorer occupation (X-IX), using fresh, red-slipped pottery, ending with de
struction of the settlement. This, in sequence, would also be eleventh or early 
tenth century. Then, by contrast, in VIII, we have refurbishment of the town, 
with a splendid new (inner) city gateway, six-chambered like Hazor X and 
Megiddo VA-IVB in design and general scale, with a section of casemate wail 
still joining up with it, precisely as at Hazor X. Gezer VIII was then destroyed. 
Strata VII (in which a new four-chambered gate was built) and VI then fol
lowed, with the latter being most likely destroyed by the Assyrians (ca. 732), as 
Neo-Assyrian tablets occurred in stratum V, which had an Assyrian-period
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two-chambered gate. Here we see yet again the same sequence as at Dor, Hazor, 
and Megiddo. And doubtless with the same implications as to date. 
Chronologically the destruction of Gezer IX would fit the campaign best attrib
uted to Siamun (ca. 979/978-960/959; cf. 1 Kings 9:15-16, with pp. 108-10 above). 
That of level VIII would then go with the campaign of Shoshenq I in 925, hence 
the six-chambered gate and casemates would — again — find their best context 
in the tenth century, and in the united monarchy, entirely regardless of whether 
we like it or not.

The net result for Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer is that cast-iron certainty 
over attribution of particular remains to the time of (e.g.) Solomon is not 
strictly possible, but if we are to avoid bizarre improbabilities in the assignment 
of strata and periods, then the exciting "new view” of Finkelstein falls down 
rather badly in the probability stakes; views nearer to the normal may be less 
exciting, but they come a great deal closer to reality and can be retained as a 
sensible working hypothesis. In short, the finds at Hazor X-IX, Megiddo VA- 
IVB, and Gezer IX and VIII are the most likely to represent the physical realities 
only hinted at in 1 Kings 9:15.

(2) Jerusalem

Here the problem is the sheer lack of material, and the massive lack (in good 
measure) of adequate exposure of remains, affecting not merely the united 
monarchy period but most other periods as well. As (U)rusalimu, Jerusalem 
occurs in the Egyptian Execration Texts of the early second millennium, while 
its fourteenth-century ruler Abdj-Khepa sent letters to the court of Akhenaten, 
king of Egypt (Amarna correspondence).,st> The external sources then resume 
with Sennacherib of Assyria in 701, in his campaign against Hezekiah of Judah 
and his allies, as we have seen. In terms of archaeological presence, the earlier 
periods (Middle and Late Bronze) have also been the subject of controversy, 
and not simply Iron 11A (“united monarchy”). Before circa 720/700, oldest Je
rusalem proper was restricted to the north-south ridge directly south of the 
“saddle” (Ophel) between it and the present-day Temple Mount on the north. 
As it is currently impossible for severely practical reasons to do any exploratory 
digging within the Temple Mount precinct, or in the built-up area directly ad
joining this on its north side, there is thus no possibility of testing for, or recov
ering, remains of the temples of Solomon or Zerubbabel, or for Solomon’s pal
ace complex either south or north of the original temple precinct. Given the 
destructive nature of the clearance of older remains and establishment of mas
sive foundations by the Herodian, Roman, Byzantine, Arabic, Ottoman, and 
other builders, even a full-scale dig is inherently unlikely to yield practical re
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suits in any case. Thus, absence of traces of work by Solomon or Zerubbabel in 
this zone is not their fault, and proves nothing. However, that leaves the Ophel 
area and the north-south ridge of oldest Jerusalem proper. Here, for a realistic 
outcome, it is needful to consider two aspects: the state and nature of the physi
cal remains, and the state of the evidence for Jerusalem during Middle and Late 
Bronze and Iron IIA. Then the Jerusalem of David and Solomon can be seen in 
proper perspective.

Oldest Jerusalem is a frustrating site to dig. The destructive impact by 
Neo-Babylonians, Romans, Byzantines, and the rest has wrought dire havoc, to 
which has to be added that of the relatively unscientific clearances by early ex
cavators (Weill, Macalister, etc.) prior to the 1960s, and — again — the practical 
difficulties of digging on the north-south ridge. There is also an overburden of 
modern buildings, gardens, etc., not readily to be disturbed by diggers. Thus 
Miss Kenyon’s meticulous but very limited trenches probably touched barely 2 
percent of the area, leaving some 98 percent untouched.151 More extensive work 
since 1978 till now may have extended the area dug to up to 5 percent, but that 
still leaves some 95 percent undug (and mostly undiggable), or ruined by early 
clearances.192 Furthermore, the ancients felt constrained by lack of space along 
the top of the ridge. So, certainly along its east side, they intermittently built out 
terracing, to support extended areas for their buildings. Such terracing (and 
buildings) were liable to collapse or hostile destruction; renewed terracing and 
buildings would often reuse many of the same old stones, obscuring the nature, 
form, or even data for the very existence of earlier work here. Only the latest 
structures and destructions usually survive to any extent. On the level zones of 
the main ridge, again, the later builders (Roman, Byzantine, etc.) would often 
clear down to (and into) bedrock — destroying earlier work, without even 
traces surviving.153 So, in these circumstances, we are in effect lucky to have 
anything really old at all. The common and strident claim that “archaeology of
fers no evidence” for this, that, or the other period in Jerusalem should be taken 
not just with a pinch of salt but with a whole bucketful!

With all this clearly in mind, we may now look at Jerusalem in the Middle 
Bronze to Iron IIA periods with better understanding. In the Middle Bronze 
Age, the name in the Execration Texts is each time written with the “three hills” 
determinative used for foreign lands and settlements, and specifically for such 
arrangements as the little Canaanite city-states consisting of a local "capital” 
town with its surrounding territory and sundry lesser settlements. Thus Jerusa
lem here is a town plus its territory, not just a tribal zone.154 In these particular 
texts, tribal groups are separately named as such, explicitly, such as those be
longing to Bybios and Irqata. As for Jerusalem’s sphere of rule at this time, it 
alone with Shechem shared control over the hill country of Canaan from south
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of the vale of Jezreel down to Hebron: Shechem the north, Jerusalem the south. 
No other major center is named until one reaches either Ascalon westward on 
the coast or a Rehob which is either the one near Accho or the one by the Ior
dan near Beth-Shan. Therefore, as the Egyptian authorities were interested in 
places with potential for rebellion, not just glorified vElages or hamlets, the Je
rusalem of these texts was a principal center in its region and not just the out
post of some other state (unnamed!), as claimed.

With the texts agree the remains so far discovered. Along the east side of 
the north-south ridge (or “eastern hill”) have twice been found respectable seg
ments of the enclosure wall of the Middle Bronze II city: 12.25 meters (about 40 
feet) by Miss Kenyon, and later, another 30-meter stretch (about 90/100 feet), 
parts of it reinforced, by the Shiloh expedition. The wall was some 2 to 3 meters 
thick (about 7 to 10 feet), had Middle Bronze 11 sherds associated with it, and 
served as the basis for walls both then and in later periods. There would be no 
point in having such a wall along one side of the town only; its presence implies 
a full circuit of the eastern hill,195 Recently, continuing work on the east side has 
revealed some formidable defenses for the Gihon spring, the oldest city’s water 
supply- Here parts of two towers of cyclopean masonry plus a pool have been 
found of this period; a third tower probably existed then also.196 In short, Mid
dle Bronze Jerusalem was a compact, strongly defended hill-zone center — not 
just somebody else’s minor outpost.

In the Late Bronze Age, fifteenth to thirteenth centuries, it is a similar 
story, so far as the physical evidence goes. The Amarna letters show clearly Jeru
salem’s importance in the fourteenth century, it belonged to the group of pri
mary Canaanite cities that corresponded directly with the Egyptian court (let
ters 285-90) — as did its northern hill-country rival Shechem (nos. 252-54), and 
such as Gezer (nos. 267-71), Megiddo (nos. 242-46), Ascalon (nos. 320-26), 
etc.197 As in the Middle Bronze Age, Shechem and Jerusalem shared dominance 
in the Canaanite hill country. As others have noted, its ruler, Abdi-Khepa, was a 
very active city ruler, battling with contemporaries who ruled in Gezer and 
Gath;195 other towns “belonged to Jerusalem” then, and there was room for a 
fifty-man-strong Egyptian garrison.199 This was no mere house in a small es
tate, as lias been unrealistically suggested!

On the archaeological plane, one cannot dismiss the role of Jerusalem 
and its ruler merely because we have no rich palace with several tons of pottery. 
The claims have been made that “no remains of a [Late Bronze] town have been 
found,” that “more than enough exposure” has been made “to decide whether 
or not there was a Late Bronze Age town in Jerusalem,” and against claims of 
erosion, some Late Bronze sherds should have shown up but “they are not 
there.” So especially against the fourteenth-century town.200
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However, the tacts are somewhat different. Between 2 and 5 percent of a 
site dug, at a site so badly destroyed from Herodian to Ottoman times, is not re
motely "more than enough exposure”— it is little more than a handful of often 
narrow trenches. With 95 percent of the site untouched (and largely unreach
able), and massive destruction in late antiquity, it is entirely premature to claim 
that the limited digs hitherto can be treated as definitive. As others have 
pointed out, there are positive finds that point to a Late Bronze town, extending 
over a length comparable with the Middle Bronze one or beyond it. Late Bronze 
pottery and strata (= successive phases of occupation) were found in Kenyon’s 
areas A and P and Shiloh’s area Ei. Architecture is not wholly absent; remains 
turned up in Shiloh’s area G. In the Late Bronze Age, fortification walls and 
massive gateways were not customary (under Egyptian rule, against revolt?); 
the locals had to make do with a ring of edge-to-edge domestic dwellings for lo
cal security. And the thirteenth and twelfth centuries had a massive stepped- 
stone structure at the northeast corner of early Jerusalem’s eastern ridge, which 
indicates an active local regime during (say) roughly 1230-1150, still existing 
thereafter. In the light of all these considerations, it is entirely wrong to attempt 
to dismiss the existence of s compact and active township at Jerusalem from the 
fourteenth to twelfth centuries, or going on later.31’1

So, with these lessons in mind, we may at last turn to the Jerusalem of Da
vid and Solomon. We have seen already that the most important structures —- 
temple, palace complex — were located en bloc north of Ophel and the old city 
along the eastern ridge. Whatever remains of them might still exist (after Neo
Babylonian destruction, Persian-age reworking, Herodian replacement, and de
molition by Romans and others) are irrevocably buried under the present Tem
ple Mount. David first occupied the fortress of oldest Jerusalem (the eastern 
ridge south of Ophel), and did work there on the "Millo” (2 Sam. 5:9). Then his 
new ally Hiram of Tyre built him a palace (5:11). This might have been inside 
the north end of the old city, but equally may have adjoined its north side, on 
Ophel, just south of the future Temple Mount. As Dr. Eilat Mazar pointed out, 
David descended into the city fortress when a Philistine advance was reported 
(5:17-18) —presumably from his new palace up on its north side. Thus she 
would deduce that David’s palace once stood in the Ophel area.302 Solomon too 
worked at the Millo, and on the wall of Jerusalem (1 Kings 9:15). Of the latter, we 
need expect to find next to nothing — it would be reworked by later Judean 
kings (e.g., Hezekiah, 2 Chron. 32:5), and much of the walls were destroyed by 
the Babylonians. As for the Millo, it could not have been the original stepped- 
stone structure in the northeast part of the oldest city, but it maybe represented 
by the later fills that covered the stepped-stone structure and its mantle, as part 
of later work — and which had within it the typical tenth-century pottery,
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plain with hand-burnished red slip, and associated types.203 This represents 
most probably the efforts of David and Solomon’s epoch.

(3) Sites Elsewhere in Israel and Judah

The four prominent sites reviewed above are by no means the only places in 
which people lived during the brief decades of the “united monarchy.” Succes
sive lists of other sites siiowing datable occupations in the tenth century have 
long since been given by leading archaeologists. Even without the four sites 
above, Dever listed over 20 sites, and Mazar nearly 30, with Iron IIA/tenth- 
century occupations, at all levels from modest villages to walled settlements. 
The recently published south Samaria survey shows nearly too smaller sites for 
that area alone, within about 1050-900.2)4 Cf. tig. 24.

Thus the strange idea that tenth-century Palestine was almost uninhab
ited and unable to sustain a modest “empire” is, frankly, a nonstarter. So also is 
the equally bizarre notion that a compact, fortified site like early Jerusalem 
could not be the capita! for a small nation-state or a mini-empire.305 In the for
mative years of empires, their energies go into territorial expansion; conspicu
ous display is expressed in major cities and monuments only later, often on the 
eve of decline or in its beginnings. A good example is Egypt. Based in a minus
cule capital, post-Middle Kingdom Thebes, in 120 miles of narrow Nile Valley 
below Aswan, Ahmose I expelled the Hyksos and rebounded into Canaan, be
sides reaching deep into Nubia southward, extending his realm to a south- 
north length of 1,400 miles of Nik Valley plus dominance in Canaan. Within 
some thirty years his second successor, Tuthmosis I, had reached beyond the 
Fourth Cataract of the Nubian Nile (to Kamsa Kurgus) and north to the Eu
phrates and Carchemish, a vast span of some 2,300 miles. By then Thebes was 
still small, the temple of Amun had gained only a couple of front halls and a 
south approach; Memphis had simply a new palace center of this king for his 
growing governance. But little more. Tuthmosis III affirmed this wide rule and 
built much more. Amenophis III saw the most opulence and new building, on 
the eve of decline, while the huge edifices of the Ramesside kings accompanied 
that decline. This can be replicated in other lands and epochs, and is seemingly 
unknown to our overspeculative, factually disadvantaged sociological anthro
pologists. In this context, fortress Jerusalem was an ideal base for David’s swift, 
opportunistic campaigns and overlordships; Solomon began to expand his base 
with the added governmental palace complex (and temple as ideological cen
ter), but then everything crumbled prematurely in his last years and under the 
inept Rehoboam, before consolidation was possible.

Flourishing centers in the eleventh and tenth centuries include Dan up in
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the north (strata V-IV).2W More centrally, Shechein was destroyed circa noo, 
and remained so until a modest settlement arose in the tenth century. This was 
destroyed in the later tenth century, and may have been the [Mi]gdal[Shechem] 
of Shoshenq I’s list (no. 58), north of Zemaraim en route to [Tijrzah (no. 59) 
and “the Valley” par excellence, i.e,, Jezreel (no. 65). Then Shechein was again 
rebuilt, as a proper township, in the late tenth/early ninth century, possibly cor
responding to the early use of this place as his first capital by Jeroboam I of Is
rael (i Kings 12:25). All this fits together well; but with Finkelsteirt’s lower chro
nology of Iron I/il strata generally, this would not work.207 After long 
nonoccupation, or minimal occupation, Taanach was again well settled in the 
thirteenth through the twelfth century, being destroyed about 1125 (IA-IB). 
Then came a further gap in occupation with only very slight settlement, until a 
renewal of the town Taanach in the tenth century (I1A-13), only to be destroyed 
late in that century. As Taanach is listed by Shoshenq i (no. 14), he is usually 
blamed for the destruction of this Tanaach (probably rightly). On a low 
Finkelstein dating of Iron l-II, Shoshenq would have found nothing worth de
stroying or listing in 926/925, with Taanach IIA-B arising only after he had dis- 
appeared!208 Beth-Shemesh IV had been a flourishing Late Bronze II town in 
the thirteenth century, seemingly destroyed around 1200. Founded later, level 
III was a mere village, with Canaanite-type pottery and Philistine bichrome 
ware (by about mo); the Canaanite population (and Philistine overlords?) had 
been joined by early Israelite settlers by the time of Eli (ca. 1080); cf. i Sam. 6:9
20. These Hebrews may have shared in the local material culture then. We hear 
of them moving in with the Canaanites here and elsewhere, and being subject 
to them (note Judg. 1:33; cf. 1:27-33). Then, suddenly, we have in level Ila a re
modeled town (no more Philistine stuff), with a strong masonry ring wall, as 
an administrative center in the tenth century. Correspondingly, Beth-Shemesh 
occurs in Solomon’s second administrative district, and the contemporary in
scribed fragment of one Hanan echoes the neighboring place Elon (of) Beth 
(House/Estate of) Hanan in 1 Kings 4:9; cf. above, p. 132. Thereafter Beth- 
Shemesh survived until Sennacherib’s destruction in 701, with seventh century 
squatters dispersed when its water supply was blocked (by Philistines, it 
seems).209 This entire history all goes well on normal dating, but not on an arti
ficially lowered one. Other sites repay study, but these must suffice here. Cf. al
ready on Beth-Shan, p. 98 above.

To end the theme, we turn to lesser sites revealed by ground surveys; it 
will suffice here to use the results from one of the latest-published and most 
careful such surveys, that of the terrain of Ephraim (south Samaria). In the area 
gone through, 131 Iron I sites (twelfth-eleventh centuries) are listed; then 94 
sites for Iron Age l/II (tenth-early ninth centuries); then 241 sites for Iron II
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(basically eighth-seventh centuries), citing here the surveyors’ dates.310 If we 
understand roughly 200/150 years for the Iron I series (131 sites), then up to 100 
years for their Iron Age I/II (94 sites), and at least 250 years (850-600) for their 
Iron II (241 sites), and note the roughly equivalent proportion of time spans 
and sites, then it is no surprise that Iron I has nearly half as many again as Iron 
l/II, and the longer span of Iron II (over twice the I/II period) has more than 
twice the number of reported sites. Not all sites would be contemporary 
throughout the whole of any given period, it should also be kept in mind, just 
as for the varied histories of extensively dug large sites in each epoch. In this 
light the “united monarchy” period is no less populous on this evidence than 
the main periods immediately before and after it. And it fits the changing histo
ries of big sites as well as of the parallel developing cultures found also in the 
surveys.

4. ANOTHER LOOK AT THE BALANCE SHEET

The results of this long investigation into the tenth century must now be 
summed up.

1. An initial summary from the biblical sources was needful, to delimit the 
field of investigation, namely, the three reputed reigns of Saul, David, and Solo
mon over a single Hebrew kingdom.

2. Then inquiry had to be made into what external information was avail
able, its limitations noted and the reasons for those limitations clearly spelled 
out, in factual terms. The information from external sources in terms of explicit 
mentions of biblical characters such as Saul, David, or Solomon is almost zero, 
until Shalmaneser 111 had hostile contact with Ahab of Israel in 853. The rea
sons for this are stunningly simple and conclusive. From Mesopotamia, no As
syrian rulers had had direct contact with Palestine before 853 — and so do not 
mention any local kings there. This is not the fault of the kings in Canaan, 
whether Israelite, Canaanite, or Philistine, and does not prove their nonexis
tence. From Egypt we have virtually no historical inscriptions whatsoever men
tioning Palestinian powers or entities between Ramesses III (ca. 1184-1153) and 
Shoshenq I (ca. 945-924). We have just two literary works, Wenamun, referring 
only to coastal ports (Dor to Byblos), and the Moscow Literary Letter that knows 
of Seir.211 Plus the fragmentary triumphal scene of Siamun (ca. 979/978-960/ 
959), overlapping with the early years of Solomon (970-960), when a pharaoh 
smote Gezer and ceded it to him (1 Kings 9:16). The vast mass of Egyptian rec
ords in the Delta and Memphis is long since lost for nearly all periods, includ
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ing the tenth century. At Thebes, almost all records are local, private, and on fu
nerary religion, not foreign wars. From the Levant, original texts are so far lost/ 
undiscovered before the ninth century, except at Bybios, whose kings celebrate 
only themselves. We have nothing from Tyre, Sidon, Damascus, etc., until much 
later. So, again, there is no mention of the Hebrew tenth-century monarchs — 
and, again, it is not their fault, and certainly not proof of nonexistence. In Israel 
itself, the deplorable state of pre-Herodian remains in oldest Jerusalem (Ophel 
and the eastern ridge), inaccessibility of much of its terrain, and the fact that it 
is 95 percent undug/undiggable {100 percent on the Temple Mount, where royal 
stelae might have been erected) — all these factors almost entirely exclude any 
hope of retrieving significant inscriptions from Jerusalem at any period before 
Herodian times. (The Siloam tunnel text [ca. 700] survived precisely because it 
was in a safely buried location.) So, again, we cannot blame a David or a Solo
mon for all that happened to Jerusalem after their time.

Yet despite this very adverse situation, we do begin to have traces: the Tell 
Dan inscription and with virtual certainty the Moabite Stone each mention 
“the House of David," implying his former role as a personal dynastic founder, 
about 150 years after his death. Then, within barely 50 years of his death (ca. 
970), we have what is in all likelihood “the heights of David" in the list of 
Shoshenq I (ca. 925), with a final t for final d exactly as in Ethiopic. (Alas, no 
clearly better and indisputable alternative can be offered, it seems!) The politi
cal situation of Hadadezer king of Arain-Zobah in circa 990 (reaching across 
the Euphrates) is extremely likely to find a reflex in the situation there in the 
timeof Assur-rabi II of Assyria, as later reported by Shalmaneser 111. So, explicit 
traces are beginning to emerge, even for the limited possibilities of the tenth 
century.

3. But explicit evidence is not the only form of valid and informative evi
dence. It is equally important to measure off a document or account against 
what we know independently about the topics it includes. In this light much 
can be said: a little on Saul’s time, more on David’s, and much more on Solo
mon’s epoch. Thus Saul’s regime was profitably compared with the ethos and 
practices of Levantine kingship. David’s “empire” (inherited by Solomon) be
longs to a particular type of “mini-empire,” of a scope and nature only present 
and feasible within the interval between about 1180 and S70 and at no other 
time in the first millennium, being known also from Neo-Hittite and Aramean 
analogues. Under Solomon, foreign relations do fit the context of his day; his 
temple and paLace complex (and their furnishings) find ample and immediate 
cultural analogues, in both scale and nature. This is also true of the scale of his 
revenues; in fact, his 20 tons of gold in a year is poverty compared with the 
spending of over 380 tons of precious metal by Osorkon I soon afterward, and
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the 7,000 tons of gold that Alexander the Great lifted from the vanquished Per
sian Empire later on. Poetry (David) and instructional wisdom (Solomon) be
long well in the tenth century, with earlier roots, and ample successors.

4. The physical archaeology of tenth-century Canaan is consistent with 
the former existence of a unified state on its terrain then (with some monu
mental architecture). Jerusalem cannot deliver much on this; but on normal 
datings, Hazor, Gezer, and Megiddo (largely) can. And the occupation of the 
rest of the area is also consistent with this; it was not a land of ghosts. The clever 
attempt to down-date the archaeological remains of the tweifth-to-eighth cen
tury substantially into the eleventh-to-late-eighfh century will not really work, 
throws up bizarre anomalies, requires invention of new Aegean invasions, and 
is wholly needless. The coexistence of mutually hostile cultural groups not us
ing each other’s prestige wares is perfectly feasible; and any compression in an 
archaeological timescale should be set in the twelfth/eleventh centuries, not the 
tenth/eighth. Thus, normal dating should be retained, with its entire network 
of good correlations with social and political conditions also reflected in the 
biblical sources.

5. In short, the testing of the biblical text against external data (texts and 
artifactual contexts) shows precious little fantasy and much realistic agreement 
in practical and cultural aspects. Much more might be examined, but the sub
jects reviewed here give some idea of the real situation.
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CHAPTER 5

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

Now we edge cautiously back into the second millennium b.c., before the set
tled age of lines of kings, so far as the early Israelites are concerned — before 
about 1042 (accession of Saul), on the dates suggested above, p. 83. The princi
pal biblical sources are the existing books of Joshua and Judges, supplemented 
by 1 Sam. 1-10. Looking back in time, we see the biggest event in Hebrew tradi
tion was the exodus from Egypt, followed at an interval (traditionally forty 
years) by their entry into Canaan. Questions surrounding an exodus can be 
safely left until chapter 6; but the presence in Canaan of an entity named Israel 
can be given a firm bottom date in Year 5 of Merenptah, which ran from within 
1st Akhet i8/2nd Akhet 13 = within ist/27th 1 Lily Gregorian in 1209 to within ist/ 
27th July Gregorian in 1208 (and iion207, as so many writers miscalculate).1 So, 
if Israel entered Canaan from without, she did so prior to 1209 by an unknown 
interval. At any rate, about 1210 gives us a bottom date for the presence of a 
tribal entity — so marked by its determinative on Merenptah’s stela — clearly 
named Israel, settled or settling in Canaan by 1210 at the latest. Therefore, as we 
do not intend to write a novel about Joshua battling it out with Merenptah’s 
forces, it is simpler to set any such leader’s entry before 1210 and to equate the 
period 1210-1042 — almost 170 years —-with the so-called period of the judges 
featured in the books of Judges, Ruth, and 1 Samuel (1-10). The latest setting of 
the book of Joshua (if granted even minimal credence) would then in principle 
lie immediately in the decade or so before 1210, along with any Israelite entry 
into Canaan from outside. In archaeological terms in Canaan, we are in the end 
phase of Late Bronze (I1B/III) followed by the epoch of Iron I,

In what follows we must first review the actual contents of the book of 
Joshua: what it actually says, rather than what some scholars wrongly think it 
says, partly through carelessness in not reading carefully the actual text and
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partly through not knowing the proper cultural background. That done, the 
Near Eastern background and archaeology can then be compared with the real, 
not imaginary, Joshua text. As the Hebrews had not lived at Gilgal by the Jordan 
since the creation, but are claimed to have arrived there from across the Jordan, 
it is in order next to look at the relevant narratives and their possible back
ground. Thereafter we can return to the period after Joshua, to the content of 
the book of Judges, to analyze its contents, not just its framework, and set a the
oretical dating scheme for its main actors, and add in the data from 1 Sam. i-io 
prior to Saul. We will then look again at appropriate Near Eastern background 
and archaeology, before essaying an overall result.

x. THE BOOK OF JOSHUA AS IT IS

Conveniently, the obvious contents (by modern chapter/verse divisions) can be 
summarized thus.

Table 8, The Book of Joshua as It Js

1. Across the Jordan into Canaan (1—5:12):
• New leader (i); spying out the new area (2); crossing into Canaan (3).
• Entry, Gilgal: memory stones (4); circumcision and passover (5:1-13).

2. First Conflict (5:13-8:29):
• Jericho destroyed/burned — then back at Gilgal (5:13-6:27).
• Ai, defeat, then destroyed/burned; then back at Gilgal (7-8:29).

3. Interlude: First Covenant Rite, Ebal (8:30-34). Gibeon Sneaks Alliance(9)
• Israel continues to stay at Gilgal; no occupation of Jericho-Ai area.

4. Second Conflict — Southern Battles (10):
• Battle of Gibeon; death of five kings (10:1-27).
• Attacks on: Makkedah, Libnah, Lachish, Eglon, Hebron, Debir, in each 

case attacked, taken, ruler and people killed, then move on, not stopping 
to occupy. Gezer, only king (and farces) killed, trying to relieve Lachish; 
city not said to be attacked. Israel returns to HQ at Gilgal (N.B.: brack
eting verses: 15, 43) (10:28-43).

5. Third Conflict — Northern Battles (11):
• Battle of the Waters of Merom, destruction of hostile forces (n:i 15).
• Hazor, chief center, burned (like Jericho and Ai), and no other (11:13).
• Rhetorical summary for southern and northern wars (11:16-20); Joshua 

fought for “many days” (“long time”) (11:18).
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• Annex: slaying Anakites in south, excluding Gaza, Gath, Ashdod (11:11
23).

• N.B.: no occupation of these regions is claimed down to this point Israel 
was still based at Gilgal, at Joshua’s initial land allotment (14:6).

6. Lists of Defeated Rulers (12):
• East of Jordan, under Moses (12:1-6):

Amorite land ofSihon, Bashan under Og, defeated, allotted, occupied.
• West of Jordan under Joshua (12:7-24):

thirty-one petty kingdoms defeated, kings slain, but terrain not occu
pied.

Annex: notice of areas not invaded (13:1-7).
7. Formal Allotments of Territory (13:8-21:45):

• Retrospect: Moses’ allotments to Reuben, Gad, and first half Manasseh, 
east of Jordan (13:8-33); already begun to be occupied.

• Prospect: Joshua’s allotments to rest of Israel, west of Jordan not yet oc
cupied (14-21).

Part 1: (Gilgal) — Caleb, Judah, Ephraim, second half Manasseh

(14—17)-
Part2: (Shiloh) — surveys, then allotment (18:4-11): Benjamin, Sim

eon, Zebulon; Issachar, Asher, Naphtali; Dan; and Joshua (18:11

19:51)-
Part 3: (Shiloh) — cities of refuge; Levites (20-21).

8. Concluding Acts under Joshua (22-24):
• East tribal forces return to east of Jordan (22).
• Joshua's farewell (23).
• Second covenant rite, Sheehan (24:1-27).
• Annex: death of Joshua; rule of the elders, etc. (24:28-33).

Such is the actual record, regardless of its date(s) or inherent nature. The 
picture that emerges from an attentive reading of the actual narrative text of 
Joshua is very dear, leaving aside all the incidental rhetoric. After entry into Ca
naan from across the Jordan, a base camp was established (Gilgal) on the east
ern edge of Jericho’s territory, with due ceremony.

Then both Jericho and Ai were successively destroyed, rind burned so that 
their occupation was ended. One notes that the Israelites did not immediately 
go up and disperse themselves over the lands belonging to these townships, but 
remained based in Gilgal, No conquest by occupation yet. But this initial local 
success was followed by a visit up to Mount Ebal dose by Shechem, dearly un
opposed, for a covenant-renewal ceremony (8:30-34). Then home to Gilgal.

The conflict with Canaanite city-state rulers in the south part of Canaan
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is worth dose observation. After the battle for Gib con. we see the Hebrews ad
vance upon six towns in order, attacking and capturing them, killing their local 
kings and such of the inhabitants as had not gotten clear, and moving on, not 
holding on to these places. Twice over (10:15, 45), it is clearly stated that their 
strike force returned to base camp at Gilgal, So there was no sweeping takeover 
and occupation of this region at this point. And no total destruction of the 
towns attacked.

What happened in the south was repeated up north. Hazor was both 
leader and famed center for the north Canaanite kinglets. Thus, as in the south, 
the Hebrew force defeated the opposition; they captured their towns, killed rul
ers and less mobile inhabitants, and symbolically burned Hazor, and Hazor only, 
to emphasize the end of its local supremacy. Again Israel did not attempt imme
diately to hold on to Galilee; they remained based at Gilgal i d. 14:6). These cam
paigns were essentially disabling raids; they were not territorial conquests with 
instant Hebrew occupation. The text is very clear about this. Cf. fig. 25.

We are told that Joshua warred for some time (11:18), but are not given 
precise detail. But there are indirect indications of the possible content of 
other similar raids. Thus the list of thirty-one defeated towns/slain kings in 
Josh. 12 includes more than those who people the narratives in 10-11. We addi
tionally find Hormah and Arad in the Negev (12:14); Adullam, Bethel, and 
Geder in the south part of central Canaan (cf. 12:13,15, 16); Tappuah, Hepher, 
Aphek, Sharon (“Lasharon”), and Tirzah in the north part (cf. 12:17-18, 24); 
and Megiddo, Taanach, Jokneam, Qedesh, and Goyim-Gilgal in Jezreel and 
Galilee (cf. 12:21-23).

The first indication of a real move in occupation outward beyond Gilgal 
comes in 18:4. After the first allotment (14-17) of lands-to-be-occupied had 
been made, Ephraim-Manasseh began to act on their lot — and found it no 
pushover to make a takeover (cf. 17:14-18). But they must quickly have made 
their way via Bethel up the twenty-five miles (forty kilometers) or so through 
Shiloh to gain Shechem and Tirzah — and with enough assurance to allow for 
the establishing of the tabernacle at Shiloh (18:1, “the country [there] ,.. under 
their control”), where it ultimately stayed through the twelfth/early eleventh 
centuries (Iron I). Bethel probably fell at this time (cf. flashback entry, )udg. 
1:22-26), and Tirzah (cf. Josh. 12:24), As long noticed in biblical studies, 
Shechem remains an enigma. No relationship is mentioned with it, other than 
geographical; it has no battle with Israel; no king of Shechem appears in either 
the narratives (10-11) or the list of heads that rolled (12). Two factors are rele
vant. One is the long tradition of relationships with Shechem from the patri
archs onward (cf. Gen. 12:6 [Abraham]; 33:18-20 plus chap. 34 [with 48:22?], 
35:4, and 37:12-17 [Jacob]), so that it was not wholly alien territory. The other is
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that, in all probability, Shechem was little more than a small village in the later 
thirteenth century, not then a kingdom, Tirzah ruling the district. Thus, before 
Joshua’s death, the first Israelite zone of settlement had probably extended from 
the Gilgal/Jericho/Ai district via Bethel and Shiloh up to Shechem and Tirzah. 
Southward, Caleb went to gain Hebron and Debir (Josh. 14:6-15 and 15:13-19; cf. 
flashback in Judg. 1:12-15). And in the center-north Joshua himself was granted 
Timnath-serah (van Timnath litres), some sixteen miles southwest of Shechem 
(Josh. 19:49-50; cf. 24:30; Judg. 2:9"). Under the elders, attempts were made to 
reach farther, but with little immediate headway (cf. Judg. 1-2).

Thus, to sum up, the book of [oshua in reality simply records the Hebrew 
entry into Canaan, their base camp at Cilgal by the Jordan, their initial raids 
(without occupation!) against local rulers and subjects in south and north Ca
naan, followed by localized occupation (a) north from Cilgal as far as Shechem 
and Tirzah and (b) south to Hebron/Debir, and very little more. This is not the 
sweeping, instant conquest-with-occupation that some hasty scholars would 
foist upon the text of Joshua, without any factuaL justification. Insofar as only 
Jericho, Ai, and Hazor were explicitly allowed to have been burned into 
nonoccupation, it is also pointless going looking for extensive conflagration 
levels at any other Late Bronze sites (of any phase) to identify them with any Is
raelite impact. Onto this initial picture Judges follows directly and easily, with 
no inherent contradiction: it contradicts only the bogus and superficial con
struction that some modern commentators have willfully thrust upon the bib
lical text of Joshua without adequate reason. The fact is that biblical scholars 
have allowed themselves to be swept away by the upbeat, rhetorical element 
present in Joshua, a persistent feature of most war reports in ancient Near East
ern sources that they are not accustomed to understand and properly handle. 
See next section.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

2. THE BOOK OF JOSHUA 
AND NEAR EASTERN BACKGROUND

A. INTRODUCTION

Here we need to collate the narratives and lists that make up the existing book 
of Joshua in two almost equal parts. As with the “united monarchy,” there are 
almost no external sources that mention people and events that feature in the 
books ofloshua and Judges. And for similar reasons. In the late second millen
nium Assyria remained east of the Euphrates and had no cause to report on the
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affairs of distant Canaan. That region formed part of the Egyptian empire for 
inuch of that period, but Egyptian sources for Canaan are limited essentially to 
very laconic reports of campaigns by the New Kingdom pharaohs, and a hand
ful of administrative and literary texts that show almost no interest in the de
mography of highland Canaan at that time. For the fourteenth century, these 
are briefly supplemented by the Aitrarna letters, which include correspondence 
of Egyptian vassals in Canaan with the pharaoh’s court.2 but when the Egyp
tians did penetrate beyond the coast routes of Canaan in the thirteenth/early 
twelfth centuries, then immediately we find brief mentions of biblical peoples. 
So Mount Seir (= Edom) appears in texts of Ramesses II (thirteenth century), 
and Seirite districts occur in a list of his that derives largely from one of 
Amenophis III (fourteenth century).3 Moab is mentioned and depicted as ob
ject of a campaign by Ramesses II in his lists.4 People from Edom (so named) 
appear with their cattle, seeking pasture and water in the East Delta under 
Merenptah in his Year 8 (1206).5 The tent-dwelling people of Seir (Edoin) were 
raided by Ramesses III within circa 1180-1170.6 And to cap all these, we have, of 
course, the clear mention ol Israel as a people in Canaan in Year 5 of Merenptah 
(1209/1208). In Numbers, Deuteronomy, and judges we also have mention of 
Hebrew relations with Moab and Seir-Edom, both in the traditions of their 
transit from Sinai via Transjordan to Canaan and during the conflicts men
tioned in fudges, i.e., in the thirteenth/twelfth centuries. Thus we in fact do 
have brief but dear attestation of Israel itself in the late thirteenth century in 
Canaan, and of her neighbors Moab in the thirteenth century and Seir-Edom in 
the fourteenth to early twelfth centuries in firsthand Egyptian military and ad
ministrative records. That important fact needs to be taken firmly on board. 
The inner struggles of Israel and neighbors in highland Canaan and eastward 
were of no interest whatever to the pharaohs unless they risked infringing on 
Egyptian interests — which was very rare and limited. However, precisely as 
with the united monarchy, so here. It is in order for us to compare the docu
ments in the books of Joshua and Judges and their content with relevant exter
nal background data, so that we have an objective standard by which to ap
praise these narratives, lists, etc, The data are both textual and graphic and also 
“archaeological” in the narrow sense of sites and artifacts. We will now consider 
both as concisely as possible.

B, SPECIFIC THEMES AND TOPICS

Many features of the narratives in Joshua (and Judges) find direct echoes and 
counterparts in texts and representations in their surrounding world.
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(i) Rootless Tribal and Related Groups in Late Bronze Canaan

Reputedly fugitives from Egypt, and in rootless transit through Transjordan 
into Canaan, the tribal group “Israel” was not the only such population group 
troubling their neighbors (and sometimes, higher authorities) there in the late 
second millennium. The Amarna letters of the mid-fourteenth century are full 
of reports about restless groups such as the Apiru, or displaced people. This 
much-discussed term cannot be readily equated linguistically with biblical 
“Hebrew” Cibri), as is often done. But there are dear behavioral analogies be
tween these Apiru and the displaced Hebrews who had fled Egypt and (now 
rootless) sought to establish themselves in Canaan. The biblical Hebrews in 
Joshua-Judges sought to raid towns, and hopefully to seize control of them, oc
casionally burning them down (Jericho, Ai, Hazor). Of the Apiru we can read 
similar activities from the point of view of local city rulers in the Amarna let
ters. Time and again they are accused of trying to overcome cities and expel 
their petty kings (“inayors/governors” in Egyptian usage), and get control, as 
did the Hebrews. Seeing trouble, the people of Gibeon (Josh. 9) sought to make 
treaty-alliance with the Hebrew intruders. And in the Amarna letters, city rul
ers continually fear towns joining up with the Apiru. Or they go over to the 
Apiru and make agreement or treaty with them, as the Gibeonites later did with 
Joshua and his people. Local rulers might band together against a third party, 
just as the five kings of south Canaan did against Gibeon and Israel (Josh. 10) 
and the group in north Canaan (chap. 11) did against Joshua and his forces.7

This range of activity by Apiru and other groups is also attested in the 
thirteenth century, from brief Egyptian reports under Sethos I, circa 1295/1290. 
His first stela of his Year 1 at Beth-Shan reports on the rulers of Hammath and 
Pella capturing Beth-Shan and besieging Rehob, until the pharaoh’s forces re
captured Beth-Shan and relieved Rehob, securing also Yenoam. Compare the 
five kings led by Jerusalem that threatened Gibeon, until loshua brought mili
tary deliverance. Oil his second Beth-Shan stela a little later, Sethos I reports on 
tribal conflict involving the “Apiru of the mountain of Yarmutu” (“Jarmuth”), 
along with the Tayaru folk, attacking another Asiatic group, of Ruhina; which 
mischief he stepped in to quell. This appears to have been in Lower Galilee, if 
the Jarmuth concerned was that located later in Issachar (Josh. 2U29).8 The pic
ture is much like that of Israel or of segments such as the Calebites (Josh. 14:6
14; cf. Judg. 1:12-15) battling it out with other groups such as the Anakim, but 
without pharaonic interference, until Merenptah in 1209 briefly repulsed some 
part of Israel’s forces.

This last event may find other echoes in our data. In Josh. 15:9 and 18:15is 
found the seemingly tautologous place-name “Spring of the waters of Neph-
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tosh." Surely either “spring” or “waters" would have sufficed as definition! But 
tor long enough the suggestions have been made that (t) we should understand 
this name as for "Spring of Menephtoah," or in fact “Spring of Me(re)nptah,” 
named after the pharaoh, and that (2) Lifta, just northwest of Jerusalem, marks 
the site and preserves a remnant of the name.9 Whatever the military clash was, 
it may have stimulated the Egyptian forces into establishing a small “bridge
head” upland fort near Jerusalem to watch over Canaanites and Hebrews alike. 
With this should be compared a mention of “the troop-commanders of the 
Wells of Merenptah that are (in) the mountain-ridges” in Year 3 (1211), in a 
postal register of message-carrying officers then.10 It is possible that 
Merenptah’s strike into Canaan dates to within Years 1 to 3.

(ii) Leaders in the Levant

in the narratives Joshua is presented as a dynamic leader who can spur his peo
ple forward. This included conquest of two settlements as gateway to upland 
Canaan proper, then raiding through Canaan, top-slicing local city rulers and 
temporarily disabling local opposition. Exploits of such a kind need direct lead
ership; it is not the product of a wandering, unfocused mob. Other dynamic 
“Joshuas” also flourished in the Late Bronze Levant. The city-based Labayu of 
Shechem made a strong impression on his contemporaries in the Amarna age, 
as the Amarna letters show.11

But far more remarkable was Abdi-ashirta, who, aided and succeeded by 
his equally wily son Aziru, created from scratch a kingdom of Amurru based in 
the north Lebanon mountains and environs within the last ten or fifteen years 
of Akhenaten’s reign, the main period of the Amarna letters that evidence this 
feat. In this they made full use of Apiru fighting men and auxiliaries, to expand 
their control over neighboring towns, not least profitable trading ports on the 
Mediterranean coast. Geopoliticaliy this represented a much more ambitious 
achievement on the ground than the modest initial Hebrew occupation of the 
Canaanite upland area from Hebron to Jericho/Ai (bypassing Jerusalem) up via 
Shiloh to Shechem arid Tirzah. Thus the territorial achievement of Joshua and 
the elders (in maybe ten/fifteen years?) was certainly much less than that of 
Abdi-ashirta and Aziru — who also faced stiff opposition from their contem
poraries, and had to cope with direct threats from Egypt and the Hittite power, 
as the Amarna letters and contemporary archives show.12 Therefore there are 
no grounds whatsoever for denying reality or factuality to the Joshua narratives 
in terms of what they actually represent on the ground, when the rhetorical 
component is Jeff aside.
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(iii) Campaign Preliminaries: Crossings,
Spies, Commissioning, and Night Flights

(a) Crossing Jordan

This episode is narrated in Josh. 3:1—4:18: the river’s flow stopped, leaving a dry 
crossing, as the waters had piled up at a town named Adam near Zarethan (3:16). 
The Stoppage lasted long enough for the Hebrews to get across in the day. This 
phenomenon directly reflects known reality, and is not fantasy. Some sixteen 
miles north of a crossing opposite Jericho, Adam is present-day Tell ed-Damieh. 
It is specifically in this district that the high banks of the Jordan have been liable 
to periodic collapses, sufficient to block the river for a time. Thus in December 
a.d. 1267 a high mound by the river collapsed into it, stopping its flow com
pletely for sixteen hours. In 1906 a similar event occurred, and then during the 
earthquake in 1927. That time the west bank collapsed, taking the road with it, 
while just below this a 150-foot section of riverside cliff fell across the river, 
damming it completely for twenty-one hours.13 Such an event in antiquity 
would have readily facilitated the crossing by the early Israelites.

(b) Spies, Decoys, Counterspies, and Barmaids

Use of spies and of "disinformation” was customary many centuries before 
Joshua and the late second millennium. We are told that loshua sent out two 
spies to observe Jericho and its approaches. I11 that town they took refuge with a 
woman Rahab who threw in her lot with them and concealed them, while 
disinforming the local king and his agents (Josh. 2). Use of spies and misinfor
mation is found already and commonly in the eighteenth century, in the vast 
Mari archives in northeast Syria.14 And in the thirteenth century, at the notori
ous battle of Qadesh (1275}, the Hittite king sent out decoys who duped 
Ramesses II of Egypt into making a rash advance on that city. Then harnesses’ 
own spies caught some genuine Hittite spies, and beat the truth out of them.ls 
The role of Rahab has been debated: simple harlot or female tavern keeper? 
This latter role is attested in the biblical world during the second millennium in 
particular, not later than circa 1100, after which the circumstances of brewing 
and dispensing alcohol changed. As at [ericho the king demanded details of her 
visitors, so in Old Babylonian city-states the local ruler required tavern keepers 
to inform him of rogues;1^ the matter features in the law codes of the epoch 
(Hammurabi, $109).
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(c) Commissioning the Leader for War

Often in antiquity, war leaders sought, or were granted, an act of commission 
before going to war — and for other major actions such as building temples. 
Joshua had a visionary visitor (5:1.1-15); others had their experiences. In Egypt, 
Tuthmosis IV in circa 1592 prepared for his Nubian campaign by consulting the 
god Amun in Thebes, who gave him encouragement.17 After almost half a cen
tury without major wars, Merenptah had to face a major threat to Egypt from 
the Libyans and Sea Peoples. O11 the eve of the conflict the god Ptah of Mem
phis appeared to him in a dream, offering him the sword of victory and saying 
in effect, “Fear not.”18 In turn, in the scenes of his Libyan wars in his memorial 
temple in Western Thebes, Ramesses III had himself depicted as commissioned 
by, and receiving the sword of victory from, Annin, to be ready for battle.151 In 
the thirteenth century the Hittite king Hattusil III and his queen had a variety 
of dreams, with commands from deity; while in the seventh century we find 
Assurbanipal (and even his army) receiving encouragement from deities in 
dreams before battles.30

(A) Night Flights

War was not restricted to daylight hours, even in antiquity. We find nighttime 
maneuvers half a millennium before, in the Mari correspondence, wherein a 
foe breached the wall of the town of Talkhayum and invaded and seized it by 
night.31 Then, in the later fourteenth century, both the Hittite king Mursil II 
and his opponents resorted to overnight marches and attacks.52 To the thir
teenth or fourteenth century belongs a letter found at Ugarit, whose author 
states: “My men were attacked [repeatedly] in the middle of the night, and a 
battle was fought.”23 For surprise attacks generally, compare such examples as 
the pharaoh Tuthmosis III outwitting his Canaanite foes by a surprise move 
through a narrow pass to outflank and defeat them atMegiddo, and conversely 
the Hittite surprise attack on Ramesses II at the Battle of Qadesh.24 Military 
tactics were far from primitive by the thirteenth century.

(iv) Campaign Narratives and Incidents

In Josh, io~n we find what purport to be narratives of two lightning campaigns 
in south and north Canaan respectively. These texts show various features that 
cause no surprise to seasoned Orientalists familiar with analogous campaign
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accounts elsewhere in the records from the ancient Near East, even if Old Testa
ment students sometimes have not grasped their full import.

Some fairly recent works, notably by Younger and Hess, have helped to 
clarify such understanding;25 here we shall present the matter as concisely and 
simply as possible, and add a little thereto. The southern campaign narrative 
has three parts.

The first (10:1-14) gives the casus belli: the king of Jerusalem saw neigh
boring Gibeon’s submission to Israel as a direct threat to his (and his allies’) in
dependence; hence he organized a preventive war, by first attacking Gibeon. 
Tied by treaty, Joshua and Israel then responded, defeating their foes and pur
suing them, initially to Azekah and Makkedah (10:1-10), with remarkable phe
nomena credited to YHWH (10:11-14). At this point it is emphasized that Israel 
after victory returned to base at Gilgal (10:15).

The second part (10:16-28) concentrates on events around Makkedah. Fol
lowing their defeat at Gibeon, the five leading Canaanite kings fled to Makkedah, 
hiding in a cave. To avoid losing momentum in the general pursuit of the foe 
(10:19), foshua ordered that they be blocked in, to be dealt with later. Once the pur
suit beyond Makkedah was over, the Hebrew forces could return to (temporary) 
camp at Makkedah {10:21), and also take that town (10:28). That day the kings were 
retrieved, made to submit to their victors’ feet on their necks, slain and impaled 
until sunset, when they were buried in their cave of refuge (10:22-27). Clearly, that 
was the end of that day’s work; an overnight stop at Makkedah is implied.

The third part (10:29-43) then followed. In summary form we are told 
that Joshua and his force successively vanquished five more towns, and a sev
enth king (of Gezer) who had come to help one (Lachish). Then they finally re
turned to Gilgal.

The northern campaign articulates similarly into three segments. The 
first includes, again, the casus belli. Alarmed by the Hebrew impact south of 
Jezreel and sensing a threat to his ascendancy, the king of Hazor gathered an al
liance against them (11:1-5). Meantime, as on the eve of the southern campaign 
(10:8), so now Joshua was told by deity, "Fear not!” (11:6).

The second narrates the main battle and defeat of the Canaanite forces, 
Hebrew pursuit of these, and the fall and destruction of Hazor (11:7-11).

The third then concisely summarizes (11:12-15) the subsequent action, 
killing of kings and their subjects, destructions (but «0i burning!) and plunder
ing. A Hebrew return to Gilgal without my immediate occupation of the north
ern terrain is implicit, as the Israelite base is still at Gilgal during the first act of 
allotment later on (14:6).

These two successive but parallel campaign reports merit concise back
ground comment from several viewpoints.
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(a) Annalistic Structures

We comment first on the overall structures of these two reports in their con
text. Earlier, for Israel’s first armed coflict in Canaan, taking Jericho and Ai, 
we have the longest account of all (6-8), consisting of three chapters in mod
ern biblical referencing. Thereafter, if at less length, it is the initial episodes in 
these two subsequent campaigns that get the fullest treatment. In the south
ern one, fuller account is given of the battle for Gibeon and acts at Makkedah 
(107-27), compared with the staccato, summary accounts of the attacks on 
the following six cities, from Makkedah itself to Debir (10:28-39). in the 
northern one, more concise overall, we have more on the major battle at 
Merom, consequent pursuit, and fall of Hazor (11:7-11), than 011 subsequent 
actions (11:12-14).

This kind of report profile is familiar to readers of ancient Near East
ern military reports, not least in the second millennium. Most striking is the 
example of the campaign annals of Tuthmosis III of Egypt in his Years 22-42 
(ca. 1458-1438). As others have noted, the pharaoh there gives a very full ac
count of his initial victory at Megiddo, by contrast with the far more sum
mary and stylized reports of the ensuing sixteen subsequent campaigns. Just 
like Joshua against up to seven kings in south Canaan and four-plus up 
north (final total of thirty-one, Josh. 12:9-24), the pharaoh faced a hostile al
liance: the rulers of Qadesh and Megiddo, plus 330 allied kinglets.The Ten- 
Year Annals of the Hittite king Mursil II (later fourteenth century) are also 
instructive. Exactly like the “prefaces” in the two Joshua war reports (10:1-4; 
11:1-5), detailing hostility by a number of foreign rulers against Joshua and 
Israel as reason for the wars, so in his annals Mursil II gives us a long “pref
ace” on the hostility of neighboring rulers and people groups that led to his 
campaigns.27

In these various annals and allied records, the more staccato, summary 
reports are presented in formulaic fashion —but often with variations And not 
with blockheaded, total uniformity in using the formula. So, Josh. 10:27-39 in 
particular. We may schematize thus:

At Then Joshua and all Israel went from city A to city B 
A2 and they set up against it, and they attacked it.

Bi YHWH gave city B into the hand of Israel,
B2 and he/they took it.

Ct City, people, king, he put to the SWORD,
C2 and left no survivors.

C3 Joshua did to (king of) city B, as he did to (king of) city X.
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Not every element appears (or as precisely as given) in the six examples in 
Josh. 10:27-39. Some are omitted or abbreviated, and additional elements are in
cluded when required. We now tabulate.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

Table 9. Formulae for Captured Towns in Joshua to

Makkedah Libnah Lachish Eglon Hebron Debir

Ai [om itled] OK OK OK OK OK

A2 [omitted] OK OK OK [set] + OK [set] + OK

Bi [omitted] OK [omitted] [omitted] [omitted] [omitted]

B2 That 
day. . .

OK OK 1 
2 day

OK H- 
1 day

OK OK -1 
villages

Ci OK + 
destr.

OK OK OK + 
destr.

OK + 
villages

OK

C2 OK OK [omitted] [om ittedj OK + 
destr.

OK

Q OK OK [... ] as Lb [„. .] as Lc [.. .] as Eg OK

Di help, Gzr

The variations are of interest. For Makkedah the three initial elements, 
Ai, A2, and Bi, were not needed; Joshua and his forces were already at 
Makkedah, and YHWH’s intervention that day was already dear for them, in 
Bi, “That day” linked this entry to its context. Libnah shows the formulation in 
its full form. In the remaining four cases, it is piquant to note that all four omit 
completely any reference to deity — so much for the narrative being “theologi
cally laden,” to quote a worn-out cliche! Under B2, a time note is twice added, 
once to denote a longer time (Lachish, a “tough nut”) and then to return to 
normal timing- C2, “no survivors,” is omitted twice, but is compensated for by a 
destruction note under Eglon. Rural outliers are added in, under Hebron and 
Debir, evidently a feature of that area. In C3, three entries abbreviate the for
mula heavily, as being understood. At Lachish an untoward event occurred: an
other king from outside (Gezer) tried to help but was defeated, and so this fact 
was added to the Lachish dossier.

None of this should be misinterpreted as evidence of rival sources, differ
ent viewpoints, etc., etc. The near contemporary Near Eastern data forbid any
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such literary acrobatics. In his Ten-Year Annals Mursil II, for example, shows 
much consistency in the basic formulae of his annual reports, but he does not 
hesitate to add massively to the narrative, or change its mold, when the events 
being reported require this.23 The same may be said for Tuthmosis 111 and 
others.

But another fourteenth-century pair of documents -— hitherto unnoticed 
in this regard — give us a vivid and dose literary parallel to Josh. 10 in particu
lar. These are the twin Amarna letters EA 185 and 186, by one author, 
Mayarzana, local king of Khashi, a few miles southwest of the later Baalbec in 
the Biqa Valley of Lebanon. He complained to the pharaoh twice about the 
same incident, namely, an Apiru group ravaginga series of focal towns and then 
having to be repulsed from his own town. The sequencing of their misdeeds in 
slightly variable formulaic fashion is very much like Josh. 10:28-39. Even more 
so, as he uses two similar but slightly different formulations in the two letters; 
and he cannot be split into an equivalent of ) and E, or other such fictions! 
These missives are original documents. Let us now look at the formulae used in 
each letter, and their application in practice.

For EA 185, we have the following basic layout:

t. (And) the Apiru took (city) X,
2. " -— a city of the King, my lord — ”
3. they looted it, & torched it with fire.
4. The Apiru fled to Amenhotep.

We may now tabulate the entries as expressed in EA 185.

Table 10A. Formulae, Towns Captured in EA 185

Makhzibtu Gilunu Magdalu Ushtu
1. OK OK OK And Ushtu
2. OK OK OK OK

3- and + OK OK took +
OK + barely escapes + barely escapes OK

4- OK OK OK OK

Then, at Khashi, the Apiru raided and were repulsed by the writer. 
For EA t86, we have the basic layout as follows:

1.

2.
Name of City,

“ — a loyal city of the King, my lord, god and Sun — :
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3. the 'Apiru took it, looted it, and burned it with fire.
4. they fled to Amenhotep ruler of Tushultu, who fed them.

We may now tabulate the entries as expressed in EA 186-

Table 10B. Formulae, Towns Captured in EA 186

3
4*

2.

Makhzibtu
When Apiru 

took + OK 
OK

OK {minus “took”) 
OK

Gilunu
OK

OK
OK
OK

Magdalu
OK

OK
OK
OK

Ushtu
[ lost]

[lost] 
[lost] 
[ lost]

Here the writer stuck to his formula much more rigidly, except for the 
first entry, precisely because (as with Makkedah under Joshua) it was the first 
one, and he was eager to heap blame on Amenhotep, so he changed the word 
order in part and introduced his traitor first. But it is the same writer — there is 
no J/E in 185 or P in 186!29

Thus both the basic formulaic layout and its variations in Joshua reflect 
commonplace ancient Near Eastern usage as found in original and unitary 
works. This was how such military reports were customarily written, and these 
structures and others are the common coin of the second millennium already, 
long before Neo -AsSyrian times.

(b) Stylistics

Second, we look more briefly at other features of such war reports.

(1) Rhetorical Style

So commonplace a phenomenon in the biblical world, it is this factor which has 
misLed Old Testament scholars in particular in their evaluations of the book of 
Joshua. For example, 10:40-42 ends the account of the southern campaign in 
sweeping terms — Joshua had “subdued the whole region,” he had “wholly de
stroyed all who breathed.” And similarly in the summation that ends the north
ern campaign account (ii:i6-L7, 23): “Joshua took the whole land and gave it as 
inheritance to Israel by their tribes” (11:23). And 21:43-45.

It is the careless reading of such verses as these, without a careful and
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close reading of the narratives proper, that has encouraged Old Testament 
scholars to read into the entire book a whole myth of their own making, to the 
effect that the book of Joshua presents a sweeping, total conquest and occupa
tion of Canaan by Joshua, which can then be falsely pitted against the narratives 
in Judges,30 But this modern myth is merely a careless falsehood, based on the 
failure to recognize and understand ancient use of rhetorical summations. The 
“alls” are qualified in the Hebrew narrative itself. In 10:20 we learn that Joshua 
and his forces massively slew their foes “until they were finished off” ('ad- 
tummam), but in the same breath the text states that “the remnant that sur
vived got away into their defended towns.” Thus the absolute wording is imme
diately qualified by exceptions — “the quick and the dead,” as one might say of 
pedestrians trying to cross our busy highways! Nor is thisan isolated datum. To 
begin with, the allotments of land to the tribes were decided after Joshua’s cam
paigns, both those narrated and those merely mentioned (11:18; cf. 13:1). Then 
we have a series of notices which indicate that, already under Joshua, the 
tribesfolk could not easily take possession of the territories raided; cf. such as 
13:63; 16:10; 17:12-13,18; Joshua’s still later critique, 18:3, before the second allot
ment; 19:47- And one should note 23:4-5, wherein Joshua speaks of having made 
allotments, in principle, which the tribes must still then take up — “YHWH 
your God .. . WILL drive them out.”So there is no total occupation shown to be 
achieved under Joshua himself in this book about Israel’s entry into, not occu
pancy of, Canaan. Once and for all.

The type of rhetoric in question was a regular feature of military reports 
in the second and first millennia, as others have made very clear. We can thus be 
brief here. In the later fifteenth century Tuthmosis III could boast “the numer
ous army of Mitanni was overthrown within the hour, annihilated totally, like 
those (now) non-existent”— whereas, in fact, the forces of Mitanni lived to 
fight many another day, in the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries. Some centu
ries later, about 840/830, Mesha king of Moab could boast that “Israel has ut
terly perished for always” — a rather premature judgment at that date, by over a 
century! And so on, ad libitum.31 it is in this frame of reference that the Joshua 
rhetoric must also be understood.

(2) Divine Intervention in War

This element has been noted already (cf. above, in chap, 2), but may here be 
quickly reviewed in a second-millennium military context. Thus, in ail three 
campaigns (Jericho, south Canaan, and north Canaan), Joshua is commis
sioned by YHWH not to fear (cf. 5:13-15; 10:8; 11:6). So also by Ptah and Amun 
were Merenptah in Egypt, and Tuthmosis IV long before him; and likewise
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Mursil [[ of the Hittites by his gods (Ten-Year Annals, etc.), all in the second 
millennium, besides such kings as Assurbanipal of Assyria down to the seventh 
century. Cf. i.B.iii.c, p. 115 above.

The sending of heavy hail on a foe by YHWH has been well compared to 
Hittite and Assyrian accounts of thunderbolts, etc.;32 clearly such phenomena 
did occur sporadically at times of battles, and the ancients treated them — as 
do our insurance companies! — as “acts of God.” The famous “long day” and 
appeal to sun and moon have been much discussed, and cannot be tackled 
anew in this work; hyperbole may be involved, and suffice it to remark other
wise that our long-standing friend Tuthmosis 111 witnessed some kind of 
shooting-star phenomenon that scattered an enemy.33 The support of deity is 
repeatedly invoked in what are otherwise straightforward historical accounts, 
because that is simply how the ancients saw their world. Again, the Ten-Year 
Annals of Mursil 11 are a good example among very many This feature does not 
imply nonhistoricity either outside the Hebrew Bible or inside it.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(3) Philological Details: Names of People and Groups

The war reports in )osh. 10-11 name people as well as places, mainly local rulers 
in Canaan.34 Proper onomastic study demonstrates that these names were not 
“made up” freely by the biblical writers (as at least one unwise commentator 
has opined), but correspond almost entirely with actual names and name types 
current particularly in the second millennium. Thus the biblical Horites/ 
Hivites have long been recognized as the Hurriar.s of Near Eastern sources. The 
Perizzites may find a reflex in the personal name “Perissi” or Perizzi (also 
Human) of a Mitannian envoy in cuneiform and Egyptian (EA 27). The 
Girgashites are directly comparable with the personal name G-r-g-sh and 
Girgishu of the administrative texts from Ugarit, and just possibly with die 
Qarqisha among the Hittite allies fought by Ramesses II.

Coming to individuals, we may summarize succinctly. Rahab of Jericho 
bears a good West Semitic name (Taanach, fifteenth century); Japhia of Lachish 
is a Yapia', with common omission of a divine name as at Mari (eighteenth cen
tury), Ugarit, and Semites in Egypt (thirteenth century).35 Jabin of Hazor has 
an ancient name, known at Mari (eighteenth century). There another king of 
Hazor, Yabni-Adad, is also mentioned, and at Hazor itself a tablet has the per
sonal name Ibni-[...]; these are from a different root. Horam of Gezer has been 
considered as a form of West Semitic Haran. But it may be a Human Hur(r)am, 
using the known elements Hur(r)- and -(a )m.36 Adoni-sedeq of Jerusalem has a 
good second-millennium name form, and the name recurs at contemporary 
Ugarit.37 Debir (of Eglon) bears a name probably attested in Egypt (as Semitic,
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thirteenth century) as well as in the form Dibri in Lev. 24:11 (a Danite). Jobab is 
Semitic, possibly with south Arabian links. Hoham (Hebron) is best considered 
as a Human-based name, with the elements Huhha- plus ~(a)m.ig At Jarmuth, 
Piram is again likely to be Human, Pir- plus ~(a)m, on base Piri-/Biri-. Among 
the Anakim, Sheshai is Hurrian, attested in Nuzi (fifteenth century) and most 
likely on Hyksos scarabs in Egypt and Canaan (sixteenth century), while Talmai 
is typically Hurrian, with deity’s name omitted, from eighteenth to thirteenth 
centuries, plus Talmai of Ceshur of David’s time (ca. 1000). But Ahiman is 
common West Semitic, with occurrences ranging from the eighteenth to the 
fifth centuries. The name Anak(im) goes back to the eighteenth century, being 
found (in the form Ya'anaq) in the Egyptian execration texts for Canaan. Hess 
points out that the mix of Semitic and Hurrian names in one kinship group is 
not unusual in the Late Bronze Age (late second millennium). This can be illus
trated from such foreign families in Egypt at that time. Linder Ramesses II, a 
general Urhiya bore a pure Hurrian name (“[Deity X] is true”), while his son 
Yupa' bore a purely West Semitic name.39 Slightly earlier, a man Didia under 
Sethos I recorded his past family through seven generations.40 His mother and 
mother-in-law both bore the Semitic name Tal, “Dewdrop.” Among other 
names, his oldest male ancestor was a Padi-Baa! (Semitic), married to a lady 
Ibri-kul (pure Hurrian); other Semitic and/or Hurrian etymologies apply to 
other intervening generations. Thus we are dealing with real names, not in
vented ones and (for Hurrian names) essentially of the second millennium.

(4) Achan, Names and Thefts

Finally here, the hapless Achan (Josh. 7). He and his family bear real, well- 
attested Semitic names, not fantasy ones. Much fuss has been made over the 
name Achan in the Hebrew text of Joshua and its relation to the variant Achar 
in 1 Chron. 2:7 and in the Septuagint version of loshua. In fact, as Hess has 
pointed out, Achan ('Akim) is unique in the Hebrew Bible, but is sufficiently at
tested in other documents, ranging from Alalakh (eighteenth century) down to 
Punic. But the purely Hebrew term Achar (’Akar) is more an epithet or nick
name applied to him later, in view of his bad end, as in Chronicles, and then 
retrospectively carried through Joshua by the Septuagint translators, and giving 
scope for a play on words that the name Achan did not.41

His fate for stealing plunder of Jericho put to the ban of destruction was 
to be slain and burned. Others too in antiquity were punished for such acts. 
At Mari (eighteenth century) various people were punished for asakkam 
akalam, “breaking the taboo,” but were fined by payment in silver (once with 
gold); in one text, it as said of an offender, “that man doesn’t deserve to live!"
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but he was nevertheless simply fined. However, in a religious context, in an 
Old Babylonian Liver-omens tablet of the same general epoch, it was laid 
down that a high priestess who repeatedly stole consecrated offerings should 
be seized and burned. A Berlin tablet also specifies that a high priestess, 
priest, or priest's wife should in such a case “be seized and put to death,” but 
without specifying the nature of the execution.42 So, for a severe case of 
breaking what had been decreed as taboo, Achan suffered a long-standingly 
drastic fate.

His loot is worth brief notice. This constituted 200 shekels of silver, a fine 
Babylonian robe, and a 50-shekel-weight ingot of gold (Josh. 7:21). As others 
have noted, the word used for “Babylonia” is the term known from cuneiform 
sources as Shankhar, and in Egyptian transcriptions as Sangar; its real pronun
ciation was nearer to “S(h)anghar" as the sound gham in Semitic (and its 
Human equivalent) is normally found as khin the one script and gin the other. 
That term was used in the sixteenth to thirteenth centuries, not later, and is a 
mark of authenticity.43 Babylonia exported garments north to Assyria and then 
to Anatolia and west to Aleppo in north Syria from at least the nineteenth/ 
eighteenth centuries onward. Babylonian merchants regularly traveled to Egypt 
(and were even murdered en route, and robbed in Canaan) in the fourteenth 
century.44 Thus, that country’s products continued to be known in the Levant, 
even if by means both fair and foul.

The gold ingot is more literally a “tongue” or wedge. The same term for a 
gold ingot (Heb. ieshon; Akkad, lishanu) is used in precisely this way both here 
in Joshua and in the fourteenth -century Amarna letters, in even the same word 
order. But the 50-shekel ingot stolen from Jericho was chicken feed compared 
with the massive 1,000-shekel gold ingot that Tushratta king of Mitanni once 
sent to Amenophis III of Egypt.43 Thus we find the Achan narrative marked by 
features that fit very well with the Late Bronze Age world, but less so later.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(5) Iron Chariots and Other Oddities

From time to time biblical commentators who do not do their Near Eastern 
homework have dismissed various phenomena such as “iron chariots” (Josh. 
17:16-18; cf, Judg. 1:19 and 4:3,13) as allegedly too heavy to operate.46 But the as
sumption that the vehicle was wholly of iron is, of course, false — just as “ivory 
beds” (Amos 6:4) and an “ivory house” (1 Kings 22:39; Amos 3:15) were not 
made of ivory but simply decorated with it. Such chariots were of wood, but 
probably with thin plates or fitments. Iron was in use as a valuable new metal, 
as a substance for jewelry use from the late third and early second millennia, 
and then as a rarer practical adjunct to bronze in the late second, as cuneiform
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documents amply attest, backed up by occasional finds, the most spectacular 
being the gold-mounted iron dagger of Tutankhamun in Egypt. And if‘‘iron 
chariots” were too heavy to use, what should we say about the Syrian and 
Canaanite chariots of gold, and of gold and silver, used by such as the kings of 
Qadesh and Megiddo when resisting Tuthmosis III at the Battle of Megiddo 
(ca. 145S), as his firsthand annals tell us?47 Gold is even heavier than iron! 
Clearly these “Cadillac” or “Rolls-Royce” models had some gold or gilded deco
ration; the pharaoh himself drove a chariot “of electrum” (gold/silver alloy). So 
the iron-fitted chariots of two centuries later are not to be dismissed in such 
cultural contexts.

The same is true of the continued ritual and practical use of flint imple
ments at this epoch; in Egypt and elsewhere flint saw use for many centuries 
alongside copper and bronze. For long use of flints in Mesopotamia and the 
Levant, note continued usage all the way down to our own epoch, as seen by ar
chaeologists among rural workers of the present day.4S

(v) The Record of Triumph

In Josh. 12:7-24, after summarizing Moses’ conquests north of Moab with a 
“preface,” foshua’s conquests are summed up in a full list of those he had de
feated, forming a topographical list, in several coherent groups of place-names. 
Such an arrangement is almost a verbal equivalent of the partly pictorial topo
graphical lists of vanquished places and peoples that the pharaohs often set out 
on the great pylon towers and outside walls of their temples during mainly the 
New Kingdom, from Tuthmosis III {1479-1425) down to Ramesses III (ca. 1184- 
1153)1 whh one major successor, Shishak or Shoshenq 1 (ca. 945-924). In the 
New Kingdom a line of triumphal rhetoric often runs along the top of such 
lists, and further rhetorical text accompanies the scene of deity rewarding the 
victorious king slaying the foe, when it is included. The format of the actual 
lists is invariably that of a series of vertical ovals (like fortified enclosures), each 
containing a place-name and surmounted by a man’s head that is typical of the 
area concerned (e.g., of western Asia or Nubia). It is probable that such heads in 
effect personify the defeated chiefs or rulers of the entities named in each case. 
These presentations come very close to being semipictorial equivalents of what 
we have in |osh. 12:9 24T9 Such ceremonial lists were the concomitant to scenes 
and narratives of wars by Egypt’s kings. And Josh. 12:9-24 makes a similarly fit
ting pendant to the war narratives of 10-12 in particular. Like its Egyptian 
counterparts, the Hebrew list has sets of towns in geographical groupings, 
sometimes corresponding in part to routes used, but sometimes not. Nobody
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should imagine that the young Joshua in Egypt gazed up awed at such reliefs, 
and that old Joshua in Canaan therefore did a verbal list to parody Egyptian tri
umphs. But what we do have is the same broad concept of setting out the scale 
of the victory at the end of the record, in each culture, and within the same 
epoch.

(vi) Sharing out the Real Estate Area

(a) The Biblical Data

(i) Early Hopes, Not Due Topography

In Josh. 14-19 we find the arrangements for the Hebrews to occupy in orderly 
fashion the regions they had merely raided, but in two phases (14-17, then 18
19). This is explicitly cast as land grants still to be taken up. Thus it should not be 
arbitrarily misconstrued as simply an implicit statement of the geography of 
(e.g.) the united monarchy, or of the time of Josiah, or whatever. As can be 
noted, the text does not fit into such unsupported suppositions. Thus it envi
sions Dan as destined to settle west of the hill country of central Canaan (vale 
of Sorek area), and only adds parenthetically that their failure here impelled 
them (in whole or in part) to seek their fortune elsewhere, in this event far 
north, some ten miles north of Lake Huleh. The envisioned allotments were 
never wholly taken up, even under David and Solomon. Thus, although these 
kings cowed the Philistines (e.g., z Sam. 8:1; 1 Kings 4:21), Philistia never had a 
Hebrew population of settlers, as projected in Josh. 15145-47 for Judah (pro
posed occupation of Ekron, Ashdod, and Gaza). Except as an early projection, 
this at no time fits the conditions of any later epoch. A possible early attempt to 
fulfill that projection (cf. Judg. 1:18) soon failed. And so on.

(2) The Format of the Land Grants

Dealing now primarily with the grants for western Palestine (Canaan), we can 
readily perceive that the records in Josh. 14-19 fall into very dearly defined 
types, with but few variations. Each tribal record tends to be framed with a 
heading or preface, then gives boundary sequences (I) and/or groups of towns 
(II), ending with a brief colophon and/or other remark when appropriate; vari
ations occur.

The basic model is seen in the grant to Judah, in Josh. 15:1-12, for borders 
(I), and 15:20-63 for constituent towns (II); Caleb's affairs precede these (14:6-
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15) and come between them (15:13-19), as a special adjunct to the main docu
ment. Likewise in the second allotment, tor Ben jamin: first heading (18:11), bor
ders (I; i£!:i2-20a), and colophon (18:20b}; then second heading, constituent 
towns (II), and second colophon (18:21a, 2ib-28a, 28b, respectively). Also, 
Zebulon has a heading (19:10a) and the boundary sequence (I; i9:iob-i5a), then 
a town list (11; 19:15a) before its colophon (19:1510-16). And so too, Naphtali: 
heading (19:32), boundaries (I; 19:33-34), constituent towns (II; 19:35-38), and 
colophon (19:39).

Then we have a simple variant: heading, towns (II) first, then borders (I), 
and final colophon. So with Issachar; heading (19:17-183), towns (II; I9:i8b-2i), 
then borders (I; 19:22a), and colophon (19:2211-23). And with Asher: heading 
(19:24-253), towns (II; t9:25b-26a), borders (t; 19:26^303), and colophon 
(19:305-31). Others omit an element, Thus Simeon (being within Judah) has no 
border sequences (I) but simply a heading (ign-ia), the town list (II; i9;2b-8a), 
and colophon with comments (19:85-9). Likewise, because their north and 
south borders were in practice defined by Ephraim and Judah, and they largely 
moved out north, Dan has just the heading (19:40-413) and town list ( II; 19:41b- 
46), then explanation (gone north) and colophon (19:47-48). Conversely, 
Ephraim and the western half of Manasseh each have a heading (Ephraim: 
16:5a; Manasseh: 17:1-2 with explanation), then boundary sequences (I), the 
south border of Ephraim (16:5b-8), and for Manasseh (I) a sweep north, down 
the east, and then east-west along a south border (that served also as the north
ern one for Ephraim), in L67-10. The respective colophons are: for Ephraim, 
16:10; for LManasseh (with long comments), 16:12-16. A hint of towns (II) is in a 
general remark for Ephraim (16:9), with towns in Manassite terrain; and simi
larly for West Manasseh (17:11) with named towns (II) in territories of Asher 
and Issachar. In the case of Ephraim and Manasseh that together formed "Jo
seph,'1 we additionally have an introduction to the pair, with a general south 
boundary (16:1-4), and likewise a dosing command to them both (17:17-18). 
Finally, the heading for West Manasseh includes reference to their east-side rel
atives, and is accompanied by other notes (e.g., the case of the Zelophehad in
heritance; 17:1-2, 3-6). Joshua himself has a modest grant (19:49-50), as did Ca
leb before him. Cities of refuge are placed north, centrally, and south, three 
each, west and east of the Iordan (chap. 20). Finally, for the maintenance of the 
Levites, a final distribution of towns with land grants was made within the 
tribal territories (chap. 21).
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(b) The Near Eastern Background

(1) Boundary Sequences tn Ancient Contexts

From Near Eastern sources, one can begin to write virtually a history of bound
ary descriptions and town lists; but we will be less ambitious here. The bound
ary descriptions in Joshua are neither unparalleled nor in any way an innova
tion in antiquity. As early as circa 2100 we find Ur-Nammu of the Third 
Dynasty of Ur confirming the boundaries of the provinces of the homeland of 
the Sumerian Empire that he then ruled.50 Already boundaries ran from A to B 
(whether by towns, mountains, canals, etc.) on the south, east, north, or west of 
the territory concerned, a precursor of what we find in (e.g.) Josh. 15, almost a 
thousand years later at the end of the Late bronze Age.

Coming down to the period circa 1400-1200, into the Late Bronze Age it
self, the material mnltiplies, significantly in the context of treaties (political 
“covenants”). In his treaty with Stmashshura king of Kizzuwatna (later Cilicia, 
around Tarsus) in about 1400, the Hittite king Tudkhalia II lays down the 
boundaries between the two realms. From the Mediterranean Sea the line is de
marcated via a series of towns, mountains, and a river, with careful note of 
which towns belong to Hath or Kizzuwatna respectively. In four cases this se
quence was subject to survey (compare the action in (osh. 18:4-9, when a survey 
preceded the second allotment of land). In the fourteenth century, 
Suppihiliuma I of Hatti recognized the loyalty of Niqmad II king of Ugarit 
when (in their treaty) he set an advantageous boundary for him versus defeated 
rebel kings around. Again, a sequence of locations (forty-two all told), be they 
towns, mountains, marshes, etc., marked the new boundary. Then in the thir
teenth century two successive treaties of Hattusil III with Uhni-Tesup and of 
Tudkhalia IV with Kurunta included boundaries between the Hittite realm and 
Tarkhuntassa respectively. Here, again, the line ran by various places and fea
tures (towns, mountains, sinkholes, etc.; sixty localities in the second treaty), 
with careful note of what belongs to whom (cf. Josh. i7:n).51 In the case of 
Joshua also, the boundaries and land grants are set in the context of covenant, 
framed between the initial such ceremony at Mount Ebal with covenant re
newal (8:30-35) and his closing renewal at Shechem later (24:1-27).

(2) Town Lists in Documents

Town lists are also attested in such contexts as treaty/covenant, and (again) as 
far back as the third millennium.52 In a treaty between north Syrian Ebla circa 
2300 and a neighbor (Abarsal?), the prologue begins with two lists of six plus
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fourteen towns “with their walled settlements,” each declared to be “under the 
Ruler of Ebla,” all with a final colophon (like Joshua) that, of all the settlements, 
those subordinate to Ebla are Ebla’s, and likewise those (unnamed) subordinate 
to Abarsal(?) are under Abarsai(?).53

Otherwise the Near East has yielded all manner of town lists in adminis
trative documents, with headings, subheadings, colophons, etc., often very 
reminiscent of what appears in the formats in Joshua. Examples come from 
such Syrian cities as Mari (traces, eighteenth century), and more extensively at 
Alalakh (eighteenth/fifteenth centuries) and Ugarit (fourteenth/thirteenth cen
turies). Of these there are good studies to which readers may be referred.

The role of Josh. 21, provision for the support staff (Levites) of the central 
cult, is comparable with such provision throughout the ancient Near East. All 
Egyptian temples, for example, had their endowed lands to support staff and 
cult, Settlements could yield revenues for that purpose, by the crops and cattle 
raised by their people, and other such sources. The temple of Amun, in Thebes 
under Ramesses III, owned fifty-six towns in Egypt and nine more in the Le
vant and Nubia as part ot its estates with this in view.54 This is not the same as 
staff living in towns and doing their own maintenance, but simply another, 
analogous way of achieving the same result.

On the significance of the format of the covenant as celebrated at 
Shechem, of a strictly fourteenth- and thirteenth-century type, see chapter 6 
below, in the context of its forerunners in Exodus/Leviticus and Deuteronomy. 
It is one more indicator among several of the late second- millennium origins of 
much that is found in the book of Joshua.

3. SOME ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

We may now turn to the results of surveys and excavations actually on and in 
the ground of ancient Canaan, to see briefly what range of information emerges 
for comparison with the data of the texts, both of Joshua and of other ancient 
Near Eastern written records such as we have already drawn upon. Before actu
ally reviewing the data, the state of play must be considered.

Archaeologically speaking, the appearance of Israel in Canaan prior to 
the reign of Merenptah and within that of Ramesses II — in the thirteenth cen
tury — is Late Bronze Age 1113 in most treatments of that topic. If this were so, 
then people are tempted to ask whether the ruin mounds of Palestine preserve 
any traces of the campaigns of Joshua (e.g„ traces of destruction in Late Bronze 
levels), or of the beginnings of Israelite settlement in the twelfth-eleventh cen
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turies (cf. Judges). In any modern attempt to trace the effects of the campaigns, 
several points need to be made. First (as we have seen), the text of Joshua does 
not imply huge and massive fiery destructions of every site visited (only Jericho, 
Ai, and Hazor were burned). The Egyptians did not usually burn cities, prefer
ring to make them into profitable tax-paying vassals; the Hebrews under Joshua 
sought basically to kill off the Canaanite leadership and manpower, to facilitate 
later occupation. These Egyptian and Hebrew policies are not readily detectable 
in the excavated ruins on sites. Second, even when a Late Bronze II settlement is 
found to have been damaged or destroyed, there is no absolute certainty as to 
who was responsible {Egyptians? local neighbors? Sea Peoples? the Israel
ites?).55 Third, the identifications of some biblical place-names with mounds 
known today are not always certain — a wrong identification can bring a 
wrong result. Fourth, the erosion of an ancient settlement mound through the 
centuries by natural causes or human destruction can result in loss of the evi
dence for occupation and destruction of particular levels in a site. Fifth, with 95 
percent of the site undug (as is common), the evidence may still be under the 
ground. So any survey of city mounds in Canaan is provisional at the best of 
times.

Keeping these limitations in mind, we may now look briefly at the places 
encountered by Joshua’s expeditions. We are checking out occupation, nor irrel
evant destructions.

First, there is the long series of places named in his southern and north
ern raids, as follows:

1. Azekah (Josh, 10:10), significantly, played no active role in Joshua’s 
campaign, as the Canaanites and Hebrews surged past it in their conflict. Today 
it is identified with Tell Zakariya, on a high lull; hence it is no surprise that pur
sued and pursuers passed it by while its ancient inhabitants viewed the conflict 
from above. It was dug almost a century ago, and no modern work has been 
done there; but modern reassessment of the early work suggests that Azekah 
was occupied right through the Early, Middle, and Late Bronze periods, as well 
as through the Iron Age to Hellenistic times. (No work has seemingly been 
done at either Beth-Horon, Upper or Lower.)36

2. Makkedah (10:16-21,28) maybe located at Khirbet el-Qoirt, very plausi
bly (but not with certainty). Only very limited survey and excavations could be 
done there, as the modern Arab village overlies much of the site.57 Thus Late 
Bronze remains have not yet been found, a situation much like that at Dibon in 
Transjordan (see below), which thus remains indecisive at present.

3. Libnah (10:29-30) can be plausibly identified with Tell Bornat (Tel 
Burna), which was inhabited in the Late Bronze Age, in agreement with the 
probable date of Joshua’s raids.58
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4. Lachish (10:31-33) at Tell ed-Duweir was certainly a major local 
Canaanite center in Late Bronze Age ITB (level VII, thirteenth century) and into 
the early twelfth century (level VI, “Late Bronze III’VEarly Iron I). Levels VII 
and VI both show traces of destruction involving fire. Some authorities would 
identify the destruction of level VI (ca. 1130) with the attack by the Israelites un
der Joshua. But such a date is far too late, and the destruction of level VII is far 
more appropriate, in that the Hebrews did not then hold the city but merely 
raided it and passed on. Thus the local Canaanites were free to reestablish 
themselves and rebuild (= level VI). The later destruction cannot be assigned to 
a particular cause at present; the local Philistines may well have been responsi
ble (see above, p. 143).59

5. Gezer (10:33) was not touched by Joshua’s campaign, but its king led 
forces to help Lachish, Gezer is firmly located at Tell Jazari by inscriptions, and 
it certainly existed in Late Bronze Age LIB, when Memeptah of Egypt captured 
it in circa 1209/1208 (“Israel Stela”). Stratum XV of excavations in the mound 
would likely represent the Gezer of this period (cf. p. 149 above).6<>

6. Eglon (10:34-35) is in all likelihood to be sited at present-day Tell 
'Aitun (Tell 'Eton), occupied in the Late Bronze II period, and is not to be con
fused with Adullam or other places.61

7. Hebron (10:36-37) is in the general area of modern Hebron; the oldest 
site is that on Jebel Rumeida. Work has (so far) not yielded habitation of the 
Late Bronze Age, but one burial cave nearby was used more or less continuously 
from the Middle through the Late Bronze Age into (seemingly) Iron 1. As the 
excavator observes, this may indicate a small Late Bronze occupation not yet 
detected by site excavation.63

8. Debir (10:38-39). After formerly being located at Tell Beit Mirsim, bibli
cal Debir is more securely located at Khirbet Rabud nearby; this site was inhab
ited in the fourteenth/thirteenth centuries, in the Late Bronze II period, and 
was reoccupied directly in Early Iron I (twelfth century).63

9. Jarmuth (cf. 10:3, 23) as a city is not mentioned, but its king was slain. 
The site (Khirbet el-Yarmuk) saw its heyday in the Early Bronze Age (fourth- 
third millennia), and was then abandoned until the thirteenth century. In Late 
Bronze II the upper citadel was resettled.64

10. Hazor (11:1, 10-13). Location is certain, at Tell el-Qedah.65 In 11:10 
Hazor is described as having been “head of all these [local Canaanite] king
doms.” Its ruler, Jabin I, bore the same name as his eventual successor (Jabin II) 
in Judg. 4, a name very closely related to that (tbni-Adad) of his distant prede
cessor named in the archives of Mari in the eighteenth century (cf, p. 175 
above). The appearance in Joshua-ludges of two kings with the name Jabin is 
no more a “doublet” than two Niqinads (II and III) and two Ammishtamrus (I
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and II) in Ugarit, or two Siippiluliumas (I and II), two Mursils (II and III), and 
two Tudkhalias (HI and IV) of tile Hrttites, or two pharaohs Amenophis (III 
and IV), Sethos (I and II), and Harnesses (I and II) in Egypt — all these in the 
fourteenth and thirteenth centuries.

In the second millennium Hazor consisted of an upper citadel {on a high 
mound) which dominated a large “lower city” on its north side — a vast site, 
certainly then “head of all [Canaan’s] kingdoms.” Both areas were destroyed 
along with a massive conflagration in the thirteenth century, probably toward 
its end (citadel, stratum XIII; lower city, stratum la). Insofar as the results of 
Yadin’s work are confirmed by the new excavations under Ben-Tor, then it will 
seem very probable (as it did to Yadin, long ago) that the massive destruction of 
greater Hazor was that wrought by Joshua.66 For later Hazor, see under Judges 
below. But other places occur in the Josh. 12 king list.

li. Megiddo (cf. 12:21), Tell el-Mutesillim. Megiddo was an important 
place through the sixteenth to early twelfth centuries (strata X to VILA, series of 
palaces, etc.), and it prospered also into the eleventh century (VI), after and be
fore destructions.67

u.Taanach (12:21), Tel I Ta'annek. Occupied from the seventeenth to mid
fifteenth century, then not visibly until the late thirteenth into the twelfth cen
tury. The former date suits Joshua, and the latter Deborah in Judges.68

13. Joqneam (12:22), Tell Qemun. With a very long history, its stratum XIX 
in the thirteenth century ended in destruction (one meter deep in debris), and 
a gap in occupation into the early twelfth century, when life resumed (strata 
XVIII XVII).69

14. Dor (12:23), still Dor. Traces of Late Bronze Age I-II materials have 
turned up, but systematic excavation has not yet reached beyond circa 1100 
levels.70

15. Tirzah (12:24), if at Tell el-Far’ah North (as often accepted). Here the 
Late Bronze Age remains (period VI) are scrappy and unsatisfactory, and are 
stated to cover “about three centuries into the sixteenth century BCE.” As the 
Middle Bronze Age only ends in the sixteenth century, the Late Bronze’s three 
centuries would have to extend down in time from it, into the thirteenth cen
tury, not “into” the sixteenth. In that case a local ruler in Tirzah (if at Tell el- 
Far’ah North) would be possible then. The first Iron Age remains (period Vila) 
were built upon a Late Bronze wall.71

16. Aphek, in Sharon (12:18). From the thirteenth century, a central forti
fied residence has been dug, with very international connections, probably of 
an Egyptian governor; other traces exist as well, such as tombs. (The local ruler 
presumably lived less palatLilly.)7*

17. Jerusalem (10:1, 5; 12:10). Jerusalem played a more important role in
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the fourteenth century than the physical remains retrieved to date would sug
gest; the thirteenth-century remains (City of David level 16) are likewise lim- 
itedj but do exist; there was certainly a city then.73

lS. Achshaph (12:20). This place, near Accho, is known to have existed in 
the thirteenth century under Ramesses II, from its mention in the route lists in 
Papyrus Anastasi I (21:4). Rival sites for its location include Tell el-Harbaj (Tel 
Regev} and Tell Keisan, each of which show Late Bronze remains.74

19. Qedesh (12:22; and perhaps Judg. 4-5). Possibly the present-day Tell 
Abu Qudeis in Jezreel; its stratum VIII goes back to the thirteenth century at 
least; more is not known. Another Qedesh, at Tell Qudeish, is reported north
west of Lake Httleh, also of this period.75

20. Bethel (12:16). On the balance of evidence (as long recognized), to be 
located at Beitin; there Late Bronze remains were found of the Canaanite- 
culture town of the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries, succeeded in the 
twelfth by very different, poorer remains, that developed into probably the early 
Israelite settlement.7*

Looking back over these twenty entries, omitting places whose identifica
tion on the ground is doubtful or which have not yet been explored archaeolog
ically, we find that eighteen or nineteen of them were in being in Late Bronze 
(II) and one (Hebron) had tombs used then (of people who lived there?), leav
ing only Makkedah without direct evidence — and most of that site is not ac
cessible, hence is not decisive. This is a very good score by any standard.

21. Shechem (Tell Balatah). We now turn briefly to a specimen of a differ
ent kind: the curious silence about Shechem, and the nonactivity by its people 
at the time of the Israelite entry into Canaan, for which scholars have offered 
various explanations In the past (cf. briefly already, p. 162 above). Here archaeo
logical work offers a straightforward solution, without the need for any elabo
rate theory. During most of the fourteenth century Shechem (like Jerusalem) 
was center for a very active local ruler, Labayu, and his sons, as is clear from the 
Ajnarna letters; his was the relatively prosperous settlement attested in stratum 
XIII of the excavations, which came to an end between 1350 and 1300, in the 
generation or so that followed him. The settlement of stratum XII (thirteenth 
century) was more modest, and no longer a center of power; nor was XI in the 
twelfth, These facts suggest that in fact Shechem rapidly lost its local power af
ter Labayu, and became a mere satellite, politically, of neighboring Tirzah — 
hence, in Josh. 12 we have a king of Tirzah but no longer one of Shechem. The 
villagers could hardly oppose the ceremonials of the Israelite host at Mount 
Ebal (Josh. 8:30-35) or the later renewal nearby them (Josh. 24). So there was, in 
effect, no power base at Shechem to conquer in the late thirteenth century. 
Problem solved.77
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But before all this, we have the conquests of Jericho and Ai and the sub
mission of Gibeon, whose archaeological status has in each case been more 
controversial. In Jericho’s case we have an instance of the fourth limiting factor 
(p. 167 above), that of erosion. For Ai we have more of an enigma: perhaps the 
wrong site (third limiting factor), or else our understanding or expectations of 
Ai’s state and status may be at fault. In Gibe oil’s case it may be a fifth factor: 
with 95 percent of the site undug (as is common), the evidence may still be un
der the ground, on the basis of such traces as have turned up.

22. Jericho. Of its location, at Tell es-Sultan, near the modern village (Er- 
Riha) that still bears its name, there is no doubt78 And the town, though not at 
all large (about one acre), had a very long history, from before Neolithic times 
down to the late second millennium. It was obviously very prosperous in the 
Middle Bronze Age (early second millennium), as the spectacular finds from 
that period’s tombs bear witness. But only traces of this survive on the town 
mound itself — part of the city wall and its defensive basal slope (“glacis”), and 
some of its small, close-set houses fronting on narrow, cobbled lanes. But this 
all perished violently, including by fire, at roughly 1550 or soon after. And for 
about 200 years the ruins lay barren, before resettlement began in the four
teenth century. During that interval a great deal of the former Middle Bronze 
township was entirely removed by erosion (our fourth limiting factor); but for 
the tombs, its former substance would hardly have been suspected. But of the 
Late Bronze settlement from the mid-fourteenth century onward, almost noth
ing survives at all. Kenyon found the odd hearth or so (later fourteenth cen
tury), and the so-called middle building may have been built and used (as also 
tombs 5, 4,13) in the Late Bronze IB/IIA periods, at about 3425/1400 to 1275, in 
the light of Bienkowski’s careful analyses. Very little else of the fourteenth and 
thirteenth centuries has been recovered — and probably never can be.79 If 200 
years of erosion sufficed to remove most of later Middle Bronze Jericho, it is al
most a miracle that anything on the mound has survived at all from the 400 
years of erosion between 1275 and the time of Ahab (875-853), when we hear re
port of Jericho’s rebuilding (1 Kings 16:34) in Iron II — double the length of 
time that largely cleared away the Middle Bronze town. It is for this reason, and 
not mere harmonization, that this factor must be given its due weight. The 
slope of lericho is such that most erosion would be eastward, and under the 
modern road, toward where now are found the spring, pools, and long
standing more modern occupation. There may well have been a Jericho during 
1275-1220, but above the tiny remains of that of 1400-1275, so to speak, and all of 
this has long, long since gone. We will never find “Joshua’s Jericho” for that very 
simple reason. The “walls of Jericho” would certainly have been like those of 
most other LB II towns of that period: the edge-to-edge circuit of the outer
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walls of the houses, etc., that ringed the little settlement. Rahab’s house on the 
wall (Josh. 2:15) suggests as much. This ring would have butted onto the old 
Middle Bronze walling, but its upper portions (and most of it anyway) were 
eroded along with the Late Bronze abutments. The dramatic collapse of the 
walls in view of the Israelites may well have been a (for them) precise seismic 
movement, as with the blocking of the Jordan so soon before. A belt of jointed 
structures would fall in segments, not as a whole; and so Rahab’s small segment 
may have survived. There has always been too much imagination about Jericho 
by moderns (never mind previous generations), and the basic factors have 
ironically been largely neglected. The town was always small, an appendage to 
its spring and oasis, and its value (for eastern newcomers) largely symbolic as 
an eastern gateway into Canaan.

23, Ai. Ai is enigmatic, even simply in the biblical text, before going any
where else.80 It alone is given a locating phrase in the list of Josh. 12, there de
scribed as “near Bethel” (12:9). And also, when the men of Ai turned to pursue 
an apparently retreating Israel, we suddenly read: “not a man remained in Ai or 
Bethel who did not pursue Israel” (8:17). Why? Could not the Ai warriors man
age on their own? Or were they (and their chief) in truth only a dependency of 
Bethel? The men of Ai are described as “few” in 7:3. The archaeology has merely 
underlined the enigma. Ha-'ai (Ai) is commonly taken to mean “the ruin,” be
ing compared with the noun 'iy, plural !iyyim, “ruin(s).” And then this is com
pared with the modern name of a ruin mound a few miles from Bethel, Et-Tell 
in Arabic, meaning “ruin mound.” However, Kaufmann objected that Ai meant 
“(stone)heap,” not “ruin.”®1 This Et-Tell has long been identified with ancient 
Ai. Excavation (so far) has failed to find any occupation there after the destruc
tion of the strong, walled, Early Bronze Age town at about 2400, until a renewed 
settlement appears at about 1220/1200 or soon after. It is hard to believe that 
anybody founded a township and named it “Ruin,” so the original third- 
millennium settlement may have borne a different, proper name that was for
gotten. Hence, later occupants called it “the Ruin” or (better?) “(Stone)heap.” 
Maybe!

It is easy (for some) to dismiss the whole narrative as a later story told to 
explain the noble ruin with its still visible (Early Bronze) walls. But why bother? 
There would be more famous or important places to romanticize, if the need 
were felt. People did (tor write “historical” novels with authentic research and 
background (e.g., the meticulous battle topography of Josh. 8) in Near Eastern 
antiquity, as we do today, and only since the last two hundred years or so. And 
this site is not the only “Et-Tell” in Canaan; there is (e.g.) another Lip by the 
north side of Lake Galilee, thought to be ancient Beth-Saida. So the modern 
name is not unique. It is possible that in the vicinity Ai is to be located else
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where than at the Et-Tell by Bethel. Attempts along this line have so far been 
fruitless; thus neighboring Khirbet Khaiyan and Khirbet Khudriya are both of 
Byzantine date, after a.d. 300. The recently investigated Khirbet el-Maqatir 
does not (yet?) have the requisite archaeological profile to fit the other total 
data. There might well be another site of a similar kind that does, yet to be 
found. Whatever the truth of the matter, Ai was simply a dependency of Bethel, 
but someone in that community could lay claim to be Ai’s chief (“king”). It is 
possible that Ai was at Et-Tell, and that — slightly refurbished — it served as a 
summer base for those who cultivated and harvested its Lands (cf. Josh. 8:1 for 
land), and to whom Ai belonged, making therein shelters (readily burned!) 
rather than brick houses. And as a strong point for those whose lands adjoined 
it. It still needs to be remembered, also, that the entire area of Et-Tell has not 
been dug; fully eroded parts, of course, can never tell us anything now. The He
brews may well have taken Bethel after Ai, but in the narrative it is Ai that mat
tered because it had been the scene of an embarrassing reverse. So, for some 
time yet Ai may keep its secrets, and with that situation (as often in ancient 
Near Eastern studies) serious students must tor the present be wise enough to 
be content, while open to whatever new data or factors that may come our way.

24, Cibeon. The identification of El-Jib as the site of Gibeon seems as
sured, in terms of geography and general remains so far found. The limited ex
cavations at the site have yielded first visitors in Middle Bronze I, a proper set
tlement for Middle Bronze 11, eight Late Bronze Age tombs, then a walled 
township in Iron 1-11. Given that 95 percent ofthe site remains undug, the pos
sibility of a Late Bronze Age occupation (in the light of the tombs) remains 
open for future work to clarify.85

Of these twenty-four entries, only four can be regarded as deficient in 
background finds for LB II, and in those cases there are factors that account for 
the deficiency. The rest show very dearly that Joshua and his raiders moved 
among (and against) towns that existed and which in several cases exhibit de
structions at this period, even though there is no absolute proof of Israelite in
volvement — short of a victory inscription, there could hardly be any! This re
view shows up the far greater deficiencies in some critiques of the Joshua 
narratives and list that are now already out-of-date and distinctly misleading.33 
On top of all this, the following should be noted: (1) Usually less than about 5 or 
10 percent of any given mound is ever dug down to Late Bronze (or any other) 
levels; hence between 85 and 95 percent of our potential source of evidence is 
never seen. (2) The principal Hebrew policy under Joshua was to kill leaders 
and inhabitants, not to destroy the cities, but eventually to occupy them (cf. 
Deut. 6:10-11), destroying only the alien cult places (Deut. 12:2-3). (3) Con
quests, even historically well-known examples, often do not leave behind the
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sort of traces that modern scholars overconfidently expect, as Isserlin has co
gently pointed out.*4 And, at the end of the day, we should speak of an Israelite 
entry into Canaan, and settlement: neither only a conquest (although raids and 
attacks were made), nor simply an infiltration (although some tribes moved in 
alongside Canaanites), nor just re-formation of local Cana unites into a new so
ciety “Israel” (although others, as at Shechem, may have joined the Hebrew nu
cleus; cf. Gibeon). But elements of several processes can be seen in the biblical 
narratives.*3 For more sites of the period in the far south and east of Jordan, see 
just below; unplaced and uncertain sites have, of course, to be disregarded.

4. BACK EAST ACROSS THE JORDAN

Before we move on from Joshua and his “elders” through the period of Judges 
and 1 Sam. 1-7, to link up with the monarchy of chapter 4 (see see. 5), we must 
first tidy up the story of the Israelites’ transit north from Qadesh-Barnea at the 
northeast coi ner of Sinai adjoining Moab to the banks of the Jordan, and their 
partial settlement in Gilead and environs. Then, once Judges to 1 Sam. 1-7 have 
been reviewed, the way is open to go back still further in time, to consider in 
chapter 6 the questions and data concerning the exodus and events in Sinai 
itself.

A. THE BIBLICAL SOURCES

These are to be found mainly in Num. 10-34, with summary in Deut. 1-3 and 
recalls of the Gilead settlement in josh. 12:2-6 and 13:8-33. The traditional his
tory falls into three phases. First, from Sinai, the Hebrews reputedly traveled to 
Qadesh-Barnea. There, second, when they rebelled over a spy report or “feasi
bility study” on invading Canaan (and failed against the Negevites around 
Hormah), they were banished to wander for years in the wilderness until a new 
generation might take over the enterprise. The idea that the Hebrews spent 
forty years entirely at Qadesh is a modern error. Then, third, from Qadesh- 
Barnea once more, whither they had returned after thirty-eight years’ absence 
(Deut. 2:14), they went out to go past Edom and Moab proper to the tableland 
(the “Mishor”) between the Arnon and just north of the Heshbon district. 
Then to Abel-Shittim and the so-called plains of Moab, overlooking the south 
end of the Jordan from east to west opposite Jericho. We are here concerned 
briefly with the second and third phases, in terms of background data.
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B. BACKGROUND DATA TO THE WANDERINGS PERIOD

Exactly as with much of the united monarchy and of the Israelite entry into Ca
naan, we do not have explicit narrative accounts from any external source such 
as those available in the twin monarchy period and for the Babylonian exile and 
return (chaps. 2-3 above). And for much the same simple reasons. Until well 
into the first millennium B.C., the great Mesopotamian powers had no known 
links or contacts with early Transjordanian communities, and no reason for 
them in the late second millennium, Egypt’s contacts with the region are men
tioned in only fleeting references, and afmost never in terms of population 
groups. And local written sources during, say, 1500-1000 simply do not exist at 
present.

But this fact does not exhaust or remove the possibilities for correlating 
features of these accounts with external background, so as to distinguish be
tween reality on the ground and fantasy in ancient minds (and some modern 
ones). We now turn to such possibilities.

(i) Qadesh-Barnea and Back

This place was, we are told (in Deut. 1:2), eleven days’ journey from Horeb by 
way of Mount Seir. From Qadesh, by Mount Hor (where Aaron died, Num. 
20:22-29), Israel were near Edom, and within reach of the king of Arad in the 
Negev (Num. 21:1). it has latterly been located at Ain el-Qudeirat, close to Ain 
Qudeis, which preserves the name.86 This is roughly 170/180 miles from Horeb 
(if at or near Gebel Musa), which would be about sixteen miles a day at eleven 
days, which is dose to a well-known ancient average of fifteen miles per day.*7 
Qadesh-Barnea (if it is Ain el-Qudeirat) has yielded a fortress of the time of the 
Hebrew monarchies, but no earlier remains after the Neolithic period. This is 
probably not so surprising; tented wanderers like the Hebrews (and others) 
have commonly left no surviving traces.

While away from Qadesh on their enforced wanderings, Moses was faced 
with more rebellion, from Korah, Dathan, and Abiram (Num. 16), as Israel tra
versed the Arabah rift valley between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqaba. The 
rebels came to a sticky end when suddenly the earth, as at Moses’ word, swal
lowed them up, and “fire . . . from YHWH” smote the allied group. At first 
blush, these are the kinds of reports that attract modern skepticism; but a cLoser 
look by Hort has suggested that this narrative reflects a phenomenon that could 
only have been known to someone who knew the local conditions in parts of 
the Arabah. There exist there kewirs, or mudflats.88 Over a deep mass of liquid
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imid and ooze is formed a hard crust of clayey mud overlying layers of hard salt 
and half-dry mud, about thirty centimeters thick. Under normal conditions 
one may readily walk over or stay upon the crust without any problem, as if on 
firm ground; but increased humidity (especially with rainstorms) causes the 
crust to soften and break up, turning everything into gluey mud. Knowing bis 
Sinai and Midian, as a storm came, Moses called other Israelites away from 
Korah’s clan (cf. Num. 16:26), and issued his challenge. The storm came, the 
crust went, and so did the miscreants, and lightning (“fire of YHWH”) dealt 
with the rebel incense offerers.

(ii) Zones and Towns: Arad and Hormali

These names flit twice through the wilderness narratives: in Num. 14:44-45; 
21:1-3, cf. 33:40, and then briefly later (Joshua’s list, 12:14, their two “kings”) in a 
totaling from Num. 21:1-3; and in Judg. 1:16-17, Arad near the Negev; men of Ju
dah attack Zephath-Hormah. The picture is one of brief conflicts with a local 
power on the southern edge of Canaan, in the Negev region, across its base. 
That area has been investigated by survey and through several excavations, 
ranging from Beersheba in the west up to Arad in the northeast, centered on the 
Wadi es-Seba basin.

The results have thrown up a remarkable profile, in terms of the history 
of human settlement there. The oldest major period — the Chalcolithic (fifth 
and fourth millennia) — was the greatest, in terms of number of settlements 
and their importance, closely followed by the Early Bronze Age in the third mil
lennium. This appears from such sites as "Tel Beersheba,” Tel Halif 
(Khuweilfeh), Tel Masos (Khirbet Meshash), Tel 'Ira (Khirbet Gharra), Tel 
Esdar, Tel Malhata (T. .Vlilh), and Arad, going from west to east in an arc. But 
after 2200 there is (011 present knowledge) a remarkable shrinkage in human 
activity here. For the early second millennium (Middle Bronze Age), only Tel 
Masos in the west-center and Tel Malhata in the east-center show an active life. 
Then, in the later second millennium, in the Late Bronze Age, the focus of hu
man occupation is in Tel Halif in the northwest of the arc, and (late thirteenth 
century) at Tel Masos in the central zone. For both periods more sites may 
someday appear; but not up to the present moment. Then came revival in the 
Iron Age. During both Iron I and II (judges and monarchy periods), we find ac
tive “Beersheba,”Tel Halif, Tel Masos, Tel Esdar, and Arad; then, during Iron II 
(monarchy), Tel Ira and Tel Malhata reappear.*9 Cf. fig. 26.

Thus, in such a context, we may straightforwardly understand the title 
“king of Arad” (Num. 21:1; 33:40) as belonging to whoever ruled over this Negev
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basin, from Beersheba to Arad. In the third millennium (by which time people 
in Canaan spoke Semitic), Arad was probably the main capital of the area, rul
ing over the centra! towns and Tel Halit" ("Beersheba” not then being inhab
ited). In the Middle Bronze Age (early second millennium), in the central zone, 
Tel Halif on the west and Tel Malhata on the east were the centers of the “King
dom of Arad.” Then, in the Late Bronze Age, in the northwest, Tel Halif was 
main center, plus Tel Masos before 1200,

Either of these sites may have been the town Zephath successively raided 
and wrecked by the Hebrews from Qadesh-Barnea (Num. 21:1-3) and the 
Judeans from south Canaan (Jndg. 1:17), gleefully renaming it Hormah, “De
struction "and then renewing the insult.90 Kingdoms can be named from a city 
and keep the name long after that town has lost its preeminence. Most famous 
is Assyria, strictly Ashur, named from its founding capital Ashur (from city- 
state beginnings); but in subsequent centuries Assyria knew a series of other 
capitals: Nineveh, Calah, Sargonburg (Khorsabad), and briefly Harran (outside 
the country proper) on the eve of its fall. Arad shows the same phenomenon on 
a much humbler scale, likewise Hazor (cf. sec. 5 below). Even when dead, Arad’s 
mound kept its identity among the locals as a topographical point (cf. Judg. 
1:16), and was to rise again during the period of the Hebrew judges and monar
chy (in our Iron I-1I), concluding with a mention in 925 in the great list of the 
pharaoh Shoshenq I.91

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(iii) Getting Round Edom, Moab, and Strange Places (Cf. Fig. 31)

From Qadesh-Barnea the Hebrews finally moved off, to reach Canaan, not di
rectly via the Negev (after the conflicts just mentioned), but by skirting round 
the regions east of the Dead Sea so as to cross into Canaan over the Jordan. 
Their first duty was to bury Aaron, on Mount Hor (Num. 20:22-29), perhaps at 
Jebel Madeira or Mad(a)ra some way northeast and east of Qadesh, and then 
move on east.” Th is direction, strictly northeast (21:1), on the “Way of 
Atharim” toward the Negev, alerted the king of Arad to act against the Israelites 
(21:1-3) — clearly, he anticipated a possible Hebrew invasion such as his prede
cessors had repulsed many years before (14:41-45), These moves also alerted the 
king of Edom (on his status, see section iv just below), especially as he had been 
asked for passage through his territory (20:14-21). So, when Israel descended 
(via Wadi Murra/the Darb es Sultan) into the Arabah rift vaLley, he mustered 
arms against them.

So Israel “turned away from them” {20:21), first southward, then east, to 
go round, or pass by, Edom. In the Numbers narrative, we find only mention of
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Oboth and lye-Abarim to bring Israel to the brink of Moab, without details 
about passing by Edom. However, the retrospective aside in Deut. 10:8 adds two 
watering places, Gudgodah and Jotbatah,93 for the travelers’ refreshment, and 
the informative itinerary in Numbers (33:41-44) intercalates Zalmonah and 
Punon before reaching Oboth and lye-Abarim.94 Here it is generally conceded 
that Punon95 maybe identified with Feinan and the Wadis Feinan/Fidan, famed 
at various periods as a major copper-mining district. About here, coinciden
tally or not, is placed the incident of the bronze snake (Num. 21:4-9).

It is at this point that geographers recognize a major west-east break across 
the highlands of Edom, breaking the land into two parts. Its north (up to the 
Wadi Hasa,ancient Zered), heartland Edom, is the Jebel or “Mountain” par excel
lence, an Arabic term that is the ultimate descendant of “Mount Seir” of the 
Egyptian and biblical texts. Its south is the even more remote wilderness held by 
Edom in later times, spanning to the broad Wadi Hisma {northern edge of 
Midian proper), with a route running off south into Arabia.96 The break inward 
and eastward at Feinan, the Punon embayinent, goes on via the broad Wadi 
Ghuweir, and afforded a pass route over the ridges onto the east flank of Edom. 
Going this way, and turning north (via Oboth here?), the Hebrews could then 
skirt northward along the eastern desert edges of Edom proper without interfer
ence from the main Edomite centers in their northwest zone, south from the west 
part of the Zered (west Hasa). Reaching the upper/eastern reaches of the Zered, 
they came within reach of the desert border of Moab at lye-Abarim on that bor
der of Moab, eastward toward the sunrise (Num. 21:12). Bv this means they got 
round Edom, and had truck only with local fellow pastoralists (cf. Deut. 2:29).

From here the Hebrews skirted along the eastern desert fringes of Moab 
proper, from the upper Zered to the upper Arnon (Wadi Mujib, and possibly 
confluents), to Dibon-Gad (Num. 33:45-46) north of it. Here, in the wilderness 
of Kedemoth (Deut. 2:26),97 the migrants were close to the junction ofthree lo
cal kingdoms: Moab just behind and southwest of them, the south edge of Am
mon extending northward, and before them the realm of Sihon, the Amorite 
king of (south) Gilead- Moab and Ammon left the travelers alone, nor did Israel 
molest them. But Sihon opposed them. With no alternative route to the Jordan, 
and having no ancient kinship with Sihon, war led to Israel’s elimination of 
Sihon, and of his northern neighbor Og king of Bashan (Num, 21:21-35). Then 
they could take over the Mishor plain between the Arnon and Gilead, and after 
several stops arrive by the Jordan, in the area of Abel-Shittim and the “Plains of 
Moab” opposite Jericho (Num. 22:1; 35:46-4a}.’73

The foregoing account provides a dear, simple, and sensible outline ver
sion of the route the Hebrews most likely took from Qadesh-Barnea, round 
Edom proper, and past Moab via the Mishor plains to the brink of the Jordan.
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This also indicates the more limited size of early Edom (the northern mountain 
block) from the Zered to the Wadi Feinan (Punon), before it had control of the 
southern mountain block from there to Wadi Hisma and the borders of 
Midi an. However, in the northwest, Edom may already have laid claim to part 
of the Desert of Zin, just southwest of the Dead Sea, which explains why the 
Edomite ruler was unhappy (Nuin. 20:19-21) about Israel coming from Qadesh 
dose by there into the Arabah. In Nura. 34:3 Moses tells his people that they will 
have (part) “of” the Desert of Zin, by Edom’s border. Thus Edom then had ter
ritory west of the Arabah in Zin,

(iv) Edom and Moab — Places and Political Formats

(a) Places

Most of the places in the Hebrew trip round Edom and Moab cannot be readily 
located on the ground, simply because —- unlike in western Palestine — there 
are few or no external sources to help with such a task. Some, however, can be 
located but present other problems for the student, Dibon, a capital of Moab 
under Mesha king of Moab circa 840/830, is readily admitted to be located at 
modern Dhiban, just north of the Arnon (Wadi Mujib). The archaeology of the 
site is very fragmentary and incomplete, with (so far) no recovery of Late 
Bronze/lron I-I1A remains. But by contrast, Ramesses II in the thirteenth cen
tury not only mentions Moab in a topographical list but also depicts himself 
warring in Moab, and capturing five named forts. In the original texts (later 
written over in palimpsest), the first was named as Dutartu “in the land of 
Moab”; the second, “Yan(?)d|. . .] in the mountain of Mararuna”; the third as 
Dibon; while the fourth and fifth are lost (although there are traces for the 
fifth). The reading of Dibon is beyond doubt, and is clinched by the immediate 
context of Moab with Butartu, for which Moabite locales seem dear. In each 
case the Egyptian text calls each place a dmi, or settlement, a term with which 
the “foreign fort” representation agrees in each case. In other words, our ex
plicit, firsthand inscriptional evidence shows, bluntly, that there was a place 
Dibon in Moab in about 1270. The archaeology is badly incomplete (as it cur
rently stands), and stands supplemented and corrected by the texts, as in other 
clear cases (e.g., Jerusalem). So, Dibon in Numbers (21:30; 32:2-3,34; 33:45-46) is 
correct for the thirteenth century.95 C£ fig. 35.

Heshbon, seat of King Sihon, has also been queried, because Tell Hesban 
shows (at present) dear urban occupation from the twelfth century onward 
(Iron I, stratum 19), but not Late Bronze II before it. Some Late Bronze sherds
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have been reported, so there may have been something thereabouts. However, if 
Tell Hesban was Heshbon during the Iron Age, that is no guarantee that it had 
been so in the Bronze Age. The Bronze Age Heshbon may in fact have been one 
of the nearby sites such as Tell el-Jaiul or Tel! el-Umeiri. Time will tell.100 By 
contrast, at Medeba the ancient remains are not yet fully explored; but two 
tombs of the Late Bronze II period are known, so indicating some kind of hu
man presence then.101

(b) Political Formats

Without the slightest hesitation, the biblical texts identify Edom, Moab, south 
Gilead, and Bashan as local monarchies, and name the kings of the last two 
(Sihon, Og), as the Hebrews did battle with these. For Edom and Moab in partic
ular, skeptical voices have been raised, and likewise against all other kings of 
Moab prior to Mesha and his father (840 b.c.) on Mesha’s own monument, and 
against all kings of Edom until the eighth century (mentions in Assyrian texts, 
then local seals). But the objections are based on modern sociological/anthropo- 
logical fallacies and theories of ancient statehood that are irrelevant to the an
cient Near East, besides the old nineteenth-century antibiblical mind-set. The 
idea is promoted that a monarchy cannot exist in a land prior to sedentarization 
of the working populace (land-tillers), urbanization (cities dominating society), 
and material display (monumental buildings, luxury wares).

But all this, frankly, is poppycock. The Assyrian king list opens with a 
whole section of “17 kings who lived in tents" for the early second millen
nium.101 No toiling peasants on landed estates here; no whisper of urbanization 
here; no trace of fine buildings or luxury wares here. These men were in effect 
sheikhs of the steppe, in the region of Ashur, Assyria’s eventual capital. At the 
same general period, we have the phenomenon of city-based rulers in 
Babylonia paralleled by nonsedentary, noncity rulers in the same area — so the 
kings of Kish in alliance with the nonurban kings of Manana.103 The Egyptian 
Execration Texts show multiple rulers in one place at this general period also. In 
fact, Egypt’s earliest state (First-Second Dynasties) was a set of agro-pastoral 
communities based on small local townships and villages that owed allegiance 
in two zones (Delta, Nile Valley) to one overall head from one of these, the pha
raoh.104 There were no mass urban sites then, and no great monuments except 
some brick tombs up in the desert fringes, None of this would suit the grandi
ose criteria of the theorists, but nobody in their senses can possibly deny that 
the Egyptian monarchy was not a proper state, even at its beginnings.

Thus there is no valid reason whatsoever to deny the title of king to rulers
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so termed by either Near Eastern documents or the biblical writers. They were 
there, then; we (and our fantasizing sociologists) were not! A series of tribes 
having ancestral or other links in common, in a common habitat, might well 
have a simple three-tier government: each tribe having its elders and leader, the 
main tribal leaders serving as an assembly, and one of their number (in heredi
tary or electoral succession) at their head as “king” over the whole. That is cer
tainly what should be posited for almost purely pastoral Edom before the 
ninth/eighth century, and largely for Moab (and Ammon, no doubt), plus agri
cultural, farm- or village-based communities likewise.105 If indeed the Balu’a 
stela does date to the thirteenth/twelfth century (as its art has been “read”), 
then we would have evidence for a monumental royal piece, imitating Egyptian 
fashion in Moab; but this cannot be treated as a certainty.106 In short, there is no 
respectable evidence whatsoever for denying the title “king” to any of those 
people reported in our sources, biblical or otherwise.

(v) Going Places: Itineraries

These are digests of routes from one place to another that pass through a series of 
intermediate stopping places, sometimes including travel times, or brief notices 
about events en route, in the course of particular journeys. Numbers 33:1-49 pro
vides us with a good example. We are told that Moses had kept such a record, 
which was used by the writer of Num. 33:1-49. Such records were compiled 
throughout antiquity. Already in the eighteenth century we have the so-called 
Old Babylonian itinerary that ran from Mesopotamia up to north Syrian Emar, 
including the number of nights spent at each stop.107 In contemporary Mari, 
Yasmah-Adad was told by his father Shamshi-Adad I of Assyria what stages and 
stops he would follow to visit him.108 Almost a millennium later, the campaign 
records of the ninth-century Assyrian monarchs Tukulti-Ninurta II and 
Assurnasirpal II include itinerary segments.1011 Over in Egypt, the war texts of 
Egypt's New Kingdom pharaohs (fifteenth-thirteenth centuries) were dearly 
based on campaign daybooks (as in the Annals of Tuthmosis III). A variant of the 
species is the ship’s log, a daybook travel itinerary kept on water. From Egypt we 
have two. One is of Year 52 of Harnesses II (ca. 1228, close in date to our Hebrews), 
giving the day-by-day record of the journey and leisurely stops of the ship of 
Prince Khaemwaset, fourth son of that king, from Pi-Ramesse (biblical Raamses) 
in the East Delta up to Memphis, the traditional capital of Egypt. The other is of 
the reign of either Ramesses Vi or VII in the Twentieth Dynasty (ca. L140 or 1130), 
being the log of a vessel sailing from Heliopolis to Memphis and southward (with 
long stops), and ending with accounts.110 Back on land, we have segments of itin-
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erariesin Canaan, also under Ramesses II, in Papyrus Anastasi I.111 And several of 
the great Egyptian topographical lists of foreign towns in Canaan contain se
quences of places evidently derived from itineraries.112 So Num. 33 is no isolated 
case,113 and is part of a tradition that began at least half a millennium before, and 
continued down to Roman times, and is known till today.

(vi) Early Israelite Settlement East of the Jordan

Until recent times the area in Transjordan from the Mishor plain north to 
Bashan seemed to show very little dear evidence of any history of settlement in 
Late Bronze/Iron I of the thirteenth and twelfth centuries, the theater and pe
riod of the initial settlement there by the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and East 
Manasseh as seen in Num. 32, Deut. 3:12-20, and )osh. 12:1-6,13:8-32. But now 
intensive survey and study has provided a clearer picture of the situation. First, 
a series of sites in this overall area show Late Bronze II into Iron IA phases of 
occupation. Moving from south to north (beginning in the Mishor tableland), 
Tell el-Umeiri was occupied in Late Bronze, and was enclosed with a casemate 
wall in Iron 1 (twelfth century), with pillared houses and use of collared-rim 
jars. At Tell Jalul, a Late Bronze phase gave way to an Iron I settlement (more 
collared-rim jars) that was thereafter destroyed. At Tell Hesban, Late Bronze is 
structurally absent, only some possible sherds being found to date; in Iron I it 
became a village (again collared rim jars were characteristic). Sahab was a 
walled town in Late Bronze II, directly followed by Iron I occupation. Amman 
had limited Late Bronze/Iron I occupation materials (so far); its heyday came 
later. Going farther north, Tell Safut was also a Late Bronze II walled settlement 
that passed directly into Iron I (more collared-rim jars), being burned later on. 
Iraq el-Amir (stratum V) was an eleventh-century Iron [ fort, also with 
collared-rim jars, then destroyed and abandoned. At Khirbet Umm-ei-Dananir, 
a Late Bronze IIA building went on into Iron 1A, with abandonment in the 
twelfth century. Going north of the fabbok River (Wadi Zerqa), jerash had a 
Late Bronze occupation and then Iron I (two floor levels, burnt destruction; 
collared-rim jars in Iron I), seemingly destroyed violently. Tell Husn showed 
material from the Late Bronze II, Iron I and II periods, as did Abila. At Tell 
Fukhar, up by the Yarm.uk River, a Late Bronze IIA site became a larger Iron I 
settlement, walled, and rising collared-rim jars, then declining later.114 The 
four-room-house type is also attested in these east-of-Jordan sites, sometimes 
with collared-rim jars.115 Such are Tell Umetri in the south, Tell el-Fukhar in 
the north, besides such houses in Moabite sites (Lehun, Medeinet Aliya).

The overall picture in the Mishor plain, Gilead, and up into Bashan is one
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of a series of Late Bronze II settlements, some modest, some walled, which 
passed over into the Iron IA phase of occupation that showed new cultural fea
tures such as collared-rim jars, four-roomed houses, or both together. These 
features are not a guarantee of an Israelite presence, but it remains true that 
these are characteristic of the Israelite settlement in Canaan.116 All this is fully 
consistent with the biblical tradition that the Hebrews came north from the 
fringes of Moab proper (south of the Arnon) to the Mishorplains, and defeated 
the two minor Amorite kingdoms of Sihon and Og that occupied Mishor/south 
Gilead and north Gilead into Bashan respectively. The Mishor and environs 
were a prime sheep-rearing region, as our geographers can still tell us, hence 
the very natural request of Reuben and Gad to stay on in that area (Nuin. 32). In 
due time, old rivalries and new between Moab, the Israelites, and Ammon 
broke out, especially over who should have the Mishor area. Sihon had taken it 
from Moab (who earlier had it, as Ramesses II’s scenes prove, including Dibon 
with Butartu in Moab). Then Israel took it from Sihon, and Moab later took it 
back, and the seesaw went on. Scarce wonder that some Iron IA sites ended up 
being destroyed and burned, some never to rise again, either permanently or 
else not until well into Iron II times. Thus, whatever minor gaps currently ap
pear in our total documentation (so for Heshbon, as at Jericho!), the overall 
picture in Nmnbers/Deuteronomy/Joshua makes very good sense, and tits well 
the known archaeological and related context,

However, Israel did not originate on the desert fringe of Moab, but fur
ther back. As we shall see in chapter 6, Egypt and south Sinai have claims 
here,117 and in such a context our earlier review from Qadesh-Barnea to the 
plains of Moab indicates the straightforward feasibility of that phase of tribal 
Israel’s story without presuming to prove it.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

5. WHEN THE JUDGES JUDGED

Or rather, governed. Now we can return back over Jordan into Canaan, where 
we left early Israel at about 1220/1210, u nder its “elders,” heirs of Joshua. There
after, early Israel was increasingly in trouble, first from a brush with troops of 
Merenptah just before his fifth year (1209), and second in their relationships 
with their immediate neighbors from then down to almost 1000. First, we may 
look at the biblical data for that period, contained for the most part in the book 
of Judges and in t Sam. 1-7. Then we may see how (if at all) they fit into this ep
och. Finally we may examine the relevant cultural and archaeological materials 
for this same period.
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A. THE BIBLICAL DATA THEMSELVES

First, a concise tabulation of the layout and basic contents of the book of Judges 
provides a convenient framework with which to compare the two next sections, 
before examining what may be the underlying chronology, and as a setting for 
the archaeological and allied cultural data.

Table u. Book of Judges, Outline and Layout
1. After the Death of Joshua Attempting Settlement (1:1-36; cf. 2:6-9)

South
(a) Judah and Simeon (1:2-20).

Success at Bezeq; Jerusalem raided, torched, but not held; successes in Negev. 
Othniel and Achsah (1:11-15 Josh. 15:14-19); Kenites move into Negev. Possible 
raid on Gaza, Ascalon, and Fknin, but noiliing more there.
Summary: Judah effective in hills but nol against chariotry in the plains.

(b) Benjamin (1:21). Failed to take Jerusalem; Jebusites stayed on.

Central
(a) “Joseph” (Ephraim and W. Mariasseh) (1:22-29),

Took Bethel finally; hut not Gezer or Dor and Jezreel towns (still Canaanite). 
Danites blocked into hills by Amorites (failure, like Gezer- and Jezreel).

North
Zebulon, Asher, Naphtali could only settle alongside Canaanites (1:30-33). 

Consequences of compromise. No easy penetration henceforth (2:1-6).

2. Flashback, Declension, and Resultant Paradigm (2:6 3:6)
(a) Joshua and Elders. Start of possession, but not by Joshua (2:6-9, 23).
(b) Acculturation, breach of covenant, defeat (3:1-6).
(c) Cyclical Paradigm. Disobedience, Punishment, Contrition, Deliverance 

(then Relapse) — DPCD (+ R).118

3. Narrative Expost of Israel’s Decline during Settlement Period (3:8-16:31}

“Major” fudges (+ DPCD) 'Minor” Judges (no DPCD) 

“Minor”“Major*

1. Othniel (3:7-11) DPCD
vs. Kushan-rishalhaim of Aram-N N

2. Ehud (3:12-30) DPCD 
vs. Eg]on of Moab

(No. 3 here)

3. Shamgar (3:31) null DPCD 
E vs. Philistines SW
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4A/B. Burak and Deborah [4-5) DPCD 
vs. Jabin LI ol Hazor/Canaan N

5 A/Li. Gideon (6-8) DPCD 
vs. Midtanites
(Abimelech al Shechem only 
(9). null)
(110s. 6-7 here)

8. Jephthah (10:6-12:7) DPCD

6. Tola (10:1-2) null; vs. null 
E 7. fair (10:3-5) null DPCD vs. Hull

vs. Ammon

(nos. 9-11 here)

E 9. Ibzan (12:8-10) null DPCD vs. null
10. Eton (12:11-12) null DPCD vs. null
11. Abdon (12:13-15) null DPCD, null

12. Samson (13-16) DCPD 
vs. Philistines SW

4. Exemplary Episodes — Idolatry and Strife (17-18; 19-21)

(i) Net Results of Segment 1

The panorama is as follows: a north-to-south series of attempts at real conquest 
by Judah with Simeon: in the north, success in Bezeq; in the center, failure to se
cure Jerusalem; in the south, gains in Hebron/Debir zone and in the Negev. 
Ephraim/Manasseh ("Joseph”) finally secured Bethel, but failed against Gezer, 
Dor, and Jezreel, merely settling in with the locals. Up north Asher, Zebulon, 
and Naphtali failed almost entirely to obtain effective occupancy, again settling 
in with the locals. Finally, Dan failed to expand from its hill-country base west
ward, and was contained by local opposition, so in due course (chap. 18) some 
of its members migrated north to Laish.

(ii) Net Results of Segment 3

What is significant is that, otherwise, the book has no more to say about the evi
dently slow process of the Hebrew settlement in the period before the monar
chy, The writer instead concentrates mainly on the major crises of (in effect) lo
cal rivals inside Canaan (in Galilee, the Philistines) or adjoining it (Moab, 
Midian, Ammon); only the exotic Kushan-rishathaim comes from afar. Thus 
we have six such crises dealt with in terms of the author’s main theme (DPCD + 
R). Among the so-called minor judges, only one (Shamgar, 3:31) actually hits 
out at the opposition; the other five are shown briefly as (in effect) simply local
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regional rulers. Of these, the first alone (Tola, 10:1-2) is said to be a deliverer of 
Israel, but no details are given; the other four (10:3-5; 12:8-15) simply governed 
locally, in Gilead, Bethlehem (north Judah), Zebu Ion, and Ephraim, without 
any report of major conflicts. Our so-called major judges also served quite lo
cally (Hebron, Benjamin; woman near Bethel plus man from Naphtali; villager 
in West Manasseh; man in Gilead, and one in [original] Dan). This fact will be 
of importance, just presently.

The only difference between the “major” and “minor” judges is that the 
former are reported on in some detail, for their role as (in the ancient author's 
eyes) divinely commissioned deliverers for Israel locally and sometimes more 
widely. The twelve to fourteen people presented (fourteen with Deborah as well 
as Barak, plus the local renegade Abimelech) were certainly not the whole of Is
rael’s local bigwigs between loshua and Saul’s reign, but merely a selection (6 + 
6) the author had record of and chose for his theme. Historically there were un
doubtedly more, as local tribal leaders of whom we know nothing.

Finally, the contribution of 1 Sam. 1-7. In essence, this narrative centers 
on the Origin and career of Samuel, down to that fatal day when Israel asked for 
a king “just like everybody else” (cf. 1 Sam. 8). With Saul’s checkered reign, the 
period of the “judges” was over.

B. GEOGRAPHY AND CHRONOLOGY

(i) The Basic Situation

Inthis age of impatience, many are tempted simply to read directly through the 
book of Judges as a continuous narrative, and hence as a narrative of continu
ous history, especially when the text sometimes says of a “judge” that “after 
him" ruled another in turn. The narrative is indeed largely continuous, but the 
underlying history not needfully so. The last five chapters (17-21) are not di
rectly tied to any succession. Only in 18:30, if one reads “Moses,” not 
“Manasseh,” as grandfather of Gershom, chaplain to the Danites, may we infer 
that this narrative would at latest fall in the first part of the twelfth century, well 
before most of the narratives that precede it.

In fact, only a limited number of “after him” phrases link successive 
judges, leaving open the option that some may have served as contemporaries 
in different districts of Canaan. This possibility becomes in effect a certainty if 
one goes through the date lines betwen the exodus and the fourth year of Solo
mon, the year he began building his temple, “in the 480th year” since the exo
dus (1 Kings 6:1), we are told. Thus, if that year fell circa 967 (cf. dates in chaps. 2
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and 4 above), a literal adding up would set the exodus in 1447. But if we take the 
trouble actually to tote up all the individual figures known from Exodus to 
Kings in that period, they do wfaddupto 48oyears.But rather to 554 + x+y+ 
z years, where x = unknown length of rule by Joshua and the elders (minimum, 
5/10 years?), y— rule by Samuel above his stated 20 years (possibly zero), and z — 
the full reign of Saul (minimum, [3)2 years).11(1 The total comes to between 35 
and 42 years at least, bringing the 534 years to a minimal 591/596 years. This is 
certainly not identical with the 480 years of 1 Kings 6:1. If the two figures are to 
be meaningfully related to each other, overlaps of contemporary local chiefs are 
required in the book of Judges, a fact universally admitted whatever interpreta
tion is placed on the 480-year datum. If taken seriously, tins latter may itself be 
viewed in any one of three ways; literally as some do; as 12 x 40 years (12 “gener
ation spans”); or as a figure selected on some unstated principle from the ulti
mate 554 up to 591/596 years. But without overlaps, 591/596 does not go into 480. 
For the 480 years datum, cf. also below in chapter 6.

If one has a lower date for the exodus than 1447, say a minimum date of 
about 1260/1250, then the interval of elapsed real time down to Solomon’s 
fourth year in 967 becomes about 293/283 years, into which the 591/596 years 
would then be subsumed (besides the 480-year figure). Is such a procedure an 
anomaly without parallel? Is it even a practical proposition, even if not anoma
lous?

The answer in the first case is no, it is not an isolated anomaly, and in the 
second case, yes, if we apply ancient (not modern) procedures and consider the 
biblical data carefully. Let us see both points in practice.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(ii) Judges as an “Intermediate Period” in Hebrew History

In the biblical world, multiple rulers in a land or community where sole rulers 
would be the norm are a familiar phenomenon, usually in “intermediate” peri
ods between times of unity and (often) achievement. The most fam iliar example 
is Egypt, with three such periods of internal division: one (late third millen
nium) between the Old Kingdom (Pyramid Age) and Middle Kingdom, another 
(Thirteenth-Seventeenth Dynasties, early second millennium) between the 
Middle and New Kingdoms, and another (early first millennium) between the 
New Kingdom and the Saite revival period. In Mesopotamia, best known is the 
so-called second intermediate period of rival city-states in the Isin-Larsa/Old 
Babylonian period of the early second millennium, with rival dynasties. In these 
cases, the Egyptian and Mesopotamian king lists simply list the various dynasties 
(and their years reigned) in succession, without giving overlaps. But in every
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case, overlaps are known from other sources of information. The period of the 
“judges” was likewise a time of Hebrew disunity, after the unitary rule of the two 
leaders Moses and Joshua and brief committee rule of the elders, and before the 
renewed unity of the united monarchy of Saul, David, and Solomon.

As for the principle of 591/596 years within a time lapse of 293/283 years, 
suffice it briefly to exemplify this situation from Egypt and Mesopotamia. Of 
the Thirteenth to Seventeenth Dynasties, the full Thirteenth (Manetho’s 60 
kings at 153 years) had at least 50 kings reigning about 150 years; the Fourteenth 
has 76 kings for 184 years in Manetho, many being listed in the Turin Canon of 
Kings (which is damaged, hence incomplete). The Fifteenth, Hyksos, Dynasty 
was of 6 kings for 108 years; the Sixteenth possibly of only local princelings, no 
clear data; the (Theban) foil Seventeenth of some 21 kings of 90/96 years. This 
total is about 508 years (excluding the not-caleulatable Sixteenth Dynasty). But 
this grand total has to fit betwen the dates of close on 1795 (end of Twelfth Dy
nasty) and either 1550 or 1540 (start of Eighteenth Dynasty), a maximum of 245 
or 255 years.110 This is the same situation, exactly, as with the exodus-to-early- 
Solomon epoch of 591/596 years going into 293/283 years. In Mesopotamia,suf
fice it to list the First Dynasty of [sin (125 kings, 224 years), plus the Larsa Dy
nasty (14 kings, 263 years), and the First Dynasty of Babylon (11 kings, 300 
years) between the fall of the Third Dynasty of Ur and that of the First Dynasty 
of Babylon. These three dynasties total 787 years, but have to go into 410 years 
on the commonly used “middle” dates (higher and lower would not affect this 
point); this again is the same phenomenon as in Egypt and early Israel.12' So 
here we have no anomaly whatsoever in Judges.

(iii) A Practical “Intermediate Period” 
Chronology for the Judges Period

Here we will seek to build up a minimal chronology (the only safe kind until we 
know better), step by step. If all that appears in Judges and 1 Samuel (people, 
events, and figures) were but fiction, then there is no point in this exercise. But 
if they should, perchance, have preserved a deposit of reliable tradition, then 
the exercise is worthwhile, to see what may come of it. In so doing we are bound 
to use the same approach that scholars normally adopt in Egyptology, 
Assyriology, etc., in using firsthand sources so far as possible (not available for 
Judges), and also the data of king lists and later historical reports, which is a 
method we can operate with ludges. When this is done (as for Egypt and Meso
potamia), and “precise” figures are used, such as a traditional “twenty-three 
years” for a king, then of course the totting up of such figures gives misleadingly
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‘exact"dates. Nobody in the world can prove that the twenty-three years given 
us for King Kheops (who built the Great Pyramid) actually occurred from pre
cisely 2593 to precisely 2570, or that the five kings of Mesopotamia’s Third Dy
nasty of Ur reigned exactly during 2112-2004. The individual figures for reigns 
or rule may be correct, but factors of doubt in succeeding periods may mean 
that the figures given as years b.c. are subject to change, if fresh facts should so 
demand. Exactly the same procedure will be used here; the figures given in 
Judges and 1 Samuel will be used (just as we do elsewhere in the biblical world) 
and assigned calculated “dates b.c"; but such dates are subject to revision, de
spite their apparent “exactness,” should other facts so require.

We now tabulate people, data, and numbers step by step. We do tiiis first in 
terms of geographical zones in west and east Palestine in which these judges held 
sway (table 12, below); second, in terms of explicit sequences of judges given by 
the text, “after him .. ."(table 13, onp. 206); and third, via a combination of place 
and time, adding in oppressions and numbers mentioned (table 14, on p. 206). 
Then the attribution of formal dates can be attempted (see table 15, on p. 207).

Given that we have a minimum span of 170/160 years tor the known 
judges, prophets, and priests between about 1210/1200 and 1042 (when Saul took 
over), it is obvious from table 12 that those agents mentioned in the hook of 
Judges plus 1 Sam, 1-7 cannot have been the total of all the local rulers (“judges” 
or tribal) that actually flourished throughout the period. It is simply a selection 
made by the author of Judges from a fuller tradition not now available to us.

The persons in parentheses are of people dearly later than anyone above 
them, from contexts. The sequences explicitly given in Judges often do not co
incide with geographical localities. Clearly, what occurred was that a local man 
in one area achieved wider recognition than just on his home patch, or else his 
passing coincided with someone else’s rise to at least modest prominence.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

Table 12, Zones in Which “Judges” Are Said to Have Operated

SW and W 
Philistia

S: Judah 8c 
Negev

Center-E
Benjamin

Center
Ephraim

N-Center
Manasseh

Galilee 
N areas

E, across 
Jordan

Othniel Ehud

Sham gar Deborah Gideon & + Barak

+ Tola (Abimelik) Jair

Ibzan Abdon* Elron Jcphthah

Samson

Samuel’s
sons

Samuel Eli
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Table 13. Explicit Sequences of Judges and Related People

Othniel Ehud Gideon Jephthah

Shamgar Abimelek Ibzan

(Ibzan) Deborah + Barak Tola Elon

Eli Jair Abdon

(sons of Samuel) Samuel

Table 14. Combined Regions and Sequences of Judges 

plus Oppressors, with Figures

South Center North East

SWand W 
Phils, Dan

S; Judah 8c 
Negev

E Center 
Benjamin

Center
Ephraim

N Center 
iManasseh

Galilee, 
N areas

Et across 
Jordan

Philistines x 
SHAMGAR x

Kos/itin-J? 8 
OTHNIEL 40

Eglon 18
EHUD x 

1_________ [

+ BARAK x
So yTs peace Jabin II 20 

DEBORAH x

40 yrs peace

Philistines 40
SAMSON 20 
Philistines

TOLA 23

Muiitin /
GIDEON 40 
(Abimdek 3)

JAIR 22

Ammon 18 
JEPHTHAH 6

IBZAN 7 

1 ELON 10

Sons of 
SAMUEL x SAMUEL 20

1
ABDON 8 II 
If ELI 30 
(SAMUEL)

______ 1

The judges and allied prophets (Deborah, Barak) and priests (Eli) in Ta
ble 14 are shown in capital letters. Names of oppressors are in italics. To save 
space, numbers are given without the word “years” except in two cases. Where 
no year lengths were given, the cipher x has been entered.

It now remains to turn this "relative chronology” into an approximate 
minimal chronology in terms of years b.c. Israel is mentioned as in Canaan by 
Merenptah in his fifth year in 1209 at latest, giving a rounded minimum bench
mark of circa 1210. So Joshua, Moses, the wilderness years, and the exodus are 
all prior to that date; in theory, Joshua might also have been a contemporary of
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Table 15. A Provisional Scheme of Dates for the Epoch of the Judges

South Center North East

SW and W 
Phils, Dan

S: Judah 8c 
Negev

E Center 
Benjamin

Center
Ephraim

N Center 
Manasseh

Galilee, 
N areas

E, across 
Jordan

Danites to N 
ca. 1190/80? 

Philistines x 
SHAMGAR x 
ca.1170

Kushan-R 8 
1100-1192 

OTHNIEL 40 
1192-1152

Egfon 18 
1100-1182 

EHUD x 
11*2-?

80 yrs peace 
1182-1102

Jabin II20 
1180-1160 

DEBORAH x 
ca. 1165-1150? 
40 yrs peace 
1160-1120

Midtan 7 
1186-1179 

GIDEON 40 
1179-1139 

(Abimetck 3) 
(1139-1136)

+ BARAK x 
ca. 1165-1150

TOLA 2* 
1136-1113

IAIR 22 
1113-1091

Philistines 40 
1100-1060 

SAMSON 20 
1080-1060 

Philistines

1BZAN 7 
1067-1060

Sons of 
SAMUEL x 
(ca, 1C4;)

SAMUEL 20 
1061-1042

ABDON 6 H  
1050-1042 

// ELI 30 
1102-1062 

(SAMUEL)

ELON 10 
1060-1050

Ammon 18 
1091-1073 

JEPHTHAH 6 
1073-1067

Merenptah’s forces’ very brief intrusion, and the elders might have followed 
him. The absolutely minimal dates forthe exodus and wilderness forty years (38 
+ 2) are between 1260/1250 and 1220/1210. An average at 1255-1215 would then 
give us 1215-1200 for Joshua and the elders. Thus we may for convenience begin 
the judges period proper at about 1200, so far as minimal dating is concerned. If 
as noted in chapter 4 above, p. 83 and table 7, Saul be given [3J2 years circa 1042
1010 prior to David, then we have two approximate minimum end points some 
168 years apart for the judges of Judges and 1 Sam. 1-7. Within this period we 
have another useful constraint. The first major Philistine impact (and settle
ment) in Canaan came as part of the invasion of the Sea Peoples halted by 
Ramesses III in his eighth year. This can be dated to either 1180 or 3 years later at 
1177, depending on whether the short-lived pharaoh Amenmesses actually 
reigned as sole king for 3 years between Merenptah and Sethos II or was a rebel 
in southern Egypt, wholly within the 6-year reign of Sethos II — an undecided
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matter. This means that Shamgar’s brush with the Philistines would fall after 
1180/1177, as would Deborah’s public career. On the other hand, Othniel was a 
son of Caleb, Joshua’s companion in arms, and should not be pushed too far 
down after 1200. See further after table 15.

From table 14 we have the sequence of “recognized” judges back from 
Abdon to Jephthah. Eli was not a tribal judge but a Levitical priest at the 
(post)tabernade sanctuary at Shiloh. And Samuel, his spiritual successor, was a 
prophet and kept normally to the very narrow circuit of Bethel, Gilgal, Mizpah, 
and home to Ramah(i Sam.7:15-16), where people might consult him. Thus the 
last-named tribal judge, Abdon, may have been his nonreligious contemporary, 
whose role was in practice supplanted by the monarchy of Saul (who replaced 
all “judges”). Hence we have here dated the sequence from Abdon back to 
Jephthah as from Saul’s accession. Before Jephthah one must surely set not only 
the Ammonites he defeated but also the peaceful Jair, and then before him Tola 
and Abimelech and finally Gideon. That is as far as the direct series of links al
lows us to go. Hence the dotted line across the middle of tables 14 to 16.

Under Samuel and Saul the Philistines were said to have been kept at bay 
(cf. 1 Sam. 7:13), which is substantially borne out by the outcome of Philistine/ 
Israelite dashes during Samuel’s lifetime (cf. 1 Sam. 14; 17-18; 23:1-5; 23:27-24:1). 
The twenty years for Samuel before Saul’s accession is, strictly, the period of the 
ark’s stay at Kiriath-Jearim between the death of Eli and the accession of Saul 
(7:2®.). That he “continued as a judge in Israel” all his life until his death (7:15) 
occurred during the reign of Saul, under whom he died (cf. 25:1). Before Sam
uel’s time of office, the Philistines were oppressive, certainly in the west/south- 
west, and Samson’s isolated fight against them probably fell in the second half 
of that period, if he was born early in it; hence ou r dates. Before him we have no 
earlier report of events in the west/southwest since Shamgar, datable to after the 
arrival of the historic Philistines (Pilasti of Egyptian texts). At least some 
Danites migrated north to Laish (which they renamed Dan; Judg. 18), possibly 
with a (younger?) grandson of Moses as their priest, which vvould favor a date 
early in the twelfth century for such an event.

Going back to the start of our period, Othniel and his Aramean foe ap
pear to begin the sequence; 011 Kfitshan-rishathaim, see section 6 below, with the 
Moabites causing longer trouble for his Benjaminite younger contemporary 
Ehud. Shamgar is placed after Khud’s death (an undated event, as Ehud’s time 
span is not given). And both Ehud and Shamgar precede the exploits of 
Deborah and Barak. So, that pair against Jabin II would (like Shamgar) post
date the initial settlement of the Philistines of 1180/1177. Thus we allow about 
1180-1160 for Jabin IPs twenty years until Deborah’s success. Associated with 
Ehud and Deborah are long general periods of peace, of eighty and forty years
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respectively. These are probably round figures, and the literal dating of them in 
table 15 serves merely to indicate two such differing broad stretches of time. 
Gideon’s problems with Midian out east may have been roughly contemporary 
with Jabin II up north, and not unconnected with Moab well to Gideon’s south. 
But, again, the “forty years of peace” given tor “the days of Gideon” (Judg. 8:28) 
may well be a round figure closer to thirty years or so, which would lower the 
date of him and his Midianites somewhat.

One datum not in table 15 is Jephthah's boast to the king of Ammon, that 
Israel had occupied the Mishor region east of the Jordan for 300 years (Judg. 
11:26). At roughly 1070 (the 1073 of our table 15), that would place that occupa
tion at about 1370, which in itself makes 110 sense whatsoever on any current 
date of the exodus 40 years before, whether in 1447,1260/1250, or any time in 
between. Brave fellow that he was, Jephthah was a roughneck, an outcast, and 
not exactly the kind of man who would scruple first to take a Ph.D. in local 
chronology at some ancient university of the Yarmuk before making strident 
claims to the Ammonite ruler. What we have is nothing more than the report of 
a brave but ignorant man’s bold bluster in favor of his people, not a mathemati
cally precise chronological datum. So it can offer us no practical help. It is in the 
same class as other statements that biblical writers may well report accurately 
but which they would not necessarily expect readers to believe — as in the 
speeches of Job’s comforters, or even by Job himself, in extremis, for example. 
The propaganda against YHWH by Sennacherib is a matter of clear reporting 
(2 Kings 18:25, 35) — but not that readers should believe it! Thus, overall, we 
have at last the basis for a minimal chronology for the judges period. For more 
modest needs and for archaeological purposes, it may be fitting to provide, fi
nally, a generalized chronological summary, avoiding the hyperprecise dates of 
the ambitious! Table 16 (on p. 210) is intended to serve as a wiser, more modest 
derivative of the formal dates given in table 15, for general purposes. In its close, 
formal “exactness,” table 15 will serve as a sharpening stone for others to 
sharpen their knives upon and perhaps produce something better, at some fu
ture date!

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

6. JUDGES: NEAR EASTERN 
AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

Here we present external background and control material (as with Joshua and 
part of Numbers earlier) to help in assessing the biblical view and presentation 
of this period, between Moses and the Hebrew monarchy.
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Table 16. Broad Summary Chronology, Period of the Judges

South Center North East

SW and W 
Phils, Dan

S: Judah & 
Negev

E Center 
Benjamin

Center
Ephraim

N Center 
Manasseh

Galilee, 
N areas

E, across 
Jordan

Dan N 1180? 

Philistines x
SHAM BAR x
ca. 1170

Kushan-R 8 
OTHN1EL 40 
ca. 1195

Eghn 18 
EHUDx 
ca. 11S0

80 yrs peace Jabin U 20 
DEBORAH x 
ca. 1160 
40 yrs peace

+ BARAK x 
ca.1160

TOLA 23 
ca- 1023

Midian 7 
GIDEON 40 
ca. 1170/50 

(Abimdek 3)

JAIR 22 
ca. 1100

Philistines 40 
SAMSON 20 
ca.1070 

Philistines

IBZAN 7 
ca.1070

Sons of 
SAMUEL x 
ca. 1045

SAMUEL 20 
1062-1042

ABDON 8 (1 
ca. 1050 

11 ELI 40 
ca. 1100-1060 

(SAMUEL)

ELON 10 
ca, 1060

Ammon 18 
JEPHTI IAH 6 
ca. 1070

A. DOCUMENTARY, HISTORICAL, AND CULTURAL ASPECTS

(i) People and Places

(a) Going from Dan to Dan

In Judg. 1:34 we learn that the Danites were hemmed in within the hills by the 
local Amorites, who did not want them “downstairs” in their own lusher valleys 
and lowlands- Thus it is no surprise to read near the dose of the book that 
(quite early on) some Danites gave up and decided to try their luck elsewhere, 
way up north (fudg. 18; and cf. brief summary, Josh. 15:47), where they took the 
walled town of Laish, renaming it Dan, As they took with them a Levite who 
was possibly a grandson of Moses (Judg. 18:30), this event would not be any 
later than the first decades of the twelfth century, as we have seen.
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Laish/Dan can be firmly located at the modern Tell el-Qadi by the head
waters of the river Jordan, and its archaeological profile reveals the former exis
tence in the thirteenth century of a prosperous and cosmopolitan Canaanite 
city (level VILA) that was destroyed around roughly 1200, it having pottery in 
part transitional in type between Late Bronze II and Iron lA.The next level (VI) 
showed a different way of life, a mere encampment with storage pits and food 
storage vessels of strictly local ware (no exotic iMediterranean imports here). 
This is al I very reminiscent of the Judges narrative, with the early Danites taking 
the town, destroying it and resettling there. We are told that they rebuilt the 
town. The destruction traces of level VIIA and the encampment-style occupa
tion of level VI were duly succeeded in level V by a proper town, of the same 
style of (Israelite) material culture but developing. And imports began again: a 
modest flow of Phoenician and Philistine wares (pretty luxuries!) can be found 
among the remains then. So here we have an archaeological illustration of, and 
commentary on, the data in |osh. 19:47 and especially Judg. 18.

Nor is this all. From the archaeology we can add a little to the city Dan’s 
eventful history. The Danites had captured and destroyed the Canaanite town. 
But in the mid-eleventh century their own nice little town suffered violent de
struction and burning; half a meter thickness of debris tells its own tale. “Who 
dunnit?” The Philistine attack on Israel that included the destruction of the 
shrine at Shiloh (cf. Jer. 7:12-14) can be dated around 1060, and it is conceivable 
that they struck farther north still; or, the nearby Aramaeans or other locals took 
their chance. Either way, the Danites rebuilt their town (level IV) and lived to 
see the coming of the Hebrew monarchy.122 If the narratives in Judges and 
Joshua about Dan were born purely from some late writer’s romantic imagina
tion, how come so consistent a correlation emerges between the “tales” and the 
archaeological sequence if they were separated by many centuries? Otherwise 
so fortuitous a coincidence partakes of the miraculous. It is easier to accept that 
the “tales” contain a basic history, faithfully transmitted via these books, either 
themselves written quite early or else written later but drawing upon earlier 
source data. Culturally the use of house cults of paganizing type among the 
early Hebrews may find its analogies in finds elsewhere, as possibly with a sug
gested altar stone and stela stone recently found in a house across the Jordan 
farther south at Tell Umeiri.123

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(b) Kushan Who?  Yes, Rishathaim!

The first mentioned of early Israel’s oppressors is also the most exotic and dis
tant one. In Judg. 3*8-11 we are told that Othniel was raised up to free the He
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brews from the overlordship of “Kushan Rishathaim, King of Aram- 
Naharaim.”124 As Othniel was given as a son of Caleb (the fellow spy with 
Joshua, Nnm. 13:6, 8; 14:38}, any such incident, as with Dan, would have to beset 
not later than the early twelfth century. Like virtually every other oppressor 
named in Judges, he is not mentioned in contemporary records, and for the 
same simple reason; there are none of a relevant type that would do so. As 
Kushan recurs as a place-name anciently (as Kushu) synonymous with Edom, 
some have sought to emend Aram-Naharaim to Edom, omittingthe second el
ement. This is gratuitous, especially as Edom is not known ever to have domi
nated Israel/Judah, and perhaps unlikely while simply a "tented kingdom” 
mainly of pastoralists.The second half of the name has always been an enigma, 
and in its given form can be construed as a pejorative epithet, so “Kushan of the 
double wickedness.” But nobody of himself ever adopts such a surname or title, 
and it is dearly a play on a more meaningful form — as is lshbosheth for 
lshbaal in the name of Saul’s son who followed him.

Arain-Naharaim is the terrain within the great west bend of the Euphra
tes. In the thirteenth century it was part of the former kingdom of Mitanni- 
Hanigalbat, which was taken from the Hittites by the Assyrians, and kept by 
them down to Tukuiti-Ninurta I (1243-1208}. But in his last years onward and 
Linder weak successors,115 the Akhlamu Arameans and others quietly took aver 
this western part. The name of Aram as a region in north-central Syria (close to 
Amurru?) first appears under Ainenophis 111 of Egypt (fourteenth century), 
and then under Merenptah (1213-1203).126 So Aram here is no surprise. Other 
commentators have suggested reading risha’thafim as resh, “head/chief,”plus a 
place-name, most simply as an 'Athaim, giving us “Kushan, Chief of 
'Athaim”127 as well as “King of Aram-Naharaim.” He is most likely to be re
garded as a “new man,” an Aramean adventurer who based himself on some 
town ('Athaim) in the west bend area not yet known to us and bedecked him
self with the pompous title of king of Aram-Naharaim. After securing himself a 
power base in the area that became Bit-Adini two hundred years later,123 he 
would have begun to raid southward, reaching at least northern Canaan. Again, 
two hundred years later, Hadadezer of Aram-Zobah had no hesitation in sub
duing Hamath and intervening equally far south on Ammon’s behalf. Kushan’s 
power was briefer and more ephemeral than Hadadezer’s, so we catch just a 
glimpse of the kind of ambitious adventurer that sought to fill a local vacuum 
and then exploit any wider opportunities.
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(c) Jabin II, King of Canaan

Much head scratching has also been devoted to this local monarch, adversary 
of Deborah in Judg. 4-5. Too often he has been needlessly confused with the 
Jabin (I) dispatched by Joshua. But there are good reasons to keep them apart. 
As mentioned already, it is very common to find royal names recurring repeat
edly in Levantine and other dynasties in the second millennium. So, as the 
Jabin (11) of Deborah must be dated sometime from 1180 (she followed 
Shamgar, who was involved with Philistines not before that date), he would 
have reigned thirty or more years later than Joshua’s Jabin (I) at least. By 
Deborah’s time, of course, the great town of Hazor (both citadel and lower 
city) had been well destroyed and burned. So our Jabin II had lost that facility, 
and would have to reign from another center. This is almost certainly reflected 
in the biblical text. First time round, in 4:2, Jabin II is “king of Canaan, who 
reigned in Hazor,” a double appellation. Thereafter he is just once called “king 
of Hazor" (4:17) but twice “king of Canaan" (4:23, 24). No such duality occurs 
in Josh, n; Hazor was “head of all those kingdoms” (= Canaan), but its king is 
exclusively a king of Hazor. The explanation is most likely that, after Joshua’s 
destruction of Hazor, Jabin Ps successors had to reign from another site in 
Galilee but kept the style of king of the territory and kingdom of Hazor, and 
used mainly the wider title “king of Canaan” to emphasize the continuance of 
their former historic role. Parallels ancient and modern are not lacking. Assur- 
uballit II, the last king of Assyria, was known by that title even after he had lost 
the entire heartland of Assyria (never mind its capitals!) and had retreated to 
Harr an.129 In Egypt’s intermediate periods, pharaohs actually restricted in rule 
exclusively to either the north or the south continued to use the titles “king of 
south and north Egypt” and “lord of both lands.” And much more recently, 
kings of England once also claimed the title “king of France,” even after loss of 
rule there emptied it of any meaning. So our two Jabins are to be considered as 
two distinct rulers, for the second of whom the fall of Hazor changed his royal 
style.

(d) The Timescale of Midian

The remarkable tact about Midian (and also Amalek) is its relatively short his
tory by ancient Near Eastern standards. “Founding traditions” of descent from 
Abraham occur in Gen. 25:2, 4, plus a brief appearance with Joseph, Gen. 37:36 
(and for two [?] Amaleks, one before Abraham and one from Esau, see Gen. 
14:7 and 36:12). Leaving these aside, the entire history of the people of Midian
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runs only from the time of Moses (Exodus-Deuteronoiny) down to Gideon 
(ludg. 6-8; 9:17), and for Amalek down to David’s reign (cf. 2 Sam. 8:12), other 
than as a fugitive group in Hezekiah’s day (1 Chron. 4:43). All other, later refer
ences to Midian are merely retrospective or use the name as a geographical 
term (so, 1 Kings 11:18; Isa, 60:6). In other words, the history of a people of 
Midian involved with Canaan runs effectively from about 1300 into the twelfth 
century, and for Amalek down to David. For Amalek, except as closely parallel 
to Midian, nothing much more can be said. But Midian’s profile closely corre
sponds to an archaeological profile, that of the Qurayya pottery of northwest 
Arabia and its prime site-of-origin there (Qurayya, whence the pottery is 
named), during precisely thethirteenth to twelfth centuries.130 Thus, this ware 
has attracted the alternative title “Midianite ware.” Such identifications need 
to be made with care, often with reserve; but the coincidence of areas and date 
is a close one. During the thirteenth and early twelfth centuries the makers of 
Qurayya ware were involved with the Egyptian copper-mining operation at 
Timna on the eastern edge of Sinai, north of the Gulf of Aqaba. Their pottery 
was found there, associated with materials dated to the Ramesside pharaohs 
from Sethos I (1295/1290-1279) down to RamessesV (1147-1143). After that date 
the Egyptians left, and for a short time the Midianites/QurayyaiteS stayed 
around, and built their own tent shrine, leaving when a rockfall crushed it. By 
about noo or so they were gone. And soon afterward their main “capital” at 
Qurayya and its irrigation agriculture also passed into oblivion. The probable 
Midianites and their settled culture simply disappeared. The interest of this set 
of facts is that, if the Exodus-Numbers Deuteronomy and lodges narratives 
had only been first invented many centuries later (e.g., in the sixth to third 
centuries), nobody would ever have heard of Midianites, to be able to write 
stories about them. And the dependent retrospects could not have been writ
ten before Judges either. One otherwise totally obscure land name would 
hardly generate the narratives we possess. Thus the narrations about Midian 
ought to have their origin in conditions that obtained in the thirteenth and 
twelfth centuries, not later than about 1100, and in the case of Amalek not later 
than the tenth century.

(e) A Tale of Two Cities

The city of Jerusalem enjoys two curious mentions very early in the book of 
Judges (i:8, 21), according to which the men of (udah actually broke into the 
city and torched it (at least in part), but evidently could not hold it. This is so 
because subsequently the Benjaminites failed to retake the town, so could not
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expel the [ebusites. These mentions are intriguing, and may hold the due to at 
least one archaeological feature at oldest Jerusalem. The oft-debated “stepped- 
stone structure” built up against the northeast area of the eventual City of Da
vid is now quite clearly to be dated to the end of Late Bronze 11 going into Iron 
1A, or about 1200 or very soon after.131 The inhabitants must have had good 
reason for engaging in the massive effort of building such a structure, doubtless 
to bear extended defense works above it (destroyed by tenth-century work, later 
on). Once Joshua was dead and gone (latethirteenth century), and perhaps also 
the elders, Judah launched brief attacks on Bezeq and on Jerusalem, burning it, 
before concentrating on the south. This would fall around 1200 on datings of
fered here. At some unknown interval Benjamin attacked Jerusalem and failed. 
Is it too much to suppose that the Jebusite defenders of Jerusalem had, in that 
interval, improved their town defenses by building the stepped-stone structure 
(and defenses above it, now gone) and possibly other work? And so Benjamin 
was successfully held off? This would at least make sense, and give the structure 
a historical context; naturally, such a suggestion proves nothing, but may at 
least be considered.

In the late thirteenth century Shechem (stratum XII) was a much poorer 
place than in Labayu’s golden days over a century before. In the twelfth century 
the Hebrews took over, mingling with the local Canaanites (cf. the Abimelech 
narrative, Judg. 9), and the more built-up settlement of Shechem stratum XI re
flects this period. In the latter part of the twelfth century, Shechem XII was 
heavily destroyed —which fits very well with the goings-on under Abimelech, 
here dated to the 1130s (or possibly a little later). Thus the story of Late Bronze 
II and Iron IA Shechem matches such information as we have from the biblical 
record, and goes for to explain the reason why there was no conquest (or con
quest record) of Shechem.132

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(/',) Life and Affairs in Philistia133

The dating of the main arrival and initial settlement of the Philistines in 
southwest Canaan was reviewed above (cf. pp. 137-38). The eighth year of 
Ramesses III (ca. 1180/1177) is and will remain the basic date for that situation, 
and no amount of casuistry can change it. On their way to Egypt (whence they 
were rebuffed by the pharaoh), the Philistines evidently destroyed the late 
Canasnite towns at Ashdod (XIV), Ascalon (Late Bronze II, old “stage V”), 
and Ekron (VIIIA). Virtually undug in modern terms, Gaza and Gath cannot 
yet be assessed.

Then Ashdod (XIII-XI1), Ascalon (Iron I, “old stage VI”), and Ekron
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(VII) were soon rebuilt as new, walled cities, whose fine wares were the distinc
tive monochrome (Mycenaean II1C types), followed by the more vivid 
bichrome at around 1150.134 Kept out of Egypt (except for some prisoners 
taken), the Philistines instead took power over southwesternmost Canaan, Be
fore these events (and before 1180), but stated to be after Joshua’s death, the re
puted raid by Judah against Gaza, Ascalon, and Ekron would fall at the very end 
of the thirteenth century, as did Merenptah’s attack on Ascalon slightly earlier 
(within 1213-1210). However, these raids (like many others) may not be detect
able in the limited dug remains excavated from this period.

Between about 1175 and 1070 the book of Judges has almost nothing to say 
about Philistines, concentrating on troubles from the north and east. The guer
rilla strike by Shamgar “son of Anatb” (or, Bin-Anath) against Philistines (Judg. 
3:31) would come anytime after circa 1175, once the latter had begun to make 
their presence felt. Neither Canaanites nor Israelites would welcome these in
truders’ enforced claims on territory they themselves owned or sought. 
“Shamgar bin (son of) Anath"may well be a simple abbreviation for “Shamgar 
[bin (son o!)| Bin-Anath .’’The latter name is attested at this same period under 
Ramesses 111, being borne then by a chief physician Bin-Anath (of Canaanite 
origin?), known from a tomb chapel door fragment, almost certainly from 
Saqqara, cemetery of the capital, Memphis.135

Most of Samson’s colorful adventures, understandably, do not lend them
selves to archaeological commentary. The town of Timnah (scene of his first 
known amour, Judg. 14-15) was most likely the present-day ruin at Tel Batash; 
the Philistine stratum is level V, a well-built township.136 But Gaza saw his end 
(Judg. 16), when the blinded warrior pulled down two columns in the local 
temple, destroying his foes and himself in its overthrow. Most typical Palestin
ian temples, especially local Canaanite designs, had few columns (except some
times a pair at the entrance), and they offer no light on Samson's last exploit 
But Philistine temples may have drawn for inspiration on the Aegean world 
whence they had indubitably come. In Cyprus at Kition was found a series of 
five temples; in the twelfth century Temples 4 and 5 (particularly the latter) 
consisted of rectangular roofed halls supported by slim pillars (in pairs in no. 5) 
with the sanctuary at the rear end and main entrance at one side at the front.137 
If some such structure once stood at Gaza, then after his public performances 
for his captors, a Samson could have been allowed inside such a temple for a 
pause, have pulled in the middle pair of columns, and the overweight of people 
on its roof would have led to its speedy and progressive collapse.
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(ii) Theology, Literary Motifs, Demography

(a) The “Deuteronomic Pattern”

As has long been observed, the writer of Judges followed a very consistent 
thought pattern in his account of his six main actors, from Othniel to Samson, 
having set out his theme concisely in 2:16-19. It is what was above abbreviated 
DPCD: the Israelites disobey their deity’s requirements, he punishes their dis
obedience, then they show contrition, and he delivers them (through a “judge”) 
from their affliction (oppressors). And ever since the late nineteenth century, 
this kind of presentation of Hebrew history has been dubbed “Deuteronomic,” 
and was quintessential^ expressed in such formulations as we find in Deut. 
28:15-30:10 (misdated to 621), and then in the monarchy-period prophets, espe
cially the late seventh- to early sixth-century prophet Jeremiah.138

However, despite what has been enunciated in a vacuum with almost fa
natical insistence from before the 1880s to the present, such a concept and 
Scheme of belief was not first invented in 62J, or in fact as late as the mid-first
millennium B.c. at all. In the biblical world, this whole concept is much older. 
Thus, from Egypt in the thirteenth to twelfth centuries we have the clearest 
possible witnesses to this kind of theology, set on. a modest personal plane. The 
village at Deir el-Medina in Western Thebes was home to the royal workmen 
who cut and decorated the tombs of the pharaohs in the Valleys of the Kings 
and Queens during the Eighteenth to Twentieth Dynasties, in the period from 
1500 to 1070. Within that span, especially about 1290-1140, we have a wealth of 
inscribed pieces left us by these workmen, including votive inscriptions on 
stelae presented to their deities. Here again is DPCD, and not even by theolo
gians’ The most famous was left bythe Draftsman Nebre on behalf of his erring 
son the Draftsman Nakhtamun (now Berlin 20377). We learn that Nakhtamun 
had, “because of his wrongdoing” (i.e., disobedience) in the sight of the god 
Amun, been punished with sickness and was “ill and dose to death * Then came 
contrition — “supplications were made in his (Amun’s) presence” — and “He 
(Amun) delivered the Draughtsman Nakhtamun,” for “in mercy, Amun turned 
around.”1*9 Pure Deuteronomic concept! And at about 1260, at the time of that 
imaginary Deuteronomist, the supposedly “mythical” iVIoses. Nor is this piece 
an isolated one; the same concept also comes through dearly in other, briefer 
inscriptions of the period. It is no fluke.

On a royal level, with the eclipse of the “heretic” pharaoh Akhenaten, and 
restoration of the old “normative” Egyptian religion under Tutankhamun 
about 1330, we find the same concept in operation. On his great stela (Cairo 
CGC 34183), this king observes that (thanks to Akhenaten’s deliberate neglect)
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“their (the gods’) shrines were decayed into mounds of rubble ... as though 
they had never been [disobedience]. The land was in calamity, as the gods for
sook this land. (So), if the army was sent to Syria, it had no success. If one 
prayed to a god ... or a goddess, they would not come at all [punishment] "The 
new king sought to restore matters. “His Majesty made monuments for the 
gods,. . . building their sanctuaries anew,” plus many other benefits for Egypt’s 
slighted gods. Contrition. So now, “the gods and goddesses in this land rejoice; 
... exultation is (now) throughout this land, because a good (state of) affjairjs 
has now come about" Deliverance,140 But neither Tutankhamun nor the Drafts
man Nebre had to wait till 621 to employ or express such convictions. And nei
ther need anybody else wait so long, not even the Hebrews. These concepts were 
common coin from at least the second millennium, if not before.

What the author of Judges did was first give his title time line and present 
the collapse of inner drive and outward success as the Hebrews fell away from 
Joshua’s ideals (1:1-2:15). Next he stated his work’s principle (2:16-19), and then 
exemplified it in the rest of his book, from the lives and exploits of his six main 
characters, and intercalating one, then two, then three others to round out his 
picture, finally ending with two pictures of deep moral failure in a leaderless Is
rael. To do so he drew on the historical traditions available to him, selecting ap
propriate cases by which to exemplify his theme. This was long-hallowed 
method in the biblical world: not to invent history, but to use real history to il
lustrate deity’s dealings with humanity. So did Tutankhamun, so did the final 
author of Judges, and so did many others long before and long after, through
out that world.

(b) A Literary Usage: Triumph Hymns

The two famous poems in Exod. 15 and Judg. 5 are part of a whole genre of such 
compositions, triumph hymns to celebrate victory or dominion, attested from 
the later third millennium and best known from the second half of the second. A 
thousand years before a Miriam or a Deborah, Uni of Egypt sang the triumph of 
his troops in Canaan with repeated two-line “verses,” each beginning with “This 
army has returned in peace,” followed by a differing variant line in each of its 
seven verses.141 In the Middle Kingdom (early second millennium), triumphal- 
ist hymns honor Sesostris I and I I I .  At the height of Egypt’s New Kingdom in the 
fifteenth to thirteenth centuries, pharaohs such as Tuthmosis I I I ,  Amenophis III, 
and Ramesses II in particular caused to be set up such splendid hymnic texts in 
horihr of themselves and of Annin, their giver of victory. Across the Fertile Cres
cent, Tukulti-Ninurta I (1245-1207) celebrated his might in an “epic” with hym
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nal passages.1*2 The poems of Exod. 15 and !udg. 5 are the Hebrew counterparts 
to such works, celebrating the victories of their lord, YHWH, over his and their 
foes.143 Their archaic date has been propounded by Cross and others, and there 
is no compelling factual reason for doubt.

(c) Tribal Constitution and Sanctuary as Focus

(1) Presence 0} Tribes within the Community 0} “Israel"

In ai! the biblical sources so far considered (Numbers, Joshua, Judges, 1 Sam. 1-7), 
early Israel is consistently shown as a group of twelve tribes (strictly, eleven plus 
two "sibling tribes” as one), each tracing its descent from an eponymous ancestor, 
and these having a common ultimate parent (for the siblings, grandparent), one 
Jacob or Israel. This phenomenon was not peculiar to early Israel.

But from the united monarchy onward, tribal organization was increas
ingly replaced in political/economic roles by Other arrangements, and was lim
ited more to family matters. As we have seen (chap. 4 above), Solomon imposed 
a new twelve-district system on Israel (without Judah) for revenue purposes. 
The twin monarchy period saw nor a return politically to a multitribal Israelite 
federation, but instead a straight, single cleavage between Judah (including 
Simeon, plus tiny Benjamin) and the northern rest (becoming a lesser kingdom 
of "Israel”). Ordinary people and families kept their tribal ancestry, and heads 
of tribes may still have been recognized within their traditional areas socially, 
but all (politically) were either citizens of Judah or Israel (down to 722), and 
thereafter only of Judah (to 586) or of the occupying Great Powers.

There is no factual basis of any kind for denying the prem on archie reality 
of early Israel’s tribal structure as a federation of officially related tribes with a 
claimed common ancestor of that name.

Quite the contrary. In the early poem in Judg. 5, precisely such a federa
tion is clearly attested (with omission of only two out of twelve tribes), and the 
substantial independence of its tribal units under the overall umbrella of “Is
rael” is very noticeable.144 Thus, six tribes are hailed for their response to 
Deborah’s call: Ephraim, Benjamin, Machir (poetic variant for Manasseh), 
Zebulon (all, in v. 14), Issachar (15), and Naphtali (18). Castigated for indiffer
ence were four more: Reuben (15-16), Gilead (for Gad, dominant there), Dan, 
and Asher (17). Of the political units, that accounts for ten out of twelve tribes/ 
sibling-tribes. Only Judah and Simeon do not feature at all in this essentially 
northern war, being south of the hostile “Jerusalem divide.” Levi did not count; 
their place was cultic, with the tabernacle, not as warriors. So, in about 1160, we
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already have an almost full roster of the traditional twelve tribes; things would 
hardly have been different in the barely fifty years back to 1210 and beyond. So, 
our early biblical evidence is clear, unequivocal, and requires to be respected.

Merenptah’s reported clash with Israel in 1209 was thus with members of 
a federal group who, together, made up that entity so hated by some Old Testa
ment scholars: “all Israel.” But this phrase has its own set of usages that must be 
respected. It does mean all the Israelites in such a context as crossing the Jordan 
(Josh, 3:1,17; but excluding, even there, the families of Reuben, Gad, and East 
Manasseh). Otherwise it has reference not to every man, woman, and child, but 
to a limited representation. We find it implicitly used of the raiding force (Josh. 
10:15,43) drawn from the tribes, but not being the total tribes. And on major oc
casions such as Joshua’s farewell or the covenant renewal at Shechem, “all Is
rael” is explicitly defined as “their elders, leaders, judges and officers” (Josh. 
23:2; 24:1), and not the entire Hebrew populace. As others have pointed out, 
Deborah’s triumph hymn presupposes and invokes not only a tribal structure 
but also its overall confederal identity as “Israel” (Judg. 5:2, 3, 5, 7-10)- Modern 
opposition to the phrase and concept of “all Israel” is ultimately frivolous and 
without any factual foundation. The people that Merenptah’s troops fought 
against evidently identified themselves to their foreign foe as Israelites, not as 
just Judeans, Ephraimites, or whatever. And Merenptah’s troops were actually 
there to know about it; our modern biblicists were not.

Nor is a confederal entity made up of constituent tribes to be regarded as 
in any way just peculiar to Israel. It is a well-attested social format long before 
and after early Israel’s premonarchic epoch. Half a millennium before that we 
have multitribal confederations around Mari, mentioned in its archives for the 
Middle Euphrates area. Thus the Mare-Yamina were a federation of such tribes 
as the Ubrabum, Yakhrurum, Amnanum, Yarikhum, and Rabbayum. These 
tribes in turn were made up of clans such as the Bit-Awin, whose community 
included a village and pastoralists (khibrum). The Suteans also were made up of 
at least three tribes, the Almuti and two others, their names now lost. Of the 
Haneans, we have mention of at least eight or ten tribes (perhaps more).145 
Thus an Israel with a dozen tribes some centuries later is in no way exceptional 
among western Semites in the second millennium.

During succeeding centuries in the highly conservative world of ancient 
pre-lslamic south Arabia, analogous confederal/tribal structures are to be seen. 
At the top level, the rulers of Saba (Sheba) already from the tenth to the fifth 
centuries were entitled “paramount ruler” (mukarrib, lit, “uniter”) and headed 
a Sabaean-led federation of the main Old South Arabian local realms, this be
ing then expressed by the Bundesformular, or “formula of federation,” used dur
ing the seventh century, from Karibil Watar I to Sumhu’ali Yantif (ca. 68;, 610),
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who mustered “the whole community of the gods and patron(-deitie)s, and of 
the alliance and the nte(?)”,4r> At a step down socially, and especially in later 
times, the major tribal confederations in and around Saba had three or four 
constituent tribes, often therefore called “thirds” or “fourths.” And these in turn 
had clans and families further down still.147 So, from the foothills east of the 
Taurus to Iran, as far as the Arabian Sea, and from the nineteenth century B.c. 
to the third century a .d . ,  we have similar profiles to that exhibited by early Is
rael. It is normal, even customary usage, not a late, artificial concoction.

(2) Amphictyony and Focal Sanctuary?

Already in Joshua’s time the portable tabernacle (shelter for the ark of the cove
nant) was set up at Shiloh (Josh. 18:1), and there it (or its cult) stayed most of 
the time down to Eli and Samuel’s epoch, into the mid-eleventh century. It re
mained a focus for annual festivals down to that time (cf. 1 Sam. 1-1). Through
out that time it was doubtless a focus for the religious element in the Hebrew 
population, but it played no part in the swirl of politics, with invasions and 
deliverances by force of arms, any more than most other shrines in antiquity. Its 
role was modest.

However, this did not stop Martin Noth from comparing the Hebrew 
twelve-tribe confederacy of Israel, and its shrine, with the ampbictyonies of 
classical Greece, far westward across the sea, almost a thousand miles away, and 
(in present knowledge) dating from the sixth century B.c., half a millennium 
later than early Israel.148 The closest in format was that of Delphi with twelve 
member-towns, who allied to maintain the cults of Demeter and Apollo, and to 
limit warlike acts amongst themselves. After a long period of popularity, bibli
cal scholars rejected most of Not It's detailed comparisons and suppositions, 
and (throwing out the baby with the bathwater) ditched the whole concept. 
However, we do not need a distant Greek analogue to the Hebrew tribal groups 
and their shrine. One objection was to Noth’s dating of the twelve-tribe lists, 
with Gen. 29-30, 49 (starting with Jacob’s children) varying from the later list 
(of descendant tribes) in Nitm. 26, in that order and as premonarchic.149 Some 
have wished to down-date or even reverse the chronological period and order 
of these lists (e.g., invoking attribution to the theoretical “document” P, of the 
sixth/fifth century n.c.). This Is invalid; there is no factual reason for subjec
tively down-dating or reversing the date of the Genesis or Numbers lists. P is an 
imaginary source (we have no surviving physical manuscript of it), and in any 
case it could retain record of material much older than its own supposed date 
of composition, if it were real. The objection is also made that the Greek model 
is centered on the cult and shrine(s) while the Hebrew one is not. This is per
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fectly true; the comparison is art incomplete one, because the emphases are dis
tinct as between two culturally separate but outwardly similar institutions. 
Both have a common sanctuary, both have a group of related tribes linked to 
the shrine, but physical upkeep of the shrine is central to the purpose of one 
group (Greeks) but not the other (Hebrews).

However, as long since proposed, there were analogous institutions much 
nearer home, in the Near East. Hallo gave a detailed account of a Neo-Sumerian 
“amphictyony” of twelve or more cities that contributed supplies on a twelve- 
monthly basis to the upkeep of the cults of the holy Sumerian city of Nippur, 
under the rulers of the Third Dynasty of Ur circa 2000. As with Greece, the cen
tral temples were the focus of attention.150 The Philistine pentapolis has also 
been compared, as a five-member league, with focus on the temple of Dagon at 
Gaza; this is possible, but largely inferential.131 At the end of the day, the 
Sumerian and possible Philistine examples simply show that groups in the Near 
East could have central sanctuaries that they supported, and could form federa
tions for other purposes such as defense. Alongside these concrete cases the He
brew tribal federation can stand, with its shrine. The better comparison is with 
tribal federations, as at Mari and in early Arabia, already noted above. The 
Greek comparison is interesting, but distant and ultimately superfluous.

B. OVERALL ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

In the last quarter century current knowledge of the processes of settlement, 
de-settlement, and resettlement in Middle Bronze to Iron Age Canaan has been 
transformed, both by excavations at individual sites and by far-reaching and (at 
times) very thorough surface surveys. The gain in practical data is considerable. 
But given the differing intellectual starting points of the variety of scholars in
terested — both on the field and off it — much disagreement on the conclu
sions to be drawn has arisen and continues, not least on two issues: interaction 
with the biblical data and questions of ethnicity (Israelite or other).

Here, in adherence to our brief, we shall seek to be as factually based as 
possible, in dealing both with the biblical text as a transmitted artifact and with 
the rich if intricate external materials. Neither source is complete. Joshua- 
Judges were never intended to serve later generations as a mini-encyclopedic 
handbook to Hebrew history in what we call Iron IA. And in terms of external 
data, most mounds remain undug; the dug ones are rarely dug beyond 5 to 10 
percent of their area; and surveys on the surface can never tell the whole story. 
So there can never be given a complete account of the Early Iron Age or of early 
Israel in the period circa 1220-1020. Only outlines are possible.
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(i) A Biblical Recap

Before plunging into the archaeology or the attendant controversies, let us 
quickly encapsulate the basic biblical data — what they are, not what they are 
too often misread to “mean.” Leaving aside rhetorical end flourishes, the narra
tives give us:

1. After crossing the Jordan, the two Jericho/Ai gateway settlements were 
destroyed and burned.

2. The area up to Shechem was open (no resistance), such that rites could be 
enacted at Mount Eb.al

3. Gibeon submitted, south Canaanite kings reacted, and Joshua defeated 
them, This turned into a rapid-action raid, with Joshua attacking towns, 
killing their chiefs (and others), and returning to base at Gilgal.

4. North Canaanite kings reacted, so Joshua fought and slew them, and 
raided their towns. Only Hazor, the most renowned, was burned down. 
Again, he returned to base at Gilgal. No occupation!

5. Allotments were determined for future occupation. During this time 
there was only local occupation up to Shechem/Tirzah, and the taberna
cle moved up to Shiloh. Joshua renewed the covenant at Shechem. By his 
death, only the beginnings of local occupation had happened — Gilgal- 
Tirzah, perhaps Hebron.

So, first, leaving aside the obligatory rhetorical summations, the book of 
Joshua does not present a sweeping conquest/instant occupation, whether es
poused by Albright or anyone else.

Second, despite numberless assertions to the contrary, Judges does not 
give us either an alternative narrative of conquest or a connected account of 
ongoing settlement. It actually gives us the following picture:

Soon after Joshua’s death, listed in south to north order, Judges enumer
ates the subsequent attempts by individual tribes to enact a takeover in 
their allotted areas, In the south: Judah had quick success at Bezeq, Negev 
(and Hebron area), and in the hills, but failed to hold any place in the 
southwest plains, or Jerusalem. The latter repulsed Benjamin (after 
refortification?). In the center: Ephraim/Manasseh took Bethel, but not 
the lowland towns to the west or Jezreel; Dan was hemmed in, and some 
Danites went north to Hush. In the north: Zebulon, Asher, and Naphtali 
made very little headway.
By way of “occupation” the Benjaminites had to settle alongside Jehu sites,
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and the central and northern tribes also had to settle alongside the 
Canaamtcs, even if eventually getting the upper hand socially. All this (all 
in ftidg. 1) was clearly in the decade or so immediately after Joshua, and 
was then commented on theologically in Judg. 2:1—3:6. 

c. But after this point, the main narratives never again tell us about the set
tlement process. They only tell us about crises that brought forth local 
leaders as deliverers from foreign rule. There is no ongoing biblical “narra
tive of settlement"! At the end, we have only the notice of some Danites’ 
move to Laish, and a civil war with Benjamin. Nothing more. Thus, con
trary to common dogma, Judges does not give us an '‘alternative con
quest” but instead notes some attempts at forcing takeovers, plus settling 
in next to locals, soon after Joshua, as a follow-up to his declared allot
ments. Of the ongoing settlement thereafter, we are told nothing, simply 
because it would contribute nothing to the author's main theme. For that 
he drew upon occasions of crisis and oppression of Hebrew groups by 
others. Full stop.

(ii) Archaeology, Part I: Changing Settlement Patterns

By now, all serious students of the archaeology of Canaan are (or should be) 
aware of the basic changes visible from the excavated record from Middle 
Bronze through Late Bronze into Iron I (ca. 1900-1000).152

1. Middle Bronze Age II witnessed a period (ca. 1900-1550) both prosperous 
and populous in Canaan, boasting a series of fortified towns and rich ma
terial culture.

2. But in the sixteenth to thirteenth centuries, Late Bronze I-II, the New 
Kingdom pharaohs incorporated Canaan into the Egyptian empire, 
draining the region through taxation, and in reply to rebellions occasion
ally destroyed and deported them. The culture suffered, and population 
and number of settlements visibly declined.15*

3. Then new factors came in circa 1230 onward, dearly attested in the first
hand Egyptian texts. Rebuffed by Egypt (ca. 1177), the Sea Peoples ended 
up in Canaan — the Pilisti or Philistines in the southwest, and Sikils and 
Shekelesh farther north (Dor, fezreel). In Transjordan, new names ap
peared: Edom and Moab, plus the Ammonites (as yet unmentioned in 
contemporary texts). Arameans now became more prominent from the 
north. And, as Merenptah made crystal dear in 1209, a group called Israel 
was present within Canaan, most likely in the hill country. All these peo-
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pies were to have a long and varied history for the next six or seven centu
ries. To the Egyptian-derived data correspond the Philistines, Edomites, 
Moabites, and Arameans named in the biblical books from Numbers to 
1 Samuel — and the entity Israel, a tribal group as the Merenptah text im
plies, and in Canaan's hill country. So we have an outline, basic corre
spondence of the two sources, Egyptian and biblical. The former cannot 
be factually dismissed, and so neither can the latter through this general 
correspondence, whatever quibbles may be raised in detail. The third fac
tor to be added to these two textual resources is the material archaeology, 
to which we now turn.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(iii) Archaeology, Part II: Surveys, Sites, and Viewpoints

(a) Surface Surveys

Surface surveys have been undertaken in some depth in central Canaan, nota
bly by the Finkelstein team in the terrain of ancient Ephraim/Samaria, and by 
Zertal and colleagues in the adjoining territory of ancient West Manasseh. 
These and other surveys have shown a dramatic rise in the intensity of settle
ment in the hill country, especially north from Jerusalem, from around 1200 
onward through Iron I. Thus the Ephraim-Samaria survey registered just 9 sites 
for Late Bronze I-II (with another 3, LB/Iron I), a dozen at most. Then for Iron 
Age phase I, they were able to list not fewer than 131 sites (plus another 94 of 
Iron 1-11), a huge increase.154 Next door in West Manasseh, Zertal noted some 
39 sites for Late Bronze but over 200 for Iron I, again a huge increase. This great 
rash of farmsteads, hamlets, and small villages represents a wholly new devel
opment, as is universally admitted. In Manasseh at least, two-thirds of these 
sites were founded entirely new; one-third were both founded and abandoned 
during Iron 1, while two-thirds continued to be used and developed in Iron II 
(monarchy period).153 The Canaanites had been in western Palestine for centu
ries, and the old sites (especially outside the hill country) continued to exhibit 
their material culture into the twelfth century. In the southwest the Philistines 
soon showed their characteristic material culture, marked particularly by their 
monochrome and then bichrome pottery, both of ultimately Aegean inspira
tion. Up in the hills the innumerable small settlements at first showed 
Canaanite-style pottery, but quickly went their own way producing their own 
typically dull, utilitarian wares: storage vessels (for water and foodstuffs), cook
ing pots, and the like — and almost no fancy novelties. By elimination, and 
bearing in mind our Egyptian and biblical text indicators, these should be
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largely upland Israelite sites, marking not only the modest initial extent oflsra- 
elite occupation noted in Judg. j blit also its gradual expansion throughout the 
hilly zones.

(b) Number-Crunching People

The practical question has to be asked (and answered) — where did all these 
people come from, to populate these scores and scores of new places? In aggre
gate and fairly quickly, they must have far outstripped the Late Bronze 1! popu
lation of before 1200. All estimates of population here [even rigorous ones) are 
subject to guesswork factors, and therefore can only be approximate. On the 
basis of known sites and other factors, Finkelstein suggested that about 21,000 
Israelites lived in Canaan by 1150 or soon after, a figure that doubled to perhaps 
51,000 by about 1000, on the eve of the united monarchy. (This is for Canaan 
overall; no figure is offered for other regions, such as Philistia, the western 
coastal plain, or the vale of JezreeL)156 So, on his projections, the 21,000 He
brews of 1150 might have been somewhat less numerous back in 1210, but not 
appreciably. But whence arose the 21,000 (or a little less)?

(c) A Sex Orgy Theory for Israel’s Origins? Hardly!

First, what about the scantily settled hill country in Late Bronze II, before 1210? 
In the Ephraim zone, the survey disclosed some 99 sites occupied during the 
Middle Bronze Age, ten times the 9 to 12 Late Bronze sites and not far behind 
Iron I (131), also ten times as many. In the West Manasseh zone, an initial 135 
Middle Bronze sites contrast with 39 Late Bronze sites, as do the 131 (later, over 
200) Iron I sites recorded — in this more prosperous region, LB is still only 
one-quarter or hardly more than one-fifth of MB and Iron 1 respectively.157 So, 
even if one allows for an artifactually invisible pastoral/herding population in 
Late Bronze, the contrast between Late Bronze and its immediate precursors 
and successors is massive. Taking the change between highland Canaan in (say) 
1250 and in (say) 1150, how come the population suddenly multiplied fivefold in 
less than a century (possibly only 50 or 60 years) as opposed to merely doubling 
in the 150 years between 1150 and 1000? The earlier rate of growth is frenetic! 
The growth during 1150-1000 may well represent normal stability, and steady 
but slow population growth with an appreciable infant mortality rate. If so, 
then the drastic fivefold growth within the decades in which Israel appears (cf. 
Merenptah) and spreads out into a rash of villages and hamlets is phenomenal.
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If they were simply an indigenous growth, did they have a half-century of 
fertility-cult sex orgies to breed so many children and grandchildren on a scale 
hitherto unknown? The matter is bizarre, if we go for an Israelite “origin” exclu
sively within highland Canaan, featuring simply a societal change from a sup
posed transhumant herding life to settled village life, combining crop raising 
with livestock.

This scenario in its own right is (or should be) enough to dismiss firmly 
the idea that Israel arose simply from the (re?)settling down of former mobile 
herding folk, or from fugitive Canaanites who came up west into the highlands 
away from Egyptian tax collectors. That move too would have failed, because 
Egypt was also overlord of the hills through the city-states that did exist, such as 
Jerusalem and Shechem (cf. Amarna letters) — the tax collectors would simply 
have followed them! And taxed their cattle instead of their erstwhile crops. In 
short, on severely practical grounds, the “revolting peasant” and “early Hebrews 
indigenous to highlands” theories will not work. Their major representatives 
(Mendenhall, Gottwald) have already been effectively critiqued out of court, a 
lengthy execution process that we do need to repeat all over again here. They 
are (to use a favorite phrase of W. G. Dever) a "dead issue,” as is his own adher
ence to the “indigenous” theory in a symbiosis version (but firmly dismissing 
the “revolting peasant” type of theory).158

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(d) Back to Practicality: Go West, Young Man!

So we may look again at the archaeology. In both the Ephraim and Manasseh 
surveys, there stands out a feature which lias to be explained; namely, that the 
new occupation by the highland Iron I populace (Israelite or not) moved ini
tially from east to west. This is noted repeatedly by Finkelstein, and illustrated 
most graphically by Zertal. He was able to show that, through time, the fashion 
in cooking pots (or at least in the forms of their rims) changed. Ah, fickle, 
fashion-minded Hebrew housewives! Bhase A pots had an outturned 
(“everted") rim of triangular section. These dominated in use in the first period 
(Zertal; late thirteenth century), and gave way to phase B—style pots having a 
thinner, flangelike rim (Zertal: twelfth century), and these in turn by a phase C 
style, with a curved rim with a narrow lip all round it (Zertal: eleventh cen
tury). But there is a geographical dimension to all this. The phase A fashion at 
its height (over 20 percent of cooking pots) dominated down the east side of 
Manasseh, spreading out westward. In the central zone and westward these pots 
were less fashionable (5 to 20 percent maximum), and many west-central sites 
had none — they were founded after their replacement by phases B and C ves
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sels. B and C dominated westward. A similar east-west trend can be seen in the 
popularity of punctured decoration on the pottery, waning westward and 
later.'59

Naturally, more than one theory can be offered for this phenomenon, in 
Ephraim and Manasseh alike. Finkelstein (wedded to the indigenous Israelite 
theory) would read all this to mean simply that the herding people put down 
their first roots along the eastern marches, good for grain and cattle. Then, con
tinuing their settling process, they extended westward to zones of more horticul
tural type.160 This is all very well, but falls foul of the population explosion re
viewed above, which his view (and Dever’s) cannot realistically accommodate.

So, what is the alternative? It is humiliatingly simple (which restless, 
oversophisticated minds hate). The biblical traditions overall are unanimous 
that Israel came from Egypt (a matter for chap. 6) and that they entered Canaan 
— prior to Joshua they had not lived in Canaan, by tradition, for centuries when 
their claimed ancestors passed that way ending up in Egypt. We have already 
seen that there is nothing inherently to prove positively otherwise, and that sun
dry features in Numbers to Judges find good background in our external 
sources. So, if a body of between 10,000 and 20,000 people came into a highland 
Canaan sparsely inhabited by hardly a fifth or a quarter of that number (4,000/ 
5,000?) in the fifty or so sites of Ephraim and Manasseh plus a few more from the 
Benjamin district down to the Negev, then no wonder the population shot up 
between (say) 1250 and 1150. Sex orgy not needed! The incomers were indeed 
pastoralists. Their ancestors were such when entering Egypt (cf. Gen. 45:10; 46:6; 
46:32-47:6; etc.), they left Egypt with livestock (Exod. 10:26; 12:38), and they held 
and acquired more in Mishor and Gilead east of the Jordan (Num. 20:19; 31:25
47; 32:1-4; Josh. 1:14). So, if early Israel did indeed cross from east of the Iordan 
into Canaan by Gilgal and Jericho, and then moved up into the hill country, the 
cattle-and-grain culture of the eastern zone there would have suited them well, 
from which they would have spread westward in due time. Problem in essence 
solved. An immigration movement from east to west is also proposed by Zertal, 
with variations in detail, e.g., siting of Gilgal(s).161

(e) Egyptian Politics

Why did Merenptah suddenly have to crush revolt so near home in Canaan as 
Ascalon and Gezer, tackle long-quiet Yenoam, and get involved with Israel, 
within his Years 1-4 (1213-3310)?162 In ancient Near Eastern empires like those of 
New Kingdom Egypt or Assyria, it was commonplace for the accession of a new 
king to be greeted by revolt in those distant provinces that hoped thereby to se
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cure their independence. But here we hive something different: not a revolt in 
more distant regions such as Phoenicia or south Syria (e.g., Upe), but dose to 
home in Canaan, even (Ascaion, Gezer) right under Pharaoh’s nose! This was 
not normal. This suggests that there were specific reasons for the Egyptian attack 
on these places. The critical criterion of a vassal’s loyalty was payment of tribute. 
Failure to do so constituted rebellion. Ever since Tuthmosis III (1479-1425), this 
matter had been paramount. And from Lachish, for example, comes an 
ostracon, usually considered to be of Merenptah’s reign, that once recorded har
vest tax payable in Year 4 (1210) to the Egyptian authorities:163 But if these towns, 
Gezer and Ascaion (and maybe Yerioam?), could not, hence did not, pay their 
tax, then Pharaoh’s army would normally march out to collect it. If marauding 
bands such as some of Joshua’s (or the elders’) Israelites had come down from 
the hills at harvest and stolen the grain crops of these two towns, then the latter 
might well have had trouble in providing their grain-tax quotas to the pharaoh’s 
commissioners, and had to be cowed into coughing up somehow.

Looking for the source of the trouble, the Egyptian force had then as
cended briefly into the hills to chase these bandits known as “Israel,” and 
knocked off a few of them, by way of warning. An Egyptian fort at modern Lifta 
(“Well of Melrnjeptah”) may have been established to reinforce the vassal state 
of Jerusalem against them. One king of Gezer had earlier been worsted by 
Joshua’s raiders (Josh. 10:33), and a little later some Judean raiders may have 
penetrated briefly to Ascaion and its grainfields (cf. Judg. 1:18). So we might 
conceivably — but not certainly — have an interesting panorama here, hitherto 
unsuspected. Up north, Yenoam may have had similar trouble.

It is worth remarking that, along with the Song of Deborah barely half a 
century later, Merenptah’s mention virtually proves the antiquity of the con
cept of "all Israel.” His troops encountered people who called themselves not 
Judahites or Benjaminites or Manassites, etc., but Israelites; and others (at 
Ascaion and Gezer?) who termed them likewise, And of course, automatically 
the whole group of these people could only be called “all Israel,” precisely as 
Deborah did later, in the poetical context of happening to name ten of the 
twelve/thirteen tribal groups that already made up Israel. Let us have no more 
silly claims that “all Israel” was a much later concept; Merenptah and Deborah 
during 1210 to 1160 forbid such an academic faux pas.

Humble Beginnings — around and in Canaan

(f) Ethnicity — with Porkers and Porkies (or, Pigs and Fibs)

Or, nudged by Hershel Shanks, as Professor Dever has so delightfully put it, 
“how to tell an Israelite from a Canaanite.” A 64,000 dollar (shekel?) question!
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Much discussion has centered on the presence in Palestinian sites of four-room 
houses, collared-rim jars, and use of (sometimes plastered) cisterns. However, 
these items are at least in part a delusion. It is known that so-called four- 
roomed houses occur outside the territory of ancient Israel. They became typi
cal of early Israel, and continued in Israelite use long after our Iron 1 period. 
Likewise, the collared-nrn jar was not unique to early Israel. However, the com
bination of the two is typical of sites within the acknowledged Israelite areas. 
Storage pits are very common in Iron I sites within the areas probably settled by 
early Israel, but these are not water cisterns. Plastered cisterns were not an Iron 
1 innovation, but occur in both Neolithic and Late Bronze periods. On the 
other hand, it has been suggested that the use of agricultural terraces to exploit 
hill slopes does date from the thirteenth and twelfth centuries, following on 
tree clearances,161 As for pottery, the earliest stuff at the early Iron I sites is 
closely related to outgoing Late Bronze II wares, but in due course the typical 
utilitarian Iron I wares were developed that are no longer Canaanite in nature 
or definition. These have become “early Israelite” but possibly could have been 
adopted also by other highland people (Jebusites, Horites, etc.).

A further factor recently brought into play is ancient diet. In twelfth- 
century Canaan, pig bones occur in food refuse in some areas and not in others. 
As food, pigs were popular in the Philistine-dominated area in southwest Ca
naan, were acceptable in Transjordan (Amorite/early Ammonite), but were 
seemingly taboo in highland Canaan in the particular region that exhibits the 
rash of new, small Iron I settlements (plus such as Shiloh and Mount Ebal) and 
is the habitat of earliest Israel in the narratives of Joshua/jtidges. The practices 
observed there {use of sheep and goat, and perhaps a form of deer) do indeed 
correspond to the limits set by the dietary laws of Lev. u. This fact, of course, 
clashes badly with old-fashioned a priori nineteenth-century theory that such 
laws must be “late” in date of origin (even post exilic).165 But mere theory can
not ever be sacrosanct, and must give way to contrary facts if or when such facts 
surface. Thus, objections to this excavated phenomenon (archaeological data 
being primary, as Dever would put it) that are based on slavish adherence to 
old-style theory are simply not valid, and must give way to new facts. The best 
explicit evidence for an Israel-grotip in Canaan by 1200/1160 is the mention by 
Merenptah and the cohesive summary in Deborah’s early poem; physical sub
stance is given to these written sources by the archaeological recovery of the set
tlements, material culture, and way of life in highland Canaan. The latter work 
may not determine “ethnicity” rigidly,166 but does give practical form to our 
knowledge of the people(s) named, whether Canaanites, Philistines, Israelites, 
each in their main zones.
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(g) Sites and Sanctuaries? Shiloh

The situation at Shiloh in the twelfth-eleventh centuries, we have looked at 
compactly above, under Saul (chap, 4 above, p. 83). The Iron 1 phase at the site 
was violently destroyed about 1050 or so, in line with the veiled allusions in Jer. 
7:12-14 and Ps. 78:60-61. There is no reason to view Shiloh in Iron I as anything 
other than an early Israelite center, amidst an area of considerable early Israelite 
settlement. On its tribal federal role, purely religiously, cf. already above, pp. 96
97.

(1) The “Bull Site'™

On top of a high ridge (Dhahrat et-Tawikh), within range of a cluster of small 
sites largely of Iron 1 date, was found a bronze bull figurine, and then a circular 
stone wall, with entryf?) from the east, whose southeast quadrant contained a 
broader-than-tall upright stone (about two feet by three feet) behind flat paving. 
Here were found lower parts ot two pottery bowls, a bronze fragment, and a pot
tery fragment attributed to a possible cult stand; no ash was found, but “a few 
bones.” Most of the north half of the enclosure was eroded, so any further instal
lations are lost. The walled circle is about twenty-one meters (about seventy 
feet) east-west, and would have been about twenty-three meters (about seventy- 
five feet) north-south. The remains of a stone wall, parallel with the south-side 
entry wall, seem to be intended to close off the stone and pavement area.

From these details, what may one deduce? A “domestic” explanation 
might suggest either a shepherd’s stone hut and enclosure, with bench stone 
and clean pavement for his bundle and few crocks and flints. A small flock 
could be corralled in the enclosure. It is certainly not a farmstead way up on a 
crest, unless erosion has been much more severe than envisaged hitherto. Or, 
was it a guard post, whence messages about advancing foes might be quickly 
carried down to the villages below? But it does not overlook its own nearby 
valley. But what about the bull figurine (and possible cult stand)? Again, no fi
nal proof of anything beyond perhaps a figure and offering stand for domestic 
or personal cult in this upland outpost — either of Baal-Hadad (if Canaanite) 
or else (if Israelite) of YHWH (or even Baal?), considered invisibly standing 
above the bull, symbol of power, if one thinks of Exod. 32:1-8 (a golden calf of 
YHWH) and of 1 Kings 12:25-33 (Jeroboam I’s golden calves at Bethel and 
Dan).

Viewed minimalistically in this way, the “bull site” would lose its mys
tique, but not much else, ft is perfectly possible that, in fact, it served — also, or 
exclusively — as a hilltop local shrine for the surrounding Iron 1 (Israelite) vil-
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lagers during the first half of the twelfth century, before falling out of use. In 
which case it would have served as a local “high place ” as originally advocated 
by its excavator, Amihai Mazar, and the stone and pavement as its focus, plus 
the bull and presumed cult stand. The precise nature of whatever rites were 
possibly celebrated is not clear. Bowls may suggest drink offerings or libations, 
and/or a flour and oil “grain offering3’ (for the latter, cf. Lev. 2; 7:11-18). The 
bones are not specified — modest sacrifices might have been made; cf. the reg
ular cult at the tabernacle some thirty miles to the south at Shiloh (Num. 28; 
and later in degenerate form, 1 Sam. 2:12-16). Such a cult would save the locals a 
sixty- or seventy-mile round-trip to Shiloh except for occasional visits for ma
jor annual feasts.

(2) Mount Ebal

This is the most controverted of our three putative Iron I shrines. During 1982
89, A. Zertal excavated a stone ruin on a ridge on the northeast upper flank of 
Mount Ebal, but below its summit. Within a large area enclosed by low walls, an 
upper area was further walled off to form an inner enclosure, reached by a flight 
of three broad, shallow steps. Within that area stood a rectangular stone struc
ture. The site was used during two phases of Iron I, within broadly 1220-1150: 
strata II (earlier) and I (later), in a simple rebuild (no violent destruction), the 
dating being confirmed by two late Ramesses II scarabs. So far, so good, with 
little in dispute.le8

Exactly under the center of the later, square structure (stratum 1) was a 
stone circle and rectangular floor (Stratum II) of a compartmented building 
containing ash and animal bones— function not certain. In front of it more 
circles occurred (later included within twin open areas before the solid stone 
structure). These contained either pottery vessels (now empty of original con
tents) or else more bones and ash. A second building was a four-room house, 
with store jars in compartments; various hearths were Found around the site. At 
this first period, the only enclosure was the inner one (west side at least). Up till 
now, minimalistically, there is nothing needfully cultic about all this (theoreti
cally, a regular bivouac spot for herdsmen?). But one could argue for a site 
where meals and modest offerings had been made from time to time, for what
ever reason.

With the later stratum (I), the fun begins. According to the excavator’s 
full results (after four seasons), the big square stone structure was then built 
with twin forecourts in front. These were divided by a stone structure that ran 
up against the front of the great square block. As preserved, it looked like a 
ramp to the block’s top. Around the whole area was built a far larger enclosure
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of very low walling. The square structure had twin internal dividing wails 
(with a gap between), and the hollow interior was filled with layers of stone, 
earth, and ashes (including animal bones), then leveled off. But, what was it? 
After a brief visit to just the first season of excavation, Kempinski had pro
posed a theory of three strata: the first, the simple structures of Zertafs early 
stratum II; the second, the twin courts of Zertal’s stratum I, plus the walling 
beyond flanking the central block (dotting in a theoretical rear and middle 
wall); and his third, the central block plus the supposed ramp (also Zertal’s 
stratum 1) as sidewall of a room as successor to one court. Thereby he hoped 
to gain a simple site (as with Zertal), then a farmhouse, and a watchtower and 
adjunct. However, full excavation rules out the farmhouse (of very peculiar 
plan), leaving only the block, twin courts, and wall or ramp, plus about one 
hundred stone installations around, half of them with either domestic or small 
votive vessels. A watchtower base/foundation (approached by a ramp between 
the twin courts) was still a feasible solution, structurally. (The tower itself 
might have been of brick or timber, all gone.) This view is not beyond objec
tion. One is that the contemporary Iron I watchtower at Giloh has a quite dif
ferent foundation block of solid fill and rto inner partition walls. The Iron II 
tower there does have such walls, but one main one across, buttressed by cross
walls; so it is not a full parallel and is very much later, by up to 500 years. 
Also, not being on Ebal’s mountaintop, a tower’s views would be limited to the 
road north from Shechem toward Tirzah. So the tower theory is open to some 
doubt.

Thus, not at the beginning of the excavation (as Kempinski mistakenly 
reported) but in the third season only, in 1983, a remark by David Etam on the 
format of the hollow square with a fill led him and Zertal to propose that this 
was a solid-state equivalent of the tabernacle’s altar, of a hollow set of boards to 
set over an earthen fill. Here was a stone frame with roughly earthen fill. They 
also proposed that the rear walls and rear projecting walis from the twin courts 
(plus the lower wall down the left side of the ramp) might be a precursor to the 
side ramps/tedges of the Herodian altar. Hence the structure would have been a 
large altar within a low-walled precinct that saw service briefly within circa 
1220-1150. For Zertal it was but a short step then to invoke Dent. 27:1-26 and 
Josh. 8:30-35. Moses commanded, and Joshua performed, a ceremony of build
ing an altar on Mount Ebal for sacrifices (and for the people to feast), and in
scribing the “Law" (covenant) on plastered stones, besides the rite of cursing 
and blessing in front of the twin mountains Ebal and Gerizim.

There is nothing inherently impossible in such a view — nor can one 
prove it to be correct. Large, open enclosures are not needfully sacred areas; 
witness the farmstead at Giloh, or Zertal’s enclosure at El-Unuq near the Jor
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dan. As Zertal’s overall survey found no other structure of this period anywhere 
in the ample acres of Mount Ebal, there is, of course, the temptation to clinch 
the matter directly in favor of his view. But preservation of monuments across 
thirty-two centuries is a chancy business. If it were the site of Joshua’s ceremo
nies, then one must say that no scrap of the inscribed plastered stones has sur
vived. Nor could we reasonably expect it in so very exposed a context. If that is 
so, then in theory Joshua’s altar might once have stood elsewhere on Ebal, and 
have been long since wiped out completely; far greater edifices than it have suf
fered such a fate.

The final verdict? At present, strictly, non liquet. There is no final proof or 
disproof for either a watchtower or an altar complex (of Joshua or otherwise). 
It is noteworthy that the fiercest opposition to the specter of Joshua’s altar has 
come from minds not open to such revolutionary possibilities. Thus, all that 
Kempinski could finally offer against the concept was the old views about the 
theoretical late (Deuteronomic) date for the books of Deuteronomy and Joshua 
in the seventh century, which are not fact, merely dogma. Plus an odd prefer
ence for a Samaritan-inspired shift of Joshua’s efforts to Gemini from Ebal, 
and the (unjustified) grumble that nobody could walk (or carry anything) up a 
ramp over three feet wide. None of this has any evidential value in terms of 
hard fact. It is also Deuteronomic disease that moved such as Dever to mock the 
place as a picnic site -— which (as Zertal observed) is precisely a feature of such 
occasions (cf. Deut. 27:7 in particular; and people might eat deer even if not of
fering them with bull, sheep, or goat). To Rainey’s charge that only the gullible 
would believe Zertai’s claim, one may observe that such people as Coogan and 
Mazar (who both grant a cultic possibility) could hardly be thus dismissed. 
Colorful language is not the answer either. In short, Zertal’s view is feasible, but 
absolute certainty eludes us.

7. A BALANCED VIEW?

So, after a long pilgrimage round Canaan and adjoining terrain, we may now 
sum up the results.

First, no total conquest and occupation. The book of Joshua does not de
scribe a total Hebrew conquest and occupation of Canaan, real or imaginary. 
Read straight, its narratives describe an entry (from over The Jordan), full de
struction of two minor centers (Jericho, Ai; burned), then defeat of local kings 
and raids through south Canaan. Towns are attacked, taken, and damaged (“de
stroyed”), kings and subjects killed and then left behind, not held on to. The
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same in north Canaan: strategic Hazor is fully destroyed (burned), but no oth
ers. The rest are treated like the southern towns, and again left, not held. Israel 
stayed based in Gilgal, then took over an inland strip from there up to Shechem 
and Tirzah. These preliminary successes were celebrated with war rhetoric ap
propriate to the time, which should not be twisted to mean what it does not. 
Joshua made allocations not taken up while he yet lived. Contrast )osh. 23:4, “na
tions 1 defeated” (but not occupied!), with 23:5, “YHWH will expel them, you 
will possess” (futures), plus explicitly Judg. 2:22-23. Prior to all this, in Num. 20
33, we have the Hebrews going from Qadesh-Barnea down across the central 
Arabah, around the northern nucleus of Edom, up to Moab, and taking over 
the plains of Mishor and terrain of Gilead.

Second, external data for loshua and Numbers. We have no direct exter
nal textual references to the Israelite entry or raids or initial settlement from 
Gilgal to Shechem, In the later thirteenth century, Mesopotamia — in the guise 
of Assyria — never penetrated beyond the Euphrates into Syria proper; Hittite 
power at Carchemish stood against them. So no data can come on south Pales
tinian events (especially in the inner highlands) from that quarter. Egypt offi
cially was overlord of Canaan, but her main interest was in the productive 
coastal plains, lowland hills, and Jezreel, not in the economically poorer high
lands, and in keeping hold on the main routes north into Phoenicia (to Tyre, 
Sidon, Byblos, etc.) and to Damascus in Upe. So long as highlanders of any kind 
did not interfere there, and the Transjordanian groups did not interfere with 
the Tiinna (Sinai) mining works at the southern end of the Arabah, neither did 
Egypt bother with them. When they did, she struck back, and they got men
tioned. Thus Seir and Seirites (“land” and “Mount”) were attacked by 
Ramesses II (within ca. 1275-1260) and invaded by Ram esses III (ca. 1170); 
Edomites — termed Shasu, i.e., “wanderers”— came into the East Delta (Wadi 
Tumilat) to water their livestock under Merenptah (ca. 1206).170 Moab was in
vaded by Ramesses II about 1272, who took Dibon and four other settlements. 
Ammon is not (yet) named by anybody, but can be defined archaeologically.171 
And finally, in 1209 (NOT 1207!), Mfcrenptail’s forces recaptured the towns of 
Ascalon, Gezer, and Yenoam, and defeated the people-group Israel. So the bibli
cal data and Egyptian references are agreed on the effective existence and activ
ity of Seir/Edom, Moab (with Dibon!), and Israel at this time, plus Ammon 
(which was archaeologically extant). One cannot really ask for more in the cir
cumstances. And between Ramesses III and Siamun/Shoshenq 1 (time of the 
Hebrew monarchy), no other pharaoh is known to have campaigned in Ca
naan, to speak of it.

Third, the “cultural" profile of what we find in Joshua, (i) loshua is not 
alone as leader of an opportunist, would-be expansionist group in Canaan or
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south Syria. Labayu of Shechem and Abdi-ashirta (and son, Aziru) in Amurru 
of the fourteenth century offer analogous profiles and (in Amurru’s case) actu
ally achieved much more than did Joshua, territorially, (ii) In the second half of 
the second millennium (our period), campaign reports often had the same pro
file as Joshua’s, Divine commission might first be recorded; then the first con
flicts in detail; and later campaigning in briefer, more formulaic fashion. The 
conquests made are summed up in topographical lists of those kings/places 
subdued. This we find with Tuthmosis III, in his detailed account of the first 
campaign (Megiddo), and much more summary record of most later cam
paigns, except in part for Qadesh up north; cf. Joshua, more on Hazor (his main 
northern foe) than on others in north Canaan. The same literary profile was al
ready practiced by the Egyptian general Uni, invading Canaan in the late third 
millennium: a detailed account of his first campaign, then the dismissive re
mark, “His Majesty sent me to lead this [army] 5 times,” with no further detail 
except for a pincer maneuver on the last occasion.172 By contrast with all this, 
the general trend in the later first-millennium Assyrian annals is the opposite. 
Later editions of these are found to abbreviate or compress the accounts ot the 
earliest Campaigns and to devote more space to the latest ones. So, with 
Shalmaneser III, where the account of his first campaigns in (e.g.) the later an
nals of S42 is briefer than in accounts of 856 or 853/852.173

For commissioning, compare Tuthmosis IV, Merenptah, and Ramesses III, 
plus Mursil II ofHatti, etc. Formulaic summary of series of attacks is well exhib
ited in FA 185/186 of the fourteenth century. The list of places/kings with pro
logue in (osh. 127-24 is precisely what one might expect at this epoch; it is not 
“late,” as some commentators would claim. Likewise the use of broad, rhetorical 
closing summaries (like Josh. 11:16-17). Joshua must be judged on the narratives, 
nut the summaries; to do otherwise is a sure mark of ignorance. All of this is au
thentic usage, and good second-millennium practice.

(iii) Incidental cultural points and archaeology. The personal names of 
several Canaanite kings opposing Joshua are of Human origin; this is a mark of 
the late second millennium. The Hurrian element is only vestigia! later (in 
south Anatolia, northernmost Syria; Talmai under David), and is gone com
pletely by circa 700. The female tavern-keeper phenomenon (cf, Rahab) is valid 
down to circa 1100, after which customs changed. With Achan, his punishment 
for sacrilegious theft is known from the eighteenth century onward; the expres
sion used for his gold wedge is that of the late second millennium.

(iv) After the entry from the east over the Jordan, and Hebrews spread 
into the region north of Jerusalem (Ephraim/Manasseh), the expansion from 
east to west corresponds with the east-west development of pottery styles dur
ing the end of the thirteenth into the early twelfth centuries. Naturally, there is
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overlap in the process, as a new style did not suddenly replace totally an existing 
style. And in some districts (e.g., Isbet Sartah), people had moved forward 
(westward) quicker than in others, (v) The range of sites in use in the later thir
teenth century corresponds very well with those named in Joshua and Judges. 
None are burned save three; so it is useless to try to determine a Hebrew "de
struction” by seeking “fire streaks” in these sites, outside Hazor (abundantly ev
idenced, level XIII), Jericho (LB IIB, totally eroded), or Ai (situation obscure). 
Caught between Philistine intruders in the southwest and Hebrews dashing 
down from the hills just east, Canaanite commentators might well have com
plained about the murderous impact of beer-swilling Philistine lager-louts 
murdering them on the one hand {1170s; cf. fall of Lachish VI, Tel Sera IX), and 
earlier (ca. 1220/1210) of gung-ho Hebrew bandit gangs swarming into their 
townships, smashing everything in sight, killing everyone they caught, espe
cially their rulers, and being gone as quickly as they had come. No account by 
them has survived, of course. But complaints to the pharaoh about the (unre
lated) Apiru in the Amarna letters do show what might have been expected 
(again, cf. EA 185/186). (vi) The border and town lists are, again, types of docu
ments well attested in the second millennium. And as we have them, they do not 
precisely correspond to the Hebrew holdings on the ground at any later period 
(not even with the “united monarchy”). They are projections for territory to be 
taken, not later relicts of the days of Solomon, Hezekiah, Josiah, or anyone else, 
which epochs do not fit.

Fourth, the travels from Qadesh-Balnea to Jordan, (i) Here we have a re
alistic itinerary, particularly if the limited nature of Edom is understood: the 
main massif between Wadi Hasa (ancient Zered) and Feinan/Wadi Ghuweir, 
via which latter the Hebrews would have gone round Edom to pass the edges of 
Moab farther north. Itineraries as a genre are familiar from other early sources,
(ii) There is knowledge of local peculiarities, e.g., kewirs. In the Negev, Arad 
was a kingdom with shifting centers, (iii) The Edomites and Moabites were 
largely tented kingdoms (as Ramesses III proves for Edom/Seir), even though 
the Moabites had Dibon and four other centers in the thirteenth century 
(Ramesses II); they were true kingdoms nevertheless (cf. early Assyria, and Ma
nana), (iv) The archaeology of the Mishor plain and Gilead does attest occupa
tion in Late Bronze 11 and Iron I, consistent with Moabite/Amorite, Ammonite, 
and Hebrew presences.

Fifth, the book of Judges, (i) This shows a brief tribal follow-up (in Judg. 
1) to enforce a settlement after Joshua, with some initial success then progres
sive failure, leaving the Hebrews to settle among their neighbors rather than 
supplanting them, (ii) It contains no further account of the settlement process, 
and is thus NOT alternative to a (nonexistent) “total" conquest/occupation by
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Joshua, as a persistent (and almost fanatically held) biblicist dogma would 
have it. Instead, it illustrates a theological paradigm of Disobedience > Punish
ment > Contrition > Deliverance, drawing upon six major examples, varied 
with six brief cases of lesser victors and quiet administrators, and ends with 
two “sad cases” (17-21). (iii) A critical examination of the structures of judges 
shows that it is a continuous narrative, but not a continuous history. The lead
ers presented are local in scope, and in part contemporary in different regions. 
Their aggregate years fit within a 170-year real-time lapse precisely as do the 
aggregate years of groups of rulers (dynasties) in, e.g., Egypt or Mesopotamia,
(iv) The particular history of Dan/Laish corresponds well in terms of both the 
Hebrew narratives and the archaeology of Tell Dan (Laish); this correspon
dence could not, therefore, be invented over half a millennium later. In the 
case of Shechem, the town was modest and no longer supported a king like 
Labayu (or a king at all) in the thirteenth and twelfth centuries; so there was 
no local power to conquer or oust south of Tirzah. The finds from the end of 
the thirteenth century on Mount Ebal above Shechem — if cultic (which is 
possible) — may indicate a local sacred spot (level IT) that was taken over to 
build a ceremonial altar (level IB) for some such ritual as that of Josh. 24, and 
then deliberately covered over against reuse afterward (level IA); certainty 
about this function cannot be gained as yet. (v) The “Deuteronomistic” para
digm of Judg. 2—16 is not one that was first invented following on only from 
621. Precisely (he same paradigm (DPCD) is common coin in the second mil
lennium, as is proven by the mind-set of Tutankhamun’s great Restoration 
Stela (ca. 1330) and by very explicit instances among the Egyptian workforce 
(hardly theological elitists!) at Deir el-Medina in the thirteenth century. These 
cannot be denied or down-dated by over half a millennium just to suit mod
ern “critical dogma” of nineteenth-century origin, (vi) Triumph hymns over 
foes are a tradition particularly well attested in the second millennium (and 
even before; cf. Uni). Those of Exod. 15 and Judg. 5 fit into that tradition, usu
ally admitted to be archaic. Midianites only occur “live” down to the eleventh 
century, then they and Qurayya disappear,

(vii) Israel’s nature as a group of tribes (containing clans and families) is 
a feature endemic to the ancient Near East, and is not artificial; good examples 
(Mari-Yamina, Suteans, Haneans) are known from the nineteenth and eigh
teenth centuries, and persist millennia later in highly conservative Old South 
Arabia (tenth century b.c. into first millennium a.d. on firsthand inscriptional 
evidence). The once oft-drawn parallel between tribal Israel with its Shiloh 
sanctuary and Greek amphictyonies can be ditched without loss; the Greek in
stitution was formed too late to be significant, and its emphasis (basically, cult 
maintenance) was different, as also was the nature of its members (city-state
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conimunities, not tribes). However, there are partial analogies much closer geo
graphically: the Sumerian league based on city-states contributing to the an
cient cults at sacred Nippur under the Ur III Dynasty circa 2000, and the possi
ble example of the Philistine pentapolis in our period here. Thus Israel as a 
multitribe entity in the twelfth and eleventh centuries, its sum called “all Israel,” 
and their having a common shrine (as at Shiloh) are all above reproach,
(viii) That there ivus an entry by the Israelites into Canaan from outside is indi
cated dearly by the demographic situation revealed by modern archaeological 
surveys, revealing a whole rash of fresh, new, small settlements. In the 150 years 
circa L150-1000, the population seems to have doubled, but in less than half that 
time, circa 1210-1150, it at least quintupled! A theoretical ongoing orgy of pro
creation for two generations can be dismissed as fantasy; the only answer is that 
numbers suddenly shot up because additional people came in, The entry of the 
Israelites is an obvious factor; no other is. The “revolting peasant” and “up to 
the hills away from taxation” types of theories can be dismissed; neither would 
account for the massive demographic or cultural changes.

In conclusion, what may we fairly say so far on this period? A whole series 
of features ties the contents and styling of Joshua, Num. 20-33, and Judges to 
known usage in the second millennium, besides other realia not thus chrono
logically fixed. All of this favors the authenticity of the Joshua-Judges narra
tives, regardless of the final date of Joshua and Judges as books. Likewise does 
the physical archaeology, once the common but erroneous dogmas about those 
books are discarded, as they have to be on a straight reading. We have almost all 
the mentioned places in the loshua narratives, and list of kings, attested as in
habited in Late Bronze II; Jericho’s top levels are long gone, Ai is a question 
mark. The gradual expansion east to west is mirrored in the central Canaan 
surveys in pottery patterns. The sudden presence of many more people in Iron 
IA after Late Bronze II favors new folk having come in —-■  but neither by out
right conquest nor by invisible infiltration, nor just a few tax dodgers. In short, 
along with many other details, there is no valid reason for denying the basic 
picture of an entry into Canaan, initial raids and slow settlement, with many 
incidental features that belong to the period, and transmitted in tradition into 
the books that we have now. None of the aforementioned features could be 
simply invented without precedent in the seventh century or later.
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CHAPTER 6

Lotus Eating and 
Exodus and

Moving On — 

Covenant

Throughout the Hebrew Bible, there is no single event (or theme, if the status 
of “event” be denied) to which its various writers hark back so pervasively as 
the tradition of the ancestral Israelites being liberated from servitude in Egypt, 
then forming a community under their deliverer deity YHWH, before under
taking their long (and prolonged) journey to the banks of the Jordan to enter 
Canaan. The pendant to leaving Egypt was the Sinai covenant, with its renewals 
in the plains of Moab and in Canaan.

l. BIBLICAL SOURCES FOR THE EXODUS

On the exodus in particular we have two sets of sources in the Bible, one co
pious and continuous and one episodic and occasional, which we must first 
briefly review. Then we can proceed to evaluate the nature of these references 
not by self-opinionated guesswork (as is fashionable currently) but by adduc
ing the acid test of independent, external evidence so far as it is available. 
That evidence is uneven, takes several different forms, and is limited; the rea
sons for this must be spelled out. Then it may be feasible to reach some realis
tic results.
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A. MAIN CORPUS

The first set {copious and continuous) by its sheer bulk will concern us most 
and first. It is now represented by four books: Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and 
Deuteronomy.

In Exodus we find the following contents:

(i) Conditions before the Exodus

a. Introductory preamble: The original Hebrew clan entered Egypt and 
flourished; that generation died, and (eventually) a later pharaoh sought 
to enslave the Hebrews and limit their numbers (chap. 1).

b. Moses in Egypt and Sinai: In these conditions a boy was born and adopted 
into the (local) royal palace, named Moses. Homicide impelled him to 
flee Egypt for Sinai until a new king ruled. Then it was claimed that the 
Hebrew ancestral deity YHWH commissioned him to return and lead his 
people out of Egypt, to return to Canaan (whence their ancestors had 
come to Egypt) (chaps. 2-4).

c. Moses’ return and pedigree. Back in Egypt, Moses confronted Pharaoh, 
who worsened Hebrew working conditions; his pedigree is given (chaps. 
5-6).

(ii) Contest, Moses versus Pharaoh, and the Exodus

a. Contest and plagues: Moses dashed with royal magicians, and nine suc
cessive plagues follow on, ending with deaths of Egyptian firstborn (the 
tenth). The Hebrew “Passover” rite was initiated (7-12:30).

b. Departure from Egypt, travels to Mount Sinai: Exodus via Succoth, 
through waters of the “Re(e)d Sea” with swamping of Egyptian force; tri
umph hymn. Then travel into Sinai, to Mount Horeb (12:31-39).

(iii) The Sinai Covenant, Part 1

a. Initial sections of the covenant include a title line and prologue (20:1, 2), 
then the first series of basic stipulations (20:3-17, “Ten Command
ments”), plus detailed commands (chap. 20-31) both social (whole com
munity) and religious (for tabernacle and its staff). Included are mention
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of the deposit of the text (“testimony") in Exod. 25:16, 21 and tacit witness 
memorials; cf. Exod. 24:4.

b. Irregular cult: The episode of the golden calf and its elimination (chaps. 
32-34).

c. The construction and setting up of the tabernacle are narrated (chaps, 35
40).

In Leviticus we have the direct continuation of the content of Exodus 
with the tabernacle cult, its specifics and inauguration, the offerings, priests, 
etc. (chaps. 1-10).

(iv) The Sinai Covenant, Part 2

a. Further stipulations: Social (chaps. 11-20) and cultic (21-25).
b. Concluding blessings and curses: Reward and sanction for obedience/ 

disobedience.
c. Supplement: An added ruling (chap. 27).

Then we have the book of Numbers. Here, after a first census and more 
regulations (1-10:10), and with equipment (trumpets), the Israelites left Si
nai and (after various incidents) reached Qadesh-Barnea, where we last saw 
them in chapter 5 above. Thereafter new rules were made, and (with further 
incidents, including a second census) they eventually reached the plains of 
Moab.

Finally we reach Deuteronomy, plus a visit to Josh. 24. Here, embedded in 
the book of Deuteronomy, we have:

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

(v) First Renewal of the Sinai Covenant

This book contains a record of the covenant as renewed, as follows: a title (1:1-5) 
and retrospective prologue (1:6-4). Then stipulations, both social and cultic 
(chaps. 5-26), and ceremonials to be performed later (chap. 27). Other arrange
ments included depositing the text with the cult center and its periodic reading 
to the people (31:9-13), and for it to be a witness (31:26). And as in Leviticus, 
bLessings and curses are laid down for obedience/disobedience (chap. 28), Tail
pieces to the book are a song and blessing of Moses, and notice of his decease 
(chaps. 32-54).

And then, in Canaan, to complete the data on this feature, we have:
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(vi) Second and Third Renewals of the Sinai Covenant

See Josh. 8:30-35, and 24. Josh, 8 merely mentions the event and accompanying 
rites, with no detail of the content of the renewed covenant, josh. 24, however, 
gives some account ot the content in barest outline: title (v. 2b), prologue {vv. 
2C-13), basic requirement (vv. 14-21) (for a deposition, cf. 8:32), witnesses (vv. 22, 
27), and traces of blessing (v. 20 end) and curse (v. 20).

These renewals of the Sinai covenant relate to the same social instrument 
as is present in Exodus-Leviticus, and thus they need all to be considered to
gether in due course.

B. ALLUSIONS

The second set of references to the exodus (episodic and occasional) is scattered 
through all types and dates (however construed) of the biblical writings. It will 
be useful to marshal these mentions in congruent groups.

(i) In covenant documents, exodus-deliverance is reason for respect for fel
low humans, both Israelite and alien. So, in Exod. 22:21; 23:9,15 (cf. 34:18); and 
29:44-46. Then in Lev. 11:1-45; 18:3; 19:33-34. 36; 2r.32.-33 (cf. 25:54-55); 23:42-43; 
25:36-38, 42; 26:13, 45- Only Nuin. 15:40-41 in that book. And Deut. 6:12, 21-23; 
7:8; 11:3-4; 13:5,10; 16:1 (feast), 12; 20:1; 24:18, 22; 26:6-10; 29:22-26. Thus the exo
dus event pervades the law/covena nt corpus,

(ii) Exodus-deliverance is cause for Hebrews’ gratitude. For covenant con
texts see Deut. 4:20, 34, 37; Josh. 24:5-7,17. In later narratives: Judg. 2:1-3,12; 6:7
10,13; 1 Sam. 10:18-19; 1 Kings 8:51, 53; 9:9 = 2 Chron. 7:22. Cf. 2 Kings 17:7,36; 
Neh. 9:9-12. In the Psalms, it occurs thus: Pss. 78 passim; 80:8; 81:6-7; 105:34-^; 
106 passim; 136:10-16. Such mentions recur through the Prophets, from the di
vided monarchy through to the Babylonian exile and beyond. So, Hos, 12:9-10, 
13; 13:4; Amos 2:10-11; 3:1-2; 9:7. In terms of their messages of judgment, Mic. 
6:3-4; Jer. 2:6-7; 7:22-26; 11:3-5, 7i 32:20-23; 34:13; Ezek. 20:5-10; and Dan. 9:15,

(iii) Knowledge of the exodus credited to others. So, from the plains of 
Moab into the period of the judges: Num. 22:5, u; 23:22; 24:8; (osh. 2:10; 9:9; 
Judg. 11:13.

(iv) As an ancient date line. Or, nothing like (this or that) since Israel left 
Egypt. In narrative works, see Judg. 19:30; 1 Sam. 2:27; 8:8; 12:6-8; 2 Sam. 7:6, 23
24 {= 1 Chron. 17:5,21-22); 1 Kings 6:1; 8:16 {= 2 Chron. 6:5); 2 Kings 21:15. In the 
Prophets, cf. Jer. 16:14-15; 23:7-8; 32:30.

(v) Compared to later events: 1 Sam. 15:6; Isa. 11:6; Mic. 7:15. As a long-past
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event: i Kings 8:9, 21 (= 2 Chron. 5:10; 6:11); Pss. 114 passim; 135:8, 9; Hos. 2.115; 
in; Hag. 2:5.

Thus the phenomenon of an exodus-deliverance recurs all over the bibli
cal corpus, in law/covenant, in historical narratives, in the poetry of the Psalms, 
and in the messages of the prophets, at all dates in the biblical saga from Sinai 
itself and the plains of Aloab down into the Persian period. If there never was 
an escape from Egyptian servitude by any of Israel’s ancestors, why on earth in
vent such a tale about such humiliating origins? Nobody else in Near Eastern 
antiquity descended to that kind of tale of community beginnings. That ques
tion has been often enough posed, and the sheer mass and variety of postevent 
references gives it sharp point. The plain fact is that the question cannot be an
swered in the negative without leaving an insoluble crux. But if the fact of some 
Hebrews escaping from Egypt be granted, it does not, of course, follow that ev
erything said about the exodus in our data is automatically original, part of the 
actual event. Large plants can grow from very small seeds. Without other clear 
indications, the authenticity or originality of the features attributed to the 
event in Egypt and Sinai cannot be objectively verified or judged, but merely 
discussed endlessly and mainly fruitlessly without definitely established results 
until the cows come home (as scholars have done this last two hundred years or 
so, down to the present). Therefore, recourse to independent sources is indis
pensable.

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

2. EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT: SOJOURN AND EXODUS

The period of Hebrew servitude prior to the exodus and the latter’s starting 
point are both set in Egypt. To what extent (if at all) do our external sources en
dorse the factuality of an Egyptian setting and starting point, rather than 
“Egypt” being used as a novelistic setting, where no Hebrew had been? Or, if an 
Egyptian setting is to be accepted, are there any chronological indicators in ei
ther the biblical or outside source materials as to date(s) of the episode or of the 
record of it?

A. THE DELTA — A CAVEAT

The setting presented in Exod. 1-14 is indubitably that of Egypt’s East Delta, 
whence the Hebrews are shown going directly into the Sinai Peninsula first of 
all. Background data may well be drawn from Egypt overall, but for locating the
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biblical Hebrews and their movements “on the ground" in Egypt we are re
stricted to the East Delta zone geographically.

This fact imposes further severe limitations upon all inquiry into the sub
ject. The Delta is an alluvial fan of mud deposited through many millennia by 
the annual flooding of the Nile; it has no source of stone within it. Mud, mud 
and wattle, and mud-brick structures were of limited duration and use, and 
were repeatedly leveled and replaced, and very largely merged once more with 
the mud of the fields. So those who squawk intermittently, “No trace of the He
brews has ever been found” (so, of course, no exodus!), are wasting their breath. 
The mud hovels of brickfield slaves and humble cultivators have long since 
gone back to their mud origins, never to be seen again. Even stone structures 
{such as temples) hardly survive, in striking contrast to sites in the cliff- 
enclosed valley of Upper Egypt to the south. All stone was anciently shipped in 
from the south, and repeatedly recycled from one period to another. Thus Eigh
teenth Dynasty blocks were reused in Ramesside temples; Ramesside temples 
were replaced under later dynasties largely by reuse of existing stones again; and 
periods through Saite, Ptolemaic, Romano-Byzantine, and Islamic times re
peated the process. In more recent centuries, limestone has been largely burned 
for lime, and harder stones often reused for millstones or whatever. Scarce won
der that practically no written records of any extent have been retrieved from 
Delta sites reduced to brick mounds (whose very bricks are despoiled for fertil
izer, selakh), with even great temples reduced to heaps of tumbled stones.’ And 
in the mud, gg percent of discarded papyri have perished forever; a tiny fraction 
(oflate date) have been found carbonized (burned) —like some at Pompeii — 
but can only be opened or read with immense difficulty. A tiny fraction of re
ports from the East Delta occur in papyri recovered from the desert near Mem
phis. Otherwise, the entirety of Egypt’s administrative records at all periods in 
the Delta is lost (fig. jaB); and monumental texts are also nearly nil. And, as 
pharaohs never monumentalize defeats on temple walls, no record of the suc
cessful exit of a large bunch of foreign slaves (with loss of a full chariot squad
ron) would ever have been memorialized by any king, in temples in the Delta or 
anywhere else. On these matters, once and for all, biblicists must shed their na
ive attitudes and cease demanding “evidence” that cannot exist. Only radically 
different approaches can yield anything whatsoever. “Archaeology” that limits 
its blinkered evidence solely to what comes out of modest holes dug in the 
ground can have no final say in the matter.
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B. PRACTICAL APPROACHES

Instead, we must consider successive themes in the existing Hebrew texts and 
see what background is available from our overall external sources.

(i) Conscription of Foreign Labor 
in Egypt for Building Work, Etc.

In the Old Kingdom (“Pyramid Age”) in the third millennium there is as yet no 
trace of foreign labor being used for building projects. At times of the annual 
Nile flood, agricultural workers could be impressed to help shift building 
stones from quarries to the sites by rollers on the ground (as later) and mainly 
by water; brick accounts are known. In the Middle Kingdom (early second mil
lennium), especially in the later Twelfth and into the Thirteenth Dynasties, an 
increasing number of Semites came into Egypt from Canaan, as slave tribute 
from local rulers, by purchase through merchants, by capture as prisoners of 
war, or by immigration. But their roles in Egypt were mainly domestic in large 
households, or cultic in the employ of a temple. The varied and detailed brick 
accounts then yield no hint of foreigners being so employed.

In the New Kingdom things changed.2 For over 350 years (ca. 1540-1170), 
from their conquest and repeated campaigns in Canaan and Syria, Egypt’s 
kings brought back batches of prisoners regularly, sometimes in considerable 
numbers. Besides domestic, cultic, and artisanal duties as before, the new acces
sions of manpower were employed to cultivate land, and could be used in 
building projects. In brick making, the most famous example comes from a 
scene in the tomb chapel of the vizier Rekhmire of circa 1450. It shows mainly 
foreign slaves “making bricks for the workshop-storeplaces of the Temple of 
Amun at Karnak in Thebes” and for a building ramp. Here, labeled “captures 
brought-off by His Majesty for work at the Temple of [Amun]," hence serving 
as forced labor, Semites and Nubians fetch and mix mud and water, strike out 
bricks from brick molds, leaving them to dry and measuring off their amount. 
And all is done under the watchful eye of Egyptian overseers, each with his rod. 
As many have observed, it offers a vivid visual commentary on part of what one 
may read in Exod. 1:11-14 and 5:1-21.3 Close account was kept of numbers of 
bricks produced, and targets were set, as in the Louvre leather scroll, Year 5 of 
Ramesses II, 1275. The forty “stablemasters” (junior officers) of this document 
had each a target of 2,000 bricks, dearly to be made by men under them with 
group foremen. These officers fulfilled the role of the noges’im, “overseers,” of 
Exod. 5:6. One official smugly records: “Total, 12 building-jobs. Also, people are
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making bricks in their spells-of-ciuty(?). . . . They are making their quota of 
bricks daily” (cf. 5:8, 13-14, 18-19}.4 Besides concern for amounts and targets, 
straw for inclusion in mud bricks (5:7,18) was a theme in contemporary Egyp
tian papyri. In a slightly tongue-in-cheek passage, posted in a death trap of a 
place, an official is depicted complaining: “There are no men (here) to make 
bricks, and no straw in the district (either).” The straw (modern tibri) had an 
organic acid content that made the day more plastic to work, and stopped 
shrinkage in the resulting bricks. The ancients did not know the chemistry, but 
they appreciated the effects.3 The use of two levels of oversight is also endemic 
in our sources; the Egyptian main overseers and (subject to them) the “native” 
foremen of the work groups themselves.6

In other building work we find other foreigners being exploited under 
Ramesses 11. Thus we read of grain rations to be given to “the soldiers and the 
Apiru-foik who drag stone to the great pylon (gateway) of [the Temple] of 
Ramesses II Beloved of Maat.”7 Far south in Nubia the king commanded the 
viceroy Setau to raid the western desert oases, “to take captives from the land of 
the Libyans, ta build in the Temple oi Ramesses II” in Year 44 (ca. 1234)." South, 
west, or northeast in his realm, this pharaoh was prepared to conscript foreign
ers mercilessly if need be.

The Hebrews were not only to make bricks but to undergo “hard labor in 
all kinds of field-work” (Exod. 1:14). Others too suffered this. In one document, 
two agricultural workers fled from a stablemaster “because he beat them.” In 
another, one Syrian slave had been conscripted by an army officer from his ser
vice as land worker for the temple of Thotli at Memphis* And so on. In later 
periods after the New Kingdom, Levantines still were to be found in Egypt, but 
in far fewer numbers,and not usually as serfs in brick making and land tillage.

(ii) “All Work and No Play Makes Jack a Dull Boy”

When Moses requested time off from work for his people to celebrate a feast, 
the pharaoh was not amused (Exod. 5:j-4). From what we know of Egypt at that 
time, scarce wonder. Detailed work-registers record the days spent at work and 
the days off of the royal workforce that constructed the tombs in the Valleys of 
the Kings and Queens in Western Thebes, either by the whole crew (major reli
gious festivals, as Moses asked for) or by individuals. The reasons given for the 
latter can vary considerably, but often include a man “making offering to his 
god.”10 Sometimes either an individual or the whole crew were absent for sev
eral days at a time; so, one is tempted to sympathize just a little with Moses’ 
pharaoh — “not another holiday, you lazy lot!"So, not least from the thirteenth
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and twelfth centuries, the Egyptian documentation portrays practical usages 
and an atmosphere very comparable to what we find in Exod. l and 5.

(iii) The Plagues

Among the most graphic narratives in the exodus account is the contest be
tween Moses and the pharaoh and his magicians. The first round, a “prelimi
nary bout,"was with the latter (Exod. 7:8-12), where both sides showed ability to 
turn their rods or staffs into snakes. Tricks of this kind with snakes (including 
the cobra) are known in Egypt down to modern times. If charmed and deftly 
pressured at its neck muscles, the Egyptian cobra can be rendered immobile 
(cataleptic), becoming a “rod”— and, of course, be released."

The fuller contest that embodied ten successive plagues is a larger sce
nario (7:14-12:30), much studied. Here we must stick firmly to dearly tangible 
data. First, we find a sequence of ten plagues, which (as several commentators 
have pointed out) divide into three threes, with the tenth as a separate climax.

The first three concern the waters and their denizens (fish, frogs, mosqui
toes breeding); the second three affect people, field cattle, then people and cat
tle (including indoors); the third three were airborne: hail, locusts, thick dark
ness. The tenth affected only a narrow spectrum (people and animals, 
firstborn). Some have compared and contrasted the poetic summaries of the 
plagues in Pss. 78:44-31 and 105:28-36, each naming only seven plagues, with the 
Exodus account, often to the detriment of the latter. Is it possible to recognize 
the phenomena, and evaluate the outwardly different sets of plagues?

The phenomena inherent in the plagues themselves, understood against 
what is known of the Nile and Egypt, enable a dear answer to be given. We are 
dealing with realia here: river, fish, frogs, insects, cattle, humans, and not a fan
tasy world of (e.g.) dragons, monsters, genies, Liliths, or other plainly mythical 
beings, and in a real country (Egypt), not an imaginary place unknown to ge
ography. Therefore it is in order to inquire into a clearly reddened Nile; into

Table 17. The Plagues Themselves

1. River as blood 4. Flies
2. Frogs exit and die 5. Field cattle plague
3. Mosquitoes 6. Blains, men, and beasts

7. Hail, flax, barley only
8. Locusts in and out
9. Thick darkness

10. Death of the Egyptian 
firstborn
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why fish, then frogs should die; and into the nature of the insects and subse
quent diseases and disasters. Of all the modern treatments of the phenomena in 
the text, by far the most straightforward was given by G. Hort some time ago. 
From known geographical, climatic, ecological, microbiological, and medical 
phenomena, she was able to demonstrate a clear sequence of events through the 
ancient Egyptian year, from July/August (time of the annual Nile flood) 
through to the following March/April (early crops), as well as interconnections 
between the first two plagues and the fourth, then between the second and 
fcurth/fifth, and between the fourth and sixth. In the calendar the seventh to 
ninth then followed to complete the main series. Thus the first six and the 
eighth plagues resulted (in physical terms) from unusually high rainfall where 
the Nile(s) rose, followed by an extremely high flood down the lower Nile valley 
through Egypt, and resultant effects. From the known geographical/scientific 
data, old errors can be discarded. Thus, too low a Nile (as before the new flood) 
gives green water, not red (Hort I, 90-91). Only an extrahigh flood would have 
brought a suitably large and intense amount of very red earth (Roterde). We 
summarize the details:

The absence of plagues 4-7 from Goshen, Hort could account for, because 
the Hebrews (and Goshen) were mainly in WadiTumilat, away from the condi
tions that gave rise in the main Nile Valley to the swarms of insects of plague 4 
that would carry the blights of 2 to cause 5 and 6. In the case of plague 7, Hort 
indicates that such storms in the early spring come straight north to south off 
the Mediterranean and up the Nile (so, bypassing Goshert/Wadi Tumiiat). As 
for plague 8, the locusts had followed a known course of their species and were 
blown from east to west (latitude of Sinai) into Egypt. Hort suggested under
standing ruah-yam as "sea wind” (i.e., from the north) rather than "west wind,” 
and wished to emend yam-suph to yemin, "east.” The latter is needless, as the 
yam-suph is, in any case, east of north Egypt; a northwest wind would fit the 
general context, however ruah-yam be construed. Her explanation of “first
born” as for “first fruits”has no basis in the context; what happened in the tenth 
plague if treated as at all historical would be regarded as a miracle by believers 
of any stripe, and as an exaggeration or “strange event” by nonbelievers of any 
kind; but it cannot be used to prejudge the preceding nine plagues — they are 
too closely tied to tangible realities to permit any such pranks,12

It is worth remarking that Egypt knew other high Niles, such as under 
Sobekhotep VIII (ca. 1700) and Osorkon III (ca. 787-759) that flooded the 
Theban temples, and one under Taharqa (690-664) that passed safely; these 
were less destructive than that of Exodus. In the Middle Kingdom work, Admo
nitions of an Egyptian Sage (its modern title), the writer describes Egypt’s woes 
in a time of misery under an inept king, and remarks, “See, the River (Nile) is
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Table 18. Sequenced Nile Plagues Phenomena

Calendar Plagues: No., Type/Description, Interpretation Exod.
refs.

Hort ref.

Julv/Aug. 1. River, to “blood.” Extreme high flood because of 
extraheavy rains in Nile source regions; brings 
masses of Roterde plus flagellates; > red color, oxy 
gen fluctuation, so fish die and rot, breeding 
ground for infections.

i. *7-95/98

Aug./Sepl. 2. Frogs swann and die. Insects bring Bacillus anthracis 
to rotting fish, infects frogs, who mass-migrate onto 
land and die, carrying infection into land and herb
age.

7:25-8:11 1* 95-9S

Oct./Nov. 3. Insects swarm. Mosquitoes overbreeding, in pools of 
excessive Nile flood.

8:12-15 i> 98 99

Oct./Nov. to 
Dee./Jan.

4. Flies swarm. These bite legs/feet, fly - Stomaxys 
calcitrant infection from 1.

(Not Goshen)

8:i<5-28 1, 99,101-3

Jan. 5. Plague on livestock in fields. Animals let out into 
fields contract anthrax from pasture, hence ingest 
(like the frogs) and die.

(Not Goshen)

9:i-7 1,100-101

Jan. 6. Skin bkins, humans and livestock (indoors). Bitten 
by the Stotnoxys colei trims flies, causing a (nonfatal) 
skin anthrax. Cf. 4. (Not Goshen)

9:8-12 1,100-103

Feb. 7. Hail on flax and barley (too soon for wheat and 
spelt). The two latter crops not due then,

(Not Goshen)

9^3-35 11,48-49

Feb. /March 8. Locusts blown from east, then blown away from 
(north)west. These breed in east Sudan; move north 
up Red Sea/northwest Arabia; these ones, blown 
from east to west into Egypt. Northwest wind
(i) blows them into north of Upper Egypt and
(ii) away to yam sufi

10:i-2O 11,49-51

MarchMpr, 9. Thick darkness. The initial khamsin of the season, 
whipping up not only sand but masses of fine, 
dense, dark Roterde, giving greater “darkness” than 
just a sand wind.

10:21-23 11.51-54

[10. Death o f the firstborn, humans and cattle. 11:4-7; 12 11.54-55]
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blood, one shrinks from (other) people, and thirsts for water.”13 So, such con
cepts — and phenomena — were not unknown to ancient Egypt.

The close correspondence to Nilotic and related conditions demonstrable 
in the text of Exodus has clear implications. First and foremost, it rules out any 
attempt to give preference to the poetical retrospects found in Pss. 78 and 105. 
Their ordering of plagues (and limited choice) does not correspond with physi
cal reality as does Exodus. Thus they are a secondary source, not primary. They 
have their own poetic merits. Psalm 78 groups first the river as blood, then the 
impact of insects and frogs, then the impact of hail and storm. Ps, 105 simply 
gives a set of images: darkness and river blood; insects and hail and storm; lo
custs and firstborn. Each chooses the “ominous” number of seven plagues, not 
the prosaically accurate ten.

This illustrates a basic literary phenomenon endemic to the ancient Near 
East, yet one constantly abused by biblidsts. When prose and poetry accounts 
coexist, it is prose that is the primary source and poetry that is the secondary cele
bration. This cannot be overstressed. Thus we turn to the Annals of
Tuthmosis 1T1 for a clear account of his wars, and not first to his Karnak Poetical 
Stela. The facts of the Battle of Qadesh are recoverable from the prose sections of 
the so-called “Poem” (better with Gardiner, “literary record”) and the “Bulletin,” 
not from the purely poetical “rhetorical” stelae of Pi-Ram esse. The same is true 
in Mesopotamia, where (e.g.) the prose reports of Tukulti-Ninurta 1 are our pri
mary source, not the poetic “epic” in his honor. And so on. In precisely the same 
way, Exod. 1-14 is the basic source for the exodus, not either Exod. 15 or Pss. 78, 
105; and for Deborah, ludg. 4, not ludg. 5 (for all its considerable value).

The account of the plagues in Exod. 7-12 is a well-formulated unity; and 
(as some traditional critics already admit) it cannot meaningfully be split up 
between imaginary sources such ), E, or P (for which no physical MSS actually 
exist!), without making a nonsense of the account of the plagues that only 
works as a unity. The patterning also speaks for an original compositional 
unity, as may now be set out in tabular form (see table 19, adapted from Sarna 
and Hoffmeier). The grouping in three threes shows up very clearly in the orga
nizing of which warnings are given when, and in the commands to iMoses/ 
Aaron on where to be.

This kind of formulation is created ab initio, from the start — not by fid
dling with fragments as with a jigsaw puzzle. Thus chapters 7-12 at least are best 
treated as a natural unit within the whole.

Exod, 15 is a triomph hymn, a Hebrew reply (so to speak) to the proud tri
umph hymns of the New Kingdom pharaohs that ostentatiously adorned the 
walls of Egyptian temples or were blazoned on stelae in the temple courts and 
beyond.
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Table 19. Articulation in Plague Narrative

Plague No.: Forewarning Timing Command Where
1 YES “In morning” Station self
2 YES none Go to Pharaoh
3 none none none

4 YES “In morning” Station self
5 YES none Go to Pharaoh
6 none none none

7 YES “In morning” Station self
8 YES none Go to Pharaoh
9 none none none

10 YES none none

Finally, the supposed “theological critique” of Egyptian gods and beliefs 
in Exod. 7-12. This has been proposed on the basis of Exod. 12:12 and the retro
spective Num. 33:4. but there is no stress on any such polemic during the main 
plagues narrative (7-12); even Exod. 12:12 is but one single pronouncement on 
the eve of the final plague, death of the firstborn (also the context in Num. 
33:4). There is far more emphasis on YHWH’s role as deliverer, explicit and im
plicit {e.g., Exod. 7:3-5; 9:16; 10:1-2; 11:1-8; 12:17; 13:14-16). Nevertheless, it is fair 
to comment that the impact of various plagues can be understood as devaluing 
or denying Egyptian beliefs. A massively unruly and destructive Nile flood, red 
in hue, bringing death, was the opposite of Hapi (deity of that flood), who was 
normally brtnger of new life by his waters. It also embodied the revived Osiris 
(green) — whereas virulent red was the color that denoted his enemy and mur
derer, Seth! Frogs were the symbol of abundance (hence, of prosperity; personi
fied as Heqat), but here again they brought death. The rest (again) threatened 
or negated the prosperity that Egypt’s gods were deemed to give, while the deep 
darkness eclipsed the supreme sun god, Re or Amen-Re. Pharaoh was tradi
tionally entitled “Son of Re,” and his patron was made invisible, as if in an 
eclipse of sun or moon (treated as hostile events also). Death of so many 
throughout the land (here, of firstborn) would probably seem to Egyptians to 
have negated the power of the gods completely, and the king’s personal and of
ficial key role of ensuring their favor. To go much further than this would go 
into the realm of unjustified subjectivity.14

by contrast, it is stressed repeatedly that YHWH was to bring his people 
out with “an outstretched arm” or a “strong hand” (cf. Exod. 3:19, 20; 6:1; 13:3,
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14, 16; 15:6, 12, 16; 32:11; retrospectively, Dent. 3:24; 6:21; 9:26, 29; 26:8). This id
iom was also well known in Canaan (occurring in the Amarna letters, e.g., EA 
286:12; 287:27; 288:14), and appears to be here a deliberately adopted 
Egyptianism in Hebrew, as a riposte to the ubiquitous pose of Pharaoh smiting 
his enemies and being endlessly entitled “'Lord of the strong arm” (neb 
khopesh).15

(iv) “Exodus”: Concept and Practice16

The concept of an “exodus” (Latin for Gk. exodos), or “going out,” represents 
the reality of “voting with one’s feet,” or simply leaving one place (where condi
tions have become intolerable) to goto another. That kind of solution, for com
munity or individual, is well attested from at least the eighteenth century 13,c. 
onward in the biblical world. Thus tribal groups owing allegiance to the king of 
Mari (east Syria) tried to emigrate from his control.17 In the fifteenth century, 
in Anatolia, some fourteen “lands" and people groups rebelled against the rule 
of the Hittite king, and moved off to Isuwa — until his successor brought them 
all back!18 In ancient Libya, in the thirteenth and twelfth centuries, the locals 
several times tried to move into the Egyptian Delta, seeking new terrain in 
which to settle, but were successively blocked by kings Sethos 1, Merenptah, and 
(in Upper Egypt also) Ramesses 111 and VI.19 By the early twelfth century we 
have also the Sea Peoples (including the Philistines) moving from the Aegean 
world into Canaan and also being rebuffed from Egypt.20 And the Arameans 
moved from the Syrian steppes to take over most of Syria, on both sides of the 
western bend of the Euphrates, and eventually occupied areas in Mesopota
mia.21 In the Nile Valley, way down south, it has been suggested that under 
Ramesside rule (ca. 1290-1080) and oppressive taxation, much of the Lower 
Nubian population simply emigrated south to better areas that lay beyond 
Egyptian control.22 So the solution for the early Israelites of “moving on,” and 
out of Egypt and her oppression, was not novel, but a well-tried one.

(v) Geography and Logistics (Cl'. Map, Fig, 27)

(a) Topography and Conditions

The accounts of the Hebrew exodus from Egypt feature a series of place-names 
there. The Hebrews were settled in a zone called Goshen, which (in context) is 
once called “the land of Rameses” (Gen. 47:6, 11). As slaves, they “built Pithom
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and Raamses as store-cities tor Pharaoh" (Exod. mi). And it was from Raamses 
that the Hebrews finally departed eastward, via not Pithom but Succoth (Exod. 
12:37; cf. Num. 33:3, 5) and on to Etham (Exod. 13:20). After hovering in the vi
cinity of three more places (Pi-Hahiroth, iVligdol, Baal-Zephon; Exod. 14:1-4), 
and crossing between the parted waters of the sea (yam-suph; 14:21-31), they 
thus left Egypt for the desert of Shur en route to Sinai (i6:22ff.). These places 
deserve concise scrutiny.

(1) Raamses

As conceded almost universally, the Hebrew R-'-m-s-s corresponds exactly to 
Egyptian R-'-m-s-s from which it derives.23 This is the proper name Harnesses, 
used by eleven kings of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties, circa 1290
1070. The first of these, Ramesses I, reigned only sixteen months and built no 
cities. None of the rest founded major cities either, with hut one exception. He 
was Ramesses II, grandson of I, who was the builder of the vast city Pi-Ramesse 
A-nakhtu, “Domain of Ramesses II, Great in Victory,”24 suitably abbreviated to 
the distinctive and essential element “Ra(a)mses” in Hebrew. In modern times, 
because masses of broken Ramesside stonework were visible in the ruins of San 
el-Hagar, indubitably Tanis (Egypt. Djcme(t), biblical Zoan), it was long as
sumed that Tanis had for a time been called Pi-Ramesse in the thirteenth and 
twelfth centuries, hence was Raamses. However, much more modern and thor
ough excavation has proved otherwise. Well over a dozen miles south of Tanis, 
the open countryside around Tell el-Dab’a conceals the foundations of ancient 
Hat-waret/Avaris, a residence of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Dynasties and 
Hyksos kings. Immediately north of this, for miles around Khataana-Qantir, 
the deceptively fiat terrain shrouds thousands of acres of the last remains of Pi- 
Ramesse/ Raamses. The full site appears to be up to six kilometers (almost four 
miles) long north-south, and over three kilometers (two miles) wide, on recent 
estimates. When the city was largely abandoned from circa 1130 onward, and 
the new (Twenty-First) dynasty needed stone to build great new temples at its 
capital, Tanis, they simply removed the Ramesside temple stonework from Pi- 
Ramesse to Tanis for reuse — where its presence was later initially to deceive 
modern explorers. And the mud brick of most of its nontemple buildings qui
etly subsided back into mother earth. Excavation has opened up the founda
tions of parts of its palaces (including a gold-dusted floor),15 its extensive sta
bling for horses and chariotry,26 etc. Geophysical magnetometer and other 
soundings have shown up the clear ground plans of many more buildings, of
ten of great extent.27 Here, and here alone, is the basis of a city which, with its 
workshops and storage magazines for palace, temples, and other institutions,
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can well qualify as one of the are-miskenoth, or “store-cities,” of Exod. 1:11. In 
biblical usage, such miskenoth™ were in effect depots for storage of supplies and 
revenue paid in kind (grain, oil, wine, etc.), in Egypt precisely as elsewhere in 
the Near Eastern and eastern Mediterranean worlds. Cf. map, fig. 28.

The history of the city Pi-Ramesse is relevant to our inquiry. North of the 
old town of Avaris, center of the cult of Seth, in what was his family’s home dis
trict, Sethos 1 built a summer palace of which very little has been recovered, 
other than tilework from a glazed doorway (now in the Louvre).25 This site, 
Ramesses 11 turned into the vast city just mentioned, in his own name, and it 
remained the East Delta center of pharaonic rule through to Ramesses 111, who 
refurbished it in part, naming one zone after himself. Ramesses IV to VI con
tinued to work there, after which Pi-Ramesse was abandoned as a royal resi
dence circa 1130. When Ramesses Vlll made dedication to Seth, it was to him as 
lord of Avaris, not the Seth of Pi-Ramesse any more.50

Then the living story of Pi-Ramesse was virtually finished, apart from a 
minor residual cult of its gods elsewhere. Instead, concurrent with Memphis 
from 1070, the new East Delta capital was Tanis, and known exclusively as Tanis 
(Djanet/Zoan). Contrary to Lemche, Tanis never ever bore the name Pi- 
Ramesse. The Ramesside stonework was principally recycled as scrap stone to 
build Tanis, and did not take the old name thither.31 The only survival of gods- 
of-Ramesses cults in the fourth century b.c. was preserved as “religious archae
ology” (i) at Bubastis, within the “pantheon” sanctuary of Nectanebo II, deeply 
hidden away from the gaze of everyone except the local Egyptian priests,32 and 
(ii) at Tanis on private statues from the temple, again not accessible (or com
prehensible!) to foreigners.33 These abstruse “sources” could not possibly be 
known to Jewish priests or any other foreigners, at any date. Thus the claims of 
Lemche and others that Raamses could have been known at a late date to He
brew writers is also totally baseless. If Raamses (as opposed to Zoan, Tanis) had 
never previously been part of early Hebrew tradition, there would have been no 
cause to look for it or incorporate it later; as with the Iron Age Ps. 78:12, the 
phrase “field of Zoan” (Egyp. Sekhet-Djanet) would have sufficed. Thus, the oc
currence of Raamses is an early (thirteen th/twdllh century) marker in the exo
dus tradition, and that fact must be accepted.

(2) Pithom and Succoth

Pithom is, again, universally recognized as standing for Egyptian Pi(r)-(A)tum, 
“domain (lit. house) of (the god) Atum.” Pithom occurs exclusively in Exod. 
1:11. Its sole link with any other site in Hebrew is with Raamses, as both were be
ing built by the Hebrews. So these two sites were not necessarily contiguous, yet
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were both accessed by Hebrew brick slaves. However, Pithom was not on the ex
odus route east from Raamses/Pi-Ramesse, whereas Succoth was. There is no 
location for Pithom north of lJi-Ramesse, or on the eastward route to Succoth 
and onward; so it should be vaguely south of Raamses, and west from Succoth,

This “triangle” is a useful gain. For Succoth at least is -— again —- ac
knowledged to be the same place as Egyptian Tjeku, which appears on monu
ments found in the Wadi Tumilat at two sites: Tell er-Retaba and Tell el- 
Maskhuta further east, especially at the latter.34 In a walled compound and set
tlement, Tell er-Retaba had a small temple of Ramesses II honoring Atum of 
Tje|k]u and Seth on its pylon gateway, and a deity, “Lord of Tjeku.” A rhetorical 
stela of Ramesses II was found, besides a twin statue of him and the god Atum. 
On a fragment found here a Ramesside officer Usimare-nakhte gave his origin 
as “of Tjeku.” Ramesses III also left sculpture here. In each case (except once 
lost), Tjeku has the “foreign-land” determinative. Thus we learn the following 
about Tell er-Retaba: (1) it had a temple built and adorned by Ramesses II, fur
ther adorned by Ramesses III, plus work by an official of that period. So this site 
was active in the thirteenth and twelfth centuries, (a) Its main deity was Atum, 
the sun god of Heliopolis; its temple was, in principle, a “house (pr) of Atum” 
or a “Pithom.” (3) By the place-name mentioned on its fragments so far, it was 
either Tjeku (a Succoth) or (with a land sign) within the region of Tjeku. So we 
have a site of Ramesside date — contemporary with the latest date for a biblical 
exodus — that could be a Pithom or a Succoth. It lies southeast from Raamses 
at Qantir. But which might it be?

We now must look at Tell el Maskhuta, a few miles due east from Tell er 
Retaba. Here were found the following monuments of Ramesses IPs time: a 
large granite rhetorical stela (as at er-Retaba) and a falcon figure, both dedi
cated to the sun god, but as Re-Horakhty rather than Atum; a small piece of a 
shrine (the rest is now lost, but seen a century ago), mentioning the king as “be
loved of the Lord of Tjeku”; a statue of the king’s son, Prince Ramesses- 
Merenptah, with a figure of Atum-Khopri of Heliopolis; two broken sphinxes 
of this time, one naming the Semitic god Horon. So far we have here a site 
which is Ramesside, and a Succoth, again linked with the sun god — a second 
Pithom/Succoth of the thirteenth century! The early diggings (by Raponot) 
about 130 years ago revealed that a large, long-known monolithic triad of 
Ramesses II, Atum, and Re was partnered by a second such monolith on either 
side of a way; behind them, the way was flanked by the black-granite sphinxes 
and led to the shrine, and the stela (later used as a Roman foundation).33 Such 
was the early temple at this Succoth or Pithom!

But which Succoth/Pithom is which? Here external Egyptian sources help 
us, as well as later monuments. These show definitively that Tjeku/Suceoth was
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a place, a spot on the map, as well as a district. The ostracon ODM 1076 is the 
remains of a letter written in the name of “all the gods of Tjekudetermined 
with the town sign. Such greetings are usually in the names of gods of towns, 
more than districts. Papyrus Anastasi VI shows us the area Tjeku in relation to 
a Pithom (now, of Merenptah). The Shasu of Edom, going from east to west, 
pass “the Fort of Merenptah which is (in) Tjeku” to reach “the pools of Pithom- 
of-Merenptah which is/are (in) Tjeku.” Papyrus Anastasi V has two runaways 
from Raamses going past the “keep” of Tjeku and then eastward by the fort of 
Tjeku and a Migdol of Sethos I. These too are specific places in an area Tjeku. 
Then in the same papyrus, a deputy of Tjeku requests of his colleague about 
some men: “Bring them to me at Tjeku!” — which can only be a particular 
place (fort, settlement), not a whole area.361 may ask someone to meet me in 
Chester (town), but not in Cheshire (county)! So, for the Ramesside period, 
thirteenth century, we have aTjeku region containing a place Tjeku, with a fort, 
a keep west of it, and a place Pithom and pools farther west still. All this would 
fit excellently with a Succoth/Tjeku at Tell el-Maskhuta, and a Pithom at Tell er- 
Retaba farther to its west.

Later evidence virtually clinches this solution for certain. The Saite to 
Ptolemaic periods (seventh to first centuries h.c.) have produced inscriptions 
from Tell el-Maskhuta that consistently mention a temple of Atum there, and 
several times use the town determinative, i.e., Tjeku town is at Tell el-Maskhuta. 
A statue found there addresses “every priest who shall enter the Temple of 
Atum residing in Tjeku,” which requires that Tjeku be the precise place in 
which that temple is situated. The stela of Ptolemy II from Tell el-Maskhuta re
peatedly names Tjeku and Atum the god of Tjeku, but Pithom only twice in 
passing. The statue of Ankh rcnp-nufer mentions the temple of Atum, Lord of 
An/Tjeku, but not the town of Pithom, as was mistakenly thought. With which 
fact, we have no evidence whatsoever that Pithom {Egyptian or biblical) was ever 
at Tell el-xVlaskhuta, whereas Tjeku (Succoth) clearly was. Finally, there is the 
Roman milestone found at Tell el-Maskhuta, which reads: “9 [Roman] miles on 
the road from Ero [Pithom] to Clysma [Suezj” (fig. 32C). Ero is short for 
(H)ero(onpolis), the Latin name (via Greek) for Pithom. This was evidently the 
ninth Roman mile, west to east, from Pithom, reached at Tell el-Maskhuta 
(Tjeku/Succoth) on the road out to Suez (Clysma). And, as Gardiner pointed 
out so long ago, Tell er-Retaba (as Pithom) is almost exactly nine Roman miles 
from Tell el-Maskhuta. Need one say more? Only that the exodus texts have the 
Hebrews working at Raamses (Qantir area) and Pithom (Tell er-Retaba), about 
fifteen to seventeen miles apart, and the exodus going direct from Pi-Ramesse 
(Raamses) east-southeast to Succoth/Tjeku (Tell el-Maskhuta), and on east
ward. In the light of the total evidence, we can firmly dismiss the erroneous
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claims by some writers that Tell el-Maskhuta was Pithom, and that it was only 
inhabited from the Saite period (seventh century) onward. Hence the Exodus 
narrative would reflect only conditions of the late period, not New Kingdom 
times. The Ramesside, Saite/Ptolemaic, and Roman data combine to scotch 
these palpably false claims completely. We now have on the full facts a sensible 
Late Bronze geography for the initial part of the exodus route. One may further 
note, if whimsically, that just as the Hebrews took two days to transit from 
Raamses to Succoth and from Succoth out to Etham (Exod. 12:37; 13:20; Num. 
33:5-8), so also did the two slaves in Papyrus Anastasi V who ran away from Pi- 
Ramesse on the third month of Shomu, day 9, continuing (on 3rd Shomu 10) 
past the keep of Tjeku (Succoth) and then likewise east; they had a two-day trip 
to that zone, like their Hebrew precursors. Cf. tig. 28.

(3) Etham

This place “on the edge of the wilderness” (Exod. 13:20) has so far defied histor
ical geographers, whether Egyptological or biblical, to find its location. It has to 
be farther east than Tell el-Maskhuta, but probably not beyond the clutch of 
places near the yam-suph, itself most likely the Bal]ah/Timsab/Bitter Lakes re
gion. Once through the yam-suph, the Hebrews turned south via the “Desert of 
Etham” to go to Sinai (Num. 33:6, 8). Only beyond that line did they really leave 
Egypt in the desert ofShur and the edges of Sinai. It cannot be a Khetem (Egyp
tian word meaning “fort”), because Hebrew soft ’aleph can not transcribe Egyp
tian kh. It must have been very dose to the Bitter Lakes to give its name to the 
desert opposite, across those waters. Thus it may have been in the vicinity of 
modern Ismailia. Phiiologically it may (in Egyptian) have been an “isle of 
(A)tum,” 'i(w)-(I)tm, or a “mound of (A)tum,” (i)j(given the fre
quency of Atum-natnes in this area.

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

(4) P<-Hah troth, Baal-Zephon, MigdoP7

From Etham the Hebrews "turned back,” i.e., back to the northwest, as if to 
Raamses, whence they had come (to go southwest would have been meaning
less). Then in Exod. 14:1-2 (in most translations of the Hebrew), the Hebrews 
were told to camp before/in front of (l-pny) Pi-Hahiroth, between iVIigdo] and 
the yam (sea), to camp opposite Baal-Zephon, by the yam (sea). The nearest 
sea to the east end of Wadi Tumilat is, of course, the former long line of lakes 
running from north to south from Menzaleh adjoining the Mediterranean 
down through lakes El-Ballah, Timsah, and those called “Bitter,” to within 
about sixteen miles (twenty kilometers) of the northern shore of the Red Sea
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(Gulf of Suez) at Suez (Clysma). There is some reason to suppose that in the 
second millennium the waters of the Suez Gulf did link up with the Bitter 
Lakes, intermittently or otherwise. Thus, even before the cutting of the mod
em Suez Canal (which destroyed ancient water configurations in this zone), 
Egypt had a considerable belt of waters between the Mediterranean and the 
Suez Gulf.38 Cf. fig. 28.

The addition of ancient canals oriented roughly north-south could readily 
close any gaps in this water barrier, to Egypt’s advantage in terms of security. In 
recent decades modern investigation has revealed traces of such ancient canals.39 
One (northern) set of fragments runs from near El-Qantara to just west of 
Pelusium, with varying sections of canal probably reflecting changes in course at 
different periods.40 Another (southern) fragment runs from the north corner of 
Lake Timsah (east of Ismailia) to the southern edges of the Ballah lakes.

In the light of this geographical situation, a group such as the emigrating 
Hebrews would soon come up against one form or another of this water bar
rier, barely seven or ten miles east beyond Succoth (Tell el-Maskhuta), presum
ably at Etham, in the context, somewhere near Ismailia. To “turn back” (Heb. 
shub) thus implies going back in some form, but not to Succoth — hence, either 
southwest (meaningless, as noted) or north, even north-northwest. If so, then 
to go and halt somewhere along the western flank of the lakes and canals would 
be to “camp by the sea” (yam). And our cluster of sites would surround them. 
Pi-Hahiroth has been well interpreted by various scholars as “Mouth of the 
Hiroth,” a word or name for a canal — its mouth would be where it ran into a 
lake or a Nile branch, in our context where such a channel ran into or out of 
one of the lakes. At no very great distance north from the Ismailia area, one 
might posit such a water junction where the discovered south canal fragment 
left Lake Timsah northward (south option), or else where that canal in due 
course entered the south end of the southmost of the Ballah lakes, a dozen 
miles or so northward (north option). That gives us two possible settings for 
Pi-Hahiroth, and hence for an encampment "by the sea,” and in turn for the 
general locations for Migdol and Baal-Zephon. We should not look any farther 
north, otherwise we (and the Hebrews!) would end up in an ancient Egyptian 
militarized zone (bythe north end of the Ballah lakes from Qantara onward).

On this basis Migdol would be directly west of the Hebrew encampment 
“bythe sea” that was in front of (just south of?) Pi-Hahiroth; it may have been a 
fort (cf. its name) up on the El-Gisr ridge. That leaves Baal-Zephon, “opposite" 
the Hebrews. In this context, as it cannot be behind them, it most probably 
should be thought of as just north, in front of them in their limited northward 
trek, right opposite their advance. In this way they would indeed seem to be 
“closed in,” directionless at this point, a suitable target for Pharaoh’s chariot
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squadron (Exod. 14:3). If so, the south option would theoretically be two or three 
miles northeast of Ismailia; the north option {some six miles farther on) would 
be someeight or nine miles north of Ismailia, and about ten to eleven miles south 
of Qantara and Tell Abu Sefeh {or roughly twelve to fourteen miles from Tell 
Hebua, the newly preferred site for Sile/Tjaru, Egypt's fortified northern border 
crossing),The result (on the south option) is to set Pi-Hahiroth atthesouth end 
of the south canal and Migdol west of it on the ridge, and perhaps the same as the 
Migdol of Sethos 1 of Papyrus Anastasi V. Baal-Zephon would be not much far
ther north, The result (on the north option) would be to set Pi-Hahiroth at the 
north end of the south canal, Migdol west of it, as a companion fort to the 
Sethos I Migdol, and Baal-Zephon correspondingly farther north, within (say) a 
few miles south of Qantara/Tell Abu Sefeh up to ten miles from Tell Habua/Sile. 
Then the famed crossing of the parted waters of the “sea” would be placed some
where in the north of Lake Timsah or south part of southernmost Lake{s) Ballah. 
Once through, on the east side, the Hebrews were in the desert of Shur (Exod. 
15:22), in its full extent adjoining the main north route into Egypt (ef., e.g., Shur 
On the east border of Egypt, t Sam. 15:7; 27:8), and southward becoming the desert 
ofEtham, opposite the zone of Ismailia (cf. Num. 33:8), Precise locations would 
depend on future excavations in local tells kind enough to yield inscriptions that 
would dearly identify them.41 What is given above is necessarily theoretical at 
present, but serves simply to indicate that the existing Exodus narratives fit 
readily into the general East Delta topography as presently known.

(5) Goshen

Two topographical matters may be briefly considered, the western and eastern 
extremes of “Israel in Egypt.” First, in Gen. 46:29 Joseph went to Goshen to wel
come his family into Egypt and then to court (47:2-4); they were then assigned 
land in Goshen/land of Rameses (Gen. 47:6, 11). As Rameses and Raamses are 
identical terms, Goshen may have included terrain near Ro-waty and Avaris, 
the Middle Kingdom and Hyksos precursors of Pi-Ramesse. There is reason to 
include part of Wadi Tumilat in Goshen by the exodus period (cf. above, on 
plagues), hence its full extent probably included good pastureland south from 
Avaris, terrain south across the west end of the tongue of Steppeland, and part 
of Wadi Tumilat (where the Hebrews worked on Pithom).
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(6) The "Sea," Yam Suph

Second, there has been much discussion over both the location(s) of yam suph 
and its nature. For the traditional translation “Red Sea” — based upon the
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Latin Vulgate, which merely follows the Greek translation (Septuagint, LXX) — 
there is no warrant whatever in the Hebrew text. Suph never meant “red.” There 
are clear passages in Hebrew that do give its meaning: reeds/rushes, 
marsh(plants). Compare (as many have) Exod. 2:3-5, a reed basket concealed 
amid the reeds along the Nile’s banks; Isa. 19:6-7, a threat that reeds and rushes 
will shrivel, and so the plants along the Nile. Therefore, as is generally admitted, 
yarn suph may fairly be rendered "sea/lake of reeds.” Then, in modern study, 
suph was compared to Egyptian tjuf “marsh-plants/reeds/papyrus.” But not too 
long ago, F. Batto suggested a dramatic alternative: not “sea of reeds” but “sea of 
the End” (soph), out to the end of the world.42

However, the reasons for this and against suph, “marshes/reeds,” have 
proven to be a mirage. The LXX translation “Red” is simply an interpretation 
(not strictly a translation!) of dubious origin, and has no inherent authority. 
Contrary to Batto, Egyptian tjuf does not apply solely to freshwater papyrus, 
but to reeds and rushes generally. Reeds tolerant of salt water (halophytes) grow 
and flourish in and around the lakes (Menzaleh, Ballah, Timsah, Bitter) that 
span the north-south line between the Mediterranean and Suez.43

Careful study of tjuf and suph by Ward has shown dearly that Hebrew 
suph could not be borrowed from Egyptian tjuf; it would have been suph, in 
that case.44 In its consonants, Egyptian tjuf could certainly derive from Semitic 
suph, as Egyptian tj was regularly used to transcribe the Semitic/Hebrew s that 
we call samekh. But the move into Egyptian would have come from Semitic 
when there was still a middle w (not just vowel ft), before the late second mil
lennium. So, both words (Egyptian and Semitic) for reeds/marshes and their 
plants were in use in parallel by the thirteenth century. The suggested meaning 
"end” is superfluous and irrelevant. The more so, as (contrary to Batto and 
other biblicists) the ancient Near East did not historicize myth (i.e., read it as an 
imaginary “history”). In fact, exactly the reverse is true — there was, rather, a 
trend to “mythologize” history, to celebrate actual historical events and people 
in mythological terms. Compare the growth of legends about “Sesostris” or 
about the Hyksos kings in Egypt; the growth of traditions about Sargon of 
Akkad; or the divinization of Dumuzi in Mesopotamia, among others.43

The term yam suph is also applied to the Gulf of Suez and to the Gulf of 
Aqaba, which flank the Sinai Peninsula. For the Gulf of Suez, cf. Num. 33:10-11, 
south of Etham, Marsh, and Elira. For the Gulf of Aqaba, cf. Num. 21:4; also 
Num. 14:25, Deut. 1:40, 2:1, and perhaps Jer. 49:21. All other allusions are to the 
original yam suph of the exodus at Pi Hahiroth. In the cases of the two gulfs, we 
have nothing more than extension of usage. Going from north to south, one 
passed a senes of stretches of often salty water, and on arrival at the area of later 
Suez, here was another long piece of water, stretching into the hazy distance (as
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did Menzaleh, up north). So it was simply taken as being yet another install
ment of the collective yam suph. Across the other side of Sinai, an analogous 
judgment was made; here was another long body of water stretching out south 
into the haze or the horizon like Menzaleh or that at Suez. Nothing more so
phisticated than that need be assumed. Compare the extension of the Greek 
term "Red Sea” to cover (at one time) the Rerso-Arabian Gulf, Arabian Sea, and 
our present Red Sea. Or the word “Asia” from a small Roman province in what 
is now Turkey, is now used to cover everything from the Bosporus to Japan.

Thus, after crossing the lakes section of yam suph (be it Ballah, Timsah, or 
Bitter), the Hebrews (if headed south) would go through the Shur/Etham 
desert past the Etham (Ismailia) zone, on past the latitude of Suez, the three 
days’ march (thirty-six to forty-five miles at twelve to fifteen miles per day) to 
Marah, Elim, then (again) yam suph. This was simply a stop by the east (Sinai) 
shore of the Suez gulf; on the geography, see further below. So, there is no basic 
problem in both crossing a yam suph and then passing more of it later.4*

(b) Danegeld and Logistics

It is impractical to comment here on every incidental detail of the exodus nar
ratives. But in passing, two points raised by others may usefully be amended. 
First, it has been suggested that a little-known Egyptian ostracon refers "to the 
Apiru, engaged in construction work at the city of Pi-Ramesses.” It indeed 
mentions the Apiru, but simply as bringing together stones under Egyptian 
military supervision, no location being mentioned, it is a Strasbourg ostracon, 
hence certainly from Thebes, and very likely from the precinct of the 
Ramesseum, the great memorial temple of Ramesses ll.47 It is most unlikely to 
hail from Pi-Ramesse; but just as the Israelites had to do brickwork labor in the 
East Delta, so these Apiru (like those at Memphis) had to do involuntary ser
vice in assembling stone blocks for building work.

Secondly, the case of Exod. 3:21-22; 11:2; and 12:35-36. Here the Hebrews 
were to use the Egyptians’ desire to be rid of their “pestilential” clients and their 
deity’s plagues by asking parting gifts from them of silver, gold, and clothing 
(cf. 12:33-36 in particular); almost a case of “we’ll give you anything to be rid of 
you!” Buying off a deity’s wrath (especially against health) is well enough 
known in the thirteenth century. Draftsman Nebre promised a stela for his 
son’s healing, and (seeking forgivenness) the sculptor Qen asked people to offer 
beer to his angry goddess.48 Latterly, Malamat cited the Elephantine stela of 
King Setnakht (ca. 1185) as a parallel to Exod. 3,11, and 12. But here, in the light 
of Seidlmeyer’s new collation of the text, the meaning is not quite the same.
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What we find is that Setnakht vanquished rebels (Egyptian) who had tried to 
buy in “Asiatic” warriors with silver, gold, copper, and clothing; but, defeated, 
these people dropped the goods and fled.49 That the Egyptians would pay Se
mitic foreigners to get their way is the only point of contact here, except for a 
goods list closely parallel with those in Exod. 3:22,12:35 in content (except for 
copper) and order (stiver before gold).

Finally in this section we turn briefly from questions of “where” to “how 
many.” For the last ceutu ry or more, commentators have fought shy of the state
ment that “about 600,000 went out on foot, plus women and children” (Exod. 
12:37), with its seeming implication of an exodus of two million people or so, 
along with parallel census figures in Num. 1-2, 3-5, and 26.

For a long time now there has been a widespread recognition that, in the 
biblical text, the question of the long-term transmission of numbers presents 
the same kind of phenomena as in the rest of the biblical world. In the biblical 
texts, the actual words for “ten(s)w and “hundred(s)” are not ambiguous, and 
present no problem on that score; the only question (usually) is whether they 
have been correctly recopied down the centuries. With ’eleph, “thousand,” the 
matter is very different, as is universally accepted. In Hebrew, as in English (and 
elsewhere), words that look alike can be confused when found without a dear 
context. On its own, “bark” in English can mean the skin of a tree, the sound of 
a dog, and an early ship or an ancient ceremonial boat. Only the context tells us 
which meaning is intended. The same applies to the word(s) 'Ip in Hebrew. 
(1) We have 'eleph, “thousand,” which has clear contexts like Gen. 20:16 (price) 
or Num. 3:50 (amount). But (2) there is 'eleph for a group — be it a clan/family, 
a (military) squad, a rota of Levites or priests, etc. For groups in the Hebrew 
text, compare (e.g.) Josh. 22:14 end, Judg. 6:15, 1 Sam. 10:19, Mic. 5:2, etc. And
(3) there is ’Ip, a leader, chief, or officer, with a second vowel u, giving ’alluph, 
but that vowel is not always expressed by a full vowel-letter (w), leaving a con
sonantal form identical with, above words 1 and 2.90 So the question has been 
asked by many: Are not the “six hundred three thousand five hundred fifty peo
ple” in such passages as Num. 2:32 actually 603 families/squads/clans, or leaders 
with 550 members or squads commanded? Or some such analogous interpreta
tion of the text?

It is plain that in other passages in the Hebrew Bible there are dear exam
ples where ’eleph makes no sense if translated “thousand”but good sense if ren
dered otherwise, e.g., as “leader” or the like. So in 1 Kings 20:30, in Ahab’s time a 
wall falling in Aphek could hardly have killed 27,000 men; but 27 officers might 
well have perished that way. In the previous verse (29) we may equally have re
cord of the Aramean loss of too infantry officers in one day (with concomitant 
other losses?), rather than the loss of 100,000 troops overall.
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Back in 1906 Petrie suggested that the individual tribal figures in the two 
census lists in Num. 1 and 26 represented (e.g.) in Reuben (1:21), not 46.500 
men, but 46 families ("tents”) of 500 people (averaging Lip to 9 peopleto a tent; 
a couple and 7 children or whatever). So, as a result, his figure for the party that 
migrated to Sinai and Canaan becomes about 5,500 people (the sum of the 100s 
in the tribal list of Num. 1) in 598 tented families (sum of the “thousands” in 
Num. 1). Then the traditional 603,550 arose from 598 *eleph (family) and 5 ’eleph 
(thousand) 550 being run together as 598 + 5 = 603 “thousand” and 550 men. 
However, he could not account for the numbers of Levites and various other 
figures in Exodus and Numbers.

Thereafter, Mendenhall (1958) took a similar line, interpreting the rogue 
'elephs as military squads under leaders; his resultant figure for the Hebrews 
leaving Egypt was 20,000 plus. But Sarna (1987) objected that the figures were 
for clans, not just military squads.

Clark (1955) took the ’ele.plis in question to be leaders; his resultant calcu 
lations led to a total of 140,000 people emigrating. Wenham likewise (1967) 
opted for an ’eleph meaning leader in these contexts. Like Clark, he incorpo
rated the figures for Leviticus into his solution, but with queries on various 
points. He opted for a body of some 72,000 migrants.

Most recently, Humphries (1998, 2000) has brought a more rigorously 
mathematical approach to these figures, starting with the modest figure of 273 
Israelites to be redeemed in excess of the number of Levites (Num. 3:46), and 
proceeding to establish appropriate formulae in terms of birthrate, etc. The end 
result is 598 troops (squads) consisting of 5,500 men (averaging about 9 men 
each, comparable with what is found in, e.g., the Amarna letters) at the first 
census (Num. 1-2) and 596 squads numbering 5,730 men later (Num. 26). At a 
later period, the 598 + 5 'eleph gave the 603,530 men of Num. 1-2, and the 596 + 
5 ’eleph gave the 601,730 men of Num. 26. The Levites came out at about 1,000 
men in twenty-one rotas of about 50. The emigrants from Egypt to Canaan 
would then total about 20,000 to 22,000, close to Mendenhall’s result. So, in 
Iron IA Canaan, a population of 50,000 to 70,000 by 1150 might have included 
20,000 early Israelites.31

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

(vi) The Way to Mount Sinai and Some Ecology

Over the years there has been lively controversy as to where the Israelites went 
next, once the yam suph had been passed, and over the related matter of the lo
cation of Mount Sinai/Horeb, site of the giving of the covenant (“Law”). But of 
course, some possibilities would appear to be very unlikely, while others have
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much in their favor. And ecological features that appear in the narratives can 
provide helpful indicators.

(a) Routes: North, Center, or South?

(i) North

At one time a case was often made for locating the crossing of yam suph way up 
north, at Lake Serbonis, along the Mediterranean coast of Sinai east of the later 
Pelusium. However, in this day and age, several factors compel rejection of this 
option once and for all.52

First, whatever else is obscure, the biblical text is crystal clear in exclud- 
ingthis option. Exodus 13:17-18 states: “When Pharaoh sent the people off, God 
did not lead them by the way to the land of the Philistines, although it was 
nearfest) — for, God said, ‘Lest the people change their mind when they see 
warfare, and so return to Egypt.’ So, God took the people around by the way of 
the wilderness of the yam suph, (even though) the Bene-Israel went up armed 
from the land of Egypt ” Even though Israel’s able-bodied men had weapons of 
some kind, and thus could have fought, it is very striking that they were thus 
stopped from attempting the short route from the northeast Delta straight 
along the Mediterranean coast into southwest Canaan. Instead it was to the 
wilderness of yam suph that they must turn, to traverse. In which case this yam 
suph could not be the Mediterranean in any form, Lake Serbonis or otherwise. 
It must relate instead to either the central zone of Sinai (the Tih limestone pla
teau) or the southern zone (mountains and valleys). Which brings us back, 
geographically, to the long line of lakes from Ballah south to the lesser Bitter 
Lake, between Qantara and Suez, as already suggested above. A crossing in that 
broad area would allow northern, central, or southern routes. But what mili
tary entity was there, to preclude the Israelites from going the short, quick 
route?

Second, we have very decisive answers to the question just asked, from 
two nonbiblical sources: the war scenes of Sethos I at Karnak temple in Thebes 
(with Papyrus Anastasi 1) and the results of modern archaeological surveys and 
excavations along the north coast route. In the vvar scenes the pharaoh pro
gresses past a long series of forts, settlements, and wells, to go from Sile 
(“Tjaru”) on the Egyptian frontier to the city of Pa-Canaan (virtually certainly 
Gaza) in southwest Canaan. This series includes ten forts and settlements, as 
bastions of Egyptian military power along this route.53 The data here are paral
leled by a closely similar list of places from “Ways-of-Horus” (the older name of
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Sile/Tjaru) to Gaza given near the end of the famous Satirical Letter of Papyrus 
Anastasi I.54 This includes three names not found in the reliefs, while the latter 
show several not found in the papyrus. This is typical of ancient listings, where 
parallel but differently organized sources can often vary in their choices of 
names listed — just like Num. 33 compared with the narratives in Exodus and 
Numbers; both are genuine and complementary, precisely as in many other 
cases.

The surveys and excavations have vividly confirmed the evidence of the 
war scenes. Here were found some ten clusters of sites in succession along the 
ancient coast route between the Suez Canal and Raphia (with more again be
tween Raphia and Gaza). Each was centered on a fort surrounded by ancillary 
buildings and campsites. Three main specimen sites were dug, with traces of a 
fort at Bir el-Abd (liE A 10), and of a strong fort (A-2S9) and a separate adminis
trative center (A-345) at Haruba.55 At Deir el-Balah, nearer to Gaza, another 
Egyptian fort and settlement have come to light.56 The general picture is of ini
tial settlements in the late Eighteenth Dynasty (Horemhab?), followed by a ma
jor reorganization and building of the set of forts and administrative centers as 
a tight network under Sethos I, at first maintained by Ramesses II. Much later 
in his reign security was slacker, and under Ramesses III it was still less in evi
dence.

Thus, any attempt at a northern exodus via the heavily militarized coast 
road in the first half to middle of the thirteenth century would have been sui
cidal, "out of the frying pan and into the fire.” Furthermore, there is no neces
sary link between the Baal-Zephon located at a “Mons Casius” on Lake 
Serbonis (Bardawil) in late sources and the situation in the late second millen
nium; a cult (orcults) of Baal-Zephon might have existed anywhere in the East 
Delta in New Kingdom times. He was certainly honored at Memphis, for exam
ple, under Ramesses II. So, if an exodus is to be traced, we are now limited to a 
central or a southern option. And the present Lake Serbonis probably did not 
yet exist back in the late second millennium.57

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

(2) Center

Between the northern coast road with its sand dunes and the rocky massifs of 
south Sinai we have the broad limestone shield of Et-Tih. It has been described 
as “the barren Tih Plateau ... practically devoid of water and vegetation” and “a 
flat area of limestone and sand.... Even the wild flora struggle to survive be
cause of the lack of water.”58 Concerning this area, Bietak remarked; “The mid
dle route along the Mitla pass and Nakhl has too few wells to allow a larger 
body of people and animals to pass. So when the coastal road is closed, the only
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possibility to cross the Sinai is in the south along the Wadi Feiran region.”59 
Neither the Mitla/Nakhl route (the so-called Way of Seir) nor its northern par
allel out toward Qadesh-Barnea (“way of Shur”) is compatible with the biblical 
data on the route followed from the original yam suph to Sinai. There is no sec
ond yam suph between the first one and a middle-road choice of “Mounts Si
nai” such as Gebel Halal, Gebel Shaireh, Hasham el-Tarif, or the anachronistic 
Har Karkom (fifth to third millennia) — unless the hapless Hebrews made a 
meaningless detour up to the militarized Mediterranean coast and back (sui
cide trip Mark II). And none of the ecology fits the Till routes either (see sec. c, 
next). The Tih middle routes are obligatory for those who favor a “Mount Si
nai” in Edom (near Petra? or Gebel Baghir?) or in Midian/northwest Arabia. 
They could argue tor the second yam suph at the head of the Gulf of Aqaba, but 
the other route details before it do not fit the conditions across the Et-Tih 
shield. In short, the middle-route solution (and with it, Edomite and Midianite 
“Mounts Sinai”) appears to be too loaded down with improbabilities and im
possibilities to be sustained.

(3) The Way South and to Sinai (Fig. 2p)

That brings us to the remaining option: down Sinai’s west coastlands, then east 
through the mountains and wadis to a southern Mount Sinai, then back up 
northeastward by Sinai’s east coast and desert to Qadesh-Barnea. The following 
points emerge.

(1) This route steers clear of almost all Egyptian presence, except for the 
turquoise mines up at Serabit el-Khadim. But the Egyptians did not live perma
nently at Serabit; they simply sent expeditions out and back for a few weeks 
only, in the cooler weather of winter. Any Hebrew group coming that tar south 
by April/May (or even May/Jurte) would miss them completely.60

(2) The Shur desert was also called that of Etham (N 11111. 33:8), in the lati
tude of the east end of Wadi Tumiiat. So, moving through that desert for three 
days outward (if the middle “way of Seir” is excluded) has to be southward, on 
past Suez to go farther south along the west coast of Sinai.

(3) Passing on via such watering places as Marah (bitter then sweet) and 
Elim (seventy palms and twelve sources), the Israelites arrived at another yam 
suph (Num. 33:10), before traversing a new desert (of Sin) and going on to 
Rephidim and Mount Sinai. This profile fits that of the known Sinai west coast. 
The main route down that coast leads south via a series of watering places: Ain 
Naba (Ghurkudeh), Ayun Musa, the shrubby bed of the watercourse Wadi 
Sudr, the spring of Abu Suweirah in sandy Wadi Wardan; Ain Hawarah, then 
well-watered Wadi Gharandel, then on south behind the coastal hump of Gebel
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Hu mm am across Wadi (A)thal on the one through route to Wadi Shubeikeh. 
Here, one turned either southwest down Wadi Taiyibeh to the seashore of the 
Suez Gulf (at Abu Zelima or Zemma) or up inland and southeast along Wadi 
Humr. The first option led southeast along the seashore desert plain of El- 
Markh, and on into the wider expanse of El-Kaa (which runs all the way to the 
tip of the peninsula).61 From south of El-Markh several routes ran inland to 
join with Wadi Feiran and its oasis, bringing the traveler dose to Gebel Serbal 
and (after a couple days’ march) round through Wadi es-Sheikh to the er-Raha 
plain in front of Cebel Musa and Gebel Katrin and its famous monastery. The 
second option led southeast through upland wadis and then high passes to 
Gebel Musa’s er-Raha plain. In this context both Gebel Serbal and the Gebel 
Musa complex (i.e., Gebel Musa proper and its side-ridge Gebel Safsafa, plus 
Gebel Katrin/Gebe! ed-Deir) would each have serious claims to being the 
Mount Sinai/Horeb of the exodus narrative, and both have been vigorously 
championed from Byzantine tunes to the present.

The key point of comparison between the actual west-coast road just out
lined and the biblical sequences in Exodus/NumbeTS — between the Shur/ 
Etham desert and a Mount Sinai — is the stopping place again at a yam suph. In 
our southern-route context this has to be on the west Sinai shore of the Suez 
Gulf, and hence by common consent the shores at Abu Zelima (or Zenima) 
through to El-Markh. Once that is granted, then the two listed stops between 
three days in the Etham desert and the second yam suph — Marah and Elim — 
would correspond to a choice from the watering holes listed (or more), e.g., Ain 
Naba, Ayun Musa, Ain Hawarah, and Wadi Gharandel; Wadi Sudr and Wadi 
Wardan (spring, Abu Suweirah) are less important. It is commonly suggested 
that the well-watered Wadi Gharandel was Elim; this is possible but not proven. 
But Marah may have been anywhere from north of Ain Naba down to Ain 
Hawarah; a choice is impractical, as no detailed account of marching times is 
given (one month elapsed from the fifteenth of the first month out of Raamses, 
cf. Exod. 12:18, 34, 37, to moving on the fifteenth of the second month from the 
second yam suph into the Desert of Sin, Num. 33:10-11). And the three days’dis
tance south to Marah from the crossing of the first yam suph cannot be estab
lished so long as the precise site of that crossing (of several possibilities; cf. pp. 
261-63 above) is uncertain. But a location well north of Elim would be likely, 
around Ayun Musa, Ain Naba, or even farther north.

Out of the Desert of Sin, extending south from Abu Zelima/Zenima, the 
Hebrews went to Rephidim (via Dophka and Alush) and then into the Desert of 
Sinai that included Mount Sinai. Rephidim was scene of two contentions; the 
Hebrews with Moses over lack of water, and the Israelites versus the Amalekites, 
who sought to halt their advance — no surprise that they did not want to lose
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the lush Feiran oasis to the Hebrews. There is good reason to locate Rephidim 
somewhere in Wadi Mukattab or in the north part of Wadi Feiran, before one 
reaches the splendid stretch of oasis in that long valley. A lack of water at 
Rephidim automatically excludes it from being in the oasis! Striking the water 
from rock in Horeb was surely at Rephidim, within the area of Horeb, nofat the 
spot Mount Horeb = Mount Sinai. Going back a moment, Dophka and Alush 
will have been along whichever approach route the Hebrews took out of the 
coastal Desert of Sin up into Wadis Mukattab/Feiran.

As for Mount Sinai itself, there is little at first sight to choose between 
Gebels Serbal and Musa. Both stand up grandly in their places; neither is the 
tallest in south Sinai, which honor goes to Gebel Um Shomar, farther south and 
not a contender. Gebel Serbal is dose by the oasis of Feiran, but has no adjacent 
plain for assembly like that of er-Raha at the very foot of Gebel Musa. Nothing 
can be based on late Byzantine and monastic traditions either way, and no gen
uinely early traditions survive outside the Hebrew Bible. Most of the reasons 
advanced between Serbal and Musa are captious and inconclusive, and so need 
not be discussed further. In practical terms, the immediate conjunction of clear 
space plus impressive mountain at Gebel Musa suits the biblical narrative much 
better than does Gebel Serbal; the latter’s peaks are almost four miles from the 
wadi bed of Feiran, the only clear “parking space” there for a group of Hebrews, 
be it 200, 2,000, 20,000, or even more. Having poor old Moses tramping four 
miles back and forth up side wadis and up a peak of Gebel Serbal is rather ex
treme, compared with an immediate ascent into a convenient corner on the up
per part of Gebel Musa. In short, certainty is not attainable, but Gebel Musa 
may lead Gebel Serbal by a short head. With only an overnight stop either way 
between the Serbal part of Wadi Feiran and the er-Raha plain at Gebel Musa, a 
number of the Israelites may have used Feiran oasis as additional quarters, es
pecially for their livestock (we do not hear of sheep and goats eating manna!). 
Poetical passages such as Hab. 3:3 (with YHWH from Teman and Paran) cannot 
supersede plain narrative evidence; they are simply florid elaborations of a 
given theme. Paran is the desert between a southern Mount Sinai and Qadesh- 
Barnea, standing for both places and all that they imply; Teman is in Edom 
(round which the Hebrews went), and may be simply here a synonym for the 
southlands. Such poetics offer no basis for putting Mount Sinai in Midian or 
northwest Arabia. And Gebel Sin Bishar (Taset Sudr) in northwest Sinai can be 
excluded, as it is incompatible with the sequence of the full textual data and the 
location of the second yarn suph stop. So nothing is gained here. It may be help
ful to consider the broad correspondences from geography and the Hebrew 
texts for the itinerary from yam suph in Egypt to possible Mounts Sinai. See ta
ble 20; cf. fig. 29.
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Table 20. Topography and Text, Etham to Mount Sinai

(RilR Robinson, Biblical Researches in Palestine ! [1841]; LL Lepsius, Letters [1853]; 
PS - Petrie, Researches in Sinai [tpo6]Jw

Topographic Data Biblical Lists OT Refs.

1. (Lakes Ballah to Small Bitter?) Yarn suph I. Water 
crossing

Exod. 15; Num. 
33:8

2. Suez southward. Terrain, RBR, 87 88; gravelly 
terrain, PS, 5, 7-8.

Shur/Etham desert Exod. 15:22; 
Num. 33:8

3. (No decisive option) Mar ah. Bitter, then 
sweet water

Exod. 15:23-25; 
Num. 33:8

4. Ain Naba (Ghurhtdeb). Well, small palms, good 
water, supplied water for Suez, RBR, 69, 89

5. Ayun Musa. Several springs, small palms, chan 
nel, barley patch, RBR, 90-91; brackish water, 4 
groves of 50/100 palms, much tamarisk, PS, 8

6. Wadi Sudr. Shrubs, RBR, 91-92

7. Taset Sudr (G. Sin Bishar), Peak, E of route, 
RBR, 92

{3 days into desert?) (For F.xod. 5:3?')

8. Wadi Wardan. Abu Suweirah spring toward 
shore, RBR, 95 96, Gravelly, bushes, PS, 10-11

ti. Ain Haimrak Well, RBR, 95 96; PS, 205 7

10, Wadi Gharatidei Vegetation, palms, springs, 
brook, RBR, 99-100; PS, 12-13, figs* 2-5; 207

Etim, 70 palms, 12 
springs

Exod. 15:27;
16:1; Num. 33:9
10

11. Wadi Wash. Water, palms, tamarisks; RBR, 102; 
PS, 14 15, figs. 9, 10

12, Wadis Shubeikeh, Taiyibeh, RBR, 104,105-6; veg 
etation, 70 palms, PS, 15-17

13, Seashore, Abu Zel/mma. RBR, 105-7; PS, 17 Yam suph II Num. 33:10

14. ElMarkh, desert plain Et-Kaa to S. RBR, 106; PS, 
18, 206. Fresh water under sands, PS, 249

Desert of Sin Exod. 16:1; 17:1; 
Num. 33:11-12

15. Wadis Badereh, Kineh, or tower Feiran; three 
routes up from coastal Sin into Wadi Feiran 
proper; RBR, map of Sinai at end
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16, Dophkah, Alush, 
hereabouts; (“place 
to place”)

Num. 33:12 14 
(Exod. 1721)

17. Wadi Eeiran, and oasis; LL, 297 99, 312 14; cf. 
RBR, 126; PS, 247 49, 254 56, figs, 1S0-83

Rephidim (dry zone 
before/northwest of 
Hessawc of Lepsius)

Exod. 17:1, 7-8; 
Num, 33:14-15

18. Mount Serbal LL, 295-97; RBR, 295-96; PS, 
253-54

(Mount Sinai?)

19. Wadi es-Sheikh, LL, 294-95; RBR, 126-27, 215-16; 
PS, 231-32

Deserf of Sinai Exod. 19:1-2; 
Num. 33:15-16

20. Er-Ruha plain, Gebel Musa. LL, 292-93; RBR, 
130-203 passim; PS, 250-54

(Mount Sinai?) Exod. i9ff.; 
Num. 33:15-16^

(b) From Sinai to Qadesh-Barnea (Fig. 3 0  J

This last geographical excursion will complete our local journeyings. According 
to Nam. 10:11-13, 33, the Israelites left Mount Sinai for three days’ travel into the 
Desert of Paran, and then became contentious, suffering first a lightning strike 
(?), or “burning” (so, Taberah, 11:1-3), and then a fail of quail that brought 
plague (Kibroth-Hattaavah, 11:4-34), before they moved on to Hazeroth (11:35) 
and went on into the Desert of Paran and on to Qadesh- [Barnea] (12:16; 13:26). 
This corresponds to 33:16-18 in the final itinerary. Supplementary notices in 
Deut. 1:1-2 give a general setting reaching back from the plains of Moab to 
Hazeroth and Di-Zahab (the latter not visited),64 and cite eleven days as the 
travel time from Horeb (= Mount Sinai zone) to Qadesh-Barnea by the eastern 
(“Mount Seir") route.

In terms of geography, the main route eastward out from Gebel Musa (or 
Gebel Serbal) via Wadi es-Sheikh is along the main Wadi Sa’l that runs east- 
northeast from Wadi Sheikh. Just before Wadi Murra (and Ain Hudhera a few 
miles farther north), Wadi Sa’l turns right sharply, to run down some fifteen 
miles southeast to the coast at Dhahab, often taken to be the Di-Zahab of Deut. 
1:1. As the small perennial oasis of Ain Hudhera is commonly conceded to be 
the biblical Hazeroth, the stopping point and trouble spot of Taberah (“burn
ing”) and Kibroth-Hattaavah (“crave-graves”) will have been at some point be
fore Hazeroth/Ain Hudhera — perhaps in the hot, dry, weary zone around the 
bend of Wadi Sa’l and to Wadi Murra. The eleven days from about Wadi es- 
Sheikh (Horeb/Sinai zone) to Qadesh-Barnea would correspond quite well to
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the roughly 140 miles up Sinai’s east side (via Hazeroth) at a rate of twelve- 
thirteen miles per day.The further names in Nuni.33:19-35 cannot be placed; if 
Rithmah = near Qadesh-Barnea (first arrival), then these names would belong 
to the trackless forty years’ wanderings until returning to Qadesh-Barnea via 
Ezion-Geber (Num. 33:35-36).

(c) Some Ecological Factors

Water under the sands of the west and east Sinai coastal strips was noted above 
(tab. 20, no. 14). Moses striking the rocks to produce water in the Horeb and 
Qadesh-Barnea regions (Exod. 17:1-7; Num. 20:2-13) also reflects local geologi
cal reality. One may cite an amusing incident from back in the 1920s, when an 
army NCO likewise produced a good flow of water when he accidentally hit a 
rock face with a spade, to be teased with his companions’ cry, “What-ho the 
prophet Moses!” as Jarvis reported.65

Twice on their travels (down to, and up from, Mount Sinai) the Israelites 
got involved with migrating quail. The first time, in the Desert of Sin (west 
coast; Exod. 16:13), quail alighted one spring evening; the second time, again in 
the spring (Num. 11:31-34; date, cf. second month, 10:11), a flight of quail was 
blown the few miles inland (up the seaward end ofWadi Sa’i?) and fell to the Is
raelites. It is a fact that quail do migrate via Sinai twice a year. They fly from far
ther south up to Europe in the spring, going through the Suez and Aqaba gulfs 
in the evenings (hence their presence on the Sinai Peninsula’s west and east 
flanks then). But on return from Europe they fly from north to south, landing 
on the north (Mediterranean) coast in the mornings — which does not corre
spond with Exodus/Numbers, and would only fit the northern route for the ex
odus, already excluded on grounds stated above. So the quails require (spring/ 
evenings) a southern exodus.66

In summary, a northern route for the exodus is virtually ruled out on 
geographical, ecological, and Egyptian military grounds alike. A central plateau 
route is also ecologically highly improbable, and geographically most unlikely 
(no second yam suph is feasible between the first one and any eastern moun
tain). A southern route fits in with the following considerations: (i) It comports 
with the general geographical features from the first crossing of a yam suph 
(somewhere between Lake Ballah and Suez) down Sinai’s west coast, then into 
the southern wadis and mountains (zone of Gebels Serbal and Musa), (ii) The 
settings of Gebel Serbal and (more suitably) Gebel Musa fit the needs of the 
“law-giving” and tabernacle-building episodes at a Mount Sinai, well away 
from any external interference from Egypt, (iii) Wadi Feiran was the only major
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oasis area in Sinai for the Aimatekites (or anybody else) to defend against a ma
jor body of intruders such as the Hebrews, (iv) Geographical features and 
eleven days’travel time from Serbal/Musa up the east side to Qadesh-Barnea fit 
well, (v) Other ecological details such as the spring/evening landings of quail fit 
the southern solution, (vi) A northern route was forbidden, and its military 
state fatal to any “exodus” while the impracticality of a central route has been 
noted — and it too would have been vulnerable to Egyptian military “strikes” 
down from the north-coast fortresses. Thus a southern exodus cannot be held 
to be proven, but it is both a viable and a realistic proposition; the narratives 
show a practical knowledge of Sinai conditions not readily to be gained by late 
romance writers in exilic Babylon or an impoverished Persian-Helienistic 
Judea, hundreds of miles from the places and phenomena in question. As 
Midianites could readily penetrate the Sinai Peninsula (where Moses suppos
edly met with Jethro, etc.), and their shadows, the Qurrayites, took over the 
Egyptian temple site for their own at Timna copper mines in northeast Sinai in 
the twelfth century,67 there are no compelling grounds to move “Mount Sinai" 
into Midian proper or anywhere else in northwest Arabia either.

3. EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT: SINAI AND COVENANT 

A. INTRODUCTION

Having arrived at Sinai (assuming they actually did), the Hebrew escapees had 
serious business in hand, according to the extant written traditions. The basic 
piece of business was the establishment of a formal relationship between the 
people group and their deity as divine liberator, what is commonly called the 
giving of the Law — rather misleadingly, even though a variety of laws are in
cluded. What is at issue is formal recognition of the deity concerned as the 
community’s leader or sovereign, with such as Moses or Joshua acting as 
spokesmen between divine leader and those led. Thus a covenant was the form 
chosen; the deity had liberated them, and now constituted the group as his peo
ple; so their proper response was to obey his commands and laws in running 
their corporate and individual lives as his subjects. Accordingly, we have here a 
fair amount of narrative and of “text” deriving from that covenant, within three 
successive documents (part of Exodus-Leviticus, most of Deuteronomy, chap. 
24 in Joshua).

The other business was the direct service of that leader. A king had a pal
ace and servants to do his bidding; a deity had (correspondingly) a shrine and
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servitors to conduct worship. In the biblical world, universally, that meant for
mal rituals with offerings, etc., conducted by priests and their support staff. 
That was the universal language of worship in that world; what happens in 
ours, a few thousand years later, is wholly irrelevant, and must not be allowed to 
intrude upon, or cloud, our assessment of the data transmitted to us when we 
come to study it. So we find that a very modest but well-appointed, 
dismountable tent shrine is set up, with appropriate (and equally minimal) cult 
apparatus. For it are appointed a minuscule staff of priests, rather more sup
port staff, and a set “calendar” of very modest daily offerings, special sacrifices, 
and some annual feasts. Here, for convenience, we shall take these two items of 
business in reverse order: first, the tabernacle and its concerns, then the cove
nant. Finally we may look concisely at the possible date of a putative exodus in 
the light of all that has been reviewed, and then endeavor to sum up.

B. BACKGROUND DATA

(i) The Tabernacle, Cult, and Trimmings

This structure is presented as a set of gold-covered acacia-wood frames linked 
together to form a rectangular structure thrice as long as wide: at most only 
some 15 feet wide by 45 feet long (2 x 15 feet, forehall, and 15 feet square inner 
sanctum).6* Over this structure were successively draped curtains that formed 
the “tabernacle” proper: innermost, of colored cloth decorated with cherubim 
figures, then (successively) of goat hair (typical of tents), of rams’ skins dyed 
red, and finally of leather of a particular type worked or adorned in some way 
(tahash). Around the whole waste be a rectangular precinct, about 100 x 75 feet 
in extent, bounded by curtaining supported on posts. The priests were simply 
Aaron and two (surviving) sons; the support staff (the Levites) were probably 
in twenty-one groups averaging seven for each of three clans, numbering sev
eral hundred, doubtless to serve in rotas. For other details and the cult appara
tus and “calendar” of offerings, cf. below. The setup was tiny; cf fig. 32E.

What we have to examine is the following situation. Inbiblical studies, for 
over a century, “critical orthodoxy” (current “minimalism” being no different) 
has decreed that the tabernacle is an exilic or postexilic figment of the imagina
tions of Jewish priests (ca. sixth to fourth centuries b.c.), seeking to glorify their 
cult, giving it a long “history” before the monarchy by projecting a “tented” 
form of Solomon’s temple back to the time of Moses, their first national leader. 
If this is so, then an examination of the possible history of tabernacular shrines 
(if any) should have one of three results. Either the tabernacle has no contact
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whatever with any known reality, be it sixth-century, fourth-century, or at any 
other date, or else it may be found to have direct analogues at that period that 
could readily have inspired the supposed priestly imaginings in question. That 
would indeed vindicate “critical othodoxy” either way. However, if inquiry 
demonstrates clear analogues from earlier epochs, and in particular before the 
Hebrew monarchy, and with very little such data after circa 1000, then it would 
be in order to suggest that there could well have been a tent shrine in early Israel 
that was eventually replaced by the temple of Solomon’s time. Late-period 
priests might conceivably have preserved record of an early structure; but mere 
imagination would not then have originated it. Let us see.

(a) Dismountable Tabernacles: Third Millennium (Figs. 33A, B)

Nothing was known from this period until the 1920s, when a brilliant discovery 
by Reisner at the Giza pyramids in Egypt opened up the final tomb of Queen 
Hetepheres, mother of Khufii, the builder of the Great Pyramid, circa 2600. He 
found the disassembled parts of a “secular tabernacle" that had once enclosed 
the queen’s bedroom suite. It consisted of a wooden framework, gold covered, 
that fitted together with tenon and socket joints. The top horizontal beams 
were supported by vertical poles set in base beams. The corners were held by 
special fitments, a feature also of the biblical tabernacle (Exod. 26:23). The 
whole framework was once draped with curtains that had not survived. In the 
shaft down to her burial chamber, amidst the rubble, were found the remains of 
another tabernacular structure, but of religious import: copper fittings, gilded 
wooden posts, and limestone socket-bases; cf. such bases for the tabernacle, but 
of silver (Exod. 26:19-25).69 These finds explained other, similar ones of still ear
lier date. A First Dynasty high-class tomb at Saqqara (ca. 2900) yielded parts of 
poles, and likewise the Step Pyramid’s storerooms under the Third Dynasty 
king Djoser (ca. 2700). Some four different Egyptian tomb chapels of the mid
third millennium show pictures of such pavilions (or “Tents of Purification") 
for religious rites associated with mummification.70 Also curtained, these were 
quite large structures, again with a series of poles linked by horizontal rods 
along the top, having the same function as the horizontal middle-crossbars of 
Exod. 26:26-28. Thus, in Egypt, most of the biblical tabernacle’s technology was 
literally “as old as the Pyramids," in fact older. But all this is still a thousand 
years before even a Moses, never mind exilic priests.
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(b) Dismountable Tabernacles, Early Second Millennium

However, our story is not done. Recent publications of texts from the famous 
kingdom of Mari on the Middle Euphrates of circa eighteenth (or seventeenth) 
century now yield mention of tents or “tabernacles” borne on wooden frames, 
using the same term (but in form qersu) as the Hebrew qerashim, “frames.”71 
And more besides. The text M.6873 totals up “43 men belonging to the large 
tent" (to transport it), involving the tent cover proper (khurpatum). the frames 
(as cited), bases (again, cf. Exod. 26:18-25), and units of (seemingly) fencing, lat
ticework, perhaps to form an enclosure as with the biblical tabernacle (Exod. 
27:9-10). Another (ARM  XXVII, 124) orders “delivery of [this] tent-cover with 
its wooden frame(s).” A third {ARM  XXV, 806) has the queen of Aleppo 
(Yamkhad) feasting in a tent at Ugarit. In a fourth (FM  111, 4: ii:7-i4), images of 
deities were set within the “(tent)-frames" for the West Semitic type of sacrifice 
of an ass. Thus large tents over wooden frames set in socketed bases were used 
for both ritual and royal purposes at Mari, still half a millennium before any 
Moses.

(c) Dismountable Tabernacles, Late Second Millennium

We stay in the Levant, now visiting Ugarit. There the literary tablets preserve 
myths about the gods and legends of ancient kings (Keret, Aqhat). The tablets 
themselves date to the thirteenth century, but their archaic language (by com
parison with the everyday texts) harks back to older epochs for the ultimate 
(oral?) origin of these compositions. Here, in the Baal myth, the supreme god 
El is portrayed as dwelling in a pavilion (qershu), using the same term as found 
at Mari and in Exodus.72 King Keret is described as offering ritual sacrifices in a 
tent (kh-m-t); in his tale, “the gods go to their tents (ahl.hm) and the assembly 
of E! to their tabernacles” (mshknt.hm), using the words ahl and mishkan(atu) 
in parallel, precisely as in Hebrew.73 The same occurs in the tale of Aqhat, 
where Kothar/Hayyin adjourns to his tent/tabernacle.74 Thus, gods in Ugaritic 
tradition dwelled in tents/tabernacleS from of old as well as in temples, and 
kings might sacrifice in tents also.75 This is contemporary at latest (thirteenth 
century) with our Sinai tabernacle.

Farther east, by contrast, Mesopotamia proper (Assyria and Babylonia) 
shows almost no use at all of such divine tents/tabernacles, at any period. One 
may cite — again, for the late thirteenth century! — only a four-pillared canopy 
set up over a religious symbol in a sanctuary of the goddess Ashuritu in the 
temple built for Ishtar by Tukulti-Ninurta I (ca. 1245-1208) in Ashur.76 And a
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mashkanti or tent canopy was set up over a royal standard (itkhuru) according 
to a harem decree of Ninurta-apil-ekur (ca. 1193-1180) only a little later.77

Returning to Egypt, we find that Tuthmosis III (ca. 1479-1425) built as his 
Festival Hall for Amun at Karnak temple what was a translation into stone of a 
pillared tent.76 Throughout the New Kingdom, but famously illustrated by the 
finds in the tomb of Tutankhamun (ca. 1336-1327), the pharaohs had concentric 
tabernacle-like shrines nested over their coffins, like huge wooden “boxes,” 
gold-plated, dismountable, and fitted together with tenons in sockets like the 
Hebrew tabernacle. Over the second of Tutankhamun's shrines was erected a 
wooden framework carrying a pall of faded linen decorated with gilded bronze 
rosettes, for all the world like a skeletal tabernacle.79

Coming back to the thirteenth century once more (much nearer a Mo
ses), we find the closest analogues for the biblical tabernacle. On the eve of the 
notorious Battle of Qadesh (ca. 1275), Ramesses II had set up there his royal war 
tent within its palisade of shields; this is shown in his temple war scenes of the 
battle. His rectangular tent (like the tabernacle) was divided into two parts, 
with an outer room twice the length of the inner room of the king himself. In 
some representations the inner room has Figures of divine falcons facing each 
other and shadowing the royal name with their wings, much as the cherubim 
did for the cover of the ark in the tabernacle. The outer court with palisade sets 
the king’s tent apart precisely as did the curtained-off court of the tabernacle.80 
Both courts were rectangular, in strong contrast to first-millennium usage, 
when Assyrian camps were regularly round or oval, more economical of space. 
Any Hebrew account of first-millennium date should have had a round, not 
rectangular, court. Egypt’s four army divisions would have camped on the four 
sides of the king’s enclosure, like the four groups of three tribes each on the 
four sides of the tabernacle court Cf. figs. 32C, D.

The multicolored curtains with their embroidered cherubim figures 
would be in no way too elaborate for a thirteenth-century Hebrew tabernacle, 
despite false claims to the contrary. Such techniques were ages old by then, even 
commonplace. Already in the mid-third millennium we see the state ship of 
Sahure boasting a vast sail entirely embroidered with squared-off rosettes and 
stars (fig. 34).81 A New Kingdom tomb has a boat with a checker-patterned red- 
and-white sail.83 The tentlike processional canopy of the god Min under 
Ramesses II and III (1279-1213 and 1184-1153) was of scarlet doth spangled with 
circled stars and cartouches. Within the thirteenth century under Ramesses II, 
in the tomb chapel of fpuy, workmen are shown constructing a “tabernacle” of 
the divinized pharaoh Amenophis X; its doth or leather side curtaining is richly 
decorated far beyond a simple row of cherubim.83 And the sacred embalming 
tent of Anubis (same date) can sport a most elaborately adorned canopy.84 For
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painted leather coverings, one may mention the great quadrangular catafalque 
of the lady Istemkheb B under the “kingship" of Pinudjem I (ca. 1050) in Cairo 
Museum. This was in red/green painted leather, with blue, light yellow, and 
gilding.83

(d) A Tabernacle in the Wilderness

And last, back to northeast Sinai for a “hands-on” excavated tabernacle! When 
the Egyptians finally abandoned the copper-mining site at Timna in or after the 
reign of Ramesses V (ca. 1147-1143), the Midianites moved in, destroyed the lit 
tie Egyptian temple of Hathor, and set up instead their own tabernacle of 
wooden poles and red/yellow woolen curtaining, with a rectangular base of 
stones.8'’ Their shrine probably lasted barely fifty years, until a massive rockfall 
destroyed and largely buried it circa 1100. Its standing stones (masseboth), offer
ing bench, and basin typify Semitic, not Egyptian, religious usage. If the 
Midianites could worship in a multicolored cloth tabernacle in 1130, why not 
the Hebrews'’

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

(e) Size, Transport, Some Furnishings

It has to be emphasized how small the tabernacle was compared with ‘'national” 
shrines elsewhere.87 Its maximum scale of 15 by 45 feet is utterly minuscule 
compared to even the personal temples of (say) Ramesses II or III in Western 
Thebes. These were some 200 by 600 feet, and both the tabernacle and its court 
would have fit inside the forecourt of either temple twice over! Their enclosed 
precincts were about 600 by 1,200 feet in extent! Amlin’s main temple at Karnak 
was up to a quarter mile long, and the main temples of Re and Ptah at 
Heliopolis and Memphis were also very large by this period (though now lost). 
The tabernacle really is tiny.

For transport of the dismantled tabernacle parts, Moses was given six 
wagons (’agalah) and twelve oxen (two per wagon) (Num,7:3-S).88 This is feasi
ble, and is not without parallel soon after this time. In the mid-twelfth century 
Ramesses IV provided precisely such adjunct transport for his massive expedi
tion of over 8,300 people into the deserts of Wadi Hammamat (northeast from 
Thebes) in his Year 3, using “ten wagons Cagalat) with six spans of oxen for 
each wagon.” In another damaged text from Nubia of a Year 3, probably his, 
mention is made of “[... wajgon” and of “2o(?) wagons” before some hostili
ties.89 So the Hammamat occurrence is not isolated.
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On furnishings we may cite the ark of the covenant (Exod. 25:10-22; 37:1
9) and the special silver trumpets of Num. 10:1-10.™ The former was essentially 
a gilded box on four feet, with four rings (two each side) to take two carrying 
poles. The arrangement is identical to that of a famous box from 
Tutankhamun’s tomb with just such rings and poles, and also for ritual use 
(containing four libation vessels). The ark had a gold lid with two cherubim, 
possibly winged sphinxes, such that the box was base and footstool and the 
cherubs a throne for the invisible deity. The concept of an empty sacred throne 
for a present but invisible deity was already current long since in Egypt, in the 
splendid Deir el-Bahri temple of Queen Hatsliepsut (ca. 1470), scenes of festival 
processions repeatedly show a portable but empty “lion throne,” whose invisi
ble or absent occupant is symbolized just by a feather fan. Thus the ark is a typi
cal Late Bronze Age item.

In contrast to the curly ram’s-horn shofar, the silver trumpets (hasoseroth) 
were long tubes with flared mouths. These too were in type and use characteris
tic of New Kingdom Egypt. From Tutankhamun’s tomb (again!) we have two 
such trumpets, one ot silver, one of copper or bronze overlaid with gold. Such 
instruments are commonly shown in scenes, used exactly in the functions de
creed in Num. 10. There the trumpets are to be blown to assemble people, or to 
signal a march to war, or to mark religious festivals. So too in Egypt; soldiers are 
rallied to assemble (for whatever purpose); they are called out to war; or the 
horns are blown to accompany the great religious festivals, usage found under 
both Queen Hatshepsut and Ramesses II. So, again, Egyptian cultural affinities 
appear at this time. Of the Late Bronze Age (not later), as others have pointed 
out, are the tabernacle’s lampstand and various other facets.91

(f) Personnel and Inductions

Two levels of ministrants were appointed for the tabernacle: the Levitical 
priests of the family of Aaron and the main body of Levites as support staff. 
Each group had dearly defined roles. Inside the sanctuary the priests alone 
might serve; outside it the Levites “did the work” of the tabernacle (Num. 18:1-7; 
cf. 3:7-10), This is typical usage elsewhere in the fourteenth and thirteenth cen
turies too, when closely corresponding usage obtained at Hittite temples.92 
Punishments for infringements were likewise analogous in Hatti, Israel, and 
Egypt at this epoch.95

As for inductions, in Exod. 29 and Lev. 8-9 we have notice of the conse
cration rituals (lasting seven days) for inaugurating and appointing both Aaron 
as high priest and his remaining sons as (ordinary) priests. Without any scrap
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of independent evidence, biblicists from of old have relegated these rites to the 
postexiiic period, partly because they knew of no such rites in the Levant any 
earlier. But with entirely new data from thirteenth-century Emar, this is no lon
ger true. We now have elaborate rites (lasting nine days) for the installation of 
high priestesses at Emar, which include anointing the new appointee with oil, 
in fact twice for different aspects of the rites. The use of anointing with oil and 
blood is found now in the zukru festival at Emar, and is not just a quirk in Exo
dus and Leviticus.94 Farther north the Hittite ritual of Ulippi for the induction 
of a deity into a new shrine also shows very strong analogies with the biblical 
rites, and lasted six or seven days;95 so comparison with Emar is not just an iso
lated phenomenon. Compared with the elaborate Syrian and Hittite rituals, 
those of Lev. 8-9, etc., are brief and “primitive”

(g) Rituals and Offerings

The individual Hebrew rituals as set out in the book ot Leviticus (plus parts of 
Exodus and Numbers) are in general simple and relatively brief throughout. So, 
too, are many religious rituals at Ugarit.96 But elsewhere, rituals— even daily 
rites — run to far greater length. One example must suffice here. The regular 
daily offering at the tabernacle is the twice-daily presentation (morning and 
evening) of a lamb with grain and oil as a burnt offering, plus a drink libation, 
in about three “acts.” To anyone versed in the rites of the ancient Near East, this 
is an incredibly sparse and modest performance, of utterly archaic brevity and 
simplicity. Compared with these, the Ugaritic and Emar rituals are large and 
lavish, while in thirteenth-century Egypt the standard daily temple ritual was 
embodied in not less than forty-eight to sixty-two “acts” thrice a day. The He
brew festival calendar barely manages a dozen celebrations, while in Egypt the 
festival calendars (as at Thebes) ran to nearly sixty annual feasts, some of great 
length (such as Opet) and vast opulence.97 It is instructive, too, to compare the 
more lavish festal calendars of Mesopotamia in various places and epochs. In 
short, the whole tabernacle setup is incredibly small and modest, even “primi
tive,” closer in evolutionary terms to the fourth millennium b.c. than to the 
fourth century b.c.9S

Comparative data are illuminating for understanding the Hebrew rites. 
Thus the tenupa is an elevation offering, not a “wave” offering, just as in New 
Kingdom Egypt.99 The concept of transferring evil symbolically to an animal 
(or a human) and expelling the same from one’s land occurs also in Hittite 
rites (fourteenth/thirteenth century) and in later Mesopotamian usage — the 
older parallels are the more exact, not the later ones.100 Graded cost of offer-
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mgs is common to Hittites, Emar, and Hebrews in the Late Bronze Age, and 
blemished offerings are not acceptable to any of these also.10' There can be no 
excuse nowadays for artificially down-dating the Hebrew usages by six or 
seven centuries, for purely nineteenth-century doctrinaire reasons. Again, a 
seven-year cycle such as the Year of Jubilee (Lev. 25) is not just a late theoretical 
construction. From the early second millennium, acts of release occur 
varyingly in misharum or andurarum years; in religious practice we have the 
Zukru festival at Etnar that was celebrated every seven years, with preparatory 
rites in the sixth year.102

(h) Narrative Reports on Building Shrines"

It has been observed that in Exod. 25-31 plus 35-40 (and dedications, etc., in 
Lev. 8-10; Num. 7) we have a broadly balanced account. Deity commands the 
work to Moses, who passes the command on; people and material are mus
tered, the work is done (largely in terms of the command), inspected, and com
pleted, followed by dedication and rejoicing. Well over a century ago 
Wellhauseu and others rejected this presentation in favor of their own theory: 
namely, that a full-length command was originally followed only by a summary 
note of its fulfillment, and all else that we read now is material added at later 
time(s).

However, much more recent investigation has shown this “modern" con
cept to be wrong, and the existing format of Exod. 25-40, etc., to be original, 
i.e., true to ancient usage in the third and second millennia in particular. 
Within the Old Testament the accounts of building both the tabernacle and 
Solomon’s temple show the same basic set of features: divine command, trans
mission of that command, preparations to build, then the work (with descrip
tions of structures, etc.), dedication/inauguration, blessing/rejoicing, and de
ity’s response. Not only so, but this schema and format is well attested in other 
ancient Near Eastern building texts. The examples closest to the tabernacle ac
count come from Cudea of Lagash (later third millennium) and Samsu-iluna 
of Babylon (ca. 1700), plus reflexes in the Baal myth at Ugarit (texts, thirteenth 
century; but origins older). Less so are such narrations by Tiglath-piieser I of 
Assyria (ca. 1100) and later Mesopotamian rulers, that are closer to Solomon’s 
temple-building account. What is more, such accounts always give in full the 
building work and description of the shrine concerned, even if they abbreviate 
the original command. This contradicts absolutely the old theory that sought 
to argue the opposite, without any knowledge of the touchstone of external, 
firsthand records and facts. Thus the old nineteenth-century dogmas must be
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abandoned in the face of those facts. There is no reason whatsoever to deny that 
the tabernacle and temple building accounts run true to form, and would nor
mally be considered as records of actual work done.

Thus, for the Sinai tabernacle, in retrospect, we possess a considerable — 
and growing — amount of valuable comparative data (much of it very old, and 
much, contemporary; far less, of later date) that favor the hypothesis that a 
small but well-decorated dismountable tent shrine (based on usages of its time) 
accompanied the Hebrews from Sinai to Canaan, its rituals being of appropri
ate modesty in extent and format.

(ii) Covenant, Law, and Treaty 

(a) The Data

We now return to the central concern at Sinai: the covenant said to have been 
established there, as “constitution” for the polity of “earliest Israel,” with their 
deity as sovereign leader, and such human subordinates as a Moses or a Joshua 
as intermediaries. We do not possess an official copy or formal text of the actual 
covenant itself, but only presentations of the enactment of that covenant (with 
considerable sections of its contents) at Sinai (in Exodus-Leviticus), and of the 
enactment of renewals of it both in the plains of Moab forty years later (exten
sively in Deuteronomy) and in Canaan soon afterward (Josh. 8, mention only; 
and 24, summary).

This distinction is of very great importance, because external evidence on 
treaties and covenants shows that (e.g.) the order of enactment does not always 
correspond to the final order of items in formal written copies of such a docu
ment. Nevertheless, the congruity of contents and the main order amply suf
fices to establish with utmost clarity what close correspondences and what con
trasting differences actually exist between our biblical and external material.

Already on pp. 242-44 above, the barest contents of the three presenta
tions of the Sinai covenant and its renewals were outlined, in the context of our 
existing biblical books. Now we have to move a step further back, and detach 
the covenant presentations from their present “final” context. Then we can 
view them independently of the final context, in their own right, first together 
synoptically, and then with external examples of treaties, law collections, and 
covenants. Today we can establish an outline history of treaty, law, and cove
nant through some two thousand years, from circa 2500 down to circa 650, in 
six distinct phases, using between eighty and ninety documents. That history 
provides an objective and fixed frame of reference against which we can set the
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biblical examples, in dating them and evaluating their part in that overall his
tory. But first we must tabulate the three preserved biblical versions of the Sinai 
covenant, before turning to the other data. The formal numbers and headings 
are standardized, in line with the rest of the data.

Table li. The Sinai Covenant and Its Renewals

Exod us-Leviticus Deuteronomy loshua 24

1. Title/Preamble..  Exod. 20:1. 
Now God spoke all these 
words,, saying: . . .

1. Title/Preamble. Deut. 1:1-5. 
These are the words Moses 
spoke . . .  (5 verses) ,  say 
ing: .. .

1. Title/Preamble. Josh. 24:2. 
Thus says YHWH, the God 
of Israel: .. .

1 .  Historical Prologue. 20:2. 1  
am YHWH your God who 
brought you out of Egypt. ..
(1 verse)

2. Historical Prologue. 1:6
3:29. YIIWH our God spoke 
to us, saying: (history, Sinai 
to Moab; 40 + 37 + 29 verses)

2. Historical Prologue. 24:2b- 
13. Forefathers, Terah, Abra 
ham, etc., down to leaving 
Egypt for a new land (12 
verses)

3. Stipulations, a. Basic 10 
“Words,” 20:317. bi. Detail: 
20:22-26; 21-23, 25-31 (Lev., 
see after 5)

3. Stipulations. Intro.: 4 .  
a. Basic: 5. b. Detail: 6—11, 
12-26

3. Stipulations. (Essence 
only): 24:14-15, plus response

.-[a. Depositing Text. 25:6 book 
by ark (and cf. Deut. 10:7-8)

4a. Depositing Text. 31:9, 24
26. Book by ark

ia. Depositing Text. 24:26 — 
in book

4b. Reading out. (Cf. Exod.
247)

4b. Reading out. 31:9-13. Read 
out to people every seven yrs

4b. Reading out —

5. Witness. 24:4 (12 stdaO 5. Witness. 31:26 — book; 
31:19-22, song (in 32)

5. Witness. 14:22 (people) 27 
(stela)

(3. Stipulations, contd.) bi. 
Detail (contd.) Lev. 11-20; 27

6b. Blessings. Obedience 
Lev. 26:3 13 (short) If you fol 
low My word, I send ... 
peace (etc.)

6b. Blessings. Obedience 
28:1 14 (short) If you obey, 
you will be blessed . . .

6b. Blessings. Obedience 
(implied in 24:20c, “after He 
has done you good”)

6c. Curses. — Disobedience 
Lev. 26:14-43 (27 verses)

6c. Curses. — Disobedience 
28:15-68 (53 verses)

6c. Curses. — Disobedience 
24:19-20

Additional features can include 7. Oaths (cf. Deut. 29:12-15), and 8. Cere
monies (Exod 24:1-11; Deut. 27, fulfilled in Josh. 8:30-35).

The history of the sequence of treaty/law/covenant through at least two 
thousand years in its six phases must now be tabulated in a similar way. Phases 
I, III-VT (treaties) form a chronologically continuous series, while phase II (law
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collections) overlaps from 1 into III. Phases I and VI show valiants in East 
(Mesopotamia) and West (Syria/PaJestme). This may be set out as fbllows.

Table 22. Treaty, Law, Covenant, 2500-650 b.c.104

Phase Date Details

I: Archaic; 
Treaties

3rd mill,
ca. 2500-2300

A, EAST: Eannatum/Umma; Naram-Sin/Elam
B. WEST: Ebla and AbarsaJ (others at Ebla?)

II; Early: 
Law “codes*

3rd/early 2nd mill, 
ca. 2100 1700

Late 3rd: Ur-Nammu of Third Dyn. of Ur 
Early 2nd: Lipit Ishtar; Hammurabi of Babylon

III: Earl}': 
Treaties

Larlv 2nd mill, 
ca. 1800 1700

Several Mari and Tell Leilan treaties (not all publ.)
2 Old Babylonian treaties; (Hebr, patriarchs, see chap. 7)

IV: Intermediate: 
Treaties

Mid. 2nd mill, 
ca. 1600 1400

2 North Syrian (Alalakh )
4 Hittite (Anatolia; Cilicia)

V: Middle:
Treaties
(and Covenant)

Late 2nd mill, 
ca. 1400-1200

31 + x Hittite treaties, Anatolia, Syria, Egypt, inch 
bilinguals (Hitt, with Akkadian, Ugarilic, Egyptian)

VI: Late: 
Treaties

Early 1st mill, 
ca. 900-650

A. EAST: 10 Mesopotamian treaties (and Oath doets)
B. WEST: 3 Sefire Aramaic treaties

It is vitally important to understand that the documents of each phase are 
sharply different in format and full content from those in the phases before and 
after them. There is no ambiguity. Only 11 has traits that reappear in V. Thus 
this sequence presents us with a very clear and precise framework for dating 
further examples such as newly excavated and published finds, and also the Si
nai covenant.

It is not practicable to give here all these eighty or n inety documents at frill 
length and with detailed analyses of each and of the full history of the genre. 
That task must be pursued elsewhere. But at least outlines of the key types can be 
presented. For color diagrams of ten specimens, see Kitchen, BAR 21, no. 2 
(1995): 54‘55- Here we will simply use a limited number of labeled linear tables to 
illustrate the two-thousand-years’ worth of changes that took place.

In phase I (see table 23, on p. 286) the eastern branch (Mesopotamia and 
Elam) followed the archaic Sumerian way of doing things, with lots of repeti
tion. Instead of putting the first oath just once before all the stipulations, and 
the other oaths and curse just once after all the stipulations, their way was to re
peat the whole apparatus of oaths and curse each time with every individual 
“law” or stipulation in turn. But in the western branch (north Syria), the local 
Semitic rulers would have none of this archaic, time- and space-consuming
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Table 23. Treaty, Law, Covenant, Phase J (Third Millennium)

Ensf: Eannatum East: Naram-Sin West: Ebla

2. Prologue, historical 5. Witnesses 2. Prologue, geographical

7. i$t Oath,
+ 3. stipulation,
6c, curse, + 7, oaths

7. Oath, +
3,, stipulation

6c. Curses, initial

3. Stipulations
7. Oath, +
3., stipulation7., 3., 6c, 7, ditto 6c. Curses, Pinal

7-i 3-, 6c, 7, ditto 7. Oath, +
3*, stipulation

7; 3-, 6c, 7, ditto
7. Oath, +
3., stipulation7., 3., 6c, 7, ditto

7., 3., 6c, 7, ditto 7, Oath, +
3., stipulation

7. Oath, +
3*, stipulation

7. Oath,
+ 4a Deposit, 
4 - 6b Blessing

procedure, so they bracketed the entire body of stipulations as one whole be
tween the initial and final curses — once each, the lot.

From about 2100 down to 1750/1700, in round figures, we have two paral
lel sets of documents: law collections and treaties/covenants. The law “codes” 
here appear as phase II, the treaties as phase III (see tables 24 and 25, on p. 287).

The three documents of phase II (through at least three centuries) show 
remarkable consistency in their arrangement and content. (The laws of 
Eshnunna are not included here, simply because they [so Far] exist only in the 
nuclear form of a set of laws without any setting.) We now similarly set out 
phases III and IV, for the treaties of the middle and late second millennium.

Both of these phases differ greatly from what precedes (and massively 
from what now follows!). They also differ between themselves; no title in III, 
but a title in IV; matched witnesses and oath in 1H, but the oath is separate from 
the witnesses in IV. We now look at phases V, V], and Sinai (see table 26, on 
p. 288).

The basic correspondence between Sinai and the Hittite corpus (reaching 
into Egypt!) is clear beyond all doubt; the order and magnitude of blessing
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Table 24. Treaty, Law, Covenant, Phase II (ca. 2100-1700)

Ur-Namniu Lipit-lshtur Hammurabi

[1. Preamble]
(lost)

i. Preamble i. Preamble

2. Prologue; 
Theological 
Historical 
Ethical

2. Prologue:
Theological

2, Prologue: 
Theological

3. Laws 3. Laws 3. Laws

[9. Epilogue 
fib. Blessings 
Sc. Curses, all lost?)

9. Epilogue 9. Epilogue

6b. Blessings 
6c. Curses

6b. Blessings 
6c. Curses

Table 25. Treaty, Law, Covenant, Phases III-IV (1800-1700-1400)

Phase III Phase IV

Mari/Leiltin North Syria Hit tiles

5, Witness 7. Oaths 1. Title 1. Title 

5. Witnesses

3. Stipulations 3. Stipulations 3. Stipulations

6c. Curses 6c. Curses
7. Oath 

6c. Curses

(short) and curses (long) in Sinai goes back to the earlier law-“code” tradition 
of phase II. Other very minor variations not in this table occur also inside the 
Hittite corpus itself, and are directly comparable with the Sinai data.

The other massively striking result of juxtaposing phases V, VI, and Sinai is 
the glaring contrast between Hittite phase V plus Sinai on the one hand and both 
variants of the later phase VI on the other. In VI there is no historical prologue, no 
blessings to match with curses, no deposition, no reading arrangements. But all 
these are common to phase V and Sinai, and (but for very early and law pro
logues) not to any other phase at all! Sinai and its two renewals — especially the 
version in Deuteronomy— belong squarely within phase V, within 1400-1200,
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Table 16. Treaty, Law, Covenant, Phases V-VI (1400-1100; 900-650)

Phase V Sinai Covt. Phase VI: W Phase VI E

Hittite Corpus Exod i is-Levi ticus» 
Deuteronomy, 
Joshua 24

Sefire Assyria

1. Title 1. Title 1. Title 1. Title

2. Hist Prologue 2. Hist. Prologue 5. Witnesses 5. Witnesses

3. Stipulations 3. Stipulations 6c. Curses 3, Stipulations

4. Dep/Reading 4, Dep/Reading 3. Stipulations 6 c. Curses

5. Witnesses 5. Witnesses

6c. Curses 6b. Blessings

6b. Blessings 6c. Curses

and at no other date. The impartial and very extensive evidence (thirty Hittite- 
inspired documents and versions!) sets this matter beyond any further dispute. It 
is not iny creation, it is inherent in the mass of original documents themselves, and 
so cannot be gainsaid, if the brute facts are to be respected.

As may be noticed concerning table 21 for the three Sinai recensions 
(p. 284), the stipulations in the Exodus-Leviticus version are divided, some be
fore the tabernacle building and commissioning (in Exodus), some after it (in 
Leviticus), and even an addendum right at the end (Lev. 27). This is not unto
ward. In the Hittite corpus, the treaty between Tudkhalia iV and Ulmi-Tesup 
intercalates the deposition (4a) between two iots of stipulations (3), and then 
inserts further stipulations after curses and blessings and a sanctions section — 
and then adds more witnesses at the end! For the last feature, compare the wit
nesses of Deut. 31:19-22, 26 (+ chap. 32) placed after all the blessings and curses, 
similarly. In dealing with peoples (as opposed to kingdoms), as was Israel, the 
Hittites varied the order modestly in some measure: the witnesses occur near 
the beginning in the Hayasa and Kaska (no. 138) treaties of SnppOuliuma I, be
ing followed in Hayasa’s case by a second lot each of stipulations and blessings/ 
curses! In another of his Kaska treaties (no. 139), the “final” curse/blessings are 
followed by oaths sandwiching additional stipulations. Thus the minor varia
tions of order in the Sinai covenant and renewals are of no consequence; the 
main order and overall content is what is really significant. By contrast, the later
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phase VI treaties have two consistently different orders of format, and one bi
zarre Assyrian treaty (of Assur-nirari V and Matiel) goes back to distant 
Sumerian precedent by putting curses after each of six groups of stipulations!

Sinai is neither just law nor properly a treaty. It represents a confluence of 
these two, producing a further facet in group relationships, namely, social- 
political-religious covenant. Law, treaty, and covenant in this context are three 
parts of a triptych. Law regulates relations between members of a group within 
the group. Treaty regulates relations between the members of two groups polit
ically distinct (or, with vassals, originally so). Covenant in our context regulates 
relations between a group a nd its ruling deity. It is thus “religious” in serving its 
deity through worship; social in that the mandatory content of the covenant is 
rules for practical living (law); and political in that the deity has the role of ex
clusive sovereign over the group. The confluence shows up in three details in 
particular. First, the overall framework format and main range of contents is 
drawn from the treaty format of the fourteenth/thirteenth centuries; second, 
the law content of the stipulations derives from law, not treaty, and the Sinai 
covenant’s use of short blessings plus longer curses (not the roughly equal 
curses and blessings of the Hiftjtes) goes back to the older law collections’ us
age; third, use of interim epilogues before these final sanctions likewise goes 
back to the alder law collections, not treaty.

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

(b) The Consequences of the Data

These results — from the data themselves, let it be stressed! — have drastic im - 
plications which all of us must be prepared to face. (1) There can be no further 
squirming and wriggling away from the facts; old subterfuges must be dis
carded. (2) The occurrence of such a characteristic format in the Sinai covenant 
has direct implications for its literary origins. (3) The whole question of 
“Deuteronomic*ideas and writings in early Israel (and their history) must be 
reviewed in the light of these facts. (4) The Sinai documents have an indubita
ble fourteenth/thirteenth century format, but the “standard"biblical Hebrew in 
which they are written as preserved to us did not exist then; how does this work 
out in practice? We will now review these matters as concisely as possible, (5) to 
attain to a sensible and orderly end result.

(l) No Way Out from the Facts

The whole matter of treaty and covenant goes back most of half a century to a 
pair of seminal articles by G. E. Mendenhall published in the Biblical Archaeol
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ogist in 1954. There he pointed out the clear congruences between the format 
of the Hittite corpus of treaties and part of Exodus plus Josh. 24, suggesting 
that the Sinai covenant might well have had thirteenth-century roots. His pre
sentation was very incomplete; no heed was paid to the overall data of Exodus- 
Leviticus, or to Deuteronomy at all. However, his papers (reissued as a book
let) did set in motion a wave of further studies in the field of covenant and its 
Near Eastern background and on terminology, etc.105 As usual, some valuable 
work was published, some indifferent, and some that went beyond probability. 
However, this whole development was not acceptable to the “old guard" in 
biblical studies, for whom a nineteenth-century belief in a late “law” (sixth/ 
fifth centuries), after the prophets, and 621 as the definitive date of Deuteron
omy were absolute dogmas to be fanatically defended, even at the cost of facts 
to their contrary.

Thus we find McCarthy in 1963,1973, and 1978 trying to escape from the 
implications of the dear correlations between The treaties and the Sinai cove
nant, but on false premises, such as the error of claiming that some Hittite trea
ties lacked historical prologues (untrue for proper copies, including Vlursil II/ 
Niqmepa), and that a historical prologue occurs in a Neo-Assyrian treaty of the 
seventh century (again untrue; see below).10® Likewise Weinfeld in 1972, on 
Deuteronomy, made the sweeping claim that “this traditional formulation [i.e., 
of treaties] remained substantially unchanged from the time of the Hittite Em
pire down through the neo-Assyrian period. There is no justification, then, for 
regarding the formulation of the Hittite treaties as being unique, nor is there 
any basis for the supposition that only Hittite treaties served as the model and 
archetype of the Biblical covenant.”’07 On the total evidence of all the eighty to 
ninety documents known or available, and summarized above (cf. tables 21-26 
above for the bare bones), his statement is wholly false to the facts. At a later 
date, in all fairness to him, Weinfeld found himself constrained to admit that 
there were dear distinctions between the late-second-mOlermium treaties and 
the first-millennium group.108 The “formulation of the Hittite treaties” is 
unique to the period between 1400 and 1200 (more exactly, ca. 1380-1180), pre
cisely because the body of known documents from before 1400 is radically dif
ferent in format — and so is the more limited group of documents from circa 
900-650. And factually, that is the end of the matter.

The claim that the treaty of Assurbanipal with the Arabs of Qedar (mid
seventh century) had a historical prologue is occasionally made, but is false.109 
The opening lines of the treaty are lost (five lines or more), which included the 
title line and the beginning of the citation of “the gods of Assyria and Qedar” as 
witnesses, the normal second feature of Neo-Assyrian treaties (where pre
served). After these two elements (title, witnesses), we then have the largely
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negative stipulations and final curses where the end of the text is broken off. At 
the beginning of the Assyrian king’s stipuiative commands, he simply remarks 
that because of Yauta’s ill doings and his own favor to the Qedarites, they must 
not in future do this and that, but should oppose and kill Yauta out ofloyalty to 
their Assyrian suzerain. Nothing more! This is not a "prologue”; on position 
alone, it would be a “middle-logue”— which species does not exist! The king 
simply says why he enjoins them to oppose and slay Yauta. It is an isolated rea
son in the middle of the text, and not a full historical narrative at the text’s be
ginning, directly following the title. Therefore this fig leaf that biblicists have 
invoked to "prove” continuity of initial historical prologues into the first mil
lennium H.c. is nonexistent, and our emperors have no clothes on this point. 
The stark fact remains, that out of eighty or more documents, all known pro
logues (historical and otherwise) precede the twelfth century, and none is at
tested in the first millennium. The more recent claim (Parpola) that the 
Esarhaddon treaties with the Medes had a brief historical prologue is also mis
taken; no such entity appears in any of these first-millennium texts.110 In any 
case, it is not just prologues that are at stake; there is also the nonuse of blessings 
balancing curses for obedience/disobedience to such documents, and of in
junctions on depositing and reading out of such documents. Biblicists must 
stop evading the clear mass of evidence, and face up to the facts as they are.

Another false argument for refusing to accept that Deuteronomy might 
have had origins in the Late Bronze Age is that its series of curses derives from 
those of the Neo-Assyrian treaties of the seventh century, as enunciated by 
Frankena.111 This too is misleading, and far too simplistic. Curses have a long 
history in the Near East, as table 27 on the following pages demonstrates. Be
cause there are obvious correspondences between seven curses in Esarhaddon’s 
treaties with the Medes in 672 and some seven curses (in six verses and two 
miniparagraphs) in Dent. 28 (often dated to about 621), biblical scholars 
quickly jumped to the conclusion that the author(s) of Deut. 28 had taken the 
matter, and even the sequence, of these verses (23-30,33, 53-57) directly from the 
phraseology and repertoire of the seventh-century Assyrian treaties.

However, the situation is not that simple. The tradition of formal curses in 
the ancient Near East went back almost two thousand years before the seventh 
century and reached all quarters of that world. Given tire ever-growing presence 
and influence of Arameans in Assyria (and Mesopotamia generally) from the 
ninth/eighth centuries, some would see the reverse process here: namely, that the 
curses in common between Deuteronomy and Esarhaddon’s Median treaties 
had in fact been borrowed from earlier West Semitic tradition — which is per
fectly possible. Thus the whole fragile thesis of Deuteronomy’s supposed depen
dence on seventh-century Assyrian usage would simply evaporate.
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Table 27. Deuteronomy 28 Curses and Other Sources112

Detit. 28, 
No. & verses:

Early 2nd 
mill*

Late 2nd 
mill.

Early 1st: 
Sifr£

Assyria,
pre-700

Assyria, 
after 700

1.16-19: city, land, 
offspring, crops, 
animals

MARI 3,6of 9 
ZL-Esh, i44f

GB, 29, 43, nos. 
3,6A

1, 27/28 crops

2. 20: confusion, 
ruin

HE, rv 26:60 R. II, 6c I, 26. SAA 11, 4/5; 12 
(SA V; AN VJ

3. 2t-223: fever, dis
ease, wasting

HB, rv 28; 50
68

SAA II, 5 (SA 
V)

4. 22b: hea t, 
drought, mildew

MARI 3, 6of 9 
(river dried up)

I, 28/29 SAA II, 5,10 
(SA V; AN V)

5. 23; sky, bronze; 
ground, iron

VTE, 515fe.

6. 24: rain to dust HB, rv 27:68 
MARI 3, 6cf 9

7- 25: defeat by foeHB, rv 27:90

8. 26: corpses to 
birds and beasts

VTE, *15-417

9. 27: boils, sores 
(leprosy)

HB, rv 27:60-63 
“gt punish
ment

Kudurrus; AN 
V SAA II, 11

VTE, 419“4*05 
SAA 11,72

10. 28-293: blind, 
mental confusion

HB, rv 26:70; 
HB, rv 27:22

VTE, 422-424 
SAA IL67

it* 29b: robbed MARI 3, 6i, 9

12. 30a: wile gone; 
30b: house gone; 
30c: vines gone

GB, 107, no. 
18R

VTE, 428-429

13. 31: livestock 
gone

GB, 107, no. 
18B

14. 32: family to 
sla\'es/siain

cf. GB, 107, no. 
iSB

t>- 33’ foreigners 
take produce

VTE, 430b; 
SAA 11, 27

16. 34: madness

17, 33: boils from 
foot to head

SAA 11, 27

18. 36-37: exile and 
idolatry

HB, rv 26:78, 
HB, rv 28:19-22

SAA II, 4 SAA 11, 27
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19. 3-8-41: harvest 
gone; exile

HE rv 26:68* 78 
& 28:19-22

1, 27-1$,

io. 42: locusts K 27 SAA II* [13]

11. 43-44: alien 
bosses

12. 45-48: serve 
foes* in distress

23. 49-52: foes take 
all

24- 53-57: cannibal
ism

VTE, 448 450

25.58-63: all ills 
(plagues)

SAA IX, 13

But the facts of the case may be broader still. Namely, that both Deuter
onomy (at whatever date) and Esarhaddon’s scribes both drew on a long
standing common pool of curse formulae and topics (including common se
quences) that could be adapted to the needs of the moment.115 Table 27 illus
trates the position in compact form. Of forty-eight verses covering twenty-five 
curses (or curse paragraphs) in Deut. 28, only seven connect with the 
Esarhaddon treaties (VTE) — which is very tew! Also, the order is not identical 
in the two cases. Deut. 28:23 goes with VTE lines 528/531, which is nearly eighty 
lines after the block of lines (419-50) that runs parallel with 28:26-30,33, 53-57! 
As these references show, (i) the Deut. 28 parallel is discontinuous (w. 31-32 and 
34-52 do not have links with VTE), (ii) the parallel even shows varying order of 
items in a pair of cases: verse 26 (and 25?) would have to come between verses 
29/30 to keep the same topic sequence as VTE. But that would interfere with the 
sequence of topics as expressed, (iii) Correlation of only seven ill-organized 
items out of seventy-five curses/curse paragraphs (in two separated sections of 
twenty-six and forty-nine curses) in the Assyrian text and the forty-eight 
verses/twenty-five curses/curse paragraphs of Deut. 28 is not a very impressive 
linkup. It is even less so if we compare other correlations in our table 27. There 
we have ten links with Hammurabi and five with Mari/ZL, namely, fifteen links 
between Deut. 28 and the early second millennium — more than twice as many 
as with VTE! In the late second millennium we have six correlations, almost as 
many as with VTE; so at twenty-one items, thrice as many links in the whole 
second millennium as with seventh-century VTE. Outside of the Median trea
ties of VTE, there are other comparisons with first-millennium documents. In 
the eighth century we have six links with the Aramaic Stela I from Sefirt; and 
eight linkups with treaties of the kings Shamshi-Adad V and Assur-nirari V of
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the ninth and eighth centuries, plus two with two kudurrus (Babylonian 
boundary stones of the eleventh and tenth centuries respectively) — sixteen all 
told, more than twice the VTE links. Finally, in the seventh century we do have 
six links other than with the Median treaties, almost as many as with them. In 
final total, from the eighteenth to the seventh centuries, we have forty-three 
correlations with Detit. 28, by contrast with the partly disordered seven of VTE, 
Thus a direct link between Assyrian treaty expressions of the seventh century 
and Deut. 28 is a theoretical possibility {7 + 6 = 13 correlations), but pales into 
almost insignificance alongside the forty correlations with earlier periods 
(thirty before 1200). Thus it is conceivable that an older version of Deuteron
omy was updated in about 622, at least by half a dozen extra curses from a foe 
from whom (under Josiah!) the Judeans were actually trying to free themselves; 
a curious contradiction between possible literary reformers and the political 
situation under which they labored! It is easier simply to attribute both the 
Deuteronomy verses and curses and the VTE examples to origins in the broad 
pool of traditional curse topics and formulae that had long existed and grown 
up through many centuries, of which we now see only glimpses.

Finally, some symptomatic details. Deuteronomy shares intimate distinc
tions with the late-second-millennium documents not found in the first- 
millennium series, such as the use of the terms for “bond” only before the oath 
element of blessings and curses, and then the joint expression of bond and oath 
alter that feature (so in Deut. 29:12,14, English text; Heb. is 29:11,13); this couLd 
not be reinvented six hundred years later without its cultural context.114

The term segulla, “especial treasure,” in Deuteronomy (e,g., 7:6; 14:2; 26:18) 
is not some special, late term coined by seventh-century “Dcuteronomists,” but 
is common coin throughout the Semitic world from the early second millen
nium onward. Old Babylonian examples (Akkad, sikiltu) occur in the laws of 
Hammurabi and at Aialakh (eighteenth century), and at Nuzi in the fifteenth 
century. It recurs (as sglt) at Ugarit in the thirteenth century, and occasionally 
thereafter. These usages are old, not late, and do not depend on strictly Hebraic 
“Deuteronomism” be it real or illusory.115

Such phrases as to “guard the covenant/bond” (Deut. 33:9 in the archaic 
“Song of Moses”) are by no means late/post- D euteroftomic, as this one in par
ticular has its direct equivalent in Akkadian mamitu/ade or riksa nas(f)aru, 
“guard the oath or treaty,” familiar from documents from the second millen
nium onward. And other such idioms might be cited.116
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(2) How Could Brickfield Slaves Produce 
International-Format Documents?

The particular and special form of covenant evidenced by Exodus-Leviticus 
and in Deuteronomy (and mirrored in josh. 24) could not possibly have been 
reinvented even in the fourteenth/thirteenth centuries by a runaway rabble of 
brick-making slaves under some uncouth leader no more educated than them
selves. The formal agreeing, formatting, and issuing of treaty documents be
longs to governments and (in antiquity) to royal courts. Private citizens had no 
part in, and no firsthand knowledge of, such arcane, diplomatic procedures. 
Their only role was to hear the content of a treaty (if they were vassals of a 
suzerain-overlord), and obey it through their own ruler. So also today, treaties 
are agreed to by heads of state, and implemented by them; and any bills are 
picked up by the long-suffering taxpayers with never a sight of the original in
terstate document responsible for the cost.

So, how come documents such as Exodus-Leviticus and Deuteronomy 
just happen to embody very closely the framework and order and much of the 
nature of the contents of such treaties and law collections established by kings 
and their scribal staffs at court in their respective capital cities in the late second 
millennium? This is socially and conceptually a million miles away from serfs 
struggling to build thirteenth-century Pi-Ramesse (and Pithom) in the sweaty, 
earthy brickfields of Exod. 1:11-14 and 5:6-20! No Hebrew there could know of 
or would care about, such high-level diplomatic abstractions.

Even a runaway rabble inevitably needs a leader. To exploit such concepts 
and formats for his people’s use at that time, the Hebrews’ leader would neces
sarily WaA to have been in aposition to know of such documents at first hand — 
either because he knew people who shared such information with him or be
cause he was himself involved with such docu ments. There is no other option.

In short, to explain what exists in our Hebrew documents we need a He
brew leader who had had experience of life at the Egyptian court, mainly in the 
East Delta (hence at Pi-Ramesse), including knowledge of treaty-type docu
ments and their format, as well as of traditional Semitic legal/sociai usage more 
familiar to his own folk. In other words, somebody distressingly like that old 
“hero” of biblical tradition, Moses, is badly needed at this point, to make any 
sense ofthe situation as we have it. Or somebody in his position of the same or 
another name. On the basis of the series of features in Exodus to Deuteronomy 
that belong to the late second millennium and not later, there is, again, no other 
viable option.

The essence of the account of Moses is that: (i) he was adopted into the 
Egyptian harem (and so, into the royal court) in the East Delta, being found by
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a princess; (ii) grown to adulthood, at the Egyptian court but still a Semite, a 
Hebrew by conviction, his murder ot’an Egyptian exiled him to Midtan until a 
new king reigned, (iii) He was then recalled to Egypt by his deity YHWH, con
tended with the new king, and led his people group (clans called collectively Is
rael) out of Egypt to the seclusion of Sinai; (iv) there, using his upbringing, he 
mediated (iva) a covenant in then-contemporary terms, in (ivb) long-standing, 
traditional Semitic (and older) legal usage, and (v) had made a wooden-framed 
tent shrine using well-tried Egyptian technology (used for a thousand years al
ready) in an ancient and widespread Semitic tradition (tabernacles, Mari, 
LJgarit, Midian; Egypt’s royal/divine war tent, etc.).117

For (iii), (iva), and (v), we have already given cultural/historical context. It 
may be useful now, therefore, to investigate what data (if any) may serve as 
touchstones in evaluating (i), (ii), and (ivb). If there is nothing that bears out the 
various situations of a iMoses — fine! We can ditch him in favor of some alterna
tive path. But if he fits the bill, then it will be wise to adjust accordingly. This is 
not a matter for rival biblicist camps and their rival theological drives, but for 
quietly checking out how things actually were in the late second millennium.

Under (i) we have first the birth account of Moses (Exod. 2:1-9)- Here, be
cause of the reported ban on male Hebrew babies, his mother hid the infant in a 
caulked basket in the Nile rushes, where a daughter of the king found him, pit
ied him, and adopted him. His mother managed to become his nurse into early 
childhood. Many times over, of course, this has been compared to an analogous 
story about the future Sargon of Akkad, of great renown. He too was left in a 
caulked basket on a river, found by a stranger, who brought him up; and later he 
became a mighty king.'lB People have usually dismissed both tales as legendary, 
and therefore sometimes Moses likewise. But the latter does not follow; legend
ary infancy or not, Sargon of Akkad was a real king, and inscriptions are known 
from his reign both in the originals and in Old Babylonian copies. So a “birth 
legend” (even of a popular kind) does not automatically confer mythical status. 
Even today, many an infant is abandoned by its despairing mother (mentions in 
the media are all too frequent), and in antiquity it was no less so in tragic real
ity. Hence Moses’ historicity cannot be judged on this feature; and the story 
could in fact be true, but not provable.

His name is widely held to be Egyptian, and its form is too often misinter
preted by biblical scholars. It is frequently equated with the Egyptian word ms 
(Mose) meaning “child,” and stated to be an abbreviation of a name com
pounded with that of a deity whose name has been omitted. And indeed, we 
have many Egyptians called Amen-mose, Ptah-mose, Ra-mose, Hor-mose, and 
so on. But this explanation is wrong. We also have very many Egyptians who 
were actually called just “Mose,” without omission of any particular deity. Most
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famous because of his family’s long lawsuit is the middle-class scribe Mose (of 
the temple of Ptah at Memphis), under Ramesses II; but he had many homo
nyms. So, the omission-of-deity explanation is to be dismissed as wrong.

There is worse. The name of Moses is most likely not Egyptian in the first 
place! The sibilants do not match as they should, and this cannot be explained 
away. Overwhelmingly, Egyptian s appears as s (samekh) in Hebrew and West 
Semitic, while Hebrew and West Semitic s (samekh) appears as tj in Egyptian. 
Conversely, Egyptian sh = Hebrew sh, and vice versa. It is better to admit that 
the child was named (Exod. 2:tob) by his own mother, in a form originally vo
calized Mashu, “one drawn out” (which became Moshe, “he who draws out," 
i.e., his people from slavery, when he led them forth). In fourteenth/thirteenth- 
century Egypt, “Mose” was actually pronounced Masu, and so it is perfectly 
possible that a young Hebrew Mashu was nicknamed Masu by his Egyptian 
companions; but this is a verbal pun, not a borrowing either way.m

What about upbringing (item ii)? Exod. 2:10 notes the full adoption of the 
boy by his princess patron; that implies his becoming a member of the ruling 
body of courtiers, officials, and attendants that served the pharaoh as his gov
ernment leaders under the viziers, treasury chiefs, etc. Such a youth would need 
to be fully fluent in Egyptian (not just his own West Semitic tongue); so he 
would be subjected to the Egyptian educational system, learning the hieratic 
and hieroglyphic scripts. This is typical enough during the New Kingdom, es
pecially in the Nineteenth (Ramesside) Dynasty of the thirteenth century. One 
may cite a papyrus from the Fayum Harim (under Sethos II, grandson of 
Ramesses 11), in which a leading lady writes to the king: “Useful is my Lord’s ac
tion in sending me people to be taught and trained to perform this important 
task.. .. For those here are grown-up children, people like those my Lord sent, 
able to act, able to receive my training. They are foreigners like those brought to 
us under Ramesses il your good [forejfather, and they would say, ‘We were 
quite a number in the households of the notables,’ and could be trained to do 
all they were told to do.”120

In the Fayum, these youths may have been set to weaving rather than 
school; but the attitude expressed applies across the board ■ — and its outcome is 
the considerable number of foreigners (especially Semites and Humans) who 
served at court and beyond. These included the personal cupbearers of Pha
raoh (who became his right-hand men, in conducting royal enterprises like 
temple building, stone quarrying, gem mining, etc.), directors and scribes of 
the harem, royal seal bearer, court herald, high steward of the chief royal me
morial temples, generals, and so on.121 A Moses would be simply one among 
many. Both Sethos i and Ramesses II signed treaties with the Hittite kings; the 
surviving one of Ramesses II shows the format so familiar in the whole
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“Hittite” corpus. What is more, the documents in that case were not just sent to 
Egypt by the Hittites tor Egypt’s approval. The scribes at both courts produced 
drafts to be exchanged for mutual approval or amendment before the final doc
ument was settled.122 So anyone in Egypt’s “foreign office” would be able to 
learn of such documents in this epoch. Including a Moses, if there was one, and 
at court and (as a foreigner, with foreign language potential) quite likely to be 
in the "foreign” department. This last suggestion has to be just that, but it does 
explain how a Hebrew leader might later come to use this convenient and ap
propriate framework for the Sinai covenant.

And the stipulations, law, not treaty, stipulations (ivb)? Here we have the 
other side of the coin. The “legal” content of Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and 
Deuteronomy has little in common with the social system of Egypt — but a 
great deal in common with the iaw collections and customs of the largely Se
mitic Near East. From studies made in recent decades it is dear that none of the 
known law collections, Near Eastern or biblical, aims to give a complete con
spectus; they do often overlap in topic and aiso in treatment of subjects, but 
items or aspects present in one collection may not appear in some or any of the
others.

This book is not the place to tackle so vast a subject. Instead, a modest ob
servation or two must suffice.12-1 There is a good deal of common ground be
tween the biblical groups of laws (excluding religious regulations, which are in 
a separate sphere); it is significant that most comparisons between the biblical 
laws and external sources occur with the older collections — with Hammurabi 
in particular, not so much (e.g.) with Hittite or Middle Assyrian laws or later 
ones. In short, Moses (or his doppelganger) drew upon long-hallowed tradition 
for much that we find in the detailed laws of Exod. 21-23 and the rest. Even in 
Egypt the Hebrews were basically Semitic by social usage, and not Egyptians, 
and retained their own cultural background throughout. This material cannot 
be consigned to late “legal eagles” of the exile or afterward — it belongs by ori
gin in the second millennium with its closest relations.

In terms of the amount of “legislation” (leaving out purely religious mat
ters), it is interesting to compare the amount in the external sources and in Exo
dus to Deuteronomy. Hammurabi contains 282 enactments; the Hittite Laws 
somewhat over 200 laws (a few are lost); the Middle Assyrian collection at least 
116 laws. The other collections are shorter (Lipit-Ishtar, 38 laws; Eshnunna, 61 
laws; others are too incomplete to compute). In Exod. 21-23:9 one may find 
about 40 laws, and likewise in the “civil” parts of Deuteronomy (chaps. 13; 21; 
22; 24; 25, omitting other matter). In Lev. 18-20 are included up to 66 rulings 
outside of those connected with religious concerns. Numbers has hardly any
thing (up to 4 “civil” provisions). Individually, Exodus, Leviticus, and Deuter
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onomy each compares well with the other shorter collections (Lipit-Ishtar; 
Eshnunna). In total, at about 150 laws, they do not greatly exceed the Middle 
Assyrian collection, and modestly are distinctly shorter than the Hittite Laws 
(200+), and especially Hammurabi (282 laws). There is nothing here that could 
not be handled easily at Sinai, en route, and in the plains of Moab, None of this 
needed any great time to compile.

In short, there is nothing physically exceptional about the various groups 
of material in the books Exodus to Deuteronomy that would not fit comfort
ably and easily into a short span of time, compositionally, late in the second 
millennium. The opposite has to be proved, not assumed.

As for the role of a Moses, there is no factual evidence to exclude such a 
person at this period, or his having played the roles implied in Exodus to Deu
teronomy. A large amount of inconclusive discussion by biblical scholars in al
most two hundred years has established next to nothing with any surety, and 
has vacillated all the way between extreme conservatism (“Moses wrote all the 
Pentateuch") and total nihilism (“There was no Moses, and he left nothing”). 
The basic reason for endless shilly-shallying and lack of real result is the mas
sive failure to seek and use external, independent controls such as have been ap
plied here and throughout. Merely churning over and over the biblical texts ex
clusively in terms of subjective opinion will never be able to settle anything. 
There is no factual basis for either extreme, as will become even more apparent 
in the next two subsections.

Lotus Eating and Moving On — Exodus and Covenant

(3) “Deuteronomic” Writing: Thirteenth versus Seventh 
Century or Thirteenth and Seventh Centuries?

That the bulk of Deuteronomy in form and content is irrevocably tied to usage 
in the late second millennium is a fact that dashes horribly with the hallowed 
speculations about the origins and history of “Deuteronomic” thought that 
have been developed across two hundred years, and in particular with the last 
sixty years and with the “minimalism” of the last decade or so. But antiquity of 
a conviction does not validate its truthfulness; after umpteen millennia of ac
ceptance, who now believes in a flat earth? Hard facts, not time span of belief, 
indicate where the truth is most likely to be found.

Traditional “critical” belief suggests that the book of Deuteronomy was 
written in the seventh century, and that it (or a related writing) sparked off the 
reforms of Josiah in 621. The emphasis on obedience to deity, with consequent 
blessings, and even more on the dire consequences of disobedience, was then 
thought to have formed the dominant thinking of such prophets as Jeremiah, 
and of the writer(s)/editor(s) of the four books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and
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Kings — to which Deuteronomy was prefaced — to produce a continuous 
"Deuteronouiic History” from Moses to the Babylonian exile.124 Not ail schol
ars accept this concept, but it is a popular view currently, and the ever-growing 
attribution of biblical passages to Deuteronomist writer(s) has led virtually to a 
form of “pan-Deuteronism,” with all the dangers of undue exaggeration.12* It 
has also become axiomatic in some quarters that whatever the Deutero no mists 
wrote is theological fiction, not history. So we would be dealing with a move
ment exclusively of the seventh-sixth centuries that either adapted historical 
traditions to fit its theology or created imaginary, not real, “history” in the 
mold of its a priori theology.

A late thirteenth-century Deuteronomy for proto-Deuteronomy) auto
matically rules out this overall solution in terms of chronology; and associated 
evidence also rules out the assumed elimination of history by theology. Fatal 
objections to the overall theses of a Deuteronomic history that offers only fic
tion, based on a seventh-century Deuteronomy, are many; only a few symptom
atic examples can be included here.

Deuteronomic writers/editors are historians, not theological fablemongers. 
See already pp. 48-51 above. The ancients habitually ascribed a role in their his
tory to higher powers, their deities — as in war, for example. It is not legitimate 
to condemn this feature as marking a nonhistorical episode in the Hebrew 
writings audstill accept this same feature in provenly historical episodes in rec
ords from Egyptian, Hittite, Mesopotamian, or other such sources, commonly 
firsthand. If it is wrong in Hebrew texts, it is wrong in the others. If it is un
avoidably part of a genuine historical account in the latter records, then it must 
be conceded to be so, or at the very least possibly SO, in the Hebrew narratives. 
Nobody now (so far as 1 know) believes in Amun, Ashur, Marduk, or Baal- 
Hadad, just as none are compelled to believe in deity/ies still worshiped cur
rently. A modern historian must not confuse beliefs of the ancients with mod
ern belief.

It has to be understood that “deuteronomic” writers generally interpreted 
actual history; they did not invent it. The ancients (Near Eastern and Hebrew 
alike) knew that propaganda based on real events was far more effective than 
that based on sheer invention, on fairy tales. A laconic chronicle may record 
that King A warred against King B and was defeated. A royal annalist or a 
deuteronomist may, equally, claim that King A had offended a deity, and so the 
deity had punished him with defeat by King B. To the ancients (within their be
liefs), both versions would be true, and possibly to a modern believer if the de
ity were his or hers also. To a secular observer the laconic statement would be 
true (unless faulted by better sources), and the interpretative version should 
represent exactly the same degree of history (B defeated A), but with the obser
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vation that the event was interpreted in a particular way by the ancient 
writer(s) concerned. That is the proper impartiality at which a true historian 
must aim. So the fashion with some to dismiss “deuteronomicaliy interpreted” 
narratives as automatically nonhistorical (and without explicit factual data to 
prove it) is gratuitous, illegitimate, and bad methodology.

Deuteronomic concepts — no novelty. The first concept that was not a nov
elty is obedience. Again, above, the DPCD syndrome has been traced back to the 
mid-second millennium (pp, 237-38 above). Disobedience led to punishment 
by deity, and consequent contrition to deliverance in the eyes (and claimed ex
perience) of many outside Israel up to a millennium before the seventh century. 
I11 Egypt, in fact, where obedience to maat (right doing and attitude, piety) in 
deference to deity to avoid punishment was the permanent norm, this is visible 
in our firsthand sources not just for kings but also for their subjects through 
2,500 years (third millennium to Greco-Roman times);126 nor were the Egyp
tians alone in this. So the obedience-to-deity syndrome is not a necessary hall
mark of deuteronomic ghostwriters in Israel. Incidentally, I have yet to discover 
any religion that positively urges upon its followers a doctrine or practice of 
regular disobedience to deity!

The second concept is exile and loss of land. As noted long ago, the concept 
and threat of loss of one’s land and of going into foreign exile is not to be read as 
relating exclusively to the Babylonian exile. That event was merely the last and 
most drastic of its kind in preclassical Hebrew history; compare earlier, the cap
tivities of the northern kingdom from Samaria in 722/720, and from Galilee be
fore that, circa 734. As a threat and as a practice, it is universally attested from the 
early second millennium onward. In the Mari archives circa 1800/1700, a town 
Bakram is captured, and its citizens deported into exile at Mari. Further Mari 
mentions (under Zimri-Iim) account for other such deportations of up to 
30,000 men.127 In the sixteenth century the Hittite king Hattusil I took away the 
populace of two towns to serve the sun goddess of Arinna.123 In the fifteenth 
century Tuthmosis III of Egypt took away into Egyptian exile 2,503 prisoners 
and 25,000 livestock (first campaign in Canaan), while his son Amenophis II is 
credited with transplanting over 100,000 assorted Syrians into Egypt in two such 
campaigns. A Theban stela of his son, Tuthmosis IV, mentions “The Settlement 
(such-&-such) with Syrians from the town of Gezer.”129

The late fourteenth century finds the Hittite king Mursil II moving whole 
population groups: minimally 15,500 in Year 3, about the same in Year 4, and a 
total of 66,000 in Year 5, besides other figures and dates.130 In the thirteenth 
century Ramesses II boasted of moving Nubians (from the south) to the 
(Delta) northland, Syrians (from the north) to Nubia (in the south), theShasu- 
Asiatics (from the east) to Libya (in the west), and Libyans to the eastern hills.
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About 1180 Ramesses HI boasted similarly; and actual Asiatic and Libyan settle
ments are known in Egypt in the fourteenth to twelfth centuries and later.131 In 
the Near East, the same occurs then. In the thirteenth century the Assyrian king 
Shalmaneser I took away 14,400 prisoners from Hanigalbat (among others), 
andTukuIti-Ninurta I claimed 28,800 Hittite captives removed to Assyria. Then 
Tiglath-pileser I (ca. 1100) took away 4,000 and 20,000 men in his first and fifth 
years respectively; in 879 Assurnasirpal II peopled Calah with exiles, and in ten 
years of campaigning (859 and following) Shalmaneser III carried away some 
44,400 people into Assyrian exile.132 Thus the threat of exiling people (particu
larly smaller groups and states) was an ever-present menace in the biblical 
world, even from Abraham and Moses1 epochs, long before the notorious cap
tivity in Nebuchadrezzar’s Babylonia.

The third concept had to do with a central sanctuary versus purity. Great 
claims have been made that a keynote concept in Deuteronomy was emphasis 
on official worship only, at a central sanctuary; that the central sanctuary in 
question was at Jerusalem; and that this was a Josianic reform. There is no real 
support for most of this. The text merely states that the various offerings shall 
be brought to “the place that YHWH your God will choose as a dwelling for his 
name,” without specification. As others have shown, this may allow a main cen
tral sanctuary, but does not needfully imply a sole sanctuary. From Sinai to 
Shiloh, the tabernacle (whose existence need no longer be doubted) served as 
the main sanctuary; then, from Davids time, a tent at Jerusalem, and then the 
temple there from Solomon’s time onward. Under Josiah, Jerusalem may well 
have been made in practice the sole sanctuary, because all the local worship 
places (“high places,"etc.) had become sites of idolatry. In bis time, purification 
of the cult from alien elements was the central concern. It is misleading to re
strict consideration of his reform (as some have done) to 2 Kings 22-23. Others 
have shown that a fuller picture can onlybe established by use of the additional 
data found in 2 Chron. 34-35, which cannot be dismissed out of hand.133

Fourth is a lengthy time gap and the issue of continuity of tradition. Some 
may feel that a six-hundred-year interval between a thirteenth-century Deuter
onomy circa 1200 and reforms supposedly stimulated by it in 621 is a long “gap." 
However, such “opaque" periods are commonplace in our considerable but un
even knowledge of the biblical world; and the gap may, in any case, be illusory. 
First, gaps. Extrabiblical examples include the Egyptian Hymn to the Uraeus 
(serpent goddess), first known under Ramesses I I  (thirteenth century) and 
then only found again a thousand years later under the Ptolemies, and the festi
val text of the god Sokar transmitted with very little change through 800 years 
(almost without further known witness so far) from the times of Ramesses II 
and III again to that of the Ptolemies.134 We have, similarly, magical/medical
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papyri of the New Kingdom (fourteenth-twelfth centuries) in which two spelis 
are replicated some 900 years later in copies from about 330.135 And so on. Gaps 
very often are due to chance, because we do not yet possess sufficient source 
materials.

Second, continuity. We also have ample examples of continuity across 
equally long spans of time, and not just from Egypt, one may add. Two examples 
will stand for many others. In Egypt a number of funerary spells first found in 
the Pyramid Texts (copies, ca. 2400-2200) recur in the later Coffin Texts 
(nineteenth-seventeenth centuries), and in some cases thereafter reappear in the 
New Kingdom Book of the Dead (fifteenth-twelfth centuries), through three 
manuscript phases spanning about a thousand years.136 In the New Kingdom it 
self, the welcoming speeches by the god Amun to the king in triumphal pose 
smiting foes go through copies and slightly variant editions (Tuthmosis HI, 
Amenophis III; Sethos I, Ramesses II, Merenptah, Harnesses III, harnesses VI; 
Shoshenq I) during half a millennium, circa 1425-925J37 Like our Hebrew writ
ings, nearly all of the foregoing are religious texts, but both transmissions that 
jump gaps and continuous transmissions occur in other categories of texts.

In the Old Testament itself, the imagined gap between a thirteenth- 
century Deuteronomy and a seventh-century Jeremiah is most likely illusory. 
The impact of an early Deuteronomy would be felt in other writings composed 
during that interval. It would no longer have to be arbitrarily and artificially re
stricted to the time after 621. The book of Ioshua comes down at least to the 
time of the elders that followed him (ca. 1200), and probably into the very first 
phase of the judges’ period; it knows of the Danite migration to the north 
(19:47), and the Philistines occur just once (13:2, perhaps replacing the Anaktm; 
cf. 11:22). So, as no other proven neologisms occur, the book could have been fi
nalized in basic form nearthestart ofthetwelfth century; any “deuteronism” in 
it would simply be the impact from the late thirteenth-century Deuteronomy. 
In turn, the book of fudges, in a wholly different format, was most likely com
posed at the beginning of the monarchy, by its implicit suggestion thrice over 
(18:1; 19:1; 21:25) that society was dissolving into godless and immoral chaos be
cause there was no king in the period it describes to give a good lead through
out the land. In David’s early days such an ideal was understandable, but hardly 
in later times. The use of deuteronomic concepts was much more obvious in 
Judges than in [oshua, with its tribal failures after Joshua, its statement of fail
ure in obedience, and its grand sixfold cycle of DPCD. In a more anecdotaL nar
rative format, not directly linked to the judges, the book of Samuel shows a 
third authorial mode. It may first have been written in the whirl of events 
around Solomon’s accession. Then Kings — as transmitted to us — runs from 
the death of David (prelude to Solomon’s reign) to the final crash in the 580s,
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and a dosing note on Jehoiachin favored in Babylon in 562. Both Samuel and 
Kings show the overarching theme of faithfulness/disobedience to YHWH 
throughout — they are worthy successors to Joshua-Judges, but differently 
written and planned. They are “special interest” works, drawing on the king
dom daybooks (see chap. 2), and represent the voice of the prophets alongside 
the separate individual, proclamatory works by that group of men. To put all 
this in a nutshell, what we now have is a series of four distinct works (Joshua, 
Judges, Samuel, Kings) in the normative or mainstream tradition ofYahwism, 
for which the terms “Deuteronomic” and “elitist” are too narrow and mistaken 
respectively, and a set of"Deuteronomic histories,” not a single “Deuteronomic 
history.” And Deuteronomy itself is a wholly separate and foundational work 
before these.

(4) Language and Literary Transmission: An Ongoing Factor

It is all very well, of course (as I have done!), to talk glibly about specific books 
such as Deuteronomy and Joshua (and precursors such as Exodus and Leviti
cus) being written in the period from about 1220 to 1180. But they could not 
then have been written in classical, standard biblical Hebrew as we know it in 
the present-day Hebrew Bible as transmitted by the Masoretes from sometime 
about the seventh century a.d. Yet Moses is credited with having written spe
cific items (Exod. 17:14 [Amalekite war in a scroll]; Exod. 24:4 [the laws that pre
ceded]; Exod. 34:27-28 [preceding commands, Ten Commandments; cf. Deut. 
4:13; 5:22]; Num. 17:2-3 [names on staffs]; Num. 33:2 [itinerary of wilderness 
travels]; Deut. 31:9 [the Deuteronomy laws]; Dent. 31:22 [song of Deut. 32]). 
Likewise Joshua (Josh. 8:32 [law on plastered stones]; Josh. 24:26 [wrote laws in 
scroll of law]). The considerable sections of Exodus-Deuteronomy where Mo
ses appears in the third person fall into two groups: passages where someone 
wrote as his scribe in third-personalized dictation, and passages that represent a 
write-up of the present text either a short time after the events described or (as 
with Deut. 34) after Moses* death. Similar processes would apply even more to 
the book of Joshua. Figures such as Joshua (for Moses) or Eleazar and Ehinehas 
(for Joshua) could have acted as scribal aides, much as did a Baruch for a Jere
miah in much later times.

But in what form and language? We have evidence of a form of Canaanite 
in the glosses and items of non-Akkadian vocabulary that crept into the cunei
form texts of the Amarna letters of the fourteenth century.138 These we may 
term late Canaanite, as opposed to traces of Canaanite in the early second mil
lennium or before (“early Canaanite”) and in the mid-second millennium 
(“middle Canaanite"). To the cuneiform evidence for late Canaanite may also
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be added the small but gradually growing corpus found in western Palestine of 
brief inscriptions scribbled or incised on pottery and sherds of the thirteenth 
and twelfth centuries.139 The Ainarna letters give us tiny glimpses of Canaanite 
in the usage of officialdom, as these letters passed to and from the local kings in 
Canaan and their Egyptian overlord, the pharaoh. But the linear alphabetic 
jottings and incised items on pots and sherds come at least in part from a hum
bler situation, it would seem. They represent the use of the simple linear alpha
bet by people who were not necessarily scribal specialists at all. An alphabet of 
between twenty-two and twenty-eight letters was no great burden for someone 
to learn, in vivid contrast to the complex scripts and vast series of different 
signs that comprised them, in Egyptian and cuneiform. Hence from the four- 
teenth/thirteenth century onward, the alphabet could be freely used for any 
kind of communication. The contemporary north Semitic texts found at Ugarit 
in north Phoenicia illustrate this to perfection. These too were written in an al
phabet — but in simplified cuneiform characters, so that clay tablets could be 
used for writing the documents. And these include religious texts (rituals, god 
lists, myths), literary texts (legends), administrative lists, and a copy of a treaty 
with a Hittite king, amongst other things. In Canaan to the south, most records 
were evidently written on papyrus — and this has all perished. We know that 
the kings of Byblos used papyrus to keep their timber accounts circa 1080 
(Wenamun text) — but of those clearly voluminous scrolls, no merest scrap 
survives. No wonder, really.14'1 In Egypt, home of papyrus with dry desert 
fringes, it has been estimated that some 99 percent of all papyri written from 
circa 3000 down to the advent of Greco-Roman times have perished com
pletely. So, in the less preservative conditions of Canaan and Phoenicia, it is 
scarce wonder that nothing whatsoever has so far been found except for the 
batches of later papyri, such as the Wadi Daliyeh group (ca. 300 B.C.), the 
Qumran/Wadi Murabba’at lots (Dead Sea Scrolls), and a sixth century B.c. 
scrap of a letter — all from desert caves. So the Amarna evidence and handful 
of pottery finds prove clearly that Canaanite was the dominant local tongue 
and could be readily expressed in alphabetic writing; Ugarit’s durable alpha
betic tablets show us what range of material we have missed in the lost papyri 
of Canaan. Thus we should consider a Moses or a Joshua writing on papyrus, 
skins, or even waxed tablets in alphabetic late Canaanite. During the two centu
ries that followed, circa 1200-1000, standard Hebrew evolved out of this form of 
Canaanite, probably being fully formed by David’s time. Copies of older works 
such as Deuteronomy or Joshua would be recopied, modernizing outdated 
grammatical forms and spellings, a process universal in the ancient Near East 
during the period from 2500 to Greco-Roman times. Until about the eighth 
century b.c., the Hebrew script was entirely consonantally written. Then the
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practice came in of using the “weak” letters to write also long vowels (w tor u/o; 
’aleph for long a, y for long i, e, and h for long a, e). So the script remained until 
the Masoretes added the system of small vowel markers and other such symbols 
above, below, and within the original letters.

Literary recopying was an art practiced throughout the ancient Near East 
for three thousand years. Schoolboy scribes made “howlers” in their school 
texts, as most youngsters do down to the present. By contrast, experienced 
scribes at their best were able to transmit very accurate copies of works for cen
turies, and to modernize archaic usages if called upon. Egyptian, Mesopo
tamian (Sumerian and Akkadian), Hittite, Ugaritic, and other texts exemplify 
all this.

($) A Sensible Outcome?

The picture that emerges is of a group of West Semitic clans {collectively called 
“Israel”) that fled from Egypt under a leader who had spent time in Sinai after 
an Egyptian court upbringing and education. These factors were crucial in his 
ability to lead the group through the Sinai terrain; for marshaling the skills of 
the craftsmen in the group to build a traditional Semitic “tabernacle” shrine, 
using Egyptian technology and motifs; and for formulating a foundation docu
ment (“covenant”) making a nascent “nation community” out of his dans, us
ing— again —a suitable model learned in his court days. The renewals of that 
covenant retained the same model forty years later when Joshua took the group 
into Canaan. The concepts in that covenant and strong sense of the importance 
of obedience to their suzerain deity together were the basic formative influence 
in the growth of normative Yahwism as Israel’s core religion, regardless of what 
Canaanite or other incrustations it acquired during the judges and monarchy 
periods. “Deuteronomic” is far too narrow and restrictive a term to use of this 
development. What happened in the late eighth century (Hezekiah) and then in 
the late seventh century (Josiah) was a reversion to older origins, a “purifica
tion,” in the latter case, partly stimulated by recovery of a book of the covenant 
long lost in some dusty cupboard during the half-century reign of Manasseh 
plus Amoti. The writing activity of the prophets came in two forms: books that 
collected their individual pronouncements (with the help of scribal aides; cf, 
Baruch with Jeremiah) and commentaries from their viewpoint upon Hebrew 
history from Samuel to the fall of the monarchy. A first book of Kings may have 
encompassed the period from David’s death to the end of Samaria in Ahaz’s 
and Hezekiah’s time (i Kings; 2 Kings 1-17, with the closing peroration in 

A later prophet may then have added a third book of Kings, our 2 Kings 
18-25:26, down to about 580, the second and third books being put together as
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one. Finally, a generation later, the dosing paragraph on the release of 
Jehoiachin was added by an exilic prophet, ending the whole.

(iii) Possible Date Limits for an Exodus

Finally, a few words only on the much-discussed issue of the date of the exodus. 
Our contribution here will stay simply within the available range of the biblical 
and nonbiblical evidence, and the modes of reckoning known to be used in bib
lical times both inside and outside the Hebrew Bible. No single item will be ar
tificially privileged, risking distorting the whole.

(a) The 480 Era Years, 554 + xyz Aggregate Years

Already in chapter 5 (pp. 159-60 above) the relationship was set out, of the senes 
of aggregate years (counted up through the biblical books) to the 480 era years 
oft Kings 6:1 and to real-time years of elapsed time. The essence of this was that 
the 554 + xyz years {about 596 years all told) readily fitted into the almost 300 
real-time elapsed years (and hence in principle into the 480 as well, if so 
needed). This is a phenomenon that applies commonly in the biblical world, 
and the overlaps of contemporary rulers (“judges”) in Israel’s “First intermedi
ate Period” are no different in practice to those found in Egypt’s First, Second, 
and Third Intermediate Periods, or in Mesopotamia among the third - 
millennium Sumerian city-states or among the rival local kingdoms of the Isin- 
Larsa/Old Babylonian epoch of the early second millennium.

As already stated, the 480 years may have in fact one of two origins. First, 
it could be an era date made up of twelve 40-year “full generations,” such that 12 
x 40 = 480; this interpretation is often propounded. The 40-year full generation 
comprises 20 years for one group to grow up to childbearing age, and then 20 
years for their children to reach the same stage (this lies behind Nura. 14:33). 
Twelve generations of roughly 22/25 years each in real-time count would give us 
the 288/300 years seemingly required by our data for a real-time span between 
an exodus about 1260/1250 (minimum) and 967 for Solomon’s fourth year. The 
12 x 40 type of origin should not be lightly dismissed. In the ancient Near East, 
the Hebrew Bible’s own world (which ours is not!}, such procedures were al
most certainly in use. In ludg. 3:30 we have a simple example: the time of local 
peace that followed Ehud’s strike against Moab lasted “80 years.” It may well 
have done so; but the 80 does look very like a 2 x 40 years figure. Over in Meso
potamia, a similar phenomenon seems very likely to have operated with era
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dates also. A text gives 720 years between Ilnshumma and Tukulti-Ninurta I, 
kings of Assyria. That is not literally practicable on other data; but as Reade has 
suggested, the scribes may have calculated 16 years to a reign {which is a true 
long-range average), such that the 45 reigns from one king to the other comes 
to 45 x 16 = 720 years. Similarly the Kassite Dynasty (which did not initially rule 
in Babylon) at 576 years may represent 36 rulers x 16 = the 576 years. Other 
“long-range” dates are susceptible to similar examination.141 Thus the 12 x 40 = 
480 would find parallel both in Hebrew (Judg. 3:30) and in the Near Eastern 
wider context.

Or else, second, the 480 years are in fact a selection from the 554 + xyz 
years aggregate, on some principle not stated. This too is perfectly possible, but 
not hitherto sufficiently considered or convincingly worked out, so we shall 
look at this further. For an Israelite king looking back to the exodus as a distant 
point in time, the known periods of his people’s activities and of peace in their 
troubled period of settlement in Canaan would have provided an ideal overall 
era. Let us test this out on our surviving biblical data; see table 28 on page 309.

On this basis, excluding all foreign oppressions, and using solely biblical 
data for all but one and a half cases, we have a clear workable origin for the 480 
years. The figure of [x|a years for Saul in 1 Sam. 13:1 is clearly defective, and rea
sons have been given already for restoring it as [3)2 years, which fits well. We are 
then short of only two items: the rule of Joshua and the elders, and a figure for 
it. A balance of 5 years would complete the 480.

So we are in fact well off! Two equally workable options for the origin of 
480 years (be it 12 x 40 or a nonoppressions aggregate). And a neat fit of 554 + 
xyz years into the real-time 300 years.

(b) Real-Time Factors

Other points deserve brief mention. Again, on internal evidence, the ten succes
sive high priests from Aaron to Zadok (1 Chron. 6:3-8) would cover the 300 
years from the exodus to early in Solomon’s reign; by contrast, the genealogy of 
David (only four generations) is clearly selective (Ruth 4:18-22). For blustering 
Jephthah’s propagandist^: 300 years (Judg. 11:26), see above, p. 209 — it is fatu
ous to use this as a serious chronological datum. The remark in Num. 13:22 that 
Hebron was built seven years before Zoan (Tanis) in Egypt is not quantifiable 
in terms of any chronology at present, except by baseless speculation, of which 
we have no need.

Here external evidence is more helpful. First the form of the Sinai cove
nant. What was found in Exodus-Leviticus, Deuteronomy, and Josh. 24 ex-
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Table 28. Possible Periodization of the 480 Years (1 Kings 6:1)

Period Year-period (40s) References Content

■ ■ 40 years Num. 11:33 Egypt to Sinai to Jordan

2. 40 years fudg. 3:11 Othniefs rule

3-4- 80 years (2 x 40) ]udg. 3:30 Peace after Ehud

5- 40 years bldg. 5:31 Peace after Deborah

6, 40 years judg, 8:28 Gideon

7■ 40 years t Sam. 4:18 Eli

8. 40 years 
(20 + 20)

Judg. 15:20; 
1 Sam. 7:2

Samson’s judgeship; 
Samuel’s floruit

9- 40 years 1 Kings 2:11 David’s reign

Year Periods 
(aggregate)

IO. 48 years + 23 + 22) Judges Abimelek, Tola, Jair

11. 31 years (= 6 + 7 + 10 + 8) Judges Jephthah, Ibzan, Elon, 
Abdon

12. [3] 2 years- *1 Sam. 13:1 Saul’s reign

Sol. 4 years to date 1 Kings 6:1 End date of 480 years

Total 475 years

Theoretical 5 years? For Joshua & elders?

End Total 480 years

dudes not only any date of origin after 1200/1180 but also any date of origin be
fore 1400/1360, Only with Suppiluliuma 1 (ca. 1360-1320, contemporary of kings 
Amenophis III to Ay) did this format come into use. So a Moses in Sinai in 1447 
could never have seen a format still to be invented half a century into the fu
ture! As for slavery at Raamses, it is known that long-neglected Avaris (its base) 
was first worked on by Horemhab (ca. 1320ft'.), who built at the temple of Seth.
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At this, his home town, Sethos I built a palace. And the work here culminated in 
the vast projects of Ramesses II, from 1279 onward, for his new capital of Pi- 
Ramesse, biblical Raamsesby name and not only location. So the oppression 
proper would have run circa 1320-1260/1250. In turn, as stated already, Pi- 
Ramesse (becoming defunct ca. 1130) was replaced by Tanis as a Delta outport 
already before 1080 (after which Wenamun sailed from there). And Pi-Ramesse 
slips from the public record entirely. The fourth-century references are hidden 
away in arcane contexts totally inaccessible to any Hebrew writer at any date, 
and do not count. Thus an exodus before 1320 would have no Delta capital to 
march from; after the expulsion of the Hyksos circa 1540 or 1530, the Eighteenth 
Dynasty kings built a fort and military compound but 110 new capital. Avaris re
mained a backwater until Horemhab and his Ramesside lieutenants (the future 
Nineteenth Dynasty) took matters in hand.142 Thus, if all factors are given their 
due weight (and despite inevitable imperfections in our knowledge), a 
thirteenth-century exodus remains — at present —the least objectionable dat
ing, on a combination of all the data (biblical and otherwise) when those data 
are rightly evaluated and understood in their context.

4. SUMMING UP ON EXODUS,
COVENANT, AND CONSEQUENCES

Once more we may sum up, after our journey from Egypt’s East Delta towns 
and pastures through Sinai (building a tabernacle and making a covenant) and 
then up to Qadesh-Barnea. The essence of the picture that emerges in this 
chapter can be encapsulated under three headings; negatives, neutrals, and 
positives.

Under negatives we may classify the following facts. No Egyptian records 
mention specifically Israelites working in the East Delta (or anywhere else), or a 
Moses who spoke for such a group, or an exodus by a group of this name (Is
rael). Nowhere in Sinai has a body of Late Bronze Age people passing through 
left explicit traces, still less traces that are labeled as Israelite. That applies also 
to Qadesh-Barnea. And so on. Modern complaints about lack of evidence are 
often heard. But they usually come from folk who have not done their home
work or thought things through with sufficient rigor.

Under neutrals we have to register the reasons for the defective state of our 
existing ancient documentation of all kinds, and those factors in Undent atti
tudes and cultural usage that militate against our ever recovering the kind of 
Byzantine- or medieval-style “proofs” that ostensibly “critical "scholars and na
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ive folk alike seem to hanker after. It is no use asking the pharaohs to blazon 
their defeat and loss of a top chariot squadron high on temple walls for all to 
see. Egyptian gods gave only victories to kings — and defeats indicated divine 
disapproval, not applause! It is no use looking for administrative registers giv
ing the Hebrews “customs clearance” to dear out of Egypt. In fact, 99 percent of 
all New Kingdom papyri are irrevocably lost (administrative and otherwise), 
the more so in the sopping mud of the Delta; the few survivors hail from the 
dry sands of Saqqara and Upper Egypt, far away from Pi-Ramesse’s 
brickfields.143 A handful of wine-vintage dockets from broken jars is the sum 
total of our administrative texts so far recovered from Pi-Ramesse!144 No build
ings at Pi-Ramesse are above ground level, either mighty temples or proud pal
aces — so why should we expect to find the fleeting mud and reed hovels of 
slaves, long since returned to the mire? And a group of people traveling through 
Sinai’s landscapes would notbt burdened with tonloads of clumsy pottery spe
cially to delight archaeologists when they themselves expected to go from Sinai 
within a year into Canaan; and still less so during their unplanned, much- 
extended wilderness travels. Compare, long before, other margin-land travelers 
who explicitly used water skins (Gen. 21:14), not clumsy amphorae! That goes 
for their visits to Qadesh -Baritea as well.

Under positives, the picture is far from a total blank. A series of significant 
features may be briefly enumerated. (1) Exoduses happened in the second mil- 
iennium, and the Israelite one is echoed all over the Hebrew Bible’s writings as a 
key event. (2) Israel (as a people group) and neighbors Edom and Moab are 
mentioned in firsthand Egyptian sources shortly before 1200; they were for real 
then. (3) The Ramesside Nineteenth Dynasty was a particularly cosmopolitan 
epoch in Egyptian history and culture; Semites and others abounded in Egyp
tian society at all levels, from Pharaoh’s court down to slaves. (4) The Hebrew 
narratives in Exodus to Deuteronomy directly reflect earthy reality, not bur
geoning fantasy. Sait-tolerant reeds, water from rock, habits of quails, kewirs, 
etc. reflect teal local conditions, requiring local knowledge (not book learning 
in Babylon or Jerusalem). These narratives are thus in total contrast to such 
texts as the “King of Battle” tale of Sargon of Akkad, with mountains bounded 
with gold and boulders of lapis lazuli gemstone, and trees with thorns sixty cu
bits (100 feet) long!145 (5) The ban on going by a north route to Canaan is a di
rect response to Egyptian military presence there in precisely the thirteenth 
century. (6) The tabernacle is an ancient Semitic concept, here with Egyptian 
technology involved, all from pre-1000, even centuries earlier. (7) The form and 
content of the Sinai covenant fit only the late second millennium, on the evi
dence of ample firsthand sources. (8) Brick-slaves were not diplomats; the for
mat of covenant demands a leader from court circles at that time who did learn
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of such things there. We would be obliged to invent a Moses if one were not al
ready available. (9) The apparent gap of 600 years between the origin of Deu
teronomy and its possible seventh-century role is nothing unusual, and is most 
likely a modern illusion, as biblical texts exist which should be placed in that 
“gap.” (10) The so-called Deuteronomic theology is wrongly so described; its 
main features (DPCD and other concepts) go back to at least the second mil
lennium, and are not special to Israel anyway. And, as already demonstrated in 
chapter 2 (using firsthand examples from known history), ancient inclusion of 
theological elements in narratives does not automatically turn them into 
fiction.

In the light of all the foregoing considerations, the exodus and Sinai 
events are not hereby proven to have happened, or the tabernacle and covenant, 
etc., to have been made then. But their correspondence not just with attested 
realities (not Sargon-style fantasy) but with known usage of the late second 
millennium i?.c. and earlier does favor acceptance of their having had a definite 
historical basis.
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CHAPTER 7

Founding Fathers 
Phantoms — the

or Fleeting 
Patriarchs

Now we step still further back in time, if our sources are to be believed. Early in 
Exodus Moses is shown being commissioned by a deity called not simply 
El(ohim), “God,” or YHWH, but also “the God of your father” and “the God of 
Abraham ... of Isaac and ... of Jacob” (Exod. 3:6, cf. 2:24; 3:15-16, cf. 6:3; “my fa
ther’s God,” 18:4). Who were these three men, evidently earlier than Moses? The 
main narratives of the book of Genesis purport to give us the answer: they were 
men in three successive generations, the last of whom (Jacob) also came to be 
called Israel. He and his family are described as migrating from Canaan into 
Egypt to escape famine; his sons and their families are treated as ancestral to the 
clan groups that shared the name Israel in Moses’time, seemingly much later.

1. THE GENESIS ACCOUNT OF THE PATRIARCHS

As with the exodus, the settlement in Canaan, and largely the united monarchy, 
here too we have a set of narratives that constitute the sole direct source on their 
subject. No external, firsthand source of Moses’ time or earlier explicitly men
tions Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, or the latter’s sons. The only suggested extrabiblical 
mention of Abraham is in the topographical list (nos. 71-72) of Shoshenq I 
(Shishak) of Egypt in 925, giving what may be read as “The Enclosure of Abram,” 
and which is fairly widely accepted. But this is not absolutely certain; it could be 
interpreted “Enclosure of the Stallions” (’abbirim), although the Negev region 
where this place was located is not exactly famous for horses. However, the
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Negev is mentioned as one of Abraham’s haunts (Gen. 12:9; 1311,3; 20:1; also Isaac 
then, 24:62), which would well fit with a place being named after him.1

The Genesis account of the patriarchs is part of the overall scheme of the 
book. Its explicit format shows eleven successive segments, the first (creation) 
without a separate title (111-2:3), then ten more, each with an explicit heading, 
“The Succession of. . ” (once, “The Document of the Succession of. . ” |5u]). 
The headings occur as follows: first at 2:4, second at 5:1, third at 6:9, fourth at 
10:1, fifth at 11:10. Then the sixth at 11:27, seventh at 25:12, eighth at 25:19, ninth at 
36:1, and tenth at 37:2. The first five relate to the distant epochs before Abraham 
and his father Tenth (cf. chap. 8, below), while the last five constitute the “Patri
archal Narratives”:

Ai: Succession of Terah (to Abraham), 11:27-25:11
plus A2; Succession of Ishmaei (descendants), 25:12-18 

Bi: Succession of Isaac (to Jacob), 25:19-35:29
plus B2: Succession of Esau/Edom (descendants), 36:1—37:1 

C: Succession of Jacob (to Joseph), 37:2—50:26

The content of these “internal documents” of Gen. 11-go may be summa
rized:

Table 29. Outline of Patriarchal Record 

Ai: Terah (to Abraham)
1. Torah’s activities. His family comprised three sons and grandson (Lot) at 

“Ur of the Chaldees" (11:28, 31). The third son (Haran) died; Terah took 
others (Abraham, Nahor) and Lot northwest to Harran on the Balikh, 
tributary of the Euphrates, where Terah died (11:27-32).

2. Abraham travels on. Abraham and his own close family moved southwest 
and south through Syria into Canaan to Shechem, then Bethel/Ai district, 
and Negev. A quick visit to Egypt; then Lot parted from Abraham over 
pasture (12-13).

3. Abraham in Canaan. Abraham repulsed an alliance of eastern invaders 
(14), made a personal covenant with his deity (15), had Ishmaei by a sur
rogate mother Hagar (16), underwent a rite, and was promised a son via 
his wife (17-18). He saw the fall of Sodom and Gomorrah, from which Lot 
fled (18-19), had dealings witli Abimelek of Gerar (20, 21); Isaac was born 
and Ishmaei sent away (21). Tests came, and Sarah’s death required a 
burial cave (22-23). He obtained a wife for Isaac from Harran, remarried 
(having other sons), and died (24-25).
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A2: Succession of Ishmael
1. Sons of Ishmael.
2. Their clans and location (25).

Bi: Succession of Isaac
1. Family and conflicts. Birth of Isaac’s twins, rivals Esau and Jacob (25); con

flict broke out with Gerar over lifestyle and wells (26).
2. Jacob's adventures abroad. Jacob was sent to the Harran branch of the 

family, worked for Laban, acquiring two wives, Leah and Rachel (27-31).
3. Life back in Canaan. Peace with Esau (32-33}, trouble at Shechem (34), 

back to Isaac until latter’s death (35).

B2: Succession of Esau/Edom
1. Esaus family. He moved on to Seir/Edom (36).
2. Family line. Series of Esau’s descendants (36).
3. Kings in Edom, “before any in Israel." List (36) (37:1 — Jacob stayed in Ca

naan).

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

C: Succession of Jacob
1. Joseph to Egypt. Joseph sold into Egypt (37), and ludah in trouble (38).
2. Joseph in Egypt. Joseph’s career — steward, in prison, at court (39-41).
3. Famine and reunion. Jacob’s sons sought grain in Egypt, and found Joseph 

(42-45)-
4. Finale. Jacob and the family joined Joseph in Egypt; account till their 

deaths (46-50).

Throughout these narratives the patriarchal clan appears as basically a 
group of pastoralists with sheep and cattle, regularly transhumant (Negev/ 
Bethel area/Beersheba district) but could be sufficiently “tied” to a district to 
grow crops (chap. 26, Isaac). Family life was a major concern; their religion in
volved building (temporary?) altars (as near Shechem and Bethel, 12:7-8 [and 
33:20; 35:1, 6l; cf. 13:4, 18; at Moriah, altar was for a burnt offering, 22:9, 13; at 
Beersheba, 26:25; stone pillars set up and anointed as memorials, 28:18; 35:14). 
We now must apply the same kinds of tests to this narrative and its contents as 
in previous chapters. Sections 2-4 attempt this, to test the degree of reality/fan- 
tasy, and to note any date indicators.
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2. EXTERNAL CONTROLS:
ABRAHAM, ISAAC, AND JACOB

Here it will be more practical to present the subject by themes, not in a narra
tive order, so that related matters may be conveniently kept together.

A. WIDE SCOPE OF TRAVEL

As remarked long ago by Oppertheim, “there seem to have been very few peri
ods in the history of the region [= .Mesopotamia! when... (as in the Old Baby
lonian period) ... a private person could move around freely.”2 At other times 
urban dwellers were not commonly great travelers, unless acting in specific ca
pacities (merchants, envoys, military activities, etc.).

“Ur of the Chaldees” is undoubtedly to be identified with the famous an
cient city of Ur in south Babylonia (south Iraq), now Tell el-Muqayyar, and not 
with sundry Ur(a)s (or Urfa) in northern Mesopotamia. “Chaldees” is a qualifi
cation of later date than the pre-Mosaic period; it may have been added be
tween 1000 and 500, precisely to distinguish the patriarchal Ur from possible 
northern counterparts. The Kaldu people (to which Heb. Kas’dim corresponds) 
lived in south Babylonia, probably from the late second millennium onward — 
use of their name indicates dearly a belief in a southern location for biblical Ur 
in the first millennium.3

Terah and his family may have dwelled in the city proper. But if they were 
already pastoralists, they may equally have lived in rural settlements around Ur, 
like other such tribal people who gave their names to districts around major 
Babylonian cities, particularly in the early second millennium. Such were 
Sippar-Awnanum and Sippar-Yakhrurum around Sippar, taking their names 
from the tribal groups Awnanum (or Amnanum) and Yakhrurum known from 
the Mari archives.4 At Ur itself a Sutean encampment apparently existed oppo
site someone’s abode by the city gate. Settlements of the Mare-Yamina (so- 
called Benjaminites) were dose by other urban centers, also early second mil
lennium.3

Pastoralist tribal groups ranged far and wide in the early second millen
nium. From the Mari archives we learn that segments of the Mare-Yamina set
tled not only around Mari itself and nearby Terqa but had reached far eastward 
to the Tigris and southeast into Babylonia (around Uruk, Larsa, and Sippar). 
Northward from Mari they ranged through the “Upper Lands” (Gebel Sinjar, 
Tur Abdin, the Upper Khabur River). Westward they (like Terah) were at home 
around Harran (by the river Balih). Southwestward across the Euphrates they
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went on to Gebei Bishri, and turn up in Syria all the way from lam had (Aleppo) 
to Qatna, and into Amurru (central Syria, by the Mount Lebanon range).6 
From Larsa in the east to Amurru in the west, the wanderings of segments of 
the Mare-Yamina cover all but the extremities of the journeying.? of Terah and 
Abraham from Ur to Canaan,

Pastoralists were not the only travelers across the Near East, then or at 
other periods. Official envoys traveled around at all periods, especially in the 
early second millennium when the network ran all the way east-west from Elam 
to Hazor in Canaan. The same with merchant caravans, from Babylon and 
Ashur (Assyria) far northwest into Anatolia, even to the Black Sea. We have lists 
of stopping places and transit times, effectively itineraries, for such routes.7 
These various routes can be placed on the map, at least in their essentials.

In iater times (late second/early first millennium), the general movement 
of steppe tribes into agricultural areas with their urban centers tended to be 
more or less from north(west) to south(east) so far as Mesopotamia was con
cerned. So also for the Arameans. But in the early second millennium this 
northwest to southeast drift is not the sole current of movement, despite erro
neous claims to the contrary. Certainly we have followed the occurrences of 
(e.g.) the Mare-Yamina, from the southeast, to the north, to the northwest, 
west, and southwest. But within that great arc there were all manner of move
ments and eddies. As Kupper long ago observed, pastoralists who penetrated 
the mainly agricultural lands of anciently "urban” southern Babylonia would 
have had limited scope for their profession, and would at times have again 
moved back northwest to more open pasturages, only to be replaced by more 
newcomers in their turn. He justly remarked, “It is in this constant flux and re
flux of people on the move that one may fittingly situate the migration of Abra
ham, going back up from Ur to Harran, his true homeland.”9 We cannot as
sume that Terah and his forebears had always lived in Ur; he might earlier have 
come south from the northwest as Kupper implied. The suggestion has some
times been made to connect Terah and his forebears (or at least their names) 
with places well northwest of Babylonia, within the ambit of Mari and Harran, 
within the vast western arc of the course of the Euphrates. The Mari archives 
contain ample references to the cities of Harran (at modern Harran/Eski- 
Harran) and Nakhur (Nahor), of less certain location. The “city of Nahor” in 
Gen. 24:30 is either this latter town or (less likely?) simply a synonym for 
Harran. The town Nakhur/Nahor flourished from the later third millennium 
through the second millennium into the thirteenth century. Then it only recurs 
several centuries later as Til-Nakhiri (seventh century), i.e., as an old site aban
doned and then resettled (“Nahor-mound”).9 Around Harran there may have 
been other such settlements that also reflect names of Abraham’s ancestors. But
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at present only the late name-forms survive; a Til-(sha)-Turakhi would repre
sent the resettlement (ninth century) of an ancient Turakh or Tirakh (cf. 
Terah),'0 a later Sarugi may reflect Serug,11 and so on. Settlements are often 
named after people in all places and ages; it is also true that people were (and 
still are) named from places, too.13 Thus a Terah might have had family origins 
around Harran and Nnkhur, followed the common “drift” southeastward, in his 
case to Ur, and then returned north with his family. Cf. maps, fig. 42.

B. LONG-DISTANCE MARRIAGES

Politics and commerce were not the only driving forces for travel. Long
distance marriages are at home in this period, as in others, lust as we have those 
wealthy sheikhs Abraham and Isaac sending off to their relatives in Nahor or 
Harran to obtain brides for Isaac and [acob, so in the early second millennium 
we also find Shamsi-Adad I of Assyria securing in marriage Beltum, daughter 
of Ishkhi-Adad king of Qatna, for his son, Yasmah-Adad, Assyrian king of Mari, 
across a similar span of distance; Mari kings of either dynasty (Lim or Assyr
ian) kept up steady relations with distant Qatna in central Syria. Of course, 
there were a good number of international royal marriages a few centuries later 
in the late second millennium (between Egypt, Hatti, Babylon, Mitanni, etc.). 
But these were between great empires of widely differing origins, not between 
leading West Semitic local families, and between “Amorite” local states of 
north/central Syria and Syio-Mesopotamia.13

C. AND TO EGYPT TOO

In Gen. 12:10-20 we find Abraham seeking relief from famine in Canaan by vis
iting prosperous Egypt. The pharaoh fancied his wife until Abraham untruth
fully alleged that she was his sister. Then, enriched but disgraced, he was sent 
back out of Egypt,

These things were very true to real life, not least in the early second mil
lennium. One of the best-known painted scenes from ancient Egypt is in the 
tomb chapel of Khnumhotep II at Beni Hasan, circa 1870. This shows thirty- 
seven “Asiatics" visiting Egypt, bringing eye paint; their leader bears the good 
West Semitic name Ab-sharru (fig. 37).14 When the Egyptian courtier Sinuhe 
fled Egypt for Canaan at the death of Ameneinhat 1, circa 1944 me., he was res
cued from dying of thirst by a local tribal pastoralist “who had been in 
Egypt."15 A line of forts (“Walls of the Ruler") had been built by the latter pha
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raoh, as Sinuhe tells ns, to repel Asiatics — dearly, the pharaohs of the period 
had to limit and control their Canaanite would-be visitors!

As Gen. 12:18 makes clear, the king himself upbraided and dismissed 
Abraham, evidently from his palace (12:15). There is no reason whatever to 
imagine that this all happened at the capital Memphis, most of 100 miles south 
from the northeast Delta. For during the Twelfth to Fifteenth Dynasties (ca. 
1970-1540), the Egyptian kings (Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasties) had an East 
Delta residence at Ro-waty (ruins at Ezbet-Rushdy), near Avaris (center of the 
god Seth), which in turn the Hyksos rulers {Fifteenth Dynasty) used as their 
East Delta base.16 Before the twentieth century b.c., no such arrangement is 
known; and again, there was no royal residence there during the Eighteenth Dy
nasty (ca. 1540-1295), merely a fort compound.17 Then the Nineteenth Dynasty 
built a new residence city, Pi-Ramesse, used only until circa 1130. Thus the visits 
by an Abraham or a Jacob to a pharaoh at an East Delta palace are only feasible 
in Egyptian terms within circa 1970-1540, if they are not to be turned into con
temporaries of Moses! Cf. fig. 36. Suffice it to say that the pharaohs were com
monly partial to attractive foreign ladies, as finds and texts for the Middle and 
New Kingdoms attest.18 And Pharaoh’s detailing men to escort Abraham out of 
Egypt is the reverse pendant to an earlier king’s detailing men to escort the re
turning courtier Sinuhe back into Egypt (ca. 1850).

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

D. WIDER POLITICAL HORIZONS: GENESIS 14

Here a compact but vivid narrative depicts how one alliance of four kings from 
the north and east sought to reimpose a twelve-year overlordship on a group of 
five kings around the Dead Sea area, carrying off Lot (who lived there) with 
their loot. When informed, Abraham set off north, vanquished the retreating 
force by night attack, and retrieved Lot and the loot. With the king of Salem 
(Jerusalem?), Abraham gave a thank offering to El-Elyon, and the retrieved 
goods back to the king of Sodom. Despite its obvious clarity, this narrative has 
remained opaque to most biblicists, simply because its cultural setting was long 
unknown to them and they have largely failed to accept that setting once it was 
made dear. Several features in the narrative find ready clarification if one looks 
at the appropriate external data.

We consider, first, the sets of rival alliances. In the west (Syria-Palestine, 
the Levant), such alliances of several kings one may find at all periods where 
written records are available for the region. In the late second millennium we 
have the volatile local alliances among the Canaanite kings who feature in the 
Amarna letters. In the first half of the first millennium we have the long series
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of alliances in Syria (iater including Israel, then Judah) against successive kings 
of Assyria. This illustrates the attitude of the five Dead Sea valley kings, but 
nothing more.

But with the eastern alliance things are radically different- Here the kings 
are clearly eastern and northern. Chedor-laomer is an Elamite name (Kutir + de
ity), and appropriately he is entitled a king of Elam, an ancient state adjoining 
south Babylonia and the head of the gulf in southwest Iran.19 Tid’al, king of 
Goyim or “peoples," bears an early Hittite name, Tudkhalia, and his title is a fair 
equivalent of the “paramount chiefs," ruba’um rabium, known in Anatolia in the 
twentieth-nineteenth centuries, or as chief of warrior groups like the Umman- 
manda.20 Amraphel bears a seemingly Semitic name, and the name of his king
dom, Shin’ar, stands for Babylonia {cf. Gen. 10:10) in Hittite, Syrian, and Egyp
tian sources in the later second millennium,21 Ellasar maybe there too, but is not 
definitely identified, But its king Arioch bears a name well attested in the Mari 
archive as Arriwuk/Arriyuk in the early second millennium and Ariukki at Nuzi 
(mid-second millennium). So he may be north Mesopotamian.12 Thus the per
sonal names fit the regions they ruled and correspond with real names and 
known name types, even if the individuals are not yet identified in external 
sources. This is hardly surprising, given the incompleteness of data for most re
gions in the ancient Near East for the third, and much of the early second, mil
lennia; even the great Mari archive covers only about fifty to seventy years.

However, by contrast with the Levant, this kind of alliance of eastern 
states was only possible at certain periods. Before the Akkadian Empire, Meso
potamia was divided between the Sumerian city-states, but this is far too early 
for our narrative (prc-2300). After an interval of Gutian interference, Mesopo
tamia was then dominated by the Third Dynasty of Ur, whose influence reached 
in some form as far west as north Syria and Byblos. After its fall, circa 2000, 
Mesopotamia was divided between a series of kingdoms: Isin, Larsa, Eshnunna, 
Assyria, etc., with Mari and various local powers in lands farther north and 
west. This situation lasted until the eighteenth century, when Hammurabi of 
Babylon eliminated most of his rivals. From circa 1600/1500 onward, Assyria 
and Babylon (now under Kassite rule) dominated Mesopotamia, sharing with 
none except briefly Mitanni (ca, 1500 to mid-thirteenth century) within the 
Euphrates’ west bend, and the marginal Khana and Sea-land princedoms were 
eliminated in due course. Thus, from circa 2000 to 1750 (1650 at the extreme), 
we have the one and only period during which extensive power alliances were 
common in Mesopotamia and with its neighbors.23 Alliances of four or five 
kings were commonplace and modest then. The most famous reference to 
larger alliances is given us by one Mari letter: “There is no king strongest by 
himself— 10 or 15 kings follow Hammurabi of Babylon, and so for Rim-Sin of
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Larsa, and so for Ibalpiel of Eshnunna, and so for Amutpiel of Qatna; but 20 
kings follow Yarim-lim of Yamhad” (Aleppo)/4 What is more, it is only in this 
particular period (2000-1700) that the eastern realm of Elam intervened exten
sively in the politics of Mesopotamia — with its armies — and sent its envoys 
far west into Syria to Qatna, Never again did Elam follow such wide-reaching 
policies. So, in terms of geopolitics, the eastern alliance in Gen. 14 must he 
treated seriously as an archaic memory preserved in the existing book of Gene
sis (fig. 41). Moreover, envoys from Mari went regularly to Razor in Canaan.25

Second, there was a tradition of Mesopotamian kings intervening in Syria 
many centuries before the Assyrian Shalmaneser 111 and his successors de
scended “like a wolf on the fold.”26 Back in the twenty-third century, Sargon 
and Naram-Sin of the Akkadian Empire both marched west to the Amanos, 
and possibly to the Mediterranean, and up to the Taurus Mountains if not also 
beyond/7 In the nineteenth century Yakhdun-lim of Mari led a military expe
dition west, up to the forested Syrian mountains and to the Mediterranean Sea, 
to which he made offerings, imposing tribute on local rulers and also subduing 
another group of rebel kings, just as the eastern allies did in Gen. I4.3a A little 
later, circa 1800, Shamshi-Adad 1 of still more distant Assyria could boast that 
“I erected a stela in my great name in the land of Leban(on), on the shore of the 
Great [= Mediterranean] Sea.” Even more, Shamshi-Adad 1 actually mobilized a 
vast force of over 20,000 troops to send into Syria, to help his friend the king of 
Qatna — a force that was sent down south of Qatna, via Qadesh and Rahisu 
(the Ruhizzi of the Amarna letters) and Lebanon, with Canaanites involved — 
not quite so far as the Dead Sea of Gen. 14, but close!2’

Third, the text of Yakhdun-lim of Mari shows striking affinities overall 
with the basics of the narrative in Gen. 14. There are two differences in detail: 
Yakhdun-lim acted on two fronts (south and west from Mari), and it was Abra
ham, not the invaders, who finally triumphed in Gen. 14. Naturally Yakhdun- 
lim speaks from an eastern/northern invader's viewpoint, whereas Gen. 14 
speaks from the westerners’ viewpoint. But once these factors are allowed for, 
the congruityof actions and themes remains striking; see table 30 on page 322.

It need only be added that Yakhdun-lim prefaces his entire account with a 
religious dedication to the god Shamash, who accompanied him on his cam
paigns. Without doubt Yakhdun-Iim’s firsthand inscription is much more 
florid and far more “theologically” oriented than the essentially plain, almost 
laconic Gen. 14 report. So, on the usual antireligious criteria against the histo
ricity of theological coloring that biblicists commonly adopt, Gen. 14 should by 
rights constitute a far more definitely factual and reliable report than Yakhdun- 
Iim’s! Which, of course, runs counter to common prejudice against the historic
ity of Gen. 14. But that narrative deserves a fairer hearing.
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Table 30. Yakhdun-lim and Genesis 14

Schema Yakhdun-lim: S Yahdun lint: W Genesis 14

1.1st raid, and 
made vassals

(isl raid and vassals 
implied, not cited)

ist raid on W, made 
vassals, 11. z& 66

ist raid, and made 
vassals (1-4)

2. Revolt Revolt, 3 vassals, 11. 
69ft

— Revolt (4)

3. 2nd raid, 
victory

(2nd) raid, victory, 11, 
80-98

Secured timber & vic
tory, 11. 51-66

Victory in W (5-12)

Abram victory (13-16)

4. Religious 
celebration

Dedication text & 
tern [>le: all; 99 107

Made offerings to 
Med. Sea (45); temple

Melkisedeq ceremony 
& tithe (17 20)

5. Other acts Curse: harm name & 
temple, 11. u8ff.

(See previous) Settling spoils (21 24)

Fourth, a few details. Nighttime attacks (as in Gen. 14:15) in ancient Near 
Eastern warfare are very weLl attested; cf. above, p. i68.30 The religious conclu
sion to a campaign, whether Yakhdun-lim’s or Abraham’s, was always the nat
ural climax, as can be seen from innumerable examples (a simple fact that 
biblicists will have to accept, such that verses 18-20 are integral to the narra
tive). Thus the sets of war scenes on the walls of temples in New Kingdom 
Egypt (especially ca. 1300-1160) almost always culminate in the king present
ing the spoils of his success to the gods, and sometimes he is commissioned 
by them beforehand as well.31 Assyrian kings commonly began their 
annalistic texts with invocations to deities, and after a campaign might even 
dictate a letter to their god, reporting on the campaign.32 In the West Semitic 
world, on his stela Zakkur king of Hamath (ca. 800) blends his war report 
with thanks to his deity;33 and so on. The literary format is that of an individ
ual report, not of a continuous chronicle (as wrongly claimed by van Seters). 
Both Yakhdun-lim and Gen. 14 are of the same type, and are wholly distinct 
from the kinds of continuous chronicles best known from Mesopotamia in 
the first millennium, which consist of staccato reports running through a 
whole series of years and of reigns. In any case, the “continuous” type of 
chronicle was not invented in the first millennium but already existed from 
the eighteenth century (Tummal; Mari), the mid-second millennium (Old 
Hittite), and the late second millennium (fragments under Tiglatli-pileser I, 
end of twelfth century).34 In short, it is entirely reasonable to trace back the
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history of the main content of Gen. 14 to the first half of the second millen-

E. TREATIES AND GROUP COVENANTS

Until recent years, almost no treaties were known between about 2000 and 1500 
b.c. Work at Mari and Tell Leilan has produced almost a dozen treaties, not yet 
fully published.35 In the four or five formal documents available so far, there is a 
consistent format; deities are listed as witnesses, by whom oath is taken; then 
the stipulations; and finally (in complete versions) curses against infraction. Cf. 
table 25: III, p. 287 above. This format is wholly distinct from those current both 
in the third millennium and in the middle and late second millennium, and 
later (cf. tables 25,26, p. 287 above). The Mari archives teem with reports of the 
process of the negotiation and making of treaties, which is not identical with 
the finished, written product, but contains the basic elements, usually exclud
ing curses until the final document was drawn up and inscribed. This fact is im
portant (as with the Sinai covenant, above). Thus in Gen. 21:23-24 (Abram/ 
Beersheba I), 21:27-33 (Abram/Beersheba II), 26:28-31 (Isaac/Gerar), and 31:44
34 (Jacob/Laban),3* we have very concise reports of the process of making four 
distinct and successive treaties between the three successive Hebrew patriarchs 
and Gerar (Abraham, Isaac) and Laban (Jacob). We are not given formal docu
ments in extenso; we are just given brief accounts ofthe actual process of enact
ment, as often at Mari. Nevertheless, when tabulated, the content of these four 
treaties does correspond quite closely to what we find in both the proccss of en
actment and the final documents at Mari and Tell Leilan, and not to what was 
current at other periods. During the treaty-making process at Mari and Tell 
Leilan, on preliminary “small tablets,” curses were not included; they appear 
only in the final, validated document. Only symbolic rites of punishment for 
infringement, such as killing a donkey foal, denote their implicit presence. The 
enactment could include exchange of gifts (as did Atam-rum with Ashkur- 
Adad), and a shared meal (ditto, drank from the same cup),37 All of this is 
found both in the Mari/Leilan data and in the little Genesis corpus; for the 
Genesis series, see table 31 on page 324. The idea that the treaties of Abraham 
and Isaac are mere literary doublets is nothing more than an artificial fiction 
created by a false distinction between nonexistent “sources," as others have 
shown, That Abimelek of Gerar should have successive treaties with Abraham 
and Isaac is no more a “doublet” than (e.g.) Talmi-sharmma of Aleppo having 
successive treaties with the two Hittite kings Mursil II and Muwatallis II (first 
summarized in the second), or than Kurunta king of Tarkhuntassa having suc-
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Table 31. The Treaties of Genesis it

Elements Mari/ 
Lei lan

Gen. 21: 
Beersheba I

Gen. 21: 
Beersheba II

Gen. 26: Isaac, 
Gerar

Gen. 31: 
Jacob/Laban

Witnesses Yes 23b: God 30: gift, lambs (29: YHWH) 44: covt; 50: 
God

5if: cairn, stela

Oath Yes 23a 24: 
swear

31: swore oath 28,31: oath 53b: oath

Stipula
tions

Yes 23c: good 
neighbors

30b: accepted, 
well = Abram’s

29: good 
neighbors

52: respect 
boundary

Ceremony Yes:
(in narr.)

— 33: tree planted 30: feast 54: sacrifice) & 
meal

Curse (Final
draft)

— — (31: implied) 53: God, judge

cessive treaties with no fewer than three Hittite kings, Muwatallis II, Hattu- 
sil III, and Tudkhalia IV. There are no “doublets” or triplets here, and none need 
be found in the Genesis examples either, except on flawed a priori theory,33 

These treaties or group covenants must not be confused with the strictly 
personal religious covenants in Genesis between an individual and his deity. 
These consist simply of a promise from deity to his human client and a confirma
tory sign, as witness. Examples of this kind are Noah (Gen. 6:8; 9:9f.; sign: rain
bow); Abraham, first (Gen. 15:9-11; sign: furnace arid lamp); Abraham, second 
(Gen. 17:2; 4-9; signs: new name, circumcision); Isaac, implied (Gen. 17:19, it; cf. 
26:24-25}; and Jacob (Gen. 28:12-19; pillar as witness of vision). These form a con
sistent series as a group. Later examples from David onward are less distinctive.

F. FAMILY MATTERS: HEIRS AND GRACES

In all times, cultures, and places, married couples have sought to have offspring 
who would carry on the family name, inherit the family estate (be it palaces or 
peanuts), and care for them in old age in the days before annuities and retire
ment homes. In antiquity, if couples could not have children in the natural way, 
the ideal and regular solution, then substitutes had to be found. In the patriar
chal narratives, more than one option was available: adoption of a nonrelative 
or producing a child by another woman (a proxy).
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(S) An Heir by Adoption

Having no son by Sarah, Abraham went first for adoption. He had a large 
household and following (cf. his 318 armed retainers, Gen. 14:14) and wealth 
“on the hoof’ (cf. 12:16; 13:2,5). In such a context he would have had a variety of 
employees, perhaps some slaves, and would learn by experience whom he could 
trust. Thus he sorrowed that {15:2, 3) “a son of my house(hold) will be my heir,” 
the Damascene^) Eliezer. “Son" here (as often in Semitic) is simply “member,” 
be it servant or slave, of the household in question. Such adoptions by childless 
couples are well attested in Near Eastern antiquity. For the Old Babylonian pe
riod we have analogous cases in both formal law collections and in day-to-day 
legal practice: in, e.g., the Laws of Hammurabi, §191, guarding the adoptee’s 
rights even if children are later born naturally to his adoptive father.39 And in 
real-life eases, mutual safeguards applied. So, for example, slightly earlier at 
Mari, the couple Hillalum and Alitum adopted Yahatti-el as heir; “if Hillalum 
and Alitum should have many children, Yahatti-el is (still) senior heir, and shall 
have the double share — his younger brothers then share (the balance) 
equally."40 A variety of other Old Babylonian documents tell a similar tale.41

(ii) An Heir by Proxy

However, Abraham was told he would have a son of his own (Gen. 15:4). But, af
ter a long wait, Sarah his wife tried to move things along, and persuaded him to 
have a child by her maidservant Hagar (Gen. 16). Two generations later we find 
this same phenomenon in Jacob’s family. Unable herself to bear sons to Jacob, 
Rachel gave him her maidservant Bilhah to bear him sons on her account (30:3
8). Then, ceasing from bearing, Leah did likewise through her maidservant 
Zilpah (30:9-12).

These were not arbitrary acts. It should be noted that, in 29:24, 29, Jacob 
received Leah arid Rachel as wives along with their maidservant or slave girl. 
This was normal and normative in the first half of the second millennium, 
when a wife might come with her own maidservant, precisely so to serve as an 
insurance policy against possible inability to have offspring. Already in the 
nineteenth century we find that in the Assyrian “colony” at Anatolian Kanesh, 
when Laqipuin married the lady Hatala, the provision was made that “If within 
2 years she does not produce children for him, she herself may buy a slave- 
woman. Then after she [the latter] has had a child by him, then he may sell her 
off where he wishes.”42 A similar basic arrangement underlay legal usage in a 
variety of circumstances where a man and wife did not or could not have off
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spring. So, as a naditum (hierodule) priestess could not have children, her hus
band could marry also another woman for children (second wife) or have chil
dren by the priestess’s slave woman (Hammurabi Code, §§144-46). Later, circa 
1500, at Nuzi, the same tradition was followed, whereby a childless wife might 
give her husband a servant girl to bear him children.

All manner of details find correspondences in both the biblical and exter
nal documents. Thus Jacob had to keep both Leah and Rachel, his two wives; he 
could not just get rid of Leah. So, too, in the Laws of Lipit-lshtar, §28, and (in a 
particular case) Hammurabi’s laws, §148. The sons of both wives had to be ac
knowledged, with rights of inheritance, which is, again, a feature seen in Lipit- 
lshtar, §24, and Hammurabi, §170. We find this still later in the second millen
nium in Deuteronomy (21:15-17), obviously based on ancient usage.

Through the centuries changes can be seen. In the twentieth/nineteenth 
century Lipit-Ishtar’s laws (§24) envisage equal shares of paternal inheritance 
for children of both wives. In the eighteenth/seventeenth century, Ham
murabi’s laws (§170) agree but specify a “first choice” to the firstborn of the first 
wife, and a case at Mari grants a double portion to the declared heir (even 
though an adoptee; see section on Yahatti-el, p.325 above). By the fifteenth cen
tury the Nuzi documents also grant a double portion to a natural firstborn son 
(but not an adoptee); again, in the thirteenth century, Dent. 21:15-17 goes with 
this for a firstborn son. By contrast, 700 years later, the Neo-Babylonian laws as
signed two-thirds to the “sons” (plural) of the first wife and one-third to those 
of a second wife. Way back in Gen. 49:1-28, old Jacob pronounced his blessings 
upon, all his sons, and so stood closest to the oldest legal usage here (all were ac
knowledged, none excluded), not the later variations.

However, sons of varying status might fare varyingly. Back with Lipit- 
lshtar (§§25-26), the main inheritance was reserved for sons of the first, main 
wife, including at her death, others being dealt with differently. One may com
pare Abraham, who “gave all that he had to Isaac” (main heir) while simply giv
ing gifts to lesser sons by Keturah and others (Gen. 25:1-6). Under Hammurabi, 
sons of slave wives shared if acknowledged, but not otherwise (§§170-71); com
pare Abraham’s evident desire to have Ishmael acknowledged (Gen. 21:10-11); 
sending away Ha gar and Ishmael was contrary to custom then, hence his need 
of instruction to do so (2i:i2-i4).43

Last under law and custom, we come to Gen. 23, narrating the death of 
Sarah and burial arrangements for her. Here Abraham is seen negotiating the 
purchase of a cave (Machpelah) at Hebron with a local citizen. Its owner, 
Ephron, insisted on selling not simply the cave but also the field in which it lay. 
Two external comparisons have been made with this account, one false, and one 
an open question. The false comparison (by Tucker and van Seters) is with the
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so-called dialogue documents of Neo-Assynan and Neo-Babylonian times. 
First, the account in Gen. 23 is simply a narrative of an agreement being made, 
it is not a formal legal document, "dialogue" or otherwise. Second, the assertion 
that such documents are exclusive to the Assyro-Babylonian usage of the first 
millennium is also factually wrong; such documents also occur in the second 
millennium.44 The other comparison was made vvith the Hittite laws; Lehmann 
argued that Abraham only wanted the cave, not the whole property (cave plus 
field), because (in the Hittite laws, §§46, 47) owning the whole property would 
incur tax, but holding only a portion of it would not. Hoffner rejected this the
ory, first because he did not consider the “sons of Heth” at Hebron to be real 
Hittites (of Anatolian origin). And second because, in the Hittite laws, §46 dealt 
only with gift, not sale, and §47 applied to the holding of a craftsman, a status 
he denied to Ephron, Third, he considered the date of formulation of the 
Hittite laws to be coeval with the early Hittite rulers, Hattusil I and Mursil 1, at 
circa 1650/1600 (they could be later), long after Abraham’s putative period.45

These objections require proper consideration. That the Hittite laws did 
not exist before 1650/1600 when they were first written down is an unverifiable 
assumption; they are more likely to have been (in part at least) older customary 
law that was only written down and added to at that time. When laws in (e.g.) 
Exodus or Deuteronomy find direct analogy in (e.g.) Lipit-Ishtar or 
Hammurabi from 400 or 500 years earlier than the thirteenth century, it is clear 
that they were in those cases formulations or reformulations of long-standing 
customary law, not new inventions coeval with Moses or suchlike person writ
ing them down in the Hebrew corpus. That the Nesites (Anatolian Hittites) 
only occupied the Anatolian area so late as 2000 is an assumption, not a fact, 
and is probably somewhat too low a date. By circa 1800 we already have 
“Kukun’s son Luqq(a)”(“the Lycian”) named on a small obelisk at Byblos; these 
are ancestral to Lycian, i.e., Ltivian, a sister dialect to Hittite. If a Luvian can be 
at home so far south as Byblos by 1800, so too could Nesites be in Canaan, 160 
miles farther south; and both lots 400/500 miles From the heart of Anatolia re
spectively. Thus the Bne-Heth of Genesis are not proven to be a Semitized 
Hittite enclave circa 1800, but neither is there disproof. Hoffner is indubitably 
right in rejecting any link with the Hittite laws, §46 — Ephron was certainly not 
gifting Machpelah to Abraham! The relevance of §47 turns on Ephron’s status, 
which is not told us; we do not know if he was a craftsman (TUKUL, as §47 
would require) or not. That taxation was involved would be true if §47 applied; 
but not needfully if it did not, Thus the Hittite comparison is possible (if 
Ephron had the right occupation), but is very far from certain. In its absence, 
Ephron must be deemed to have simply cornered Abraham (with a deceased 
Sarah to bury!) into buying a complete property to get possession of the cave. If
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they were not a group of stray Nesites, then the “Sons of Hetli” were simply One 
more obscure group among others. This whole episode is instructive because it 
throws into relief the immense care with which comparisons need to be studied 
and worked out.

G. PATRIARCHS AND RFXIGION4

The forms and the content or object(s) of patriarchal worship appear only very 
sketchily in the Genesis narratives, except when the patriarchs receive divine 
promises. As transhumant pastoralists, regularly on the move, they had no tem
ples (nor used anybody else’s). Their cults were formal, just as urban cults were, 
but of necessity much simpler in practice, Abraham built altars near Shechem, 
near bethel and Ai (to which he returned later), at Hebron and Moriah (Gen. 
12:7-8; 13:4, 18; 22:9). Isaac did so at Beersheba (26:25), after a vision, as Abra
ham had first done. Jacob too built altars at Shechem and Bethel (33:20; 35:1,6). 
He also set up stone pillars or stelae as commemorative markers, anointing 
them (28:18; 35:14), again after visions. The altars were the focus for prayer, 
“calling on YHWH’s name” (12:8; 13:4; 26:25), and certainly for burnt offerings, 
as shown by 22:3, 6,13, with a lamb or ram as normal sacrifice. The mention of 
sacrifices in 46:1 would imply use of altar(s).

The practice or forms of worship by such transhumant pastoralists find 
practically no echo in the great range of texts originating from such thoroughly 
urban centers as Mari or Ugarit (who often Took a dim view of the folk out on 
the steppes); and such pastoralists left no archives of their own! However, there 
was some common ground in religious practice. Like the patriarchs, the cults at 
Mari made extensive sacrificial use of sheep (various grades) and lambs,47 as 
others also did -— e.g., Emar a few centuries later and at Ebla some centuries 
earlier (to cite but two examples),4*

However, there are examples of people from urban centers (with temple 
ritual dominant) going out abroad, including into desert conditions, and cele
brating formal cults in suitably simpler forms. From Middle Kingdom Egypt 
(early second millennium) we have both a literary tale and historical stelae to il
lustrate this usage. The hero of a story, “The Shipwrecked Sailor,” was sole sur
vivor from his ship, cast upon a subtropical isle of plenty. Having satisfied his 
hunger, he “made a fire-stick, produced fire, and made a burnt offering to the 
gods.”451 About 1980 B.c., Mentuhotep IV sent his vizier with 3,000 men on a 
desert expedition into Wadi Hammamat to quarry out and bring back a stone 
sarcophagus and lid. The stelae inscribed there record (as a marvel) how a ga
zelle suddenly appeared at a suitable block of stone for the lid, there dropping
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her young. The delighted expeditionaries promptly sacrificed the creature as a 
burnt offering on the spot. Another stela records how, at the end of the visit 
(using supplies brought), cattle and goats were in turn duly slain, and incense 
burnt.50 So ritual could be enacted at any level anywhere the ancients chose to 
do so. Anointing of stones (as Jacob did), one may find others doing in ritual 
contexts. We may compare such customs during festivals at Emar, for example, 
in the late thirteenth century.31

As for content, deities worshiped, the final narrator in Genesis commonly 
speaks of the deity of the patriarchs as YHWH (proper name) or as Elohim 
(“God”). Both terms also occur in words ostensibly spoken by the patriarchs 
and their contemporaries. Often Exod. 6:3 is understood to signify the opposite; 
namely, that the name YHWH was unknown to the patriarchs. If that were so, 
then it is very strange that it should ever have been introduced at all into the 
text of Genesis; the supposed contradiction would have been just as obvious to 
the ancients as to any modern reader of these books. However, there is very 
good reason to translate Exod. 6:3 understanding a rhetorical negative that im
plies a positive, as “1 appeared to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as El-Sbaddai (‘God 
Almighty’) — and by my name YHWH did I not declare myself to them?”52

This would find further support from two angles. First, the “name” or 
character of a deity in the ancient Near East was by no means a rigidly fixed en
tity right from the beginning and forever after; more came to be known about, 
or attributed to, deities as time passed. Second, YHWH served as the proper 
name of the “God of the fathers,” precisely as with other deities in the early sec
ond millennium, and (as with these) was not used all the time (see below).

We take up the first angle, developing knowledge/character for deities. 
Using Egypt as a paradigm, one may point to the history of Araun of Thebes. 
From the late third millennium to the beginning of thesecond, he was merely a 
local god in Thebes, alongside the war god Montu. But with the advent of the 
Theban Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties to supreme power in Egypt, he became 
much more prominent, as the royal god of the kingdom His identification with 
the sun god Re gave him full national status, in the late second millennium, the 
Theban Eighteenth Dynasty founded the New Kingdom, resumed rule in 
Nubia, and conquered much of the Levant — at a bound, Arinin or Amen-Re 
became god of empire, giver of victory. With the eclipse of Akhenaten’s attempt 
at monotheism based on the sun god as Aten, more orthodox Egyptian “theolo
gians” in the thirteenth century set up a form of “trinity" whereby “All gods are 
(but) three: Amuii, Re and Ptah, without their equal,” but these are then re
ferred to as an underlying unity or latent monotheism, “Hidden One is his 
name as Amun, he is Re in face, his body is Ptah” (emphasis added). In the 
eleventh-tenth centuries (postimperial), Amun became for a time almost a
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theocratic ruler in the south of Egypt, with the identity of the “god since the be
ginning” in new formulations. Thus, over the centuries, his name (“the Hidden 
One”) gained ever more resonances for his worshipers.53 Even more drastically, 
the term “Aten” was originally just the visible disc of the sun in Egyptian, and a 
visible part or form of the sun god. Then, after circa 1400, Aten became a name 
specifically for the sun god himself, until the erratic pharaoh Amenophis IV as 
Akhenaten (ca. 1350) made of Aten the sole form ofthe sun god, and sole god of 
Egypt, alone to be worshiped — a true monotheism.54 Thus, for his part, 
YHWH revealed himself to Moses in new roles for the Israelites, not known by 
the patriarchs even if his name was.

And now the second angle of support for reading Exod. 6:3 as a rhetori
cal negative: YHWH as the personal name of the “God of the fathers” (i.e., of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob). It was Alt who long ago pointed out the concen
tration of references to the deity of the earliest Israelite ancestors, as “God of 
(someone’s) father,” and as God of the particular forefathers Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob.55 But his study suffered from many drawbacks, since remedied by 
olliers, notably J. Lewy, F. M. Cross, and R. de Vaux. Thus, for example, there is 
no need to view the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as being in origin three 
minor numens later brought together, or to descend to the Nabatean texts of 
Hellenistic-Roman times for parallels, when there is far superior evidence 
from the second millennium. Already the Old Assyrian archives from Kanesh 
(ca. 1900) show such phrases in their witness formulae as "May Ashur and 
your God be witness” or “May Ashur and the God of your father be witness,” 
or even more folly “May Ashur and llabrat, the God of our father be witness,” 
where the paternal deity in question is explicitly named for once. The name ll
abrat may itself be a name of the type occurring in Genesis — El-Shaddai or 
El-Bethel, El-Olam, etc.56 From Exod. 6:2-3 we would learn (cf. above) that 
YHWH was known to the patriarchs both as El-Shaddai (“God Almighty” in 
many English versions) and as YHWH; the former is an epithet, just as are 
“God of Abraham,” “God of Isaac,” “God of Jacob,” the latter being his proper 
name. This is no different to other examples in the biblical world. In Egypt, 
Osiris is also Wenen-nufer (the “enduringly good one”); in the Levant, Hadad 
became better known as Baal (“Master”}; and so on. El-Shaddai also appears 
to be of ancient format and origin.

H, EARLY MONOTHEISM? A BRIEF NOTE

That a monotheistic belief might be found as early as the fourteenth/thirteenth 
centuries is no problem whatsoever. Akhenaten of Egypt instituted precisely
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such a religion during circa 1350-1340, promoting worship of the sun god as 
Aten to the exclusion of all other deities in Egypt. His regime was reversed 
within three years under Tutankhamun, and the old religions of Egypt were 
very emphatically put back in place. But once a given concept has been voiced 
abroad (and publicly!), it can never be recalled or entirely suppressed — the genie 
is permanently out of the bottle! In Egypt things were never quite the same again. 
Orthodox theological thinkers in the fourLeerith/tllirteen 1J1 centuries were pre
pared to envisage all gods as but manifestations of one supreme god, and ap
plied this to Amun, as pointed out above (p. 329). There is no reason whatso
ever, therefore, to imagine that the concept of just one deity was something that 
could be suppressed at will just after 1340 when its effects were still in being up 
to a century later. Especially when it then found expression even as a concept in 
popular stories like Apophis and Seqenenre. There the Hyksos king Apophis is 
imagined to have worshiped no other god but Seth, i.e., to have been an implic
itly Semitic monotheist!57

In chapter 6, good reason was given for the necessity (in terms of cove
nant torms and foreigners at court) of the frameworks of Exodus-Leviticus and 
(later) of Deuteronomy and Josh. 24 having originated with a West Semite in 
Moses’ role at the Egyptian court. In such a cultural context he could hardly 
have been able to avoid the currents of thought then circulating. None of the 
commonplace objections to a “Mosaic monotheism” made by biblicists have 
any factual validity, as Propp has shown in a refreshingly uninhibited and wide- 
ranging study that knocks out all the false props on which people have relied, in 
refusing to accept a second-millennium monotheism.5®

Moreover, monotheistic tendencies did not begin even with Akhenaten. 
The Cairo Hymn to Amun in Egypt (ca. 1500/1400), from well before 
Akhenaten’s time, already praised Amen-Re (twice over) as creator of the other 
gods as well as of humanity, so that he was necessarily sole god before such a 
creation, conceptually. The hymn itself originated much earlier, being partly 
preserved on a statue of the Thirteenth to Seventeenth Dynasties (ca. 1790-1540 
overall), taking us back willy-nilly toward the general epoch of the patriarchs,59

In the case of the three patriarchs, they are shown consistently worship
ing El-Shaddai at appropriate intervals (Gen. 17:1, for Abraham; 2813, so Isaac; 
35:11; 48:3; 49:25, all Jacob), and throughout El(ohim)/YHWH as being the God 
of the fathers. If we go backward through these, a sequence appears. Jacob sac
rificed to the “God of his father Isaac” (46:1), and took an oath in the name of 
“the Fear of his father Isaac” (31:53). Looking further back, he also spoke of and 
prayed to the “God of my (fore)father Abraham and of my father Isaac” (cf. 
31:42; 32:9). He and Laban had jointly acknowledged the God of their grand
fathers, Abraham and Nahor (31:53). In dealing with Melchisedeq king of
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(Jeru?)salem, Abraham is shown tacitly accepting that ruler’s deity El Elyon 
{“God Most High”), creator of heaven and earth, as being identical or identifi
able with his own Elohim/El-Shaddai.so Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are never 
seen honoring any deity except forms of El(ohim). And once back at Bethel, 
where he had vowed himself to El(ohim)/YHWH (28:20-22), Jacob took steps 
to eliminate “alien gods” from his family entourage, in token of full submission 
to his one and only divine guardian (35:2-4). “Monolatry” (worshiping one god 
amidst others) gave way again to a practical monotheism that had been the way 
of Abraham and Isaac. Such a personal form of religion needed no army of as
sorted deities, and hence readily passed into such a form of monotheism in 
practice, El was a high god widely recognized during the first half of the second 
millennium; hut after circa 1500, in round terms, he was overtaken throughout 
the Levant by Hadad the weather/storm/fertility god, increasingly under his ti
tle Baal (“Master”). Thus, when early Israel settled in Canaan, they had to con
tend not with analogous forms of El but with the entirely distinct, outwardly 
enticing, and rival cult of Baal, along with his associated goddesses. So, between 
the times of the patriarchs and those of Moses and |oshua-Judges, the 
Levantine theological climate underwent a major change.

In this context, it is worth noting (with Wenham) not just one but four 
contrasts between patriarchal and later Israelite religion. (1) El(ohim) is more 
fundamental than YHWH in the earlier period; the reverse is true later. (2) The 
total absence of Baal from the patriarchal tradition indicates its antiquity, in ef
fect before circa 1500. (3) Regarding the mode of divine/human communica
tion, deity comes to the patriarchs directly through visions and dreams, not by 
intermediaries (e-g-, prophets), and the patriarchs make their own altars and 
sacrifices without priestly personnel. (4) Jerusalem plays no significant role; it 
is not even present, unless in the very brief contact with the king of Salem. To 
which may be added; (5) Abraham could set up altars next to trees, but such 
“high places” were proscribed under the laws of Moses (Deut. 12:2; cf. Hos. 
4:13); and (6) sacred stones (like facob’s) were also banned (Deut. 16:22) and to 
be smashed (Deut. 7:5; 12:3).61 Examples of smashed-up images, etc., were 
found in Late Bronze Hazor — which would correspond to these commands to 
Israel (and most likely done by them), but not to other people’s customs in 
Canaan.62

Finally, the many years traditionally ascribed to the period between the 
patriarchs and Moses (400/430 years, Gen. 15:13; Exod. 12:40-41) might seem a 
long time for the Israelite clan group to keep up their relationship with 
El(ohim)/YHWH, as our record would imply. However, as Millard has pointed 
out, other tribal societies are known to have retained their characteristic deities, 
as with the deity Ruda in north Arabia, from the seventh century b.c. down
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through the Persian Empire to Roman times.63 This long span of cult is only 
known to us from the chance references made by Esarhaddon of Assyria and 
the traveler Herodotus, for the centuries before Rome’s sway.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

i. PATRIARCHAL LIFE IN ITS SETTINGS

(i) Geopolitics in Canaan

During the tenth century, developing out of the later twelfth and the eleventh, 
there is a dear underlying structure to the political divisions of western Pales
tine, reflected also in the material culture. (1) In the southwest corner the 
Philistines had carved out their own zone, reflected not only in the sub
Mycenaean pottery often dubbed “Philistine”but also in newly built and rebuilt 
towns differing from their Canaanite predecessors, and in dietary changes. 
(2) Throughout the hill country, from the Negev up to the Jordan sources 
(“from Dan to Beer-Sheba”), there had developed a unitary Iron Age culture 
whose physical culture in pottery, housing, etc., had taken up the Late Bronze 
Canaanite heritage and gone its own way, separately both from the Philistines 
and also from (3) the vastly reduced Canaanite presence in the coastal plains. 
This item 2 corresponded to the early Israel of the judges’ epoch into the united 
monarchy (and followed by the twin kingdoms). Before circa 1150, going all the 
way back to 1540/1458, a mainly “city-state” Canaan had been subjected to 
Egyptian imperial overlordship. Transhumanl or other “nomadism” had been 
restricted to the margins: Shasu (= “wanderers”) in the Negev and in 
Transjordan.

In the midst of this long period, Israel is attested in Canaan by Merenptah 
from 1209 at a minimum. An Israelite group in Egypt and leaving Egypt has to 
be earlier, not later, than the thirteenth century with roots in the fourteenth. 
And as noted already, the patriarchs were clearly taken (in the exodus narrative) 
as having lived earlier still. Their Canaan knows of no Egyptian presence, of no 
overall monarchies (like later Israel and Judah), of no Philistine pentapolis, 
only of the isolated (and Semitized) Abimeiek at Gerar, Their Canaan had cities 
and also open pasturelands, wherein transhumant tribal groups like the patri
archs could move their livestock around for forage and water.

This earlier world is that of the first half of the second millennium, and is 
clearly mirrored in the Canaan of the Egyptian Execration Texts in three main 
series of circa i860, circa 1830, and circa 1780.64 Carrying a curse against possi
ble anti-Egyptian rebellion, these texts name over sixty places, but barely forty 
have been identified up till now. Those that can be recognized include such bib-
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Jically familiar towns as Tyre, Laish (the future Dan), Hazor, Achshaph, 
Shechem, Jerusalem, Accho, Ascalon, and a Ya’anaq, probably identical with the 
Anakim (more properly, Anaqim) of )osh. 11:21-22.The Anakim of Joshuacome 
in threes: Hebron, Debir, and Anab (also cf. Num. 13:22), and Gaza, Gath, and 
Ashdod. Joshua is said to have disposed of the first lot, while we can be sure that 
the Philistines promptly dispatched the second lot (whose cities very quickly 
became part of the Philistine five-city league, or “pentapoiis”)- In the Execra
tion Texts we also find three rulers of Ya'anaq in both the first and second sets 
of these texts, but only one named in the third series; but others are simply 
summarized. So the biblical “triplets”may represent a very long tradition, nine
teenth to late thirteenth centuries, in their case.

But in these texts (first two sets) other towns have multiple rulers associ
ated with them: four rulers with a place Anhir; three rulers (like Ya’anaq) for 
places Qahalmu and Asannu; and two rulers each at Rehob, a place Raqah, 
Ascalon, and Jerusalem. It would seem strange if these were dyarchies, trium
virs, etc.; they were not successions of rulers, as they can occur in different or
der in parallel copies of the same date.

The answer lies elsewhere, as these texts attest more than just towns and 
their rulers. Thus, alongside the ruler and the town oflrqata, we also find “the 
tribesfolk of Irqata”; farther south along the coast, Bybios is not itself named 
(because very loyal to Egypt), but we find likewise “the tribesfolk of Byblos.” 
East of the Jordan we find three rulers of Shutu (pre-Moabite Moab) in the sec
ond series of texts, and one each of Upper and Lower Shutu in the third series. 
Down south in Kushu (pre-Edomite Edom) we find two “chiefs of tribesfolk” 
(lower in rank than territorial rulers). And the dosing sections of the Execra
tion Texts formulae include the summarizing phrase “and all the Asiatics of 
Byblos, Ullaza, Ya’anaq, Shutu, Ramith/Yarmut, Raqah, jerusalem” (among 
others). These together give us a quite dear indication that the lands of Canaan 
and even more in Transjordan had also a nonurban population, of tribal/clan 
groups, some belonging to city-owned territories and under their own rulers or 
"sheikhs.” Here are the independent and semi-independent pastoralists of the 
overall region, in the nmeteenth/early eighteenth century.

Other sources confirm this picture, from two directions. From Egypt, in 
the story of Sinuhe (ca. 1920), when the hero fled Egypt, he was rescued from 
dying of thirst on the desert edge of the East Delta by one of the leaders of a 
group of Asiatic (i.e., West Semitic) pastoralists returning to Canaan with their 
cattle. Here, just like an Abraham or an Isaac, was a dan chief with his cattle 
(and doubtless, sheep and goats) who had visited Egypt and was traversing the 
biblical Wilderness of Shur back to Canaan, to grazing grounds there. He is a 
live example of a “chief of tribesfolk” in the Execration Texts, independent like
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Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.65 Our other such source comes from contemporary 
Old Babylonian sources, where a closely related phenomenon has been recog
nized. In early second millennium Babylonia, it appears that authority in a 
given area was in practice shared by the local king of the main city with con
temporary “kings” of tribal/clan groups “living in tents” (as the Assyrian king 
list appositely put it). This is attested for the kingdoms of Kish, Babylon, Sippar, 
Isin, Kisurra, and Assyria (urban dynasty and Shamshi-Adad I’s forebears). 
Such tribal leaders could be called either “king” or simply “chief” (rabianu). 
Their tented settlements gave rise to city “suburbs” named after their commu
nities: Sippar-Amnanum, Sippar-Yakhruruin, or Zarri-Amnan and Zarri- 
Rabbium, dose to a town in the region of Mari.66

Thus for the patriarchal clan as transhumant pastoral folk, we have a rich 
backcloth of corresponding conditions from the centuries preceding 1500. 
Within Canaan we find them moving back and forth at need between the 
Negev (and Shur west of it) and highland districts up by Hebron, Bethel, and 
Shechem, and at times west of those uplands toward Gerar in the south and 
Dothan in the north. In Egyptian eyes, these men would have been classified as 
“chiefs of tribes” (wrw whyt), and with whatever city-state zone they were in, 
when noted. This is the world of the patriarchal pastoralists — a very far cry 
from the Canaan ruthlessly taxed by imperial Egypt during circa 1460-1160, or 
from the segmented world of the judges (Philistines, sparse Canaanite towns, 
an emerging full-sized “Israel” community), and above all totally foreign to the 
world of the Israelite monarchy of David and later. In that light the patriarchs 
and their lifestyle and world cannot possibly be a retrojection into the antiquity 
of the world of a settled, monarchic Israel as often claimed of old.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

(ii) Other Sidelights

(a) Archaeological Background

Most of the modest number of stopping places linked with the patriarchs were 
in business during the first half of the second millennium, Middle Bronze 1IA- 
B/C in Canaan, on the current and reasonable chronology. Ancient Laish (the 
later Dan) resumed being a weil-walled town in that period, with a notable (but 
little-used) arched city gate. The use of the term “Dan” in Gen. 14:14 represents 
aneditorial “update” of the twelfth century or later (cf. judg. 18:29). Both in the 
nineteenth/eighteenth centuries (Execration Texts) and in the fifteenth century 
(Tuthmosis III, foreign place-name lists), the name Laish is independently pre
served.67 Dothan (Gen. 37:17) was a township in Middle Bronze 1IB,6S and
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Shechem is also known archaeologically during Middle Bronze IIA-B/C, grow
ing with time. Shechem is independently attested (as Sakmum) on the stela of 
Khu-Sobek under Sesostris III, circa i860, and in the Execration Texts.® Bethel 
(also Luz) was occupied during Middle Bronze I-II, developing during that 
time,70 Jerusalem (cf. Salem, Gen. 14:18) was certainly a town at this period, and 
very recent work has illustrated the strength of its defenses in the Middle 
Bronze Age.71 Gerar is probably represented by Tell Abu Hureirah (Tel Haror), 
which site was of considerable size in the Middle Bronze Age.72 Hebron was 
also a walled settlement in the Middle Bronze Age, the third and southernmost 
center, along with Jerusalem and Shechem farther north, along the hilly back
bone of central Canaan; from it came a cuneiform tablet of this period (proba
bly of the seventeenth century), with accounts for goats, sheep, and rams, and 
mention of a king and “offering.” Of the personal names, three are West Semitic 
and one probably Human.73 In the Negev, many scattered sites are known for 
Middle Bronze I, but for Middle Bronze II the focus fells on three main sites, Tel 
Malhata, Tel Masos, and Tell el-Far’ah South.74 Finally, Beer-Sheba. No dear 
Middle Bronze settlement has hitherto turned up in investigations around 
modern Beer-Sheva. There are two sites of consequence; one, five kilometers 
out of town, Tell es-Saba (“Tel Beersheba”), was occupied during Iron I-II (ca. 
1150-586) and later. Iron Age traces also turned up in the modern town-site (Bir 
es-Seba), but nothing much more is known, and earlier remains may have ex
isted. In any case, Beer-Sheba in Genesis was mainly just a group of wells, not a 
settlement; significantly, the reference to the name passing on to a town there in 
Gen. 26:33 is a later editorial note (“to this day”!), and has nothing to do with 
the patriarchs. Because of mistranslations of Gen. 21:31, confusion has arisen 
about the origin of Beer-Sheba’s name. The second half of the verse should be 
rendered “when the two men swore an oath there,” not because they did. It was 
“Well of the Seven (sal. Lambs),” Gen. 21:30, along with 26:18, 33, where Isaac 
reopened his father’s wells under the same name. There is no cause here to in
vent double narratives by misconstruing Beer-Sheba as once well of seven and 
once well of oath.75

(b) Jacob: Hunting, Herding, and Caravaning

Wily Jacob was no hunter, in contrast to his “outdoor” brother Esau. The fa
mous incident in Gen. 27:1-40 shows Jacob obtaining his father’s blessing by de
ceit while hardy Esau went off hunting for game.The latter’s eventual father-in
law Ishmael probably hunted with the bow (21:20). In Middle Bronze Canaan 
this was a recognized way of adding to one’s table, for special occasions or sim
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ply for variety of fare. Esau/Jacob illustrates the former. For the latter we may 
again turn to that trusty Egyptian-turned-“Canaanite,” Sinuhe, who resided in 
northeast Canaan in the later twentieth century. As a tribal subchief (like feast
ing Jacob, 27:25), he liked a flagon of wine, “as daily fare, (along) with cooked 
meats, roast fowl, besides game from the desert. People went trapping for me, 
and set (the booty) before me, besides what my (own) hounds brought in.” So, 
a comfortably placed Sinuhe sent out his underlings to do the active hunting 
(even as Isaac sent out Esau), but did stir himself to commit his huntingdogs to 
the field.76

As for herding, picturesque and memorable is the scenario in Gen. 30:25
31:42, where Jacob cares for Laban’s flocks and takes steps to build up his own.77 
He offered to accept as wages the speckled/spotted animals Laban’s flocks 
might produce. To this Laban agreed — and promptly removed all the existing 
parti-colored animals from Jacob’s care, to keep his wages at zero (30:31-36)! 
However, the flocks under Jacob did produce more parti-colored animals, so 
Laban’s little dodge was thwarted. And even more so when, in superstition and 
by “science,” Jacob’s own flocks grew. Setting mating animals to see peeled rods 
(light and dark color) was idle superstition. But mating with parti-colored 
strong stock built up Jacob’s share handsomely, and allowed him to outwit 
Laban’s scheming (31:10-12 with 30:37-43). Selective breeding was already cur
rent in antiquity.7*

Jacob’s shepherding career (31:38-40) fits well into the context of ancient 
Near Eastern herding practice, in particular during the Old Babylonian period 
(early second millennium). Then, of every too births, 80 went to the owner, 20 
to the shepherd; Jacob’s claim was in principle for less, as normally the propor
tion of parti-coloreds born would be fewer still. In 31:39 the verb “bore the loss” 
(of lost livestock) is a unique usage of that verb (root “to sin”) in the Hebrew 
Bible,79 but it corresponds closely in function to Old Babylonian expressions in 
herding contracts that differed considerably from those of much later periods 
(Neo-Babylonian and Persian). As the Laws of Hammurabi state (§266), the 
owner of the flock was to bear losses of stock slain by wild animals (e.g., a lion) 
or “act of God” if the shepherd went on oath and produced the animal’s re
mains.30 Jacob explicitly claims to have done better for Laban, bearing the 
losses through predators himself without claim on Laban (31:39). On the other 
side of the coin, Jacob claims never to have eaten any of his charges (= theft), 
and to have paid on demand for whatever was stolen (day or night) — and so 
well kept the stock that deaths at birth were minimal (31:38,39b). For these oc
currences, and failure to maintain the flocks and increase them, the Laws of 
Hammurabi (§§263-65,267) made the shepherds responsible to make up losses, 
a process clearly used by Laban over thefts. This is borne out by contemporary
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documents. Finally, Jacob reproached Laban for repeatedly changing his wages 
(31:41). Hammurabi’s laws stipulated a going rate of eight kur measures of grain 
per year (§261), and we also find this in practice, where the eight kur are duly 
specified, plus one shekel of silver (clothing allowance) in addition (Year 38 of 
Hammurabi).®1 Other examples show similar rates but are differently made 
up.32 All this is from Mesopotamia, where Jacob served for so long. But back in 
contemporary Middle Bronze Canaan, and at Hebron no less, there was equal 
interest in dealing with accounts for sheep and goats. This is shown by the dam
aged Old Babylonian tablet from Hebron, listing sheep, he-goats, and rams, 
possibly from a flock held for religious offerings, and having some link with a 
(local?) king.®1

Which brings us to caravaning. When faced with the prospect of meeting 
Esau for the first time in twenty years, Jacob used a safety precaution known to 
others in that general period. He divided his livestock and possessions into two 
groups beforehand. The first consisted of five successive groups of choice ani
mals (goats, sheep, camels, cattle, donkeys) positioned at intervals as his gift to 
impress Esau with his seeming wealth and might; the other of his family and 
mam possessions (Gen. 32:11, 13-20), held back until the last moment of en
counter (cf. 32:21-22; 33:1-3). In Syria and Anatolia, far north, the canny Assyr
ian merchants did similarly with their caravans when they suspected they 
might run into trouble. With an investment in the business, a high official at 
Ashur writes to his merchant: “If you’re afraid of Hahhum(’s road), Assur-idi 
writes, only go to Urshu. . . . Don’t enter Mamma with your caravan, but fol
lowing the City’s instructions let your brother’s caravan be divided into three 
groups. Let the first lot go from Mamma; and as soon as it reaches Kanesh 
(safely), then let the second lot go on from Urshn, and then the third lot like
wise.”34 So safety was sought in dispersal, as did Jacob between his set of gifts 
and his personal and family group.

(iii) Camels and Philistines 

(a) Cattish

A common claim is that mentions of camels are anachronistic before circa 
1100. What are the facts? In biblical terms, between roughly 2000 and 1200, 
their role is minimal. Camels were last and least of Abraham’s possessions 
(Gen. 12:16), and in his time were used solely for the long-distance, desert- 
edge trip to Harran and back by his servant to obtain Isaac’s bride (24:10-64 
passim). They were among the last named in Jacob’s wealth (30:43; 327, 13),
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and again were used solely for the long trip from Harran back to Canaan 
(31:17, 34). The desert-traveling Midianites used them (37:25). This is remark
ably little. Then, at the time of the exodus and after (thirteenth century at the 
latest), they occur once among Pharaoh’s transport animals (Exod. 9:3) and 
twice in lists of creatures not to be eaten (Lev. 11:4; Deut. 14:7). Not much of a 
presence at all!

What about external sources between circa 2000 and 1200? We first con
sider the early second millennium (vaguely patriarchal), for which we have the 
following: from Egypt, a camel skull from the Fayum, “Pottery A” stage of occu
pation, within circa 2000-1400;85 from Byblos, a figurine of a kneeling camel, 
hump and load now missing (originally fixed by a tenon), about nineteenth/ 
eighteenth century;8* from Canaan, a camel jaw from a Middle Bronze tomb at 
Tell el-Far’ah North, circa 1900/1550;87 from north Syria, a cylinder seal of the 
eighteenth century (of deities on a camel), in the Walters Art Gallery;83 and 
from mentions of the camel in the Sumerian lexical work HAR.ra-hubullu, go
ing back in origin to the early second millennium.*4

For the late second millennium we have the following: from Egypt, south 
of Memphis, the figureof a kneeling camel loaded with two jars (hence, domes
ticated) from a tomb of the later thirteenth century,90 from northwest Arabia, 
on painted pottery from Qurraya (so-called Midianite ware), the broken figure 
of a camel, of thirteenth/early twelfth century;91 and a camel on an early- 
thirteenih-century sherd from Pi-Rainesse.92 There are other traces of camels 
much earlier, e.g., in Egypt and Arabia in the third millennium, and also in our 
overall period.93 But the examples just given should suffice to indicate the true 
situation: the camel was for long a marginal beast in most of the historic an
cient Near East (including Egypt), but it was not wholly unknown or anachro
nistic before or during 2000-1100. And there the matter should, on the tangible 
evidence, rest.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

(b) Early Philistines?

The charge of “anachronism” is also frequently leveled at the appellation 
“Philistine” found in Gen. 21:32,34 (ofthe land), and in Gen. 26 (of Abimelek of 
Gerar and his subjects). If, as is clear, the patriarchs and therefore their contem
poraries lived in the first half of the second millennium, before circa 1550, then 
it is no surprise that commentators find difficulty with the term “Philistine” in 
Genesis, seeing that this name for a people group occurs only from Year 8 of 
Ramesses III (ca. 1180 or 1177), among his Sea People opponents. It is absent 
from the alliance of Sea Peoples and Libyans that had earlier attacked Egypt in
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the fifth year of Merenptah in 1209. So it is fatally easy to scream “anachronism" 
at this term in the patriarchal narratives.

In Gen. 21 the sole usage with Abraham is in the phrase “the land of the 
Philistines” (w.32, 34), and this would fall into the same category as the phrases 
"the route of (= to) the land of the Philistines” (= the north Sinai Mediterra
nean coast road) in Exod. 13:17 and the bounds “from the Sea of Reeds to the 
Sea of the Philistines” (= Mediterranean) in Exod. 23:31, Likewise in Josh. 13:2,3. 
Here we see a usage from the twelfth to tenth centuries (1180 and following) 
that replaced an earlier, obsolete term — just as we would say “the Dutch 
founded New York” although they did so as New Amsterdam, the present name 
replacing the former under their British successors. And nobody ceaselessly 
squawks “anachronism” about this! Compare already the tacit later substitution 
of Dan for Laish in Gen. 14:14. Thus some earlier and obsolete term would have 
been replaced in such cases. Some traces of this still survive in the Hebrew text. 
Thus Josh. 13:3 lists the five cities of the Philistines, “reckoned as Canaanite,” 
and brings in the obscure Avvim. In 1 Sam. 30:14 “the Negev of the Kerethites” 
(perhaps “Cretans”) is named close to Philistia, “Kerethites” being a term used 
as an archaism for Philistia by the later prophets Zephaniah (2:5) and Ezekiel 
(25:16). David’s Kerethites had the same origin (2 Sam. 15:18 and elsewhere). In 
the case of Isaac (Gen. 26:1, 8), he went to Abimelek, “king of the Philistines, to 
Gerar,”and Abimelek, so titled, viewed Isaac and Rebecca. In Gen. 26:14-15, 18 
the term is also applied to Abimelek’s subjects. One may go further back than 
Kerethites. In Deut. 2:23 it was noted that “the Caphtorians that came from 
Caphtor” replaced the luckless Awim. Again, in archaistic mood, the later 
prophets used this term — the Philistines were from Caphtor (Amos 9:7), and 
occur in parallel with Caphtor in [er. 47:4. All this archaic usage is exactly like 
the ancient phrases “sons of Sheth” for Moab and “tents of Kushan” for Edom/ 
Midian (Num. 24:16; Hab. 3:7), in which Sheth is ancient Shutu and Kushan is 
antique Kushu from the early second millennium. Caphtor is ancient Kaptara, 
well attested from the early second millennium, when the Mari archives actu
ally mention a king of Hazor sending gifts to Kaptara (Caphtor).94 Egyptian 
Keft(i)u (originally Kaftur) is simply a local variant of Kaptara; it is solidly at
tested from the sixteenth century to the thirteenth, and may be traced back to 
the Twelfth Dynasty (ca. 1973-1795) and before.95

At this point questions need to be asked that are never asked, and which 
need answering. Why does the biblical narrator locate his “Philistine” king at 
Gerar and not in the pentapolis cities, e.g., in Gath or Gaza? Why is there no 
Philistine army force to deal with the unwanted Hebrew pastoralists? Why in
troduce a “Philistine” element at all? (The stories would read just as well with 
Canaanite characters, as at Shechem!) Is it not because these are in fact merely
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“modernized" Caphtorians, with a different profile to the later “historic" 
Philistines? If so, then we simply have Abraham and Isaac dealing with another 
non-Canaanite element in the land (like the sons of Heth, or the Horites/ 
Hurrians). But in this case, coming from and/or linked with the Aegean area.

Does that suggestion make sense in the early second millennium? The 
Mari report of sending tin to kings of Laish and Hazor (in Canaan) and to 
Kaptara (Crete) suggests that the traffic was not all one way. And indeed, it was 
not. In Middle Bronze Hazor itself, Middle Minoan II pottery duly turned up 
— maybe part of some reciprocal deal.5’1’ Up north in Alalakh (level VII, ca. 
eighteenth (seventeenth century) on the lower Orontes, the sprawling palace of 
its local kings had frescoes executed in Cretan style and technique.97 In Canaan 
itself (in western Galilee), Tel Kabri was found to have a Middle Bronze II pal
ace (late seventeenth century) that; also contained plastered walls and floors 
painted with Cretan-style frescoes,98 And work on sixteenth-century Avaris in 
the Egyptian East Delta has also revealed spectacular remains of Minoan paint
ings.99 Cypriot pottery also occurs in sites in Canaan during our period, as at 
Megiddo in the north, and at southwest sites such as Tell Abu Hureirah/Tel 
Haror (probably Gerar), and Tell lemmeh in the south. The Middle Bronze 
temple at Tel Haror yielded also a chalice with “Minoan-type tall handles”109

Thus it is conceivable that Abimelek and his retainers (especially Phicol) 
may also once have been Kaphtorians or even Kerethites, before “Philistines” 
later became a blanket term for non-Canaanite, Aegean people in that part of 
southwest Canaan.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

J. PERSONAL NAMES

This is not the place to present a full onomatological study of all the personal 
names in Gen. 12-50, but in the light of misconceptions, some sampling is in 
order. For many decades it has been noticed that some of the names in the fam
ilies of the patriarchs were patterned on a particular model, what experts in the 
field have commonly called an “Amorite hnperfective” for convenience (so, by 
such acknowledged scholars in that field as Ignace Gelb, Herbert Huffmon, 
Georgio Buccellati).101 In this type we have a verbal form with prefixed pro
noun elemet ya/yi. And likewise, it was noted that very many of these names are 
found in the Mari archives of the eighteenth century. Among our patriarchs, 
such names include Jacob, Isaac, Ishmael, and Joseph.

However, these dear and simple facts have recently been denied by schol
ars unwilling to accept the overwhelming factual evidence. That it is so emerges 
from a thoroughgoing study of the entire collected corpus of West Semitic per
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sonal names of “Amorite” type (better, West Semitic), as represented by Geib’s 
large volume containing not fewer than 6.000 such names.102 The results are 
striking. While such names are readily found in use at all periods, their popu
larity in the early second millennium cannot be paralleled at any other period, 
Of all names beginning with i/y known in the early second- millennium corpus, 
a massive 55 percent are of the so-called Amorite lmperfective type. In the Late 
Bronze Age up to 500 years later, at Ugarit, only 30 and 25 percent of the initial 
i/y names are of this type in the alphabetic and syllabic texts respectively — a 
colossal drop by half, of 55 percent!103 In the Iron Age it gets worse. In classic 
Old Phoenician and Old Aramaic, “lmperfective” names are only 12 percent of 
all the known i/y names — less than half of the previous figures!104 So, brash 
claims that the use of such names had not “diminished after the Middle Bronze 
Age” are pure nonsense, Denial of its significance merely because “the existence 
of names of this type is perfectly normal” through the centuries wholly fails to 
answer the point of massive popularity at only one epoch by contrast with the 
rest. The dating of the patriarchs does not hang simply on this phenomenon 
(see below), but it is wholly consistent with an early second millennium date 
and does weigh in its favor, given the huge difference between that and all fol
lowing periods. Cf. fig. 44.

Other types of names also find their background in original sources. 
Abram is “the Father is exalted”; closely similar is the name of the man leading 
the group of thirty-seven “Asiatics” into Egypt in the famous scene from Beni 
Hasan in Egypt, circa i860, namely, Ab-sharru, "the Father is king.”103 Zebulon 
without any doubt is the same name as the Zabilanu found in the Egyptian Exe
cration Texts of the nineteenth/early eighteenth century, and in cuneiform in 
Old Babylonian sources then.106 Asher is the same as Ashra in an eighteenth- 
century papyrus, which has names related to (J)acob and (ls)sachar also.107 
And so one could go on. One important fact to notice is that these names are 
above all personal names, the kinds used by individuals; they are not tribal or 
dan names, despite misguided attempts by some biblicists to have it so. There is 
only limited overlap between the two fields of naines.

Some names are not even Semitic in these narratives. The most obvious 
example is Phicol (pikol), army commander to Abimelek (Gen. 21:22, 32; 
26:26).10S It is neither West Semitic nor Egyptian. But it may well be of Aegean/ 
Anatolian origin.106 In the Hittite world (late second millennium) we find 
names beginning with Pig- or Pik-, and likewise in later southwest Anatolia, 
while the Carian name endings in -olos, -olios, etc., have also been com
pared.110 From the Aegean itself, the Mycenaean Greek texts (fourteenth cen
tury) yield such names as (in syllabic transcription) Pa-ku-ro., which was soon 
compared with Greek Baikulos;111 an originally consonantal yin Pikol, giving
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Paikol, would be very close to this indeed. Alongside the non-Greek Minoans in 
Crete (until a Mycenaean Greek takeover in the fifteenth century), it is posited 
on reasonable grounds that early Greeks inhabited mainland Greece from circa 
2000 onward;113 so Aegeans of that origin might well have reached Canaan on 
occasion any time thereafter. But to go further than this would be to speculate 
beyond the permissible limits of factual data,

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

3. EXTERNAL CONTROLS: JOSEPH

With Gen. 37,39-50 we move back south into sunlit Egypt. The story of Joseph 
is an attractive narrative of a precocious Hebrew lad (“father’s pet”) sold off 
into Egypt by his jealous brothers, rising through adversity to high office, and 
providentially able to provide for his family in Egypt also. How far this setting 
shows up, and in what ways, may be asked. A look at several themes may again 
be a useful approach.

A. SEMITES IN EGYPT

The eastern Delta of Egypt was always an attraction to the people living in 
nearby Canaan, at most periods. But their scale of penetration varied through 
the centuries in accord with a variety of factors. In times of famine in Canaan, if 
Egypt had had her normal Nile flood, producing good harvest and green pas
tures, her neighbors gladly sought provision there. Egyptian response varied. 
Average tolerance of visitors and settlers might be varied by (negatively) the 
imposition of border controls with forts and officialdom, to limit entry, or 
(positively) by allowing entry and integration to “useful” people, or even im
porting them as slaves, by conquest, purchase, or as gifts from foreign rulers.

From the late predynastic period into the First Dynasty (from ca. 3000), 
there was dear trade between Egypt and Canaan, and the early pharaohs per
haps even warred there. In the Old Kingdom or Pyramid Age (ca. 2700-2150), 
there is little evidence at present for much penetration either way,113 The Egyp
tians certainly warred in Canaan intermittently, and traded with Byblos in 
Phoenicia. But in the First Intermediate Period that followed, and the early 
Twelfth Dynasty (1973 and following), Semites made inroads into the Delta.114 
The Tenth Dynasty king Merikare was counseled to take firm measures against 
unruly “Asiatics,” while the founder of the Twelfth Dynasty, Amenemhat I, built 
a series of forts to restrict their entry into Egypt, and set vigilant border guards,
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as Sinuhe well knew.115 By the middle of the Twelfth Dynasty Anienemhat II 
was sending both merchants and armies into the Levant, and levying some trib
ute from certain local rulers — thus, as prisoners or people sold into captivity 
{cf. Joseph) or as gifts from such rulers, some Semites found themselves sent 
into Egypt,116 Cf, Figs, 38, 39.

From the late Twelfth Dynasty into the Thirteenth, Egypt absorbed grow
ing numbers of people from Canaan, for utilitarian reasons. They served as an
cillary staff in temples, as dancers and porters. Slaves were used to pay debts, 
and could be passed on between owners like any other chattel. These “Asiatics” 
became servants in private households of sufficient wealth to employ them, at 
both humble and higher levels. One owner of seventy-seven such people had 
forty-eight Asiatics in this group of retainers (Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446), and 
that was in Thebes, some 300 miles south of the Delta and some 500 miles from 
southern Canaan.117 The level of settlement in the East Delta grew, especially 
under the foreign (Hyksos) Fifteenth Dynasty. At Tell el-Dab’a (ancient Avaris), 
the Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty and Hyksos summer capital in the East Delta, 
excavations have produced extensive cemeteries of Middle Bronze Age 
Canaanites, plus Canaanite-type temples and artifacts. I11 the New Kingdom 
(ca. 1550-1070), all this stopped initially. But the great warrior-pharaohs 
brought back fair numbers of foreigners as prisoners of war, who settled in dif
ferent parts of Egypt (and were not just concentrated in the East Delta). Then 
and in later periods, foreign traders came and went, and there was always some 
foreign presence in Egypt (e.g., Greeks in the Twenty-Sixth Dynasty [664-525] 
and later), but not as obviously as in the late Middle Kingdom, and not in the 
manner of New Kingdom conquest.

B. AT WHAT PRICE?

Against this overall background, the story of a young Joseph sold off into Egypt 
fits in easily, especially in the early second millennium, in the overall period of 
the late Twelfth/Thirteenth and Hyksos Dynasties. After a good haggle, his 
brothers got 20 shekels for their young brother (Gen. 37:28). This vve know to be 
approximately the right price in about the eighteenth century. This is the aver
age price (expressed as one-third of a mina) in the laws of Hammurabi (§§116, 
214, 252) and in real-life transactions at Mari (exactly) and in other Old Babylo
nian documents (within a 15- to 30-shekel range, averaging 22 shekels).118 Be
fore this period slaves were cheaper, and after it they steadily got dearer, as infla
tion did its work. Thus in earlier times under the Third Dynasty of Ur, 10 
shekels was the commonest price (two-thirds of the known cases within the 8-
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to to-shekel price range), but prices could vary widely depending on circum
stances."9 After the eighteenth/seventeenth centuries, prices duly rose. In 
fifteenth-century Nuzi and fourteenth/thirteenth-century Ugarit, the average 
crept up to 30 shekels and more (cf. replacement price of 30 shekels in Exod. 
21:32).120 Then in the first millennium, male slaves in Assyria fetched 50 to 60 
shekels, with which in the eighth century one may compare the 50-shekel re
demption price that Menahem had to pay Assyria for his notables (2 Kings 
15:20).121 After the exile prices simply soared under the Persian Empire: to 90, 
even up to 120 shekels, for example.122 Thus our biblical figures in each case 
closely correspond to the relevant averages for their periods: 20 shekels for Jo
seph in the early second millennium,30 shekels under Moses in the later second 
millennium, and 50 shekels for Assyria under Menahem in the eighth century. 
This closely matching "graph” is not coincidence.123 See fig, 43.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

C. NAMES FOR PEOPLE124

Once Joseph went up in the world, from prison to the king’s court, he was given 
an Egyptian name (Zaphenath-Ra'aneah, Gen. 41:45), married a woman with 
an Egyptian name (Asenath, 41:45), whose father had an Egyptian name 
(Potiphera, 41:45), perhaps related to that of his first employer (Potiphar, 39:1). 
That these are Egyptian is beyond doubt; but reaching back to their Egyptian 
originals has not been so simple. First, the “jaw-cracker,” Zaphenath-Pa'aneah. 
In the 1880s Steindorff read it as a version of a type of name well attested in 
Egypt between circa 1070 and 500, Djed-Deity-’ef-ankh, “Deity has spoken and 
he lives”; in this case, as Dje(d)-Pa-Nute(r)-(*e)f-ankh, “The God has spoken 
and he lives.” However, while the phonetics are good, the application and deity- 
content is not. This is essentially a birth name, not one to be given to a thirty- 
year-old {41:46); and common though this type is, it always names a specific de
ity, never just “the God.’' Such an “anonymous” version has never yet been found 
and published; Schulman remarked: “I do not think that an exact original pro
totype |of Djed-panuter-ef-ankh] . ,. will ever be found in the Egyptian docu
ments, for I doubt that it ever existed.”123 There has been no lack of alternatives, 
but almost all of them have failed the test of conforming to real Egyptian name- 
types or to the requisite phonetics, or both.

But it is possible to suggest an equivalent that meets these conditions. As 
it stands, the first part, Zaphenath, has a consonant sequence well known in 
Hebrew and Semitic but not in Egyptian; yet the second half is universally (and 
rightly) recognized as containing a p or f followed by an Egyptian 'ankh, “life, 
(to) live.” However, the Zaphenath would transcribe into Egyptian as Djad-naf,
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“who is called” with simple metathesis of the f and first p/f. There is no root 
Zathenaph in Hebrew or Semitic. Such a procedure is already clearly attested 
elsewhere in Egyptian/Hebrew usage. Nobody can doubt that the king Tirhaqa 
of 2 Kings 19:9 and Isa. 37:9 is in fact the Tiharqa of the Egyptian inscriptions. 
In Assyrian, the Egyptian name liakenranef (as flukun-rinip) became linkup 
ninip, with metathesis of rand n. In Arabic, “Aieksander” becomes “Aliskandar” 
similarly; and so on. That leaves the p/f— ankh. In Egyptian there is a well- 
attested name or names, (I)p-ankh, (I)pi-ankh, (I)pu-ankh. The elision of ini
tial i is commonplace; cf. Pithom (Exod. i:u), strictly Pi-thom, for Pi-’itm, 
where the initial weak 'aleph + i of (A)tum have been elided. So Joseph’s full 
name in Egypt would have been “Joseph who is called (Djat-naf) (I)pi-ankh.” 
In Egyptian the final dof Djcd first became a rand in later times dropped away 
completely. This suggests a relatively early date for our Zathenaph, Middle 
Kingdom to early New Kingdom (= early to mid-second millennium).The Ipi- 
ankh names are very common in the Middle Kingdom, but not later, so (unlike 
the Djed-Ddty names) we have (i) good phonetics, (ii) attested forms, and
(iii) early date.ns We also have (iv) the same usage tor foreigners in the Middle 
Kingdom. The Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446 of circa 1730 has forty-eight “Asiatics" 
in its list of seventy-seven household servants, and twenty-eight of these show 
precisely the construction proposed here: “X (Semitic name) who is called Y 
(Egyptian name).”1*7 One could hardly ask for a better pedigree than this.

Joseph’s Egyptian wife also finds a dose equivalent. The ’As- element has 
been taken as for (N)es-, followed by Nr for “Neit” (a goddess). However, (i) the 
elision of N in Ncs is a late phenomenon, (ii) with the wrong vowel (e for a), 
and (iii) names compounded with Neit are not to be expected at Heliopolis or 
lunu (Hebrew On in Gen. 41:45), as Neit was based far away at Sais up in the 
northwest Delta. There is a better alternative. The syllable ’As- is a perfect tran
scription of what in Egyptian is archaically (and universally) written iw.s, “she 
is,” with a masculine equivalent ixv.f “he is,” that gives 'A/-. Names in the forms 
’Af- and As- are very common, not least in the Middle Kingdom. The n is the 
regular Egyptian dative, as Spiegdberg also rightly detected long ago (but mis
takenly still adding |N]eit to it). The names Iws-ni, Iwf-ni (for ’As-ni, ’Af-ni), 
“she/he is (= belongs) to me” (spoken by a parent), gives the game away, partic
ularly when the fuller name-forms are considered: Iws-en-ites/mutes, “she be
longs (‘is’) to her father/mother.” Finally, to cap it all, we have the male name 
iwf-n.t, ’Af-en-et, “he belongs (‘is’) to you” (fern.), spoken to the mother. Thus, 
in turn, our biblical name iws-n.t, 'As-en-et, “she belongs (‘is’) to you” (fem.), is 
its perfect feminine equivalent. It is exactly correct phonetics, correct name 
form, fits the context, and is also the right general date.

Finally, Pottphera and Potiphar. The first form is universally recognized
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as deriving from Egyptian P(a)-di-Pare', “the gift of (the sun-god) Pre.” In this 
form the name exhibits a form (Pa-di-Deity) first attested in the Nineteenth 
Dynasty, in the thirteenth century, not earlier; and an actual example of 
Padipare occurs on a stela of circa 1070 or after. However, the Pa-di-X type of 
name is a “modern” {i.e., New Kingdom) equivalent of the Didi-Deity names of 
the early second millennium. A Didi-Re would become Pa-didi-(P)re, then Pa- 
di-Pare. Didi- names are very common in the Middle Kingdom; and the transi
tional form (early Eighteenth Dynasty) is attested in the feminine, with suffix 
for a deity (Ta-didit-es) before we reach the final form. So, the Pa-di-Pare could 
be of tiie thirteenth century or later. Potiphar is usually taken to be the same 
name with loss of the final consonant, 'ayin. This would be unusual; but for the 
present 1 also can do no better on this one! Of four names (possibly in fact 
three, one in two forms), two are exact and of early date, and one is exact, of 
later date as given, but easily deriving from an early form. The supposed variant 
of the latter is either just that, or awaits further resolution.

D. LIVING ROYALLY IN THE EAST DELTA

Following on the building of an outpost of the Tenth Dynasty (ca. twenty- 
second century) named Ro-Waty-Khety, “Door of the Two Ways, of (King) 
Khety” Amenemhat I of the Twelfth Dynasty (ca. 1973-1795) established a royal 
estate with a temple and settlement, appropriately renaming it "Mansion of 
Amenemhat (I), justified, of Ro-Waty.” Then Sesostris 111 (ca. i860) expanded 
the settlement, and a Canaanite population became a major element from then 
on into the Thirteenth and Fifteenth Dynasties, down to circa 1550; this settle
ment became Hat-waret, the Hyksos capital, the Avaris of Manetho.123

This Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty and Hyksos Delta residency was not 
simply a single conurbation. Excavation shows that it grew up as a series of 
interlinked settlements based on adjoining “turtleback” sand ridges separated 
by water channels at flood time. Central was the oldest area of settlement, and 
during the Thirteenth and Hyksos (Fifteenth) Dynasties, wider occupation 
(Canaanite and Egyptian) grew up around it on neighboring elevations. With 
the expulsion of the Hyksos regime by the victory of Alimose L, founder of 
Egypt's Eighteenth Dynasty, New Kingdom, and beginnings of “empire,” most 
of the town fell into disuse. The indigenous temple of Seth remained in use, and 
out west (on the Ezbet Hilmi site) the conquerors established a military citadel 
for about a century, replacing a Hyksos one. But the great days of Avaris were 
over from 1540, and no royal palace with Delta capital rose again until Sethos 1 
and Ramesses II soon after 1300.
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Thus, tor Abraham to visit a pharaoh’s palace, or Joseph to serve in one, 
or Jacob and family to visit and reside within reach of one, their successive pres
ences ought to be located chronologically within circa 1970-1540, and preferably 
circa 1860-1540. Khety (I, II, or III? ca. 2200/2150?} would be far too early; the 
Ramesside period is too late. The careful specification (Gen. 39:1) that Joseph’s 
first boss Potiphar was an Egyptian — surely, one would expect him to be Egyp
tian, in Egypt! — suggests that Egyptians were not the sole population in the 
East Delta around the pharaoh’s residency there. And archaeologically, for the 
later Twelfth, all of the Thirteenth, and the Hyksos Dynasties, this is exactly so: 
there was then a very obvious Canaanite (Middle Bronze Age I-II) component, 
not only in artifacts such as pottery but also in social usages, such as the place
ment of burials (by houses) and their arrangements, animal interments, etc. So 
this small detail may possibly both indicate a basic situation of that age and also 
hint at its date. Cf. fig. 36 (dates of Delta capitals).

A very different date-sensitive datum is (lie mention of “the land of 
Rames(s)es” as equivalent to the land of Goshen in Gen. 47:11 in the context of 
47:1-12. This name is universally recognized by all competent observers to be 
Egyptian Ramesses, and in such a context Ramesses II at the earliest. This da
tum is not put in the mouth of any of the actors (Pharaoh, Jacob, (oseph, etc.), 
but comes either from the narrator of the story or a later modernizer. Thus, as 
with Potiphera, datable at earliest to the thirteenth century and possibly later, 
we now have at least two, possibly three dating horizons in the Joseph narrative: 
(i) indications for Twelfth/Thirteenth Dynasty/Hyksos epoch, of eighteenth/ 
seventeenth centuries; (ii) traces of Ramesside element(s), thirteenth century; 
and (hi) possibly later adjustments.

During the Thirteenth Dynasty we already have Semitic kings among the 
rapid succession of mainly short-lived rulers circa 1795-1640. Such was/were 
Khandjir 1 (and II, if this were two kings, not just one), whose name is Semitic, 
“boar” (khanzir). By about 1700/1650, King Asehre Nehsi (and others?) ruled 
very briefly in the East Delta; then the Hyksos kings.129 This overall period 
would be a feasible context for Joseph, and for Jacob’s coming. That the East 
Delta was well fitted for pasturing cattle (cf. Gen. 46:32; 47:6) is known from the 
first stela text of King Kamose of Thebes barely 80/100 years later, when his re
gime could have seasonal grazing for their cattle in the north.130

E. CAREERS FOR ASIATICS IN EGYPT

In the New Kingdom, under the empire, a good many foreigners lived and 
worked in Egypt at all levels from merest slave up to high office at court, espe-
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dally under the Ramesside Nineteenth Dynasty (cf. chap. 6). In the Middle 
Kingdom, in our period (Twelfth-Fifteenth Dynasties), the same can be seen, 
again at several social levels. On the humblest level, we find in Papyrus Brook
lyn 351446 among the forty-eight foreigners a variety of employments. Among 
the women were a variety of cloth makers, while the men were brewers, cooks, a 
children’s guardian, and also hery-per, or domestic servants in the house
hold.131 This last role was very common in Middle Kingdom Egypt, to judge 
from the large number of occurrences on family monuments. To begin with, 
Joseph served “in the house” of his master (Cen, 39:2), obviously at a modest 
level, before being promoted (39:4-5) to be overseer of the house(hold). “In the 
house” he was a hery-per; after promotion he became an imy-reper, or steward. 
Over a large estate with subordinates of this title, one might become an imy-re 
per wer, or high steward. All these titles are very familiar in the Middle King
dom, and the latter two also in the New Kingdom and later. But hery-per is 
known especially from the Old and Middle Kingdoms (third and early second 
millennia), not usually later.

Like Joseph, other Semites in Middle Kingdom/Hyksos Egypt could be 
promoted. Within families, one may find them acting as cupbearer or “butler” 
(wudpuw) and taking up skilled professions such as craftsman (hemwaw), no
tably an early “David” and an Epher (cf. Ephron).132 Much higher up the ranks 
is the well-known seal-bearer and chancellor (“Chief over the Seal”) “Hur,” at
tested by at least no scarab seals in his name, of varying quality (fig. 40);133 an
other Epher also had this exalted title in Hyksos times.

loseph’s appointment was accompanied by his being robed in fine linen, 
given a gold collar, and entrusted with a state seal, plus use of the second char
iot after the king (Gen. 41:42-43). All this fits both the Middle and New King
doms; the state of evidence has so far limited our pictorial resources to New 
Kingdom scenes. But these procedures are authentically Egyptian.134 The char
iot came in not later than the Hyksos; there is evidence for the horse in the 
Thirteenth Dynasty (which is indirect evidence for chariots, as they were ini
tially not ridden but used to draw the latter).133 Joseph’s exact official role re
mains debated, simply because (1) the Hebrew text gives his functions but not 
formal title(s); (2) Egyptian texts give us plenty of titles, but only rarely bother 
to mention functions exercised by their holders; and (3) titles could vary in 
functions covered in different periods. Being second only to the king suggests a 
vizier, although officials who were not vizier could be given special powers. So, 
if Joseph was not vizier, then he would have been special delegate for agricul
ture (a ro-hery, in New Kingdom terminology). Cf. fig. 45.

His activities in the land make sense. Egypt was divided into provinces 
(the so-cailed nomes of classics-bound Egyptologists) along the length of her
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stretch of Nile Valley and between the river branches of the Delta. Each had its 
own local capital, in whose granaries the grain would be stored locally (as in 
Gen. 41:48), in part to defray taxation. Naturally, good (but not excessive) an
nual Nile floods spelled prosperity and many are the happy scenes in the tombs 
of officials showing fine harvests and the garnering of the good grain in grana
ries, in the Old, Middle, and New Kingdoms alike. But a low (or wildly exces
sive) Nile flood would fail to flood the fields (or would destroy them), with loss 
of crop growth and hence famine, a problem by no means unknown, in texts or 
(for foreigners) in pictures.

F. DREAMS AND DIVINATION

Joseph’s fellow prisoners were haunted by their dreams, as was the pharaoh 
subsequently (Gen. 40-41). Dreams were held to be of significance throughout 
the ancient world, and at most periods.136 So, not surprisingly, ancient scholars 
tried to systematize both their content and their interpretation. For this we 
have the remains of actual textbooks from both Egypt and Mesopotamia. The 
latter are fragmentary, and in MSS of mainly the early first millennium b.c. The 
principal Egyptian text is preserved in Papyrus Chester Beatty III Recto, with 
originally ten pages of prognostications, of which the first is largely lost.137 This 
copy dates to early in the reign of Ramesses II (early thirteenth century), but its 
grammar, vocabulary, etc., are good Middle Egyptian, such that the original 
work may go back to the Twelfth Dynasty (twentieth/nineteenth centuries). Its 
format is highly systematic. Each page has an initial column that reads: “If a 
man (should) see himself in a dream "opposite which is a long series of normal, 
horizontal lines dealing with each possible dream in one line each. Each such 
line gives first what the dreamer sees, then a comment, “good” or “bad,” and 
then the appropriate interpretation for good or ill. Long series of good and bad 
dreams are given in successive blocks. The butler and baker Joseph met in 
prison had no access to such a manual (or a scholar), so he found them sad ac
cordingly. But Pharaoh’s scholars had a different problem; either the omens the 
king gave them were not in their collections, or else they suspected a “bad” an
swer and feared to give it to him. Joseph confirmed their fears, but was inspired 
to offer a practical solution. The term for Pharaoh’s scholars or sages is 
hartummim, which goes back to the Egyptian term hery-tep, best translated 
“expert” and often found in the combination kheri-hab hery-tep, which means 
“lector-priest and expert” and not simply “chief lector-priest” as was formerly 
thought, as the late J. Quaegebeur has shown. Common in the New Kingdom, 
the twin phrase also goes back into the Middle Kingdom; hartummim was cer
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tainly not borrowed only as late as the seventh century, as some have 
claim ed.,3B

A cup for divination that Joseph pretended so to use (Gen. 44:5) was also 
an ancient Near Eastern and Egyptian usage.139 A two-tablet “handbook” for 
divining from patterns of oil on water in a cup comes from the Old Babylonian 
period (early second millennium), while a pair of small statuettes from Egypt 
of seemingly Middle Kingdom date may show the process, otherwise known 
there only from demotic texts of the second century a.d.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

G. RIPE OLD AGE, AND DEATH COMES AS THE END

When loseph died, he is reputed to have attained 110 years (Gen. 50:22). In an 
Egyptian setting, it cannot really be coincidence that this same figure happens 
to be the ideal life span in Egyptian aspirations, by contrast with the Hebrew 
figures of 70 or 80 years (Ps. 90:10). In Egypt the 110-year tradition ran from the 
Old Kingdom down to the Hellenistic period, but the attested mentions cluster 
in the Ramesside period (thirteenth/twelfth centuries).1,10 Thus, as others have 
noted, this feature is specifically Egyptian; it could relate to Joseph’s general pe
riod, and/or it could have been an emphasis made by a later narrator, of the 
same horizon as the phrase “the land of Rames(s)es.”

Regarding the burials of Jacob and Joseph, it is almost amusing to notice 
the growing acculturation to Egyptian ways of this West Semitic family. Dear 
old “traditionalist” [acob requested to be gathered with his fathers after death, 
in practice to be buried in the collective tomb of Abraham, Isaac, and their and 
his spouses (Gen. 49:29-32). In this, they and he conformed to dominant Mid
dle Bronze Age custom, itself reviving Chalcolithic, some Neolithic, and full
blown Early Bronze Age I-III usage. The custom remained in force for most of 
the following two thousand years in Canaan, in the Late Bronze (alongside sin
gle burials), and throughout the Iron Age into Greco-Roman times.141 How
ever, Joseph had to solve the problem of transporting a deceased Jacob from the 
Delta to Canaan. The traditional ancient Semitic solution in such circum
stances was to allow the body to render down to bones, then remove these to fi
nal burial. But Joseph chose an Egyptian alternative: he had him mummified in 
full Egyptian fashion (50:2-3), understandable in Egypt at any period — but 
not normally in Canaan. With Joseph, things went a step further. He was not 
only embalmed, but was “put in a coffin in Egypt” (50:26), admittedly with the 
hope that some day he too would be repatriated to Canaan (50:24-25). There 
was no lack of other burials of Semites in Egypt in his time (early to mid
second millennium), many of them in Semitic fashion in the cemeteries around
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Tell el-Dab'a (Avaris).142 And some of them opted for an Egyptian-style burial 
like Joseph. Such was a man having the archetypal Semitic name Abdu, whose 
traditional, rectangular Middle Kingdom coffin was found in the vast cemetery 
of Saqqara, which served ancient Memphis. With it was found the fine dagger 
of another man bearing a good Semitic name, Nahman, conveniently dated to 
the Hyksos period by the cartouche of a King Apopi upon the dagger.143 In 
both cases, of course, the names are written in Egyptian hieroglyphs. So Jacob 
and Joseph have undeniable Egyptian traits even in their postmortem activities. 
But, of course, so did other foreigners at other periods, especially in the New 
Kingdom, and continuingly in the Late Period.

4- A TOUCH OF CHRONOLOGY

Thus far, except to insist that the patriarchs have to be prior to the exodus/ 
Moses episodes, and thus earlier than the thirteenth century at the latest, the 
chronology ofthe patriarchs down to Joseph has been left alone except for a few 
asides in passing. But, as with the rest of the Hebrew history, it will be as vvell to 
tidy up the loose ends here too.

The factors here are both extertial and internal. The latter in the Hebrew 
Bible consist of two main resources; explicit statements of the interval between 
Abraham/Jacob and the exodus, and incidental data of other kinds. The former 
are data from outside the Hebrew corpus that in themselves indicate (or appear 
to indicate) specific dates or periods to which data in the Hebrew text corre
spond to the exclusion of other periods. In terms of proper methodology, we 
turn first to the external indicators at several levels, and their Hebrew links.

A. FACTORS AND RESULTS

(i) External Correlations

Here we may classify the phenomena available (studied in outline above) under a 
series of chronological headings, and see what result emerges from this process.

Group I: Features specific to early second millennium (or earlier)

1. Wide scope of (nonstate/nonroyal) travel. Mesopotamia, Old Babylonian 
period; cf. pp. 316-18 above.

1. Wide transhumiltice and related pastoral movement. In all directions, this
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3

4-

period, as opposed to later northwest-to-southeast for Mesopotamia, and 
steppe to richer land in Levant, and nor based on the “Amorite hypothe
sis” of mass migrations; cf. p, 476.
Long-distance marriages (non- and preimperial) by related groups. West 
Semitic and “Amorite” dynasties practiced this in this period; cf, p. 318. 
East Delta residences of pharaohs (prc-1300 J, only circa 1970-1540, Pp. 31S,

319
5. Gen. 14: eastern alliances (within ca. 2000-1500) by contrast to Levant. Cf. 

pp. 319'Ai-
6. Gen. 14: Elam, interventions in Upper Mesopotamia, and interests west

ward. P. 321,
7. Gen. 14: close literary parallel in Yahdun-lim‘s text, Mari. Cf. p. 321.
8. Gen. 14: Tid’al, Old Hittite name and as chief of groups (ruba’um rabium). 

Cf. p. 322,
9. Type of treaties (Gen. 21; 31156), as at Mari and Tell Leilan. Pp. 323-24.

10. Prices of young male slaves, around twenty shekels, 1900-1600. Cf. p. 325.
11. Social mages, early second millennium, changing later on. Cf. pp. 325-28.
12. Patriarchal religion. Showing early-second-millennium usage, and differ

ent in at least six respects from later periods. Cf. pp. 328-30.
13. Patriarchal Canaan is the land of the Execration Texts, of the archaeo

logical horizon Middle Bronze II, very different from Late Bronze I II 

(Egyptian empire) and Iron l-II (new entities and too late in time); cf.
PP- 333-35

14. Patriarchal proper names. The early West Semitic (so-called Amorite) 
Imperfectives, as in Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, etc., are popular out of 
all proportion in the early second millennium, by striking contrast with 
ever more limited usage later. Other name types, too, are characteristic of 
this period (e.g., Zebulon/Zabilanu, etc.); the Egyptian names belong to 
this period more than later. Cf. pp. 336,341-43.

15. Shepherding under Old Babylonian conditions, rather than later epochs. Cf. 
pp. 336-38.

16. Servant “in the house" (Egypt, hery-perj, mainly Old/Middle Kingdom 
term; p. 349.

17. Saris, not eunuch in Egypt; and (sha-reshi) commonly not, in Old Babylo
nian period.1114

Group II: Features common to early and late second millennium

1. Ur (in south Iraq) was an important center in the late third, early second, 
and late second millennia, but not later. West Semitic pastoralists lived 
nearby in early second millennium; p. 316.
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2. Shin'ar was a “Western" term for Mesopotamia by late second millennium; 
p. 320.

3. In Joseph narrative and during the exodus, the Egyptian word shesh (early 
second millennium and following) is used for linen, and not the later word 
bwts (of sixth century and following).145

4. Aegeans in Canaan before Philistines. Latter term perhaps replaced 
Caphtorim (in early twelfth century) and Kretim, and cf. Middle Minoan 
(and following) pottery, frescoes in Syria-Palestine and Egypt, within 
1800-1500; pp. 339-41. (In the ancient Near East, Kaptaru/Caphtor goes 
down into Late Bronze II; and Kretim, Kition, from Late Bronze on
ward.)146

5. Archaeological data for “patriarchal"places in Canaan, Middle Bronze and 
Late Bronze periods. So, for Laish, Dothan, Shecrhem, Bethel, Jerusalem, 
Hebron, Gerar (if Tel Haror); in Negev, Tells Mafhata, Masos, Far’ah 
South (pp. 333-35). By contrast, Beersheba was wells, not a town; and so, 
other names.147

6. Features of appointment to high office. Visual data are mainly late second 
millennium at present.

7. Ideal age of 110 years. Found in Egypt at all periods, but with especial con
centration as a theme in late second millennium (to thirteenth century), 
p. 351-

Group III: Features specific to, or beginning in, 
late second millennium

1. Land of Ra(a)mses, Gen. 47:11, in thirteenth-twelfth centuries only. Cf. 
p. 348.

2. Dan for Laish (Gen. 14:14), a revision of twelfth century (cf. Judg. 18).
3. Use of term “Philistines” for all Aegeans, from early twelfth century. Cf. al

ready, p. 341.
4. Form of name Potiphar(a), thirteenth century onward. Cf. pp. 346-47.

Group IV: Features specific to early first millennium

1. Chaldeans to identify Ur. To distinguish Ur in south from Urs and Uras up 
north. Usage of circa 1000-500; cf. p. 316.

2. In Gen. 36:31, kings of Edom “before (any) king reigned for the Bne-Israel.” 
Many would take this as valid for circa 1020/1000 and following (for the 
Israelite reference). Others would suggest that the passage indicates that 
these Edomites reigned before a king in Israel was a reality rather than a 
mere possibility (as in Dent. 17:14-20)-
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Croup V: Features found in third, second, and first millennia — 

“constants,” hence not decisive for “early” or “late” suggested datings

1. Camels. These are clearly attested in contexts of third, early second, late 
second, as well as early first millennia. Hence they are not anachronistic 
and have no bearing on date (pp. 338-39).

2. Feast and famine, in Egypt and the Levant. Egyptian records show three 
millennia of both (p. 350).

3. Religious celebration for deity/ies after military victory. All periods and 
places; cf. p. 322,

4. Places that were occupied for long periods. Such as Harrati, Nakhur, etc, Cf. 

P* 317.

Group VI: False trails

1. No direct connection between Egyptian stela of 400-year era of Seth and 400 
years of Gen. 13:13, etc. In the thirteenth century that stela was deep within 
an Egyptian temple at Pi-Ramesse, and not accessible to foreigners; after 
circa 1070 it was reused as scrap building-material at Tanis, in temple 
foundations, and was never accessible again until the late nineteenth cen
tury A.D.!

2. Note (Num. 13:22) about Hebron built seven years before Zoan (Tanis) in 
Egypt. This is too isolated to serve as any kind of definitive marker, and 
external data are too scanty as yet to be of any help.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

(ii) Internal (Biblical) Data

Here we have a series of very varied data, some explicit, some implicit; but all 
need to be examined, and (in the cultural context) their nature — and thus 
their significance — determined. Then we may gain a practical understanding 
of what the sources might yield for the topic in view.

Group I: Year spans and eras between patriarchs and later times

Time spans expressed in years. Here we find two figures, from the patri
archs to the exodus. In Gen. 15:13 Abraham is warned that his descendants 
would enter Egypt, live there and (then) be oppressed, some 400 years. 
From the opposite perspective, in Exod. 12:40, the exodus was dated to the 
430th year since Jacob, Jong before, had entered Egypt. It should be obvi
ous that both figures have the same period in view (Hebrew time of resi
dence in Egypt): one is cast as a round figure looking into the future, 
while the second purports to be the elapsed time span for that period.
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2. Eras by broad period. Following the mention (Gen. 15:13) of his people go
ing to Egypt for four centuries, Abraham is also told (15:16) that his de
scendants would then return to Canaan four dor, “spans” (usual transla
tion, “generations”), later. In the context, the four dor are another 
expression for the four centuries. Such a usage is found also in a text of 
Sharnshi-Adad I of Assyria (ca. 1800), who uses the West Semitic word 
dam (= Heb. dor) in the same way as here in Gen. i5.l4S He speaks of 
seven darn having elapsed between the fall of the great dynasty of Akkad 
and his accession. If we adopt a modern mode of calculation, this is 
somewhere between 350 and 500 years, the latter giving 70 years’ or so 
value to the darn. If we use the ancient mode of reckoning (as Shamshi- 
Adad’s scribes would have to do), we would have between 530 and 730 
years for seven darn, giving between 75 and too years for the darn,I4V The 
latter in particular would compare directly with four dor = 400 years in 
Gen. 15. So, whether the four dor!400/430 years be taken as consecutive or 
otherwise, we have a consistent usage.

Group II: A question of genealogies

The brevity of some biblical genealogies has sometimes been urged 
in favor of a much shorter span than four centuries for a Hebrew sojourn 
in Egypt. But this fails to account either for the full available evidence or 
for the often incomplete nature of such data.

Fourfold identity tags (“short genealogies”). It should be stressed that 
Exod. 6:16-20 is not a full record for Aaron and Moses but simply gives 
their fourfold link back to the patriarch Jacob/Israel, by tribe (Levi), clan 
(Kohath), family group (Amram, by Jochebed), and individuals. Both 
here and in Nutn. 26:59 (plus 1 Chron. 6:3), the summary of Amram and 
Jochebed “parenting” Aaron and Moses has to be read in the same spirit 
as the children that Zilpah "bore” to Jacob who include great-grandsons 
in Gen. 46:16-18. At the exodus, the Amramites (and parallel families) 
were already much too numerous to be merely a “nuclear family”; cf. 
Num. 3:27-28.

This case is not unique. For Achan son of Carmi (Josh. 7:1), the 
same fourfold rule applies: tribe (Judah), clan (Zerah), family group 
(Zimri), and individuals (Achan and his father Carmi). For another noto
rious pair, Dathan and Abiram (Num. 26:5-10), the same applies; tribe 
(Reuben), clan (Pallu), family group (Eliab), individuals (Dathan, 
Abiram). And so on. This fourfold system of “tagging” a person to tribe, 
clan, and family group should not be abused (as some have done) to set
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the patriarchs artificially in the fifteenth century because of supposed 
links with Nuzi customs. Some of those links were false, others merely the 
tail end of earlier, Old Babylonian usage, hence they could of themselves 
fix no date for Jacob and company.

2. Fuller genealogies — in part. In any case, the fourfold tags are not the 
whole story. Other long-transmitted fragments, scooped up and pre
served in the work of the Chronicler, show this clearly. We may concisely 
consider some of Moses’ contemporaries, as follows.

Bezalel is set in the seventh generation after Jacob (1 Chron. 2:1,4,5, 
9, 18-21): Judah, Perez, Hezron, Caleb (Kelubai), Hur, Uri, Bezalel.

Elishama (Num. 1:10) falls in the ninth generation after Jacob, while 
Joshua, as Moses’ younger contemporary, is in the eleventh after Jacob: 
loseph, Ephraim; then (1 Chron. 7:22-27) Rephah, Resheph, Telah, Tahan, 
Ladan, Ammihud, Elishama; Nun, Joshua.

By contrast, another exodus contemporary, Nahshon (Num. 1:7), 
appears as though only six generations after Jacob (1 Chron. 2:1, 4, 5, 9, 
10): Judah, Perez, Hezron, Ram, Amminadab, Nahshon.

Thus a variation of from six to eleven generations from |acob to the 
exodus demonstrates that the fourfold tags do not represent the real 
time-lapse for this period and that the longer genealogies themselves vary 
in the amount of lineage preserved, and are thus selective in themselves in 
varying degrees. This is not peculiar. For David, Ruth 4:18-22 has only 
eleven generations from Perez to David, which would be twelve from Ju
dah to David, to “cover" the entire longer span from Jacob to David — 
maximally 430 + 300 = 730 years on a minimal exodus date, and much 
"worse" (430 + 480 = 910 years) for those who too simplistically base 
themselves exclusively on 1 Kings 6:1. In either case, it is clear that the 
Davidic line is also much abbreviated before Boaz. For our maximum pe
riod of 430 years, Jacob to the exodus, sixteen to twenty generations 
might be expected (and almost double that down to David). In short, the 
range of genealogical data points clearly to a time span well beyond just 
four generations in the strictly biological sense, but equally dearly does 
not in its present abridged form cover the entire span. Varying life spans 
in families also affect number of generations in a given period.

3. Some background data. In the biblical world, matters are much the same; 
the Hebrew data are in no way anomalous. Thus, in thirteenth-century 
Egypt under Ramesses II, a scribe Mose son of Huy won a court case to 
repossess some family land. That land had been given to bis ancestor 
Neshi 300 years before, by Ahmose l, during the war against the Hyksos. 
Both Mose and others appear as offspring of Huy, son of Wernuro,
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daughter of Neshi — thus a fourfold tag: ancestor (Neshi), family line 
(Wernuro), family (Huy), and individual (Neshi and brethren), without 
listing all the intervening generations back to Neshi.150 In terms of fuller 
genealogies, but still selective, one may cite the incredibly long Berlin ge
nealogy of a priest at Memphis reaching back from the eighth century for 
some fifteen centuries to the Eleventh Dynasty (ca. 2000). It shows gaps 
in succession, with (e.g.) only one generation named between four suc
cessive priests under Ramesses II and one heading representing a series 
from the early Twenty-First Dynasty, 150 years later. Clearly, some seven 
generations had been dropped at this point,151 So, long genealogies are 
not necessarily complete, either in the Hebrew Bible or amongst neigh
bors of Israel. By contrast, the official king list from north Syrian Ugarit 
was — when intact — probably largely complete, having at least thirty 
kings (and originally, more like forty kings, some names being broken 
away) to span the period back from 1200 to the nineteenth century, some 
600 or more years. Here, any omissions would have been only for child
less brothers or very short-lived rulers.152 Thus, on all sides, the Hebrew 
usages were normal, in their world.

B. CHRONOLOGICAL RESULTS ON BOTH 
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL DATA

It is now possible to sum up this particular inquest in two respects: (1) by deter
mining what the overall data suggest as regards a date for the patriarchs, and 
(2) by analyzing the objective evidence for the history of the Genesis tradition 
about them, from its beginnings through later periods.

(i) Can We Date the Patriarchs?

In the light of the total evidence, in general terms at least, the answer is a dear 
yes. The external data were grouped under six heads, with the following results. 
The first and by far the biggest section (Group I under |i]) can offer almost a 
score of very varied lines of evidence that tie Abraham/lsaac/Jacob/Joseph to 
the overall period circa 1900-1600 (2000-1500 at the outermost limits). Along
side these data we have (in Group II of [i]) a further seven items indicating a 
date in the second millennium, consistent with its earlier part while continuing 
into the later half, hence less precise. Alongside these two dozen items we have 
only four minor features (Group III under [i]) that belong to the late second
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millennium, not earlier, and only two items (in Group IV in [i]) that probably 
originated in the early first millennium. Thus, only six later retouches against 
twenty-four (seventeen dear, seven early or late second millennium) is quite an 
impressive result. To all this we can add Group V, which offers four more items 
also compatible with the early second millennium, but likewise also with most 
other periods. Thus the maximal possible data in these lists runs to twenty- 
eight items of real + likely 4- possible early second-millennium date, versus a 
mere six retouches added later. In Group VI we can dismiss two items that are 
useless for dating purposes.

The overall date of about 1900-1600 for Abraham to Joseph is consistent 
also with the internal data. The era dates of 400/430 years before a minimal- 
date exodus at circa 1260/1250 would bring us back, to roughly 1690/1680 for Ja
cob's entry into Egypt, and Joseph’s arrival there by about 1720/1700. Jacob was 
an old man 111 Egypt, born earlier in the eighteenth century at the latest; Isaac in 
turn would have been born in the middle to late nineteenth century, and before 
him, Abraham earlier in the nineteenth century at the latest. Their life spans 
and birth dates are high; a minimal chronology would allow for possible infla
tion of these figures in tradition, while keeping the overall profile. This result 
goes well with that from the external data, such that it is wholly reasonable to 
speak, once more, of a “patriarchal age” in biblical terms, but on a far sounder 
basis than was formerly the case.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

(ii) Retouches

The evidence given above (in Group III under (ij) shows marks of a basic set of 
traditions that arose around Abraham to joseph by about 1600, conceivably 
transmitted down to the thirteenth century. This ongoing history of the tradi
tion shows perhaps three phases,

The first is in Ramesside Egypt, in the thirteenth century, “Land of 
Raineses” (Gen. 47:11) belongs to the same horizon as “Raamses,” the store city 
of Exod. 1:11, and both reflect Ramesses Ifs time and his intense activity in the 
East Delta. The form Potiphar(a) is probably a thirteenth-century-onward 
modernization of Pa-didi-(p)re, from an original Didi-re,

In the twelfth century “Philistines" apparently replaced Caphtorim and 
suchlike almost completely, and Dan replaced Laish.

The third phase encompasses the early first millennium, during which 
possibly the concept/existence of Israelite kings in what became our present 
Gen, 36 arose; certainly the tag “Chaldean” attached to Ur at some time.

In a long-transmitted tradition, none of this is surprising. We know that
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the Egyptian narrative of Sinuhe was already current by circa 1800 from actual 
manuscripts of that time. But in the Ashmoiean Ostracon copy of its text may 
be found just such “retouches51: older negative n replaced by more modern bw; 
the old word nwy for “waterflood55 replaced by the West Semitic yam, for exam
ple. If we had nothing earlier than this ostracon, we might be tempted to date 
the composition of the text to (say) the fourteenth century rather than the late 
twentieth — yet the existence of the nineteenth/eighteenth-century MSS for
bids any such erroneous judgment. But it is to questions of tradition and trans
mission that we must finally now turn.

5. EXTERNAL CONTROLS: LITERARY 

STATUS AND MODES OF TRANSMISSION

Two matters require attention at this point: What is the literary nature of the 
patriarchal narratives, within a broad spectrum from literal history at one ex
treme to pure fantasy tale at the other? And what are the options for modes of 
transmission of these narratives (whatever their nature), from point(s) of origin 
down to much later periods? Let us consider each in turn, within the factual 
context of the biblical world that can provide us with the yardsticks for measur
ing off the possibilities. Speculation in isolation is worthless.

A. LITERARY CONTEXTS FOR THE 
PATRIARCHAL NARRATIVES

(i) The Phenomena of the Narratives Themselves

See already the presentation of framework and contents, pp. 314-15 above. 
Looked at dispassionately, we have simply the story of a man (Terah) who 
moved on with his family from Ur in southern Mesopotamia, going northwest 
to Harran in the great west bend of the Euphrates. After his death, one son, 
Abram, moved on west and southwest through Syria into Canaan, moving 
around there as a pastoralist; one incident brought him into brief conflict with 
an armed alliance from the east. His son Isaac and grandson Jacob continued 
the same lifestyle, and all maintained contact with the relatives back up in 
Harran (especially for obtaining wives). Jacob's favorite young son, Joseph, was 
sold into Egypt and made good there, and could thus welcome his family dur
ing a famine, where they settled for some time. These narrations are straight-
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forward, with plenty of small-scale incident; there are almost no miracles or 
obvious fantasies. Deity is prayed to, and appears in visions/dreams with mes
sages; “acts of God" (to use insurance-company language) are attributed to de
ity as judgment. As already noted above, high ages at death, etc., are the only 
unusual features, and this may be in part the result of long-term transmission 
of numbers, a matter subject to change through time.

(ii) The Range of Comparable Narration in the Biblical World

Such narratives (spread through three millennia) come under five heads, as fol
lows.

(a) Royal Historical Texts

These are found in all three millennia. In Egypt are the year-by-year annals of 
the First to Fifth Dynasties (third millennium) on the Palermo Stone, and a 
fragment of such annals of Amenemhat II (Twelfth Dynasty; early second mil
lennium); then war and building reports, etc., of the great New Kingdom kings 
(late second millennium). Some stelae, war reliefs, etc., exist for the late period 
(early first millennium), pertaining to Shoshenq I, Taharqa, Psamtek I, etc.135 
In Mesopotamia one finds copies of war reports of the empire of Akkad and 
Gudea’s building texts (third millennium); then building and war reports 
from Babylonia and Assyria, limited in the early second millennium but more 
extensive in the first millennium (Assyrian annals; scribal “chronicles”).134 In 
Asia Minor we have the Hittite records. These include war reports from the 
early second millennium and more extensive annals (plus treaties) from the 
late second millennium.153 Syria-Palestine offers mainly administrative texts, 
letters, etc., from Ebla (third millennium), Mari (early second), Emar and 
Ugarit (late second), and the autobiography of Idrimi, Alalakh (wrongly called 
“fictional”); we also have some West Semitic texts from the first millennium. 
We have Phoenician royal texts, as at Byblos, and in Asia Minor (Azitawata bi
lingual with “Hittite Hieroglyphic” version). In Old Aramaic are: texts from 
kings of Sam'a! (local dialect), minor epigraphs (as of Hazael of Damascus), 
and the Tell Dan stela (Aram). Farther south we have the Mesha stela (Moab), 
administrative ostraca, Samaria, etc. (Hebrew),136 From Old South Arabia we 
have first-millennium war annals of Karibi! Watar I (seventh century), as well 
as later building texts by him and other rulers. Divine intervention is at times 
invoked.157
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(b) Autobiographical and Biographical Texts,
Officials and Private People

Again, these appear in all three millennia. In Egypt, our richest source, formal 
autobiographical texts of officials and others are well attested throughout this 
long epoch. Noteworthy in the early second millennium are the biography of 
Khnumhotep II at Beni Hasan, and the so-caiied “Story of Sinuhe,” a similar 
autobiography adapted to be used as a propagandists school text. In the New 
Kingdom is a long series of such examples, plus the “Story of Wenamunprob
ably historical in origin. Mainly funerary texts come from the first millennium, 
but the “Chronicle of Prince Osorkon” (ninth/eighth century) is notable. All 
these are marked by first-person narrative; they contain very few “wonders,” 
while deity can occasionally be invoked when thought appropriate.15a In Meso
potamia we have far less; in the eighth century (under weaker kings), some pro
vincial high officials set up their own cuneiform inscriptions.155' From Asia Mi
nor and Syria-Palestine there is almost nothing in this category at present; 
some Neo-Hittite texts of officials (first millennium) can be included here, but 
little else other than funerary inscriptions-1*0

(c) Historical Legends

Again, we have a variety of such documents down through time. These are sto
ries about humans, usually historical personalities (kings or commoners), but 
known commonly to have been composed distinctly later than the period(s) of 
the people concerned. In Egypt, in the mid-second millennium, we have the 
"Tales of the Magicians” (Papyrus Westcar), of circa 1600 but relating to people 
of 1,000 years before (in the Pyramid Age or Old Kingdom). The tales name a se
quence of kings known otherwise from directly historical sources, from (Djoser 
and) Nebka to Snofru, Kheops and his sons, and the first three kings of the suc
ceeding Filth Dynasty, and all in their correct sequence. Others in these tales 
(Princes Bauefre, Hardjedef) are also attested historically. The “Tale of General 
Sisenet and King Pepi 11” is likewise placed in the third millennium, and was 
probably also first written down about 1600 (not after 1300), being transmitted 
in writing during at least 1300 to 670. The late second millennium has given us 
the stories of the Hyksos Apopi versus King Seqenenre, the “Capture of loppa” 
by Thuty under Tuthmosis 111 (perhaps historically based, cf. p. 365 below). In 
the late period the fourth-century tale of the princess of Bakhtan is based on in
cidents drawn from the reigns of Amenophis III and especially Ramesses II 
(1,000 years earlier), while in the Greco-Roman periods we have tales of Prince
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Khaemwaset, son of Ramesses II of ten to thirteen centuries before, and of the 
Delta princedoms of circa 670, some 400 to 700 years before.161

In Mesopotamia we have tales in Sumerian (early second millennium} 
about very early kings of the third millennium, such as Gilgamesh, Enmerkar 
and Lugalbanda, Dumuzi, Etana, etc. Then the late-tirhd-miiiennium kings 
Sargon and Naram-Sin of the empire of Akkad had tales told about them from 
Ur-Ill times and the Old Babylonian period 300/300 years later, then from the 
late second millennium (up to 1,000 years later), which were sometimes copied 
down to the seventh/sixth centuries (600 years later still). From the late second 
millennium come epics of Tukulti-Ninurta 1 and Tiglath-pileser I of Assyria; 
later works honored first-millennium Mesopotamian kings.162 From the Hittite 
archives of the late second millennium, besides Hittite versions of the stories of 
Gilgamesh and Sargon from Babylonia, we have original Hittite stories of the 
siege of Urshu, and King Anum-khirbe and the town ofZalpa among others.163 
For Syria-Palestine, the Hittite archives offer a bilingual text (in Hittite and 
Hurrian) about one Meki of Ebla, while the alphabetic texts from Ugarit include 
epic tales ot a King Keret and one Dane! (unless he is under the subhead imme
diately below); all are in written versions of the late second millennium.164

(d) Purely Fictional Tales, Excluding Historical Characters

Here we have purely fantasy tales, folktales proper, the characters often being 
anonymous. In Egypt, such works include the stories “The Shipwrecked Sailor,” 
“Herdsman and a Goddess,” and one of two ghost stories (early second millen
nium); “Foredoomed Prince,” “Tale of Two Brothers,” and an allegory, “The 
Blinding of Truth” (all late second millennium).165 In Mesopotamia, in the 
early second millennium, we have in Sumerian “Three Ox-Drivers of Adab” 
and “Old Man and Young Girl,” while in Akkadian there is “Poor Man of 
Nippur” and “At the Cleaner’s.”166 In the Hittite sphere, humans and deities 
mingle in various second-millennium tales, such as those about Appu, Keshshi, 
and the “Sun-god, Cow and Fisherman,”167 In Syria-Palestine, the Ugaritic tale 
of Dane! might belong here father than immediately above.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

(e) Tales of Mythology

Legend concerns primarily human beings (although deities can appear in leg
ends), while myth concerns the world of the gods and related beings (with little 
or no role for humans). Under mythological tales so delimited comes a wealth
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of narratives, only baldly summarized here. For Egypt we have mainly allusions 
and fragments in the third and early second millennia. But in the late second 
millennium we have the burlesque “Contendings of Homs and Seth,” “De
struction of Mankind,” “Story of Astarte and the Sea” (about Canaanite dei
ties), “Isis and the Sun-god's Secret Name," etc. From the late first millennium 
(with older roots), we have “Story of the Winged Disc,” “Anhur-Shu and the 
Lioness-Goddess,” and local such tales at Esna.,S8 In Mesopotamia, from the 
third into the early second millennium, we have in Sumerian six myths about 
Enki and other gods, including “Inanna’s Descent to the Netherworld”; 
“Nanna-Suen’s Journey to Nippur”; tales of Du muz i, etc. In Akkadian, other 
such works include “Ishtar’s Descent to the Netherworld” (replacing Inanna), 
the Erra epic, the myth of Anzu, Enuma Elish (creation), and more besides."59 
Hittite archives contain both strictly Hittite works such as those about 
llluyankas, the disappearing of Telipinus, and of other gods, and also Hurrian 
compositions, notably a cycle of stories about Kumarbi.170 For Syria-Palestine, 
we have for the present basically the great Baal cycle from Ugarit, along with 
“Dawn and Dusk,” “Wedding of Nikkal and the Moon,” and other pieces.171

(f) Profile of Ancient Near Eastern Narrative

From this whirlwind survey, or rather from the actual texts it so briefly pres
ents, certain basic facts emerge. Especially is this clear for anyone who can gain 
access to the texts themselves, at least in good modern translations.

Texts of historical import do commonly include praise of the ruler 
concerned, can invoke deity on his side, can use conventional cliches, etc., 
but do still provide largely factual narratives — or transparently historical 
facts and features can at least be discerned in them. At times, careful assess
ment is needed (e.g., when Assurbanipal’s scribes merge data from originally 
separate campaigns), but occasional odd embellishments (e.g., Esarhaddon’s 
winged serpents!) cannot impugn the basic historicity of otherwise straight 
accounts.

(Auto)biographical texts are, again, told from the viewpoint of the person 
concerned, but this can be allowed for and does not eliminate clear historical 
content. Good examples are narrative biographical texts of Egyptian officials 
(third to first millennia), and (in first millennia n.c. and a.d.) of Old South 
Arabian royal supporters in Sheba, Qataban, Himyar, and Hadramaut.

Historical legends almost invariably tell stories about real people (kings 
or otherwise), whether of a distant or a recent past. However, the content of 
such stories can vary right across the spectrum from the possibly historical (cf.
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“Capture of Joppa") to the most playful fantasy of no historical content (cf. 
“Tales of the Magicians” in Papyrus Westcar). In the former, Thuty is as histor
ical as is Tuthinosis III, and was rewarded by him with a golden goblet, evi
dently for services rendered — just possibly for organizing the fall of Joppa. 
But in Papyrus Westcar the real characters move in a world where the severed 
heads and bodies of birds and animals can be magically rejoined and come to 
life again, or the waters of a lake be neatly rolled aside like a duvet or bedcover. 
Or a known conqueror (Sargon of Akkad) finds mountains and rocks of gold 
and lapis blocking his path. These texts form an intermediate category between 
the histories and biographies just noted and the taLes human and divine now 
to be noticed.

We then have two other, related groups: tales about humans (deities 
sometimes occurring), often having anonymous characters, i.e., fictional tales 
proper; and tales about the gods and associated beings (humans rarely or mod
estly present), being mythological tales proper. These two groups neither are his
torical nor have any pretensions of being historical, except perhaps when they 
purport to describe the world’s origins. So we have two essentially history- 
based groups; an intermediate group (real people in circumstances fictional in 
part or wholly); and a purely fictional pair of groups, of tales mainly human 
and mainly divine respectively. This clear range, at all periods, gives us a setting 
by which to appreciate the situation of the patriarchal narratives.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

(iii) The Patriarchal Narratives in Their Full Cultural Context

The above-sketched five classes of texts (pp. 433 ff. above) provide us with a 
strictly independent and objective frame of reference against which we may 
fairly assess the nature of the narratives in Gen. 11-50. in terms of content, these 
narratives give a picture of real human life as lived by West Semitic pastoralists, 
derived mainly from conditions observable in the early second millennium, 
with a very moderate amount of minor retouches in at least three later periods.

lt" we look now at the patriarchal narratives alongside the five classes of 
narrative, it becomes a relatively straightforward procedure to distinguish be
tween what is truly comparable and what is not. This can be achieved most effi
ciently by a process of systematic elimination.

First of all, we can dismiss (a) above; the patriarchs were never kings rul
ing a state (either urban or tented), they were simply transhumant nonroyal 
pastoralists, even if prosperous. Second, we can equally firmly dismiss (e). The 
patriarchs were not deities either, and never were; they worshiped deity, but 
never received such honors themselves, and their social life mirrored that of
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other contemporary humans. Third, we may next dismiss (d) — these biblical 
narratives are not simple folktales about anonymous characters in wholly vague 
or general settings. They are about named individuals with specific family 
members in precise contexts. That leaves us only with (b), (auto)biography, and 
(c), historical legends. As they stand, these narratives are not autobiography, 
but they are biographical in giving soine account of the lives of Abraham, Isaac, 
Jacob, and Joseph, with other family members in lesser roles. They differ from 
our other Near Eastern biographical texts in being cast in the third person 
(rather than the first), and in the past entirely, as a recopied, transmitted text, 
not a firsthand inscription on stone, clay, or whatever. It is this last feature 
(transmitted text through time, basically third person) that alone links these 
narratives with our (c), historical legend, cast as retrospect, basically third per
son, and subject to (sometimes long) literary transmission. By comparison 
with most (c) texts, the patriarchal narratives belong soberly to the realia of this 
world, not to a world peopled by golden mountains, lapis lazuli rocks, animals 
that come alive when their severed heads are rejoined, and so on. There are very 
few “remarkable” features in the biblical narrations. Sodom and Gomorrah
(Gen. 19) suffered through being in a well-attested seismic zone (the Rift Val
ley).172 Very many real people in antiquity claim dealings with deity (nobody 
can dismiss the historicity of, e.g., a Ramesses II or a Sennacherib on such 
grounds). Visions (night or day, Gen. 15) are not unknown; and high ages at 
death and at prior events are a separate question of the transmission of num
bers, and have no direct bearing on historicity (cf. the case of Enmebaragisi in 
chap. 9 below).Thus, if we sensibly leave aside empty speculations that lack any 
factual basis and stay with the total balance of the evidence, it would seem that 
the patriarchal narratives stand closest to (b) above, but have only minor affili
ations with (c), other than the fact that their story — once formulated — has 
gone through a long literary transmission. But this latter situation is not unique 
(cf. Sinuhe in Egypt, or the stories of Sargon and Naram-Sin in Mesopotamia, 
who were certainly historical).

Thus the fairest judgment — on the overall evidence itself, and no agen
das, please! — would appear to be that a real historical family of a man Terah 
once existed in and around Ur this side of circa 2000 b.c.; he and they moved 
on northwestward, and his son Abraham and family then moved south into Ca
naan; after three generations the latter’s great-grandson (Joseph) could care for 
the group in Thirteenth/Fifteenth Dynasty Egypt in the East Delta. Abraham 
passed on family lore to Isaac (cf. on Gen. 1-11, chap. 9 below); Isaac passed part 
of this plus family tradition about his father to Jacob; Jacob passed on a core of 
the antique traditions (cf. Gen. 1-11) and of traditions about Abraham and 
Isaac, and his own experiences to Joseph and his brothers; and they in turn
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maintained an ongoing tradition (oral, written, or both) that was eventually 
given the well-segmented form that we find in the present book of Genesis. By 
the end of that book Joseph is asdeadas the rest (cf. Gen. 50:26), so that formu
lation is later. Several features point to the late second millennium (cf. pp. 358
60 above) for that event; after that, only the slightest retouches seem visible 
(Chaldeans, Philistines, Dan; perhaps Israelite kingship), of the twelfth-tenth 
centuries, and but little later.

This sequencing of the tradition very simply accounts for the third person 
yet biographical format. Thus, if an old Abraham was telling a young Isaac about 
his own past, he would have narrated it a/irobiographicalty. To use Gen. 14 as a 
simple example, he would have said something like: “These eastern kings carried 
away my nephew Lot — your cousin — and one that escaped told me, when I 
was living near my friend Mamre’s great trees. So I led out my 318 trained people 
and chased them up to Laish...But when, later, Isaac came to pass on this epi
sode to young Jacob, he would have had to turn it automatically into the third 
person: “These eastern kings carried away Abraham’s nephew Lot — your uncle 
— and an escapee told him, and he led out his 318 warriors and chased them up 
to Laish. . . A n d  so, each patriarch’s traditions were automatically turned into 
the third-person format when passed on to a further generation.

For such a phenomenon elsewhere, we need look no further than in a real 
biography, known from its original monumental text, inscribed on the stone 
walls ofa Middle Kingdom tomb chapel of the early second millennium, that of 
Khnumhotep II, whose latest date is explicitly under Sesostris II (ca. 1875), a 
possible contemporary of such as Abraham — it is in this tomb chapel at Beni 
Hasan that we find the famous painting of Ab-sharru and his thirty-seven 
“Asiatics” visiting Egypt. Khnumhotep speaks not only of his own deeds, but 
takes us through three generations of his own family history under foursucces- 
sive kings (Amenemhat I, Sesostris I, Amenemhat II, and Sesostris 11), describ
ing the relationships of his family with the ruling house, and their various ap
pointments, besides dilating at length (as Egyptians did!) on his own deeds and 
honors. They are all put in the third person, and he speaks of himself in the 
first; he dearly knew his family history, all the way back through four reigns. 
That is how things actually were; we have no need to resort to unsupported 
guesswork about it. And so, likewise, for their contemporaries, the patriarchs, 
who would know their personal family history.

Originally the patriarchs probably told more episodes about themselves 
than we now possess in Genesis; but a basic nucleus was retained, while seem
ingly less germane episodes were discarded. By the thirteenth century the basic 
catena of material was essentially what we have now. ft would then stand as a 
foundation or “charter” document to remind the Israelite tribal group of their
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origins, as the people of'the God of their forefathers who was now to take them 
further on in life, to the exodus (and all that followed, of course).

Thus we have a set of “blocks” of data: primeval (chap. 9 below), Abra
ham (plus Ishmael), Isaac, Jacob (plus Esau/Edom), and Joseph — set together 
in the toledoth, or “successions” framework, to provide a continuous narrative, 
just as the family itself had been a continuum.

B. MODES OF TRANSMISSION

It is one thing airily to propose the transmission of a body of data about the pa
triarchs from (say) circa 1650 to circa 1250, and then onward to circa 1000/950, 
and then to the fifth century bc, and then onward with the rest of the biblical 
writings — even if the total evidence does point to an early-second-millennium 
origin for most of the basic data. It is, naturally, quite another to assess how 
such a matter would work out in practice (or otherwise). This question we 
must now review, before concluding on the patriarchs overall.

Through 400 years from Joseph to Moses, then some 300 years down to 
the united monarchy, then 400 years or more to the Babylonian exile and its af
termath — what controls do we have over such a process? The answer has to 
come from our external data, on all sides of the ancient Near East.

In Mesopotamia the two famous rivals, Hammurabi of Babylon and 
Shamshi-Adad I of Assyria, shared distant common ancestors, from periods 
long before their families were kings. There were sixteen generations before 
Hammurabi of Babylon and fourteen before his elder contemporary Shamshi- 
Adad of Assyria, back to the common first ancestor, Namhu/Nuabu. Before 
him, the Babylonian line counted ten ancestors to the beginning, and the Assyr
ian, eleven, or between twenty-five and twenty-six generations all told before 
Hammurabi and Shamshi-Adad respectively.173 Some names show variants, or 
change order in one document as compared with the other; but they are a re
markable series that probably on normal generation-count would formally 
have gone back by about 550/600 years, comfortably more than the 430 years 
between Jacob and Moses, or the later spans from him to the united monarchy 
and then to the exile onward.

Nor is this unique. In Syrian Ugarit the official king list had originally a 
continuous list of between thirty and forty kings going back from about 1200 to 
a man Yaqarum in the nineteenth century, some 600 years (p. 358 above), his 
seal being still in use in the thirteenth century.174 The oldest traditions there 
conceivably went most of 160/200 years further back still, to the twenty-second 
century, linking up with ancestors of Hammurabi and Shamshi-Adad I.
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In Egypt we have comparable data of two kinds. The first is again geneal
ogies. In the early second millennium (ca. 1900, under Amenemhat II), Ukh- 
hotep son of Ukh-hotep, governor of the fourteenth Upper Egyptian province, 
caused to be engraved in his tomb chapel a full list of his fifty-nine forebears 
and predecessors in office with their wives, all named and seemingly in chro
nological order. The authenticity of the series is indicated by the changes in 
type of name through time. The earliest ancestor seems to have lived in the 
Fourth Dynasty, circa 2600-2500 (minimum), some 600 to 700 years before 
Ukh-hotep, or half as long again as the interval from Moses back to Jacob.373 
Of much later date, the Berlin genealogy of a priest in the eighth century 
readies back some 1,500 years to the Eleventh Dynasty (ca. 2000; p. 358, 
above), or nearly four times the iacob-Moses period. Closer in time and time 
span is the temple scribe Mose of circa 1250, who could trace his ancestry back 
300 years to Neshi under Alimose I (1550) in a court of law (p. 357 above). The 
chief draftsman Didia of circa 1290 (of Hnrrian and Semitic extraction) kept 
record of the seven generations of his ancestors and all their wives by name 
and sequence, going back to circa 1450, about 160 years before.176 These are 
private families (like the patriarchs), not royalty, and the latter of mainly Se
mitic origin.

The second kind of data is narratives. Thus the tales of the magicians in 
Papyrus Westcar of circa 1600 (p. 362 above) are originally oral tales for enter
tainment, about marvels at the court of the pyramid-building kings of circa 
2600, a thousand years before. Yet these tales have reliably preserved a sequence 
of originally four generations of kings (Third-Fourth Dynasties), followed by 
another three (Fifth Dynasty), ail in their right order, and names basically cor
rect (the three Fifth Dynasty ones are slightly changed), and also the names of 
known sons of King Kheops (of Great Pyramid fame), antihero of the tales. 
This is not remotely an official record, but a popular one; and it records all 
these framework facts for 1,000 years, never mind the mere 430 years from a Ja
cob to a Moses (in comparison, kids' stuff!). The biography of Sinuhe (in its 
preserved literary version) originated circa 1920, and was well transmitted and 
read into and through the New Kingdom into the Twentieth Dynasty, most of 
800 years later, for double the span of our patriarchal biographies, in a different 
mold but showing the transmission of narrative tradition are the “Story of the 
Princess of Bakhtan’’ and the “Story-Cycle of King Petubastis" The former was 
an adaptation in the fourth century R.C. of accounts of the Hittite marriages of 
Ramesses II (thirteenth century) and of traveling healing-deities and doctors 
(fourteenth-thirteenth centuries), of almost a thousand years before, in favor of 
the moon god Khons at Thebes. The latter are tales in demotic (very late Egyp
tian) in manuscripts of the early Roman period, but they preserve the names
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and status of severat local Delta kings and potentates of the seventh century, of 
800-900 years before.177 So at all periods, and often for lengths of time tar out
stripping the successive periods (430, 300, 450 years) through which the “edi
tions” of the patriarchal narratives passed, Egypt can show a variety of exam
ples in various forms, of transmission ofknowiedge ofhistorical characters and 
considerable genealogical data, and that with accuracy.

In the Hittite realm we have collateral evidence for such usage also. Al
ready in the nineteenth century a local ruler Anittas made his mark as a precur
sor of the subsequent Hittite kingdom, and left a brief annalistic account of his 
deeds.178 The later Hittite kings looked upon him as a true forerunner, and thus 
preserved the record of his deeds for 600 years thereafter. They also took over 
{from Mesopotamia) by the fourteenth/thirteenth centuries some of the liter
ary traditions about Sargon and Naram-Sin, kings of the empire of Akkad, of 
the twenty-fourth century, again of almost a thousand years before, and main
tained in Babylonia during that time.

From the foregoing sampling of external evidence, it should be clear that 
transmission of data long term was not merely possible, but happened all the 
time, from the age of the pyramids to that of Caesar, through most of 3,000 years.

So much for the achievement of transmission, but what of its modes? The 
two possible modes are oral tradition (one generation repeating the material by 
spoken word, to be memorized by the next) or writing — or both, side by side. 
Several of the examples cited above clearly were transmitted from a written 
original right from the start. Such are the biography of Sinuhe and the deeds of 
Anittas, for example. Of many of these examples, we possess a “final” edition in 
writing, but nothing on how that edition came to reach the form that we now 
have. The king list of Ugarit, the genealogies of Ukh-hotep and of Didia in 
Egypt (among others) —what did these rest upon, family memory or earlier 
records? We cannot know, factually. Of others, oral tradition can be posited in 
at least some measure. The folksy “Tales of the Magicians” was probably long 
handed down by storytellers before being committed to papyrus by some inter
ested scribe (whether on Papyrus Westcar or a precursor). And the long genera
tions of the distant sheikhs whence sprang the more immediate forebears of 
Hammurabi and Shamshi-Adad 1, were these not the detritus from a long prior 
oral transmission? So both processes were likely in use in different cases con
temporaneously, and in some cases initial oral transmission gave way to a writ
ten format.

Where does that leave the patriarchs? Obviously, a definitive answer can
not be given at present. The starting point is that the patriarchal narratives do 
retain much data faithfully preserved from the early second millennium. A te
nacious oral transmission to later times is possible (as probable examples given
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above make dear), at least to start with. But written records are the securer 
route in most cases. As by 1600 cuneiform was used in Mesopotamia and Syria, 
but (so far) nowhere south of Hebron, and only at government level, it can be 
excluded for proto-Hebrews in Egypt, In Egypt two options then existed. The 
first, widely practiced, was Egypt’s own hieroglyphic and hieratic scripts. We 
have already met Semites using it by circa 1600, namely, Abdu on his coffin and 
Nahman on a dagger (p. 35a above). In the large household of a Potiphar, Jo
seph would either become trained in these scripts himself or work with scribes 
using them (compare Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446 of ca. 1730, listing over forty 
Semites among over seventy servants in such a household).179 But unless he 
trained some of his (or his brothers’) offspring to read these scripts, any patri
archal tradition in them would have become (literally!) a dosed book to their 
descendants before Moses1 time.

The other option was the recently invented West Semitic alphabet, a vehi
cle designed by and for Semitic speakers (and writers). The oldest-known ex
amples have been the Lachish dagger epigraph from a seventeenth-century 
tomb and the Tell Nagila sherd (Middle/Late Bronze, ca. 1600); we now have 
also the Wadi Hoi graffiti in Egypt from northwest of Thebes, about the 
seventeenth century.180 These oldest examples occur in homely, informal con
texts, showing that it could be, and was, readily utilized by anyone who cared to 
do so, and not solely by government elites. To these must be added the proto- 
Sinaitic inscriptions of disputed date — circa 1800 or circa 1500. This system of 
not more than thirty simple, semipictographic letters would have been very 
easy to use in writing up (on papyrus) a “first written edition” of the patriarchal 
traditions from Abraham to Jacob, to which a Joseph account could be added. 
This set of basic narratives could then be recopied from circa 1600 to the thir
teenth century, then given a “late Canaanite” editing in that phase of script, 
eventuating into early standard Hebrew language and script from the united 
monarchy onward. At the Late Bronze (e.g., “land of Rameses”), Early Iron IIA 
(e.g., Laish > Dan), and final phases of transmission (e.g., “Chaldean” Ur), the 
handful of retouches would be incorporated. This straightforward view is at 
least consistent with all the factual data that we currently possess, and keeps 
theorizing to a minimum.

Founding Fathers or Fleeting Phantoms — the Patriarchs

6. A BALANCE HERE TOO

We are compelled, once and for all, to throw out Wellhausen’s bold claim that 
the patriarchs were merely a glorified mirage of/from the Hebrew monarchy
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period. For such a view there is not a particle of supporting factual evidence, 
and the whole of the foregoing indicative background material is solidly against 
it. It should be clear, finally, that the main features of the patriarchal narratives 
either fit specifically into the first half of the second millennium or are consis
tent with such a dating; some features common to that epoch and to later peri
ods clearly must betaken with the early-second-millennium horizon. In con
trast to this, data in these narratives that do dearly originate from well after 
circa 1600 are relatively few and are merely later updates (like thirteenth- 
century yam for nineteenth-century nwy for “waterflood” in a late MS of 
Sinuhe, a work attested in MSS from ca. 1800 at least; cf. p. ji8 above). Long
term transmission through millennia, not just centuries, is well known in the 
biblical world, and simple, sensible modes of composition and text transmis
sion are here presented that at least have the merit of requiring only minimal 
assumptions.

In contrast, the old Wellhausen-type view is ruled out by the horde of 
contrary facts unearthed since 1878 and 1886. We have here the Canaan of the 
early second millennium and not of the Hebrew monarchy period, in any wise. 
The oft-stated claim of a “consensus" that the patriarchs never existed is itself a 
case of self-delusion on the data presented here, and (if one inay be forgiven for 
saying so) in fact a “con-nonsense-us”! We do not actually need firsthand 
namings of the patriarchs in ancient records; plenty of other historical charac
ters are in the same case. The tombs of Early, M iddle, and Late Bronze Canaan 
have yielded countless bodies of nameless citizens of Canaan; but their ano
nymity (no texts!) does not render them nonexistent. What is sauce for the 
goose is sauce for the gander.
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CHAPTER 8

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

i. THE BIBLICAL DATA REVIEWED

In first-millennium Israel there arose spokesmen to declare their deity’s judg
ments and blessings on its rulers and people by speech and in writing — the 
prophets. But their pedigree went back to Moses and Abraham. And recent de
cades have provided valuable background.

A. CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE

(i) Archaic Usage: Patriarchal Period, Early Second Millennium

Here, by contrast with the outside world at this time (see sec. 2 below), we have 
but one incidental reference, in Gen. 20:7. When Abimelek of Gerar took in 
Abraham’s wife (in the guise of his sister), he was warned in a dream not to 
touch her, as another’s wife. If he returned her, Abraham, as a nabi, “prophet,” 
would pray to deity for him. This is the first (biblical) example of a prophet, in a 
role of intercessor, seeking benefit from deity for others — a usage scarcely 
found in the Hebrew Bible in later days. This is mirrored in the external 
sources, as we shall see.

(ii) Early Usages: Exodus to Judges, Late Second Millennium

Intercession was requested of Moses by Pharaoh only when things got tough for 
him (cf. Exod. 8:8, 28; 9:28; 10:17). In the role of spokesman, Aaron served for
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Moses before Pharaoh (7:1-2), and the role of spokesman of YHWH was de
fined in Dent. 18:14-22, with the question of true and false prophets in Dent. 
18:18-22 (criterion of fulfillment) and 13:1-5 (criterion of [dis]loya!ty to 
YHWH). For a prophet in action, cf, Judg. 6:8.

Prophets could be female; compare Miriam in Exod. 15:20, and especially 
Deborah in the twelfth century (Judg. 4:4). They could also act as leaders locally 
and nationally, as did Deborah (Judg- 4-6) and, later, Samuel (1 Sam. 7). Music 
and an ecstatic role could accompany the office; cf. Miriam (Exod. 15:20, music) 
and the elders and men in the camp when the spirit of YHWH came upon them 
(Num. 11:25-29).

Thus in the second millennium we find: intercession (early); spokesper
son (main role); role of music and ecstasy; community leaders. Truth and false
hood of “prophets” could be an issue.

(iii) Intermediate Usage, First Phase 
(Forerunners of National Figures)

This phase deals with the eleventh to ninth centuries, during the united and 
early divided monarchy. Prophets served as intercessors during this time; so 
Samuel is reported in Israel twice at the same juncture (i Sam. 7:5-9).

They served as spokesmen, particularly in opposition to “deviating” kings 
and alien cults. So word comes on Saul (1 Sam. L5), against Solomon (1 Kings 
11:29-39), Rehoboam (2 Chron. 12), Jeroboam 1 (1 Kings 13), Baasha (1 Kings 
16:1-7, 12), and Ahijah (2 Kings 1). At times they were supportive; cf. Abijah 
(2 Chron. 13:22, notes by Iddo), Asa (2 Chron. 15:8), and counsel given to Ahab 
(i Kings 20). They opposed corrupt deals (e.g., on Naboth’s vineyard), and 
might use symbolic acts to underline their point (1 Kings 20:35-43).

True and false prophets became an issue, as in conflict at Ahab’s court 
(1 Kings 22; 2 Chron. 18),

As leaders, they had been replaced (like the “judges”) by kings.
Use of music and presence of ecstatics was still present in the eleventh 

century, as with Saul’s band of prophets (1 Sam 10:1-13), and later experience 
{19:19-24). Much later Elisha was to use music in conjunction with his being a 
spokesman (2 Kings 3:15).

Over time, “seers” (in early Israel, cf. 1 Sam. 9:6-9) or prophets might be 
consulted, to answer queries, as from YHWH (1 Kings 14:1-18). In early days 
dreams, Urim and Thummim (cf. Exod. 28:30), and prophets were used to in
quire of deity (1 Sam. 28:6).

Finally, prophets not only spoke but they began to write documents, keep
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records, and write books. Early on Samuel set down a record of the rules of 
kingship for Saul and Israel, depositing it “before YHWH” (i Sam. 10:25), al
most certainly beside the ark. Later he may have left some account of David’s 
early life (1 Chron. 29:29a), but not of his reign after Samuel’s death. For record 
of David’s reign, Nathan the prophet and Gad the seer inight be given credit 
(29:29b, c); and in turn for Solomon’s, again Nathan, plus Ahijah and Iddo 
(2 Chron. 9:29). Early in the divided monarchy we have notes for Rehoboam 
(2 Chron. 12:15) written down by Shemaiah and Iddo, who also obliged for 
Abijah (15:22). Other than traditional nineteenth-century prejudice, there is no 
warrant to dismiss these notices.

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

(iv) Intermediate Usage, Second Phase (Early National Figures)

This phase deals with the ninth-and-eighth-century period of the divided 
monarchy. For Elijah as prophet during the reigns of Ahab and Ahaziah down 
to the reigns of Jehoshaphat/jehoram, we have a set of narratives (1 Kings 17
2 Kings 2, passim) in six episodes. For his successor Elisha under Ahab and 
Aha2tah down to Jehoash (1 Kings 19:19-21; 2 Kings 2-15, passim), again we have 
a series of episodes. Both were essentially spokesmen, especially to kings, some
times critical, sometimes assuring of victory or giving counsel; they were some
times credited with healing (e.g., 2 Kings 4) or miracles. A third prophet in this 
group is Jonah son of Amittai, for whom a separate narrative is contained in the 
book of Jonah; but 1 Kings 14:25 firmly dates Him to the reign of Jeroboam II, at 
a time of Assyrian recession when that superstitious kingdom might have lis
tened to a visiting prophet alongside its own practitioners.

(v) Classic Period of the Writing (or Written) 
Prophets, Eighth to Early Sixth Centuries

Prophets continue to appear in narrative contexts during this time, almost in 
passing notice, as in Kings (e.g., Isaiah in 2 Kings 18-20). Prophetesses continue 
to appear in the eighth to fifth centuries (cf. Isa. 8:3, Isaiah’s wife; Huldah under 
Josiali, 2 Kings 22:14-20; Noadiah hostile to Nehemiah, Neh. 6:14), Jeremiah ap
pears under King Zedekiah in 2 Chron. 36:12,

Also, actual "prophetical” books with named authors began to be written. 
These books occupy a prominent place in the Hebrew Bible. From their explicit 
date lines, we list their official sequence in groups as follows.
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Eighth/Seventh Centuries
Amos, under Uzziah and Jeroboam II (1:1)
Hosea, from Uzziah/Jeroboam II to Hezekiah (1:1) 
Isaiah, under Uzziah to Hezekiah (1:1)
Micah, under Jotham, Ahaz, Hezekiah (1:1)

Seventh/Sixth Centuries
Nahum, after 663 {3:8, fall of Thebes)
Zephaniah, under Josiah (i:i)
Obadiah, Habbakuk, under impending threat of Neo-Babylonian con

quest (dating based on contents)
Jeremiah, from thirteenth year of Josiah to eleventh of Zedekiah and after

(1:2-3; 40-43; 52:30)

Sixth Century
Ezekiel, Year 5 of exile of Jehoiachin in Babylonia (1:2)
{Daniel, see chap. 3 above)

(vi) Late Period under Persian Empire

These are the last prophetical books and mentions, from the sixth-fifth centuries.

Haggai (1:1) and Zechariah (1:1), second year of Darius 1 (and both, in 
Ezra 5:1; 6:14)

Malachi, this period (cf. r:8)
(Daniel, see chap. 3 above)

Included during this period are claims about use of prophets (Neh. 6:7), and 
hostile prophets and prophetesses (6:14).

Lastly, Joel is notoriously undatable; it is later than mid-ninth century 
(3:2), possibly the eighth/seventh (toes from the north, emphasis on Judah and 
Jerusalem), but could be later.

The foregoing collection of writings, as we have them, divide into two 
lots: the longer collective books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, and the twelve 
short books that constitute the rest. The whole is listed above “as is," free of the 
accretions and Incrustations of opinion from the “precritical” centuries and 
“critical” centuries (eighteenth century a.d. and following) alike, so that the ac
tual corpus of data should be clearly visible in its own right, being all that we 
objectively and materially possess.
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B. THE PHYSIOGNOMY OF WORKS 
OF THE “WRITTEN” PROPHETS

(i) Basic Format

In virtually every case, both the “great” prophetic books (Isaiah, Jeremiah, 
Ezekiel) and those of “the Twelve” (short books), each book opens with a 
proper title, cast in the third person in accord with common ancient Near East
ern usage in several classes of literature. Ezekiel is a partial exception, with a 
double dating, putting himself in the first person, then in the third (1:1-3). Such 
titles include up to three basic elements: the prophet’s name (always), his status 
(sometimes), and a date line (mostly). Thereafter the format followed is indi
vidual to each prophet.

Broadly, their main themes involved warnings of punishment for wrong
doing, whether “religious” (cultic) or moral/ethical, against both foreign na
tions and Israel/Judah, and (often) promises of restoration and blessing if the 
admonitions be heeded and Israel/Judah return to a “clean” and exclusive wor
ship of YHWH.

The conjunction of curse/blessing proceeded from the terms of the long
standing covenant first established at Sinai following the exodus from Egypt, 
and renewed by the Jordan (see chap. 6 above), as can be seen still in Lev. 26 as 
well as Deut. 28. That covenant underlay the prophetic call to people and kings 
to follow the traditional covenant and its exclusivity in worship ofYHWH and 
practical application in right living, treating one’s fellows justly and kindly. Pro
phetic appeal to that covenant is explicit in all three of the “great” prophets, and 
in four of the Twelve. We have mention of breach of covenant four times in Jer
emiah (11:3, 8, 10 [all one passage]; 22:9; 31:32; 34:13-18) and three times in 
Ezekiel (16:59; 17:19; 44:7; plus once of the Neo-Babylonian treaty, 17:15-18), plus 
Josiah’s response to the Book of the Covenant (2 Kings 22-23); compare once in 
Mai. 2:8. These nine occurrences are not a big haul for the impact of the sup
posed “Deuteronomic revival” of 621 and onward! If we go back before 621, the 
earlier prophets allude explicitly to breach of standing covenant as follows: Isa
iah two times (28:15-18; 33:8, plus 24:5, on the Noahic covenant) and Hosea two 
times (6:7; 8:1), for a total of four times. And the demands for righteousness 
(and against non-YHWH cults) throughout Amos and Hosea and Micah (cf. 
chap. 6) presuppose the socioreligious requirements of Exodus and Deuteron
omy, which are m uch more pervasive. It is special plead mg simply to emend out 
of these texts anything “covenantal” that would fall before 621, merely to distort 
the data to fit in with an imaginary late-seventh-century date for Deuteronomy 
(as many do, following Wellhausen). And special pleading cannot be allowed.
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As for “predictive prophecy,” one should distinguish between options and 
predictions. Both are always set in the future, even in daily life, whether in those 
days or now. Options are conditional; “if you do this, then such and such will 
happen” (butnotifyou don’t). Predictions are meant to stick — this is going to 
happen — full stop, Most prophecies of curse/blessing are in terms of options; 
some are more firmly expressed. Historically, both lots largely came to pass 
{most famously, the falls of Israel/Samaria and Judah/Jerusalem, of course).

(ii) The Books Themselves

The twelve shorter prophets need no summary here; each is so short that a 
reader can quickly grasp its essential content and format. It is more useful to 
turn to the three major books named for Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, and then 
to pass on to the external Near Eastern context of the prophetic phenomenon. 
Our summations need be brief.

(a) Isaiah

This richest of all the prophetic books (like all of them) has been endlessly 
studied and unduly theorized about. Views of its nature (and thus of structure 
and date) run the whole gamut from a traditional view of one unitary book 
through a popular theory of three books in one (1-39; 40-55; 56-66), of at least 
three different dates fpreexilic, exilic, postexilic; and variations),1 down to 
heaps of fragments often consigned to late dates. Here, in the first instance, we 
are concerned with the structure of the extant canonical book that we actually 
possess, to be set against the wider context and see what emerges. Likewise for 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel.

In tussles over unity and multiplicity in Isaiah, and supposed divisions at 
chapters 39/40, 55/56, etc., almost nobody has bothered to look for tangible tex
tual evidence. In the Dead Sea Scrolls there is just one positive indication, in the 
great, intact scroll of Isaiah, one of the first scrolls published, In this scroll, 
when he came to the end of what we today call chapter 33 (at 33:24), the ancient 
scribe deliberately left a blank space (equal to three lines’ depth), marking a 
break at the end of his column, before beginning a new column with what is 
now 34:1, This is very close to the midpoint of the entire book as he had it, and 
as we have it. The early scribe had some reason to divide here — but saw no rea
son to divide at either what is now 39/40 or 55/56, we may note. One could ar
gue that his midpoint division was simply taken over through copying from
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two shorter scrolls, holding the first and second halves of the book respectively. 
Blit this is rendered unlikely by the twofold format of the book when looked at 
as two significant and neatly parallel halves, not just a mechanical division, a 
point long since made by Brownlee and Harrison.2 The division also has chro
nological significance; 1-33 come under Uzziah to Ahaz, while 34-66 come un
der the time of Hezekiah (and perhaps later). Each half corresponds well to the 
other in order and subject of topics covered; each is in seven parts. See table 32.

Table 32. Tire ‘'Bifid” Format of Isaiah

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

Part 1 Part 2

1:1 Overall Title
A. 1-5 Judgment and restoration A- 34-35 Desolation and restoration
B. 6-8 Biographical/historical and B. 36-39 Historical/biographical ac

oracles counts
C. 9-12 Words of blessing arid C. 40-45 Words of blessing and

judgment judgment
D. 13-23 Oracles on foreign nations D. 46-48 Oracles on foreign nations

(and one on Jerusalem) (and on Babylon)
E. 24-27 Destruction, restoration, E. 49—55 Restorations, destruction,

deliverance deliverance
F. 28-31 Social and ethical justice F. 56-59 Social and ethical justice

G- 32-33 Restoration of the nation G.60-66 Restoration of the nation

This is, of course, not the only possible analysis, and it depends on a very 
post-Isaianic Dead Sea Scroll. Other meaningful structural possibilities have 
been offered, such as that of Motyer, based on a lifetime’s close work on the 
book of Isaiah, in suggesting the book’s structure in three parts, 1-37,38-55, and 
56-66, with three portraits of a messianic king, varying in detail but based on a 
consistent model.5

The supposed three “books” of 1-39, 40-55, and 56-66 have often been al
leged to show traces of different periods of composition. There can be little 
doubt of 1-39 belonging to the later eighth century, having numerous links with 
that epoch. But That 40-55 is based in Babylon is simply not true. As scholars of 
various stripes have been compelled to observe, those chapters betray no first
hand knowledge of the metropolis of Babylon (mentioned only four times in 
these chapters, and only once actually implying a Hebrew exile, 48:20 — con
trasted with nine times in 1-39!), but belong in the milieu of the Levant, not 
least Palestine.4 Briefly, Marduk-apil-iddina II (“Merodach-Baladan”) of Baby
lon seemed a good rival to Sennacherib in 704-703;5 and it was apposite for Isa
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iah “of Jerusalem" to warn Hezekiah that trifling with Babylon would lead to 
his people and goods ending up there (Isa.39). At that time nobody could know 
whether such a threat might come in 10, 20, or 200 years; no timescale was built 
into it. The actual span of about 150 years is a product of later history, not 
known to Isaiah or anybody else in his world in 703. In the case of 56-66, there 
is, again, nothing inconsistent with an origin in seventh/sixth-century preexilic 
Judah, and dear hints that fit that place and time.

So, whythe fuss, to have multiple Isaiahs (two of them anonymous, in fla
grant contradiction with unanimous usage in prophetical books!) by imagi
nary disciples miraculously able to write “Isaianic” poetry and prose? The one 
real sticking point for many is the introduction of Cyrus in 44:28 and 45:1; in 
the text he is not identified by any title at all, yet he has authority to rebuild Je
rusalem and ability to defeat and plunder other powers. Deliverance did indeed 
eventually come by the agency of the well-known (to us!) Cyrus II, king of Per
sia and conqueror of Babylon,6 But no such person was directly known to an 
eighth-century Isaiah — only that someone named Cyrus with high authority 
would do the deed of restoring the Hebrews and their own capital. It is worth 
remarking that the king we know so well was number II of his name; his grand
father, an earlier Cyrus I, reigned in Iran about the early sixth century. Earlier 
still, before the Achaemenid Persians, a still earlier “Cyrus” (Kurash) ruled in 
Parsua in 646, as contemporary of Assurbanipal of Assyria, little more than fifty 
years after Isaiah’s own time.7 There were many local rulers in Iran before the 
sixth century, and other Cyruses (or Kurashes) may have reigned there before 
646; in 672 Esarhaddon established treaties with seven Median ruLers as part of 
a larger political move.s Assyria had been involved in Iran since the ninth cen
tury.9 Thus there is nothing untoward in an Isaiah being moved to proclaim 
that a “Cyrus” (identity of his kingdom not stated) would reach power and free 
Hebrew captives in Babylon (whether of Merodach-Baladan's time or indefi
nitely later). His prophecy was to be fulfilled, as we know now, but we in hind
sight know more now than he personally ever did — simply because that hind
sight has been gifted to us by our living in a much later day. So the prophecy is 
remarkable in having “come true,” if one is not gifted with faith, but it (and Isa
iah!) should not be burdened with our hindsight of today. In short, a unitary 
view does not need to presuppose exclusively “conservative” views about the 
Hebrew Bible; those stuck with nineteenth-century mind-sets are free to exper
iment with such alternatives as they wish, but at the cost of inconsistencies and 
(as sec. 2 below may suggest) failure to meet the exigencies of prophetic com
position, recording, and usage in the biblical world overall.
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(b) Jeremiah

This is the longest prophetical book and the longest unitary book of the Old 
Testament. It is also the most complex in its format. Here it will be wisest sim
ply to note the phenomena the book exhibits, and then see what emerges. When 
one does so, what becomes very noticeable is the interleaving of episodes from 
the period of Josiah to Jehoiakim with episodes under Zedekiah. Thus 1-17 
come under Josiah (cf. 3:6), while 18-21 date to Zedekiah. Chapters 22-23 be
long under fehoahaz/jehoiakim/Jehoiachin, then 24 relates to Zedekiah, Then 
25-26 come under Jehoiakim, while 27-34belong in Zedekiah’s reign. Again 35
36 are under Jehoiakim, and 37-44 under Zedekiah. Finally we have a sequence: 
45-47 are under lehoiakim (and Egypt’s Necho II); 48-49:33 are the same or 
later, but under Nebuchadrezzar 11; and 49:33-39 and 50-51 are under Zedekiah, 
plus the supplement {52) shared with 2 Kings 24:18-25:30 (including the later 
note on Jehoiathin under Awel-Marduk of Babylon). To the whole work is pref
aced a full title, 1:1-3, and the calling of Jeremiah (1:4-19). We thus have a work 
in seven sections, beginning with the title and the prophet’s call and ending 
with the Kings-type supplement, which sandwich between them five sections 
each consisting of data under Josiah to Jehoiachin, then an entry for Zedekiah. 
See table 33 on page 382.

This view of the matter shows a set of small scrolls in which Jeremiah (or 
his scribe) had entered various oracles, etc., separately under Josiah to 
Jehoiakim/Jehoiachin, leaving rather less room at the end of Small Scroll I. But 
the others (II to V) had more space available. Under Zedekiah, scroll 1 was 
filled up, then one segment was added to II (small and soon full?), while there 
was room to enter eight Zedekiah segments (our “chapters") each in HI and 
IV, the rest in V, possibly including (eventually?) the supplement. Then (at 
right) these scrolls could be amalgamated into three scrolls of approximately 
equal length (1-17 in I, 18-34 in II, and 35-51/52 in 111) as a “first collection,” 
and iater perhaps into two longer scrolls (1-24; 25-52), A and B, and as a com
plete book down to later (Hellenistic) times and to us. Jeremiah 36 shows us 
the beginning of the process.

The narrative parts of Jeremiah contain many allusions to well-attested 
contemporary history, and various Hebrew seals and bullae mention people 
who are almost certainly (in some cases, certainly) characters found also in Jer
emiah; see already, chapter 2 above. To date much (or any) of Jeremiah to dis
tinctly later periods (e.g., fifth to third centuries) would seem impractical, given 
the lack of detailed, separate (nonbiblical) knowledge ofpreexilic history, dat
ing, and people in (say) the fourth/third century, which would prevent anyone 
concocting then a “Jeremiah” book as we have it now.10
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Table 33. Schema of the Book of Jeremiah

Possible
Document

Contents First
Collection

In Larger 
Scrolls

C

0

M

P

L

E

“Small 
Scroll I”

Title (1:1 3) and Call (1:4-19) I: 1-17 A: r -24

2-17: oracles, etc., Josiah and later

+ 18-21: under Zedekiah II: 18-34

“Small 
Scroll 11”

22-23; under Jehoahaz to fehoiachin 
+ 24: under Zedekiah

T
“Small 25-26: under Jehoiakim B: 25-52

Scroll 111" ■ 1 27-34: under Zedekiah E

“Small 35-36: under Jehoiakim III: 35-52
Scroll IV" + 37-44: under Zedekiah B

“Small 45-47; Jehoiakim; 48-49 undated, same?
0

Scroll V” 49:28 -33: Nebuchadrezzar 11 O
49:34 -51: under Zedekiah

K

52: Supplement - 2 Kings 24:18-25:30

(c) Ezekiel

This book is a highly individual work from a remarkable individual — a priest 
who went into exile in 597 when the Judeans did not yet really believe their 
kingdom was in fact doomed. After the formal third-person part of the title, the 
entire book is cast autobiographically in the first person. It divides simply into 
two equal halves, 1-24, 25-48. In the first half, after the prophet’s call, a long se
ries of messages and visions culminates in two sad events: the death of Ezekiel’s 
wife (24:15-18) and the advance announcement of Jerusalem’s impending final 
fall to Babylon (24:19-27). In the second half, visions (such as the lesson of the 
“dry bones”) and oracles on foreign nations end with a promise of Jacob’s 
(= Judean Israel’s) return to Palestine (25-39). The work then ends correspond
ingly with a vision of a new temple for YHWH’s worship at the heart of a redis
tributed land, up to new gates of Jerusalem where YHWH is. This work was 
long held to be the unitary product from one remarkable mind; and despite 
subsequent essays in dismemberment and down-dating of the resultant frag
ments, advocacy of its integrity as a unique and unitary work from the time of 
the Babylonian exile is well justified.11
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In all their rich variety, prophetical books have common characteristics. (1) In 
every case they bear the name of an explicitly claimed author who set forth the 
contents as messages sent by YHWH through him. (2} Almost all consist of a 
series of oracles, messages, and/or supporting narratives (long or short), on or 
from a variety of occasions; only Nahum, Obadiah, and Habakkuk seem to be 
men of one occasion only. (3) These three books (and the narrative of Jonah) 
excepted, it is dear that prophetical books were not first written down on one 
specific occasion. The biblical evidence indicates that particular oracles and 
messages were recorded when given, and could be kept in a scroll as a series (cf. 
Jer. 36:1-4, then v. 32). Prophets did write things down from of old (from Saul’s 
time onward, cf. p. 306 above), and still used a pen in the eighth-seventh centu
ries. For Isaiah, compare 8:1 (he should take a pen and scroll), 30:8 (to write on 
tablet and scroll against the future); in fact, (alphabetic) writing can be kids’ 
stuff (10:19). In Jeremiah, besides the famous chapter 36 (plus 45:1), we have the 
rhetorical call to record the fate of an exiled king (22:30) and explicit com
mands to write al! that is given him in a book (30:2). Jeremiah (or Baruch for 
him, of course) was called to write a document condemning Babylon, to read it 
there and cast it into the Euphrates (31:60-64, ending with a formal colophon). 
We have mention of Jeremiah composing laments for the tragically slain King 
Josiah, which were then incorporated in a collection of laments (2 Chron. 
35:25). Not to be outdone, Ezekiel was to record the date of the start of Jerusa
lem’s final siege (24:2), was to write symbolically on sticks of wood (37:16-23),12 
and was to write down the details and regulations of the new temple (43:11). 
The shorter prophets were to write as occasion demanded, as on a tablet (Hab. 
2:2). The issue of prompt written texts of prophecy (as contrasted with theoret
ical “schools" of oral traditionists) finds its answer in the external data to which 
we now turn.

2. PROPHECY ABROAD

Long, long ago it was imagined that, in the surrounding world, prophecy in the 
biblical sense was unknown; namely, individuals standing up and proclaiming 
messages of all kinds as from deity, to kings and other mortals, and sometimes 
promising future disaster or blessing, tied in part to the behavior of the recipi
ents, did not exist. Where Israel had prophets, other peoples had divination, a 
point made long ago in Deut. 18:14. However, some traces of extrabiblical 
prophetism have long been known, and in the last half-century (not least, quite 
recently) external sources have multiplied dramatically, especially from the
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early-second-millennium archives found at Mari, including also analogues of 
the Hebrew terms for prophets and prophecy. These materials deserve at least 
an outline appreciation in relation to the biblical writings just surveyed above.

A. MARI AND EARLIER: A TOUCH OF TERMINOLOGY

Back in the late third millennium the term mbi'utum has been alleged to occur 
in the archives of north Syrian Ebla with the meaning of “prophet.” However, 
the occurrences still reinain unpublished; so until they are published, nothing 
can be said of this term’s possible relationship to Hebrew nabi for “prophet.”13 
But from the voluminous archives at Mari (2.0,000 tablets) in the early second 
millennium, some sixty or so tablets reporting on messages from "prophets” 
use various terms for such people: apilum (respondent), ttuthhu (ecstatic!?]), 
and nabi (prophet).14

B. SURVEY: HISTORY AND FUNCTIONS 
OF PROPHECY IN THE BIBLICAL WORLD

(i) Early Second Millennium: Mari and Contemporary Centers15

"Intercession”: seeking benefit for others (rather than for self) from deity. As 
did an Abraham, so did others, if sometimes by different means. The former 
has but to pray to El for Abimelek’s well-being. At Mari, one Tebi-geri-shu 
brought together a band of prophets (nabi) of West Semitic (“Hanean”) origin 
to inquire into matters (via omens) for his king’s well-being, from the results of 
which he was able to send him advice what to do (no. 216).16 As one also termed 
nabi at this epoch, Abraham was not so much unique as banal.

The role of spokesman (and spokeswoman) is prevalent everywhere, in 
both Near Eastern and biblical usage. Almost the whole of the fifty-eight cunei
form letters concerning prophecy at Mari give the reported words of messages 
on a variety of topics from both men and women, named or otherwise,1^ They 
spoke out either without prior stimulus (so the muhhu, “ecstatics,” as from 
their deity/ies), as the later Hebrew prophets commonly did, or else in response 
to inquiries by kings (the aptlu, “respondents,” did both).

As for topics of prophecies, promise of victory and deliverance for the king 
is frequent (e.g„ nos. 197,199 beginning, 202, [204], 207,208-214, etc.); one may 
compare them with David’s inquiries of YHWH in 1 Sam. 23 and 30, and (as 
king) 1 Sam. 5:17-25.18 Illness and death is featured at Mari as it is in the Old Tes
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tament. One sad message (no. 222) announced the death of an infant daughter 
of the king, and its prediction by a prophet beforehand. Compare the more dra
matic scenarios in 2 Sam. 12:13-23, when David lost Bathsheba’s first child by 
him, and YHWH's announcement of the death of a son to Jeroboam Ps wife 
(1 Kings 14:1-18).1(1 Deities might insist on prior consultation before a ruler took 
action. Thus, in Mari no. 199, a goddess insisted that no treatybe made with the 
untrustworthy Mare-Yamina without consulting her first.20 Compare later, 
Josh. 9:14-18, where Joshua and Israel erred because they made a treaty with the 
deceitful Gibeonites without consulting YHWH first. It was unwise to reject a 
prophecy at Mari, and to do so might bring illness (no. 234) or otlier problems; 
Balaam was said to suffer for disobedience too (Num. 22:25).

As for “Deuteronomic” judgment on Hebrew kings (cf. on Ahab, 1 Kings 
21; 22:19-23,37; and 1-2 Kings, passim), and requiring justice in a king, one may 
compare the Mari documents of a thousand years before — “Deuteronomism” 
did nor begin only in 621I In one striking letter (Mari, A.1121), Nur-Sin, the king’s 
officer, relays various messages from the god Adad via his prophets. Througli 
one Abn-halim, Adad Lord of Aleppo is reputed to say to the king, “When a peti
tioner, male or female, shall make appeal to you, hold session and do them jus
tice! That is what i require of you.” In the same missive, by other prophets, and 
seeking his due portion of land and cattle, Adad Lord of Kallassu points out his 
generous blessings to the king, and both pronounces future blessing on the 
king’s obedience (“throne upon throne, house upon house . . .”) and makes a 
thinly veiled threat in case of disobedience: “what I have given I will take back!” 
And the writer defends his reporting Adad’s claims to the king, saying: “if some 
catatastrophe were to happen, would not my master [= the king) ask ‘why did 
you not tell me of the prophet’s report, on the god’s request?”’21

Thus in north Syria in the nineteenth/eighteenth centuries, as in Egypt in 
the thirteenth, nobody meekly waited around for up to a millennium or so, till 
621, before having permission from an ignorant De Wette, and his biblical stud
ies followers since, to express such concepts, which were universal in Near East
ern antiquity and by no means limited principally to the Hebrew texts of Deu
teronomy, Joshua-2 Kings, and Jeremiah. And, significantly, this letter A.1121 
was not just a flash in the pan. In the early second millennium, in these sources, 
kings were said to be judged by deities on their obedience, and were faulted and 
they and their dynasties dethroned for their sins (could 1-2 Kings have done it 
better?!). So fell Shamshi-Adad I of Assyria, Yaggid-lim of Mari, and Sumu 
epuh of Aleppo for their supposed sins. The god Sham ash could accuse a king 
of deceit {e.g., Hammurabi of Kurda) and assign his land to another (Zimri- 
Iim). The gods required just dealings, and loyalty; they required high morals, 
not just rich material gifts.22
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Regarding ecstatic? and music, music does not (yet) appear in the Mari 
sources as an adjunct to prophecy, but certain forms of drink do.23 The proph
ets known as muhhu were literally "fools” (a noun from the verb mahum, "be a 
fool”), and their behavior was, and was expected to be, rather erratic.^ Along
side men, women too could be “prophets” of each type, and quite a number of 
the recorded prophecies came through them — the biblical Deborah and 
Hulclah had their distant precursors!25

But was all doom and gloom? The nineteenth century saw the rise of the
ories that sought to impose artificial “histories” on the development of the He
brew prophetical writings. Famously, B. Duhm propounded the theory that, 
originally, the Hebrew prophets only promised doom, and no blessings — these 
were added by later editors (afflicted by a form of "blessingmania”) to redress 
the balance. In the light of what is now known, nothing could be less true. We 
have just seen above, that Adad could both promise rich blessings and hint at 
sinister threats almost in one breath; curses and blessings were riveted together 
as epilogue to law collections under Hammurabi of this period, and again in 
treaties in the fourteenth/thirteenth centuries, plus the Sinai/Moab Hebrew 
covenant, as seen above in chapter 6.26 Thus, doom/blessing for disobedience/ 
obedience to YHWH is the counterpart to the latter with the Hebrew prophets 
in turn.

Prophecies — true or false? For the Hebrews, the ultimate test of a proph
ecy (and its prophet) was its fulfillment (Deut. 18). In Mari, parallel acts of divi
nation might be used to confirm a prophecy. Record could be kept of prophe
cies on tablets in a royal archive, to await their fulfillment, which would apply 
both at Mari in the nineteenth/eighteenth centuries and likewise at Nineveh a 
thousand years later.27

As for prophets and the writing down of prophecies, see below, section C, 
on recording and transmission of prophecies.

(ii) Early Second Millennium; Egypt

“Predictive prophecy” as a concept is not exclusive to Hebrew prophets and 
later theologians who study their works. The Egyptians claimed the existence of 
such facility in the early second millennium, in both nonreligious and political 
contexts. The Egyptian word sri, meaning “to announce, promise, foretellis 
commonplace from the third millennium (Pyramid Texts) down to the Greco- 
Roman period, m all these meanings.28

But here we do not have specifically denominated prophets; rather, 
learned “wise men” are shown in three literary works exercising what amounts
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to prophetic prerogatives: predicting future calamity and deliverance or re
proving an ineffective ruler for failing in the kingly duty of upholding the right 
order in life (maat). Past (written) predictions are invoked, as fulfilled or ex
pected to be. And sailors in a folktale can predict the weather (sometimes!).

These features appear in “Instruction for Merikare,” originating circa 
2000 (end of Tenth Dynasty). Twice the royal author mentions prophecies from 
before his time: “troops will oppress troops, ( just) as the ancestors prophesied 
about it,” and also admonishes his soil, “(deal) not ill with the Southern Region, 
for you know the prophec[y| of the Residence [= the palace) about it.” And on 
high moral ground, with a breath ofthe prophet Samuel (1 Sam. 15:22) of a mil
lennium later, Merikare is told (11. 128/129): “More acceptable is the character 
[or, ‘loaf’] of the upright than the ox of the wrongdoer.”119

In “Admonitions of Ipuwer” (of Twelfth Dynasty, ca. twentieth/nine- 
teenth centuries, but looking back to earlier times), oil Egypt’s ills, the sage re
marks, “What the ancestors foretold has now happened.”30

Alongside the basic concept we also find its shadow, pseudoprophecy. 
“Prophecy of Neferty” has its sage asking King Snofru (of ca. 2600) whether he 
would hear tell of things past or things future. Of course, the king opts for the 
future, and Neferty affects to tell him of future calamities that would afflict 
Egypt, then of a deliverer called Ameny — the normal abbreviation for 
Amenemhat, the name of the founder of the powerful Twelfth Dynasty. The 
work is entirely in Middle Egyptian, and is part of a group of texts composed to 
bolster the regime of that new king and dynasty.31 In “Tales of the Magicians” 
(of ca. 1600, set in the royal court of a thousand years before), the sage D jedi is 
made to predict to King Kheops that first his son and grandson will succeed 
him, and then a new dynasty.

As for sailors, in “The Shipwrecked Sailor,” that worthy is made to say of 
his shipmates, "whether they looked at sky or land, they were bolder than lions. 
They could foretell a storm before it came (or) a tempest before it broke.”32 
Thus Egypt knew about both the reality of prediction and its imitation.

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

(iii) Late Second Millennium: The Hittites

In the fourteenth century, seeking help against plagues, Mursil II prayed to his 
gods: “the reason — let it be apparent by omen, or may I see it in a dream, or 
may a prophet (‘man of God’) declare it”; and then later on, “let me see it in a 
dream, or may it be discovered by oracle, or a prophet declare it, or all the 
priests find it out by incubation.”33 Thus, just as at Mari half a millennium be
fore and again in Neo-Assyrian usage another half-millennium later, so here
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particular people, including “prophets,” could be expected to declare what was 
amiss and to indicate what should be done about it.

(iv) Late Second Millennium: Emar, Egypt, Byblos

In the late thirteenth century the archives from Emar make mention of men 
termed nabi, but without giving us any details of their activities. The supposed 
“prophetesses” (munabbiati) appear to have been mourners,34

Also, in thirteenth-century Egypt, looking back to men of old, in a wis
dom text (probably from “Instruction of Amennakhte”), the writer speaks of 
“those learned scribes . . . (even) those who foretold the future, they have at
tained that their names may endure forever,” and again calls them “those sages 
that foretold the future.”35 Thus Egypt had no class of prophets as such, but 
sages could fill that role. The “prophets” in the Egyptian temple hierarchies in 
many modern translations were senior grades of priest, “servants of the god" 
literally; because of their role in announcing oracles, the Greeks applied the 
term prophetes to them, hence the misleading (but ubiquitous!) modern usage 
in Egyptology.

In early eleventh-century Byblos, in the report by the Egyptian priest 
Wenamun, we find that worthy wrangling over the purchase of timber with the 
ruler of Byblos, when a youth at the latter’s court became ecstatically “pos
sessed” during religious rites and declared that Wenamun should be listened 
to.36

For this period our data are thus currently meager, but they serve to form 
at least a link between the earlier (above) and later (below) occurrences of 
“prophetic” phenomena; and as the finds at Emar show, we cannot ourselves 
foretell when important new data might suddenly turn up.

(v) Early First Millennium: Syria-Palestine, Hamath, and Jordan

On his Aramaic stela, about 800 or soon after, Zakkur king of Hamath sought 
divine aid when faced with a hostile coalition; through seers and diviners, Baal- 
shemayn promised help, and Zakkur gained the victory, hence his monu
ment.37 This is all very reminiscent of what we saw at Mari a millennium be
fore, and with David in 1-2 Samuel, and prophets then in the eleventh/tenth 
centuries (cf. 1 Sam. 22:5; 23:1-2, 4,10-12; 2 Sam. 2:1-2).

About this same period (ninth century), in a settlement (now Tell Deir 
Alla) just east of the lower Jordan River, one building originally contained a text
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inscribed in black ink (with red rubrics) upon white-plastered walls. This text 
bore the title “The Book of the Afflictions of Balaam Son of Beor"—a charac
ter who stars in Num. 22-24. Here, as a seer and skilled diviner, Balaam is given 
a warning vision in a dream, announces it to his circle, and acts to ward off the 
threat.33 He is thusin much the same cultural frameas in Num. 22-24, and like
wise involved in conflicts. Also, it is a written “prophetic” text tip to a century 
before Amos or Hosea.

(vi) Early First Millennium: Neo-Assyrian Prophecy

Here, much confusion over texts and definitions has, in recent times, given way 
to greater clarity in distinguishing what does, and does not, properly belong to 
the prophetic category from the time of Mari down to this later period. What 
Maria dejong Ellis neatly called “literary predictive texts”simply give a series of 
anonymous rulers, their lengths of reign, and notices of “good" or “bad” events 
associated with them. Because, superficially, they read rather like Dan. 11 (with 
its anonymous “kings of south and north”), they had earlier been called “Akka
dian apocalypses” but they do not really belong with Dan. 11 either. Hence 
Ellis’s more fitting, neutral term.-6

Assyrian prophecies proper are a limited set of twenty-six oracles or 
“prophecies” that are close in format and content to the much earlier Mari 
"prophecies.” They come from the archives of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal in 
the seventh century. They are usually expressed as messages from the goddess 
Ishtar to the king (and once, to the queen mother) via both prophets and 
prophetesses. They generally promise victory and reassurance to the kmg, as at 
Mari; and one may wryly compare the “court prophets” of King Ahab (1 Kings 
22).40

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

C. RECORDING AND TRANSMITTING PROPHECIES 

(i) Doubts about Hallowed Theories

In biblical studies much is said and assumed about prophets supposedly having 
had around them (and afterward) disciples through whom their utterances 
might be handed down through time orally, before reaching written form, and 
of oral or written later additions to their oracles (and whole oracles) without 
their knowledge or permission but still in their name. Thus, while our surviv
ing books in their final form might contain wording handed down from the
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prophets themselves, it would (on the foregoing assumptions) often be difficult 
in practice (if not impractical) to identity them in the present final text. In re
cent times some biblicists would allow less and less of the extant final texts to be 
attributed back to the original prophets whose names they bear, if anything at 
all in extreme cases, thus making of Old Testament studies a “non-prophet
making” enterprise.41

This kind of speculative theorizing is all very well as a mode of experi
mentation in the abstract, or as a “flavor of the month” fashion, or even just as 
simple indulgence in academic ego massage (“Look how clever I can be!'1). But 
can it claim any respectable, independent factual basis? In the light of the grow
ing body of comparable data from Mari and elsewhere on prophetic-related 
texts, skeptical voices are now beginning to be gently but firmly raised in pro
test at the downward spiral into wholly subjective nothingness. A “prophetic” 
early warning was given by A. R. Millard over fifteen years ago, which still re
tains all its relevance today in the light of the facts now available, and again 
more recently by R. P. Gordon in 1995 on the “disappearing” prophets, with 
acute and subtly expressed observations that suggest that the prophets’ en
forced “disappearance” is premature and not well founded. Then, latterly, as 
A, Lemaire has underlined (1999), J.-G. Heintz has shown (1997) how the publi
cation of the Mari “prophetic” texts has in effect wrong-footed the growing 
hyperskepticism of recent biblicist writings, rendering their claims a 
“prophetless exercise” in more ways than one.43

(ii) Get a Record (and Get It Straight!)

Therefore we must now concisely review the question of oral presentation and 
the impact of writing, not as a theoretical exercise but as our extant external 
sources show it to be at first hand. Right from the presently attested beginning, 
at Mari, and at all other periods, the first stage of almost every prophetic pro
nouncement was its oral declaration from the mouth of the prophet or proph
etess, whether in a temple or elsewhere, to just one other person (usually an of
ficial), or before witnesses also, or even publicly, as at a city gate before a group 
of people, such as the elders, or before all and sundry.45

But as these messages were commonly of importance primarily to the 
king (whether in Mari in the nineteenth/eighteen'h centuries or Assyria in the 
seventh), officials invariably relayed them promptly back to the royal palace — 
not orally, but in Writing, and sent on with the least possible delay. An official 
might stress (no. 217) that he had sent on “the exact wording” of a prophetess.44 
Such reports had to include any special circumstances, such as notice of sym
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bolic actions by the prophet concerned — like the ecstatic at Mari who re
quested a lamb, and proceeded to devour it raw, a symbol of a devouring plague 
that would come if the local towns did not produce the expected sacred sacri
fices.45 Nor did officials simply send brief notice of individual prophecies. On 
occasion more than one account was sent in, with varying comments on the ba
sic prophetic message, stressing different aspects of one and the same oracle. In 
many cases the prophet or prophetess is customarily named. And at times an 
official would send the written-down text of more than one orade in one and 
the same letter — the beginnings of a “collection” of prophecies, as was to be 
the case very much later in the Old Testament prophetical books. Thus, at Mari, 
Nur-Sin sent on to King Zimri-lim the texts of three messages from two differ
ent prophets of the local forms of Adad, as lord of Kallassu and as lord of Alep
po. Another letter has three successive prophetic messages in their local histori
cal context, the second being a response to a query sent by the king.*? This 
begins to be a forerunner of the Hebrew prophetical books, with prophecies in 
their historical contexts.

Such procedures are also evident much later in the Neo-Assyrian exam
ples, written on large tablets containing a whole series of pronouncements by 
various prophets and prophetesses. Under Esarhaddon, one such (Collection 1, 
a modern title) contains ten utterances by eight different named speakers and 
two unnamed. Collection a contains six utterances of five named prophets 
(three also appearing in Collection l) and one unnamed. These various pieces 
can be longer, shorter, and occasionally very brief. Collections 3 and 4 contain, 
respectively, a covenant of the god Ashur with the king, involving also Ishtar, 
and mediated by a prophet known from Collections 1 and 2; and (from Collec
tion 4) a fragment of an oracle of encouragement. The other two pieces are an 
orade to the queen mother (authorship lost) and one to the king by a named 
prophet. Under Assurbanipal we have by contrast five tablets with individual 
pronouncements, two being mere fragments.47 So the picture is of individual 
prophecies quite promptly written down, which subsequently can be brought 
together into collective tablets for future reference. And named prophetic 
speakers are in a massive majority over unnamed ones.

In other areas the relationship of oral pronouncement and written record 
is the same. The early-second-millennium Egyptian text of Neferty depicts 
King Snofru eagerly reaching for his writing case, to take out a scroll, (pen and) 
ink palette and so to write down the sage’s words as spoken.48 Clearly this was 
understood as a natural thing to do; it does not leave much scope for long, 
imaginary periods of “oral tradition”! In Papyrus Chester Beatty IV of the late 
second millennium, the general allusions to the sages who foretold the future 
exalt their writing, not a “mouth to mouth” tradition of orality.4S In the West
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Semitic world, Zakkur king of Hamath lost no time in commemorating his de
liverance from his foes, with appropriate mention of the promise of that deliv
erance via the seers and diviners of his deity Baal-shemayn.50 We would never 
have known of "The Book of the Afflictions of Balaam Son of Beor” if some
body had not set it out in neat lines of ink-written script on a plastered and 
whitened wall, for all the world like the pages of an oversized papyrus scroll.51 
Clearly, just telling people by word of mouth was not deemed a sufficient 
means of record or of diffusion.

Thus, throughout the centuries, across the biblical world, the firsthand 
external evidence shows dearly and conclusively that the record of prophecies 
among contemporaries and their transmission down through time was not left 
to the memories of bystanders or to the memory-conditioned oral transmis
sion — and modification — by imaginary “disciples” of a prophet or their 
equally imaginary successors for centuries before somebody took the remnants 
at a late date to weave them into books out of whole new cloth, having little or 
nothing to do with a reputed prophet of dim antiquity whose very name and 
existence might thus be doubted. For the mass of highly ingenious guesswork 
and scholarly imagination along these lines, poured out of the presses forever a 
century now, and never more than in recent decades, there is not one respect
able scintilla of solid, firsthand evidence. Not one.

Quite the contrary. When ancient prophets (from Mari onward) spoke 
out, witnesses could be summoned to attest the authenticity of the actual pro
cess of scribing the very words, the ipsissima verba, of the prophet, to ensure 
that the real thing was sent to the king, and to eliminate any querying of the 
wording and content of the message! s) concerned from the start. There is 
worse. On one occasion a Mari seer explicitly demanded that a scribe of top- 
quality skills be employed to record his message in good style!52

(iii) Why and Wherefore

The need for accurate and acceptable record and transmission of such prophe
cies resulted in their being archived both at Mari and in Assyria. At Mari, being 
within letters, they were filed as royal correspondence, for reference as events 
unfolded — evidently, in connection with possible fulfillment or new develop
ments. In Assyria, prophecies collected under Esarhaddon were still kept in the 
archived files of Assurbanipal. They formed a “protobook” of prophecies, re
tained through the years for reference. Thus, for example, the goddess Ishtar 
had promised Esarhaddon victory over Mugallu of Tabal, but this prophetic 
promise was only fulfilled later under his son and successor Assurbanipal.
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The fact is that the ultimate test of prophecy was its fulfillment. Thus an 
accurate, independent, and permanent record of prophecies was needed, to 
stand as lasting witness for when possible fulfillment might occur or be re
quired to be checked.53 Human memory would crystallize and fade with time, 
and people die off, leaving no credible record (or no record at all). That was of 
no more use to ancient governments than to modern ones — and was as true 
for early Israel and Judah as for Mari or Assyria. The Hebrews’ need of prompt 
and faithful copies was as essential to check prophecy against fulfillment as any
where else. When an infuriated Amaziah, priest at bethel, sent word to Jero
boam 11 way up in Samaria, reporting the prophet as seditious, he would hardly 
have trudged all of thirty weary miles or more to shake his fist before the king 
to denounce Amos (Amos 7). Like numberless other officers before and after 
him (from Mari to Nineveh and beyond), he would have summoned the Bethel 
shrine’s scribe and sent a letter off by mounted messenger to the court at Sa
maria, we may be sure. As our external sources teach us, that was how it was 
done. And if he himself was not ready with a pen and the simple West Semitic 
twenty-two-letter alphabet, Amos need not have gone far to find someone to 
write down his prophecies, both as witness against their future fulfillment and 
to refute any false claims sent to Samaria by Amaziah. Before Amos, the 
“Balaam” prophecy at Tell Deir Alla was written out promptly on a plastered 
wail. That it was all left to memory both then and for the next three hundred 
years is surely absurd in the light of the overwhelming external record of nor
mal prophetic usage. Late in a Hebrew prophet’s life, or after his death, his ora
cles may well have been gathered in book (scroll) format, but the example of 
Jer. 36, and especially the remarkable arrangement of his prophecies (as if from 
sets of relatively small scrolls, cf. p. 381 above), suggests very strongly that the 
record of a prophet’s oracles and deeds was built upas he went along, even if ti
died up a little later by himself or others. Theories of long chains of “disciples” 
transmitting (and perhaps even drastically editing) memories and then written 
text simply have no tangible documentary basis, by contrast with what Mari, 
Assyria, Egypt, and the rest have to teach us in matters of fact. And for two fur
ther reasons.

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

D, HISTORICITY AND POSTMORTEM IRRELEVANCE

The hard fact remains that the books of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and others (as writ
ten) are inextricably linked to the limited historical periods in which they are 
set,54 Isaiah belongs to the time of real kings (e.g., Ahaz, Hezekiah) known from 
the inscriptions of late eighth-century Assyria, and from the bullae of his own
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kings. The Babylon prophecies of Isa. 13-14 have nothing to do with the well- 
known (to us) Babylonian exile of 597/587 but with the destruction of Babylon, 
and found their first fulfillment in the Assyro-Babylonian captures of the end 
of eighth and early seventh centuries and with the destruction of Babylon by 
Sennacherib in 689. In 539 Cyrus did not destroy Babylon — he became its king 
and enhanced it!5S

Over in Egypt, Taharqa was another contemporary, amply attested ar- 
chaeologically;56 Memphis and Tanis (Zoan) were the Egyptian centers of that 
day, and Kush stood with Egypt, as in Isaiah’s pages. The same is true of Jere
miah; his pages teem with people attested specifically in the late seventh and 
early sixth centuries — Nebuchadrezzar II of Babylon, Hophra of Egypt, the 
fort of Tahpanhes (Daphnai) there; people known from seals and bullae, even 
his own scribe Baruch (cf. chap, 2 above), And iikewise for other prophets when 
the material permits comparison. They did not function in a never-never land.

But the other side of the limited-history-period coin is this: some two 
hundred, three hundred, or more years later, none of these details much mat
tered anymore. To Jews and most other people in (say) 400 n.C., and ever in
creasingly later, Assyria was merely a ghost name, a kingdom buried centuries 
beyond recall in sandy mounds. In the later Persian Empire and later, even the 
Neo-Babylonian splendors were over and gone, their rulers’ fame fading. And 
all the Hebrew individuals — the Gemariahs, Shaphans, Ahikams, Hanans, 
Hilkiahs, Gedaliahs, Jaazaniahs, and the rest, known from seals, etc. — had long 
since faded from common view unless held in the genealogies of private fami
lies. The grand themes of the prophets (judgment, disaster, restoration) had 
been considerably fulfilled; the messy minor details, even to a fifth-century 
Judean, were but "ancient history” already. If they were history at all But if all 
this was pure fiction (characters and all), arbitrarily invented in (say) the fifth 
to third centuries B.C., then it was all wholly irrelevant to the everyday lives and 
hopes of Persian-age resettlers; they needed beliefs, standards, an ethos to live 
by, not a load of pseudoarchaeological baggage from some imaginary fairyland. 
What is more, by 400-300 it was already a physical impossibility to invent out of 
nothing the intimate details of a lost preexilic world, its history and particular 
culture. And naturally there was no modern anthropological-cum-historical 
archaeology in those days.

But the history was real, as the external data clearly indicate, so far as they 
go. And thus it provided for later generations a real background framework for 
their beliefs, standards, ethos, and covenants, and was not superfluous in terms 
of germane background; their deity YHWH had been their guide and mentor 
of old, and would so continue. And family genealogical tradition helped to pro
vide personal and living links within that postexilic community. Into that
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broad context the old preexilic prophetical books fitted as a testimony, encour
agement, and warning; history (as it had actually happened) and belief and 
ethos then traveled together.

3. PROPHETS, ISRAELITE RELIGION, 

AND POP(ULAR) CULTS

A, INTRODUCTORY

(i) The Basis for the Position Taken by the Prophets

Two main themes dominate the pages of the “written prophets” whose books 
appear in the Hebrew Bible, and one more than the other. The very prominent 
but lesser theme is that of judgment on foreign nations, whether Israel’s imme
diate neighbors for their unbrotherly hostility when the Hebrews were in trou
ble or the cruel, greedy imperial powers of Assyria and Babylonia, with Egypt 
coming between the two lots. But the major theme is of the Hebrews’ own 
shortcomings — above all else, their disloyalty to their ancient covenant with 
YHWH as their sole god and sovereign, by adding other cults to his, or even go
ing over to other cults in his stead, and indulging in forbidden practices. With 
this go the prophetic condemnations of social injustice in Israelite/Judean con
duct of daily life, which also constituted breach of the social justice dimension 
of the basic covenant, held since Sinai.

Monotheism we have briefly considered above (pp. 330-33). But three ad
ditional points need to be stressed. First, YHWH’s role as sovereign in a 
treatylike covenant meant that he stood over Israel as their ultimate — and sole 
— king, even though that terminology (Heb. melek) was scrupulously avoided. 
Except in coregencies with intended successors (not applicable to eternal dei
ties!), kings brooked no interlopers on their thrones, and no usurpers to steal 
the loyal adherence of their subjects. Thus, YHWH by definition had to be sole 
god for Israel, as being their absolute sovereign, to the exclusion of other 
deities.

Second, monotheism was not invented among uprooted Jews during the 
Babylonian exile in the sixth century n.c. It was dearly proclaimed by 
Akhenaten in Egypt in the fourteenth century, and he was not a contemporary 
of Nebuchadrezzar II of Babylon in the sixth century! On this matter, old-style 
nineteenth-century biblicist dogma on the evolution of religion must finally be 
abandoned, on strictly factual, academic grounds — especially as such belief
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had roots earlier, and had echoes in Egyptian religious thinking and writing 
into the thirteenth century (p. 396). Also, in twelfth-century Babylon Marduk 
attained a monotheist role for a time.57

Third, like it or loathe it, a belief in, and loyalty to, just one deity does nat
urally tend to lead to the exclusion of all other deities, regardless of whether 
they are thought to exist also (henotheism, monolatry) or are deemed to be 
nonexistent (strict monotheism). By his actions Akhenaten moved neatly from 
one state to the other. He began henotheistically by recognizing the other Egyp
tian gods as real enough to require eliminating from his world and cosmos. So 
he took the logical step of destroying their names and images as totally as he 
could, thereby (in Egyptian terms) ending their existence — by which move he 
established (in his terms) a strict practical monotheism. Whether we moderns 
approve personally of ancient beliefs and practices or not, in our academic 
study of them we must resolutely set aside our modern attitudes and agendas 
until the job is done. Any strong twenty-first-century feelings we might have 
should only be vented separately afterward (in print or otherwise), if anyone 
feels that strongly about his or her own views and prejudices.

(ii) The Basis for the Prophetic Critique and Two Paths

In the Sinai covenant (Exodus-Leviticus) and its renewal (Deuteronomy) in the 
thirteenth century, and in the story of the Hebrew transit from Egypt via Sinai 
to the Iordan, two strands are visible. The main one is that of the monotheistic 
and exclusive basis mentioned above, and the other is the existence of a tension 
between it and the “broader” view held by other elements in the migrating 
community, both now to be instanced.

First, at the heart of the covenant, in the “Ten Words” (Commandments), 
the final basis is dearly stated: no deity alongside/instead of YHWH, and no 
material images For worship (Exod. 20:3-4, 23i 34:17; and Lev. 26:1, as well as 
Deut. 5:7-8; 6:13-15)- Social links with other beliefs (formal or religious) must be 
avoided (Exod. 34:15-16); and in takeovers, all the alien cult installations had to 
be smashed out of use (Exod. 34:13-14, besides Deut. 7:5,25-26). There can be no 
ambiguity; iconoclastic Akhenaten would have been proud of Moses!

The other strand is “other people, other views.” We talk and write of “Is
rael” (or even "proto-Israel”) leaving Egypt, but the clans of Jacob did not 
travel alone. Two indications suggest that a certain number of fellow travelers 
of mixed origins and motivations went with them. In Exod. 12:38 we learn that a 
“mixed crowd” went out with the Hebrews and the livestock, ’ereb-rab; com
pare English “riffraff”! Later on, soon after leaving Sinai (Mum. 11:4), a “rabble"
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with the Hebrews were grumbling about no food but manna. So, this far, there 
were others besides the Hebrews themselves on trek; and their loyalty was 
clearly fickle. Already at Sinai the first religious lapse occurred. Moses was so 
long up the mount that some people got Aaron to adopt an alternative cult to 
that of the invisible sovereign YHWH. Instead a golden calf became their focus 
— perhaps of El-YHWH — using a symbolism that was immediately compati
ble with bull imagery in both Canaan (El; Baal) and in Egypt (several deities), 
and all too easily assimilated to it. This was in breach of what they had just ac
cepted, of course. The second lapse was almost forty years later, by the banks of 
the Iordan (Num. 25:1-5). Again, in breach of covenant (the spirit of Exod. 
34:15-16), Hebrew men were beguiled by easygoing Moabite ladies into sharing 
the worship of Baal-Peor (among other things), with a predictable response on 
Moses’ part. Finally, even when the Hebrews were safely across the Iordan, at a 
formal renewal of the selfsame covenant, Joshua was skeptical enough to as
sume that somebody, somewhere, would be clinging to the old easygoing habits 
picked up in Egypt and never really lost, and made his appeal for people to be 
really wholehearted and dump their little old ancestral figures of family deities 
(Josh. 24:14), like Jacob long, long before (Gen. 35:2, 4). As an earnest religious 
group might perhaps be told even today, “Get rid of all your ‘lucky charms,’ 
rabbit’s foot, four-leaf-clover charm, magic eye, and really believef’Thusthe Si
nai covenant, with repeated blessings/curses for obedience/disobedience, was a 
basis for all that followed it, especially the prophets.

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

(iii) The Two Ways, Ideal and Actual — or Redundant Prophets?

(a) Redundant Prophets?

We moderns are so dominated by familiarity with the Hebrew biblical texts as 
we have them that we forget that (in principle) history could have been very dif
ferent. Thus, if loshua had been succeeded by another decisive and strong 
leader, a Joshua II, and he in turn by a whole series of effective leaders solidly 
loyal to the Sinai covenant, who were also good generals, then we might have 
had a very different story in twelfth- and eleventh-century Canaan. A strong, 
quite centralized Hebrew state with selective leadership would have more 
quickly attained a tribal unity territorially from Hazor to Hebron, with the ta
bernacle as a real and effective central sanctuary at Shiloh, and a pan-tribal reli
gious focal point as envisaged in Exodus-Leviticus and Deuteronomy. And per
haps, eventually, one of these leaders was able to found a dynasty of kings, like a 
David, and his successors in turn were shrewder than Solomon and Rehoboam,
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handing down a unified Israelite state that was solidly Yahwistic to the difficult 
days of the late eighth to early sixth centuries. The population would have been 
so inured to their own native Yahwism, that found no need of the gods and 
cults of their neighbors, that they rarely strayed from their covenant with, and 
worship of, YHWH.

In such a situation, especially if this different Israel had quietly submitted 
to Assyria (unlike Hezekiah) and Neo-Babylon (unlike Jehoiachin and 
Zedekiah) and — like the Phoenician cities and some others — survived intact 
into Persian times, then we might never have had major prophetic figures (or 
writings from their ministries) to cajole the Hebrews from their dalliances with 
other cults and kingdoms, if nothing substantial of that kind had ever hap
pened. They would have been relatively inconspicuous figures such as Abijah, 
Gad, or Iddo, who merely flit through the pages of Samuel or Kings. And no 
written Latter Prophets at all!

(b) Harsh Reality — Prophets Direly Needed!

But no. As we all know (or should know, if we actually read our Hebrew writ
ings attentively), the reality was very different in real-time antiquity. Joshua was 
followed by no decisive leader, only by a short-lived, jelly-wobble committee of 
geriatric elders (Josh. 24:31; Judg. 2:7, contrast v. 10) who showed no initiative, 
and left no leader. With only patchy occupation, and no concerted follow-up to 
Joshua’s lightning raids, the scattered tribes fell back on their own devices, 
acted as individual splinter groups and very soon got nowhere, ending up set
tling in with the Canaanites around them (cf. Judg. 1:21-36, after brief collabo
rative efforts), leading to social (and then religious) relations precisely as for
bidden by their ancestral covenant (Exod. 34:15-16). And with very limited 
access to the tabernacle at Shiloh when non-Hebrew areas barred easy access, 
increasing numbers of tribesfolk simply did not bother to go to its feasts unless 
they lived dose by (Samuel’s family lived in Ephraim, for example). The taber
nacle priests failed to encourage more active attendance but were content to 
vegetate among their local clientele (cf, Eli); the covenant terms did not get read 
regularly; and everything got slack, easygoing, and purposeless. Only when ma
jor crises were perpetrated by oppressors did the Hebrews remember they had a 
sovereign who long since got them out of Egypt and into Canaan, so “Help, get 
us out of this!” was their call, like many a modern since who has prayed in deep 
trouble but not in palmy times. By the time of King David, and a newly unified 
Israel, in the wake of Samuel’s earlier leadership under YHWH, the tribes had 
more respect for their own deity, and a rejuvenated priestly line under David
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and Solomon began to resurrect the old covenant, but more likely its ritual and 
social parts. High places for local and informal worship of YHWH (besides 
other deities) were so long established, especially since the destruction of the 
Shiloh sanctuary (leaving no central cult at all), that they were treated as nor
mal. As others also used such arrangements, then, religious accommodations 
between local Yahwism and nearby Baals and others could happen without 
much social or psychological difficulty unless one’s attachment to YHWH’s 
sovereignty was very clear. But such (con)fusions probably happened mainly 
(by the united monarchy period) in zones where Hebrews and Canaanites re
mained in social contact, not up in the hill areas where a Hebrew population 
was by then dominant.

Then, under Solomon, the rot (Yahwistically speaking) began at the center. 
He built a splendid shrine to YHWH, but it used in part cosmopolitan motifs, 
and was in part a royal and dynastic shrine, adjoining the royal palace complex. 
Jerusalemites (and in ore so, others) saw little of it except at major feasts. Solo
mon himself married widely internationally, so the cults of these wives were 
publicly catered for. Where highest society leads, others are sure to follow, in all 
times and climes. And they did. So, gradually, like Solomon, like people, and 
high places probably became both pluralist — YHWH plus other deities — and 
also non-Yahwist, dedicated to other deities such as Baal and Asherah (cf., e.g., 
I Kings 14:22-24, under Rehoboam). So the successor states of Israel and Judah 
became the locales of religious pluralism, varying in different local places and 
over tiine. The common neglect at the royal temple of the overall covenant as 
opposed to simply maintaining almost mechanically the rituals and ceremonials 
did nothing to discourage such pluralism. And the kings themselves added non- 
Yahwistic features to the Jerusalem temple itself. There was the Assyrian altar of 
Ahaz(2 Kings 16:10-14), and all manner of other interesting clutter removed later 
— items for Baal, Asherah, and the heavenly bodies, an Asherah pole, Asherah’s 
weaving room, the “horses of the sun,” and sundry altars on the roof (astral 
rites?); cf. 2 Kings 23:4-13. So it is quite wrong to say that Yahwism was the reli
gion of a small, highly placed elite and Canaanisin the way of the mass of the 
people; things were quite mixed at all social levels, as the biblical texts show. 
What was true of Judah was even more so in Israel, with Jeroboam Fs rival cults 
for YHWH, but (like Aaron’s “false friends”) using the compromising bull imag
ery, and priesthoods of uncertain origin. Here there was much greater exposure 
to late Canaanite usage and closer links with Phoenicia (cf. Ahab and Jezebel) 
and with Aram (cf. reciprocal markets at one stage, 1 Kings 20:34).

From time to time in Judah, one king or another would consciously seek a 
purer, more consistent service of YHWH. Reforms did not begin just with 
Josiah. We find such moves under Asa (1 Kings 15:11-13), rubbishing idols out of
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the temple along with his grandmother’s Asherah pole, etc. Then, two centuries 
later, Hezekiah took more drastic steps (2 Kings 1814), purifying the temple cult 
and putting down other high places that had Asherah symbols and stelae, it was 
only after over half a century of “counterrevolution” in favor of the old paths of 
compromise under Manasseh that a drastic return to reform came with Josiah 
(2 Kings 23, and 2 Chron. 34 with supplementary data). At first, in his eighth 
year (ca. 632), he ran a “cleanup,” a purifying reform much as Hezekiah had 
done (2 Chron. 34:3-8). Then, with further work, a “book of the law” turned up 
(from some dusty cupboard) in his eighteenth year (622/621), the terms of 
which convinced him that only a much deeper reform would deactivate the 
curses of YHWH that this book contained. On the total evidence of 2 Kings 
22:11-20 and 2 Chron. 34:21-28, we learn surprisingly little about the contents of 
this book. Only that it expressed YHWH’s prohibition of the worship of any 
other deity and of idols, and invoked his curses on such disobedience, losiah’s 
reaction was not surprising: Baal, Asherah, the heavenly bodies, etc., had en
joyed worship in the temple (seemingly for ages), and also in the high places of 
the land; for such disobedience, curses of doom were prescribed. Not surpris
ingly, this has been compared with well-known passages in Deuteronomy.

On so slim a basis as this did De Wette erect his theory that Deuteronomy 
had been fraudulently cooked up in 622 by priests wanting temple reform and 
cult centralization at Jerusalem in their favor, and that this then became the 
fount of everything else similar in the Hebrew Bible. This was just like balanc
ing a large pyramid on its point, not its base. However, precisely the same con
cerns are equally dearly expressed outside of, and before, Deuteronomy, in 
Exodus-Leviticus. Prohibition of worship of deities other than YHWH and of 
idols was expressly forbidden in Exod. 20:3-4, 23; 34:17; and Lev. 26:1, as we have 
seen. And also, punishment for infringement was warned of in Exod. 20:5-6, 
and in curse form at some length in Lev. 26:14-45, every bit as drastically as in 
Deut. 28:15-68 (which is longer, but no worse). In short, the reform could have 
been sparked off as easily by one version of the Sinai covenant (the older, 
Exodus-Leviticus) as the other (later by forty years only: Deuteronomy). And 
the modern data on treaty, law, and covenant put both versions squarely in the 
late second millennium, not in the late seventh century, and not as a pious fraud 
either. Again, this is asserted on strictly, even rigidly academic grounds not 
available to De Wette, Wellhausen, or many of their unwitting successors. Josiah 
(like Asa and Hezekiah) sought purity of worship above all, destroying only 
what he considered paganizing practice. The claim for centralization is incredi
bly shaky. It fails to appear in the Chronicles account at all (2 Chron. 34:33), 
where he removed the pagan cult-materials and “made all present in Israel to 
serve the Lord their God” — but not a word of it being just in Jerusalem. In
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Kings it is almost equally shaky. In i Kings 23:8-9 we learn that [osiah brought 
in priests (genuine by lineage? contrast pagan ones in 23:5) from around Judah 
and Jerusalem, away from high places, and pensioned them off in Jerusalem, 
their active service over. Of any other service outside Jerusalem, nothing is said. 
Thus, far too much has been built upon the dodgy “Deuteronomic” interpreta
tion of Josiah’s reforms, from 1805 to the present time. In the light of the merci
lessly impersonal, impartial, external data (chap. 6 above; cf. also below), this 
ancient canard of 1805 should be quietly given decent burial.

flv) The Role of the Prophets

This is where our famous “written”prophets come in. So we fmd in the eighth 
century Amos briefly criticizing Judah over nonadherence to the “law” (= cove
nant rules; 2:4-5), and at much greater length Israel (on social injustice; hypo
critical formal worship at Bethel and Gilgal; 4:4-5; 5:5). Hosea alleged unfaith
fulness to YHWH, explicitly breach of covenant (8:1), open idolatry (13:1-3). 
Micah again condemned social corruption (3:9-12), said idols and Asherahs will 
be destroyed (1:7; 5:13-14), and reminded them of YHWH’s deliverance under 
Moses, Aaron, and Miriam and then in Balaam’s time (6:4-5). Isaiah at grander 
length reproved injustice (1; 3; 5; 10; etc.), and equally paganizing practice and 
idolatry (2:6, 8; 31:7; etc.) In the seventh/sixth centuries the same applied, even 
more insistently. At length Jeremiah condemned idolatry of one kind and an
other, and turning aside from YHWH (e.g., 2:5, 8,11, 27-28; 5:19; 17:1-2; 44:1-6; 
etc.). He explicitly charged the Judeans with breach of the Sinai covenant (11:1
5,10-13), and openly invoked both Moses and Samuel as those who would con
demn them accordingly {15:1-2). Ezekiel was as dear (e.g., 6-7; 8; 14; 20; 22; etc.). 
Thus they were all basing their polemic on the old Sinai covenant, along two 
lines: (1) the worship ofYHWH versus other deities and images plus their rites, 
and (2) social injustices that equally broke with the letter and/or spirit of the 
social injunctions of the Sinai covenant in Exodus and Leviticus and allied 
items in Numbers and in Deuteronomy.

In sum, alongside the official central cult at all times in tabernacle and 
temple, the Hebrews were happy to experiment with adding to the cult of 
YHWH, even having (an) Asherah by his side in the temple itself (never mind 
the high places), or to go over to cults of Baal and Asherah alongside of, or in
stead of, YHWH. This affected high society, not just peasantry. The prophets 
sought to recall both rulers and people to the ancient covenant, and invoked its 
curses, while looking also for future blessing when the discipline of punish
ment was over.
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B. THE INPUT OF ARCHAEOLOGY 
AND EXTERNAL TEXT SOURCES

(i) Late Bronze Age to Early Iron (ca. 1250-930)

From the pages of the Old Testament, from Sinai to Samuel, we learn only little 
about the active religion of the Canaanites and others among whom the He
brews settled. Among deities, the weather-god Baal looms large, the goddess 
Astarte (“Ashtoreth” in Hebrew) less so, and hardly after Solomon’s time. But 
her colleague Ashirat (“Asherah” in Hebrew usage) runs in parallel with Baal 
(= Hadad) from the thirteenth to the sixth century. All three are well attested in 
the external written sources, in West Semitic sources (principally the rituals 
and myths and legends at Ugarit) and as foreign “visitors” in Egyptian sources 
during the height of the New Kingdom (ca. 1450-1160). The Hebrew sources 
from Exodus to 1 Samuel say little about cult places other than high places on 
hills, etc. (e.g., Num. 33:52), and their ritual furnishings: altars, statuary, idols/ 
images (sometimes of gold or silver), standing stones (as stelae or masseboth), 
symbols of Asherah (e.g., Deut. 7:5, 25-26). Major structures such as temples 
first appear in the judges’ narratives, with the temple of Baal/El-berith at 
Shechem (Judg. 9:4, 46), probably in the twelfth century. After that we next 
meet temples with the Philistines, attributed to the god Dagon (in Gaza and 
Ashdod; fudg. 16:23-30; 1 Sam. 5), in Samson’s time and Samuel’s (eleventh cen
tury). But, understandably, the Hebrew writers have no space to waste on cultic 
details outside the scope of their narrative. We do learn of festivals being held 
(Judg. i6:23ff.), and of priests and diviners, and gold votive gifts to placate deity 
judged to have been offended (1 Sam. 5).

As Dever in particular has repeatedly stressed, very little use has been 
made of the rich (but uneven) archaeological data (including related textual 
matter, we may add) that greatly widens our knowledge of the religions that the 
Hebrews encountered, lived with, and sometimes had dose dealings with. 
These data help us see much more dearly what the prophets, as champions of 
YHWH and YHWH alone, were so concerned about, from Moses’time down to 
the fall of Jerusalem. Here, within the confines of simply a subsection of just 
one chapter in a more wide-ranging study, we cannot remotely do full justice to 
the topic; but at least a sample integrative report on a representative range of 
the different data may be briefly offered within our context. We will range from 
Ugarit in the north to Kuntillet Ajrud in the deep south, from basically the thir 
tee nth/fourteenth century to the sixth, in the next section (1250-930) and the 
one following (930-586).
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(a) Places and Modes of Worship of 
Hebrew Contemporaries Up North

At Ugarit, within the city, we find two “metropolitan” temples and one “chapel 
royal” During the thirteenth century at least, the first two dominated the city 
from the high acropolis within the northeast zone of Ugarit, The western be
longed to Baal, as an Egyptian stela found there showed dearly (being dedi
cated to BaaTZaphon), while the eastern belonged to Dagon, having yielded 
two Ugaritic stelae inscribed briefly for Dagon. Both temples were solidly built 
on masonry fondations; each had a vestibule before the main sanctuary (built 
as a tower), whence a staircase climbed up to the roof, used for ceremonials. 
The chapel royal on the north side of the palace was of the same type, but 
much smaller (12 x 8 meters, roughly 40 x 30 feet), compared with 22 x 16 me
ters (about 70 x 50 feet) for Baal, and Dagon (foundations about 20 x 18 me
ters, or about 65 x 60 feet). Baal’s temple in particular stood within a spacious 
precinct averaging 40 X 20 meters (130 X 65 feet) in extent. Here, before the 
temple, stood a grand open-air altar (.2 ineten/6.5 feet square) — just as one 
did before the Hebrew tabernacle (Exod. 40:6; 5 cubits/7.5 feet square). But the 
Ugaritic altar was of tooled masonry, approached by steps, which was exactly 
what the Hebrews were forbidden to do (no tooled stone, no steps, Exod. 
20:24-26); this was a contemporary divergence.58 In terms of architecture, the 
twelfth-century tower temple of Baai/EI-beritli at Shechem (Judg. 9:4, 46) was 
the nearest equivalent structure in the biblical record, and in the twelfth- 
century temple building excavated at Shechem.59 Depending on the affilia
tions of the then motley population of Shechem, probably partly Israelite, 
partly Canaanite, El-berith was “El (God) of the covenant” or “Baal (proper 
name, or ‘Master’) of the covenant.”

And what was done in such temples? At Shechem, we are not told. But at 
Ugarit, the ritual and literary texts combined give us some indication. In the 
legend of Keret (II. 6tff.), King Keret was told to wash (hence be ritually pure), 
take offerings, and “ascend to the top of the tower, mou nt the crest of the wall, 
lift up your hands to heaven, sacrifice to your father, Bull-El, and serve Baal 
with your sacrifice”60 Here was the Canaanizing usage of identifying the su
preme god El with the symbol of the bull, rejected by Moses (Exod. 32) but later 
used by Jeroboam I (1 Kings 12:28-30), never forgiven him by the prophetic 
writers. Roof altars were used by the more religiously compromising kings of 
Judah later on, eventually being removed by losiah (2 Kings 23:12).

But the main rites were conducted at ground level. For these, Ugarit has 
yielded a harvest of detailed rituals for daily, monthly, and probably annual of
ferings in their temples. We may sample a little of this. Various rituals officially
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involved the king as offerer, but one suspects that the local high priest would 
substitute for him when he was absent or heavily engaged. A typical one is that 
now known prosaically as KTU 1.109, which begins as follows (words in paren
theses are added for clarity, and explanations are in italics):

On the 14th (of the month), the kmg washes, (is thus) purified.
On the day of full (moon), cattle are slaughtered.
The month, mrh:

2 ewe-lambs, a town-dove, and 2 kidneys for Baal [Zaphon].
A sheep for Ramish (obscure deity); a liver and a sheep for Shalim.
An ox-liver and a sheep for Baal Zaphon.
A ewe-lamb for Zaphon (as) burnt-offering, and (as) "peace”-

offerings likewise.
And at the Temple of Baal of Ugarit, livers and a lung;

(for) Il-ib, a heifer; (for) El, a sheep; (for) Baal, a sheep.
(for) Anath (of) Zaphon, an ox and a sheep; (for) Bidray, a sheep as

burnt offering.

And so the ritual runs for another twenty-two lines, with offerings also to 
Baal of Aleppo, Dagon, the obscure Dadmish and Resheph, with much the 
same run of offerings.ft'

Another such text has a deity visiting the royal palace for celebration of 
rites (KTU 1.43); this would probably imply a formal religious procession 
(priests carrying standards or scepters?) from her temple abode (location un
known) to the palace. The opening lines read: “When Athtart (= Astarte/ 
Ashteroth) of the Grotto enters the recess(?) at the royal palace, (with) ten by 
ten (images?) in the recess(?), abode of the starry gods, (there are) tarumat- 
offerings: — a robe, tunic, (and) dress; gold 3 pounds; a ram, ox, and three 
sheep as ‘peace’-offerings; 7 times for the gods, and 7 times (also) for Kothar." 
And so likewise for sun, moon, and Anath, and payments to royal servitors.62

Finally we come to a more specific rite: one of atonement or expiation 
(KTU 1.40 with parallel texts). Here a rather splendid ritual originally had three 
grand divisions, each divided into two sections, one each for the menfolk and 
the womenfolk of Ugarit. The three divisions seem to have dealt with three lev
els of sin: the worst, pesha* or the like, is now largely lost; then that classed as 
hatt’a, as in Hebrew; then “spoilt virtue.” We may give a sample from one sec
tion:

"Now, present a [bullj/ram/young male ass (in divisions l, II, III, respec
tively):
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“Deliver (it) up (to sacrifice), 0 son/d a Lighter of Ugarit,
“that we may be fair again 0 Gates of Ugarit (and four fold/twice more, 

with different vocatives), whether your virtue (“fair | nature]”) is spoilt, like 
a Qatian (or likes other foreigners), or like those who rob you, . , . oppress 
you, or like the princely city.

“(And) whether your virtue is spoilt, either by your anger, or your impa
tience, your quarrelling, or over sacrifices or oblation.” (Then comes the ac
tion):

“Our sacrifice we (now) sacrifice, this the oblation we oblate, this the ex
pense we expend. Let it be uplifted to the Father of the Sons of El, and 
(ditto) to the family-circle of the Sons of El, to Thakmatiu-and-Shamima, 
this |bull]/ram/young male assl”63

As others have pointed out, confession of guilt (including to deity) is not 
restricted in the biblical world simply to the Old Testament writers and this 
text. Other Ugaritic texts show this; and farther north, for example, the Hittite 
emperor Mursil 11 confessed the sins of his father and court, his people and 
himself, in seeking relief from a nationwide plague, in his extensive plague 
prayers.64 Like the people of Ugarit, the Hebrews too expressed collective guilt, 
as in Num. 14:40; 21:7; Lev. 16 and 26:40; Deut. 1:41; Judg. 10:10,15; etc, (And they 
need not have waited six centuries to do it by ward or rite, any more than the 
thirteenth-eentury Ugaritians did.) At Ugarit a bull, ram, and male ass were 
successively offered up for both men and women of that community, while in 
the Hebrew Day of Atonement ritual (Lev. 16), a bull and ram were to be offered 
up for the high priest, and two goats and a ram for the people; cf. also in Lev. 9 
(at the priest’s installation), in Lev. 4-5 (for overlooked sin), and in Lev. 15 (on 
pollution) separate sections for men (15:2-17) and women (15:19-30). Impa
tience was linked with sin not only at Ugarit but also among the Hebrews, and 
was to be confessed (cf. Num. 21:4-7).

Besides rites, we may note terminology. Above I have used the old, conven
tional rendering "peace” offerings for the sh-l-m rite of the Hebrews and 
Ugaritians alike, simply for convenience; modern Bible translations render these 
as offerings of (e.g.) fellowship or well-being in English. Both lots of writers knew 
of (whole) burnt offerings, but used different terms: Ugarit used the root sh-r-p, 
“burn (up),” but the Hebrews, 'olah (what went up). The Hebrew tenupah offer
ing was a rite of lifting up an offering (not waving it), as in New Kingdom Egypt, 
and may have been linked philologically (as well as in practice) with Ugaritic sh- 
n-p-t. Both had z-b-h or dh-b-h for “sacrifice.” Far from being “late,” the Hebrew 
terumah (contributionary offering) may also go back this early; we have trmmt 
(UT, no. 2311) and trmt (in KTU 1.43 above), with material contributions listed, it
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must be emphasized that Semitic words formed with an initial t upon basic roots 
are not inevitably “late,” despite modern belief to the contrary.65

Going east, inland from Ugarit, we must at least mention Emar on the 
Euphrates, where the Late Bronze Age city boasted a series of temples of a long- 
room type, like those of Ebla, or Hazor (or even Solomon), attested for the thir
teenth to early twelfth centuries. Texts from here include temple rituals of im
portance and some length; e.g., the rituals for installation of a high priestess, 
rites of seven-year periodicity, etc., clearly comparable with rites in Leviticus.ss

(b) Places and Modes of Worship of Hebrew 
Contemporaries Down South

At Ugarit the temples were structurally much damaged and the furnishings 
were gone, but the rites are available in some measure in condensed written for
mat. By contrast, in Canaan no written rituals have so far survived (long lost, 
on papyrus and parchment?), but we have more temples better preserved, along 
with a good sampling of their ritual and “heirloom” furnishings. As we cannot 
here be encyclopedic, one temple will serve as a useful example, kept in per
spective by brief reference to others.

So we go to Lachish, late in the thirteenth century. There, besides one 
small but once rich temple (about 40 X30 feet overall) well inside the town, vis
itors coming from the north or west would find a larger edifice (about 75 feet 
long by 45 feet wide maximally), low down in the filled up moat or “fosse.” Its 
entrance faced north toward them, and was reached by passing a small cluster 
of modest buildings — most likely the abode of either the main priest of the 
temple or perhaps of a subordinate-cum-guardian. By about 1230 it had been 
twice rebuilt and extended. Let us join its latest visitors. Cf. fig. 47.

The whole temple was solidly built of rough stone masonry (with mud 
mortar) to roof level, and a potentially dark interior was lightened by having 
walls and floors largely faced with white plaster. Lighting was confined either to 
slot windows under the eaves of the roofs or to grilles in a small clerestory over 
the four pillars in the sanctuary — in either case permitting a cool, moderate 
light on sunny days but dull on wet, rainy ones. The front door opened onto a 
vestibule; in its southeast corner, cross-shelves held masses of clean, new bowls 
ready for use. Going on south through its southeast door, we are in the biggest 
and finest room, the sanctuary itself. Here two rows of mud-brick benches be
fore a third against the front and side walls bore a profusion of gift-tilled bowls 
left by previous worshipers.157 The rear wall was dominated by a broad niche 
with raised and plastered platform (the shnne proper), bearing divine image{s)
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at the back, with a profusion of some of the shrine’s richer donated gifts cover
ing the platform —- such as a beautiful faience vase, a tine ivory ointment flask- 
cum-spoon in womanly form, brilliant wavy blue/yellow/white Egyptian glass
ware, and (a real heirloom!) a royal hunt scarab of Amenophis 111 already then 
150 years old; plus cylinder seals, scarabs, and much more,63 The whole was 
fronted by a white-plastered mud-brick altar approached on the west by three 
steps (very nonbiblical, like Ugarit and Emar), with a hearth before it. At the 
right of the altar and shrine niche stood a tall stand, next to a narrow cupboard 
full of little pottery lamps. To its left was a large vessel or “bin.”69

Along the great room’s east wall, three square cupboards were built in, 
with shelves crowded with more pottery bowls. Either side of the sanctuary 
niche, two doors led into a pair of storerooms or “treasuries,” containing even 
more pottery ready for cult use, besides other items of greater intrinsic value, 
such as the superb bead necklaces of brightly colored, Egyptian-style faience 
beads, imitating yellow-and-white daisies; bunches of purple grapes, corn 
cockles (like thistle tops), yellowy fruits like persea or mandrake, and bluish 
green palmettes.70

And exotic pots? Yes, the Fosse Temple could boast a nice cabinet’s worth 
of exciting Cypriote and Mycenaean vessels from over the blue Mediterranean. 
And its collection of homegrown black-and-red decorated wares — with birds, 
ibexes, and tunny fish — was stunning.71 Finally, the locals could write. A 
splendid two-foot-high ewer was decorated in deep red paint with a series of 
animals, over which the artist had jotted, very informally, a dedication:

Gift (of) an oblation, O my [ladjy Goddess, [? and lteshejph!

This is only one of several rather fragmentary inscriptions from thirteenth- 
century Lachlsh, all informal such that any reasonably intelligent Canaanite 
might have inked them onto bowls and basins — and did. Finally here, priests 
had to be clean (at any rate, ritually); a specialized foot-washing bowl was 
found conveniently near the sanctuary altar.77

Other exotica included a set of half a dozen fine ivory ceremonial wands 
(or scepters), two still bearing their pomegranate heads,77 Such wands might 
serve two purposes: to be carried by priest(s) in religious processions, as at fes
tivals, and possibly as instruments to touch or indicate (thus, dedicate) the of
ferings when presented to a deity. Outside Canaan we see in Egypt the use of 
ceremonial wands, staves, and scepters, borne by king and priests at great festive 
processions like that for Sokar, while others bear tall standards of the gods (cf. 
below). These pomegranate-headed wands occur elsewhere in Canaan; three 
more came from Tel Nami, on the coast south of Haifa: an ivory one in a
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robbed grave and two fine bronze ones with a bronze incense stand from an in
tact burial—-all of roughly 1200. The ivory one was incomplete, and the bronze 
ones had a pomegranate and a cockle/fhistle head respectively.74 These may 
have been personal to priests buried there; and at Tel Nami there was also once 
a small temple or shrine not far north of the cemetery. Solomon’s temple may 
have had these too.75

We should not confuse these modest-length objects with full-size proces
sional cult standards, also used in festival processions. Spectacular copper ex
amples (lacking Their long wooden poles) come from the Nahal Mishmar hoard 
of Chalcolithic Canaan, of the fifth and fourth millennia, perhaps used in the 
rites of a neighboring temple at En-gedi.7S Up north, in the third millennium, 
finds at Alaca Hiiytik in Copper Age Anatolia (from before the Hittites) in
cluded another series of spectacular standards bearing bulls, stags and deer, 
discs and lozenges, richly wrought.77 Throughout Egyptian history, from the 
third millennium to Roman times, Egypt’s great festival processions saw the 
carrying of sacred standards with emblems of divinity before gods and kings 
(and some regimental army Standards also honored the gods).78 In Canaan, in 
the thirteenth century, such specific cult standards were also probably used at 
festivals. A goddess with serpents appears on a silver-plated bronze standard 
found in a potter’s workshop close by Temple C (“of the stelae”) at Hazor.7# 
Back in Lachish, in the city temple, a gold plaque bearing a crowned but nude 
goddess standing upon a horse and holding long-stemmed lotuses was found. 
Plated onto wood, it was probably the top feature of a processional standard 
like the Hazor one.B0 And thirdly, our Fosse Temple at Lachish yielded a further 
possible example, but smaller: another rectangular gold sheet, engraving now 
illegible, and with lapped edges suggesting former adhesion to a piece of wood 
— another standard-top?81 Such standards would have been carried in proces
sions at festivals, as in Egypt, and in all likelihood in Anatolia, and early on in 
(Chalcolithic) Canaan itself. As the Ugaritic and Emar texts indicate, there were 
feasts and ceremonies aplenty for such stately processions. And from an Egyp
tian ostracon of circa 1200, we learn that the goddess Anath had a cult in Gaza, 
then an Egyptian base, where her festivities were patronized by the Egyptian 
authorities. Thus one garrison scribe writes to another, invoking “all the gods 
and goddesses who are in the region of the land of Khurru [= Canaan],” and 
announcing that “[the offerings which you have sent for] the Feast of Anath of 
Gaza all [arrived safely . . .], and I received the/y[our . . .] for the goddess.”82

And what of actual offerings and services? The Fosse Temple yielded am
ple trace of bones of sacrificial animals, principally of sheep/goats and soine of 
oxen — predominantly the right foreleg of young animals, beside birds and 
even fish. The right foreleg or haunch was also favored in the tabernacle rituals
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of the Hebrews at this time (cf. Lev. 7:32-34), and not least yearling animals (cf., 
e.g., Lev. 12:6; 14:10; 23:19; Num. 6:12,14; 7:15ft'., 87-88; 28 and 29, passim).83 Bird 
bones may indicate offering of doves/pigeons as at Ugarit, and in biblical ritual 
(e.g., Lev. 1:14; 5:7). Both at Ugarit and in the tabernacle’s daily rites (Exod. 
29:38-43; Num. 28:1-8), offerings were made in the morning and in the evening; 
so this may be the case in our Canaanite temples also. Just as both Ugarit and 
the Hebrew tabernacle had whole burnt offerings consumed by fire for benefit 
of the deity/ies alone and also sh-l-m (peace) offerings shared by the priests 
(Lev. 7:11-37, passim), so here in Canaan we may postulate holocausts and 
shared offerings. Wine was presented at Ugarit, and was included in the taber
nacle daily rites (Exod. 29:40). Libation was also practiced in Canaan; the tall 
stand at the Fosse Temple’s altar and its top bowl were pierced to allow the liba
tion to sink into the ground below. Incense is known to have been used at 
Ugarit; it was used extensively in Egypt from early times; and frankincense 
proper was used sparingly in the tabernacle cult as part of a blend with gum 
resin and two other spices (Exod. 30:34-35). There is no basis whatsoever for the 
old view that the Hebrews used incense only from about the seventh century. 
Aromatics were burned in Late Bronze Canaan, as on the massive stone stand 
with sun disc and vertical grooves, found in the Hazor temple of area H.84

High places are, so far, little attested; for two probably early Hebrew exam
ples, see already in chapter 5 above. Broadly speaking, when we compare 
Canaanite/Syrian usage with the Hebrew rites of the tabernacle (later continued 
at the Jerusalem temple), there isa general area of common Semitic and broader 
usage: all use animal sacrifices, both holocaust and otherwise; all have their reg
ular rites, daily and periodic; all have their sense of ritual purity, to be fit to ap
proach deity; guilt/deliverance are a common concern. But within the koine 
there are also distinctions. So, in types of altars, in the understanding of sacri
fices (food for pagan deities; instructional in YHWH’s case), the matter of im
ages versus no image, and so on. Not easily accessible to us on current evidence 
(or rather lack of it) are matters of human and child sacrifice (e.g., Molech rites), 
but the Hebrew writers could hardly fulminate against something that did not 
exist in some form, whether they knew all the details or not. In short, from the 
texts and material remains combined, it is possible to glimpse the world of Ca
naan into which the postexodus Hebrews entered and settled, among those that 
followed the religion briefly visited above. This was the sphere in which these 
ongoing cults lived alongside Hebrew belief and practice, through the time of 
the judges, on into the epochs of the Hebrew united and divided monarchies. It 
helps set the tone of the scene against which backcloth the prophets sought to 
keep the Israelites dear of entanglement with the religions of their neighbors 
and faithful to the covenant of their invisible deity YHWH.
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(c) The Eleventh-Tenth Centuries, Nicely Domestic?

Philistia enjoyed its own range of culture and local religion; we cannot here di
late upon the remarkable and invaluable finds at Tell Qasile,®5 Ashdod, Ekron, 
well noted in the handbooks. But briefly we look at “Hebrew” finds.

In several sites in this short period, “cult places” have been identified, but 
perhaps a little too optimistically. Thus de Vaux thought to find both a Middle 
and a Late Bronze shrine at the gate of Tirzah (Tell el-Far’ah North). However, 
closer scrutiny by Fowler has conclusively shown that this is not the case, and 
this “sacred spot” can be eliminated entirely. Any olive oil production there 
would be noncultic.86 Then we come to Megiddo, building 2081 of stratum VA 
(David/Solomon). Here only a pair each of limestone “altars” and stands would 
pass for “cultic”; the rest is probably domestic clutter. We may have a small cor
ner for the inhabitants to express their personal piety, but not more.®7 At 
Lachish, the “cult room 49” is no better a case; it might have seen domestic devo
tion, using a stand to hold a lamp or lamps, or conceivably a bowl of incense or a 
libation, etc. AtTaanach things get much more interesting, but only briefly. Here, 
as Fowler could show,8® Lapp went well over the top in claiming a cult area of 
two rooms; one was certainly a storeroom, the other, domestic. The basin next to 
a pillared wall had no pressing slab to deliver fluid into it; so it can hardly even be 
an oil press (even if domestic). And, with a pair of possible exceptions, nothing 
here is provenly cultic. The possible exceptions are two spectacular pottery 
stands, about two feet high. One has a set of lions down the sides, each over
whelming and about to devour a man; on the front, a man seizes a snake trium
phantly. We need no religious spiel here. It may show (e.g.) the "Lion of Judah" 
overcoming the Canaamtcs (if Taanach was recently captured), and a Hebrew 
triumphing over the foreign serpent for their deities. There is no proof for this 
suggestion, of course ■ —or for any other! Much more exciting was Lapp’s more 
elaborate stand. Here, (1) a winged disc over a bull calf (?) is above (2) a “tree of 
life” flanked by ibexes, over (3) two cherubim flanking an aperture, above (4) a 
nude woman restraining two flanking lions. The three upper registers also have 
flanking beasts, griffons (first), lions (second), and cherubs (third). Identifica
tions have been offered, such that the winged disc is El (= YHWH) and the lady 
with lions is Asherah, and so on. The stand is virtually a temple of this pair. 
Maybe; it would fit well with a pairing of YHWH and Asherah two centuries 
later. But in the absence of any clinching inscriptions on this piece, this is all — 
still —just speculation.®9 Egyptian evidence with inscriptions shows clearly that 
it is a goddess Qadishtu, “Holy One,” who stands upon a lion (Louvre C.86; Brit
ish Museum 191; Berlin), or a compound goddess, Qadishtu-Astarte-Anath, no 
less, that stands upon the lion (all thirteenth and early twelfth centuries), and
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not Asherah, poor dear!5*0 She has lost her circus act with the lions, it seems. So, 
the supposed coupling of Asherah here with an assumed El (= YHWH) col
lapses; Anath and Astarte usually pal up with Baal, not El. And El, anyway, was 
not a sun god; that was Shams. The winged sun of iVlalachi may not be that of 
Egypt, used in the Levant, but the Persian one; we cannot say for sure. On the 
stand the winged disc may simply be decorative, and the animals, etc,, likewise 
— old Canaanizing motifs used by some Israelite, in much the same 
nonunderstanding way that the contemporary and later Phoenicians reused a 
whole series of Egyptian motifs, bungling them and misusing them as mere dec
oration because their original significance did not matter to them. And still less, 
for example, when such motifs then traveled from Phoenicia to Samaria in Israel 
to decorate (on ivories) the “ivory house” of Ahab and his successors. The stand 
and its companion may have held either lamps or something more cuitic; we 
have, alas, no data on this — only unverifiable speculation - zero.

As for Solomon, his temple used decoration (within) inherited from the 
tabernacle, where “cherubs” are concerned. As in the tabernacle, then at Shiloh, 
his inner sanctuary retained only the ark ot the covenant. See already chapter 4 
above. But in various ways Solomon began visibly to drift from the old cove
nant. Increasingly contrary to Dent. 17:16-17, he acquired considerable wealth 
(1 Kings 10:27) and numerous horses and chariots (10:26), had renewed links 
with Egypt (3:1-2), and finally and most obviously went in for a number of for
eign wives (llijjs). Pleasing them meant arranging for their cults, which 
broughtthese — under official patronage — into Judah and Israel (11:4-7). This 
set the tone for his later years and for the twin kingdoms that followed; what a 
king might do, his court adherents might copy and their social “inferiors” then 
copy— “Everybody’s doing it, so why not us? What’s the harm?” And once the 
old covenant had been forgotten to be read regularly (Deut. 31:9-13), the sharp 
impact of the old covenant would quietly begin to wane. The prophets were 
men who found themselves with a call to recall Israel to her particular covenant 
and deity. Thus was the stage set for the tensions of the 350 years that followed, 
from 930 to 5S0-

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

(ii) Iron Age Israel and Judah (ca. 930-580)

As the foregoing discussion demonstrates, it is still fatally easy to go for “cuitic” 
solutions without applying sufficient stringency. Happily, not everything falls 
to such needful iconoclasm, as we shall now see; the Hebrews did get involved 
with some juicy pagan practices, archaeoiogically as well as textually, thus sav
ing the prophets from redundancy, and our scholars from boredom!
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(a) Hijinks at the High Place at Dan

Prophetically minded Hebrew annalists detested Jeroboam I setting up shrines 
at Bethel and Dan, because he set them up as rivals to the temple at Jerusalem 
and used compromising iconography: bull-calf figures, long since redolent of 
El in Canaanite usage, and of Baal, permitting all too easy syncretisms in their 
estimation (cf. 1 Kings 12:26-33). Fortunately, while Bethel has so far yielded 
nothing of this to the spade, Dan has been most obliging, with fascinating re
sults.91 Excavations have produced a clearly cultic site at the north part of the 
ancient city, used from the end of the tenth century into Hellenistic times. A 
Hellenistic temple occupied much of the area of its Hebrew predecessors, with 
an altar and stairway up to the temple proper following broadly the layout of 
the eighth-century altar and steps up to a bamah (raised platform) and its 
shrine, which in turn succeeded the sequence of buildings of the tenth-ninth 
centuries, also having “religious” associations archaeologically: altars, ashes of 
burnt bones, and shovels and bowl (as at Solomon’s temple; cf. 1 Kings 7:40). A 
bilingual text (Greek and Aramaic) on a tablet from the Hellenistic precinct 
says: “To the God who is in Dan, Zoilos (made) a vow,” thus confirming at one 
blow the identity of the site with Dan and the sacral nature of this part of it. It 
may well be the high place and shrine established by Jeroboam ] and main
tained by his successors. If so, the remains show quite mixed interests culturally. 
These include some Egyptian-style figurines like kings or gods, vessels showing 
Phoenician influence, and use of the snake motif on storage jars. But, golden or 
otherwise, no calves so far! And in fact, nothing either Yahwistic or clearly non- 
Yahwistic inscriptionally among the limited remains.

(b) A Visionary Prophet of the Jordan? The Tell Deir Alla Text

In the greatest contrast to Dan stands Tell Deir Alla. Here a settlement flour
ished during the Middle and Late Bronze Ages and through the Iran Age into 
Persian times, roughly from 1800 to 400. The Late Bronze settlement included a 
temple with rich foreign connections on the north side of the site — perhaps 
specifically for visitors (like merchants) who stayed over and paid their dues to 
the local deity, replicating the function of the temple at Tel Mevorakh up by 
Caesarea, and most likely of the Fosse Temple at Lachish that we visited earlier. 
Another (Iron Age) analogue we shall meet below.

But in the Iron Age, what is known of Deir Alla is much more strictly do
mestic and commercial. The only “religious” manifestation of note is a remark
able text written out on the white-plastered surface of a wall, with drawings on
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an adjoining wail (e.g., a sphinx). There is nothing “religious” about this room 
in a ninth-century dwelling; benches against the other walls may have served 
readers of the text as seats. The text is titled “The Book of the Afflictions of 
Balaam Son of Beor,” and has a visionary content.92 Balaam, for us today, is oth
erwise known only from the tradition in Num. 22-24, of a seer from Pethor 
(Pitru) on the Euphrates called in by the Moabites to curse the newly arrived Is
raelites almost half a millennium earlier. Neither he nor the Balaam of the Deir 
Alla text are in any way “Yahwist.” The language is West Semitic with Aramaic 
affinities — perhaps a local “Gileadite” patois, as my colleague A. R, Millard 
once remarked to me. What is it doing here? A question unanswered, and not 
answerable with certainty. For once, we may offer a piece of pure guesswork. 
Traditions of Balaam perhaps endured long among the local Moabite/Gileadite 
communities; a local inhabitant of Deir Alla may have had dreams and visions, 
and this “book” was the direct result of one of these. Seized with enthusiasm 
(or terrified urgency?), he quickly wrote down what he had “seen,” and had it 
written on the wall for others to ponder (shortly before ca. 800).

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

(c) Caravansarai and Ecumenical Center — Kuntillet Ajrud

In northeast Sinai, about thirty miles south of Qadesh-Barnea and outside the 
normal bounds of ancient Judah, a hill with wells at its foot was selected in the 
ninth century B.c. as site for a rectangular fortresslike building (with a tower at 
each corner). Opposite its gatehouse (at the east end) stood a group of three 
satellite buildings. In terms of its material archaeology (pottery, carbon 14 tests, 
etc.), it was in use within the later ninth through much of the eighth century 
overall. The site is dose to the intersection of ancient routes from the head of 
the Gulf of Aqaba (at ancient Eloth) up the Arabah Valley and through north
east Sinai through to the Mediterranean, to reach such places as Gaza in south 
Canaan (for the Levant) or El-Arish (en route for Egypt). The ancient Judean 
(and/or Israelite) authorities may have established it for communications pur
poses.93

Such a find is of value in itself; clearly, it is a way station or caravansarai 
for merchants, military detachments, or others, from the Aqaba gulf up to Ju
dah, Philistia, or beyond.94 But there is more to it: the doorway passage from 
the guardhouse into the fort’s inner court was flanked by two narrow side 
rooms with benches and storage jars (pithoi). The latter in particular bore re
markable sketches of mythological figures, animals and “stick figure” humans, 
and some even more remarkable jottings in Hebrew and Phoenician. Besides 
the jars, painted and/or inscribed plaster fragments came from the doorways
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and walls of the northern side room, and from other points in the fort and in 
the eastern buildings. The most striking drawings (on “Pithos A”) were of two 
full-face male figures (crowned with plumes or foliage) having tails, with a 
seated lyre player facing away from them at their right (tig. 48A).95 This vessel 
also bears a cow suckling a calf (below the twin figures to the left) and (further 
round the vessel) a so-called tree of life flanked by ibexes, all above a lion. Care
ful study showed that the two full-face figures were painted on separately; 
added later, one of the inscriptions runs across the plumes of the one on the 
left. The other texts are in no way aligned meaningfully with any of the draw
ings; all the texts are written much more finely than the drawn pictures.

13ut it is the texts that have excited most comment. On a large stone offer
ing bowl there runs in Hebrew around the edge: “Belonging to Obadiah son of 
Adnah, blessed be he by YHWH." Another vessel was for (or by) “Shemaiah son 
of Ezer.” But Hebrews were not the only visitors. One badly damaged Phoeni
cian text (no. i) offers in fragments: . . blessed be their day(s); and may they
swear/and they swore . . . ; may YHWH deal kindly . . and two splinters, 

. . they give to . . « . Asherat. . . ” Another (no. 3, line 2) mentions:
. . blessed be Baal, on the day of flgh[ting]- . . "Clearly, one expects Phoeni

cians to invoke their own god and goddess, Baal and Asherat, and they might 
well also invoke the Hebrew deity YHWH as local deity of the place.

Quite another matter was the Hebrew texts on the decorated pithoi. The 
one (damaged) written over the headdress of one of the full-faced figures ends 
with “I (have) bless(ed) you by YHWH of Samaria, and by Asherat.” This is no 
fluke. A fuller text has; “Amariah says: ‘Say to my master, ‘‘Is it well with you?” I 
bless you by YHW[H of...] and by Asherata/his Asherat. May he bless you and 
keep you and be with my m a s t e [ r A  third Hebrew text and fragment run: 
“All that he desires of (any)one, (such) favor [be his? . ..]. And YHW(H) shall 
give to him according to his desire”; “by YHWH of Ternan, and Asherata/his 
Asherat.” In these texts, it is a moot point whether the final h attached to 
“Asherat” is simply a vowel letter (“Asherata”), which is grammatically superior, 
or a suffix, “his " which would not be expected attached to a divine name, either 
in Hebrew or almost anywhere else in the ancient Near East. We never hear of 
“Osiris and his Isis" in Egypt, for example, or others such,96

That YHWH the god of Israel should be associated with the goddess 
Asherat or Asherah from pagan Canaan and Phoenicia initially caused quite a 
stir. And not least when the suggestion was pressed that the two full-faced fig
ures were representations of YHWH, and the lyre player, of Asherah with him. 
Very exciting! But is it really all so surprising in the light of innumerable bibli
cal statements about foreign cults in Israel and Judah, and even in the Jerusalem 
temple? Or in the light of the often vehement denunciations of Hebrew affec
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tion for such alien cults, by the prophets? Surely not. For Israel, we read that 
Omri of Israel (like his predecessors) honored “worthless idols” (i Kings 16:26). 
And that, having married the Phoenician princess Jezebel, Aliab of Israel built 
an entire temple of Baal in Samaria, with all appropriate service and its altar, 
plus he installed Asherah too (probably in the guise of her symbol; 1 Kings 
16:31-33). So, if Israelite travelers aped their kings in worship, it is no wonder at 
all that they here scribbled their dedications in accord with royal usage — pre
cisely, for YHWH and Asherat; only Baal is missing here, but Hosea knew of his 
calf in Samaria (Hos. 8:5-6; 13:1). And others protested too. Among such, Micah 
fulminated against idols and images, including Asherah (1:7; 5:13-14).

However, the full-face images are undoubtedly not a form of YHWH, 
but of the Egyptian household god Bes in Levantinized form (figs. 48A, B). 
Apart from the goddesses Astarte and Anath (and as Qadishtu) — and so 
named! — deities do not normally appear full faced in the Levant (or in 
Egypt). And YHWH and Bes have nothing in common. The lyre player has 
been treated as feminine (hence as Asherah), but of this there is no proof 
whatever; the headgear is a familiar form of Egyptianizing close-fitting male 
cap, as others have pointed out. So we do not have here any picture of YHWH 
and Asherah, The “tree of life* could symbolize her, but this also lacks absolute 
proof. She is also not known to be musical. So we are left with a verbal associa
tion in the texts of YHWH and Asherah of a kind that simply fits in with what 
we learn from 1-2 Kings at the royal level, and with the denunciations of alien 
worship by the prophets.

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

(d) And You Can Take Her to Your Tomb! Khirbet el-Qom

In Judah, too, there was lots of juicy paganism going on. At Khirbet el-Qom 
(probably ancient Makkeda), inscriptions were found in a Judean rock tomb 
from the eighth (or seventh) century. The main text can be read largely, thus: 
“Uriah the wealthy)?) wrote it: blessed be Uriah by YHWH; for from his foes, by 
Asherata/his Asherah, has he saved him —■  (so, engraved) by Oniah and by 
Asherata/his Asherah.”97

Here we are deep inside Judah (never mind cosmopolitan Israel), and the 
selfsame goddess is cuddling up to YHWH. Like king, like court, and the rest 
follow, once again. And it was in Judah, in the record in 1-2 Kings. Right from 
the beginning Solomon had set up foreign cults (1 Kings 11:5-8); Asa cleared out 
some idols, especially his grandmother’s Asherah symbol (15:11-13); Hezekiah 
and Josiah had general cleanups. The latter, we are explicitly told, removed 
equipment for the cults of Baal and Asherah from the Jerusalem temple itself
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(2 Kings 23:4); so before him, Asherah was living in with YHWH (cultically) in 
his own temple in Judah, as in Israel before. And the prophets did not spare Ju
dah’s blushes either (cf. already, references, p. 376 above).

Ce) Orthodoxy in the Deep South: Arad and Beersheba

Time for a break from all this torrid cultic promiscuity! A very different story 
emerges at Arad in the Negev, a southern outpost of Judah in the divided mon
archy period (and before), from the eleventh/tenth to the early sixth centuries. 
Until very recently the dating both of the strata of the entire fort at Arad and of 
the life span of a small temple within it had become very controversial. But that 
situation has stimulated 2, Herzog and team to reexamine critically the whole 
of the material evidence, with fresh and (hopefully) much sounder results. 
Thus the site was occupied in the eleventh century, while the fortress was 
founded in the tenth (united monarchy) — and “great Arad” appears in the list 
by Shoshenq I of Egypt in 925. The fort was maintained and rebuilt until de
stroyed in the sixth century.

But the temple, we now know, had a much shorter life span. The new re
sults would indicate that it was built in stratum io and dismantled again in stra
tum 9. This would give it a maximum span of use from sometime in the ninth 
century (not later than ca. 800 at the lowest extreme) down into the later eighth 
century when it was deliberately dismantled. Thus the suggestion is now made 
by Herzog that it was abolished during Hezekiah’s reform program. This is pos
sible, but it was hardly a “high place,” the kind of installation dealt with by He- 
zekiah (2 Kings 18:3-5).,s Its cult was that of YHWH, as the ostraca make clear. 
For this little and short-lived temple of YHWH (local satellite of Jerusalem), 
the ostraca give names of people linked with priestly/Levitical families: a 
fileremoth (no. 52), a foshaphat (no. 53), a Pashhur (no. 54), each on separate 
tags, as if for casting lots, receiving rations, or the like. One large piece (no. 49) 
gives accounts for people, including priestly names (Besal, Korah; sons of Gil- 
gal, which had a cult; cf. Amos 4:4; 5:5). And, fittingly, a Zadok as owner of a jug 
(no. 93)." So we catch a glimpse of local temple service, modeled on Jerusalem.

Some bowls (nos. 102-104) carried the abbreviation q. k., standing for 
“Holy, (for) the priests” (qedesh [le.j-kohanim). Others are known with just 
qadesh, “holy.” Several times found in domestic contexts (usually eighth cen
tury, so far), they have been identified as used for Levites or priests taking the 
lesser category of sacrificial foods as their portion (cf. Lev. 22:3-16).100 Thus we 
would have Leviticus-type usage well before the Babylonian exile.

Another such bowl is known, inscribed simply for “your brother.” It is a
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simple “begging bowl"; food might be placed in it for a poor man, in the spirit 
of the covenant laws for caring for poor citizens, as with produce in Exod. 23:10
11, Lev. 25:6-7, 35, and Dent. 14:28-29 and 26:12-13. Social care and justice can be 
illustrated by archaeology, too.10'

At Beersheba we are not so fortunate in discoveries as at Arad. But the 
finding of the blocks of a once-large altar, dismantled and reused for other pur
poses, suggests that here too there had been an analogous sanctuary, also dis
mantled, and in the later eighth century.102 Another victim of Hezekiah’s 
cleanup? Quite possibly. And Mesha looted a YHWH shrine at Ataroth in 
Moab.

A Vitamin Supplement — Prophets and Prophecy

(f) The Silent (Yahwist) Majority in Judah?

Not everybody in monarchical Judah was galloping off to worship exotic for
eign gods all the time. Two lines of archaeological data illustrate this, both im
plicitly and explicitly.

(t) Lack of Foreign Amulets among the Peasantry

Recent surveys of Palestinian sites in quest of Egyptian religious artifacts dur
ing the united monarchy have shown that genuinely Egyptian scarabs and 
suchlike amulets are very largely missing from within the borders of Israel and 
Judah, almost totally from the ludean highlands.103 In short, the basically 
Yahwistic country, farm, village, and small-town folk had no need of Egyptian 
exotica on which to focus their religious devotion; YHWH (and a touch of Baal 
and Asherah in some cases) would be sufficient for their inner needs. Trade 
with Egypt in exotic things was a matter for royal courts, not country folk. Con
versely, the recent listings show that most imported scarabs, etc., actually found 
come from the coastal zone of Canaan and adjoining sites, inhabited by 
Philistines, late Canaanites, and other groups, not least on trade routes to and 
from Egypt itself, following on Late Bronze Age cultural tradition.

(2) What’s in a Name?

Particularly in the eighth and especially seventh-early sixth centuries (but 
sometimes going back earlier), we have an abundance of personal stamp seals 
(and sometimes clay impressions or bullae) engraved with the names of Israel
ites and Judeans. Many names are “theophoric”; that is, they incorporate a de
ity’s name in the personal name, like Mteaiah, “who is like YH(WH)?” or Mi-
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chad, “who is like El?" On Hebrew seals the vast majority of such names 
incorporate an abbreviated form of YHWH such as ylnv, yh, or yw. Incredibly 
few parents in Israel or Judah named their offspring after foreign gods; use of 
baal is ambiguous, because it could stand for either the god Baal or simply for 
the common noun “lord, master,” Thus the name Baal-hanan may mean “Baal 
is gracious” or “the Lord is gracious,” Much the same situation applies to names 
found in the groups of inscribed ostraca of the monarchy period; whether from 
Samaria or Arad (both eighth century) or Lachish (early sixth century), 
theophoric compounds are, again, normally formed with YHWH/E1.104 Need
less to say, names can be given for nonreligious or even perfunctory reasons. 
Parents might name a boy after his grandfather, unde, or dose friend, or in 
nickname fashion. Thus the religious affiliation of personal names is not a total 
guide to what the givers or bearers actually believed; but it does indicate the 
groundswell of ruling tradition and convention.

(g) Milkmaids and Minizoos

During the later monarchy period, ancient Judean sites and settlements were 
plagued with a horde of small feminine figures of baked day (almost a thou
sand are known so far). The majority of them support with their hands (and of
fer) overlarge breasts; rare examples are shown pregnant or nursing an infant. It 
seems reasonably likely that these were treasured by Judean women wanting 
children. But the precise nature and identity of these pieces cannot (as yet) be 
settled. They may simply be large amulets or talismans (they are only about five 
or six inches high generally), household lucky charms that would-be mothers 
might fondle wistfully while asking YHWH for the gift of children.103 However, 
it is often suggested that these figurines specifically represent a mother goddess, 
to whom people anxiously turned for this special need. Either view is possible. 
It is then commonplace to identify the proposed "mother goddess” with one or 
more of our old friends Anath, Astarte, or in particular Asherah. As recent reas
sessment has made clear, Anath and Astarte are nonstarters in playing mother 
goddess; sex and (human) fertility are not their specialisms. Asherah might be 
different (she had lots of children in Ugaritic mythology), particularly if she 
also turned out to be the mysterious “queen of heaven” (Jer. 7:18; 44:17-25); that 
would be consistent with her role otherwise in the paganizing practices of Israel 
and Judah during the monarchies.

In reforms like those of Hezekiah and especially Josiah, in purifying the 
Hebrew cult of YHWH of alien dements (especially in Jerusalem), a large 
amount of such material was cleared out or destroyed. At Jerusalem itself, near
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the temple area, Dr. Kenyon stumbled upon a cave in which she found a cache 
of over 3;o such female figures. With W. G. Dever, it is tempting to see this as 
evidence of the )osianic reforms in action, with deliberate burial of all these un
wanted pieces- It had good precedent, as a means of disposing unwanted reli
gious objects; lacob took such action (Gen. 35:4), and Joshua invited such 
dumping at his covenant-renewal ceremony (Josh. 24:23). Significantly, all this 
later clutter had disappeared from Judean usage once the Jews returned from 
Babylon, in the Persian epoch.106

And minizoos? As others have noticed, we have very few male figurines 
but plenty of small animal ones, which include horses, bulls, even chickens, and 
men riding horses. Besides occurring in settlements, many come from tombs. 
Their significance is not clear, and may vary with context. Some may have been 
just toys for the kids; some, emblems made by a farmer to illustrate his prayer to 
YHWH (or others) for good fortune in his animal husbandry; others, for reli
gious purposes not evident now, given the lack of texts bearing on them. So 
they can teach us very little at present.

(h) Qitmit and Ein-Hazeva — Edomite, Judean, or What?

On a hilltop (Qitmit) some ten kilometers south from Tel Arad, a triple build
ing was found, next to which was a rectangular high place, and an altar and ba
sin in an oval enclosure. This was dearly a shrine, and produced Iron Ilpottery, 
while sheep and goat bones were evident. Painted pottery common to the 
Negev and Edom turned up, plus a remarkable head with a crown and three 
horns — a goddess? And a male head, and animal figurines.107 Meanwhile, 
down south at Ein-Hazeva near the Arabah, beside a seemingly Judean fort, a 
set of smashed pottery offering stands, etc., was found in a pit, near a small 
structure, possibly the remains of a shrine. The finds show affinities with 
Qitmit and with finds in Edom — e.g., at Buseirah.10* The two lots have been 
labeled Edomite, but this has been contested. What is dear is that the cult fig
ures and human-form stands are not remotely of Judean, Moabite, Ammonite, 
Phoenician, or Philistine design. In the Old Testament, Edom was a matter of 
concern at this time, and ostraca from Arad and Horvat Uza show this also. 
That the deity Qos was Edomite fits the locations where his name is found; he, 
too, was not Moabite (Chemosh), Ammonite (Milcom), or in any way Palestin
ian or Levantine. He should be regarded as Edomite, and these shrines as most 
likely so.lw At Yahwistic Arad, for example, nothing remotely similar was 
found, and there is no other “Negev” culture known to account for such pecu
liar materials.
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4. A PROPHETIC BALANCE SHEET

First, the phenomenon of prophecy is common to the Old Testament and the 
surrounding Near East. At all periods when data are available, prophets could 
intercede with deity for others, they could be inquired of, and they might be ec
static; above all, they acted as spokespeople (men and women alike) from deity 
to kings, leaders, and communities, often with the foture in view for good or ill. 
Their words were reported accurately and in writing, promptly, to the relevant 
folk, as the ancient Near Eastern data make very clear; there is no scope for ten
dentious oral “transmission” by imaginary schools of “disciples,” long after the 
messages had lost their first impact. Prophecies could be reported or archived, 
grouped in letters or collections; from this it was a short step for prophets and 
others to compile books, for ongoing consultation, in terms of verifying 
fulfillments and preaching social principles.

Second, classic Israelite prophets of the early first millennium did not 
start from nowhere. They in effect recalled Israel and Judah to their ancestral 
covenant as from Sinai, which made of them the subjects of a sole sovereign, 
their god YHWH. Like other kings, he required their exclusive allegiance, not 
shared with other deities, hence a basic monotheism — something already “in 
the air” in the fourteenth/thirteenth centuries e.c., with older roots. During the 
settlement period the Hebrews compromised in practice, then in concept, by 
admitting other deities also, in breach of covenant. Thus the prophets recalled 
Israel to an existing, former covenant; they were not imposing something new, 
or nobody would have listened. The scope of Hebrew compromise with wor
ship of such deities as Baal or Asherah is perfectly clear in the Hebrew text, and 
is well highlighted by archaeological finds both artifactual and inscriptional, 
which give us a vivid glimpse of life as it actually was being lived. We can see at 
first hand something bfwhat the prophets opposed and were shouting about.
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CHAPTER 9

Back to Methuselah — and Well Beyond

Hitherto, all the way back through time, from the Persian Empire of the sixth to 
fourth centuries b.c. to the setting of the patriarchs following on from roughly 
2000 R.C., we have traveled through epochs of whose closely historical nature 
there can be no doubt, given the large amount of written data from often impres
sive sites and abundant artifacts of distinctive styles. In biblical matters there is 
also a clear sequence back, from the contemporaries of Ezra and Nehemiah 
through the divided monarchy (many external correlations) to the campaign of 
Shoshenq I of Egypt and early mentions of David as a dynastic founder. From the 
eleventh back to the nineteenth centuries, we now have good, external, back
ground data that provide unmistakable settings for the Joshua Judges period, for 
the dating of the Sinai covenant (and minimally for the exodus before it), and for 
the likeliest context of the patriarchs from Terah and Abraham down to Joseph.

But in Gen. r-ll, before Terah and Abraham left Ur, we will find ourselves 
in a very different, and wider, world. Outside the Hebrew Bible, in the ancient 
Near East, we have a further thousand years of emerging and increasingly co
herent history in both Egypt and Mesopotamia and (in the second half) in 
Syria and Anatolia also. Beyond roughly 3000, going back to the beginnings of 
recognizable human civilization toward roughly 10,000 or 9,000 B.c., we today 
can see (through archaeological endeavor) the unfolding of successive cultures 
and periods of change before writing gave an explicit voice to the very ancients.

But before that, the “human”story tails back into multimillennia ofwhich 
we know less, and of which one may well ask which (and what) are humans 
proper and which (or what) are simply humanlike “hominidsIn being able to 
behold these vast perspectives — like viewing the universe today through pow- 
erfal telescopes — we are very privileged people, enjoying what was in practice 
barely beginning to be possible even 250 years ago, and totally impossible in the
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centuries and millennia before our “modern times.” The ancients did know 
about “prehistory,” but they necessarily had a simpler and very different concep
tion of it, as we shall see. Gen. 1—r i shared the view of the ancients, being ancient 
itself. So, once more and for the last time in our present journey, we will again 
examine first the actual physiognomy and contents of the biblical account, and 
then its wider literary, conceptual, and archaeological context,

1. GENESIS 1:1-11:26 OVERALL

If we take time to read this text attentively, the following profile emerges dearly.

1. Creation
A. Universal (111-2:3)
B. Particular (2:4-25, humans paired; 3, estrangement from deity)

Then
2. First Succession of Generations. In two parallel lines:

Adam via Cain down to Lamech I and his progeny (4)
Adam via Seth down to Noah and his progeny (5)

3. Crisis and Judgment — the Flood
Estrangement between deity and humanity comes to a head (6-9)
T h e n

4. Second Succession of Generations
Divisions (sons of Noah, 10), and lesser crisis (Babe), 11:1-9)
Shem’s line down to Terah and his sons (11:10-26)

(;. "Modern Times.” Terah’s family (11:26), with its history to follow (11:27!?.) 
From this basic outline there emerges a basic framework:

Creation . . . generations 

Or, in depth-tabulation,

. . Crisis (flood) . . . generations . . . (“Now”)

Creation
l

generations
i

Crisis (flood)
i

generations
i

(“Modern times”)
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2. LITERARY CONTEXTS FOR GENESIS l-ii OVERALL

Both the framework-design and the contents of Gen. 1-11 find analogies in the 
rich literary heritage from the ancient Near East, a fact known ever since tablets 
of a “Babylonian Creation" and a “Babylonian Flood” came to light in the later 
nineteenth century. However, since those heady pioneering days, much more 
has become known, enlarging the whole perspective in this sphere.1

A, OVERALL LITERARY FRAMEWORK

A series of lists and narratives combine to exhibit a profile of “primeval 
protohistory” clearly similar to what we find in Gen. 1-11, as follows:

1. Sumerian King List (full version), circa eighteenth century, dynasties be- 
fore/after the flood.1

2. Atrahasis Epic. Narrative circa eighteenth century at latest, and probably 
composed earlier.3

3. Sumerian Flood Tale (or Eridu Genesis). About 1600. Narrative, damaged.4

All these Mesopotamian sources belong to the second millennium, and 
specifically were composed during its first half (ca. 2000-1600). In succeeding 
ages these texts (or some of them) continued to be recopied down to the sev
enth century B.c.; this was a merely replicative process, just as we continue to 
reprint old classics such as Chaucer, Shakespeare, or Milton today, which is sim
ply edited replication, not creative writing. Significantly, no further literary 
works of this kind seem to have been composed in Mesopotamia after circa 
1600. The full Epic of Gilgamesh began its career in the early second millennium 
(Old Babylonian version), but its fragmentary state prevents us from knowing 
whether it had already taken over its flood episode from Atrahasis by then. Cer
tainly this was true of the later “Standard Version” of the epic, produced by the 
Babylonian literary scribe Sin-1 iqe-urminni a century or two before or after 
1000. The "takeover” was limited to the flood episode; nothing more was taken 
from Atrahasis. So it did not affect the framework tradition of which the flood 
was a part.5

Thus, within about 1900-1600, a firm tradition having the framework of 
creation, then crisis (flood), then to later times was to be found in three 
Mesopotamian works, with which in literary terms Gen. 1-11 belongs, as a 
fourth example, after which the genus is no longer cultivated, merely the exist
ing pieces recopied. We may tabulate.
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Table 34. The Four "Primeval Protohistories”

Sumerian King List Atrahasis Epic Eridu Genesis Genesis 1—,1

1. Creation assumed; 
kingship came 
down from heaven

1* Creation assumed; 
gods create hu
mans to do their 
work

1. Creation; cities are 
instituted

1. Creation (1-2)

2, Series of eight 
kings in five cities

2. Noisy humans 
alienate deities

2. [Alienation] 2* Alienation (3), 
genealogies (4-5)

3- The flood 3. The flood; ark 3, The flood; ark 3. Flood; ark (6-9)

4. Kingship again; dy
nasties follow to

4.New start 4. New start 4. New start; then ge
nealogies, down to

5. “Modern times” (5, Modern times, 
implied)

(5. Modern times, 
implied)

5, “Modern times”

("Modern times’" = about beginning of second millennium)

The overall correlation of the primeval protohistory in all four sources 
should be clear almost without further comment. The non-“dynastic” nature of 
Atrahasis and Eridu accounts for their unconcern with dynasties or genealo
gies; the passage of time is simply part of the narrations.

B. CREATION NARRATIVES

The individual themes of creation and flood (separate from the framework al
ready discussed) recur in other writings. Thus the Babylonian epic Enuma Elish 
(called “Babylonian Creation” in most books), completed by circa iooo from 
older sources, has been repeatedly compared with Gen. 1—2.6 But despite the re
iterated claims of an older generation of biblical scholars, Enuma Elish and 
Gen. i-2 in fact share no direct relationship. Thus the word tehom/thm is com
mon to both Hebrew and Ugaritic (north Syria) and means nothing more than 
“deep, abyss.” It is flora deity, like Ti’amat, a goddess in Enuma Elish. In terms of 
theme, creation is the massively central concern of Gen. 1-2, but it is a mere tail
piece in Enuma Elish, which is dedicated to portraying the supremacy of the 
god Marduk of Babylon. The only dear comparisons between the two are the 
inevitable banalities: creation of earth and sky before the plants are put on the 
earth, and of plants before animals (that need to eat them) and humans; it 
could hardly have been otherwise! The creation of light before the luminaries is 
the only peculiarity that might indicate any link between the Hebrew and
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Enutna Elish narrative; but where did it earlier come front? Not known, as yet. 
Thus most Assyriologists have long since rejected the idea of any direct link be
tween Gen. l—ii and Enuma Elish,7 and nothing else better can be found be
tween Gen. 1-11 and any other Mesopotamian fragments.

C. THE FLOOD: LITERARY CONTEXT

Here the basic contents are common to both the Mesopotamian and Genesis ac
counts. So we have in both: a flood sent as divine punishment; one man enjoined 
to build an “ark”; he taking family and living creatures; and his survival, in detail 
the differences are so numerous as to preclude either the Mesopotamian or Gen
esis accounts having been copied directly from the other. We may list the follow
ing: (1) The Mesopotamian gods sent the flood simply because they could not 
stand the noise made by humanity, whereas YHWH had moral reasons (human
ity’s sins, wrongdoing) for sending it. (i) The Mesopotamian gods hid their plan 
from all humanity, only one man being clandestinely told by a friendly deity, 
whereas YHWH directly commanded one right-living man to build a boat.
(3) The respective boats differ totally; Noah’s has shiplike proportions, but the 
Mesopotamian one was a cube! (4) The lengths of duration of the respective 
floods differ, with no Mesopotamian account or timing of the abatement of the 
flood. (5) A much greater range of folk people the Mesopotamian craft (pilot, 
craftsman, etc.), unlike Noah, who takes aboard family only. (6) The details of 
sending out birds differ entirely between the two accounts. (7) The Mesopo
tamian hero leaves the ark on his own initiative, then offers a sacrifice to appease 
the gods (they were at first angry at one man’s escape). But Noah stayed put in 
his boat until his deity called him out, and Noah’s sacrifice was of thanksgiving, 
as he was accepted already. (8) The land in Mesopotamia was replenished by di
rect divine activity in some measure; but in Gen. 9 it is left to Noah, family, and 
surviving creatures to get on with the job by natural means.8

So, an epochally important flood in far antiquity has come down in a tra
dition shared by both early Mesopotamian culture and Gen, 6-9, but which 
found dearly separate and distinct expression in the written forms left us by the 
two cultures. In terms of length and elaboration, Gen. 6:9-8:22 might be equal 
in amount to about 120 lines in Sumerian or Akkadian. Contrast the lengths of 
at least 370 lines in Atrahasis ll-III, some 200 lines in Gilgamesh tablet XI, and 
the roughly 150/200 lines in the Sumerian account. Genesis thus offers a more 
concise, simpler account, and not an elaboration of a Mesopotamian composi
tion. As to definition, myth or “protohistory,” it should be noted that the 
Sumerians and Babylonians had no doubts on that score. They included it
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squarely in the middle of'their earliest historical tradition, with kings before it 
and kings after it, the flood acting as a dividing point in that tradition, from 
long before 1900. Floods per se were a commonplace in the “Land of the Two 
Rivers” so why this fuss about a flood? Presumably because, in folk memory, 
there had been a particularly massive one, far more fatal than most, and the 
memory stuck ever after, until finally it entered the written tradition. 
Assyriologists have no problem on this score. After reviewing the Early Dynas
tic period in Mesopotamia, for example, Hallo argued for a reality of this kind 
at circa 2900; such a “primordial” happening was also propounded by 
Mai Iowan, Rallies, and Kramer.9

D. A BABEL OF TONGUES, GENESIS 11:1-8

Near the end of our extant Gen. 1-11 framework occurs the intriguing presenta
tion of the division of human language, after humans had tried to build their 
way into heaven, so to speak. The tower of brick, with use of bitumen, is remi
niscent of Mesopotamia’s ubiquitous use of mud-brick architecture on the 
grand scale, and not least of its famous temple towers, the ziggurats. The topic 
of the division of languages is itself very old. It early found expression in a pas
sage in the epic Sumerian story of Enmerkar, king of Sumerian Uruk, and the 
distant lord of Aratta (in Iran), in a nineteenth/eighteenth century composition 
relating to a king of circa 2600. The passage in question harks back to a "golden 
age” of peace and harmony when “the whole universe, to people in unison(?), 
to (the god) Enlil in one tongue did speak. Then (the god) Enki, lord of plenty, 
... Lord of Eridu, changed the speech in their mouths, and set up contention in 
it, (even) in the speech of man that had been one.”10 Thus the themes of lan
guage division and contention were old, and could be included within a larger 
narrative, as is the case in both Enmerkar and Gen, 1-11.

E. DATING OF THE MAIN PRIMEVAL 
PROTOHISTORY, GENESIS l-n

Given the noncomposition of this type of fourfold and fivefold narrative 
framework after about 1600, it is logical to suggest that the framework and basic 
content of Gen. 11 goes back to the patriarchal period, and came as a tradition 
with the patriarchs westward from Mesopotamia.

This would be no isolated happening. In the early second millennium, “cu
neiform culture” in terms of scribal use of cuneiform script spread not only to
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Syria and Anatolia but found and south into Canaan, to Hazor and even as far 
south as Hebron, with its seventeenth-century administrative tablet oflivestock, 
offerings, and a king.11 Wherever cuneiform script and learning went, so did its 
literary traditions, as many other and later finds amply show. So no ob jection can 
be taken to the essence of Gen. i-n going westward at this epoch; its written for
mulation in early Hebrew may then have followed later and independently. The 
patriarchal tradition would have been passed down in Egypt (as family tradition) 
to the fourteenth/thirfeenth century, possibly then first put into writing, then to 
the monarchy period and beyond as part of the larger whole with the accounts of 
the patriarchs to form part of the book that we call Genesis. It is part of the oldest 
levels of Hebrew tradition, as were the Mesopotamian accounts in their culture.

In biblical terms the Gen. 1-11 account stands in sharpest contrast with 
the only other extensive Hebrew account of origins, which began from the be
ginning — by that indubitably postexilic writer, the Chronicler, from circa 430 
(his mention of grandsons [1 Chron. 3:19-21 \ of Zerubbabel [of ca. 52;] would 
set him at the late fifth century). It is noteworthy that Imdid not give a later ver
sion of creation, fall, and flood, etc., but simply summed up baldly the entire 
“history” from Adam to Abraham genealogically in just the first part of a chap
ter ( 1  Chron. 1:1-28)! Fashions had changed radically between the nineteenth 
and fifth centuries in this regard as well as in so much else in ancient life.

Back to Methuselah — and Well Beyond

3. IN THE BEGINNING: OTHER ASPECTS 

A. EDEN: PARADISE LOST —  AND REDISCOVERED?

(i) The Beginning

Genesis i:i-2:3 presents a calm, stately vista of creation of the cosmos by one su
preme deity, untrammeled by complex mythologies or subplots. After the brief 
introduction (1:1-2), the “six days of creation” (1:3-31) follow in a common for
mat with minor variations, these segments varying in length according to the 
needs of each topic — common features in unitary ancient Near Eastern texts, 
from high antiquity. The fullest and most complex was the last, in which hu
manity is first introduced, who are to become the main focus within the cre
ation for the rest of the book. Then 2:1 is in effect an internal colophon to the 
“six days” (111-2:1), followed finally by a dosing exordium (2:2-3) for deity’s 
“seventh day" of rest from fresh creating. So ends the first main segment of the 
existing book of Genesis, to be followed by five more with their own headings
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("This is the succession of. . . 2:4; 5:1 ("document of the succession of. .
6:9; 10:1; 11:10) within the “primeval protohistory” of Gen. 1-11. As we have seen 
already (p. 314 above), the rest of the book is also segmented under six such 
headings (11:27; 25:12; 25:19; 36:1; 36:9; 37:2),

It is important to note in the first “titled”segment that Gen. 2:4 is a literary 
unity four times over, and is not to be arbitrarily split into 2:4a and 4b, as 
nineteenth-century “critical dogma” (and its surviving adherents) would almost 
fanatically insist, merely to prop up a purely theoretical literary analysis. First, 
2:4 is a unitary heading in itself, Second, 4a and 4b are the two halves of a couplet 
or bicolon with close poetic parallelism, and cannot thus be wrenched apart. 
Third and fourth, the verse contains a double chiasmus, not just a single one. The 
simple one is “heaven and earth" in 4a balanced by “earth and heaven” in 4b. The 
wider one is the adverb phrase at the. end of the line in 4a, but a matching adverb 
clause at the start of the line in 4b- It is literary vandalism to break up so clear and 
well formed a literary mini-unit, worthy of the best of Near Eastern stylistics. 
Thus we may set it out (small chiasmus, italic; wide chiasmus in bold):

These are the Succession of Heaven and earth, at their creation, 
when YHWH-God made earth and Heaven.

Then, in 2:5-7, we have three successive couplets (bicola) and a terminal 
triplet (tricolon) to complete the first general pericope or paragraph. We set 
these out as follows:

2:5 Now, no field plant was yet on earth,
and no field shrub yet had sprouted up, 

for YHWH-God had not sent rain on earth, 
and man, none to work the ground.

2:6 So moisture arose from the earth,
and it watered the face of the ground, 

2:7 And YHWH-God formed man of dust, 
and inbreathed his nostrils with lile, 
and man became a living being.

(ii) In Eden

Then, in 2:18, we enter the ever intriguing “Garden of Eden,” Very strictly, it is not 
“the Garden of Eden” at all, but “a garden in Eden.” It has to be grasped very 
clearly that the garden was simply a limited area within a larger area “Eden,” and 
the two are not identical, or of equal area. A realization of this simple but much- 
neglected fact opens the way to a proper understanding of the geography of Eden 
and its environment. Thus, out of “greater Eden,” a river flowed into the garden 
(2:10), “to water the garden”; and at that point (“there” in Hebrew, sham) it was 
divided into four “heads.” This is a “snapshot”-type view, taken (alas, without
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camera, of course!) looking out from where the single stream entered the garden, 
and looking back just upstream to the point where four “head” rivers came to
gether to form the single stream that entered the garden. The four headstreams 
are named: Pishon, Gihon, Tigris, Euphrates.12 It is the presence of these last two 
well-known rivers that initially clarifies what was happening here, as their general 
courses are well known. Both take their rise in the mountains of present-day Tur
key (eastern Anatolia) — the Tigris, south-southwest of Lake Van, and the Eu
phrates, farther northwest of Lake Van. Today they join up in south Iraq to form 
the Shatt el-Arab to enter the gulf, but this was not always so in antiquity. Thus 
the “heads” of these two must have been their sources or “headwaters,” as we 
might still say in English. Thus the Gihon and Pishon must have done the same.

The Gihon is next before the Tigris, then the Euphrates, last in the list. So it 
may be east of the Tigris as the Euphrates is west of that river. The Gihon, we are 
told (2:13), “winds through all the land of Kush.” It should be obvious that this 
Kush cannot have been Upper Nubia in East Africa, most of two thousand miles 
away to the southwest of the Tigris zone, or Kushu/Kushan in Edom, almost eight 
hundred miles west. But directly east of the Tigris, through the mountains of 
western Iran, various rivers flow either west or south, ending up in the Tigris, or 
in the marshes by the Shatt el-Arab, or in the latter, or in the gulf. Best contenders 
here for the name Gihon would be either the Kerkheh River or (better, perhaps) 
the Diz plus Karun Rivers. The land of “Kush,” as others have suggested long ago, 
would be the land of the Kassites (Kashshu), in western Iran, whence these rivers 
take their rise; Nimrod “son” of Kush reigned in Mesopotamia, in Gen. 10:8-12.

So far, so good. The Pishon has long proved a tougher nut to crack, until 
recently. It cannot well lie farther east, beyond the Gihon {Karun or Kerkheh 
systems), especially as it is linked in Gen. 2:11 with the gold-bearing land of 
Havilah. The latter occurs in Gen. 10:7, 29, in Arabian contexts (with Sheba, 
Ophir; cf. p. 118 above, and on Gen. 10, below). It also occurs in a dimension 
that sets it in the northern half of Arabia, with Ishmaei’s area from Havilah (go
ing toward Assyria) toward Shur, on Egypt’s Sinai border, Gen. 25:18, and like
wise for Amalek (successors to Midian) in 1 Sam. 15:7. Such an area is attested in 
western Arabia, and gold-bearing land south from modern Medina toward 
modern Hawkin (itself possibly a reflection of ancient Hawitah)?- Torrid north 
Arabia hardly seemed the setting for a river to rival the other three mentioned. 
But in very far antiquity, just such a river once existed, and its long-dried course 
has recently been traced from its rise in the west Arabian goldlands (in Havilah) 
east and east-northeast toward the head of the gulf, via modern Kuwait. This 
may well have been the ancient Pishon.14 If so, the ancient author’s enumera
tion runs counterclockwise, from southwest (Pishon) across east to the Gihon, 
then north and northwest to the Tigris and Euphrates, in a continuous sweep.
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In far antiquity conditions were greatly different in Arabia to what we see 
now. During the entire period from 70,000 B.c. down to a.d. 1000, Arabia has 
known alternating “wetter” and “drier” climatic periods, and the gulf has like
wise experienced parallel periods of expansion and contraction in its water- 
cover area (high and low levels). Dates for the sequences of such periods vary 
among authorities, sometimes widely. For example, Potts charted high sea lev
els for the gulf (and so, for riverine wet periods) at around 6000/5500, circa 
4000/3600, and circa 2500, and lowest sea levels (and drier, inland) at about 
7000, 4500, and 200; in his view the original establishment of the river course 
from Havilah to Kuwait was set in the Pliocene period, some 3 million years 
ago, when much of Arabia was grassland.15 Others have worked on this ques
tion. Besides Juris Zarins, results have been published summarily by Farouk El- 
Baz, and by J .  Sauer. These scholars posited a global wet phase (including Ara
bia) during about 7500-3500 (and somewhat after, toward 2000), when this 
north Arabian river would have flowed. But severe dessication is now attested 
from about 2200, including in the Levant and Egypt, until improvement about 
2000. So we have what may have been a very ancient river from Havilah to the 
head of the gulf, a Pishon, that would have flowed during about 7500/6500 
down to at least 2500/2200 (with dry intervals, perhaps ca. 4500, and less so, 
3500), after which it then dried up and vanished forever. So, as for the flood, the 
folk memory of the Pishon would have been handed down for some 400 years 
m south Mesopotamian and north Arabian tradition to Old Babylonian times/ 
period of the patriarchs, and transmitted by them along with the overall tradi
tion of creation, time span, crisis flood, time span, to their own epoch. Zarins’s 
Eden would have lain in the area now underwater at the north end of the gulf. 
Gone forever!

B. THE “TABLE OF NATIONS” —
ALL THE WORLD IS KIN! CF. FIGS. 49, 50

In Gen. 1-2 Adam is humanity without differentiation, but he was then set in a 
workplace and testing ground (2-3) where he failed. In 4-6 the picture is firmly 
in the Near East and its environs, with Noah as figurehead. In Gen. 10 the then- 
known peoples of that considerable area are grouped as “sons” of Noah, the 
overall figure, and of the three “head” figures and those linked to them; the last 
place is reserved for Shem, head of the lineage to which the patriarchs’ descent 
was traced. It forms a verbal “atlas” of absorbing interest — at least for those 
who like poring over records of “faraway places with strange-sounding names”! 
Such verbal atlases, but not expressed genealogically, are known in Babylonian
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lists from third-millennium Mesopotamia, in Ebla (for north Syria), in Egypt 
in the Execration Texts (early second millennium, for Levant and Nubia), and 
in the great topographical lists of alleged “conquests” and foreign subjects or 
contacts {middle to late second millennium), for Nubia, the Levant, sometimes 
out to the Aegean, and even Mesopotamia eastward. However, this is not every
one’s favorite pastime, so to keep things mercifully simple we will tabulate the 
basic data here and banish all the messy references (as ever) to the footnotes, for 
the curious. By this means known or possible identifications can be presented 
concisely, and the reasoning behind them, plus the dates— minimally! — from 
which these places are currently attested, it is only right to stress that future dis
coveries may well extend back in time the currency of names here dated to 
<!midd!e”or “late” periods, and may clarify the locations of names still obscure.

Table 35. The Genesis 10 Family 
(verse numbers in parentheses)

A. Japhet (Gen. 10:1-5)

3rd Millen
nium

Early 2nd 
Millennium

Late 2nd Mil
lennium

Early 1st 
Millennium

Later in 1st 
Millennium

Zero
(= no date)

Yawatl 
{2: Javan)

Gamer, 
Madai (2)

Gamer, Madai Japhet (1-2)

Tibar 
(2: Tubal)

Tipalu 
(2: Tubal)

Tubal Tubal Magog (2)

Mushki 
(2: Meshech)

Muksas

Ishkuza 
(3: Ashkenaz)

Ashkenaz
(Scyths)

hipbath (3)

Tursha 
(2: Tim)

Rhodes 
(4: Rodanim)

Tarshish (4)

Tegarama Tegarama 
(3: Togarmah)

Alasia Alasia 
{4: Elishah)

Kition 
(4: Kittim)
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R. Ham (Gen. 10:6-20)

3rd Millen
nium

Early 2nd 
Millennium

Late 2nd 
Millennium

Early 1st 
Millennium

Later in 1st 
Millennium

Zero
(= no date)

Kush
(6: Cush A)

Kush
(6; Cush A) 

Kashshu 
(B: Cush B)

Kush/Kashshu
(Cush)

Kush 
(Cush A) 

(Cush C: 7)

Musr
(6,13: 

Mizraim)

Musr
(Mizraim)

Putu
(6: Put)

Put M) [ hi in (6)

Canaan (6,15
20)

Canaan Canaan

Hawlan 
(7: Ilavilah)

Ragrnat u 
(7: Raamah)

Saba
(7: Sheba)

Sabta/ 
Sabteca? (7), 

Raamah

Seba. (7)

Tidnum? Ditanu? IX’diui 
(7: Uedun)

Babylon 
(10: Baby

lon)

Babylon Babylon Babylon

Uruk
(10: Erech)

Uruk Uruk Uruk

Akkad 
[10: Akkad)

Akkad Akkad Akkad

Shankhara 
(10: Sliinar)

Ashur/ 
Assyria (11)

Ashur/As syria Ashur/Assyria Ashur/
Assyria

(Nineveh) Nineveh (11) Nineveh Nineveh
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(Kalhu) (Kalhu) Kalhu 
(11: Calah)

Kalhu
(Calah)

Cains h (10) 
Relioboth Ir

(n)

Resen (12)

Libu
(13: Lehabim)

Libu Lydia 
(13: Lud)

Anam {13) 
Casluhim

(13)

*Naphtuhim
(13)

‘Fathrus (14)

Philistines (14) Philistines

Kaptara 
(14: Caphtor)

Kaptara

Sidon (15) Sidon

Hittites (15) Hittites

Amurru 
(16: Amorites)

Amurru

Girgish 
(16: Girgash)

Jebus (IS) 
Hjvites (17)

Irqata
(17: Arkites)

Irqata Irqata

Siyannu 
(17: Sinites)

Arvad (18) Arvad

Sumur
(18: Zemarites)

Sumur

Hamath (18) Hamath Hamath Hamath

Gaza (19) Gaza

Gerar (19) 
Sodom- 

Lash a (19)
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C. Shem (Gen. 10:11-31)

3rd Millen
nium

Early 2nd 
Millennium

Late 2nd 
Millennium

Early 1st 
Millennium

Later in 1st 
Millennium

Zero
(= no date)

Elam (22) Elam Elam Elam

Ashur/ 
Assyria (22)

Ashur/
Assyria

Ashur/
Assyria

Ashur/
Assyria

Lydia 
(22: Lud)

Lytlia/I.utl Lud/Lydia 
Arphaxad 

(22) Uz, Huh 
G ether, 

Meshech (23)

(?Aram) (?Arani) Aram (22*23) Aram

Sliefah, fiber 
(24 15}

Pdeg, Joktan
(25-26)

Jerah (26) Hadramaui 
(26: Hazer 

maveth)

Almodad, 
Sheleph (26)

Hadoram-
Abimael
(26-28) 

Jobab (29)

Saba
(28: Sheba)

Hawlan 
(29: Havilah)

Ophir
(29; Ophir)

Mesha, 
Sephar (30)
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In sum, we may run A head count, remembering that our data will remain in
complete.

For the third millennium we have eleven names for sure that go on into 
later periods, plus Tidnum (not certainly Dedan), and very early “Arams,” dis
puted.

For the early second millennium we have seventeen names, plus (again) 
Ditanu (not certainly Dedan), and an early “Aram,” disputed.

For the late second millennium we have thirty-five names, strictly thirty- 
four because Ashur occurs twice (under Ham and Shem). Two names are 
asterisked, because the forms agree with the date given but are not yet attested 
in original inscriptions.

For the early first millennium we have thirty-seven names, strictly thirty- 
five because two (Ashur, Sheba) occur twice (under Ham and Shem).

Later in the first millennium (e,g„ 600/500 or so), several names continue 
in use; only two names, of uncertain attestation (Sabta/Sabteca), may genuinely 
only be attested this late and may be older, so tar as we know (and we know very 
little, in these two cases!).

That leaves the column “Zero = no date." As they are not attested at all for 
certain in the external sources, these thirty-nine names are of no chronological 
significance for the present. Hivites are sometimes considered to be a variant of 
Horites, who may be Hurrians; if so, then they would have to be added to the 
second-millennium columns. Gerar, if locatable at Tel Haror, would count for 
the early second-millennium to'-first millennium columns ardiaeologically 
but not yet textually. Use of parentheses around some names with no question 
marks indicates that they are archaeologically attested in the periods concerned 
but not yet textually.

Back to Methuselah — and Well Beyond

(i) Dates and Places (in General)

Admitting that what we have is a “minimizing” set of date lines, we may at least 
set out a correspondingly minimum profile forthe literary history of the Table 
of Nations, as follows (using only date line columns).

0. Precursors. Already we have various places “in place” during the third mil
lennium, and thus well established before any feasible date for our docu
ment.

1. Phase I. From the early second millennium we have seventeen names that 
form a nucleus, especially under Ham, much less (so far) for Japhet or for 
Shem (not yet as prominent as was the case later on).
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2. Phase II. From the later second millennium, by about the thirteenth cen
tury, we have double the nomenclature (thirty-four basic names), bring
ing it dose to its final extent. Under each “family head” some “younger 
sons” have been added in, so to speak, updating each group.

3, Phase III. Here we again have thirty-four items, but in this period not an 
identical set, because some older names did not continue and various 
new names come in (“grandsons,” so to speak, in family terms). This situ
ation would suggest a second update in the first millennium, whether just 
once about the seventh century or in two subphases (Ilia, Illb) in the 
tenth and seventh centuries respectively. It is premature to choose dog
matically, given the limits of our existing sources. This result, based en
tirely on correlations with objective, external data, be it noted, runs re
markably in parallel with the probable literary “history” of the 
patriarchal narratives: original traditions, early second millennium, up
dated in late second, and finalized in the first.

(ii) A Broad Overview of the Geography

Here we do a strictly “flying tour,” simply for orientation. The details are con
signed to the footnotes below.

(a) Jitphet

From a Levantine (and even Egyptian) point ofview, the groups and places under 
Japhet are entirely northern, in location or origin — northeast, north, northwest 
— in Anatolia/nortbwestern Iran, and the Aegean/eastern Mediterranean (and 
beyond). Yawan covered the Greeks (Mycenaeans onward),16 while Tubal17 and 
Togarmah!S were Anatolian places. Into that region came the Meshech (Mushki, 
Phrygians),® Gomer (Cimmerians),70 Ashkenaz (Scythians),21 plus the Madai, 
Medes in Iran.22 Turning west again, Elishah23 and Kittim24 are most likely parts 
of Cyprus (Alasia, a kingdom; Kitioii, a town whose name found wider use). Tiras 
maybe the Tursha of the thirteenth/twelfth-century Sea Peoples, and eventually 
linked with the (E)truscans who ended up in Italy.25

(b) Hatu

This is by far the longest series. The basic coverage is northeast Africa, Arabia/ 
Levant, and Mesopotamia, with outliers to the north and east. Thus Cush A is
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modern Nubia, the Nile Valley and its deserts south from the First Cataract, 
into north Sudan, and to the Red Sea west coast. By transference, Cush C 
(linked with Arabia) may represent the dose links that existed in early antiquity 
across the Red Sea between Arabia and Africa, and still very visible today in the 
Tihamah coastal strip of west Arabia. Cush 13 is in western Iran, and may be 
represented by the Kashshu, Kassites, who gave a 500-year-long dynasty to 
Babylonia during the second half of the second millennium.26 Mizraim, of 
course, is Egypt, including the northern Delta (Naphtuhim) and south valley 
(Pathros); she is still Misr today, in Arabic.27 Lehabim and Put28 in east Libya 
are just to her west.

Going north into the Levant, Canaan is a major entity,but is a very differ
ent one from that to be seen in the Egyptian imperial sources of the late second 
millennium and in Joshua (= west Palestine, across to Gilead/Bashan and north 
to Tyre). This is an older “Canaan,” embracing the cities of the Mediterranean 
coast from Sidon up via Sumur (Zemarites) and Irqata (Arkites) to Arvad and 
Siyannu (Smites) near Ugarit, plus Hamath inland on the river Orontes, and 
reaching down to Jebus (Jerusalem).39 Verses 18-19 look upon the Canaanite 
Southmost reach to Gaza and Gerar and the south end of the Dead Sea as later 
than the early phase. After the disappearance of Egypt’s regime, and the passing 
impact of the Sea Peoples, the Phoenicians entered a new phase of maritime 
prosperity along the ancestral Canaanite strip, but not including any inland 
zones; Hamath became "Neo-Hittite” and Aramean (Arameans replacing 
Amurru/Amorites).

Going farther west, Caphtor is the Kaptara of cuneiform sources, Egyp
tian Keft(j)u, and is over in Crete, as the evidence of Egyptian tomb scenes 
(Minoans and Mycenaeans) shows dearly. From over the Mediterranean 
came the Philistines. Girgashites and “Hittites” come from the north, but in 
unclear roles here. It is in the east that we need finally look: Mesopotamia ap
pears under its “western” name, Shinar, and here has with it such famous 
places and regions as Babylon, Akkad, Erech (Uruk), and Assyria with 
Nineveh and Calah.

Going south, we enter mysterious Arabia, Haviiah covers west and north 
Arabia, probably broadly from Hawlan to the edges of Midian, Edom, and Si
nai.30 Raamah is commonly taken to be Ragmatu (the later Najran, north of 
Main and Sheba).31 Dedan was a kingdom based on A!-Ula oasis in northwest 
Arabia, mentioned by Assyria and in Old Arabian texts.33 Sheba is the famous 
kingdom in ancient Yemen, based on Marib, from at least circa 1100 onward.33 
Seba may be an outlier of Sheba, in East Africa (not certain),34 while Sabta may 
be Shabwa(t), capital of Hadramaut (cf. below).35 Sabteca may be in the same
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(c) Shem

It is notable that several names found under Ham recur under Shem. This may 
be the way ancient writers could indicate that some regions and communities 
were “stratified” linguistically, culturally, and perhaps racially— new groups 
had overlain old, and another language had replaced a previously used one. 
Thus, in Mesopotamia, the non-Semitic Sumerians had probably replaced still 
older peoples in the fifth or fourth millennium (at latest), and by the early sec
ond millennium they and their language were absorbed and replaced by the 
Semitic-speaking Akkadians (the later Babylonians and Assyrians). Assyria in 
both lists would certainly reflect such changes, probably in the third millen
nium.37 Elam (in west-southwest [ran) was linguistically non-Semitic through
out, but was heavily influenced by, and involved with, her Mesopotamia^ 
neighbors at all periods.

Again we visit Arabia. Hazarmaveth is ancient H ad ram an t, the kingdom 
east of Sheba and Qataban that held the famous incense-growing lands of 
Dhofar.34 Havilah was west and north Arabia; c£ Ham above. Ophir was most 
likely the south end of Havilah, in gold-producing western Arabia.39 Saba is 
Sheba; cf. above. Other, more obscure names probably belong here too.

Going back north to center stage, Aram is the Arameans attested from the 
fourteenth century, and possibly earlier in the area of the west bend of the Eu
phrates, then later in Syria west and south of there.40 Lud, as under Ham, may 
be Anatolian, Lydia.4'

Thus, in the late second and early first millennia alike, the earliest Hebrew 
geographers had a wide range of places and peoples in their tradition, and of 
which they had gained knowledge. What is interesting, also, are the omissions. 
For example, none of the later Ammon, Moab, or Edom got included, nor 
Midian nor Amalek; nor their predecessors, such as Shutu (“Sheth”) for Moab 
or Kushu (Kushan) for Edom. Hostility might explain the former omissions, 
but not the latter. There is another factor that may have played a part — but we 
cannot prove the point, in the absence of theoretical early recensions (early/late 
second millennium).That is of the updating of piace/group names by substitu
tion, Dan tacitly replaced Laish in Gen. 14:14, for example. So, did Lud (Lydia) 
similarly replace such as Luku (Lycia) and Arzawa? And so on? This we will al
most certainly never know. If so, then the final major phase of composition 
would have been the late second millennium, with mainly supplementary 
changes and some additions in the first.

4.^8
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4. GENEALOGICAL “PRE/PROTO HISTORY”

We have looked at the basic framework of Gen. 1—11 and its congruence with the 
literary vogue for such works in the early second millennium, neither earlier nor 
later (so far). For a writer or just Johnny Citizen in the sunny summer of the 
1900s 13,c., the famous flood seemed a very long time away, with those who pre
ceded it, and the creation, aeons away further back in time. In the nineteenth 
century h.c., “modern” people (for so they would have considered themselves!) 
frequenting the busy bazaars or writing their tablets or scrolls knew already that 
their world was old, very old. The royal traditions of Egypt in the Twelfth Dy
nasty then boasted a roster of rulers going back for as many as too reigns, back to 
Menes, uniter of the kingdom, and to shadowy kings of separate north and 
south lines earlier still, and an age of heroes or blessed spirits and of the rule of 
the gods themselves forages before that. Yes, Egypt was already very ancient! The 
same was true in Mesopotamia. A scribe under (say) Hammurabi could count 
back through his king lists on day, through 50 kings to the accession of Sargon of 
Akkad, and in fact, 71 kings if one included the despised Gutians. The older 
Sumerian dynasties (even though different lines of city rulers were often con
temporaries) counted at least 84 more kings back to the flood, giving 155 rulers 
back to that event; then 8 or more distant kings back from the flood to the start 
of kingship (and this, perhaps as part of creation). So Sumer and Akkad too were 
very ancient in (say) 1800 or 1700. And they were proud of it. Then and later, the 
second-millennium scribal author of the Epic ofGilgamesh could exclaim of his 
third-millennium hero, “He built the rampart of Urtik; . . . climb the wall of 
Uruk, walk around on it, inspect its foundations, examine the brickwork — see, 
is it not of kiln-fired bricks, did not the Seven sages (of old) lay its foundations?” 
So the ancients could and did use series of reigns, divine then human, to mea
sure off “official” time through the ages. They were very conscious of a long past, 
and often proud of its great moments too.

Invented before any meddling sociological anthropologist ever showed 
up, this “long duree" perspective was not unique to Egypt and Mesopotamia. 
The Hittites acted similarly, with a historical sequence in their royal offering 
lists, record of pre-Hittite kings (e.g„ Anittas, Amim-hirbe), and tales of the 
days of the gods. In the Levant itself, the king list of Ugarit likewise measured 
off time in principle through its thirty or more named kings in succession, with 
traditions going even further back to the assembly of Ditanu and the like. And 
finally for the Hebrews, as we have seen, their antiquity also was traced far back 
before Terah and Abraham, also to the flood (as in Mesopotamia, whence they 
had come to Canaan), and then before it to the creation — all in highly com
pact form. Where Egypt, Mesopotamia Hatti, or Ugarit had kings, the Hebrews
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had genealogies. And in the early second millennium the West Semitic 
{“Amorite”) lines of rulers of the dynasties of Hammurabi of Babylon and 
Shamshi-Adad I of Assyria also resorted to genealogies to trace their line far 
back before the days of their kingship.

A. LOOKING AT THE LINK LINES IN GENESIS 1-11

(i) The Genealogies Themselves

In Gen. 4 we have a sequence from an individual “Adam” (not just “Man” in 
general) through his eldest son Cain (Qayin). From Adam to Lantech Ps off
spring inclusive runs to eight generations, but is followed no further. In the 
other succession, through Adam’s younger son Seth (Gen. 5), we have an inde
pendent and parallel line from Adam to Noah inclusive of ten generations (the 
latter’s sons being an eleventh). Then, after the flood, and leaving aside the Ta
ble of Nations and tower of Babel, a third succession runs from Noah’s son 
Shem down to Terali and Abraham inclusive (Gen. 11:10-26), thus for nine/ten 
generations. Thus the “count” clusters around the eight-, nine-, ten-generation 
mark.

Within Hebrew and related tradition, such “official” father-to-son se
quences can represent the actual facts of life, or they can be a condensation 
from an originally longer series of generations.

Thus, inside the book of Genesis itself, we have a note of “the children 
born to Jacob by Zilpah” (46:16-18) which actually includes not only Sons (Gad, 
Asher) but grandsons (Ziphion, Haggi, Beriah, etc.) and great-grandsons 
(Heber, Malchiel). And likewise “the sons that Leah bore to Jacob” (46:12, 25), 
with sons (e.g., )udah), grandsons (e.g., Perez), and also great-grandsons 
(Hezron and Hamul). Thus, within Genesis “sons” can include grandsons and 
great-grandsons, and is not always literal sons, in the early Roman period the 
Jewish-Greek Gospel of Matthew used both of the conventions observed so far:
(i) a limited, representative number of generations (for him, 14 +- 14 + 14), and
(ii) telescoped sonship to cover son, grandson, great-grandson, and great- 
great-grandson (Matt. 1:1-17). His “iehoram fathered Uzziah” (1:8) is shorthand 
for Jehoram fathered (Ahaziah [2 Kings 8:25], who fathered [cash [11:2], who fa
thered Amaziah [14:1], who fathered [14:21]) Uzziah. Such an author would 
have known his Hebrew Bible perfectly well, as would his Jewish contemporar
ies; but this abregi?suited his needs. And so, dearly in Gen. 46. And so, perfectly 
possibly elsewhere too. Thus, in the formal, representative genealogies of Gen. 
4, 5,11, “A fathered B” can be literal; or it may equally stand for “A fathered [P,
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who fathered Q, who fathered R, who fathered S, who fathered T, who fa
thered .. .] B.” Or in short tor “A fathered (the line culminating in) B.” So no 
exception can legitimately be taken to this view.

Returning to Gen. 1—11, we see the narratives in some cases presupposing 
immediate fatherhood. See, for example, the wording of Adam-Seth-Enosh in 
Gen. 4:25-26. But in most cases, one may in principle as easily read the recur
rent formulae “A fathered B, and after fathering B lived x years” as "A fathered 
(the line culminating in) B, and after fathering (the line culminating in) B, lived 
3; years.” Thus we can neither date the flood before Abraham nor the creation 
before Noah merely by counting the Genesis figures continuously as did the 
worthy Archbishop Ussher in the carefree days when no evidence from outside 
the Bible was even imagined, still less thought about or seen. And in the context 
of that external data, any such literalism fails. If Abraham be set at roughly 2000
13.c., then on those figures the flood would have come in about 2500. But that is 
about the time of Sargon of Akkad; having been rescued from a river at birth, 
he would not have been amused by a flood. Worse, his time looked back up to 
400 years back to Gilgamesh (ca. 2700), for whom in turn in tradition the flood 
was even more ancient still! So an Ussherite solution is ruled out; the methods 
of antiquity apply. The date of the flood remains fluid, one might say! As for the 
date of the creation, why waste time number-crunching when Gen. i:r says it 
all: “In the beginning ...” — which ts soon enough.

Back to Methuselah — and Well Beyond

(ii) Data from the Neighbors

These phenomena are not peculiar to Gen. i-n. As we noted, the Sumerian king 
list has a set of eight kings before the flood (reigning from five different cities), 
and a long series of (partly contemporary) dynasties after the flood and before 
Sargon's empire of Akkad.43 Here Hallo would distinguish three sets of eight 
generations prior to Sargon’s unifying regime.43 What is noteworthy is the par
allel existence of a “main line” and a “skilled” (or technocrat) line in both earli
est Mesopotamia and earliest Genesis, in the preflood era. In a tradition also 
continued in some later epochs, the Mesopotamian sources have a series of the 
seven sages or counselors alongside the eight prediluvian kings. In Gen. 4 we 
have, alongside Adam’s chosen line through Seth (ten generations), the inven
tive line (eight generations) of Cain. Here we have Cain the city builder; labal 
the pastoralist; lubal the music pioneer; and TubaTCain the metalsmith. Thus, 
each in their own way, the Mesopotamian and Hebrew traditions express the 
ancient concept of a representative generation count in parallel lines of descent. 
Cf. table 36 on page 442.
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Table 36. Twin Representative Sequences, Creation to the Flood

Sumer Genesis

Kings Sages Main Line Skill Men

Creation [Creation] Creation Creation

1. Alulim (at Eridu) i* Adapa, "Oannes” i. Adam 1, Adam

2. Alaigar (Eridu) 2, Uanduga 2. Seth i. Cain

3. Enmenluanna 
(Bad-Tibira)

3. Enmedtiga 3. Enosh 3. Enoch I

Enmengalanna 4. Enmegalaamma Kenan 4, Irad

5. Dumuzi 5. An Bn IK da 5. Mahalalel 5. Mehujael

6. Enmenduranki 
(Sippar)

6. Utu abzu 6. Jared 6. Methushael

7* Ensipazianna 
(Larak)

7. Enmebuluga 7. Enoch 11 7. Lamech I

8. Ubartutu/Ziusudra 
(Shuruppak)

8. Methuselah

9. Lamech 11

10. Noah

8, Jabal, Jubal & co.

Flood Flood i:kwd Flood

(iii) Other Related Aspects

First of all, biblical scholars have sometimes succumbed to the temptation to 
treat the two genealogies of Gen. 4 and 5 as merely variants of one single line. 
This is clearly a mistake; twin lines, one "main,” one of skills, are a hallmark of 
this particular early “primeval period” tradition. And superficially similar 
names are not doublets, neither are repeated names. The linguistic content of 
such pseudopairs as Enoch and Enosh, or Mahalalel and Mehujael, or Irad and 
Jared, or Methushael and Methuselah absolutely forbids confusing the names 
concerned. Clearly, different names could be coined in similar formats with dif
ferent root elements all over the biblical world at all periods. And repetition of 
names is so all-pervadingly commonplace as to be banal. Analogous phenom
ena occur in the Sumerian lists cited. Three kings have Enmen-type names, and 
three sages have Enme-type names, not identical roots or meanings, in varying 
generations, and two share the terminal element -duga. No competent 
Sumerologist would dream of confusing these different names, which use vary
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ing elements within similar syntactical constructions. And neither should 
biblicists allow themselves to be seduced into such errors with this kind of ar
chaic material in Hebrew.

Second, we find the inclusion of “notes in passing” in Gen. 4, 5, and 10. 
These are not extraneous, later-added intrusions, as old-style dogma would 
sometimes insist. This is a regular practice in such lists and compositions. The 
Sumerian king list exhibits a series of examples of the same sort ofthing, as part 
of its overall format. We find such notes with Etana, Enmebaragisi, 
Meskiaggasher, and Gilgamesh. Lugalbanda is called a shepherd, another (be
fore Melam-annak) is a smith, and even a barmaid ruled (Ku-baba). And so on.

Back to Methuselah — and Well Beyond

B. HOPELESSLY OUTNUMBERED — 
THE 43,000-YEAR QUESTION

(i) Some Biblical and Allied Details

No reader of Gen. 1—11 could possibly miss noticing the very long lives attrib
uted to Abraham’s ancestors before and after the flood, down to Tenth his fa
ther. Most famous, of course, is the “daddy” of them all, Methuselah, at 969 
years (>27). But when compared with the pretensions of archaic Sumerian roy
alty, Methuselah would, not rate as even a spring chicken — more just a gleam 
in the eye! The Sumerian “Methuselah” was the second king of Bad-Tibira, 
Enmenluanna, who reigned a fabulous 43,200 years in the Sumerian king list. 
Close runners-up were Alalgar (36,000 years), Atulim (28,800 years), and his 
own successor Enmengalanna (ditto), and that healthy shepherd Dumuzi at 
36,000 years.44 After the flood, numbers are not so high. Two kings reigned a 
more modest 1,200 and 1,560 years, while others sank to the <300-to-6oo-year 
category or even less. This phenomenon after the flood is true also in Gen. 1-11; 
after Noah and Shem (old stock), figures for their successors soon sank from 
about 500 to 200 years and less.

Also, before the flood, people seemingly lived a long time before having 
offspring, as well as afterward. But after the flood (and Shem), people became 
quicker off the mark at having a family from quite young years, almost like us 
(at 35, 30, 34, 30,32,30, 29, from Arpachsad to Nahor 1); only tough old Terah 
left things a bit late till he was 70, they say.

Where do such figures come from, in either tradition, with their distinc
tive and shared characteristics? Naturally such questions are not easily an
swered. This long-life trend is also shared with Egypt in her predynastic (= pre
historic) tradition, before the pharaohs ruled from Menes onward — witness
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the figures given for the reigns of gods, demigods, etc., in Manetho and in the 
Turin Canon a thousand years before him.45 External evidence from burials of 
all periods all over the biblical world and beyond would indicate that most peo
ple died in their sixties or seventies at the latest (and most often, much youn
ger). What was going on?

(ii) Accounting for Pre- and Protohistory, Then and Now

The question just asked has been quite a poser for a long time now. Nor is a full, 
definitive, factual answer possible. Some factors, however, may help us along 
the way in investigating so intriguing and curious a question. By 2000 b.c. (and 
even before) people knew that their world was already old, as already men
tioned, and they sought to render account of what we now would call prehis
tory (no written records) and protohistory (oral tradition and beginnings of a 
written record) using what resources they possessed.

By contrast with their position (and everyone else’s until about 250 years 
ago), we now have different tools to do the same job. Taking its cue from geol
ogy, using the sequences of successive rock strata to denote the passing of very 
early time, archaeology has developed analogous techniques. When buildings 
fell or were demolished to build anew, especially in mud brick, the people who 
did it left successive layers as witness to their ongoing occupation on through 
time. If excavated layers could be correlated with inscriptions, historical dates 
could be assigned to them. Study of the changing fashions in material goods 
and their technologies led to the setting up of a sequence of “epochs,” on a 
scheme of the use of stone (Paleolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic), of stone and 
some copper (Chalcolithic), then of copper and bronze (Bronze ages, often 
subdivided into Early, Middle, and Late), then an Iron Age, usually correctable 
with historical periods either locally or further away. Naturally, this is a terribly 
broad sketch, and alternative designations exist in some areas; and the names 
do not fit the cultural sequences in all cases. In this past half-century, science- 
based methods have given us further methods of “absolute” dating: carbon 14 
determinations, dendrochronology (counting tree rings), and the like. So, when 
we are able to benefit from dose and accurate observations in all these modes 
of investigation, we are privileged indeed to be able to decipher the saga of hu
manity’s career on this planet on a scale and with such detail that could not 
have been dreamed of in any earlier age. We take it all too much for granted, al
ready, and ought to be much more grateful for it than we are!

The ancients had no such sophisticated tools; after all, they were pioneers 
just in establishing viable and increasingly acceptable modes of living life itself!
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So, to cover vast epochs, they used their one real resource: the human life span, 
and the ongoing succession of life spans, reaching as far back as anyone could 
know. The flood was a long time back, and they had some record of a good 
number of kings or ancestors reaching back in that direction, but probably (it 
seemed) not enough. Before the flood, their existing tradition back toward the 
still longer-distant creation was (if anything) shorter and still less adequate to 
cope. Thus the truly vast, aeonlike reigns of the mere eight kings of preflood, 
postcreation Sumer had a job to do: to fill that great conceptual gap. The awe
some generations of Noah’s pretlood ancestors served in a similar role. And in 
Egypt the concept found a parallel answer too (but not linked with a flood). 
However, figures had to be produced, and were.

( i i i )  Going for the Jackpot

But whence came these figures? Pure whimsy from arbitrary invention is an ob
vious and easy answer that will appeal to many; and of course, it might be cor
rect. However, modern scholars have occasionally been tempted to go a little 
deeper than that. And there are a few factual dues that may justify our doing 
the same. But BEWARNED! We are now entering a zone of speculation, far less 
solidly factual than anything you have read so far (but not for too long). If we 
turn to the Sumerian King List, at column iv:40,45-46, there are curious entries 
for reigns, described by its editor Jacobsen as marked by glosses: "6 x 60” writ
ten in twice, for 6 or 6 + x years, for the king and dynasty of Hamazi.46 For this 
mode of expression, one should also compare the same format applied in the 
text at iv:45-(46), for the reign of the first king of Uruk, as “ 1  X 60 years,” (gloss) 
“2 x 60 years,” and finally "7 years.” In other words, a scribe could conceive of 
ancient “heroic” kings as having reigns in which 60 times a figure could provide 
“heroically” long reigns to fit their status and cover time. The Mesopotamian 
mode of reckoning was sexagesimal; i.e., it operated with tens and sixties 
(much as we are decimal, using a base of tens). That was in about 2000; but 
such a concept was still alive and well in the third century B.c. in Babylonia. 
Drawing upon documents such as our king list, Berossus of Babylon “wrote in 
terms of saroi and neroi and sossoi.”These are stated to be of 3,600,600, and 36 
years respectively. The first term is recognized as the Sumerian sar, for “3,600” 
when used as a numeral. The others are not determined yet in cuneiform. The 
ensuing primordial king list lists reigns as of so many saroi — of 3, or 13, or 18 or 
10 or 8, etc., saroi, respectively.47 In short, these look like “real” (or realistic) 
reigns that have been drastically bumped up through multiplying them by 
3,600, to give heroically long reigns for the period betweeen creation and flood.
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That process can perhaps be reversed. Our scribes in 2000 B.C., faced with 
tew kings and long periods, may have bumped up the numbers by using 
sexagesimal multipliers. So, at Hamazi and Uruk, reversing the process, we 
might take the 36,000 years of Alalgar or of Du muz i and divide it by the factor 
10 x 60 (600), which would give them each a reign of 60 years. Applied to 
Alulim’s (and others’) 28,800 years, he (and they) would have reigned 48 years; 
then Emnenduranna of Sippar at 21,000 years would have reigned 35 years. The 
mighty Enmenluanna at 43,200 years (the local Methuselah) would come out at 
72 years — high but not impossible, even if it left Ramesses 11 (66 years) and 
Queen Victoria (64 years) just slightly jealous — but more modest than the 94 
years of Pepi 11, often granted. The more modest Ubartutu at 18,600 years co
mes out at 31 years, eminently reasonable. The principal works for all the 
preflood rulers, and no awkward fractions, etc., are left over. After the flood, 
reigns are still high, until suddenly Gilgamesh’s son Ur-nungal (no longer he
roic?) reigns only 30 years, and all his successors are modest too, except in Kish 
(a special center of Sumerian kingship). Most of the “heroic” postflood kings 
may thus have been upped by only 60 years (not by 60 X 10). Thus Lugal- 
banda’s 1,200 years would then have been 20 years, and Enmebaragisi s 900 
years would have been 15 years. Those with 200 years down to 100 years may 
have had a factor of only 10 x years; but that is a baseless guess for now.

So much for Sumer. What about Gen. 1—11? There was no sexagesimal sys
tem in Hebrew usage, and we are dealing with parents and children (direct or 
indirect), not reigns. The genealogies in Gen. 5 and 11 differ in the time of life at 
which children are born to the principal members: after long spans in the 
preflood one, and virtually normal after the flood. Therefore, as no single for
mula will apply to both lots, any more than to the preflood and postflood kings 
in Sumer, let us look at each group separately. Is there a “differential factor” as 
in Sumer? Overall, in Gen. 5, dividing the biblical number by five produces via
ble results for the age of the protopatriarchs at the birth of a firstborn from 
Adam to Lamech, running from 26 (for Adam) down to 16 for Kenan and 13 for 
Enoch; up to 37+ and 36+ for Methuselah and Lamech. But it gives a consis
tently high average at death of 180/190 years (except Enoch, who was “trans
lated” at 73), not unlike the later patriarchs from Abraham to Jacob. The large 
postbirth figures might refer to the supposed life span of the clan, not just the 
men themselves, if one wished to pursue such paths. Only dear old Noah (hav
ing his firstborn at 500 = 100; living, even as “dan," to 950 = 190 years) is the 
odd man out, In the case of Gen. u, the dates for having children are very nor
mal, as noted above. It may be that the long “afterlife" figures covered the re
maining life span (i) of the man himself (as is stated), (ii) of his immediate 
family, bearing his name, and (iii) of the clan (under his name, like tribes from
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the iater sons of Jacob), until absorbed into other configurations. Here is a case 
of “corporate personality,” once popular in biblical studies (to the point of ex
aggeration) but much more modestly employed these days (and rightly so). But 
all this is, and will doubtless remain, pure speculation, and as such it should be 
treated — with all due reserve, but offered as a stimulus to further thought.

5. IN SUMMING UP

Now, for our last documentary chapter, we may sum up as follows.
1. Gen. 1-11 is a very characteristic literary composition, on the schema 

“creation ,. .timespan ... crisis (flood),.. timespan .,, (moderntimes).”Gen. 
1-11 shares this particular schema with a small group of related compositions in 
early Mesopotamia (whence the Hebrew patriarchs came), all of which were of 
a type in vogue in the early second millennium n.c„ and (in creative terms) 
seemingly only then. Later generations might recopy such works (even to 
Berossus’s time), but nobody composed them afresh anymore after about ljoo.

2. Gen. 1-11 is the Hebrew answer on how to present “prehistory) 
protohistory" before the time of their first folly “historical” people, the patri
archs Abraham to facob. Again, the approach they adopted was common to 
their neighbors, using the same basic tools and concepts of that time: the suc
cession of human generations, and how to span them. Mesopotamia chose to 
expand "heroically” the too-few reigns available. The Hebrew genealogies be
came telescoped through time, keeping a representative number, with passible 
man/clan figures spread along the now invisible intervals of the longer lines.

3. The flood was part of protohistory; so was the location of the Garden 
of Eden, with its long-lost (and long-remembered) river Pishon.

4. The Table of Nations with early roots had its first form in the early sec
ond millennium, its full form in the late second, and was finally updated in the 
early first (a text history like that of the patriarchal narratives). From creation 
to ancestry of their first fully historic forebears, Gen. 1-11 was in functional 
terms one of a set of early “world prehistories” (when there was no modern ar
chaeology or natural science methods), serving early Israel in that capacity.
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CHAPTER 10

Last Things Last — a Few Conclusions

i. THE HEBREW BIBLE — WHAT CONTEXT?

In this closing chapter we must now review the overall picture so tar as our ob
served tacts go, and set out two lots of phenomena side by side: namely, what 
emerges directly from the ancient Near Eastern past (texts, artifacts, Hebrew 
writings), and the loud claims of “prophets" new and old.

First we need to turn to representative pronouncements of minimalist 
writers and compare these with the emergent facts of the case. Are the constitu
ent writings in the Hebrew Bible exclusively the product of a group of Jewish 
literary romantics of the fourth-third centuries B.c., and thus truly a late Perso- 
Hellenistic product? Or do the vast, millenmally long tapestry and the fact- 
determined grid lines of Near Eastern civilization show dearly otherwise? Or, 
just conceivably, do they demonstrate nothing at all?

Second, it has to be understood that our present-day minimalists are not a 
sudden, new phenomenon without precedent. It all began a long time ago, and 
the present efflorescence is merely a development of some 150/200 years that 
has in a way come to a head, but simply more scathing of others and more ex
treme in its views than were its precursors.

In archaeology in the Levant, we have, for example, Early, Middle, and 
Late Bronze Ages; in Egypt, the Old, Middle, and New Kingdoms; in Mesopota
mia, Old, Middle, and Neo-Babylonian (and Assyrian) periods. And so, like
wise, we have early (1800-1890), middle (1970s), and late minimalists (1990s). 
The last-named group are simply the latest phase of their kind.

Third, to see a proper perspective and really find out "where it all went 
wrong,” we therefore should (however briefly and compactly) turn the spotlight 
on all three phases, old, middle, and new. How do any of them measure up to
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today’s fa ctual/p radical state of knowledge? [f at all. Finally, the time has surely 
come not merely to draw up a balance sheet on the lot, but more positively to 
propose a genuinely radical approach, a proper paradigm shift, and clearing of 
a broad, free space in which we may all go forward to better things, to present 
the vast and splendid panorama of Near Eastern antiquity through the millen
nia {the biblical data included) for the enjoyment and benefit of all.1

2. LATE-PERIOD MINIMALISM

Here, as throughout this book — in good archaeological fashion — we begin 
with the latest period or “stratum”and work our way back through time. So the 
“late” guys first, then the middle, and finally the “ancestors.”

A. SOME T. L. THOMPSON (TLT) DICTA,
AND COMMENTS THERETO

The sampling has to be brief, but it will be carefully verbatim; to each group of 
citations, fact-based comment will be added.*

(i) Early Biblical Periods: Quotes and Notes 

TLT-i

From TLT’s Early History: “Not even the pentateuch’s . . . story . . . |ofj . . . 
Bezalel’s construction of the ark and tent of meeting can, with any reasonable 
security, be related to any alleged historical matrices by making them 
retrojectians of presumably reliable depictions of cultic innovations under
taken by the Jeroboam and Solomon of 2 Kings. The accounts of 2 Kings are 
also stories not history” (387-88).

TLT here (i) makes a gratuitous assumption that the tabernacle and its 
ark were “retrojections” (at best) from usages under Solomon and Jeroboam I, 
which is a typical nineteenth-century judgment, and (ii) assumes that the latter 
usages were also fiction; ergo, both the tabernacle and the supposedly tenth- 
century cuit(s) were inventions from very much later. In so doing he ignores the 
whole of the comparative data that show clearly that the tabernacle was a prod
uct of Egyptian technology from the overall period 3000 to 1000 e.c. (plus Se
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mitic analogues, 1900-1100), and would be unable to account for such facts. De
nial of Solomon and Jeroboam I, of course, is itself an assumption without a 
particle of tangible data to support it. Contrast the religious edifice excavated 
by Biran at Dan (chap, 9, above).

7T T -2

From Early History: “(T|o begin the origins of biblical Israel with Merenptah 
... on the grounds that we have extra-biblical rather than biblical attestation is 
willful. These texts are, mirahile dictu, even less relevant than the biblical tradi
tions, if only because of the logical imperative that requires us to establish an 
association of them with the Israel of tradition. With the ‘Israel’ stele, we have 
only a name in a historical context in which the shifting signification of re
gional and gentilic toponymy over centuries is a commonplace” (404).

To which we must reply, it is “willful” not to link the Merenptah occur
rence of Israel with the early history of biblical Israel. In fact, it is simply willful 
evasion of very clear evidence. Egyptian mentions of Damascus (Trnsq) repre
sent Damascus, the known place. And so, identically with Egyptian mentions of 
(e.g.) Ugarit, Tyre, Sidon, Byblos, Babylon, Hatti, Qadesh-on-Orontes, Carche- 
mish, Aleppo, and scores more places outside Palestine, none of them being 
subject to any imaginary “shifting signification” or regional “dislocation,” the 
same is true inside west and east Palestine, be it settlements or districts. The 
Megiddo, Taanach, Shunem, Beth-Shan, Dothan, Pella, Gaza, Beth-Horon, 
Gibeon, Arad, etc., are those of the Hebrew Bible, and in the same locations. 
The same is true of Moab, Seir/Edom, and Pa-’Emeq (“the Valley” par excel
lence) or the plain of Jezreel. Nothing much moved here. Or at Gezer and 
Ascalon on Merenptah’s stela. Thus there is no factual reason whatsoever to 
doubt its citation of Israel as a neighbor of Gezer and Ascalon, Up in the hills 
west of Palestine’s coastal plain — that is where Merenptah’s Israel was, that is 
where Israel (and later, Judah + Israel) was for the rest of its traditional history 
until the deportations by Assyria in 721/720 and Babylon in 605-586. And to 
which the Judean survivors returned 539 and following. Not much evidence for 
“dislocation” here! “Shifting signification”? Only in normal historical terms, as 
the nonbiblicaland biblical sources together indicate. The Israel of Merenptah’s 
stela was, by its perfectly clear determinative, a people (= tribal) grouping, not a 
territory or city-state; rare statements to the contrary are perverse nonsense, es
pecially given the very high level of scribal accuracy shown by this particular 
monument.3 What was a tribal grouping in 1209 had 200 years thereafter to 
grow into a simple kingdom, then briefly hold overlordship beyond itself, be
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fore collapsing into two rump kingdoms eventually attested repeatedly by ex
ternal sources (cf. data in chap, i above).

(ii) The United Monarchy 

717-3

From The Mythic Past/The Bible in History:

The second part of the name [by!-dwd] in the Tel Dan inscription is dwd. 
This is certainly the way the name of the biblical hero David would be 
spelled in early Hebrew writing. However, “David” is very unusual as a 
name. ... It also occurs as the epithet for a deity (dwd/dwdh) in at least one 
other eighth-century inscription, the famous Mesha Stele from 
Transjordan, Dwd is not the name of a god, but it could be a divine title and 
be translated “the Beloved.” In the Mesha Stele, it seems to be used as a di
vine title for Yahweh,. .. the name of God in the Bible [. .. the name byt- 
dwd . , ,], If we were to understand it in the sense of the "dynasty of dwd? 
the inscription would give evidence of a "House of David” that existed at 
the time of the inscription. It tells us nothing as such, of a person David as 
the founder of that patronate in an earlier period.

The Bible does not use the term "House of David,” in the way the British 
use a similar term, “the House of Stuart” — that is, with the specific mean
ing of “dynasty.”

. .. |0]ther scholars have found indications that have led them to argue 
that the inscriptions are forgeries. (204-5)

TLT is somewhat ill informed, to say the least, (i) The name “David” may 
be unusual, but it is not unparalleled. Long centuries before, it was borne by a 
West Semitic chief carpenter in about 1730 13.c. on an Egyptian stela formerly in 
the collection at Rio de (aneiro. (ii) Dwd is neither the name (which Thompson 
admits) nor an epithet of a deity. Others are beloved of deities (for which refer
ences are legion!), but male deities are not beloved of others, human or divine 
(only goddesses are beloved of their divine husbands in Egypt), (iii) Mesha’s 
stela is ninth, not eighth, century, (iv) On the Mesha stela dwd(h) is not a divine 
epithet of YHWH or anybody else.4 Mesha would seem to say (1. ta), “I brought 
back thence |= fromAtaroth] the altar-hearth of its (purification) vessel” (dwd- 
h). It is normal for a purification vessel or basin or tank to be part of temple or 
shrine furnishings in the Near East, for the use of officiating priests. Just such a
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setup was found at Horvat Qitmit, whose oval enclosure had a stone basin as 
well as an altar; T-shaped basins could be found at the sanctuaries of Egyptian 
gods; and so on. (v) Contrary to TLT, “House of X” does mean a dynastic 
founder, all over the Near East, in the first half of the first millennium B.C.; it 
was an Aramean usage that passed into Assyrian nomenclature, and examples 
are common.5 (vi) Again, the expression, in part of its usage, is like the British 
“House of Stuart,” etc. Such usages were not peculiar to Aram, Assyria, and 
Judah either; in Egypt, the official title given to the Twelfth Dynasty (Turin 
Canon) was “Kings of the House (lit. ‘Residence1) of Ithet-Tawy” = “the Dy
nasty of Ithet-Tawy.”6 And the Thirteenth Dynasty was duly entitled “Kings 
who came after the [House of] King Sehetepibre” (founder of the Twelfth Dy
nasty). (vii) The charge of forgery is a baseless slur against the Dan expedition, 
without a particle of foundation in fact. At Tel Miqneh (Ekron), the recently 
discovered stone inscription was barely out of the ground when the minimalist 
chorus screamed “forgery,” again without a shred of justification. Perhaps they 
would like to claim that Shoshenq l’s huge monumental scene at Karnak was a 
giant forgery at (e.g.) Champollion’s command, or that the vast archives of tab
lets brought from Assyria and Babylon — unread! — are forgeries, because 
they name Hebrew kings, or their chronicles agree with the fate of Jerusalem, 
Jehoiachin, etc., as seen in Kings and Jeremiah. Likewise, must we suppose that 
Koldewey could “plant” unread tablets at Babylon, to be brought to Berlin and 
deciphered by Weidner, to yield the name of King Jehoiachin in exile? Why stop 
at Dan and Ekron with these idiotic charges? (Cranks are always very bad 
losers.)

Moreover, there is good reason to read on the Mesh a stela (1. 31), “Now, 
(as for) Horonen, there dwelt therein the House of [Dajvid,” with only the d 
missing, and very little alternative that would make any sense.7 And thirdly, 
there is reason to identify a “heights of David” in the name list of Shoshenq 1 of 
924, less than fifty years after David’s death. The spelling is identical with that 
used in an Ethiopic inscription, where the "Psalms of DWT" can only be “the 
Psalms of David,” as Ps, 65 is then quoted.®

TLT-4

From The Mythic Past/The Bible in History: “[T]he legendary stories of Solo
mon’s fabulous wealth have been claimed not to be so legendary after all. For at 
least some, the Bible's accounts become believable as history because the narra
tives describe a Croesus-like Solomon in the manner. . . [of kings of] Egypt, 
Assyria and Babylon. . . . Among such ... is Esarhaddon’s grandiose claim of
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having layered gold dike plaster’on his palace walls. ... [Y]et I might donbt that 
even . . . Esarhaddon layered gold that way in history” (201-2).

Not content with (in effect) calling Esarhaddon a liar* TLT simply refuses 
even to look at the practical evidence that we have. The point of the compari
sons drawn with external (and firsthand!) sources was precisely that Solomon’s 
wealth (even as stated in Kings) was not exceptional or “fabulous/legendary” in 
its wider context. He was a pauper compared with (e.g.) Osorkon I, who, less 
than a decade after Solomon’s death, spent sums that massively outstrip Solo
mon’s stated income, and gave detailed accounts.

The layering that TLT objects to was customary. At Karnak in Egypt, 
some temple columns were grooved to fit sheet gold from top to bottom, not 
mere “plastering.” As a touch of throwaway wealth, one need look no further 
than the recently discovered burials of two Assyrian queens. Solomon had just 
one golden throne? One pharaoh was sent ten at a time! So where is the fantasy? 
Such wealth, of course, never lasts. Whatever Solomon lost to Egypt, Egypt 
spent in part and later lost to Assyria; Assyria was looted by Babylon and Me
dia; these were overtaken and taxed by Persia; Alexander looted Persepolis; his 
successors lost ground (and eventually all) to Rome, and in the East to Partbia. 
And apart from spending fortunes on aromatics from Arabia and luxuries from 
the Indies, where did Rome’s wealth go? After many centuries, duly trans
formed many times over, to Fort Knox? Who knows!

TLT-s

From Early History: “The existence of the Bible’s ’United Monarchy’ during the 
tenth-century Jjicj is not only impossible because Judah had notyet a sedentary 
population, but also because there was no transregional political or economic 
base of power in Palestine prior to the expansion of Assyrian imperial influence 
into the southern Levant” (412).

All of these statements are palpably false. TLT’s 1992 book was published 
well before the main Finkelstein claims for reducing the dates of tenth-century 
strata (1995 and following). So we may justifiably compare those strata and sit
uation with TLT’s claim for a nonsedentary Judah then.

First, on a nonsedentary Judah, the facts would appear to be that the rash 
of Iron I (“Judges’ period") villages was replaced by fewer, larger townships into 
the tenth century, as an incipient urbanization was in progress, as Dever has 
pointed out, During the twelfth-eleventh centuries, the local village population 
had been both pastoralists (sheep/goats, cattle) and crop-growing farmers; 
these occupations, based on village life, were sedentary — they could not, phys
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ically, be otherwise! The succeeding period necessarily continued to live from 
the land, but more people were town dwellers, controlling their farmlands and 
pastures from thence.

Second, the wider realm of David and Solomon was not exclusively sup
ported by or from )udah; it was based on Jerusalem, plus Judah as “crown 
lands” (David and Solomon were of Judean stock), plus the revenues of all the 
other tribal zones (cum administrative districts, 1 Kings 4:7-19) that constituted 
the Israel half of the united monarchy. On that basis David was well placed to 
war with neighbors, and to overcome them. The Transjordanian states were 
smaller, less developed than his; Aram-Zobah succumbed to a straight military 
defeat and an imposed overlordship. The adherence of Hamath was by way of 
alliance, not conquest. Once the east-of-Jordan and Zobah kingdoms had been 
made tributary, then the Hebrew monarchy in Jerusalem had a very respectable 
political and economic base, enhanced by commerce that had to pass through 
its terrain. So TLT’s critique is mere self-delusion.

( i i i )  Divided Monarchy 

TLT-6

After quoting lines 4-S of the stela of Mesha king of Moab that mentions “Omri 
king of Israel” as oppressor of Moab (ca. 830), TLT writes in The Mythic Past! 
The Bible in History: “Rather than a historical text, the inscription, in fact[,] be
longs to a substantial literary tradition of stories of kings of the past. We find a 
similar story (told autobiographically, in the first person), which dates back at 
least to the thirteenth century BCE. It is about the king of Alalakh, Idrimi, who 
in fact had reigned over this city [Alalakhj some two centuries earlier. Like 
Idrimi’s tale, the Mesha story is written in the first person and presented in the 
voice of the king himself. (It) presents us with an epitome of the king’s 
reign. .,. His work is done, both inscriptions are tributes to a great king of the 
past, epitomizing his reign” (11-13), TLT then invokes the birth legend ofSargon 
of Akkad, observing: “The inscription on the monument [sic] to Sargoh begins 
much like .,. those to Idrimi and Mesha, as a first-person, epitomizing biogra
phy” (13). Then he turns to Hammurabi of Babylon, remarking: “By far the 
most famous of monuments . . . which epitomizes a great king of the past. .. 
using a pseudo-autobiographical first person address isthe stela of Hammurapi 
which [sic] created the Hammurapi 'Code.1 While the original of this monu
ment possibly goes back to Old-Babylonian times, it remained a staple of 
Mesopotamian literature for centuries later.”
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As a professional Orientalist of long standing (of Egyptology and Near 
Eastern texts and civilizations), I hardly know where to begin with all this rol
licking, silly nonsense!

(i) Except for the fact that Hammurabi’s law text was indeed recopied (as 
a “classic”) by later Babylonian scribes, TLT’s statements on Hammurabi are 
wholly false — the great monument is indubitably an original of Hammurabi’s 
reign, as any competent cuneiformist could have told him; its first-person ad
dress is not “pseudo” but (again) strictly genuine and original, exactly as is the 
case with the other two early law collections of the late third/early second mil
lennia, of Ur-Nammu and Lipit-Ishtar; the stela did not “create” the “code” — 
it is simply its physical vehicle, a monumental copy.

(ii) TLT’s knowledge of the range of use of first person in texts is dearly 
minimal and hopelessly misleading. Use of the first person by a monarch does 
not belong exclusively to either postmortem memorial texts or to later legends 
about such kings. A huge army of texts shows up the falsity of his presumption. 
Here are a few. (l) In his Ten-Year Annals (CoS II, 83-91 ),^ Mnrsil II begins in 
the first person, describes his modest past (acceded young, and not the heir, 
asked the help of his deities), then proceeds through ten years of successful 
warfare exclusively in the first person, observes that he has now reigned ten 
years, and promises to record any further successes. We know that this is not a 
postmortem text, because he in fact lived and warred for many more years, as 
his detailed annals prove conclusively, running up to Years 21 and beyond (the 
end is broken). (2) In the "Hittite Hieroglyphic’VPhoenician bilingual inscrip
tion of Azitawatas, a local vassal king of the ruler of Adana, first millennium 
B.C., in Cilicia (125-26, 149-50), he begins (just like Mesha), “i am Azitawatas,” 
followed by epithets, and likewise goes on in a continuous first-person narra
tive. Near the end be clearly asks for health and (long) life/many years — this 
was not a postmortem legend, but a text contemporary with the king! (3) Ex
actly the same is true of Yehawmilk, king of Byblos (151-52) — “1 am 
Yehawmilk .. ” — and he too asks for long years to come, being far from dead!
(4) In the Mesopotamian world, as everywhere else, texts were also produced in 
either third- or first-person mode. For first person, not postmortem, see (e.g.) 
Lipit-Ishtar (247), Warad-Sin/Kudui-mabuk (251-52), Rim-Sin 1 (253, his third 
text), Hammurabi (256-57), Ammi-ditana (25S-59), and Shamshi-Adad I (259), 
all early second millennium. In the first millennium every major Assyrian king 
did exactly likewise, in various editions of their annals that were anything but 
postmortem, from Tiglath-pileser 1 to Assurbanipal (cf, A NET, 274-301; CoS II, 
261-306; RIMA, 1-3 passim). (5) And likewise their high officers in the eighth 
century (278-84), all strictly within their lifetimes. (6) We may add the Neo- 
Babylonians, Nabopolassar, Nebuchadrezzar II, and Nabonidus {306-14). (7) To
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round tilings out, so too in Egypt. Thus Tuthinosis III on his Gebel Barkal stela 
(14-18, its main account) speaks mostly in a first-person narrative after a con
ventional third-person date line and introduction; the monument dates to Year 
47 — but the king survived its making, till his known Year 54, seven whole years 
later. So, it is not postmortem.

There is no warrant whatsoever for describing Mesha’s stela as a memo
rial (or postmortem text); it is a regular victory plus building text, as are the 
stelae of Zakkur of Hamath (155) and Panamuwa I of Sam'al (156-5S). Nor is 
Idrimi’s inscription either pseudoautobiography or needfully postmortem de
spite unjustified claims to the contrary. If it were the latter, it would not have 
been later than his son/successor’s reign, just like other cases of newly acceded 
kings memorializing their late fathers. For that phenomenon see the text by 
Bar-Rakkib for his father Panamuwa II (158-59), or the Hittite Hieroglyphic text 
of one Ruwa made for him by his nephew Hull (127-28). Real funerary texts are 
best illustrated from such mortuary efforts as those found (e.g.) on 181-90.

(iii) The date given for Idrimi’s statue is wrong; it is a fifteenth-century 
monument exhumed in a thirteenth-century context; the case is exactly like the 
thirteenth-century stelae of Sethos I and Ramesses II found in later contexts at 
Beth-Shan.

(iv) Mesha’s stela is a contemporary building plus victory text, exactly like 
so many other inscriptions in the ancient Near East in all places and periods; 
the first-person formulation is irrelevant to its status, as the foregoing examples 
(far from exhaustive!) show. I have labored this point deliberately, because TLT 
is, sadly, not the only biblicist who is crassly ignorant of the many and complex 
facts and facets concerning nonpostmortem inscriptions in the biblical world. 
The Sargon legend belongs to a particular, limited class of text and cannot be 
used to generalize wildly and willfully about all other classes of text.

(v) The whole aim of TLT, of course, was to discredit the strictly his
torical reference to "Omri, king of Israel” in Mesha’s text. His blather, 
blather, bLather about literary motifs, etc. (The Mythic Past/The Bible in His
tory, 13) is, frankly, mere hocus-pocus; all history writing by ancient kings 
used recognized literary adornments, but that is all — these are merely liter
ary flourishes, and have 110 bearing whatsoever on the historical content of 
the text. And that "Bk-Humn belongs to the world of stories” (13) is simply 
arrant nonsense. It belongs to the strictly annalistic and historical terminol
ogy of Assyria, and is no more fairy story than Bif-every where else — Bit 
Agusi, -Adini, -Bakhiani, -Daiukku, -Khaluppi, -Sha’alla, -Yakhiru, -Zamani, 
etc. (to go from A to Z).

Need we go on? To expose in full the sloppy scholarship, immense igno
rance, special pleading, irrelevant postmodernist-agenda-driven drivel would
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need another (and very boring) book as long as Thompson’s pair combined. It 
is sad to see real ability wasted in this way.

B. A LOOK AT N. P. LEMCHE (NPL) (AND SOME COMMENTS)

NPL is never backward at coming forward in expressing his views forcibly and 
picturesquely, and the quintessence of his current (or at least, latest) opinions 
on the Old Testament was recently reported from a published lecture, as a 
“Quote of the Month” by the indefatigable Hershel Shanks.10 For convenience, 
we itemize these pithy opinions in a series of separate dicta.

1. “Historical-critical scholarship (on the Hebrew Bible) is based on a false 
methodology and leads to false conclusions.”

i. “ [Which] simply means that we can disregard 100 years of biblical schol
arship and commit it to the dustbin. It is hardly worth the paper on which 
it is printed.”

3. “The biblical picture of ancient Israel does not fit in but is contrary to any 
image of ancient Palestinian society that can be established on the basis 
of ancient sources from Palestine or referring to Palestine.”

4. “There is no way this image in the Bible can be reconciled with the histor
ical past of the region.”

5. "And if this is the case, we should give up the hope that we can recon
struct pre-Heilenistic history on the basis of the Old Testament.”

6. “[This latter] hardly predates the Greco-Roman period" (i.e., not before 
the third century b.c. to first century A.D.).

7. “[The Old Testament] is simply an invented history with only a few refer
ents [sic= references] to things that really happened or existed.”

8. “From a historian’s point of view, ancient Israel is a monstrous creature. 
It is sprung out of the fantasy of biblical historiographers and their mod
ern paraphrases, i.e., the historical-critical scholars of the last two hun
dred years,”

Well... who is the fantasizer? Biblical (and other) scholarship of the last 
two hundred years, or Dr. Lemche? Let us now look at these stirring (and stim
ulating) trumpet calls to junk both the Hebrew Bible and most scholarly study 
of it, in the light of NPL’s personal beliefs. Let us group these eight pronounce
ments in three lots; 1-2, 3-6, 7-8.

First, items 1-2. To junk some 200 years of “historical-critical scholar
ship.” Hurrah! Three cheers! Whoopee! Well . . . maybe? Or not quite? Or not
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quite entirely? Yes, an uncomfortably large proportion of old books, theses, and 
papers on (e.g.) endless variants of literary-critical theories of the composition 
of the books of the Old Testament could be profitably pulped and recycled. 
What about the extravagances a century ago of Ji, J2,13? Or (only half a century 
or so ago) of Pfeiffer’s L source? Or Eissfeldt’s pet S source? Or most of the 
books locked in battle long ago over supplementary and fragmentary theses of 
composition, etc.? Down to the present time, biblical studies journals still carry 
overmuch ofthese gossamer speculations (unsullied by objective data) that real 
professional scholars of Near Eastern texts and material cultures could easily 
dispense with.

But a quite separate issue is the properly philological side of things. The 
basics of standard (and “silver age”) Hebrew grammar and lexicon, and of our 
knowledge of other related languages and scripts, were first well laid down sys
tematically by the end of the nineteenth century into the early twentieth — e.g., 
of Akkadian, and epigraphic West Semitic and Old South Arabian, as well as 
Egyptian. Naturally our knowledge ofthese languages has now progressed im
mensely beyond the iSgos/igoos, and others have been added (Ugaritic, Hittite, 
Hurrian, etc.), but it did start from those bases. Out factual knowledge of the 
biblical and related languages and associated bodies of texts cannot be dis
pensed with, now or ever. And all of it has to be taken into account. To junk ev
erything in sight so that our Copenhagen (and related) “butterflies” may dis
port themselves indefinitely inside their own antibiblical, antifactual fantasy 
world is, alas, simply not on.

Second, items 3-6. Here the situation is far more clear cut. If the transmit
ted Hebrew history does not fit the external data for that place and period, and 
its image cannot be reconciled with such, but is a Greco-Roman-age invention 
having almost no contact with earlier epochs, and offers no data for those ep
ochs, then on the basis of real, genuinely ancient, firsthand documentation from 
the third to late first millennia r.c. we must pose some very awkward questions. 
Such as:

WHY, then, is The literary profile of Gen. 1-11 basically identical with the 
profiles of comparable Mesopotamian literature relating to creation, flood- 
catastrophe, and long “linkup” human successions — and, as a search of the an
cient literatures shows, as a topos in vogue creatively only in the early second 
millennium B.c. (and earlier?), not later? Not my fault!

WHY, then, do main features in the much-maligned patriarchal narra
tives fit so well (and often, exclusively} into the framework supplied by the inde
pendent, objective data of the early second millennium? (E.g., details in Gen. 14; 
Elamite activity in the west, uniquely then; basic slave price of twenty shekels
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for Joseph; etc.) This is not “conservative salvaging” (as Dever would claim); it 
comes straight from a huge matrix of field-produced data." Not my fault!

WHY, then, do the human and other phenomena at the exodus show 
clearly Egyptian traits (not Palestinian, not Neo-Babylonian ...), and especially 
of the thirteenth century? Thus (Pi)-Ramesse was Delta capital just for the thir
teenth and most of the twelfth century, AND NOT LATER. Then, from circa 
1070, Tanis (Zoan) took over there — a historical fact not open to dispute; 
Tabernacle-type worship structures are known in the Semitic world (Mari, 
Ugarit, Tiinna) specifically for the nineteenth to twelfth centuries; the Sinai ta
bernacle is based directly on Egyptian technology of the thirtieth to thirteenth 
centuries (with the concept extending into the eleventh). The Sinai/plains of 
Moab covenant (much of Exodus-Leviticus, Deuteronomy, Josh. 24) is squarely 
tied in format and content exclusively to the massively documented format of 
the fourteenth-thirteenth centuries, before and after which the formats were 
wholly different; we have over ninety original exemplars that settle the matter 
decisively, whether any of us like it or not. Most definitely, not my fault!

WHY, then, does Merenptah (in his Year 5,1709/1208) report a people Is
rael, a foreign tribal grouping by the very accurate determinative signs (in a 
very accurately written text) who are west of Ascalon and Gezer, and south of 
Yenoam, and hence in the central Canaanite hill country, if no such named peo
ple existed? How curious that we have, in Canaan for 200 years directly follow
ing this episode, a dear and massive rise in population that installed themselves 
in a rash of fresh, new villages the length of the land. It’s either due to a sex orgy 
or immigrants? No escape from those options. The hill culture develops away 
from the coastal cultures, it Eschews any pronounced taste for pigs or image- 
based worship, with no stone/brick-built temples, but only scattered high 
places. Whose fault is this factual scenario? Of a definite entry (so Joshua, a 
raider, not all-conqueror) and slow settlement (cf. Judges-Samuel). Not my fault!

WHY, then, in the oncoming tenth century, are there suddenly clear ma
terial changes in Canaan, of demographic movement from hamlets into towns, 
and into use of a new red-burnished pottery, first by hand and later mechani
cally? And suddenly "government” compounds in strategic places (where late 
Canaanite occupation is blitzed out) such as Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer, with 
new developments in the Negev? A centralized power is the dear answer, and 
the “united monarchy,” its practical expression. The described Jerusalem tem
ple and its furnishings drew directly on long-standing temple planning (besides 
the tabernacle precedent) and on contemporary Early Iron usages independ
ently attested in Phoenicia, Syria, and Cyprus. Within a few years of Solomon’s 
death and the Shishak raid on his son Rehoboam, we find a pharaoh suddenly 
spending absolutely unparalleled amounts of gold and silver on his country’s
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temples. Hardly a total coincidence. Honest, it was Osorkon I who did this, not 
me!

WHY, then, is pre-853 Hebrew history to be treated as fiction, when we 
know that Shishak was the Shoshenq I who did invade Palestine and left a huge 
triumph scene and long (and highly original!) topographical list for both Judah 
and Israel, plus other records (El-Hiba list, now destroyed; Karnak stela; re
tainer’s remark}, that indicate the reality of his campaign? And his stela at 
Megiddo itself, which rams the message home to ancients and moderns alike?

WHY, then, is the divided monarchy to be belittled down to just a king 
list? Or even Mesha to be refused credence? After all, he was there! TLT and NPL 
were not. Not only do we have a king list, we also have a detailed chronology for 
the twin kingdoms built on contemporary ancient Near Eastern usage, which 
dovetails brilliantly well with two independent chronologies: that of Assyria and 
that of Egypt. And time and again the histories in Kings, Chronicles, and the 
Prophets do dovetail very well whenever there are data to compare, be it Assyr
ian annals, Babylonian chronicles, West Semitic inscriptions (Mesha; Tell Dan, 
no fake!; Siloam; Lachish Letters; personal seals; etc.). Again, not my fault! 1 
didn’t fake any of it — it just came out of the ground when I wasn’t looking!

WHY, then, do we find Jehoiachin actually in exile in Babylon, with him 
and his family group having their meal tickets in 592; and most of Judah empty 
of occupation (except where —■  as in Benjamin at Mizpah — the imperial au
thorities wanted to exploit the land), during the main part of the sixth century? 
The Babylonian exile was not a fiction, and the young king is explicitly labeled 
“king of the land of Judah,” not of an anonymous south Syrian fringeland. 
Blame the Babylonians — it’s not tny fault!

WHY, then, if the Dead Sea Scrolls (ca. 150 B.c. onward) are the formative 
fragments that went into a fuller (and later) Old Testament, do we have a Greek 
text (certainly for the Pentateuch, and doubtless more) of the third century 
(LXX) that is a translation of an as-yet-nonexistent Old Testament? And why 
are the latter’s constituent books written in a “classical” Hebrew that — curi
ously! — is typical of our externally discovered examples of Hebrew prose in 
the ninth-to-early-sixth centuries (Samaria, Mesad-Hashavyahu, Arad, Lachish 
ostraca; Kuntillet Ajrud, Siloam, Khirbet Qom, Beit-Lei, Ketef Hiniiom inscrip
tions, etc.) —but NOT of the Hellenistic/early Roman period (“Qumranic He
brew,” etc.)? And which contains various peculiar features (e.g., specialized 
psalm headings that are no longer understood, already!). How very odd!

And so one might go on and on, almost indefinitely. In short, there is ab
solutely nothing to support sweeping daimsthat “ancient Israel does not fit” its 
screamingly obvious context, or that the biblical image cannot be reconciled 
with Palestine’s older history, or that the Hebrew Bible’s writings are of Helie-
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rustic date. Therefore, even as day follows night, it is (alas!) NPL whose wholly 
spurious claims should be binned. Sorry! Not my fault!

With all this also fall NPL’s dicta 7-8. The content of the Hebrew Bible is 
not “invented history” and never was. This is merely crude antibiblical (almost 
anti-Semitic) propaganda, and ultimately nothing more. Ancient Israel was no 
more “monstrous” than any of its neighbors, its history is too closely tied to 
verifiable fact to be undiluted fantasy; and paraphrasing is an essential tool of 
all history writing, to be used as and when appropriate, but not as a substitute 
for independent assessments involving all available data when working out 
properly tact-based syntheses. Goodbye to Leinche’s claims.

C. FELLOW TRAVELERS IN MINIMALISM

Messrs. Thompson and Lemche do not walk alone, of course. P. R. Davies 
headed up the debate from 1991 onward, and has remained consistently in 
play.12 But his claims (along much the same lines as Thompson and Lemche) 
are bereft of any serious engagement with the external evidence. For example, 
all he could do with Merenptah’s “Israel” was to waffle about general changes in 
nomenclature (e.g., Scots/Picts; Britons/British; Dutch/Deutsch [German], 
etc., that are wholly irrelevant) and to point to the 360 years’ time gap between 
Merenptah’s Israel (1209) and Shalmaneser Ill’s Israel (853), and deny any con
nection between the two. This will not wash either; the simple fact is that we 
suffer from a corresponding gap in documentation, for inner Canaan during 
precisely this period; it is not Israel’s fault, or anybody else’s. After all, the cunei
form sources from Assyria know of Egypt (Musri) almost not at all from the 
Amarna period (ca. 1350) down to Shalmaneser ill in 853, an even longer span 
of 500 years. Only one mention occurs in that period, under Assur-bel-kala 
{1070); using Davies’s criterion, we would have no reason to make any link be
tween the “Egypt” of Akhenaten and Tutankhamun, the “Egypt” of Rames- 
ses XI and Osorkon II. Except, of course, we possess extensive local inscribed re
mains from Egypt herself {a long-standing, massive civilization, not just a small 
tribal group) from long before, during, and long after the period in question. 
So his “criterion” is a nonstarter. It would be tedious to list and refute other 
such follies further, when others have done so.

Then we have K. W. Whitelam with his “invention” of ancient Israel; 
mainly pure fiction from cover to cover.13 He has in effect committed the cardi
nal academic sin of arbitrarily “bending” serious scholarship to modern politi
cal ends. The disciplines concerning antiquity are of the greatest value (intrinsi
cally and socially) to everyone when they are practiced for their own sake, as a
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voyage of discovery and recovery of humanity’s common and bravely pioneer
ing past. These ancient civilizations need to be allowed to speak with as clear an 
individual voice of their own as possible. Then, as our eiders and (often) bet
ters, from them we can learn much, and have our own lives enriched, by the 
saga of their struggles, failures, and triumphs; by the radically distinct but re
warding wealth of original literature and thought; by their often brilliant fine 
arts; by the splendor and modesty alike of their palaces, temples, villas, and 
humble villages and farms. To subvert all this to the unworthy, often “dirty” 
scrimmaging of modern politics and power grabbing is, bluntly, a reprehensi
ble form of academic prostitution of the vilest kind. Let power-hungry modern 
groups stand on their own (often grubby) two feet, and not abuse the heritage 
of all humanity for their selfish and too often sordid and unworthy ends. That 
kind of fraudulent postmodernism (all is politics, power, indeterminacy [no 
explicit, clear knowledge], gender-oriented, etc,), which underlies our mini
malists, the world has no need of. It has more practical needs to address.

D. WHAT WOULD A REAL PERSO-HELLENIST1C 
HEBREW BIBLE BE LIKE?

No problem! The same vast array of firsthand sources that can (and does) de
liver the true setting of our existing Hebrew Bible is equally able to supply us 
with a good working model of what a Hebrew Bible should be like in this later 
epoch. Let us sketch it briefly, to compare and contrast such a ghost with the 
real thing, assuming that early Israel had not existed except skeletally (as in the 
Assyrian annals)!

Well, unless these Hellenistic Hebrew writers could have gotten hold of 
Berossus’s Babyloniaka (third century B.c.),14 they would have no Gen. l-ji; he 
would have given them a form of creation, kings, flood, and more kings (re
copied and translated from a two-thosuand-year-old tradition) but nothing 
more. Then, no patriarchs; maybe genealogies of fictitious ancestors, then a 
largely fictitious history, perhaps about having been in Egypt (at Tanisl), then 
tribes under some kings (at most half a dozen names, filled up from imagina
tion), until an ancestor of the Assyrian Os nappe r carried off some tribes to As
syria, while the Judeans around Jerusalem were taken to Babylon, until Cyrus of 
Persia and his successors allowed them to go back to Judah if they wished. At 
which time prophets encouraged them (Zechariah, Haggai, Malachi), in a tra
dition that spoke of ancient prophets (an Isaiah, a Jeremiah, and others) in 
their former Judean days. Wisdom and psalms were composed for living, and 
for praising YHWH. But all these texts would have been in silver-age Hebrew,
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not the standard, “classical” Hebrew that we do have, shared with inscriptions 
as noted above. It all should have been marked by Aramaic influence through
out, incorporating many Neo-Babylonian and Old Persian words, not to men
tion Greek locutions when deemed useful. Nothing Egyptian would be found, 
and nothing archaic West Semitic that had not come down through many cen
turies as common, enduring word stock. There could be no covenant forth such 
as we now find in Exodus-Leviticus, Deuteronomy, and Josh. 24: no historical 
prologues, no blessings and curses (only curses), no deposition or reading out 
clauses. The Psalms would not have headings that were obscure. And so on. It 
would, in short, be unrecognizable as the Hebrew Bible that we have today.

E. THE BIBLE UNEARTHED —
(OR MERELY BOWDLERIZED?)

Here we owe a fluently written volume on ancient Israel and archaeology to 
Drs. Finkelstein and Si I berm a nW However, a careful critical perusal of this 
work —which certainly has much to say about both archaeology and the bibli
cal writings— reveals that we are dealing very largely with a work of imagina
tive fiction, not a serious or reliable account of the subject. Messrs. F. & S. do 
believe in a real, historical ancient Israel, particularly from circa 930 onward, 
but only fitfully before that date. And some of the archaeology (for the eighth 
to fifth centuries, at any rate) is useful and stimulating. But otherwise we have 
fiction, under four heads.

(i) The whole correlation of the archaeological record for the eleventh to 
early eighth centuries is based upon Finkelstein’s arbitrary, idiosyncratic, and 
isolated attempt to lower the dates of tenth-century strata by up to a century if 
need be to rid himself of the united monarchy as a major phenomenon. His re
evaluation of the realm of Omri and Ahab is refreshing but wildly exaggerated, 
especially in archaeological terms. As others have shown amply, the redating 
will not work (eft chap. 4, sec. 3 above). All it does is show bow precarious are 
the attempts by any of us to correlate the nontextual material remains with the 
written history available.

(ii) F. & S. have gone mad on “DeuteronomismThe origin of the book 
of Deuteronomy itself cannot be dated to the seventh century. Its format is 
wholly that of the fourteenth/thirteenth century, on the clear evidence of al
most forty comparable documents, in phase V of a two-thousand-year history 
embracing over ninety documents in a six-phased, closely dated sequence. F. &
S. know absolutely nothing about this determinative evidence; the brief ac
count of the death of Moses (Deut. 34) is merely an appendage to the book
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proper; and their adduction of the thoroughly misleading comparisons of Deu
teronomy’s curses with first-millennium Assyrian series made by Frankena 
(and beloved of bibficists) is in error — see in chapter 6, p. 291 above, for an ex
posure of the fallacies inherent in Frankena s overly simplistic work. The sup
posed unitary Deuteronomistic History is a modern hoax. What we actually 
have is a set of wholly separate compositions (Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings) 
that present a traditional, orthodox viewpoint stemming from the beliefs ex
pressed both in Exodus-Leviticus and Deuteronomy, and not solely the latter. 
As shown above, the individual prophets (long before josiah) did not start 
something new; they called the people back to the old, basic covenant. F. & S. 
have vastly exaggerated the role of Josiah and his reign.

(iii) The idea that YHWH-alone monotheism began only in the seventh 
(or even eighth) century is a grotesque nonstarter. An absolute monotheism 
was clearly established by Akhenaten of Egypt in the fourteenth century (not 
the seventh!), drawing on older roots, and the impact of his ideas (even after his 
fall) echoed into the thirteenth century before being absorbed into the reasser
tion ot the preeminence of Amum In this climate, a Moses would have had no 
conceptual difficulty in proclaiming YHWH as sole deity for his group, and en
forcing that status by declaring YHWH as the group’s soie suzerain via a cove
nant in royal treaty format of precisely that period (chap. 6 above). Once in Ca
naan, then tensions and accommodations arose, of which the later YHWH- 
alone (and nor solely “Deuteronomic”) movement was merely the final out
come. As Dever rightly remarked, the F. & S. theory is flat, with no perspective 
or time depth. Frankly, it is merely an illusion, and bom of De Wette’s old spec
ulation of 1805 in the prescientific era, as consecrated by Wellhausen and others 
in the 18705. This is not new, white-hot “revolution”; it is merely old hat, a dish 
of stale cabbage reheated and rehashed.

(iv) On the patriarchal and exodus periods ourtwo friends are utterly out 
of their depth, hopelessly misinformed, and totally misleading. They content 
themselves largely with rehashing the equally misleading 1970s work of 
Thompson and van Seters for the former period, and merely show 100 percent 
ignorance of facts on the latter. Camels are not anachronistic in the early second 
millennium, and never were (cf. in chap. 7 above), nor are the stories of the pa
triarchs “packed with camels”16 a wild exaggeration. They suppress the fact that 
Gerar (if at Tel Haror) was a major metropolis (of over forty acres!) in the early 
second millennium (Middle Bronze Age).17 The Philistines of Gerar (not those 
of the Pentapolis!) are a very different lot front the iron Age group of that 
name. The term is a probably twelfth-century one substituted for Caphtorim or 
the like, precisely as Dart was substituted for Laish in Gen. 14:14. Archae- 
ologicaliy, Aegean goods (and thus people) did feature in Middle Bronze Ca
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naan (chap. 7 above). There is a large and growing amount of evidence that 
would set the patriarchs as real people in the first half of the second millennium 
— and it is not dependent on the ill-documented views of thirty or forty years 
ago (see chap. 7).

Their treatment of the exodus is among the most factually ignorant and 
misleading that this writer has ever read. F. & S. clearly have no personal knowl
edge whatsoever of conditions in Ramesside (or any other) Egypt. Their ap
proach to chronology (for both patriarchs and exodus) is totally naive: namely, 
to add up 480 years (1 Kings 6:1) plus 430 years (Exod. 12:40) for the one, or just 
480 years for the other, and then set these figures at odds with the Ramesside- 
related data. For those of us with some firsthand knowledge of the fuller data 
from, and the ancient procedures in, the ancient Near East, this nonsense just 
will not do. See above, chapters 7 (p. 357), 5 (pp. 202-3), and 6 (pp. 307-9), for 
fuller data and a sketch of how things should be done.

We are told that “The border between Canaan and Egypt was thus closely 
controlled. If a great mass of fleeing Israelites had passed through the border 
fortifications of the pharaonic regime, a record should exist ”,s And no doubt it 
did. But our pair are clueless here. We know from such stone inscriptions as the 
successful lawsuit of the treasury-scribe Mose (or Mes) from his tomb chapel in 
the dry sands of Saqqara that there were voluminous papyrus archives both at 
Heliopolis (of the vizier) and at Pi-Ramesse itself (treasury and granary files) in 
the East Delta.19 Of which no minutest scrap now survives. In the sopping wet 
mud of the Delta, no papyrus ever survives (whether it mentions fleeing He
brews or not) — unless (as at Late Period Tanis) it had first been burnt and 
fully carbonized, and thus rendered virtually unreadable, except (sometimes) 
by very special modern techniques.20 In other words, as the official thirteenth- 
century archives from the East Delta centers are 100 percent lost, we cannot ex
pect to find mentions in them of the Hebrews or anybody else. The only trace of 
raw administration found at Pi-Ramesse (so far) is a handful ofwine-jar dock
ets detailing a vintage of Year 52 of Ramesses 11 (1228).21 How much would we 
learn (e.g.) about the last congressional election in the USA or parliamentary 
election in Great Britain from the torn labels of broken wine bottles discarded 
by customers from Macy’s or Harrod’s? Not a lot! And exactly the same is true 
at Pi-Ramesse. Wine jars do not an exodus record!

The reference to Edomites that F. & S. cite we possess solely because a 
Delta report had been sent on to Memphis, filed there, then used for training 
purposes for a budding pupil scribe (Inena) — and then discarded into the dry 
sands of Saqqara. Otherwise we would not even have this item. On page 60, our 
pair complain, no Israelites are mentioned in Egypt (their italics) on tomb or 
temple walls or papyri.22 Of course not! Levantines in Egypt were universally
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described simply as “Asiatics,” not by specific affiliations. Such people had no 
place in temple scenes, unless being conquered outside of Egypt. Towns and 
communities in their own land (e.g., Canaan) were a different matter. Such 
people had no place in tomb scenes either, unless they belonged to the personal 
household of the tomb owner-— and then simply as “Asiatic.” The same applies 
to such papyri as we have. Only when an individual case is being dealt with is 
any other detail given; e.g., a Syrian (Khurri) man Naqadi from Ar(v)ad in Pa
pyrus Bologna 1086.23 F. & S. fulminate against Israelites being able to escape 
from Egypt, given the massive Egyptian military presence along the Mediterra
nean coast route to Gaza — and almost fail to remember that the Hebrews were 
explicitly told not to go that way (in Exod. 13:17, to which they, finally, grudg
ingly allude, but omit to cite)!24

As for no clues in Sinai, it is silly to expect to find traces of everybody who 
ever passed through the various routes in that peninsula. The state of preserva
tion of remains is very uneven. For the Late Bronze Age, F. & S. have overlooked 
the Egyptian mining site at Serabit el-Khadim. The seasonal miners must have 
had interim stopping places between Serabit and Egypt, if they traveled overland 
back to the East Delta (on a reverse route to the Hebrews in Exod. 16-19), or at 
port sites like Markha if they sailed back to Egypt. Why, then, have we no record 
of these? This absence does not disprove the Egyptian regular visitations into Si
nai, given their solid monumental presence — therefore, the absence of possible 
Hebrew campsites is likewise meaningless. What is more, from Sinai the Hebrews 
expected initially to be in Canaan in ayear, not in forty years. They had no need to 
lug tons of heavy pottery around with them (just to oblige E & S. with a few 
sherds!) if leatherwork or skins would do. So, no sherds at (e.g.) Qadesh-Barnea 
(where they did not stop for thirty-eight years — a common misunderstanding!) 
means nothing. And Ezion-Geber is not at Eilat or Tel el-Kheleifeh either.25

Then, in Transjordan, we are treated to the usual sociological poppycock 
about Edom being unable to be a kingdom until the seventh century.26 Edom 
did exist, as a pastoral, tented kingdom, just like its Middle Bronze precursor 
Kushu, attested in the Execration Texts, and was not a deserted land either then 
or in the thirteenth century, as the Edomites entering Egypt prove dearly, it was 
so much a land with active people that both Ramesses il and Ramesses III chose 
to attack it militarily. So Edom was no ghost in Moses’ time. Tented kingdoms 
may be unknown to dumb-ciuck socio-anthropologists, but they are solidly at
tested in the Near East from of old, as the case of the dynasty of Manana dem
onstrates.27 The lack of naming the pharaoh of the exodus is specifically a fea
ture of the Ramesside period, in scores of ostraca, papyri, and inscriptions — 
but not from the eleventh century onward when the king’s name is either given 
(like Shishak) or added to the title (like Pharaoh Necho/Hophra). The views
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uncritically taken over from Redford are partisan and refuted elsewhere. There 
is nothing seventh century about the exodus or its setting.2" The mishmash on 
Joshua and Judges is an idle repetition of all the usual nineteenth-century shib
boleths; the answer to which may be found in our chapter 5. Stuck with their a 
priori dogma of solely indigenous Hebrews (no exodus, no “entry” into Ca
naan), F. & S. are entirely unable to account for the massive population explo
sion in Canaan in Iron IA. If they do not want an immigration (what’s so 
sociologically sinful about that?), then maybe they should opt for a sex-orgy 
hypothesis (chap. 5)! Solomon’s realm was «of just based on “tiny Judah” but on 
all of Israel and Judah (1 Kings 4!), plus vassal tribute and trade receipts; a 
sound base!

E FIRM ROCK AND SINKING SAND — W, G. DEVER

In his What Did the Biblical Writers Know and When Did They Know 11?'3 we 
have a robust and very valuable reply to the minimalists, ruthlessly exposing 
their suspect agendas and sham "scholarship,” following on from his refuta
tions of Finkelstein’s archaeological revisionism. It should be read and appreci
ated (for the period 1200 b.c. onward) for its firsthand contribution on the ar
chaeological aspects, as well as in conjunction with this book. There is much 
solid rock here, and ail of us may Tejoice in that fact.

To one’s sorrow there is also sinking sand. In 1997, in a work edited by 
Frerichs, Dever chose to comment on the lack of “archaeological evidence for 
the Exodus" in terms of physical traces of a Hebrew sojourn in the East Delta. 
This was riddled with misconceptions much akin to those of F. & S. exemplified 
above (e.g., nonnaming of the pharaoh; simplistic attitude to chronology; no 
finds in Sinai; etc.) and was refuted by me in the volume edited by E. D. Oren in 
1999. Unfortunately, in Dever’s new book (2001) those strictures seem to have 
fallen on deaf ears, also in the case of the patriarchs. On the latter, he can only 
cite the outdated work of R. S. Hendel (with a nineteenth-century mind-set) 
and the calamitously poor chapter on the patriarchs by him and P. K. McCarter 
in a volume edited by H, Shanks (1999), which must be resolutely dismissed be
cause they provide no competent basis for disbelief by Dever or anybody else. 
These are not primary authorities, but only tertiary— based neither on first
hand data (primary) nor even on any competent secondary surveys.

There seems to be a psychological hangover here; in the 1950s to 1960s, 
Albright and Dever’s much-hated “American Biblical Archaeology” (plus theol
ogy) movement had believed in the patriarchs and exodus — so (irrationally) 
nobody non'(two generations later) must either be allowed to study them seri
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ously or to produce any data (no matter how genuine or germane) that do sug
gest their possible reality. In the light of what is now known, there is no excuse 
whatsoever for dismissing either the patriarchs (with a firm date line) or the ex
odus; see the entirely fresh treatments in chapters 6 and 7 above. The treat
ments given here by me are not based on Albright, Gordon, or the vagaries of 
the little local (and very parochial) United States problem of the long-deceased 
American Biblical Archaeology/theology school. Archaeologists that “have 
given up hope of recovering any context that would make Abraham, Isaac or Ja
cob credible ‘historical figures'” (98) are not thereby rendered “respectable”; in 
fact, they simply do not know the relevant source materials (which are mainly 
textual), are not competent to pass judgment on the issues, and would be better 
described as pitifully ignorant, and can now be mercifully dismissed as out of 
their depth.

On a minor theme, one must chuckle over the remark that “Eden is not a 
place on any map, but a state of mind” (98). Maybe so for many moderns. But 
not for the ancients. The Euphrates and Tigris (Gen. 2114) are not “a state of 
mind,” but {along with the Nile) the most vital, earthly riverine resources in
the entire Near East. Gihon (as the Gurun or the Kerkh) is vital to west- 
southwest Iran, and Pishon, linked with a very real gold-rich Havilah 
(Hawian), has been the object of study by hardened archaeologists of consid
erable repute (Zarins, Potts). Beware of trying to spiritualize away the an
cients' earthly concerns!

To end this section more positively, one should stress the importance (for 
the most part) of Dever’s carefully and conscientiously worked-out principles 
of approach (16-17, &0-91,107-8); range of abiding values (290); elucidations of 
the assumptions and “drives” of our postmodernist minimalists (or better, with 
Dever, nihilists) (26-27, 52, 260); and the matter of “deconstruction” of texts 
versus their true nature (11-12,13-14), with the New Literary Criticism attitudes 
(15-16) versus the real nature and proper approach to texts (16-17). One may 
quibble over some details, but these breathe sanity in a bemused world, For 
W. G. Dever and his strictly archaeological competence of the highest order, the 
writer is happy to express enduring respect (and affection!).

C. DECONSTRUCTION — THE CROWN OF ALL FOLLIES

Here we reach the absolute nadir in modern "criticism,”both within and be
yond the (biblical) minimalist enterprise.30 Having had over half a century’s ex
perience (since his young days) in reading texts, ancient as well as modern, in 
over a dozen languages, and as an author of “texts” during that same period,
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this writer considers that he knows as much as most about texts in the last five 
thousand years since they first came to be written. So, with reference to the New 
Literary Criticism and its willing dupes in biblical studies, we may add a few 
comments from a long and hard experience that goes well beyond that of most 
exponents of such procedures.

1. The author’s intention is an illusion created by readers. Absolute bun
kum! The authorial intent in this present book was and is to lay out a panorama 
of pertinent information from the ancient Near East that serves to place the 
biblical writings (and, especially, large samples of their contents) in their an
cient cultural and (as appropriate) historical context, such that a variety of mis
taken or inadequate treatments of those writings shall have some of their inad
equacies shown up, and a more rational conspectus become possibLe. Full stop. 
No reader (other than the illiterate or deliberately perverse) is going to find any 
other intent in this book; and this book does reproduce my intent in cold print 
regardless of whether anyone happens to be reading it or not.

To take an ancient example, Ramesses II adorned certain of Egypt’s great
est and most spectacular temples with long inscriptions and huge and very visi
ble battle scenes of his Battle at Qadesh, while copies of the main text were also 
available on papyrus to be copied as triumphal literature. The authorial inten
tion of this pageant is also transparently clear. The title line of the main text de
scribes it as “The Triumph ... of Ramesses II, which he achieved against” (more 
than a dozen named foes). He claimed a victory, and deliberately had it cele
brated as such, to please the gods, impress his people, and satisfy his dented 
pride. For, on the day, he and a flying column had had to snatch an immediate, 
personal, military victory on the field from the jaws of disaster; but he did not 
capture Qadesh, and suffered a temporary loss of territory (quickly rectified a 
year or so later). He was a master of propaganda, and he still takes people in, 
even today, if they do not know the full available facts about the vicissitudes of 
Egypt’s empire as compared with the outward material expressions of that 
empire.

2. The text is an interpretable entity independent of its author. Not more 
than a half-truth at best. Wherever authorial intent is patent, it is not true. 
There is no way of reinterpreting the significance of either Ramesses Li’s epic or 
of this present book other than as has been stated just above. An ancient Egyp
tian Laundry list and report, or an account of consumption of candles used 
when cutting and painting scenes in royal tombs in the Valleys of Kings and 
Queens (as at Deir el-Medina), cannot, in either case, be interpreted as any
thing else than what it is, On the other hand, that site has yielded ostraca which 
simply give a set of names of known workmen without any explanation of why 
these were written down. In such cases, authorial intention was not expressed,
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is not known, and never will be, unless parallel examples turn up that bear such 
indications. In this class ot" text, the names can only be the personal names ot’ 
the individuals concerned — but no definitive interpretation can be given ot 
the functional role of such ostraca. That there is no single, authoritative “mean
ing" for a text is bunkum, unless an author deliberately set outto build full-scale 
ambiguity into his work. That texts have no intrinsic meaning is, in the vast ma
jority of cases, a plain falsehood; compare the examples in §§1-2.

3. Language is infinitely unstable, and meaning always deferrable. Simply 
not the case. In every language I have ever read there is always (for obvious, 
practical reasons) a basic consistency in grammatical and syntactic usage, 
which can only be varied to a limited extent; otherwise, misunderstanding inev
itably results. Thus, despite trendy nonsense, spelling does matter. 1 once had to 
restrain a non.-British research student from saying in a draft letter that a cer
tain eminent lady scholar had been his “corespondent” on a particular matter 
— he meant, in fact, “correspondent,” but what a difference one little letter r 
can make! Sloppy usage, ancient or modern, always defeats the very aim of lan
guage — which is interpersonal communication. Context defines meaning at 
all times, unless somebody wants deliberately to be perverse, or to invent a se
cret code.

4. One. must approach texts always with a hostile suspicion, against the 
grain, denying integrity where possible in favor of dissonance and a search for in
ner contradiction. This is the exact opposite of how texts should be read. Lack of 
initial empathy virtually guarantees failure to be able to interpret most ancient 
texts (and modern work) if these perverse ideas are used.

5. All texts are incomplete, as language is unbounded. Utter poppycock in 
practice. Time and again Egyptian literary texts end with a colophon, “It is fin
ished, from beginning to end . . . ”  and this is correct. A great number of 
Mesopotamian texts also end with appropriate colophons, whose similar func
tion is clear.31 Multiple manuscripts of oft-copied works that show the same 
ending every time simply hammer the point home; on this, the New Literary 
Critics are merely downs.

6. Structure is more important than context. Absolute trash. The two ele
ments interlock, and content may be served by a variety of structures, to 
achieve a variety of effects in getting the content-message across to readers. 
This is especially true in ancient Near Eastern poetry, for example,

And so one could go on and on. But this tiny handful of examples of 
(anti)academic lunacy will suffice. If the English departments that started off 
all this nonsense can find nothing better to do than this drivel, then we would 
be much better off without them. And their resources would be freed up for 
people with something worthwhile to offer to their fellow humans. The only
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worthwhile thing one can really do with claptrap deconstruction is ... to de
construct it.

H. THE INS AND OUTS 
OF SOCIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

(i) Sociology Applied Narrowly and without a Factual Basis

A couple of decades ago, Mendenhall and especially Gottwald pioneered large- 
scale sociological treatments of the rise of Israel in Canaan, understood as a 
purely internal evolution within Canaan itself and not after an entry thither 
from elsewhere. The classic major work was by Gottwald in 1979, which had 
some initial impact as the first grand attempt of its kind in biblical studies,52 

However, this whole enterprise was subsequently subjected to searching 
scrutiny at some length by Lemche in a comprehensive work in 1985.33 
Mendenhall and Gottwald had taken their sociological model from just one nar
row school of thought, which was fatally bound up with an outdated 
nineteenth-century scheme of social evolutionism. So, rejecting this overly re
stricted basis, Lemche wisely cast his net much more widely in terms of practi
tioners, and sensibly drew upon Near Eastern source materials — and not just 
indiscriminately worldwide as the Service/Sahlin/Fried school had done (81-83). 
Thus Lemche was easily able to highlight serious flaws in facts and procedure in 
Gottwald’s extensive study Types and hierarchies of society had simply been 
projected on no factual basis whatsoever, and imposed on early Israel. Lemche 
could thus present a damning indictment of theassumptions of the (then) “New 
Archaeology,” and of general systems theory, which latter had been defined by 
one observer (R. J. C. Munton) as an attempt to construct theoretical systems 
“irrespectively [sic] of the real world situations to which the systems refer” (217). 
Rogue sociology out of control, in other words. As Lemche observed (117), hu
manity in such schemes was treated simply as automata who would always act 
uniformly in any given circumstances. But as he and many others would rightly 
insist, human beings do not behave in so woodenly consistent a manner,

Thus (29iff.) Lemche came to the eminently sane conclusion that “socio
logical methods are useful only to a limited extent,” seeing that human societies 
“on the ground” can be seen to develop in a myriad of different ways. At one 
point he opted to abolish Israel’s twelve-tribe league (305), but for this he, too, 
has no independent factual grounds to justify this arbitrary and wholly theoret
ical procedure. However, his volume is a valuable critique of views that stood 
(and still stand) in dire need of some firm, moderating reassessment.
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(ii) The Onward March of Impractical 
Theory and Practical Sciences

One practical archaeologist, Dever, has diligently followed through the New Ar
chaeology, including the successive phases of Processual and Post-Processual 
archaeology— the first of these despising straight history (somewhat neuroti
cally), and the latter emerging from such childishness to a more balanced view
point. He is very insistent on the parallel utilization of both artifacts and texts 
(where these exist) toward the writing of ancient history, he having the history 
of Israel principally in mind. This is ail to the good, so long as neither he nor 
others fall into the easy trap of artificially overplaying the role of nonwritten 
data in the same way that some scholars have undervalued these data. (Being 
brought up under scholars who correlated both sides naturally, without being 
told to by others, I see no problems here so long as the proper balance of the ap
plication of data is kept that will vary with particular circumstances.)

One error is to allow too much anthropological claptrap theory into an
cient Near Eastern archaeology; the amount of a priori nonsense talked and 
written about “state formation” needs to be cut down drastically, and ruthlessly 
amended to fit the actual facts on the ground in the ancient Near East. Thus, ev
erywhere are chiefs (more chiefs than Indians?), and no “state” can exist with
out a centralized government, a corresponding bureaucracy, and (preferably) 
monumental stone architecture. For all these nonfactual preconditions,there is 
no justification whatsoever. The case of Edom is repeatedly brought up, and 
wrongly. Edomite sites show no great urban settlements, and nothing monu
mental until the coming of client status under a distant Assyria in the seventh 
century. Therefore, It is loudly shouted, Edom was not a state till then and had 
no kings till then. Rubbish, on both counts. Leaving the dear, consistent, and 
contrary biblical evidence on one side, let us look at our limited outside sources 
on Edom and note the contrast between texts and material archaeology, Thus 
the traces of a Middle Bronze Age are very sparse indeed in Edom (the region 
south of Wadi Hasa) — but the Egyptian Execration Texts make it very dear 
that the land of Kushu (the Kushan of Hab. 3:7) had its chiefs (Egypt, wrw); and 
one, Ya’ush, appears in the story of Sinuhe (ca. 1900), with a name virtually 
identical with that of Ye’ush (Jeush) in Gen. 36:18. We may infer that the future 
Edom was already a principally pastoral zone under its own ruler (or rulers). 
Precisely this is the case in the late second millennium, in the Late Bronze Age II 
and Iron I. Archaeological finds from that epoch are — again — very scanty in
deed. But Egypt, again, shows this fact to be deceptive. Seir (for Edom) occurs 
not only in a topographical list of Amenophis III (1370) and again under 
Ramesses II (1280) as a “Shasu-Iand,” but as a region subdued by the latter king,
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referring to Mount Seir, also a biblical phrase. Under Merenptah, pastoralists 
explicitly from Edom came to the southeast Delta to water their herds. So Edom 
was certainly inhabited in the thirteenth century, pottery or no pottery. Then 
we find Ramesses III reporting (ca. 1170s!, “I hacked up Seir, even the tribes of 
Shasu; I pillaged their tents [using the Semitic word ’ohel!], with their people, 
property, and their livestock likewise without limit — pinioned and brought 
captive as the tribute of Egypt.” So there were pastoral, tented Edomites in resi
dence in iron I that the redoubtable Ramesses ill {no less!) found it expedient 
to war upon—■  an expensive undertaking, if only ghosts lived there!34 Ail of this 
is consistent with the biblical chiefs (altuphim) and kings of Edom in the early 
and late second millennium, and intermittently at least into the eighth century 
when Assyrian records take over. Like the dynasty of tented kings of Old Baby
lonian Manana,35 the Edomite “kings” were pastoralists, and warriors at need. 
So an Edomite continuity must be taken seriously all the way from the Execra
tion Texts to Esarhaddon, regardless of whether the physical archaeology of 
Edom can (as yet) witness to it or not. The case of the Edomite pastoralists is 
not so much different from that of the Hebrews transiting through Sinai, who 
left no clear physical trace either. Just as texts have their limits, so too does ar
chaeology; we do need both! So let us have no more daft theory that kingdoms 
need local equivalents of Buckingham Palace or the White House before snooty 
(and irrelevant) anthropologists will deign to recognize them!

(iii) The Practical Side

But let us redress the balance a little. With the New Archaeology there also came 
the fuller introduction of a variety of science-based and related techniques into 
the practice of archaeology in the field and in the laboratory. Such included flo
tation techniques to obtain early botanical specimens, the retention and study 
of animal bones (for local ecology, and human diet), study of ancient technolo
gies, and modem dating methods based on carbon 14, dendrochronology (tree
ring counts), therinolu 1 ninescence, and so on. And geophysical equipment to 
effect subsurface surveys of sites without turning even a blade of grass. All this 
has been to the good, although often expensive for expeditions to cope with.

So much for scientific gains, alongside the follies of contemporary late 
minimalists and other assorted theorists in need of a stiff dose of good, old- 
fashioned on-the-ground reality. But it is essential, now, to go back briefly to 
the middle minimalist period — direct progenitor of the late variety — before 
going to the early “fountainhead,” and then finally tidying up with a glance to
ward the future.
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3. MIDDLE-PERIOD MINIMALISM

Here we go back over a generation to the environs of 1970, when a small group 
of scholars (D. Li. Redford, T. L. Thompson, J. van Seters) independently reas
sessed, with negative results, the previous scholarly partial consensus that had 
favored the possible or probable historicity of the ancestral Hebrew forerun
ners of earliest Israel (and others besides).36 Their conclusions led them to dis
miss the patriarchal age per se, and others then followed in their wake. For the 
sake of conciseness, we here review their efforts by theme, not by author, with 
cross-reference to chapter 7 (to avoid repetition), and then measure them off 
against the basic firsthand data omitted or misused by them.

A. JUST PATRIARCHS

(i) Patriarchal Personal Names

These are not pivotal for dating the patriarchs, but need to be understood aright. 
The essential facts are summarized above in chapter 7 (pp. 341-43). Suffice it to 
add for Abra(ha)m, that his name (“the father is exalted” > “father of many”) is 
not identical with Abiram, “my father is exalted,” and still less with the wholly 
different Ibiranu of the thirteenth century. And for the “imperfective”-type 
names, it is a firm tact that the percentages quoted above (p. 342) are not based 
on a random survey as falsely alleged, but on an exhaustive study of the entire 
corpus of over 6,000 names meticulously recorded in Gelb’s monumental work. 
And it is wholly beyond dispute that use of this type of name did not thereafter 
cease, but was hugely less ever after. Statements to the contrary are a deliberate 
attempt to avoid the evidence, and nothing more.

(ii) Other Social Features

The claim that the patriarchal shepherding practices are of Neo-Babylonian date 
is badly mistaken; they in fact relate more closely to Old Babylonian conditions 
(cf. pp. 336-38 above). The denial that people could drift or migrate from south
east to northwest as well as from northwest to southeast is unjustified on the facts 
(cf. p. 317 above, plus Kupper s observation}. Denial of the use of tents in the early 
second millennium is laughable nonsense, as others have clearly shown. The 
Akkadian term mar-biti for “son of the house” is not merely Neo-Babylonian (so, 
van Seters), but was current also in Old and Middle Babylonian times.
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The appeal to dialogue documents of the first millennium as parallel to 
Gen. 23 was a blunder; such documents go back to Old Babylonian times also, 
and Gen. 23 is a narrative throughout; cf. above, pp. 326-27. The appeal also to 
an "adoption papyrus” of the time of Ramesses XI (ca. 1100) is an equal blun
der, The text in question simply contains a series of inner-family adoptions that 
have nothing in common with Gen. 16. Likewise, appeal to a seventh-century 
Assyrian marriage conveyance is mistaken, as it has as many differences from 
the biblical usages as similarities, and is a wholly anomalous document, as its 
original editor clearly pointed out. Appeal to these documents is just special 
pleading and thus wholly without merit. In turn, false comparisons have been 
ma&&between Gen. 15, Jen 34, and slindry texts from Alalakh,to attempt a first- 
millennium date for the phenomenon in Gen. 15. A closer examination by Hess 
of the data available indicates that the comparisons between Gen, 15 and 
second-millennium data are clearly preferable to the supposed later ones.37 
Finally here, the attempts by Thompson and van Seters to dismiss the date and 
possible historicity of Gen. 14 are wildly mistaken; cf. the data already presented 
in chapteT 7 above.

On the other hand, positively, both authors had no difficulty in disposing 
of the overambitious and misleading Hurrian/Nuzi-customs hypotheses of 
Speiser and Gordon in particular; however, even here they failed in their zeal to 
distinguish between false and valid parallels, the valid ones originating in the 
Old Babylonian period (cf. chap. 7 above).

(iii) Archaeology

Here the patriarchs are more likely to correspond to Middle Bronze II than to 
Middle Bronze I (EB/MB), as rightly admitted by van Seters;38 for a better sur
vey based on newer knowledge, cf. chapter 7 above (pp. 335-36). The attempts 
by Thompson to evade the implications of perfectly dear data on relations be
tween Egypt and Canaan can be dismissed (along with a mistranslation of 
Merikare),39 The 10,000 troops levied by Merikare (Tenth Dynasty, ca. 2100) 
and the series of forts installed along the East Delta border by Amenemhat 1 
(ca. 1970) were not deployed against a few scraggy shepherds or a handful of 
stray donkeymen from the nearby Mediterranean seashore or just across the 
Bitter Lakes. The Amorite hypothesis411 is a dead duck, and of no relevance to 
the patriarchs; there were “Amorites” and others on the move on a modest scale 
all the time, and no vast mass-migration in the Levant is to be inferred from ex
tant sources.
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B. JOSEPH TOO

Already, well before publication of Thompson’s and van Seters’s antipatriarchal 
salvos in 1974/75, Bedford had issued a similar volume on the Joseph narrative 
(1970), In concert with most commentators, he rightly viewed that narrative 
(Gen. 37; 39-50) as a distinct unit within Genesis, a view also taken by the an
cients (cfi 37:2, heading). His specifically literary exploration of the narrative 
led him to reject very largely the old nineteenth-century divisions of that narra
tive between hypothetically preexistent J and E strands, in favor of a basically 
unitary piece. Again, not a few would concur with him in this result.

On specific details, his book offered comments on a wide range of topics: 
vocabulary, dating of the narrative, possible Egyptian features, etc. However, 
much of this (some, summarized in lists)41 turns out to be very unsatisfactory 
in practice, because it progressively descended to the level of sustained special 
pleading in favor of a late date and ignored pointers to the contrary. In his first 
word list (pp. 46-64), several items are too banal to count (e.g., nos. 11-13, 4-, 
64}, while others are isolated words (hapax) and hence of zero significance 
(e.g., nos. 6, 8, 14-15, 49). And a series of others actually find attestation in the 
second millennium, e.g., in Ugaritic or Egyptian, and in early poetic usage, etc. 
(cf. his nos, 3,10,18-19,39, 6S, 69).

In the second list (pp. 54-65), the criteria have been falsely “loaded.” No
body can possibly object to using such books as Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, or 
Esther as dearly postexilic sources for postexilic, "silver-age” Hebrew. But it is 
wholly otherwise with other books that Redtbrd wished to include in that same 
category thirty years ago. Thus, on any showing (be it thirteenth-century or 
621), Deuteronomy is definitely preexilic. Proverbs is also preexilic (part tenth 
century, part probably in the eighth/seventh), and also the hypothetical source 
P can be readily argued to be preexilic (e.g., by A. Hurwitz and others). Again, 
isolated and very rare words count for nothing; others have early ancient Near 
Eastern affiliations (in Ugaritic, Akkadian, Egyptian, etc,) or are old poetic 
terms. Thus, from these severely pruned lists, Redford’s evidence for a basically 
late narrative simply melts away like the morning mist. A late date cannot be 
safely established on such poor evidence.

In Egyptian matters Redford rightly objects to attempts to see Egyptian 
reflexes where they do not exist — e.g., the phrase “father to pharaoh” has 
nothing to do with Egyptian expressions involving the term “father” But like 
other ancient Near Eastern courts, the Egyptian court did have its royal butlers 
or cupbearers (wudpttw in the Middle Kingdom; webaj in tire New Kingdom), 
chiefs of guards (.sghedj-shemsu and hery-qenyt, in the Middle and New King
doms respectively), and so on. So it is legitimate to note these as possible re
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flexes of Egypt. Of the Egyptian nature of the trappings for royal appointments 
to high office —- linen robe, gold collar, state seal, etc. ■ — there can be no doubt 
whatever. As for Semites in Egypt (including as slaves), Redford has to admit to 
good evidence existing in all periods from the Middle Kingdom into the Late 
Period. But he is wrong in claiming that ownership of foreign servants was re
stricted to royalty and mainly the Late Period. Not so. In the Middle Kingdom 
we find over forty Semites out of over seventy household servants and/or slaves 
in the Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446 of the eighteenth century, belonging to one 
major household. And lesser households had them too, as many private stelae 
clearly show then.42 Such foreigners came for trade, or as prisoners of war 
(slaves), also as slaves in tribute, or sold into Egypt as slaves (as under 
Ameneinhat II). For the hart’ummim, “sages/magicians,” see already in chapter 
7 (pp, 345-47), and likewise for the Egyptian personal names, etc. There is suffi
cient Egyptian content in Gen. 37-50 (and for the early second millennium in 
origin) to indicate more than just a weekend trip to Egypt by some stray He
brews at just any old period.

C. EXODUS, COVENANT, AND CANAAN (1977)

We come here to the volume edited by f. H. Hayes and J. M. Miller, in the wake 
of our patriarchal trio just considered. Spurred on by those presentations, this 
pretentious volume gaily picked up all sorts of errors along the way.43

(i) Blunders over Pi-Ramesse(s)

In his book Thompson unwisely repeated Redford’s error, in asserting that the 
city Pi-Ramesse remained occupied (and its name in currency) after the trans
fer of the Delta residence to Tanis (Zoan) from circa 1070. This is a totally mis
taken view, as Helck easily demonstrated in 1965, twelve years before publica
tion of Thompson’s essay in the Hayes/Miller volume.44 Tanis wholly replaced 
the old and long-moribund Ramesside Delta residence, and the latter’s stone
work was soon recycled to build the temples and tombs of Tanis, where arose 
new sanctuaries for Araun, Mut, and Khons, the Theban gods who (with Re, 
etc.) had hitherto held sway in Pi-Ramesse. As Helck pointed out, the occur
rence of Pi-Ramesse in the Egyptian Onomasticon of the Twenty-First Dynasty 
was merely because this text is a simple recopy of a much earlier Ramesside 
document It is nonsense, also, to cite mentions of cults of Amun of Pi-Ramesse 
in the fourth century b.c. from Tanis and Bubastis. These were cases of “reli
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gious archaeology"; the one, hidden deep in the rear sanctuary of Nectanebo I, 
visible to nobody except officiating priests, and the other inscribed on an offi
cial’s statue (written in difficult hieroglyphic texts) within the sacred walls of a 
Tanis temple — again, well segregated from the gaze of any impure foreigners 
(including any stray Jewish scribe or priest!). In Iron Age II versions of the saga 
of Exodus, Tanis accordingly replaces the long-outdated term “Raamses"— see 
Ps. 78:12, 43, with its “Field of Zoan” (twice)! Pi-Ramesse/Raamses is a marker 
of the thirteenth/twelfth centuries, not later.

(ii) Treaty and Covenant

Here Thompson falls down badly on the facts. Like others, he rejected 
Mendenhall’s suggested link between Exodus and the format of the Hittite trea
ties, but for a wholly wrong reason. Mendenhall’s mistake was to have made the 
comparison between the treaties and Exod. 20 only — and not with the com
plete data in Exodus and Leviticus, and omitting Deuteronomy entirely. So 
Thompson could easily fault him. But Thompson paid no attention whatsoever 
to the close comparisons with the full format as exhibited in Exodus-Leviticns, 
Deuteronomy, and Josh. 24; thereby, his rejection is itself totally invalidated by 
the fid! facts. For which, see at least the basics in chapter 6 above.

(iii) Nonsense on Folklore

In the Hayes/Miller volume Dorothy Irwin spent much space and time com
paring the Genesis/Exodus narratives with ancient Near Eastern fictional tales, 
and deliberately omitting all other types of narrative. This methodological 
blunder was later repeated in her large work, Mytharlon,*5 It is wrong to ex
clude any major class of narrative text from consideration if one wishes to es
tablish the canons of composition for ancient narrative. There are several paral
lel classes of narration that run down side by side through the centuries and 
millennia of ancient Near Eastern civilizations, and all must be taken into ac
count together. No picking and choosing. Thus, by comparing biblical narra
tives exclusively with a clutch of known fictional narratives that happened to 
have some motifs in common with the former, she “fixed” her results in ad
vance, ergo all biblical narratives sharing topics with fiction or folklore were 
also purely fiction or folklore. This is methodological nonsense, and invalid. 
The proper method is to gather all available examples of all classes of narrative, 
sort them into their constituent groups, and then compare biblical narratives
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both with these groups and with historical data. Then the proper groupings will 
come out dearly. This the present writer did successfully in outline, also back in 
1977; see now also in chapter 7 above. Irwin’s paper and book are irrelevant to 
systematic study of the Hebrew Bible, and can be dismissed. Non sequiturs 
abound. A birth legend is told of Sargon of Akkad, it is merely folkloric; a simi
lar tale is told of Moses, so he is fictional. How illogical! One may better argue: a 
special birth tale is told of men who rose to be important leaders; Sargon is 
known to be historical — so Moses in these same circumstances equally should 
be. The Papyrus WeStcars “Tales of the Magicians* is drawn upon in this exer
cise. But Irvin completely fails to pick up the important fact that several of the 
main actors in these fantasy tales are strictly historical, and in correct historical 
sequence and even relationships!*6 So, weaving fantasy around someone does not 
alter that person’s historicity. Papyrus Westcar has a sequence of Third to Fifth 
Dynasty kings [Djoser], Nebka, Snofru, Kheops, son and grandson (= Khefren, 
Menkaure), then the Fifth Dynasty, Userkaf, Sah(u)re, and Kakai (= Neferir- 
kare I). Faultless. The other characters include [Imhotep], Bauefre, and espe
cially Hordjedef, the last two (correctly!) as sons of Kheops. All this is verified 
from original, historical monuments and inscriptions from and about these 
people. So . .. if Egyptian personalities can be (and are) solidly historical even 
when wrapped up in fantasy/folklore tales (and likewise Sargon), why on earth 
should it be any different for (e.g.) the patriarchs, Moses, or David? Simple lop
sided antibiblical prejudice, perhaps, fed by a deep-seated ignorance of the lit
erary conventions of the biblical world? Her flawed and irredeemably inade
quate approach is lost by default.

(iv) Into Canaan via Transjordan

Finally, Egypt, Canaan, and Transjordan.

(a) Messing About with Joshua

In a lucidly written but unreliable survey, Miller perpetuated old errors and in
vented new ones. Under the first head he repeats the never-ending error of por
traying Joshua as having “conducted a systematic conquest of the west [  Palestin
ian [ Jordanian territory.” And further: “Having conquered the whole land west of 
the Jordan except for certain outlying areas ... in less than five years,” the land 
was divided up, and “the whole of the promised land was conquered systemati
cally and in a relatively short period of time ... by (Moses [= east of the Jordan]
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and) Joshua."'17 As we have seen, the book of Joshua does not depict a sweeping 
conquest and occupation all in five years or less; see our chapter 5 above. This is 
the standard traditional fiction continually left unchallenged, deriving from an 
approach that tails to read aright biblical texts that follow Near Eastern literary 
canons, not modern ones. Joshua was strictly a raider, knocking off kings and 
damaging places (no doubt) en route, NOT OCCUPYING THE TERRAIN 
R A ID E D ,  but always returning to Gilgal, Hazor might be destroyed — but it was 
not instantly resettled by Israelites (in fact, not by them till David’s time). Thus 
the usual (and false) contrast between the wrong understanding of Joshua and 
what is narrated in Judg. 1 is trotted out uncritically all over again. The allot
ments were of lands not held but still (in most cases) to be possessed (as is evi
dent in Judg. 1). The texts are perfectly dear!

(b) Untruths in Transjordan

On the exterior of the east wall of the great forecourt of the temple of Luxor, 
Ramesses II commemorated a raid into Moab with a set of war reliefs; some 
time later he filled the texts with plaster and cut fresh inscriptions over them, to 
change the commemoration from Moab to Phoenicia. Over the millennia the 
paint laded and the plaster all fell out; as a result, the modern epigrapher faces a 
palimpsest: two sets of inscriptions, the one visibly engraved over the other. 
The texts about Moab are the more interesting. One epigraph dearly names a 
place Butartu in Moab, and this reading is dear and beyond all doubt. In the ad
joining scene the king captures Daibun — which is, and can only be, the well- 
known Dibon in ancient Moab, now agreed to be at modern Dhiban.49 These 
elements of the texts are clear to the Egyptological epigrapher, and beyond all 
dispute, as I know from direct experience at that wall (having epigraphed more 
than 60,000 lines’ [over a million lexemes’) worth of Egyptian texts of all kinds 
in the last half-century). Then we have a nonepigrapher like Miller who delib
erately claims that the readings of “Moab” and “Dibon” are “open to ques
tion,”49 This is blatantly untrue, in fact the exact opposite of the truth. Those 
names are perfectly legible. Some parts of the fixed formulae adjoining them are 
damaged — but these nonname elements can readily be restored from the in
tact parallels in adjoining epigraphs. The palimpsest nature of the texts is ini
tially distracting, but (if one is an experienced epigrapher) one soon gets used 
to the phenomenon. The “prolonged study” which Miller quotes (out of con
text!) was the normal care that all Egyptological epigraphers must observe, to 
establish a sure text. Miller’s claim was, and remains, an entirely irresponsible 
misstatement of the real facts, and still needs to be publicly withdrawn in print.
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It is not acceptable that a tyro, totally unqualified in reading hieroglyphic texts, 
should so accuse a long-experienced epigrapher, merely to prop up some pet a 
priori prejudices about the Old Testament text. Finally, the Egyptians did not 
use their specific terminology (for Edom/Seir, Moab, Israel) “rather loosely”; 
some of these mentions are not isolated but are found in definite contexts.

This was a shabby way to treat important firsthand evidence, and those 
who go to some trouble to provide it, ultimately for the public good. But with 
minimalists, what can one expect? The Hayes/Miller book is a curate’s egg; 
good in parts, but marred by special pleading that renders it a very unreliable 
secondary source for serious study, as the above cases show.

4. FALLACIES AS THE MARK 
OF MIDDLE-PERIOD MINIMALISM

When we look back contemplatively over the works of the would-be radicals 
and revolutionaries of the 1970s, various salient facts emerge which throw into 
sharp relief their failure to make their case in terms of hard fact; yet they suc
ceeded in hoodwinking gullible biblicists, especially those who preferred anti
quated, nineteenth-century-type evolutionary theory to the facts, or were un
aware of the range and nature of the lull pertinent facts, in any case.

First, our 1970s men succeeded very effectively in demolishing the 
overspeculative, and thus unsafe, hypotheses that formed too large a part of the 
views of Albright, Gordon, Speiser, et al. The Humanism of Nuzi and the more 
inappropriate comparisons (sororarchs, etc.) went by the board; Speiser’s and 
Albright’s donkey-caravaning merchant-patriarchs were a chimera that the 
biblical text itself does not countenance; Abraham and company were simply 
transhumant pastoralists, able at need to defend themselves. Nothing more, 
nothing less.

Second, and sadly, our midterm “revisionists”then went further, indulg
ing heavily in special pleading to establish an opposite case; namely, that (in 
strict accord with Wei I hausen, 1878!) the patriarchs were never real but were 
merely a literary reflection of conditions under the Hebrew monarchy (or even 
later). They rightly objected that the 1950S-1960S school had largely restricted 
their comparisons to material from the early second millennium and had not 
checked things out with the first-millennium data in particular, In most cases, 
quite so. An omission to be rectified. But our midtermers then overdid things. 
They insisted on not only making first-millennium comparisons (OKI), but 
also on forcing imaginary first-millennium comparisons artificially (special
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pleading), and excluding second-millennium data, thereby committing the 
same error of exclusivism as those they had faulted. And the third millennium 
was never consulted at all, by anybody. So the revisionists were as bad as those 
they dismissed, and in fact worse for not doing the whole job properly.

Third, none of these “middle”-men betray any understanding of the sig
nificance of the different types of date ranges of phenomena down through 
time. The following points should be carefully noted by all, because they apply 
throughout the ancient Near East and to the Hebrew Bible (as being part of it).

1. Items (e.g., customs, vocabulary, names) that occur in firsthand docu
ments throughout the third, second, and first millennia cannot be used to date 
anything. They are too general

2. Items that occur in just the third and early second millennia, e.g., and 
are replaced by a different and equivalent usage in the late second and/or first 
millennium are significant for dating to the third/early second, and not nor
mally attributable later as living entities. Mere literary recopying does not prove 
a later date, any more than a new printing of Shakespeare’s plays in 1001 proves 
him to be alive and productive under Elizabeth 11, not I. The different usage of 
the late second and first millennia would normally be diagnostic of that period 
in turn (but cf. 3. below, on vocabulary/names).

3. Items that occur (e.g.) in the second millennium (early or late) and in 
the first cannot be attributed to the first by preference without explicit addi
tional evidence. Isolated “later” words or names that sporadically occur in 
seemingly "earlier” texts can mean one or the other of two things, (a) They im
ply a “later” date for the text in question, if other evidence dearly concurs, 
(b) They only date themselves, if in fact they represent a later “update" or mod
ernization of an “early” text. In the story of Sinuhe (a text attested from Middle 
Kingdom papyri, by 1800), old nwy, “waterflood," is replaced by the trendy Se
mitic loanword yam, while the old location Qedem is replaced by the news- 
headlines-grabbing place-name Qadesh, in the thirteenth-century Cairo 
ostracon’s witness to that text. These changes date themselvesand no! die entire 
composition. Biblicists please note, when considering Dan for Laish in Gen. 
14:14 or “Philistines” in Gerar (not the Peutapolis!) in Gen. 26.

4. “Negative evidence,” i.e,, simple nonoccurrence, proves absolutely 
nothing in itself. Usually it shows up simply the poverty of our firsthand 
knowledge of worlds departed millennia ago. One minute biblical David did 
not exist (we were told), because no scrap of firsthand evidence was available to 
vouch for him. Then, some eighteen months later, the Tell Dan stela most un
kindly brushed this silly, asinine myth aside, by evidencing him as (a) real and 
(b) as a dynastic founder, to which was added “House of [ Da ] vid” on the Mesha 
stela — both only about 140 years after David’s time. Then, possibly closer still,
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a Negev toponym in the great list of Shoshcnq ] (924) quite likely names a 
“heights of David,” less than 50 years after the old fellow’s decease, when the 
memory of him would still be fresh. Yet, we are told, "nothing on Solomon = no 
Solomon”; but it may still be just a little early for persisting with such foolish 
dogmatism.

To conclude on Middle Period minimalism, two features stand out. First, 
in reaction to the 1950s-]960s world of Albrlght/Wright/Gordon, etc., the 1970s 
group usefully cleaned out much of the unsafe, overhypothetical propositions 
elaborated by their predecessors. Second, they in turn then made the same silly 
mistake of pushing their own views well beyond the factual evidence, trying to 
force the latter by special pleading and deliberately ignoring the older bodies of 
material. They were (and are) not “revolutionaries” in any real sense — merely 
“Olde Worlde”reactionaries (even recidivists, one might say) trying to go back 
to the antiquated world of the later nineteenth century, in the teeth of masses of 
contrary external evidence, most of it littleknown —and misunderstood when 
it was available. They were the base from which the late-period minimalism of 
today has proceeded in natural succession, and with even less sense of reality. 
And they drew their ultimate authority not from the vast constellation of avail
able, relevant, external facts, but simply from the original mythic world of 
nineteenth-century theory and literary-critical dogma. Therefore, it is to that 
academically Paleolithic world that we must finally turn before concluding.

5. EARLY-PERIOD MINIMALISM 

THE ULTIMATE FANTASIES

The views about the Old Testament held down to the 1950s were not new then, 
on any side. They nearly all went straight back to the later nineteenth century 
for the most part, with variations on its themes in lesser detail. And the basics 
of the 1880s still form the often unconscious basis for both the unthinking, self- 
styled “mainstream” of middle-of-the-road historical-literary-critical practice 
and the irruptions of the 1970s onward; and also (despite their reactions to all 
these) of the latest volcanic spoutings of the 1990s late-period minimalists till 
now. So, from a professional Orientalist’s viewpoint, we need to take a sharply 
critical look at these rather ancient foundations— how sound are they in fact?
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A. THE HEARTLAND OF THE LATER NINETEENTH 

CENTURY: THE PROLEGOMENA AND ENCYCLOPEDIA 

ESSAY BY WELLHAUSEN

“Why pick on poor, dear old Julius Wellhausen?” some may say. Indeed, he was 
but one of a number of very active liter ary-critical investigators of the Old Tes
tament in the second half of the nineteenth century following on from the pio
neers. These latter included the effective founding figure,). Astruc in 1753 (be
sides Witter in 1711), whose work led to further such analytical studies 
(Eichhorn, De Wette, etc.). Right from the start Astruc entitled his very read
able work Conjectures. . . ,  with an attractive honesty and candor not so easily 
found among his successors. He knew his limits: that his work was pure theory, 
and that his criteria (variations in use of divine names, etc.) for dividing up the 
text of Genesis m particular would only go so far before petering out, Would 
that others had been so honest. He had in the mid—eighteenth century no access 
to any other ancient Near Eastern literature with which proper comparisons 
might have been made as an external yardstick. Neither did any of his succes
sors until the late 18605/18705, when usable translations of Egyptian texts and 
Assyrian cuneiform sources effectively began to appear in modest quantity.

But Weilhausen’s merit is that he represents the acme of nineteenth- 
century biblical criticism, expressed in print principally by his Prolegomena to 
the History of Ancient Israel, first issued in German in 1878, and his famous arti
cle "Israel” published in the Encyclopaedia Britannica in i886.53 In the book he 
applied an evolutionary framework, against which he set the history both of the 
religion of Israel and of her political sequence. Or, more accurately, he set the 
rearranged features of the religion and the deconstructed materials of the his
tory on an evolutionary sliding scale. The article gave a clear outline of this. 
And it is his presentation (not that of others) that molded much of biblical 
studies from then right through the twentieth century. Other approaches, 
equally theoretical, such as Gunkel’s introduction of form criticism (with Scan
dinavian followers) and the later techniques of Alt and Noth (mainly in Ger
many), arose, but assume its validity, while making limited adjustments to stan
dard literary analysis. The literary-critical analyses themselves have suffered 
innumerable variations and internal disputes (supplement versus fragment hy
potheses, etc.), but these inquests have not much affected the overall basis. 
Thus Wellhausen remains at heart the real basis for what followed, through the 
1970s, and in part underlies late-period minimalism’s bizarre frolics.
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B. GRANDIOSE THEORIES VERSUS PERMANENT 

AND PERSISTENT FACTS

(i) Toying with Evolution

The nineteenth century just loved evolution, in the wake of Charles Darwin’s 
spectacular theories in the natural world. And in religious/historical terms, it 
gave Wellhausenthe concept of arranging the development of Israel and her in
stitutions on an ascending line from the most primitive level to the most so
phisticated; from primitive tribesfolk having a “natural,” free-and-easy, very 
simple religion, through a rudimentary monarchy into which came the proph
ets, followed (with the Babylonian exile and Persian return to Judah) by a reli
gious, priest-ridden, cultically dominated community governed by an elaborate 
“law,” leading to an introspective group and religious fossilization of this lim
ited society into Roman times. The literature was conformed to the same prin
ciple. First, the successive narratives “J” and “E," then the drastic reforms sup
posedly sparked off by proclamation of Deuteronomy (621, Josiah’s reform) 
with the literary impact of “D” writers, and finally the supposedly priestly regu
lations and laws of“P”and “H” after the exile. In other words, the upward slop
ing line. “Upward, ever upward!” was the cry of “modern progress” then.

(ii) Evolution in History and Religion versus the Facts of Life

But what really happened in ancient history? The first thing to recall — which al
most all modern observers totally overlook! — is how very, very little was known 
of ancient Israel’s surrounding context, the Near Eastern world, back in 1878, In
credibly little. A long outline of Egyptian kings (and some history, New King
dom) was known sketchily, but “Khuenaten” (= Akhenaten) was viewed (when 
not ignored) as an obscure king in some ancient dispute, dedicated to sun wor
ship, nothing more.5' The Neo-Assyrian kings and their deeds (first millen
nium) were beginning to be known, but not too much of them or Babylon for 
the earlier periods. The Sumerians proper were totally unheard of. Traces of 
Babylonian tales of the flood and creation (among other fragments of literature) 
had only just been published by George Smith in a paper of 1871 and his book of 
1876. Heaps of tablets came to the British Museum and other major museums — 
but could not be published (much less read!) overnight; in tact, many are still 
unpublished, through lack of enough qualified cuneiformists. For the Levant, 
only the Moabite Stone and some late Phoenician inscriptions had surfaced; Old 
South Arabian was known, but from just a modest handful of texts.
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And that was about it! At that time there were no Air. am a letters (only 
found in 1887), no Code of Hammurabi of Babylon (only dug up in 1901), 110 
other early law collections, no Siloam inscription (found only in 1880}, no Hittites 
(Sayce and Wright only "invented” them in 1880/1884, with Sayce’s first guess in 
1876). There was no systematic archaeology by strata (Petrie d id  not dig Tell el- 
Hesi until 1891; Schliemann only began at Troy in 1871}. Large-scale and scientifi
cally enhanced archaeology lay tar into the future, unimagined. No Ugarit, no 
Human, no vast Ebla, Mari, Ugarit, Emar archives from outside Mesopotamia.

So Wellhausen worked in a near vacuum and could speculate freely. 13ut 
that day has long, long since gone. We today do have the vast resources hinted at 
just above. And they do enable us to profile ancient history accurately in its 
broad sweep. And straight bottom-to-top evolution is out. It never happened 
like that; no, not ever. What did happen was the emergence of a culture with its 
political format, followed by an undulating history of ups and downs, until the 
political format was lost and the culture-bearing population either scattered or 
absorbed into other peoples and traditions. The essence was (1) a formative pe
riod, (T) a crystallization of cultural norms, then (3) undulation of ongoing his
tory and culture until final eclipse. Clearly and repeatedly. For the ancient great 
powers (Egypt, Mesopotamia, Anatolia), the facts have been available for most 
of last century, but were never studied as a continuum phenomenon. The pres
ent writer has pointed out this phenomenon a few times, but its inherent signif
icance has not been realized. It is the true “longue duree,” a factually observed 
one, not a mere theory like Braudel’s. Therefore, being factual, it had best be 
taken on board without too much delay.

It will be as well to illustrate this in practice, in the simplest possible form. 
Table 37, on page 488, shows how it was, in Egypt, Mesopotamia, Anatolia (Hit
tites), and Canaamte/post-Canaamte Levant. This series should tell its own tale. 
Although of necessity much simplified, (t) to (4) represent the basic facts, and 
their factually secure story cannot be sidestepped. That is how things were. Full 
stop. There is no factual reason whatsoever for denying the innate reality of (5) 
either, as the facts set out in chapters 2-8 of this book should indicate to the 
open-minded. Entirely false is the nineteenth-century “evolutionary” scheme 
(pure theory!) illustrated at the top of page 489.

This final scheme, pumped into generations of students, both future and 
practicing biblicists, is and (alas!) always was pure, unadulterated fantasy. I am 
sorry, but that’s how life is — and wasn’t. It dashes horribly with real-life his
torical profiles for the cultures that we can test (and nos. 1-5 of tab. 37 are not 
exhaustive!) and has no decent parallel in terms of longue durie. That is how 
things are, and it wrecks the Wellhausen scheme completely. Thus efforts by the 
Finkelsteins and Silbermans of this world to impose the concept of a
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Table 37. Undulation, Not “Evolution”
(1 - Formative; II - Crystallization; HI = Undulation)

r. EGYPT

I 11 III (END)

Archaic
Period

Old
King
dom

Middle
King
dom

New
King
dom

Saite
Ptol

Period

Roman
Period

1st Int 
Period

2nd Int 
Period

3rd Int
Period

i. MESOPOTAMIA

1 II III (END)

Sumer, 
Akkad, 
III Ur

Old
Babylonian

Neo- 
As Syrian

Neo-
Balylonian

Persian & 
Greek- 
Roman

Middle
Babylonian/

Assyrian

Late
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A Victorian Romance

UP, UP!

2, Modest Monarchy; 
prophetic religion

UP, UP! (Top)
3. Exile: heights
of monotheism Down & Out!

UP, UP!

4. Afterward: 
Dead law 8c ritual

I. Primitive Israel: 
natural, slap-happy 
religion

nineteenth-century, evolutionary biblicist straitjacket upon Syro-Palestinian 
archaeology will not work; Dever, too, fell for this mistake, in Deuteronomic 
terms. A modern Syro-Palestinian archaeology has no need of these ancient 
mental fetters. Throw them away!

(iii) Consequences for Hebrew Religion in Its Material Context

We now have a true development (oops! 1 nearly said “evolution”) for Hebrew 
religion. That of the patriarchs was a form of worship of El (El-Shaddai, etc.), 
who through their generations became “God of the (fore) fathers,” as in the Old 
Assyrian/Old Babylonian period; his personal name (little used) may already 
have been YHWH. Their cult of occasional open-air altars (with prayer and 
sacrifice) was familial and quite simple. In Egypt it was probably much the 
same; we are not told. The family grew through time into a group of families > 
clans > small tribal groups under the common ancestral name Israel (by which 
they identified themselves to Merenptah’s rough soldiery in Canaan much 
later). But then they became seriously enslaved- The brainy ones with dever 
hands got into technology (metal/woodworking in government employ; we see 
this kind of thing in New Kingdom tomb paintings and reliefs). The rest cared 
for livestock, or more often ended up as brickies.

But there came a man (Mashu > Mose; graduate of Pi-Ramesse foreign 
ministry; fled after committing homicide) who claimed ancient paternal 
YHWH’s authority to lead them out to Canaan. This only made things worse (no 
straw allowance; ghastly happenings with plagues), until they finally got away un
der his leading, not via the suicidal coast road to Canaan (thick with Egyptian 
garrisons) but quietly off into Sinai. There the graduate did his stuff. From his old 
foreign-office days he knew that every other people group and state had a sover
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eign ruler— a king, often as a deity’s representative. And law and treaty/covenant 
were the basis for regulating community life. He was no king; but their powerful 
patron YHWH would be their sole sovereign, and none other. He required obedi
ence to the covenant, and practical expression of this also in cult. Thus a twice- 
daily sacrifice on an altar at a formal tent-shrine (nicely portable) served this pur
pose; that’s where the brainy Bezalels came in, to make it work, with their 
Egyptian-based technology. But in strong reaction to lavishly (even garishly) 
idol- and image-rich Egypt, YHWH would remain invisible and figureless.

Once in Canaan, with the covenant repeatedly renewed (plains of Moab; 
Mount Ebal), a fresh leader conducted lightning raids to break the local leader
ships and make ready for the whole group to occupy lands prescribed for them. 
But then he died; the geriatric successor committee did nothing. So the tribal 
levies tried local splinter-group operations to achieve settlement, and ended up 
entangled with the locals.

Thereafter the old family league almost fell apart, except in times of partic
ular crisis (cf. fudges); many compromised comfortably in cult, with YHWH 
and local numens (a Baal, an Astarte, or an Asherah). The battered old taberna
cle kept a notional presence at Shiloh, its cult increasingly moribund and of local 
interest only. The aged skin/cloth/wooden structure probably was eventually 
stored away in some drab outhouse in favor of a more waterproof mud-brick 
shrine (with the usual beams-and-plaster roof), until that grim day when the 
Philistines destroyed the shrine (but missed the old skins, cloth/poles in a half
hidden hovel of an outhouse, etc.). The modest bundle of covenant documents 
and related MSS were simply stored, wrapped, and almost never read — the 
daily cult had long become a fossilized rite-by-rote.

Under a prophet (Samuel) a fresh lead arose; but by now the people 
wanted a “professional” human king against hungry foes. So came Saul, David, 
Solomon. With David came unity, local consolidation, and a strategically placed 
capital; but there were still tabernacular traditional worship in his new capital 
and ongoing local worship at “high places” by long custom, whether for YHWH 
or others. With the full military manpower of all Israel and Judah, he defeated 
local foes (annexing their territory over the Jordan under local governors). Then 
came a bigger fish; the emerging kingdom of Aram-Zobah. Victory here gave 
him control of south Syria inland, and the adherence of Hamath that controlled 
the route to the distant Euphrates. This all gave rich possibilities of profit from 
trade-route control, which the next king (Solomon) could exploit to the full.

Founders of empire (even of mini-empires like this one) did not normally 
have the time and energy for conspicuous consumption and display. That usu
ally took several generations. Compare in Egypt. Nobody warred farther than 
Tuthmosis I and III. But from Ahmose I to Hatshepsut, four reigns passed before
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much major state building was done. That came with Tuthmosis III, reaching a 
peak only with his great-grandson Amenophis III. The Amarna episode 
(Akhenaten) then delayed hirther such efforts until the Ramesside kings and in
cipient decline. Thus David was “too early” (sociologically) to be a great builder. 
Again, in Assyria, the most immense imperial building efforts came with the 
later Neo-Assyrian kings, Sargon II to Assurbanipal into the age of incipient de
cline. Solomon was the first of what should (sociologically) have been several 
generations of builders. Naturally he concentrated on the capital initially (an
cient kings always did), so Jerusalem got a temple and a palace complex. Then he 
could begin to organize and do initial building at governmental district centers 
(as at Hazor, Megiddo, and Gezer), but not develop everything everywhere.

That program should have fallen to his immediate successors — but col
lapse of the little empire and division of the monarchy ended that dream. Then 
later, the growth of the northern kingdom under the Omrides and Jeroboam II 
led to some major projects that were (in part) the moral successors to Solo
mon’s works, fnst as in Egypt the Akhenaten episode delayed things, so in Israel 
the initial weak period of the divided monarchy enforced an interval in such 
outward development and display.

Religiously Solomon established an official, state focus by his temple. But 
his diplomatic links (by foreign marriages) led to an “ecumenism” hr cults that 
infringed on the traditional sole sovereignty of YHWH established by ancient 
covenant. Once more, inconvenient ancient scrolls were quietly left unread, so 
“compromise” grew with time. And under later kings the temple acquired cults 
of such as Asherah alongside YHWH with appropriate cultic equipment.

Crises (with Arameans, with neighboring Israel, with Egypt occasionally, 
with Philistines and others, and eventually with Assyria) led to sporadic reform 
movements, led by prophets who played an increasing role in recalling kings 
and people to their ancient covenant (YHWH, sole sovereign). Such kings as 
Hezekiah and Josiah responded to these calls in varying degrees — the latter 
particularly, when a neglected old book was opened for the first time in nearly 
60 years (Manasseh’s 55 and Alton's 2 = 57 years since Hezekiah’s heyday). 
Whether it was Deuteronomy or otherwise, it had a major impact on josiah and 
others, leading to a more far-reaching reform. But things drifted away again 
once he was gone. However, the prophets fastened on all this, including Jere
miah and the prophetic writers of the final book of Kings.

In the lushly idol-friendly atmosphere of Babylon(ia), the Hebrews had 
only their ancestral deity to ding to, and their sacred writings. Pagan displays 
quickly jaded the palate, leaving their ancestral faith and writings as a greater 
consolation in the new world that the Persian Empire ushered in. The old cove
nant and its associated cult rituals then became normative for the little com-
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rflunity as never before, down through the stressful Hellenistic period into Ro
man times. So may we sketch the formative origins, the crystallization, and 
centuries-long undulations in the fortunes of Hebrew/ancient Israelite religion 
and history, hinting at its multiplicity of facets.

(iv) So Much for Religion and History — What about Literature?

With the evolutionary ladder gone, what happens to the biblical literature? 
Where do J, E, D, P now belong, if the old order is only a chimera? Or, in fact, do 
they belong at all?

Here we will be concise, open, and fairly staccato. First, the basic fact is that 
there is no objective, independent evidence for any of these four compositions 
(or for any variant of them) anywhere outside the pages of our existing Hebrew 
Bible. If the criterion of “no outside evidence” damns the existence of such as 
Abraham, Moses, or Solomon and company, then it equally damns the existence 
of these (so far) imaginary works. They exist only in the minds ot their modern 
creators (from Witter and Astruc to the present day), and as printed in their 
published studies, as theoretical works abstracted out of the standard text of the 
Old Testament books that we do have. This very simple fact needs to be stressed. 
Our resourceful biblicists are not sitting on some secret store of papyri or parch
ments that contain any such works. The Dead Sea Scrolls show no sign of them 
whatever; stubbornly, they know only of the canonical works that we have, and 
of commentaries and “romances” (e.g., the Genesis Apocrvphon) based upon 
them. Modern guesswork, as we all know, is often extraordinarily and breathtak- 
mgly clever and ingenious — one can only reverently take one’s hat off to it all, 
in respectful I amazement, sometimes. But... it does not constitute fact, and can
not substitute for it. I might choose to dream up a theory that the Ramesside 
kings of Egypt also once built pyramids in Egypt, twice as big as the Great Pyra
mid. But absolutely nobody is going to believe me unless I can produce some 
tangible, material evidence in its favor. And we require, likewise, some kind of 
clear, material evidence for a ), E, D, or a P or an H, from outside of the extant 
Hebrew Bible. The standards of proof among biblical scholars fall massively and 
woefully short of the high standards that professional Orientalists and archaeol
ogists are long accustomed to, and have a right to demand. Some MSS, please! If 
an excavation tomorrow produced a substantial chunk of a scroll that indubita
bly contained a copy of precisely J or E, and found in a clear, datable strati
graphic context, then I would welcome it with open arms and incorporate it into 
my overrall appreciation of the history of the Hebrew Bible. But not just as un
substantiated guesswork out of somebody’s head.
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Second, time and time again the modes of analysis (and their criteria, 
variant vocabulary, “styles,” etc.) have been demonstrated to be detective. And 
not just by “conservatives” either. Suffice it to refer to the very careful and con
scientious study by (e.g.) the late R. N. Whybray (no conservative), The Making 
of the Pentateuch.52 On the internal data, it is a damning indictment of these 
methods. He offers a largely unitary Pentateuch, but of a relatively late date. 
The final form of the Pentateuch may well lie with the time of an Ezra; but of 
course, on external, factual data, the origins of much of its constituent books lie 
much further back. Gen. 1-11 has origins in the early second millennium, as 
does most of that book. Exodus-l.eviticus contain (as does Deuteronomy) a 
covenant in a format exclusive to circa 1400-1200, along with the building ac
count for a tabernacle of a type in use in the late second millennium. Many 
items in P and H are long prior to the Babylonian exile, and in fact belong in 
many cases also to the late second millennium. Laws in Exodus and elsewhere 
find their closest analogues not in the Babylon of Nebuchadrezzar 11, but in the 
law collections down to the Old Babylonian period.55 Much is sometimes made 
of the force of cumulative argu ments piled together. Well, maybe we should add 
that consideration too, to all the foregoing points.

Third, people sometimes talk glibly about the “literary strata” in the bibli
cal writings, as if they were somewhat parallel to the strata in an archaeological 
mound. Yes, it sounds very appropriate, but which way do your strata run? In 
an archaeological site, the successive strata (by and large) lie in succession 
roughly horizontally, one above the other. And that can be seen in our analyses, 
based on external comparisons, of the books of Genesis and so on, above. We 
have a basic tradition, maybe from the early second millennium or before it 
(bedrock); then the main account as written, early/mid-second millennium 
(stratum I); then a later update (like “land of Raineses” or Dan for Laish) from 
the late second millennium (stratum II); and finally a last note or two (like the 
Chaldees of Ur) from the first millennium (stratum III), and the finalization of 
the whole therewith. Here our succession rests upon tangible, external data that 
actually exist.

But the “strata” supposed in J, E, D, or P, H are of an entirely different 
kind. Here, to distinguish passages of ], E, P (say) in Genesis, vertical cuts have 
been made, all the way through the book. These are like the vertical sections 
sometimes cut through or across a mound, and not like horizontal strata at all! 
No archaeologist worth his salt would dream of accepting as "strata" a set of 
vertical sections cut separately, all over a mound. The resulting segments of 
earth are balks, cut down througli real strata at 90 degrees to the real strata! Ver
tical balks and true horizontal strata are not the same thing. And vertical fis
sures cut arbitrarily all through the texture of ancient books, using false criteria,
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are not “strata" either. People speak of “heavily edited” works; but, again, we 
need objective evidence (like the Rameses/Dan/Chaldees kind instanced above) 
to establish the presence of editing— not “editing” which is merely the product 
of clever guesswork or based on an a priori hypothesis of religious develop
ment, without proper supporting data.

There is great scope for fresh literary study, if based upon attested ancient 
usage derived from the factual analysis of the full literatures of the entire an
cient Near East (so far as available; and there’s a loti). But not for the old- 
fashioned “dead-end” guesswork of the nineteenth-century type.

(v) Wellhausen and the Ancient Near East — a Pet Hate of His!

Not only did Wellhausen (like his peers) work in a cultural vacuum — that is 
how he wanted it to be, undisturbed by inconvenient facts from the (ancient) 
outside world. He resented being pointed toward high-antiquity data from 
Egypt and Mesopotamia, and damned their practitioners for it. How he hated 
Egyptologists! In the encyclopedia article, desperately trying to evade even the 
possibility of early monotheism and any Egyptian influence, he fulminated 
against “the God-forsaken dreariness of certain modern Egyptologists.”54 This 
followed his jibe that the 480 years for the period between the exodus and Solo
mon’s temple (3 Kings 6:1) was “certainly more trustworthy than the combina
tions of the Egyptologists” (430 n. 1). In due course he also lashes out at the 
Assyriologists; dealing with chronology around the time of Menahem of Israel, 
he mutters that for the chronology then, “the explanations of the Assyriologists 
have hitherto been total failures” (474 n. 1). Maybe in 1886. But not nowadays. 
Clearly he resented any outside impact that might threaten his beloved theses 
on the supposed development of Israelite religion and history. And that atti
tude, one can detect in his equally resistant disciples today

(vi) Four Sample Cases Where the Near East 
Knew Better Than Wellhausen

(a) The Patriarchs

In his time, there was no real background available for the patriarchs at all, ex
cept the famous tomb painting of the thirty-seven “Asiatics” at Beni Hasan. 
Thus Wellhausen could feel free to enunciate his equally famous dogma, that 
“here [in Genesis] no historical knowledge about the patriarchs is to be gotten,
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but only about the period in which the stories about them arose among the Is
raelite people. This later period was simply to be projected back into hoary an
tiquity and reflected there like a glorified mirage.”55

These sentiments were treated as gospel truth by his uncritical disciples 
from then till now. In the factual vacuum of 1878, one could get away with such 
stuff, but not now. The world of Gen. 12-50 is certainly not that of the monar
chy period. It is, equally, not that of Joshua to Samuel, nor of the overlordship 
of the Egyptian empire from 1550 to the twelfth century b.c. It fits only the pe
riod before that, the twentieth to seventeenth centuries, for a series of reasons 
based directly on external, factual data that he would have loathed to admit but 
would have been powerless to refute; cf. chapter 7 above.

(b) The Sinai Covenant

Our hero dogmatically proclaimed that “The expression ‘Jehovah is the God of 
Israel’.. . certainly did not mean that the almighty Creator of heaven and earth 
was conceived of having first made a covenant with this one people that by 
them He might be truly known and worshipped” (437).

Unfortunately, (i) what he denies the text means is exactly what it did and 
still does mean; and (ii) the whole mass of external evidence on treaty and cov
enant (totally unknown in 1878) objectively fixes the late second-millennium 
date of the essential elements in Exodus-Leviticus, Deuteronomy, and Josh. 24, 
and eliminates any later-date theory. Cf. chapter 6 above.

(c) The Tabernacle

Here Wellhausen sought to discount the tabernacle as totally a fiction, and one 
created by the (imaginary) priestly writer(s) of the Babylonian exile. We may 
again quote: “the tabernacle rests on an historical fiction. I11 truth it is 
proved....” And: “At the outset its very possibility is doubtful. Very strange is the 
contrast between this splendid structure, on which the costliest material is lav
ished and wrought in the most advanced style of Oriental art, and the soil on 
which it rises, in the wilderness amongst the native Hebrew nomad tribes [sre], 
who are represented as having got it ready ofthand, and without external help” 
(39, etc.).

But not without a former “external” training (Bezalel in Egypt), not with
out loot from Egypt, and not without the basic technology learned there, of 
which we have abundant evidence and of which our arrogant critic knew abso
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lutely nothing. Other than the gold and silver used, there is no “costliest mate
rial” (only linen doth, skins, and local acacia wood! Our Wellhausen is a rare 
lad at exaggeration!}. And what did he know (in 1878!) about advanced Oriental 
art? Nothing. In fact, the decor of the tabernacle is far simpler than most work 
done then, and the linen work is very simple compared (e.g.) with work known 
from a thousand years before (Sahure’s sail)!

The tabernacle was an incredibly small cultic structure (15 x 45 feet!), 
compared with most of the Near Eastern and Egyptian temples and shrines of 
its time; the Timna example shows that poeple did use “tabernacles” (twelfth 
century) long centuries before any priestly inventors in the exile; and various 
details are late second millennium, not first; see already in chapter 6. The sup
posed nonmentions in the history from Jericho to Samuel, as of the “law” 
(= covenant) from Judges to the seventh century, stem partly from his gross 
failure to consider the circumstances of those periods, partly from his arbitrary 
excision of relevant biblical references on one or another illegitimate excuse, 
and partly from the simple fact that the ancients mainly used law (and shrines) 
without chattering their heads off about it all the time. Thus there are virtually 
no contemporary or later mentions of the laws of Hammurabi in Babylonia, for 
example — but (given his stela and tablet editions) nobody can deny that the 
corpus existed throughout. It is no different for the laws of Exodus- 
Deuteronomy, or for the tabernacle.5®

(d) The Topographical List ofShoshenq I (Shishak)

When faced with the clear evidence of the place-name list of Shoshenq I as a 
contributing factor to our understanding of the Shishak episode in the reign of 
Rehoboam (1 Kings 14:25-26; 2 Citron. 12:2-10}, then, like a true minimalist, 
Wellhausen refused to accept plain-as-a-pikestaff evidence and began weaving 
and ducking, with the brazen assertion that “he [= Shishak) could simply have 
reproduced an older list of one of his predecessors.”37 And some biblicists have 
been foolish enough blindly to follow him. A mere copy of old stuff? Really? 
The answer has to be a crushing “No!” Taking the 155 known ovals (each con
taining a name or part of a compound name) and discounting ten introductory 
heraldic entries (“Nine Bows” plus title), a series of twenty-five or thirty names 
known to be wholly lost or leaving merest/unusable traces, and other almost 
undecipherable names, we are left with a hard core of usable names. Of these, 
only nine are common to Shoshenq and previous lists (these include Megiddo, 
Taanach, Beth-Shan, listed at all times, given their geographic situation). The 
other ninety-eight are unique to Shoshenq Ts list. Let that fact sink in; Well-
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hausen’s arrogant dismissal of the list is wholly without any factual foundation 
whatsoever.58 And what is true of this item is true of most of the rest of his 
work.

*

To dose this early minimalist episode, one can only shake one’s head in sorrow 
over the sad history of Old Testament scholarship in the last two hundred years. 
During the eighteenth and, above all, the nineteenth century, there arose a 
spirit of inquiry that sought to go beyond just reading the Hebrew Bible wholly 
“on the surface.” Regrettably, (i) most of the early biblicists chose to elaborate 
theories based exclusively upon the text of the Hebrew Bible, and upon their 
manipulations of the phenomena in its text. There was no thought of cross
checking with any kind of factual control, such as: How did people actually go 
about composing books and documents in biblical times and regions? A disas
trous omission. And (ii) there were no means of external control available in 
the eighteenth century, or during the first halt or two-thirds of the nineteenth 
century, while Egyptian and cuneiform were being systematically deciphered; 
only from about 1860/70 onward did usable translations begin to appear at all. 
And at that time nobody had thought of any kind of literary study of these 
newly won documents.

Thus the theorists had a field day for many decades, and what had been 
merely bold theory became fixed dogma, as though set in concrete. A purely 
theoretical minimalism (lacking any factual verification) was enshrined as 
dogma in theology and divinity schools and faculties, while the vast worlds of 
ancient Near Eastern studies slowly began to be unveiled, offering huge addi
tions to factual knowledge. And almost none of it agrees with the dogmas so 
uncritically perpetuated into the present. Early, middle, and late minimalists 
alike face the need for some very drastic changes in their fantasy worlds. And 
that, not from rival brands of philosophy or theology, but in factual terms from 
the firmly secular disciplines of Assyriology, Egyptology, parallel studies for the 
rest of the Near East, and the whole of its various regional archaeologies (Syro- 
Palestinian archaeology included).

6. IN CONCLUSION: WHAT RESULTS?

So, instead, why not go for a better-founded, more truly radical future, starting 
afresh from real basics? Why not begin again from a new, essentially fact-
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governed, hence more solidly based paradigm? From a safe, strong, roomy 
launchpad from which anyone may rocket off into a beckoning future? The old, 
simplistic, nineteenth-century “zero-to-infinity” evolutionary scheme (purely 
theoretical!) has in effect collapsed in various disciplines, and the fact-based 
Near Eastern profiles presented in briefest form above can now afford us a far 
more stable paradigm with which to work.

Let us suggest the broadest and deepest practical basis: the entire Ancient 
Near East from roughly io,ooo b.c. down to the turn of the era, from Crete to 
the Indus, from the Black Sea to Sudan and The Arabian Sea. This is the overall 
geographic space-time frame.

First, we should aim at establishing a fuller vision of a series of fact-based 
longues chirees, based on working out more fully the profiles of the individual 
ancient Near Eastern cultures and civilizations on the basis of formative, crys
tallization, and undulation phases in each case (until their termination), going 
into much more detail than the mini mum, skeletal models given above (p.488). 
This can be done piecemeal, in the various regions of the ancient world just de
lineated.

In terms of time frame, we should probably divide the great span of ten 
thousand years into two unequal parts for purely practical purposes, governed 
by the difference made by the presence or otherwise of written sources. Major 
phase A should be the almost entirely preliterate epoch circa 10,000 to circa 
3000. Major phase B would then follow, as a growingly literate epoch, circa 3000 
to year zero. During the third and second millennia, alongside the many texts 
from Egypt and Mesopotamia, effective local written sources commence in dif
ferent zones at different times (e.g., ca. 2400 in Syria; ca. 1900 in Anatolia; ca. 
1400 in Palestine; ca. noo in Old South Arabia). Thus, circa 3000-1000 is virtu
ally a transitional period (a“phaseC”) overlapping the first two-thirds of phase 
15. Phase A and in part phase C-on-B cultures (those without writing) would 
have to be assessed entirely on the basis of artifactual archaeology, with a re
strained role for societal anthropology, eschewing its more a priori theories. 
Phase B cultures (wherever writing gave major input) would have to be assessed 
on both the artifactual and written sources with proper integration of both 
data sets. Needless to say, there can be no regimentation of the various profiles; 
the three basic phases will have differed in length and in cultural detail from 
zone to zone, and different cultures (or their major sequences) will have gone 
through their cycles at different periods. During the main undulation phases, 
with directly neighboring cultures, some mutual interference will sometimes, 
of course, be visible. For example, in Canaan, the main Middle Bronze period 
was a “high,” with its prosperous local city-states, while Egypt had something of 
a “low” (Second Intermediate Period/Hyksos rule); then, Late Bronze Canaan
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sank into a relative “low" when it was politically and economically subjected by 
New Kingdom Egypt on a renewed “high.”

Second, we must deal with the biblical record in the same way, using what 
we actually possess (objectively— we have nothing else!). As is clear from the 
above skeletal presentation (p. 488), its basic framework of (i) precursor family 
> clan group (Canaan > Egypt), then (ii) exodus and covenant (Sinai/Moab), 
plus (iii) entry into Canaan and varied fortunes there down to 722 and 586 
(plus partial return, fifth/fourth century) is a very dear case of formative pe
riod, then swift crystallization, then long and varied undulation, lasting in fact 
into the early Roman period when the people were scattered. There is no need, 
ever again, to force the data artificially and arbitrarily into a bed of Procrustes, 
shuffling around prophets, covenantal law collections, forms of worship, etc., 
just to fit an alien scheme that finds no echo whatsoever in the overall history 
and culture of the biblical world at any time from the Paleolithic to the 
Romans. Let us agree, at last, quietly to part with imaginary and outdated evo
lutionary schemes and give them decent and final burial. They have long had 
their day, and more solid and constructive paths are now open, offering to ail of 
us immense opportunities for constructive work, totally regardless of whatever 
our own personal philosophies may be (with either faith or no faith, without 
distinction).

We have now come to the close of our long and eventful journey through mil
lennia of the vivid world of Near Eastern antiquity, and of inquiry into “mod
ern times” attitudes to the Hebrew Bible. It is time to return to the questions 
posed at the beginning of this book: whether or not the existing Old Testament 
writings were composed (and their contents originated) entirely within the 
brief and late period of circa 400-200 B.c., or whether or not their contents are 
pure fiction, unrelated to the world of the Near East in circa 2000-400 u.c.

To pursue such questions, the only practical method of inquiry was to go 
back to those ancient times and compare the data in the Hebrew Bible with 
what we have from its putative world. Merely theorizing in one’s head can 
achieve nothing. Looking back, we do have some definite results. On the inde
pendent evidence from antiquity itself, we may safely deliver a firm “No" to 
both questions as posed above. Namely, the Old Testament books and their 
contents did not exclusively originate as late as 400-200 and they are by no 
means pure fiction — in fact, there is very little proven fiction in them overall.

What can be said of historical reliability? Here our answer — on the evi
dence available— is more positive. The periods most in the glare of con tempo-
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ran* documents — the divided monarchy and the exile and return — show a 
very high level of direct correlation (where adequate data exist) and of reliabil
ity. That tact should be graciously accepted by all, regardless of personal start
ing point, and with the firm exclusion of alien, hence irrelevant, modern “agen
das,” When we go back (before ca, 1000) to periods when inscriptional 
mentions of a then-obscure tribal community and its antecedent families (and 
founding family) simply cannot be expected a priori, then chronologically ty
pological comparisons of the biblical and external phenomena show clearly 
that the Hebrew founders bear the marks of reality and of a definite period. The 
same applies to the Hebrews’ exodus from Egypt and appearance in Canaan, 
with one clear mention, of course (Israel on the stela of Merenptah). The Sinai 
covenant (all three versions, Deuteronomy included) has to have originated 
within a close-set period (1400-1200) — likewise other features. The phenom
ena of the united monarchy fit well into what we know of the period and of an
cient royal usages. The primeval protohistory embodies early popular tradition 
going very far back, and is set in an early format. Thus we have a consistent level 
of good, fact-based correlations right through from circa 2000 b.c. (with earlier 
roots) down to 400 n.c. In terms of general reliability — and much more could 
have been instanced than there was room for here — the Old Testament comes 
out remarkably well, so long as its writings and writers are treated fairly and 
evenhandedly, in line with independent data, open to all. There, we stop!
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NOTES TO CHAPTER i

1. The handiest edition of the surviving fragments and citations of Manetho’s work 

(Greek/English) is still W. G, Waddell, Manetho, LCL 350 (Cambridge; Harvard University 
Press, London; Heinemann, 1940). This work was formerly often bound with F. E. Robbins, 

Ptolemy Tetrabiblos.
2. For the fragments of Berossus in English, see Stanley M. Burstein, TheBabyloniaca of 

Berossus, Sources from the Ancient Near East 1/5 (Malibu, Calif.: Undena Publications, 1978).

3. For the Jews, the real equivalent of such works as these was in practice the much later 

set of writings by Flavius Josephus (translated by H. St. J. Thackeray, R. Marcus, and L. H. 
Feldman), The Jewish War, and especial ly Jewish Antiquities, which are conveniently available in 

nine volumes (1927-65) of the LCL series.

4. For overall presentations of the civilizations of the ancient Near East, valuable (but of 
occasionally variable quality in some respects) are (e.g.): J. M. Sasson, ed., Civilizations of the 
Ancient Near East I IV (New York: Scribner, 1995); E. M. Meyers, ed., Oxford Encyclopedia of Ar
chaeology in the Ancient Near East I-V (New York: OUP, 1997); plus D. B. Redford, ed., Oxford 
Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt I 111 (New York: OUP, 2000); and for biblical study and arcbaeol 
ogy, D. N. Freedman et al., eds., The Anchor Bible Dictionary I VI (New York; Doubleday, 1992). 

An excellent, compact, one-volume handbook to the ancient Near East is provided by 

P. Bienkowski and A. R. Millard, eds., Dictionary of the Ancient Near East (London: British Mu 
seum Press, 2000).

5. Sixty volumes of Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazkdi; forty-one so far of 

Keilschrifttexte aus Boghazkoi; four of Istanbul Arkeoloji Miizelerinde Bulunan Bogazkoy 
Tabletleri; one each of Ankara Arkeoloji Miizesinde Bulunan Bogazkoy Tabletleri and Hittite 

Texts in the Cuneiform Character from Tablets in the British Museum. There are also other 
smaller such publications, e.g., A. Goelze, Verstreute Boghazk&i Texte. All of them contain exclu
sively copies of texts in the original cuneiform script (not for the fainthearted). Hittite texts (as 
thus published down to 1970) are classified by E. Laroche, Catalogue des textes I Unites (Paris: 
Klincksieck, 1971), with some mentions of translations and studies. An extensive run of Hittite 

texts is published in German translation in the two series StBoT (forty four volumes so far) and
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lexle tier Hethiter (twenty-three volumes so far), and various older scries. In English, a tiny 
fraction is available in ANET, the new CoS] III, and such collections as the SBb’s Writings from 
the Ancient World series (Heffner, Beckman volumes).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 2

t. Forthe name Shoshe(nlq (Fleb. Shushaq),cf. the Neo-Assyrian form Susinqu (dialectal 
for Babylonian Shnshinqu), for the first, strong vowel sound in this name. For the Assyrian 

form, under Assurbanipakcf. brief entries by Ranke, KMAV, 34, and Muchikt, Egyptian PN, 227. 
For the references for Shoshenq Fs campaign, sec below u ndcr sec. 5.

2. In general, for the history of the Twenty-Second Dynasty (and underlying chronol 
ogy), see Kitchen, Third bit Pii. (3996), 287-361, plus 574 8t and • x:i xxx ix, passim. See further 
in sec. 5 below.

3. For compact references and discussion on Zerah, see Kitchen, Third bit. Pd. (1996), 
309, §268.

4. For general discussions of the early Aramean kings in Damascus, seethe nowold book 
by M. F, Unger, Israel and the Aramaeans of Damascus (G rand Rapids; Zondervatt, 1957), and the 
more recent works by W, T. Pitard, Ancient Damascus (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eiseitbrauns, 1989), 
and (just earlier) H. Sader, Lea ctats aramfens de Syria, . . (Beirut ami Wiesbaden: F. Steiner 

Verlag, 1987), chap, 6, pj>. 23) -70, with references, plus P, F. Dion, les aramtens d t’age dufer: 
h'tstoire, politique et structures sodales, Ebfb, lit, 34 (Paris; Libratrie Lecoffre, Gabalda, 1997).

5. On the Melqart Stela, cf. the latest summary by W. T. Pitard, in W. W. Hallo and K. L. 

Younger, eds., CoSII, 354-55, and notes.

6. For the text of this king list as presented by Josephus, see H. St. J. Thackeray, ed., 
Josephus, the Life; Against Apion, LCL 186 (1926), in Against Apian 1.116-26 on pp. 208/209 212/

213.
7. For Baal mazzer II (or Baal-marizer II) in a text of Shalmaneser III, see now A. K. 

Grayson, RIMA,3:54 (replacing F. Safar,Sumer7 [1951]:: 11 12). This king would have been a sec 

ond Balbazeros, directly following the Balezoros of Menander’s list, and (in textual transmis

sion) confused with the latter.
8. On the “Jezebel” seal, cf. latest publication by Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 275, no. 740, 

with references. Technically, the name might be either masculine or feminine, but the latter is 
(so far) the only known usage; for the little that iL is worth, (he recumbent sphinx on the seal has 
been analyzed as feminine (N. Avigad, IliJ 14 [1964]: 274), which icon would suit a woman’s seal 
better than a man’s.

9. For a comprehensive group of recent studies on the stela of Mesha, see A. Dearman, 

ed., Studies in the Mesha Inscription and Maah, Archaeology and Biblical Studies, ASOR/SBL, 
no. 2 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1989), with abundant previous literature. For the Mesha stela in 

relation to the Tel I Dan stela, cf. A. Lemaire, BAR 20,110.3 (May June 1994): io-37>and in SEL11 

(1994): 17-19
10. For the old Aramaic inscriptions on ivory, see F. Bron and A. Lemaire, RAAO 83

(1989): 37,39; for the horse blinkers, I. Eph’al and J, Naveli, IEJ 39 (1989): 192 zoo, in F.nglish.
11. On the mention of Aram-Damascus as “House of Hazael” under Tiglath pileser III, 

cf. Tadmor, TP III, 138/39, 186/87.
12. This king and his father are explicitly so entitled (without the "111,’of course!) oil the 

contemporary stela of Zakkur, neighboring king of Hamath andllatarikka. For Engl ish transla-
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lions of that stela, cf. F. Rosenthal, ANET, 501-2 ("Zakir”), and A. R. Millard, TyuB 41, no. 2 
(1990); 273-74,app. 2;also in CoSII, 155. The “name" (really,epithet) Mari’, "Lord,”forthe ruler 
of Aram-Damascus occurs in the inscriptions of Adad-nirari 111 of Assyria. Once thought to 
stand for Hazael, it is regarded by most current scholars as a term for his son and successor 

Benhadad TII, Cf. discussion by Pitard, Ancient Damascus, 160-66, passim,

13. On this king in the texts of'L'iglath pileser 111, see Tadmor, TP III, 54/55,68/69,78/79- 
8o/8i, 82/83,106/107,186/187, 208/2D9; on the forms of the name in Aramaic, Hebrew, and Akka

dian, cf. Pitard, Ancient Damascus, 181-82, with references.

14. One seal belonged to “Milqom servant of Baalis”, see L .  Herr, BA 48 (1985): 169-72; 
R. Deulsch, BAR 25, no. 2 (March April 1999): 48, The other reads “[Belonging to] Baalisha', 
King of the Bani-Amnron” (“the sons of Ammon,” the Ammonites); on this see llcutsch, same 
issue of BAR as cited above, pp. 46-48; R. Deulsch and M. Heltzer, West Semitic Epigraphic News 
of the First Millennium bcb (TeL Aviv, 1999), 53-55, no. 145.

15. Specimen texts in translation of most Assyrian kings mentioned here can be found in 
ANET and in CoS I-ill, and extensively in the nowold work, Luckcnbill, ARAB I-If, and now in 
the modern R1MA. A vast and growing series of other Assyrian texts arc now appearing in the 
modern series SAA (fifteen volumes so fat, and several supplementary studies).

16. The full corpus of texts of this king will he found in a definitive edition in Tadmor, TP
III. For the sculptured decoration on wall slabs in the king’s unfinished palace, sec R. D. Barnett 
and M. Falkner, The Scidpinres of Assur-nasir-apti II (885 859 bc), Tiglnrh pileser III (745 727 

bc), Esarhaddon (6/tr 669 no) front the Central amI South West Palaces atNitnrtid (London Brit 

ish Museum, 1962). Pul was simply a nickname of, or abbreviation for, Tiglath-pileser III, and is 

used also in a cuneiform source, not only in Kings and Chronicles; cf. Babylonian king list A, 
iv:8 (cf. A. L. Oppenheiin in ANET, 272; A. R. Millard in CoS 1,462 and n.;). Pulu is the “Poros” 
of the Ptolemaic Canon, Cf. notes, (. A, Brinkman, A Political History ofPost-Kassite Babylonia, 
1158-722 bc. (Rome: Pontifidutu Institutum Biblicum, 1968), 61 62. Like Uluiai for 
Shalmaneser V (Brinkman, 61-62}, Pul(u) occurs only in the one later report,but may have been 
an unofficial epithet from the beginning. That would finite scattering of names in 2 Kings 15:19/ 
foiyff., while 1 Chron. 5:26 also implies identification of Pul and Tiglath-pileser 111 as one and 
the same, by its exact parallelism of (he two, and use of singular verbs to express the actions of 
Pul/Tiglalli-pileser 111.

17 His quite short reign is attested by minor inscriptions (list, W. Schramm,Einleitun% in 
die assyrischenKonigsinschriften 11 [Leiden: Brill, 1973], 140; cf. also Brinkman, Political History, 
243-45); he features in the Assyrian king lists, Babylonian Chronicle, and Assyrian eponym lists 
(first two, cf. Millard, CoS 1,465,467; the eponym list, A. R. M il lard. The Eponyms of the Assyrian 
Empire, 910 612 bc, SAAS II [Helsinki: Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project, 1994], 59 end).

18. Of his texts, extensive older translations in Luckenbill, ARAB II, with the annals by 

A. G, Lie, The Inscriptions of Saigon II, King of Assyria, I, the Annals (Paris: Geulhncr, 1929). Por 
modern extracts, cf. ANET. Khorsabad texts, A. Fuchs, Die Inschriften Sargons II. aus Khorsabad 
(Gottingen: Cuvillier, 1993). Letters, S. Parpola, witli G, B. Lanfrandu, The Correspondence of 
Sargon 111-111, SAA I, V (Helsinki: University Press, 1987,1990,2001),

19. Extracts in ANET; fill! older versions in Luckcnbill. ARAB II Studies include 
E. Fr.il 1111, Einleitxmg in die Sanherib Inschriften (Vienna: AfO [■  - Reiheft 26], 1997), and W. R. 

Gallagher, Sennacherib's Campaign to Judah, New Studies (Leiden: Brill, 1999).

2d. Cf. ANET. Full body of translations (old) in Luckenbill, ARAB 11 and (new) by 
R. Borger, Die inschriften Asarhnddous, Kiinigs von Assyria 1 (Vienna: AfO |- Beiheft 9], 1956). 

For Assyria’s last greal king, Assurban ipal, again ANET has excerpts from the main historical
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lexis; far a modem presentation of many texts, see R. Borger, Beitritge zum Inschriftemverk 

Assurbani[>a!s (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1956).

21. He is discussed by ], A. Brinkman in From the Workshop oj the Assyrian Dictionary — 
Studies Presented to A. L. Oppenheitn (1964), 6-53; summary, Brinkman, “Marduk-apla iddina II,” 
in D. O. Edzard el a!., eds., PI A VII,5/6 (Berlin: de Gruyler, 1989),374-75, with references. Men

tioned in the texts of Tiglath-pileser III, Sargon II, and Sennacherib (above).
22. Nebuchadrezzar II of Babylon boasts numerous building texts, in now old edit ions by 

S. Langdeti, Die nettbabylonischen Konigsinschriften (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1912), and (in English) 
in his Building Inscriptions of the Neo-Babylonian Empire (Paris: Leroux, 1905). For various ex
tracts, more modern, cf. ANET. See also in Babylonian Chronicle, successively, D. J, Wiseman, 
Chronicles of Chtildaeun Kings (626-556 tre) in the British Museum (London; British Museum, 
1956); A. K. Grayson, Assyrian mid Babylonian Chronicles, Texts from Cuneiform Sources V 

(New York: Augustin, 1975), chronicles 3 to 5; extracts, Millard in CoS I, 467-<’3. Survey of 
sources, history, buildings, etc. (in German), M. P, Slreck and R. M. Czichon, in R1.A IX, 3/4 

(1999), 194-206.

23. An older source summary by l7. H. Weissbach is found in RLA i (1928-32), 94; newer, 
Sack in ABD. 2:6791 fuller account, R. H, Sack, Amel-Marduk - - 562-560 bc (Neukirchen Vluyn: 
Neukirchertet-Verlag, 1972).

24. The facts on the nnuic and person of So can lx- read in Kitchen, 'Diirtl hit Pd, (1996), 
572 76, 551 -52, and esp. xxxiv xxxix (refut ing blunders by Christensen and Day). The remarks 

on So by S. Ahituv, in ]. Shirun-Grumach, ed., Jerusalem Studies in Egyptology (Wiesiiaden: 

Harrassowitz, 1998), 3 n. 1, are also mistaken. Emendation of the Hebrew text is wholly gratu
itous; Akkadian Sri bears no relation to the wand ‘aleph of Hebrew Sw jand lie is again mistaken 
over the ’aleph in So'. In the attested cartouches of all four known kings named Osorknn there is 
□ n internal ’aleph (i) in the original Egyptian spelling of the name “Osorkon” (- an English 
form of Greek!): W-s-i r k it, in some cases more often with than without the internal ;. Thus 
“So’" is a perfectly acceptable abbreviation of (W)-s-i-(r-k-n), The name Osorkon can be (and 

was) abbreviated, as were other names ol the period (Sbosh for Shoshenq,etc.),as noted in the 

text.

25. On the usage that applies to Taliarqa as prince in 701 but as king in the Hebrew text of 

68i, ten years after the king’s accession, see besides the text in chap. 2 above, Kitchen, Third hit, 

Pil (1996), 157-61,383-86,552-54, and cf. xxxix-xlii. In rejecting the simple facts about a writer in 
68i using the terminology of his own time for Tabarqa in 701, massive blunders were made by 
Gallagher, Sennacherib's Campaign to Judah, 221-22 (in an otherwise very fine monograph) and 
by W. 11. Shea, both in JBL 104 (1985): 40018, and in BAR 25, no. 6 (November-December 1999): 
36-44,64 (superficial; with the added error of “two" campaigns of Sennacherib), as neither au- 
llior has properly understood the situation or the relevant data. There is no “anachronism” here 
(Gallagher’s term, p. 253), The recently published Assyrian Tang i Var text (G, Frame, Or S8 
[1999]: 31-57; K. L. Younger, CoB II, 299-300) shows clearly now that Shebitku was a power in 
Egypt from at least 706, either as copharaoh with Shabako or as Nubian deputy — his personal 
mile from 702 is no problem (and never was), nor therefore is his sending our Taharqa in 701.

26. For a summary of Necho IPs Asiatic contacts, see Kitchen, Third lnt. Pd. (1996), 406
7; for a general history of his reign, see T. G. H. James, in CAHIII/2 (1991), 715-18, 720-24, and 

bibliography.

27. Summary in Asia is in Kitchen, Third bit. Pd. (1996), 407; James, in CAPIIII/2 (1991), 
718-19, and references.

28. On Mesha's steia, lines 4 and 7, as “king of Israel,’1 in numerous translations, cf., e.g.,
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Albright in ANET, 320; K. P. Jackson in Dearman, Studies, 97; A. Lemaire, BAR 20, no. 3 (May- 
June 1994J: 30-37; K. A. D. Smelik, in CoS II, 137-38 (wrongly omitting ‘"House of [Dajvid” pas 
sage).

29. As a dynastic founder (“House of Omri” = Israel), with Shalmaneser III, cf. ANET, 
280 and 281 (“son” of Omri = citizen of (House of] Omri); with Tiglath pileser III, cf, index* s.v. 

“Bit Humria,” Tadmor, TP III, 296. Other Bit (“House/Dynastic”) place names are given by 
Kitchen, fSOT76 (1997)* 38-39, with map, p. 37.

30. Named by Shalmaneser III at Battle of Qarqar, 853; cf. ANET, 279; Grayson, RIMA,

3:23.

31. In four letter lacuna, as father of [Jeho]ram king of Israel, on Tell Dan stela, in paral 

lei with [Ahaz] iah son of [Joram] of Judah, cf Kitchen, JSOT76 (1997): 30-33, with earlier bibli 
ography for this monument on pp. 42-44 (now, to be supplemented! E.g., CoSII, 162), KB.: the 

supposed signet ring illustrated in J. Rogerson, Chronicle of the Old Testament Kings (London: 
Thames & Hudson, 1999), 103, looks rather suspect and will not be used here.

32. He was named as king of Israel (Bit-Khumn) by Shalmaneser III in 841; ANET, 280, 
281; Grayson, RIMA, 3:54. On correct understanding of the idiom Bit-X, see A. Ungnad, OLZ 9 

(1906): 224-26.
33. He is mentioned in the Tell Rimah stela; see S. Dailey, Iraq 30 (1968): 142-43; cf. discus 

sion by Pitard, Ancient Damascus* 163 65, for contact in 796.

34. Asa vassal underTiglalh-pileser III; see Tadmor, TP HI, 68/69 (89: 27:2), 106/107'; CoS
II, 287.

35. Tadmor, TP III, 140/141, 202/203, 277; CoS II, 288.

36. Tadmor, TP III, 140/141 [188/189] > 277-278. (For Pekah and Hoshea, see also ANET, 283; 

for Hoshea, see CoS II, 288 [291],)
37. Both of these kings* as “[father] and [s]on,” were named on the Tell Dan stela; for ref 

erences, see above, n. 31.

38. For discussion on this, see latterly Tadmor, TP III, 273-74 with references; CoS II, 285 
n. 10. It is important to stress (against N. Na’aman, TA 22 [1995]: 276-77, and earlier OT schol

ars) that Hatarikka was never an independent kingdom, but always simply a part of the realm of 
Hamath. There is no possibility of Azriyau (whoever he is!) being a king of Hatarikka. Notice 

that the Tiglath pileser III texts always call the place “the city of Hatarikka,” and no separate 
king of it is ever mentioned.

39. See Tadmor, TP III, 170/171, and note on p. 277; CoS II, 289. Earlier, ANET, 282.
40. Cf Luckenbill, ARAB II, §240; D. D. Luckenbill, The Annals of Sennacherib (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1924), 33ff; ANET, 287-88; CoS II, 302-4,

41. For Manasseh under Esarhaddon, cf ANET, 291; R. Borger, Die Iuschriften 
Asarhaddons, 60, line 55. Under Assurbanipal, ANET, 294.

42. On the ration tablets, see ANET, 308.

43. Neither Jehoiachin nor Zedekiah, one removed from, one installed in, office at Jeru
salem in 597, is named in the Babylonian Chronicle. See above under Nebuchadrezzar II, l.B.iii.

44. This seal stone appears in many publications. In popular works, e.g.: Ian Wilson, The 
Bible Is History (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1999), 137; earlier, A. Lemaire, BAR 21* no. 6 
(November December 1995): 50 top. Discussed latterly, Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 49 50, no. 2 

with references. Probably to this reign (or plus Jehoash before him) should belong the main set 
of Samaria ostraca from the palace administration (Years 9, 10; 15, of one king or two). Full 
studies and French and German translations, cf. A. Lemaire* Inscriptions h&braiques, I, les ostraca 
(Paris: Editions du Cerf 1977), 21-81, and Renz/Rollig 1,79-110; in English, specimens in ANET
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321, and K. A. D. Smclik, Writings from Ancient Israel (Edinburgh: T. Sc T. Clark: Louisville: 

Westminster John Knox, 1991), 55-62, and earlier, Gibson, TSS1,1:5-13.

45. A cylindrical "royal” type seal, Coll. Mousaleff. Cf. II. Shanks, BAR 22, no. 3 (May- 
June 1996): 34 and 64 (also in Wilson, The Bible Is History, 119); the script may be eighth century, 

and the figure that of a king; each main side under a winged disc. Thus it is hardly Solomon’s - 
but the name here (Sh l m) could readily be that of the short reigned Shallum, soon after Jero 

boam II, and precisely in the eighth century. Jeho-ahaz (successor to Josiali) could also be cal led 
Shallum (Jer. 22:11), but at shortly before 600 b.c,, he is too late for an eighth-century seal and 

would probably have used his official name (Jeho-ahaz).

46. Cf. A. Lemaire, BAR 21, no. 6 (November-Decentber 1995) 48-52; also in R. Deutsch 
and A. Lemaire, Bib Hail Period Personal Seals in the Shlomo Moussaieff Collection (Tel Aviv: Ar
chaeological Center Publications, 2000), 7, no. 1.

47. See Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 50,51, nos. 3, 4.

48. On the seal impression, see R. Deutsch, BAR 24, no. 3 (May June 1998): 54-56,62,and 
his Messages from the Past (in Hebrew) (Te! Avjv: Archaeological Center Publications, 1997); in 

English, 1999, no. 1 (with pis. XVl/XVII top). The name form Jeho-tham is simply a longer form 
of Jotharn, just as Jeho ram is the longer form of Joram; the names mean “YHWH is perfect” 
and “YHWH is exalted” respectively.

49. Sec R. Deutsch, BAR 24, no. 3 (May-June 1998): 56: and in Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 
frontispiece and p. 51, no. 5, with references.

50. See F. M. Cross, BAR 25, no. 2 (March-April 1999): 42-45, 60; Deutsch, Messages from 
the Past, pis. IX:t99, and XVI/XVII bottom.

51. For the bulla of Jehozarah son of Hilkiah, see Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 172 73, no. 407, 

and Deutsch, Messages from the Past, no. 2 (Jehozarah was perhaps brother of Eliakim son of 
Hilkiah, cf. 2 Kings 18:18; Isa. 36:3). For the bulla of Azariah son of Jeho ahi, see Deutsch, no. 3. 

For the bulla of which the name is lost, see also Deutsch, no. 4.

52. The Siloam tunnel inscription has many translations: e.g., Albright in ANET,$i1; P. K. 
McCarter, Ancient Inscriptions (Washington, D.C.: BAS, 1996), 113-15, no. 90. For the text of 
[Shebnajiah, see T. C. Mitchell, The Bible in the British Museum (London: British Museum 

Press, 1988), 58, no. 25. F01 a carbon 14 date of tunnel context, eighth century, J. M. Cahill, BA 60, 
no. 3 (1997): 184 (D. Gill, Qedem 35 [1996]).

53. For a possible or probable seal stone as “kings son,” see Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 55, 
no. 16. For a possible fiscal seal impression of Year 26, see under Josiah, next,

54. For a popular presentation of Ostracon Mousaieff 1, see H. Shanks, BAR 23, no. 6 
(November-December 1997): 28-32; for fuller studies, see P. Bordreuil, F. Israel, and D. Pardee, in 
NEA 6i, no. 1 (1998): 2-13, and earlier in Sew 46 (1996/97): 49-76. For doubts on authenticity, see 
I. Eph’al and J. Naveh, IE}48 (1998): 269-73; contrast lab reports in Shanks, 31, and Bordreuil et 
al., NEA 61, 8 9.

55. Fiscal seals, Years 26 and 13, are in Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 177-78, nos. 421-22; Years 14, 
20, and 3 are in Deutsch, Messages from the Past, nos. 97-99.

56. For the personal seals, Jeho-ahaz is in Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 54, no. 13; that of 
Azaliah is in CWSS, 79, no. 90, cf. T. Schneider, BAR 17, no. 4 (July-August 1991): 30,32; that of 
Ahikam is in CWSS, 181-82, no. 431; the ring of Hilkiah’s son Hanan is in CWSS, 59-60, no. 28 
(shy of the identifications!), and Schneider, 30-32, agreeing with J. Elayi, BAR 13, no. 5 

(September-October 1987): 54-56, and in Sent 36 (1986): 43-46.

57. For seals of Jeralimeel, see Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 175, no. 414; and M. Belizer, SEE 16
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(1999): -15-47, fig. 1. Of Oemariah sonofShaphan, CWSS, 191, no. 470, and Y. Schneider, BAR 17, 
no.'4 (SepLember-Oclobcr 1991): 28 30, 32:

;8. See Avigad and. Sass, CWSS, 56, no. 19,

59. Seals: For Berechiah, Jeremiah’s secretary, Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 175-76, no. 417A/B; 
cf. T. Schneider, BAR 17, no. 4 (September October 1991): 26-28,32. For Malkijah, CWSS, 55, no. 

15. For Seraiah, cf. CVVSS, 163, no. 390; Schneider, 30 32. For the seal and bulla of Azariah son of 
Hilkiah, cf. CW.s'S, 139, nos, 307 and 224, no. 596; Schneider, 31 33, ball a only. For Gedalialt, 

CVVSS, 172, no. 405. For the seals of the four men Jaazaniah, ef. CVVSS, 52,103,104, 2'>2. nos. 8, 

174,175,5tt For EUshama, a king’s son, CWSS, 53, no. 11.
So.The Lachish ostracahave been much studied; for translations: (selected), ANET, 321 

22; Gibson, TSSh 1:32 49: Smelik, Writings from Ancient Israel 11631; for careful treatments in 

French and German, see respectively Lemaire, Inscriptions hebraiques,and Renz/Rollig 1,405-40. 
Representative seals are in CoS II, 197-2115. Besides in CWSS, many additional seals and impres
sions are published in the quartet, it. Deutsch and M Meltzer, Forty New Ancient West Semitic 
Inscriptions (1994); New Epigtiaphfe Evidence from the Biblical Periotl (1995); Windows to the Past 
(1997); Epigraphic News (1999); also in R. Deutsch, Messages from the Past (1999), and by 

Deutsch and Lemaire, Biblical Period Personal Seals in the Shlotno Monssaieff Collection; all are 
published in Tel Aviv by Archaeological Center Publications. See also sec. 4.A, just below 
(Qetlem 41, etc.),

61. The fundamental chronology of Alexander the Great, the Persian Empire, the Neo 

Babylonian Empire, and the Assyrian Empire before it, back to 912, is all so well established that 
it needs no documentation here. For the regnal years of Neo Babylonian and Persian rulers 
backed up by firsthand documentary date lines,cf. R. A. Parker and W. I I. Dubberstein, Babylo 
nian Chronology, 626 tre —A /r 75 (Providence: Brown University Press, 1956). For Assyrian epo 

nym lists, 910 649, see Millard, Tire F.ponyms of the Assyrian Empire, 910 612 nc. For Assyrian 

king list, cf. ANET, 3rd etl/Supp. (1969), 564-66.
62. For Egyptian chronology from 664 back to ca. 1550/1540, see the essentials, Kitchen, 

Acta Archaeologies 6j (1996/1998), 1 13, and revised in M. Bietak, ed., 77ir Synchronisation of 
Civilisations in the Eastern Mediterranean in the Second Millennium b.c. (Vienna: Austrian 
Academy, 2000), 39-52, which is more up to dale for 1100-664 than the large general work of 
J. von Beckerath, Chronologic 1les pharaonisthen Agypten (Mainz: von Zabern, 1997). For the pe 
riod 1070-664, all details are discussed in Kitchen, Third Int. Pd. (1996).

63. On accuracy of forms and trail sin ission of Assyrian names in biblical Hebrew, see 
A. R. Millard, JSS 21 (1976): 1-14.

64. On “house of seals" and excavations of provenanced bullae there, cf. Y. Shiloh, IF.j36 

(1986): 16-38; Y. Shiloh and D. Tarler, I3A 99 (1986): 196-209; Y. Shobam in H. Geva.ed., Ancient 
Jerusalem Revealed (Jerusalem: IES, 1994), 55-61, and D. T. Ariel, ed., Excavations at the City of 
David VI (- Qetlem 41) {Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 2000), 29-57,75-84.

65. The two basic works of primary importance above all others on this are those of 

Thiele and Galil: E. R. Thiele, The Mysterious Numbers of the Hebrew Kings (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1951): 2nd and 3rd eds. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1965,1986); and G. Galil, 
The Chronology of the Kings of Israel and lutlch \ Leiden: Brill, 1996). They seek to apply the rele
vant Near Eastern principles of reckoning indispensable to such studies, in varying measure, 

and far more systematically than any of their predecessors or contemporaries. Their final results 
come out remarkably dose overall. To die labors of both men my own efforts ate deeply and 
gratefully indebted, it is a pleasure to add.

66.111 this very compact book, it is not feasible to print and annotate detailed charts for
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the entire 350 years or so from 931 to 586; these I expect to publish in full, ialer, if not hindered. 
Essentially for the present* I have adopted Califs view of Judah using a Nisan calendar and Israel 
a Tishri calendar (in contrast to Thiele)* as this enables synchronisms to work directly without 
difficulty* and in conjunction with the regnal figures. But in agreement with Thiele, I find that a 
systematic treatment of the reigns and synchronisms enables an almost complete correlation to 
be made, both internally and with external sources; most of Califs rejections of some data are 
themselves unnecessary. A few problems remain that may need further reconsideration. On the 
scheme adopted here, it may be desirable to add a year to Jehu’s reign (to a twenty-ninth year) 

and to restore the eleventh year of Joram I to the twelfth throughout, for the accession of 
Ahaziah II. If at some period years were expressed by numerals (e.g., Egyptian hieratic tens, and 

use of strokes for units), it is quite possible to "lose" an odd unit (,29>28; i2>n) in the course of 
scribal recopying. As for the Year 27 of Jeroboam II in which Uzziah became king (as coregent), 
one may have to posit an original figure of Year 17. The change from a final feminine (in ‘esrnh/ 
t) to a final m (dual/plural) is attested physically in another instance in Kings and Chronicles. 

Here 2 Chron. 9:25 retains the best reading, “4,000 stalls” (arbaat alafmi), for that of 1 Kings 
4:26, reading "40,000 stalls” (arbn'im elef), in which m has replaced the feminine singular. These 
three matters dealt with, the only other point of this kind is the Years 35,36 in 2 Chron. 15:19, 

16a, of the supposed thirty fifth and thirty-sixth years of Asa which in fact are almost certainly 
for his fifteenth and sixteenth (in the context), and corresponding to the thirty fifth and thirty 
sixth years of the divided monarchy, as Thiele suggested long ago (e.g., Mysterious Numbers 
[1965], 60). However, it is entirely possible that better explanations of this small handful of fig 

ures may eventually emerge.

67. Fora full, modern treatment ofShoshenq’s campaign in Palestine/Canaan, with ref 
erences, see Kitchen, Third hit Pd. (1996), 293-302 (with route map, fig. 2), 432-47 (with diagram 
of list and segments map, figs. 8-9), plus addenda, 575-76, xlvi to end. Cf. also J. Currid, Ancient 
Egypt and the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Baker, i997)> 173-202 (esp. for additional notes on 
the place-names),

68. A recent attempt was made by F. Clancy (/SOT 86 [1999]: 3-23) to reattribute the 

Mcgiddo stela to Shoshenq IV, and even to redate Shoshenq I to 800 (on Lhe say so of a crank 
chronology), and to deny all the obviously correct identifications of well-known place-names in 

the list. These views are totally contradicted by the available evidence, fSOT23 (2001): 3-12. Most 
obviously, Shoshenq IVs second cartouche is wholly different to that of Shoshenq I, as it adds 
the epithets “Son of (the goddess) Bast, god, Ruler of Heliopolis” to the second cartouche — 
and that additional mouthful is not to be found in the Shoshenq cartouche on the Mcgiddo 
stela! The Megiddo stela is pictured often; cf. (e.g.) original publication, R. S. Lamon and G. M. 
Shipton, Megiddo I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1939), 60-61, fig. 70; Kitchen, in BAR 
15, no. 3 (May/June 1989): 32 bottom. On its significance as an imperial marker, cf. D. Ussishkin, 

BASOR 277/278 (1990}: 72 73.

69. The great Karnak list was fully reproduced by the Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and In 
scriptionsat Karnakl II (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), pis. 2-9; in popular format. 
Kitchen, BAR 15/3 (May-June 1989): 32-33. For Lhe list in the context of Shoshenq’s works at Kar
nak (and hence its date), cf. Kitchen in I.. K. Landy, ed., The Age of Solomon: Scholarship at the 
Tarn of the Millennium (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 119 20,of. also 124 25, and in Kitchen, “Egyptian In 

terventions in the Levant in Iron Age II,” in W. G. Dever, ed., ASOR Centennial Symposium (Je
rusalem, May200a) (ASOR, 2003}, where (and in Themelios 26, no. 3 [summer 2001]: 38-50) the 
present writer also deals with the incompetent treatment of Shoshenq I and his campaign, 
Rehoboam, etc., by P. Ash, David, Solomon, and Egypt: A Reassessment (Sheffield: Sheffield Aca
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demic Press, 1999), and the largely unsatisfactory treatment by B. U. Schipper, Israel und 
Agypten in der Konigszeit (Freiburg: Llniversitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1999). See my review paper on both in Tkemelios (just cited), and of Schipper in BiOr 58, no. 3-4 
(May/August 2001): 376 85, for fuller details.

70. For “obvious” sequences of place-names in the Shoshenq list, cf. (e.g.) nos. 14-17 in 
Esdraelon: Taanach Shunem Beth Shan Rehob; or nos. 23 26, Gibcon, Beth Horon, x, Ajalon. 
No. 27 is Megiddo, with two sets following; southward is nos. 32-39: Aruna, Borim, Zeyt-Padalla, 
Yehem, x, y, Socoh, Beth-Tappua[h]. A series of names reach into the Negev down south, in 
eluding two A rads, etc.

71. References for the Karnak stela are in Kitchen, Third Int Pd* (1996), 294, with iransla 
lion of the essential part. For the Sukkiyim, Egyptian Tjukten, cf. references on 295 n. 291.

72. Over the last 130 years or so, the literature on the Moabite Stone is extensive. Recent 
studies and translations are listed by K. P. Jackson (prefacing his translation) in Dearman, 
Studies, 96-97 n. 4; and by K. A. D. Smelik, in CoS II, 138 end, to which add A. Lemaire, BAR 20, 
no. 3 (May-June 1994): 33. For wider studies of the inscription, sec principally chaps. 5 and 6 in 
Dearman, by J. F* Drinkard (literary genre) and J. A. Dearman (historical background, with ref
erence to secondary literature, much of it unjustifiably speculative) respectively. One could 
compare many other such cases in Near Eastern antiquity, wherein a proper synthesis has to be 
drawn from the documentation left by both parties. Thus Ramesses IDs narrations and war 
scenes celebrate the Battle of (and at) Qadesh against the Hittites. I Ie failed to capture that city, 
escaped annihilation by a hairsbreadth to win the day s clash, and ultimately returned to Egypt 
officially in triumph, Bui the Hittite sources reveal that* on Ramesses IPs retreat south, the 
Hittite king and forces followed him all the way into central Lebanon (capturing the Egyptian 
province of Upe), desisting only when the pharaoh took himself off with his army through Leb 
anese mountain passes where the Hittites could not follow without risk of disastrous ambushes. 

In the following three years Ramesses regained control of his lost province, but never again at 
tacked Qadesh. Again, all sources combine to elucidate the real course of the conflict, not Just 

one side. For the Battle of Qadesh, see in full Kitchen, RITA II, 2-26, and RITANCll, 3-54, and 
maps 2-ii,

73. The basic, original publications of the Tel Dan stela were those by A. Biran and 

J, Naveh, lEf 43 (1993): *1-981 and in [EJ 45 (1995): 1-18. Other studies: K. A. Kitchen, JSOT 76 
(1997)' 42-44, and A, Lemaire, JSOT 81 (1998): 11-14; add P. E. Dion, in For Michael (HeltzerJ 
(i999)> 145-56 (who restores Jehu son of Nimshil); A. R. Millard in CoS II, 161-62.

74. In line 6 Lemaire (/SOT 81 [1998]: 8) makes a good case for reading tnlkn. tqpn, 
“mighty kings,” and possibly (pp. 9-10, on It 6-7) for understanding “two thousand” each time, 
comparing this with the same figure of 2,000 chariots that Ahab rallied against Shalmaneser III 
at the Battle of Qarqar not long before, in 853, and thus the forces of foram (plus Judah) would 
have been closely similar when deployed against Aram Damascus.

75. In lines 7 8, A. R. Millard (G»S II, 162 n. 10) would restore differently: “I killed [.. ,]iah 
son of |X, I overthrew the House of David,” with much the same result at the end of the day. As 
/mljk byf dyvd would be an unusual construction, he would instead suggest restoring the phrase 

jw'hpjk bytdwd, “(and I overthrew the House of David.” The verb hpk is attested in both Old 
Aramaic and biblical Hebrew, so this is an attractive proposal.

76. Galil’s proposed dating of the Tell Dan stela to Benhadad III depends on his re
arrangement of the pieces, so that broken block B is set on top of block A (in PEQ133 [2001]: 16 
21). His claim about “bend” in the lines on the old side-by-side arrangement is by no means 
wholly convincing. The upper lines ( 1 7 )  on the unitary fragment A run “downhill” from right
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to left at a shallow angle, whereas the lower lines (9 13) are properly horizontal, the intermediate 
line (8) being only very slightly inclined; on B the lines simply level off leftward, and are not 
consistently totally horizontal and parallel. As pointed out already (Kitchen,/SOT76 [1997]: 35 
n. 17), the stela is notan impeccable ceremonial inscription carved meticulously at leisure, but a 
victory text, cut as promptly as possible after the Aramean conquest of Dan, before the victori 
ous Aramean ruler went back home to Damascus. So the lines were probably sketched and cut 
“freehand,” without an elaborate, prior, inked grid.

77. Examples of this include the following: In the Balih region a man Giammu is killed by 
his nobles in an early text of Shalmaneser III, but in a later text Shalmaneser III claims credit for 
killing Giammu, as pointed out by Lemaire {JSOT 81 [1998]: 10-11). Much earlier, in the early 
thirteenth century, the Amarah West and Sai stelae of Scthos I of Egypt commemorate his vic
tory over Nubian rebels. Here, in detail, the texts say that the king sent out his forces to crush 
Irem, the arm of Pharaoh going before them. But seven days later, the victory won, it is said that 
"the strong arm of Menmare ( = Sethos I) had carried them off,” without further mention of the 
forces actually deployed (translated in Kitchen, RITA I, 86). This is an accepted convention. 
Compare much later, Sargon II claiming credit for the capture of Samaria, which in feci be
longed to the rule of Shalmaneser V, his predecessor; cf. sec. E, below. These cases rule out the 
contrary view of N. Na’aman, IEJ 50 (2000): 100-104.

78. For usurpers claiming unrelated predecessors as their “father,” compare the similar 
situations in Assyria regarding the status of both Tiglatb pileser III and Sargon II, concisely dis 
cussed by A. K. Grayson in CAH, 2nd ed., III/2 (1991), 73 74 and 87 88 respectively.

79. For the heavy tribute from unsafe kinglets, cf. Tadmor, TP III, 276 end, with refer 
ences back to the Summary Inscriptions (4:18' [p. 140/141]; 7: reverse 15' 16' [p. 170/171]). For 
slave prices in Assyria in the eighth century, cf C. H. W. Johns, Assyrian Deeds and Documents3 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1924), 542 46.

80. Mention of (Jeho)-ahaz by Tiglatb-pileser III, in Summary Text 7: reverse iT; cf. 
Tadmor, TP 111, 170/171, 277; CoS II, 289.

81. Tiglatb pileser III text for Pekah, in Tadmor, TP III, 140/141, cf. 277:d.
82. Places in Galilee, Annals 18/24: 3'ff. (Tadmor, TP HI, 80/81 82/83). Summary text 4:6' 

(Tadmor, 138/139) mentions Gil [ead]. The Asiartu relief, cf. Tadmor, TP III, 239 and fig. 11, Wail 
III, Relief 36 (Layard drawing and photo, R. D. Barnett and M. Falkner, The Sculptures of 

Tiglathpileser III [London: British Museum, 1962], pis. 68-70).
83. For archaeology of Galilee (major destruction/depopulation in late eighth century 

until the Persian period), see Z. Gal, BAR 24/3 (May-June 1998): 48-53.
84. For Hazor, cf. conveniently the popular account by Y. Yadin, Hazor (London: 

Weidenfeld 8c Nicholson, 1975), 147 48,175-77 (level V, end), 183-84 (levels IV II); and briefly in 
his Hazor, Schweich Lectures, 1970 (London: British Academy, 1972), 190, pi. XXXIIIb. Also, in 
context of the whole monarchic history (Hazor levels IX V), Mazar, ALB 1,412/414. On the As
syrian administrative center, cf R. Reich, IEJ 25 (1975): 233-37 (not Persian); also Reich in 
A. Kemp inski and R. Reich, The Architecture of Ancient Israel (Jerusalem: IES, 1992), 214-15; and
O. Lipschitz, TA 17 (1990): 96-99*

85. For Hoshea in texts of Tiglath pileser III, see Tadmor, TP III, 140/141,188/189, 281. On 
Tiglath pileser III and Galilee, see K. L. Younger, JBL 117 (1998): 20114.

86. Babylonian Chronicle 1 (like the rest) is edited in Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian 

Chronicles, this entry, his p. 73,
87. For the eponym lists of Assyria from 910 onward, and specifically the years 727 720, 

see Millard, Eponyms, esp. 59 60.
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88. Very clear treatments of the course of events, and of the obviously tendentious nature 
of the Annals of Sargon II, were given long ago by A. T. Olmstead, AJSL 21 (1904/5): 179 82, and 
in his Western Asia in the Days of Sargon of Assyria (1908), 45 IT. n. 9; in summary form by E. R, 
Thiele, Mysterious Numbers, 1st ed., 123 28; 2nd ed., 141 47; 3rd ed, 1986. More thorough study of 
the Sargonic sources themselves, we owe to H. Tadmor, and in this matter see his study in JCS12 
(1958): 22 40, 77 too, esp, 30-32 (“rigging” of the Annals), 33-39 (on Samaria), 94 (years and 
events). A concise but incisive summation of the situation is given by A. K. Grayson, in CAH III/ 
2 (1991), 85-89. To these studies, the less competent works of Old Testament scholars (not versed 
in cuneiform and its conventions) merely bring confusion (as wkh Galil, Chronology of the 

Kings, 83 94, who gives a conspectus of these confused treatments, his own being no better). 
Finally, see K, L Younger, JBL117 (1998); 214 24 > and in CBQ 61 (1999): 40 82.

89. For the texts of Sargon II relating to Ashdod and their dating, cf. H. Tadmor, JCS 12 
(1958): 79 80, 92-96.

90. For the eponym list, see Millard, Eponyms, 60.
91. On the stela at Ashdod, see NEAH11:100, with photo; full account by II. Tadmor in 

M. Dothan, Ashdod H III (Jerusalem, 1971), 193-97 with pis, 96 97:1.
92. For texts of Sennacherib, cf. Oppenheini in ANET, 287 88, and now M. Cogan in CoS 

II, 300 305, including the "Azekah” text possibly of Sennacherib (so, Naaman) or else of 
Sargon II.

93. The best and most up-to-date study of the events of the year 701 (excludi ng the role 
of Tirhakahi cf. p. 504 above, for references on that) is Gallaghers Sennacherib's Campaign to Jti 

dak That “a strict itinerary of the campaign cannot he re created” (so Cogan, in CoS II, 302) is 
not true. See the account just given above, and iny maps, either in Third Int Pd„ 384, or in 
Fontes atque Pontes, Festgabe fiir Heliumt Brmwer (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1983), 253 to 243
252 (on 701). In general, see also A. R, Millard, TynB 36 (1985): 61 77.

94. For a lull presentation of the Assyrian reliefs on the siege of Lachish (in the British 
Museum) and the related archaeological remains at Tell ed Duweir, see the splendid volume by
D. Ussishkin, The Conquest of Lachish by Sennacherib (Tel Aviv: Institute of Archaeology, 1982), 
and his study in 7A 17 (1990): 53 86, esp. 77 80 and 72 76.

95. Cf. A. K. Grayson, CAH, 2nd ed., III/2 (1991), 119-21, and in his Assyrian and Babylo

nian Chrottides, 81-82 (Babylonian Chronicle 1, 111:34-38)5 lor text of Esarhaddon, see 
Oppenheini in ANET, 289-90; Berossus, cf. Stanley M. Burstein, The Bnbyloniaca of Berosstts, 
Sources from the Ancient Near East 1/5 (Malibu, Calif.: Undena Publications, 1978), 24 §3 
(Ardumuzan).

96. The basic source for the stirring events of 614 608 (as of much else at that epoch) is 
the series of Babylonian Chronicles. In English the main edition was by Wiseman, Chronides of 

Chaldaean Kings; for 614-608, cf. his pp. 18-20 (map, p. 22), 44-45 (summary table), and 61-63 
(text). New edition, Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronides, 95-96, no. 3* Ik 58-75.

97. The Babylonian Chronicle for 608 594 was first edited by Wiseman, Chronides of 

Chaldaean Kings; see esp. 19-37 (introduction), 46 48 (table of events), and 70/71-72/73; more re 
cently, Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronides, 100-102.

98. On the excavations at Jerusalem: for the northwest quadrant, see N. Avigad, Dis
covering Jerusalem (Oxford: Blackwell, 1984), 46IT. (figs. 32,34, arrows in burnt layer), esp. 52 54, 
and bibliography, 263-64* For City of David, cf. as general introduction J. Cahill and D. Tarler, in 
H. Geva, ed., Ancient Jerusalem Revealed (Jerusalem: IES, 1994), 37 40; to find bullae and biblical 
names in these examples (Gemariah son of Shaphan; Azariah son of Hilkiah), see Y. Sholiam, in 
Geva, 55-61, plus T. Schneider, 62-63. In more detail, Y. Shiloh, Excavations at. the City of David I
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(- Qedem 19) (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1984), 29 (destruction of stratum 10); bullae, 
Y Shiloh, IEf 36 (1986): 16-38, and Y. Shiloh and D. Tarler, BA 49, no. 4 (1986): 196-209; 
Y. Shoham, City of David VI (Qedem 41) (2000), 29 -57.

99^ On Lachish and other sites, see their entries in NEAIIL 1-4, e.g., Lachish in 3:909-11. 
with bibliography. Translations of the Lachish ostraca; English, Gibson, TSSJ, 1:32-49; French, 
Lemaire, Inscriptions hebmiques, 85-143; in German, Renz/Rollig 1 (1995), 405 40.

100. On almost all Babylonian and Assyrian chronicles, see for discussion and transla
tions with notes Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles; cf. review, A. R. Millard, JAOS 

100 (1980): 364-69.
101. For astronomical diaries and running reports (initially on waxed writing boards), cf. 

Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, 12 14. Esarhaddon Chronicle (no. 14), cf Grayson,
30-32,

102. Year dates sequencing as providing (in principle) protoch ion ides, cf. Grayson, As
syrian and Babylonian Chronicles, 6,193-95. On chronicles and the "chronicular” entries in the 
eponym lists, see A. R. Millard, in S. Parpola and R. M. Whiting, eds., Assyria 1995 (Helsinki: 
Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project, 1997), 207-11. On the nature of Assyrian royal inscriptions, 
including the role of deity in them, see H. Tadmor, in Assyria 1995* 325-38 (deity, cf. 327,330-31, 
334)

103* On the Palermo Stone, see now T. A, H. Wilkinson, Royal Annals of Ancient Egypt, 

the Palermo Stone and Its Associated Fragments (London: Kegan Paul International, 2000); pic
ture of a tablet, cf. Sir A. H. Gardiner, Egypt of the Pharaohs (Oxfo rd: OUP, 1961), 405, fig. 14 (and 
good photo of Palermo Stone, pi. Ill at p. 62).

104. On the annals of Amenemhat II, see II. Altenmiiller and A. M. Moussa, in SAA" 18 
(1991): 1-48. For a general survey of Egyptian “annals,” king lists, etc., cf. D, B. Redford, 
Pharaonic King Lists, Annals, and Day-Books (Mississauga, Ontario: Benben Publications, 1986), 
esp. 65-126.

105. On Hattusil I, see new translation by G. Beckman, in CoS II, 79-81.
106. Wenamun, recent translation, M. Lichtheim in CoS I, 89-93 (daybooks, 91 bottom 

left), after her version in M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature II (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1976), 224 230 (esp. 226).

107. Annals of Tuthmosis III, large excerpt,}. K. Hoffmeier, in CoS II, 7-13; complete but 
now old,). H. Breasted, ARE II (1906), 179-217, §$415-540,

108. On the Battle of Qadesh, see Kitchen, RITA II (1996), 2 26 (also CoS II, 32 40), and 
notes; RITANCII (1999), 3 54> maps 2 11.

109. For the Ten-Year Annals of Mursil II, see also now G. Beal, in CoS II, 82-90.
110. Extracts from the Assyrian annals are included in CoS II, 263 306, passim; for 

Sennacherib, see C0SIL3O2,303; earlier (and for Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal), cf. ANET, 274
301.

111. The Akilu and “Religious” chronicles are published in Grayson, Assyrian and Babylo

nian Chronicles, 131-32 (no. 16) and 133-38 (no, 17)*
112. For Wenamun, see n. 106 above. For Tyre, see n. 6 above. The Neo-Hittite hiero

glyphic texts are now edited in Hawkins, CIILI1/1-3, and (^ambel, CHLIII (1999). On the rulers 
of Carchemish and Malatya, see J. D. Hawkins, AnSt$% (1988): 99-108; cf. Kitchen, in V. P. Long, 
D. W. Baker, G, J. Wen ham, Windows into Old Testament History (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
2002). The seven generation Lion inscription of Halparunliyas III, king ofGurgum, going back 
to his ancestor Laramas I, is included now in Hawkins, CHLI If 1, 261-65, and I/3, pis. 112-13 (IV/4, 
Marash 1). All these relationships and related “histories” were probably kept in running records,
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probably using wooden writing boards, mud) used in the Hitlitc world earlier. On ihese, see 
D. Symington, AnSt 41 (1991): 111-23.

113. For the Deuteronomic covenant, see chap. 6 below.
114. On tiie third campaign of Sennacherib, cf. translations by M, Cogan in CoS II, 302-3, 

and long since, first and last editions, Luckenbiil, ARAB 11,11;, 118-21, cf. 136b
11;. On the seventh campaign, in the Babylonian Chronicle, see Grayson, Assyrian and Bob 

ylonian Chronicles, 79-50 (no. 1, lit, 9 15); in Sennacherib’s annals, Luckenbiil, ARAB II, 124-2;,
116 A good example of the arbitrary misinterpretation of the so-called theological ele

ments in 1 1 Kings, etc., is the work by R. E. Clements, haiah and rhe Deliverance of Jerusalem, 

JSOTSup 13 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academ ic Press, 1980}; see the judicious review of this issue re 
garding Sennacherib and Hezekiah by A. R. Millard, TynB 36 (198;): <51 77, esp. 68 If., 7iff. The 
West Semitic texts from Moab (King Meslia), Hamath (King Zakkur), and Aram ([HazadJ, Tel 
Dan), etc., reek with references to divine favor and intervention, by the gods Kemosh, Baal- 
shemayn and I Iadad respectively, in the midst of clearly historical goings on, as do the Hiero 
glyphic I.uwian inscriptions, such as that of Haiparuntiyas III cited in n. m above. There can be 
no question whatsoever that the theological elements existed in these inscriptions from the very 
moment they were engraved; nobody could have sneaked these allusions onto these stone mon 
unients twenty years afterward, or whatever! On these texts and biblical analogues, see A. R. 
Millard, TynB 41, no, 2 (1990): 261-7;; fora wider, more diffuse study of such themes in West Se
mitic inscriptions and I 2 Kings, cf. S. Ic Parker, Stories in Scripture mul Inscriptions (Mew York: 
OUP, 1997) (e.g., on Hezekiah and Zakkur, pp, 105 20), On the theme of divine intervention in 
biblical and nonbiblical texts, see tlie useful and wide-ranging studies by M. Weinfeld, in 
H. Tadmor and M. Weinfeld, eds., History, Historiography, and Interpretation (Jerusalem: 
Magncs Press, 1983), 121-47, and by A, R. Millard, in PTH, 37-64 (esp. 50-64).

H7. For good general introductions to the overall archaeology of Palestine, see Mazar, 
ALB I, and A. Ben Tor, ed., The Archeology of Ancient Israel (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
t992), both ending with die Babylonian conquest in ;86. For tile Persian period see Stern, ALB 

II, and (more technically) see E. Stem, Material Culture iff the Land of the Bible in the Persian Pe

riod (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1982). A valuable compilation in German (Persian period in 
eluded) is H. Weippeit, PalSstina in vorhellenistischer Zeit, Handbuch Jer Archaologie: 
Vorderasien, II: 1 (Munich: Beck, 1988). On the social aspects, see T. E. Levy, ed„ The Archaeology 

of Society in the Holy Land (London: Leicester University Press, 1995) (all periods). For very ex
tensive coverage of sites of all periods (from early prehistory down to late medieval times) with 
good bibliographies, see E. Stern et aL; eds., NEAHL 1-4.

118. Overall on Jerusalem, see NF.AHI,, 2:698 804 (esp. 698-719), and a one volume sum 
mary of recent work, Geva, Ancient Jerusalem Revealed, For technical reports on the oldest part 
of Jerusalem (the event ua I City of David), see the series Qedem, volumes edited by Y. Shiloh and 
others, City of David, vols. Iff. (lpSaff.), plus E. Mazar, Qedem 29 (Ophel area). For the Western 
It ill extension (besides NEAHL 2), cf. Avigad, Discovering Jerusalem, 31 60.

119 Publications of excavated seal impressions include: Y. Shiloh, IEI36 (1986): 16-38, 
and widi D. Tarter, BA 49, no, 4 (1986): 196-209; Y. Shoham, in Geva, Ancient Jerusalem Revealed, 

55 61, cf. T. Schneider, 62 63; Y. Shoham, in City of David VI (2000), 29 57,75 84. A related series 
(out of context), N. Avigad, Hebrew Bullae from the Time of Jeremiah (Jerusalem: IPS, 1986). 
These also appear in Avigad and Sass, CWSS, passim.

120. Overall on Lactdsh, see NEAHL, 3:897-911 (esp. 9o;fT.) with bibliography. On dating 
of Lachisli ill vis-a vis II, 1-mlk stamps, etc., see D. Ussishkin, TA (1977J: 28-60, and passim in 
TA 5 (1978): 1 97 (summary, 92-93), and on jars and seals, flASOR 223 (1976): 1-13. On Assyrian
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siege of Lachish, cf. Ussishkin, The Conquest of Lachish by Sennacherib. Rehoboam is linked ei
ther with the “Palace A” at the end oflevel V (cf. Ussishkin, TA$ [1977]: 93) or with the new for 
tifications that begin with level IV (contra Ussishkin, I see no contradiction here; Lachish was 
Rehoboam’s kingpin fortress town among a lesser series of forts). On Lachish ostraca, see sec. 5, 
end, above.

121. Overall on Hazor, see NEAHL, 2:594 606, and bibliography; good, accessible ac 
counts (Yadin excavations), Yadin, Hazor, Schweich Lectures, 1970, and his Hazor (1975); more re 
cent work at Hazor (under A, Ben Tor) has not changed the numbering, dating, or sequence of 
the Iron II occupations at Hazor; see A. Ben-Tor and D. Ben-Ami, IEJ \ 8 (1998): 1-37* esp. end 
discussion, 29-36; cf. chap. 4 below, re. Hazor and united monarchy controversy.

122. Overall on Dan, see NFAHL, 1:323-32 (esp. 326ff); good general account, A. Biran, 
Biblical Dan (Jerusalem; IBS et al, 1994), esp. chaps. 10-12; both references with bibliography.

123. On Khirbet Rosh Zayit fortress (Solomonic, casemated walls) and Phoenician solid 
fort, overall, see dear summary, NFAHL, 4:1289 91; cf. further, Z. Gal, Lower Galilee during the 

Iroti Age (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns/ASOR, 1992)- On Lower Galilee in two phases (tenth 
to mid-ninth century; mid-ninth to 733), see Z. Gal, TA 15/16 (1988/89): 56-64; survey, Z. Gal, 
ZDPV101 (1985): 114-27,pi. 3; and BA 53, no. 2 (1990): 88-97 (esp. 91-97), and esp. Gal, Lower Gal
ilee during the Iron Age; Phoenician culture and special pottery, Y. Alexandre and Z. Gal, TA 22 

(1995): 77 88,89 93 respectively; summary down to conquest byTiglath pileser III,Z. Gal, BAR 
24, no. 3 (May June 1998): 48 53. Full report an Khirbet Rosh Zayit, now in Z. Gal and 
Y. Alexandre, HorbatRosh Zayit: An Iron Age Storage Fort and Village, IAA Reports 8 (Jerusalem: 
IAA, 2000).

124. Overall oil Dor, see NFAHL, 1:357-72 (esp. 358 61), and good general account by
E. Stern, Dor, Ruler of the Seas (Jerusalem: IES, 1994), each with bibliographies.

125. For a good overall conspectus on Gezer, see NEAHL, 2:496-506 (esp. 504ff,), with 
bibliography.

126. For an overall survey on Samaria, see NEAHL, 4:1300-1310, with bibliography. For a 
careful critical reassessment of the sequence and attributions of the successive building phases 
and pottery phases at Iron Age II Samaria, see R. E. Tappy, The Archaeology of Israelite Samaria, 
I, Early Iron Age through the Ninth Century bce (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992) and II, The Eighth 
Century bce (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2001).

127. Overall on Tirzah, see NEAHL, 2:433-40 (esp. 439-40), revising A. Cham bon, Tell 
el-Far'ah I, LAge du Fer (Paris: Recherches sur les Civilisations, 1984); cf. T. L. McClellan, 
JMSOR 267 (1984): 84-86.

128. Overall on Timnah, see NEAHL, 1:152 57; an accessible account is in A. Mazar and 
G. L, Kehn, Timnah, a Biblical City in the Sorek Valley (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1995); 
lull report is (so far) A. Mazar, Timnah (Tel Batash) I, Qedem 37, 2 vols. (Jerusalem: Hebrew 
University, 1997J; and A. Mazar and N. Pan itz Cohen, Tinnah (Tel Batash) II, Qedem 42,2 vols. 
(Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 200:).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

1. On the number of Tiglath-pileser Ill's captives from Galilee, etc., see Tadmor, TP III, 
82-83, line 9'; CoS II, 286.

2. See AjYFT, 284-85; CoS II, 295 9b.
3. For Sennacherib, cf. ANET, 288; CoS II, 303,
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4. On Tiglath-pileser III to Sargon II, texts and policies, sec K. L. Younger, JBL 117 (1938):
201-27.

5. The Babylonian chronicle for the years 605-594 was first published by D. J. Wiseman, 
Chronicles of Chaldaean Kings (626-556 bc) in the British Museum (London: British Museum, 
1956); cf. pp. 21-37 (review of events), 46-4S (table of episodes), 66/67-74/75 (text and transla
tion). Short extract, in ANET, 3rd ed. (1969), 563-64 (- Supp., 127-28), with bibliography; new 
edition in full, in A. K. Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles (New York: Augustin, 1975), 
99-102; years 605, 597 only, cf CoS I, 467-68.

6. On Nebuzaradan, cf. D. J. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar anti Babylon, Schwekh Lectures, 

299; (London; OlIP/Bi itish Academy, 1985), 74,
7. The full series of ration tablets from Babylon lias never yet been published. Four tab

lets were excerpted by 1 1:. Wcidner (in German) in (he Melanges Syrians offerts A AY i( Dussaud 

II (Paris; Genthner, 19.19), 921-35. Por Jehoiachin and family, see 924-28; Oppenheim in ANET, 
308 (Hebrews and someothers). On the sons of Aga king of Ascalon, see Weidner, 928. See also 
Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon, 81-84.

8. For Tiglath -pileser III and Israelite auxiliaries, sec K. L Younger, JBL 117 (199S): 214, 
following up a suggestion by Tadmor, TP III, 141 (Lo lines ij'-ifi', Bit-Khumria, Israel). For 
Sargon’s annexation of Samaria and Israelite chariots, see S. Dailey, Iraq 47 (1985); it 48, esp. 32, 
38-39; cf. Younger, 216-17 (citations from Sargon II), 219-21,

9. For artisans, etc., in Babylonian ration lists, see Weidner, in Melanges Syriens uteris it 
M. R. Dussaud, 928 (Ascalon, sailors, leaders of people, chiefs of singers); 929 (Tyre: 126 men, 
plus 190 + x sailors; Bybios and Arvad, carpenters); 929 (Elamites); 930 (Mede and Persians); 
930-32 (Egyptians); 932-34 (Anatolians [called “Ionians,” but Lycians by name!], Lydians). Cf. 
also Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon, 83-84, 77-78,

10. For Babylon see Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon, 43 80, for a good, modern 
survey, and fresh treatment of the fabled “gardens.” S. Dailey’s doubts about the gardens, in Iraq 

56 (1994): 45-58, are ingenious but not convincing; cf now]. Reade, Iraq 62 (2000); 195-217- Fora
general account see J. Oates, Babylon, inded. (London: Thames & Hudson, 1986), 144 60. Some 
illustrations, cf. also M. I: cf Cultural Allas of Mesopotamia and the Ancient Near East (Oxford 
and New York: Facts on File, 1990), 192 93. Fora useful survey for this section and the two fol 
lowing (B, C), see T. C. Mitchell, in CAH, 2itded., HI/2 (1991), 410-40.

11. On the archaeology of Neo Babylonian Judah, cf. Stern, ALB II, 301-50.
12. The Gedaiiah seals, nos. 405 and 409 respectively, are in CWSS, 172,173, as are impres

sions of the seal of Jeremiah’s secretary Baruch (“Berechiah son of Ncriah”), 175L, no. 417. A 
damaged scarabokl seal actually hears the name Ynnyhw, “Jeremiah,” but this need not belong 
to the famous prophet (CIVSS, 165, no. 396).

The well-known seals of Eiiakim, “squire” of Yokin (CWSS, 243f.no. 663), should not be 
dated to King J(eh)oiakini’s reign, ca. 6on, because their archaeological contexts are now known 
to be over one hundred years earlier, with the imllc stamps of 1 lezekiah, current between 715 
and 70a! See Y. Gaifinkel, BA 53, no. 2 (1990}; 74 -79, following on D. Ussishkin, M Aviv 4 (1977): 
28-60; and now A. R, Millard in CoS II, 200, 2.70P. The problem of “two masters” posed by 
Gaifinkel (pp. 77F.) is an illusion, Yokin would have been an official of the king, while Eiiakim 
was Yokin’s aide; such things are commonplace in ancient Near Eastern state hierarchies.

So Eiiakim could hardly Still be functioning under Jehoiakim. This means, also, that the 
Judean palace al Raraat Rahel (level Va) can no longer be dated 10 ca. 600 586 or be compared 
with Jer. 22:13-14. Rather, it would be a work of Hezekiah, replacing ail earlier one (level Vb) of 
(say) Uzziah, Jotham, or Ahav (YadiiTs date in the ninth century seems excessively high). Stern,
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ALB II, 165/167, seems not to have noticed the importance of the redated Eliakim seals, requiring 
a redating of Raniat Rahel Va.

13. For Tell en-Nasbeh, and the retrieved “level 2,” see J, R, Zorn, BAR 23, no. 5 

(September-October 1997): 28 38, 66, and in BASOR307 (1997): 53-66 (on gates), plus NEAHL, 
3:3098-1102, with further bibliography. Note on continuing Judean presence in Neo-Babylonian 

Palestine, G. Barkay, in A. Biran et al., eds., Biblical Archaeology Today, 1990 (Jerusalem: IBS/
I ASH, 1993), 106-9, with brief demurral by A. Degroot, p. 114.

14. For seals of Baalis, cf, R. Deutsch, BAR 25, no. 2 (March April 1999): 46 49> 66,
15. On status of cultivators for this period, cf. J. N. Graham, BA 47, no. 1 (1984): 55-58. For 

the Babylonian dignitaries and their titles in Jer. 39:3, see T. C. Mitchell, in CAHIII/2 (1991), 407.

16. On Tahpanhes, cf. summary by K. A. Kitchen, in jVBD, 1150. Mentioned in a sixth- 
century Phoenician papyrus, cf. (in English) A. Dupont Sommer, PEQ 81 (1949): 57-61; in Ger 
man, H. Dormer and W. Riillig, Kanaandische und Aramdische Inschrifieri II (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1964), 67-68, no. 50; now in B. Porten and A. Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Docu
ments front Ancient Egypt 1 (Winona Lake, Ind.: Ei sen bran ns, 1986), 6-7, A.1/1.

17. End of Hophra (Apries), cf. (e.g.) T. G. H. James, in CAH III/2. (1991), 730.
18. On the text of Year 37 of Nebuchadrezzar II, see notes in Wiseman, Chronicles of 

Chaldaemt Kings, 94-95, and his Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon, 39-40; translation (but with gaps 

in text shown as far too short!), Oppenheirn, in ANET 308; important discussion of the state of 
the text, T. C. Mitchell, PSAS 22 (1992.): 69 So, with bibliography.

19. For histories of the Achaemenid (Persian) Empire, see the older work by A. T. E. 
Ol instead, History of the Persian Empire (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948). More re 
cently, J. M. Cook, The Persian Empire (London: Dent, 1983); sundry authors in CAH, 2nd ed., 
IV V VI (i988ff); P. Briant, UHistoire de TEmpire Perse de Cyrus d Alexandre (Paris: Fayard, 

1996), and English translation.

20. See for convenient text and translation of Herodotus, A. D. Godley, Herodotus I IV, 
LCL (1920-24), in particular vol. II, 116-27 (- Herodotus, bk. Ill: 89-97), summarizing twenty 
major provinces (satrapies) and their revenues. The various Old Persian sources run to twenty 
three regions as tributaries; on the lists, cf. O. Leuze, Die Satrapieneinteilung in Syrien und int 
Zweistromland von 520 320 (Haile: Niemeyer Verlag, 1935; reprint, 1972), 76-100. He points out 
(98 99) that the satrapies cover lesser divisions of up to seventy one peoples and districts, 
which is an incomplete figure, lacking (e.g.) such constituent districts or (sub)provinces for the 
fifth, twelfth, and thirteenth satrapies (if not others also). The final total would not be far off the 
“127 provinces” ascribed to Xerxes in Esther 1:1, using the same term (tnedina) that was applied 

to Judea (in Persian Aramaic, Yehttd) as a local district, as in Ezra 5:8 and Neh. 1:3. For a map of 
the sat rapies, cf. Roaf, Cultural Adas of Mesopotamia and the Ancient Near East, 208-9. On Judea 
in the Persian period, cf. T. C. Mitchell, in CAH, 2nd ed., III/2 (1991), 430-40, and (in wider con 

text) I. Eph'aJ, in CAH, znded., IV (1988), 147 64. In French, E. M. Laperrousaz,ed., La Palestine 
de Pepoque perse (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1994)- Specific Persian background to the Hebrew Bi
ble, see E. M. Yarnauchi, Persia and the Bible (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1990),

21. The Old Persian royal inscriptions were edited by R. G. Kent, Old Persian Grammar; 
Texts, Lexicon, 2nd ed. (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1953). The Akkadian (Babylo 
nian) texts of the period were edited by F. H. Weissbaeh, Die Keilinschriften der Aehfimenidett 
(Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1911). Until recently the standard compendium of Aramaic papyri from 
Egypt was that of A. E. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century bc (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1923), supplemented by E. G. Kraeling, The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri (New Ha 
ven: Yale Un iversity P ress, 1953), and by G. R. Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century bc
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(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1954; abridged and revised ed,, 1957). Fora full, modern edition (with 
English translations) of all accessible Aramaic papyri and ostraca from Egypt, see now the pro
visional corpus by B, Porlen and A. Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents from Ancient Egypt
I- 4 (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1986-99); French translations and notes, P. Grelot, Docu
ments arameens d’Egypte (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1972). Ostraca from south Palestine, see
I. Eph'al and f Naveh, Aramaic Ostraca of the Fourth Century bc from Idumaea (Jerusalem: 
Magnes Press, 1996), and A. Lemaire, Nouvelles inscriptions ammeetmes d'Idumee au Mttsee 
tVIsrael (Paris: GabaJda, 1996), From Persepolis we have epigraphs of disputed import in R. A. 
Bowman, Aramaic Ritual Texts from Persepolis (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970); cl 

B. A, Levine, /AOS92 (1972): 70-79, and J, Naveh and S. Shaked, Or42 (1973): 445 57- Lastly, Ara
maic fragments from Saqqara (Egypt), J. B. Segal, Aramaic Texts from North Saqqura {London: 

EES, 1983). For a bibliography (until 1991) of most Aramaic texts down to ca. 200 b.c., see J. A, 
Fitzmyer, S. A. Kaufman, et aL, An Aramaic Bibliography, Part I (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Uni 
versiiy Press, 1992), On the Wadi Daliyeh texts (not yet published in extenso), see preliminary 

reports by F M. Cross listed in his From Epic to Canon (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1998), 152 n. 7,

22. For Belshazzar, cl, e.g., menLion of him in Nabonidus‘s Lexl on rebuilding the ziggu 

rat (temple tower) at Ur, in the final prayer (CoSII,313 14). Nabonidus trusting the kingship to 
his "eldest (son), his first born” (= Belshazzar), in tlie Verse-Account, cl ANET, 313. King and 

prince, in oaths, ANET, 309/310 n, 5, and in P A. Beaulieu, The Reign of Nabonidus, King of Bab 
ylon, 556 539 b.c. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989), 190-91. For Nabonidus and 

Belshazzar, cl the pioneering work by R. P. Dougherty, Nabonidus and Belshazzar {New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1929), and now the much more up-to-date work by Beaulieu, just cited. 
Beaulieu would set the ten years of Nabonidus's absence in northwest Arabia at his third to thir
teenth years (553-543), on a combination of evidence. On his return to Babylon, Belshazzar 
would indeed return to playing "second fiddle” to his father, and any favorite of his would be 
only third in position at highest. The absence of Nabonidus from the Daniel narrative cannot be 
due to Jewish ignorance of his existence and reign; the Jews in the Babylon of 543 539 could not 
fail to have known who was then king, while almost 400 years later they still preserved some 
memory of Nabonidus and his stay in Tcima, as is proven by the existence and allusions of the 

so-called Prayer of Nabonidus (4Q242) among the library of the Dead Sea Scrolls (lor a transla
tion of which, cl, e.g., G. Vermes, The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English, 5th ed. [London: 

Penguin Books, 1999], 573). The absence of Nabonidus would merely reflect the position of 
Daniel as part of Belshazzar’s personal entourage, and not that of Nabonidus. For Belshazzars 

regime overall, cl Beaulieu, 154 60,185 205; for the fall of Babylon, killing of Belshazzar, and 
probable exiling of Nabonidus to the east, cf Beaulieu, 225-31. On Sethos II and Rarnesses II, cl 
document excerpted by S. Sauneron and J, Yoyotte, REg 7 (1951): 67, On possible links of 
Nabonidus and Belshazzar with Nebuchadrezzar II, cf. Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon,
II- 12. For Darius the Medc as identical wiLh Cyrus Lhe Persian, see D, J. Wiseman, in Wiseman, 
ed.. Notes on Some Problems in the Book of Daniel (London: Tyndale Press, 1965), 9-16.

23. On order and dating of Ezra, then Nehemiah (458, then 445 433 respectively), see the 
further arguments by Cross, From Epic to Canonf 151-64 (esp. data for Nehemiah, 157-58; and cu 

mulative data on genealogies, etc,, for Ezra, 164), For governors of Judea, cf. N. Avigad, Qedem 4 
(1976), 7,30-36; H. G. M. Williamson, TynB39 (1988): 59-82, esp, 76ft. Chronologically signifi

cant also is Nehemiah’s punishment of leading Judeans (beating, hair plucked out) in Neh. 
13:23 25, a punishment not allowed later than the reign of Artaxerxes I; see M. Heltzer, 

Archciologische Mitteilungen tuts Iran 26 (1995/96): 305-7.
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24. Sanballat I of Samaria (with his two sons) is named in twin papyri of 407 r.c. in Cow
ley, Aramaic Papyri, nos. 30-31, pp. 108 -22 (ANET,491-92), now in Porten and Yardeni, Textbook 
of Aramaic Documents, 1:68-75, nos. A4.7-8.

25. For Tobiah's descendants, cf. epigraph at the Iraq el Amir caves (NEAHL, 2:647, and 
color plate opposite p. 696), and the Qasr el-’Abd “palace” (NEAHL, 2:646-49, with references); 

Josephus knew of this family (Josephus, Antiquities 12.230-33). Other references, B. Mazar, JEfy 
(1957): 137-45, 229 38.

26. For Geshem, see original publication by J. ). Rabinowitz, JNES15 (1956): 1-9, and pis. 
6-7. For chronology see Kitchen, Documentation for Ancient Arabia I (Liverpool: University 
Press, 1994), 49-50, with references. Doubts about the identification of Geshem father of Qaynu 
with Nehemiah’s Geshem (e.g., by M. C. A. Macdonald in J. M. Sasson, ed., Civilizations of the 
Ancient Near East II [New York: Scribner, 1995], 1368; I. Eph’al, in CAHIV, 164) have no factual 
basis; most other “Geshems” are Safaitic and irrelevant. It is highly improbable that two 
Geshems of importance ruled in the same patch at the same time.

27. For preliminary reconstitutions of Susa, see M. Fillet, Le Palais de Darius lerd Suse, Ve 
siecle av. J.-C. (Paris: Geuthner, 1914); for one in color, see J. Curtis, ed., Mesopotamia and Iran in 
the Persian Period, Conquest and Imperialism, 539-331 bc (London: British Museum Press, 1997), 
pi. XII. For modern, more accurate plans, etc., see F. Tallon, in Le Monde de la Bible, no. 106 
(September October 1997): |8fT., and earlier, J. Perrot and D. Ladiray, in Dossiers: Histoire et 
Archeotogie, no. 138 (May 1989): 56ff. Fora recent account, see P. O. Harper, J. A111 z,and P. Tallon, 
The Royal City of Susa: Ancient Near Eastern Treasures in the Louvre (New York: MM A, 1992). 
Mordecai is thought to be mentioned in contemporary tablets; but at least four men of this 
name occur in the fifth century tablets horn Persepolis. For references and overall background 
to Esther, see Yamaudhi, Persia and the Bible, 226-39 (the Mordecais, 234-35). On the splendid 

metalwork, cf.,e.g»,LeMondedela Bible, no. 106,64 68; just a glimpse, A. R. Millard, Discoveries 
front Bible Times (Oxford: Lion, 1997). 141-42.

28. For short introductions to Ecbatana, see S. C. Brown, in E. M. Meyers, ed., Oxford Eti- 
cyclopedia of Archaeology in the Near East 2 (New York: OUP, 1997), 186 87, and G. D. Summers, 
in P. Bienkowski and A. R. Millard, eds., Dictionary of the Ancient Near East (London: British 
Museum Press, 2000), 99b, with aerial view; cf. M. R. Sarraf, in Archiologia, no. 339 (November 

1997)’ 4f> 41, and photo, p. 39,
29. On Persian period Palestine, for sites showing occupation, see, e.g., Stern, ALB IT 

373-460, with map, p. 375; historical introduction, 351 72.. Just a few mentions must suffice here, 
on space grounds. Amthoth (Ezra 2:23), probably at Anata/Deires Sid; Stem, 138 end; cf. Wise 
man and Millard, NBA 34 end. Bethel (Ezra 2:28), at Beitin; Stern, 432; NEAEIL, 1:192 94. Gibeon 
(Neh. 3:7-8), at El-Jib; Stern, 433. Jericho (Ezra 2:34), Tell es-Sultan; Stern, 438; NEAHL, 2:674-81, 
esp. 681. Jerusalem (implicit), same place;Stern, 434-36; NEAEIL, 2:709. Lachish (cf. Neh. 11:30) at 
Tell ed Duweir; Stern, 447 50; NEAIIIi, 3:910 11. Mizpah (Neh. 3:15,19), at Tell en Nasbeh; Stern, 
432-33, updated by Zorn, e.g., in NEAHL, 3:1098 1102. Site of Ramat Raliel (= BethMakkerem?

Neh. 3:14), Stern, 436-375 NEAHL, 4:1265, stratum IVB. Continuity in Benjamin, see 
O. Ltpschitz, TA 26 (1999): 155-90.

30. On the return of the gods of Babylonia, see the Cyrus Cylinder, in ANET, 315 16, or 
GoS IT,314-16; in Babylonian Chronicle no. 7 (“Nabonidus Chronicle”), ANE7I 306; Grayson, 
Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, 109 10, Cf, study by A. Kuhrt, JSOT 25 (1983): 83 97, who 
rightly points out that Cyrus was following in long Mesopotamian tradition, but undervalues 
the fact that he did so here in a particular political context.

31. The inscription from Magnesia (temp. Tiberius) is given in English by S. Smith, Isaiah
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Chapters XL—LV, Schweich Lectures, 1940 {London: OUP/British Academy, 1944), 41 (with refer
ences, p. 144 n. 108); cf. also R. de Vaux, Bible et Orient (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1967), 95-96 
(from RB 46 [1937J), citing also reports on similar acts under Darius at Miletus and by the 
Bosporus (Tacitus and Ctesias).

32. For bibliography on the trilingual text at Xanthus, see Fitzmyer, Kaufman, et aL, An 
Aramaic Bibliography, 164 (B.5.14); most of it is given in English by J. Teixidor, JNES 37 {1978): 
181-85, following on his notes in his Bulletin depigmphie Scmitique (1964-1980) (Paris: 
Geuthner, 1986), 339-341, §142 (= Syria 52 [1975]: 287 89), and 453-54, §162 (= Syria 56 [1979]: 

393-94)*
33, For Cyrus texts regarding Ur and Sippar, see references given by de Vaux, Bible et Ori 

ent 87-89 (from RB 46 [1937]).
34, For texts of Udja-hor resen et, the Vatican statue, see G. Posener, La Premiere Domi

nation Perse en Egypte (Cairo: IFAO, 1936),7,15-16* 17,18,19 (Cambyses); 22 (Darius I); cf. 164 
76. It should be noted that Cambyses did limit certain benefices of some temples in Egypt - 

hence the propaganda against him that eventually produced the lurid tales reported by 

Herodotus. On Darius I, builder of temples,cf. J. D. Ray, CAM, 2nd ed., IV (1988), 264, and refer 
ences (also in PM, IV VII, passim).

35. On the nondamage of the Jewish temple at Elephantine under Cambyses, see Cowley, 
Aramaic Papyri, 113; ANET, 492; Porten and Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents, 1:71. A 
still-useful survey on the Jewish community in Elephantine is B. Porten, Archives from Elephan
tine, the Life of an Ancient Jewish Military Colony (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Cali 
fornia Press, 1968).

36, For the “Passover Papyrus,” Cowley, no. 21, see Cowley, Aramaic Papyri, 63; ANETf 
491; Porten and Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents, 1:54. For Cowley, no, 38, see Cowley, 
136; Porten and Yardeni, 1:58.

37. The governor Tattenai, of the (sub)province “Beyond the River” (Ezra 5:3; 6:6,13), is 
also known from an original document of June 502 b.c. (cf, A. T. E. Olmstead, JNES 3 [1944]:
46).

38. The “passport” text is Driver Letter VI, in Driver, Aramaic Documents (1957), 27-28, 
56-62, now Porten and Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents> 1:114-15, A.6/9; postbag, see 

photo, frontispiece to Driver (1954 ed.).
39. Phraseology like “issuing a decree/order” we find often; so, e.g., in Driver, Aramaic 

Documents (1957), letters 111, 7-8; V, 8. For the greeting “Peace, much well-being” (etc.), see 
Driver, letters 1,1; II,1; II 1,1; V,i; XIII,1; now Porten and Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents, 
1:102,110; 106,104,102, no, 128.

40. The authenticity of the letters in Ezra-Nehemiah has been recognized since the time 
of Eduard Meyer. Noteworthy are H. H. Schaeder, in his Immsche Beitrttge I (Halle: Nierneyer 
Verlag, 1930), and his Esra der Schreiber (Tubingen: Mohr, 1930); cf. also E. J. Bickerman, JBL 65 
(1946): 249 75; and the matter is well summed up by de Vaux, Bible et Orient, 99 113 (and in his 
The Bible and the Ancient Near East [New York: Doubleday, 1971b 63 -96); op posit ion to their au 
thentieity rests on no secure fact.

The much proclaimed differences between the forms of Cyrus's decree as found in the 
summary in Ezra 6:3-5 (from Ecbatana) and the form given in Ezra 1:2-4 (and partly used as a 

“catch line" in 2Chron* 36:23) are of no significance in terms of authenticity. The Ecbatana form 
is that of the official Aramaic version, bureaucratic in tone and function; that in Ezra 1:2-4 Is 
Hebrew equivalent, stressing the leitmotiv of the pious ruler acting lor the deity of his benefi
ciaries in appropriate language. The phenomenon is the same as that of the differences between
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the Aramaic, Greek, and Lycian versions of the Xanthus decree — all authentic and valid on the 
same monument! In Babylon the language of the Cyrus Cylinder was aimed at a Babylonian au 
dience; the Aramaic bureaucratic rescripts ordering the retu rn of images to their temples would 
have been practical and considerably less theological also.

On the Aramaic of Ezra and Daniel, the older controversies were surveyed ably by 

R Rosenthal, Die aramaistische Forschttng seit Th. Noltlehe\ Verdjfentlichungen (Leiden: Brill, 
1939; reprint, 1964), 60-71. Later, see my survey of the facts of the case on biblical Aramaic; 

Kitchen, in Wiseman, Notes, 31-79 — in effect, endorsed by E. Y. Kutscher, “Aramaic,” in T A. 

Sebeok, ed, Linguistics in South West Asia and North Africa (Paris: Mouton, 1970), 347-412. In 
the decades since, much new material has accumulated that bears out the results of my study, 

with the publication of many fresh documents and improved republication of long known 
ones. Several features of the Aramaic of Ezra and Daniel virtually preclude it having originated 

any later than the third century b.c, at the extreme; the fifth century fits better. The Hebrew is 

consistent with this (cf. W. J. Martin’s note, in Wiseman, Notes, 28-30). The huge input of Greek 

m ilitary and cultural involvement in the Levant and beyond from the seventh to the fourth cen 
tury b.c., long before Alexander, negates completely Driver’s old and erroneous dictum that 

“the Greek words (only three!] demand” a Hellenistic date for the book of Daniel. Cf. on the 

“Greek” instruments, T. C. Mitchell and R. Joyce, in Wiseman, Notes, 19-27. That dating rests en
tirely on particular interpretations of (and on a priori assumptions about) certain passages in 
Dan. 8 11; see rather the cautionary review by Wiseman, Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon, 93-98. 

There is much authentic Neo Babylonian and Old Persian cultural content in the book of Dan 
iel that links it with those periods, and needs to be taken into account. On the former, cf. Wise 

man, Nebuchadrezzar and Babylon, 81-115; on both, see the survey by T. C. Mitchell, in Curtis, 
Mesopotamia and Iran, 68-84, with wide bibliography.

The high quality and accuracy of the transcription of Old Persian names in Esther (be

sides that of other foreign names elsewhere in the OT) was set out clearly by A, R. M illard, JBL 
96 (1977): 481 88. A wider survey of the vocabulary of the book of Esther reinforces that result, 

and implies that its author had good knowledge of Persian court usage; see H. M. Wahl, ZAIf 12 

(1999): 22-47. There is good reason to date the book to the fifth or fourth century b.c., and to re
gard it as historically based, not simply a “novel”; cf. survey of views and data by E. M. 

Yamauchi, Persia and the Bible, 226-39.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 4

1. For translation of Assurnasirpal II in north Syria, see AJVET, 276; Grayson, ARI> 2:143; 

Grayson, RIMA, 2:218 19.

2. On Ass u i  dan I I ,  Adad nirari II, and Tukulti Ninurta I I ,  see Grayson, ARI, 2:74 113; 

Grayson, RIMA, 2:131-88,

3. On Tiglath-pileser I and Assur-bd-kala, see Grayson, ARE 2:23,26-27; Grayson, RIMA, 
2:42,103 4.

4. From Eriba Adad II to Tiglath pileser II, see Grayson, ARIy 2:62-74; Grayson, RIMA, 
2:113-30.

5. On Siamun and Shoshenq I, see 2.D, on Solomon, below.

6. In most Delta sites, virtually all limestone and most sandstone building blocks and 
stelae have been recycled (and decoration/texts usually obliterated) in the last two thousand
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years; very few Della-based kings bothered 10 set up duplicate commemorative lexis in the tem
ples of Upper Egypt.

7, laivian (“Hittfee”) hieroglyphic texts, now edited fully in J. D. Hawkins, CHLII, and 

(for Karatepe) H. Cambd, CHLI II.
a For early Byblos texts, see ]. C. I,. Gibson, TSSI, 3:12 ' | (of these, only Ahiram and 

Yahi milk occur in ANET, 499,504/CeS II, 146I./1S1, respectively).

9. On Ekron, text of “Achisli” son of Padi, see S. Gitin, T. Dothan, and }. Naveh, IEJ 47 

(1997): 116; CoS II, 164.
10. For the turbulent occupation history (and archaeology) of Jerusalem, see latterly 

NEAHL, 2:698 804; II. Geva, ed., Ancient Jerusalem Revealed (Jerusalem: IBS, 1994). On Sa 

maria, cf. NEA1II,, 4:1300-1310.
u. See Renz/Rbllig 1,178 89, for the Siloam inscription; 261 6; for [Sheb]naiah; 190-91 for 

other scraps (see on this now,as part ofatariff [?), I. Naveh, in D. T. Ariel, ed., City of David Nl 
[Qedem411 [2000], 1-2 [IN.t], and R M, Cross, IE)si [2001]: 44-47; other scraps,Renz/Rollig,I, 

206-7, 3°®-

12. On the Mesha stela, see ANET, 320; CoS II, 137-38; for other Moabite fragments, cf. 
briefly K. A. D. Smelik, Writings from Ancient Israel (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark; Louisville: West
minster John Knox, 1991), 34-35, fig. 6.

13. The bibliography on the Tel Dan stela grows incessantly. Cf., e,g., Kitchen, /SOT76 
(1979): 42-44, supplemented by A, Leninite, ]SOT81 (1998): 11-14, and add J. A. Emcrlon, VT50 
(2000): 27-37, anti A. R Millard, in CoS II, 161-62; G. Galil, PEQ 133 (2001): 16-21; W. M, 
Schniedewind and B. Zuckerman, IEJ 51 (2001): S8-91.

14. On the Mesha stela, see A. Lemaire, BAR 20, no. 3 (May June 1994): 30 37, following 
on Lemaire in SEE 11 (1994): 17-19. For doubts, see P. Bordreui), in P. Daviau et a!., eds., The 

World of the Aramaeans (Studies... Dion) III (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2001), 162-63 
and n. 14.

15. On the “heights of David" in Shoshenq’s list, see fully, Kitchen, JSOT76 (1997): 29 44, 
esp. 39-41; summary, H. Shanks, BAR 24, no. 1 (Januaty-February 19981: 34-35.

16. On rfor d in F.gyptian transcriptsofSemttic names (placeand personal): forthe New 

Kingdom, see M. Burchardt, Die ahkanannaischen Fremdworte and Eigennamen ini 
Aegyptischen I (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1909), 45, (4137:2.; J. F,. Hoch, Semitic Words in Egyptian Texts 
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1994), 406 (but omitting place-names and eariy 
data). On the Middle Kingdom, cf. G. Po setter, Princes etpays d'Asie etde Nitbie. (Brussels; PERL, 
1940), 67: E.5 (Magdali); personal names, summary, Kitchen in S. Isradrt-GtoH, cd„ Studies. . . 
Presented m MiriamLkhtheimII (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1990), 636 37. S. L. MacKenzie,King 
David, it Biography (New York: OUP, 2000), 15-16. fails entirely to account for the Shoshenq-list 
data — “David” was never a tribal name (as MacKenzie would claim), but exclusively a personal 

proper name as, e.g., the Rio stela shows; his approach to this detail is typical of the shallow, 
badly lopsided treatment meted out to David in the book (cf., e.g., H. Shanks, hit 16, no, 6 [De
cember 2000]; 34-37,53-54).

17. The citation about Assur-rabi 11 occurs under Shalmaneser 111; cf. Lttckenbill, ARAB I, 

218, $603; Grayson, RlMA, 3:19 at ii:36 58; K. L. Younger, CoSIf, 263. And probably under Assur 

dan II, Grayson, ARE 2:76; RIMA, 2:133.
18. On the Levantine background to the warnings given by Samuel, the pioneer study re 

mains that (penned long ago) by I. Mendelsohn, BASOJf 143 (1956): 17-22.
19. On maryrwnu, “chariotry,” c£ Mendelsohn, BASOR 143 (1956): 18-19 (for 1 Sam. 8:11 

X2). Complementary to ibis was A. F. Rainey, The Social Stratification at llgarit (Ann Arbor and
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High Wycombe: University Microfilms, 1962), 130-46 (and /Wi'S 24 [1965]: 17-27). On conscrip
tion for military service at Ugaril, see M. Hellzer, The Rural Community in Ancient Ugnrit 
(Wiesbaden: Reichert Vedag, 1976), 18-23.

20. Cf, Mendelsohn, BASOR143 (1956): 21, but omit his referenced Ugaritie msm, a mis
reading, corrected by Virolleaud, Syria 21 (1940): 149; cf. A, Herdner, Corpus, Toilettes, 

Alphabctiqucs. . . (1963), 165 n. 1, and further, Heltzer, Rural immunity, 24-30,
21. Cf.. Heltzer, Rural Community, 44 46.

22. Rclcrences forUgarit are in Rainey, Social Stratification at llgnnt (1967), 170; for Mari 
see ). Bottero, ARMT VIE Textes ecenomiqties et admmlftratifi (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 
19S7)i 241 (women bakers, confectioners, etc.), 253-54 (aromatics), 274 (weaving), with refer
ences.

23. See for examples of the practice, Mendelsohn, BASOR 143 (1956); 19-20, and Rainey, 
Social Stratification at Ugarlt, 26-28,30-36, both wit h references; cf. also Heltzer, Rural Commu
nity, 48-51,65-71, 90, and also 103 (nuancing the absoluteness of Rainey’s view),

24. See Mendelsohn, BASOR 143 (1956): 20-21; Heltzer, Rural Gommumityt 35 44.

25. Cf. Mendelsohn, HA SOU 143 (1956): 2if.; Rainey, Social Stratification at Ugnrit, 78-79, 
each with references. In Etiiar, in a society originally more tribally based than at Ugarit, the role 

of the king is not so pervasive; but fines in legal matters went either to “the Palace" or to “the 

city of Ernst* or to “(the god) Ninurta"; cf. the publications of tablets (thirteenth to early 
twelfth centuries) by D. Amaud, Emar, VT.3 (Recherches an pays d’Ashtntn) (Paris: Editions Re
cherche sur ies Civilisations, 1986); and his Textes syriens tie Edge tin bronze recent (Barcelona: 
Editorial AUSA, 191;; plus G. Beckman, Texts from the Vicinity of Emar (Padua: Sargon srl, 

1996).
26. Aram is dearly attested tor the fourteenth century in the Kbm ei Hetan topographi 

cal lists of Amenophis III (ca. 1392 1354), as well as for the later thirteenth century in the “Mis
cellanies” under Merenptah (1213-1203), where it had sometimes been wrongly emended to read 

“Amurru"; see E. Edel, Die Ortsmmenlisten mis dem Totentempel Amenophis III (Bonn: 
Hanslein Verlag, 1966), 28-29, no. 7, with references (his jue-1500 references would not now all 

lie admitted).
27. The kingdom of Amurru suffered from the Sea Peoples’ invasion in circa 1175, accord

ing to Ramesses ill. But it evidently survived (if in restricted form), as we have two bronze ar
rowheads of a “Zakarba'al, King of Amurru,"’ supposedly of the eleventh century (a date that is 
almost certainly too low). See, for one, R. Deutsch and M. Heltzer, Forty New Ancient West Sc 
mitic Inscriptions (Tel Aviv: Archaeological Center Publications, 1994), 12 13, no. 1; for the other, 
see references of the same authors, WestSeni; tic Epigraph ic News of the First Millennium bce (Tel 

Aviv: Archaeological Center Publications, 1999}>14:X1! (the first is no. XXIX).
28. See F. M. Cross, Israel Museum Journal to (1992): 57 62, and in EI 25 (1996), it” 26*, 

plus notes by R. Deutsch and M. Heltzer, New Epigraphic Evidence from the Biblical Period (Tel 
Aviv: Archaeological Center Publications, 1995), 29.

29. for the excavations at Shiloh, see the monograph by I. Finkeistein, S. Bunimovitz, 
and Z, Lederman, Shiloh, the Archaeology of a Biblical Site (Tel Aviv: Institute of Archaeology, 
1993), including full report, assessment of previous work, and good bibliography. Results are 
summed up on 371-89 (383-89 for Iron I).

30. On Sir Charles Wilson’s siting for the tabernacle on the north side of Shiloh, see A. S. 
Kaufman, BAR 14, no. 6 (Novemher-December 1988): 46-52. Finds there of only Iron II sherds 
would represent a later presence on this northern site; much fuller excavation would be needed 

to confirm or eliminate an Iron T presence there.
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31. For the archaeology of Tell el-Ful.and a summary of its interpretation, see N. Lapp in 
NEAHL, 2:445 48, with bibliography,

32. For a summary of work at Ashdod, see in NEAHL, 1:93-102.

33 For Gath, cf. summary of old digs and survey finds in NEAHL, 4:1522-24, all with bib
liographies. O11 the location and significance of Gath, see W. M. Schniedewind, BASOJ? 309 

(1998): 69-77.
34. For a summary of work at Ekrdn, see NEAHL, 3:1051-59.
35. For Ascalon and Gaza during this period, cf. NEAHL, 1:103-112 (esp. 107), and 

NEAHL, 2:464-67.
36. For latest results on Beth Shan, see A. Mazar, IE) 43 (1993): 201-29, with clear sum 

mary for Iron I, pp. Z28-29, and table, p. 205, plus his fresh summary for this period in A. Mazar, 
ed.. Studies ill the Archaeology of the Iron Age in Israel and [ordan, (SOTSupyii (Sheffield: Aca

demic Press, 2001), 290 96.

37. For publication of all Luvian (“Hittite") hieroglyphic texts, see Hawkins, CHL1 1 
(with Karatepe ir) Cantbel, CHLIII).

38. On Tighth-pileser Ill's dismissal of Wassurmc ofTabal, texts transialed in Tadmor, 
TP III, 171,191 (dates, p. 157, “after 732”; p. 181, “730 or 729?”).

39. Shalmaneser lil in twenty-second year (837), Luckenbill, ARAB 1,206, $579; Grayson, 

RIMA, 3:67 (twenty-four kings), 79 (only twenty kings).

40. For all the hieroglyphic lexis from Carchemish, Mel id Gurgum, etc., see Hawkins, 
CHI.11 , list, xiv-xv (Carchemish), xv-xvi (Malatya - Melid), xvi (Marash - Gurgum), etc.

41. On Kuzi-Tesup of Carchemish and the line in Melid, see f. D. 1 Iawkins, ArAt 38 (1988):
99-108.

42. On the Aramean states, Bit-Adini, Gozan, Sam'al, Aram-Zobah/Damaseus, Arpad, 
etc., and also Hamath, cf. H. Sader, Les etats arameens tie Syrie ■ . , (Beirut and Wiesbaden: 
F, Steiner Verlag, 1987); P.-E. Dion, Let aramiens a Page du fer: histoire, politique et structures 

societies, Ebib, n.s., 34 (Paris: Librairie Lecoffre, Gabalda, 1997); on Zobah and Damascus, see be 
low.

43. Buy! names are listed in Kitchen, f$OT 76 (1997): 38-39, with a map (p. 37) of loca 
lions of “Beth “ kingdoms.

44. On the idiom “son” = member/ruler of (Bnyt-), see (besides A. Ungnad, QI2. 9 
[1906]: 224-26) B. Landsberger, Sam’al I (Ankara: Driickerei der Tiirkischen Historischen 
Gesellschaft, 1948), 19 with n. 37: this basic point was entirely missed by T. Schneider, BAR 21, no. 
1 (1995): 26-33, 80, passim, through not knowing these key references on this matter.

45. Sequence from Tibah/Tubikhi, in EA 179 (trans. W. L, Moran, rEhe Amarna Letters 

[Baltimore and London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992], 262); note its author’s concern 
with Amurru, which occupied the Lebanon range along the west of the Biqa Valley.

46. Takhsi - Tahash,earlier suggested by A. 11. Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica i 
(Oxford: OUP, 1947), 1.5 cdf. Takhsi, in Amarna letters, no, 1S9: verso 9 12 (Moran, The Atnarm 
Letters, 270). In Egyptian sources, Kitchen, RITANCl (1993), 37, $68.

47. On Aram-Damascus (and Zobah), cf, M. F, Unger, Israel and the Aramaeans of Da 

nittscus (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1957), and the more recent works by W, T. Pitard, Ancient 

Damascus (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1989); Sader, les etats nram^eiw de Syrie; Dion, Les 

arameens d Page du fer.

48. For the whole “mini-empire” phenomenon, see Kitchen, “The Controlling Role of 
External Evidence in Assessing the Historical Status of the Israelite United Monarchy,” in V. P. 
Long et al.* eds., Windows into Old Testament. History (Grand Rapids: Ferdmans, 2002).
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49. For royal “named” cities (as of David), compare Amenemhat-Ithet-Tawy 
(“Amenemhal I grasps Egypt”) and laler Pi Ramesse (“Domain of Ramesses II”) in Twelfth and 
Nineteenth Dynasty Egypt respectively (twentieth and thirteenth centuries); Azilawataya, 
“(Town of) Azitiwata” (ruler of Que/Danuna in southeast Asia Minor, eighth century); Dur 
Sharrukin, “Sargonburg” (now Khorsabad) of Sargon II (fl. 720) in Assyria, and others.

50. The three element nature of the united monarchy's regime was originally noted by 
A. Malamat, JNES zz (1963): 6-8, and B. Mazar, BA 25 (1962); 102-3; cf. the graphic presentation 

by Y. Aharojii, The Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (London: Bums Sr Oates, 1979), 295, map 21, with 

296-97
51. For the size of Egyptian garrisons (outside of Gaza, Kumidi, and Simyra), note the

small contingents sought by local kinglets in the Amarna letters; cf. Moran, The Artiarm Letters.

52. A modest sampling of the hymns and prayers of the cultures of the ancient Near East 

can be found in ANET, 365-400, 467-69 (Egyptian, Sumerian and Akkadian, and Hittite), and 
even fewer in CoS I, 37-48 (Egypt), 416-18, 470-75 (Akkadian), and 526-30 (Sumerian).

53. For third-millennium popular pieces in Egypt, sec ANET, 469, and more fully, K. A. 
Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt (Jonsered: P. Aslroms for lag, 1999), 75-78.

54. For Egyptian popular poems, harpists’ songs, lyric/Iove poetry (full corpus), and 

workmen’s hymns of confession, prayer, and praise in the second millennium, see selections in 

Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt, 133-42 (Middle Kingdom), 315-430 (New Kingdom), with fur
ther references.

55. On King Intef II, see Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt, 109-12.

56. On En Idled 11 anna, see W. W. Hallo and ]. J. A. van Dijk, The Exaltation of Inanm 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968); for the Sumerian Temple Hymns, see A. W. Sjoberg 
and E. Berg man n, 'Ehe Collection of the Sumerian Temple Hymns, Texts from Cuneiform Sources 
III (New York: Augustin, 1969), and p, 5 on the princess's role.

57. For Akhenaten’s Hymn to Aten there are many translations; cf. ANET, 369-71; CoS I, 
44-46; Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt, 249-60, On Egyptian hymn to Amen-Re, caring for hu
manity and the fauna, cf ANET, 365-67. Akkadian moon and sun hymns with concern for hu

manity and other created beings, see ANET, 385-86,387-88.

58. The range and techniques of ancient Near Eastern poetry is set out in simple form 
(for Egypt) in my Poetry of Ancient Egypt, xiii-xx, 471-81* Hebrew poetry and poetics are com
prehensively set out by W. G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 2nd and corrected ed. (She! 
field: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995). For Sumerian, and its shared features with Hebrew, see 
A. Berlin, JANES 10 (1978/79): 35-42. For Ugaritic, in outline, see C. H. Gordon, Ugnritic Text 
book I (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1965), 131 44; its formal correspondences with Me 
brew usage, cf. L R. Fisher, ed., Ras Shamra Parallels I (1972), II (1975), and S. Rommel, ed., Ras 
Shamra Parallels 111 (1981), all published in Rome by the Pontifical Biblical Institute; and review 
of I II by J. C. de Moor and P. van der Hugt, BiOr 31 (1974): 3 26. For Akkadian (Assyro 
Babylonian), cf. summary treatment in English, B. R. Foster, Before the Muses: An Anthology of 
Akkadian Literature I (Bethesda, Md: CDL Press, 1993). 14-19* also summarized in his updated 
but abridged version, From Distant Days (1995), 4-7- A detailed study is given by K. Hecker, 
Untersuchttngen zttr akkadischen Epik (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1974),

59. Sumerian terminology (ershemma, balbale, etc.) can be seen in use in translations by 

S. N. Kramer in ANET, 3rd ed., 576-79* 582-84 (= Supp., 140-43.14648). The variety of settings 
in which Sumerian hymns could be used (with different combinations of balags and 
ershemmas), and varying use as personal and cultic psalms, is all noted by J. Krecher, Sumerische 
Ktddyrik (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1966), 27 top (different occasions), 23 nn. 26-27 (different
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combinations of Mag, ershemma), 33 (both cult and personal use), 26-27 (content not needfully 
related to cult use).

60. Examples of Egyptian personal hymns of piety, with titles, opening with titular cou

plet, "Giving praise (to deity), paying homage [to deity),” often by speaker, in Kitchen, Poetry of 
Ancient Egypt, 271-313, passim.

61. For specified uses of music (Mesopotamian and Hittite), sec the series of quotes in 
I. J, Gelb and others, eds., CAD 21/Z (1961), 36-38, with a good summary, p. 38.

62. On music in the Neat East in all contexts, see entries (in English, French, and Ger
man) iti RIA VII], pts, 5/6, y/g (1995/97), 363-91, In Egyptian festival scenes, see in 
L, Grollenberg, drills of the Bible (London: Nelson, 1956), 72, no. 204 (dancers, clapping, harpist, 
sistrum players, ca. 1480). Generally, cf. entry in W. Ilelck, E. Otto, and W. Westeitdorf, eds., hi A 
IV/2 (1980), 230-43, in German with references in English,French, and German.

63. The basic study of this period remains Kitchen, Third Int Pd, in particular the 1996 
edition with important supplements. For the most recent, up to date treatment of Egyptian 
dates during 1070 664, see Kitchen, in Acta Archaeologies 67 (1996 (1998)): 1 13, esp. 1 3 with ta 

bles 1-2 (also issued as same pages in K. Randsborg.ed., Absolute Chronology, Archaeological En 
rope, 25 00-500 bc [Copenhagen: Munksgaard. 1996 (1998)]). An update of this paper appeared 

in M. Bietak, ed,, The Synchronization of Civilizations in the Eastern Mediterranean during die 
Second Millennium m: (Symposion Langenlois Nov. 15-17, 1996) (Vienna: Austrian Academy, 
2000), 29 52. There is absolutely no scope whatsoever forthe impossible “margin”of Fifty years’ 
variation claimed by P, Ash, David, Solomon, and Egypt: A Reassessment (Sheffield: Academic 

Press, 1999), 26,34; cf. my review in Theme.Uos 26, no. 3 (summer 2001): 38-50.
64. The major blunder in calling Siamun “an unidentified king” on his Tan is relief-scene 

was made by J. M. Weinstein, in S. (Jilin, A. Mazur, and F.. Stern, eds., Mediterranean Peoples in 
Transition... in Honor of Professor 'I rude Dothan (Jerusalem: IES, 1998), 192-93; it is said (orally) 
that lie has realized his error and withdrawn it. But this should InScfone prominently in print, or 

ignoramuses will misquote him for years to come. His basic attitude to the Siamun piece is un
realistically negative (193 n. 10); there is not a single scrap of evidence for claiming that the ax 

head shown is “anachronistic.”
65. The Siamun relief, original publication (photograph), is in P. Montet, Les construe 

tions et le tombmt d'Osorkon II (Paris: [Fouilles de Tams, Mission Montet], 1947), pL IX.
66. The coincidence of monumental triumph scenes wiLh kings who actually waned is 

noted by A. R. Green, JBL97 (1978): 366. For Harnesses VI, cf, A. M. A. Amer, /EA71 (1985): 67 68.
67. The account of triumph scenes by Ash. David, Solomon, and Egypt, is full of errors 

aboill triumph scenes. (1) He fails to distinguish between formal temple reliefs and minor deco 
rative examples, which refutes his use of the irrelevant Herihor and allied examples (pp. 43-44). 

(2) Heard others misinterpret the ax in the Siamun scene, not realizing how and why it is held 
as it is (40). (3) Philistines hold no axes in reliefs of series of prisoners (39k), as the crescentic ax 

may be a ceremonial weapon —■  no other triumph scene with Philistines is available to compare 
with Sian lull’s. {4) Sia [nun's relief, properly understood, does not “violate . .. the genre” of tri
umph scenes (43); foes ol'Tuthmosis 111 hold axes in a triumph scene of his at Karnak! (5) The 
daggers held by the blade by foes in Shoshenq’s scene are wrongiy described as “thin vials” by 
Ash (41), a massive howler! Foes did hold weapons in such reliefs, (s) The “double bow” plus 

feather was totally misunderstood by him and Montet (41, 42); these two signs are heraldic 
hieroglyphs that read Pedjtyu-Shutu, “foreigners”! (7) An enormous blunder by Asli (45) is to 
identify tile ax as either a halter (his example is a [lower bud!) or, worse, handcuffs! He has 
clearly never seen the hmuli iiffs that Egyptians used for foreign prisoners: these are simply ovals
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with a centraJ slot, drastically different from our ax head (see example in K. Lange and 
M. Hinner, Egypt, Architecture, Painting* 3rd ed. [London: Phaidon Press, 1961], pi. 200)! 
(8) There is no alternative to the Levant for Siainun’s campaign; his “axM is neither Nubian or 
Libyan, the only other venues open to Siamun. Finally, (9) no better is U. Schipper, Israel and 
Agypten in der Konigszeit (Freiburg and Gottingen, 1999), 26b, with 296 Abb. 3, with Gezer and 
Megjddo double ax(es) not remotely like the flared crescentic blade of Siamun s scene. Signifi 

candy, Hittite and Aegean double axes are closer in form! And so on.
68. For Ametiophis III, see EA 4, in Moran, The Amarna Letters* 8 9.

69. For Ankhsenamun, in the Hittite record, see Deeds of Suppiluliuma I, edited by H. G. 
Giiterbock, JCS to (1956): 93 98.

70. Despite die arrogant denials by Soggin, Ash,and Schipper, there is excellent evidence 
of kings marrying off their daughters to commoners in the tenth eighth centuries; see my table 

12, in Third Int. Pd. (1996), 594 with 479. Kings Shoshenq I, Harsiese, Osorkon II, Takeloth II, 
Shoshenq 111, Takeloth III, and Rudamun all did this. And for foreigners, we have Maatkare B 

married to Prince Osorkon, son of future Shoshenq I (p. 479:3). And add in die Twenty First 
Dynasty king giving his royal sister in law to HadadofEdom (1 Kings 11:19 20), consistent with 
this very same period of Siamun or just slightly earlier. There is no escape from this evidence, 
which has to be accepted.

71. Cf, Kitchen, Third hit Pd.* 288 §242; and new edition, with text, in J.-M. Kruchten, Les 
annales des pretres de Karnak (XXTXXUlmes Dynasties) . . . (Louvain: Departcmenl 
Orien tali stick, 1989), 49 50, text 4b.

72. On Osorkon the Elder, see J, Yoyoite, BSFE 77-78 (1977): 39-54; cf. my Third Int. Pd. 
(1986,1996), 534 35‘

73. The Egyptian reference is in Kitchen, RITA II (1996), 96; cf. RITANCII (1999), 149 
end. The cuneiform reference: E. Edel, Die agyptisch-hethitische Korrespondenz am Boghaz-koi 
(Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1994), 2:222.

74. For Amarna evidence on cost of dowries in the fourteenth century, see Kitchen in 
D. O’Connor and E. H. Cline, eds., Amenhotep III, Perspectives on His Reign (Ann Arbor: Uni 
versily of Michigan Press, 1998), 258 59.

75. On anointing a future bride, in HilLite records temp. Ramesses II, see Kitchen, 
RJ7AJVCII (1999)1149> with references (Edel, etc.). On Egyptian emphasis on wealth of dowries 
from the Hittites, cf. texts of I he Two Hittite marriages, RITA II, 94, 96,98-99, 111; on a quarrel 

with Queen Pudukhepa over a dowry (even if no girl!), see RJTANCI1,148-49, Long before Sol
omon, it was not unknown for a princess to have a foreign town in her service — its revenues 
might provide her with "pocket money,” one surmises. Thus Abi-milki, ruler of Tyre, declares 

himself “servant of Mayati” (Meritaten), princess-queen of Akhenaten in the Amarna letters, ca. 
1340 (EA 155; Moran, The Amarna Letters, 241 42), So the eventual taxpayers in Hebrew-resettled 

Gezer might have had to pay taxes for the upkeep of Solomon’s Egyptian princess!
76- Cf. Moran, The Amarna Letters, 114F.

77. For kings seeking materials to build or adorn temples or palaces — for a temple, cf. 
EA 9 (Moran, The Amarna Letters, 18); for palaces as in EA 16, cf. EA 4 (Moran, 39, cf. 9), and for 
a mausoleum, EA 19 (Moran, 44). Egyptian carpentry, EA 10 (Moran, 19); also Amenophis III 
sent rich furnishings for the Babylonian kings new residence, EA 5 (Moran, 11). Medical men 

from Egypt to Hatti, brief summary, Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant; Life and Times of 
Ramesses II (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1982), 91-92. 251; for a full overview, see E. Edel, 
Agyptische Artzte and agyptische Medizin tun hethitischen KonigshofXOpladen: Westdeutscher 
Verlag, 1976), all of which is now in his AIIFCl II.
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78. For royal and high-level correspondents wishing the gods' blessings on each other, see 

(e.g.) in the Amarna letters (fourteenth century), Tushratta invoking Egyptian Annin as well as 
his own deities, F,A 19 (Moran, The Amarna Letters, 43, 44, 45); nr ftihaddi of Byblos wishing 

Amlin’s blessing on the Egyptian vizier, EA 71 {Moran, 140), and on other high officers, EA 86, 

87,95 (Moran, 158,159,169). In the fourteenth-thirteenth centuries a stream of examples comes 

from l-garit, sec J. Nougayrol, Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit III (Paris: Im prim trie Nationale/ 
Kiincksieck, 195;), pp, 6f'„ 9, 10 (all: “may the gods keep you (well)!”; 13 (“may the gods of 

Amurru and Ugarit keep you well!"); 15 (same, Ugarit only); 18 (“may the gods of Ainurru, 
Ugarit and the king keep you well!”); 20 (as pp, 6-10); and Nougayrol, Le Palais Royal d'Ugarit 
IV (1956), 132 (“may the gods of Ugarit, [of other places, lost], and [the ioo]o (?) gods keep 
you!”); 180,196 (both, “may the gods keep you healthy!”); 214 17 ("may the 1,000 gods keep you 

healthy!"); 219 (same as 180/196). “May the gods keep you healthy!" recurs in thirteenth century 
Emar (Arnaud, Em or Vl. j, 264, no. 268). Also then, harnesses II invokes his god Aniun and the 

Hittite weather god several limes when writing to QueenPudukhepa (e.g., Edel, AHK 1,107,110. 
43:26-29,37O'., and other examples).

79. For Heltzer’s note, see his study of grain taxation and tithes in Ugarit, in Kcltzer, Ru
ral Community, 36 40. For wider comparative background figures, see Kitchen, in NRD, 378b,

8a. On “Sidonians,” cf. the observations by G. E. Markoe, Phoenicians (London: British 
Museum Press, 2000), 31-32, with notes.

81. On the month names being unique to 1 Kings 6 and 8, see Mark E. Cohen, The Ctiltic 
Calendars of the Ancient Near East (Bethesda, Md : CDL Press, 1993), 384- 85. Both B(u)l and 
‘(E)t(ha)n(i)m are a nested in Phoenician inscriptions, as Colieu points out; the other, Z(i)w, is 
not yet so known, unless it were an abbreviation (e.g.) for Z(i)bakk-sh(a)msh.

82. On the food needs of Tyre, both for its own population and for possible reexport in 
trade, see A. Lemaire, in E, I.ipinski, ed., Studio Phoenicia XI, Phoenicia and the Bible (Louvain: 
Peeters, 1991), 148-50,and F. Briqucl Uhatonnet, Lej relations entrelescites tie la cote phenicienue 
et les royaumes d’lsrael et de Judo (Louvain: Peelers, 1992), 244-45,

83. On locations of towns in Asher’s allotment, see (e.g.) Lemaire, in Studio Phoenicia XI, 
135 43 (with map),and R, S. Hess, jodiua,Tyndale OT Commentaries (Leicester: 1VP, 1996), 271 

73, and map, 320; south and east borders of Asher, cf Z. Gat, Lower Galilee during the Iron Age 
(Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 102-4, map, 101.

84. For the two documents on city exchange from Alalakh, see AT No, 1 in D. J. Wiseman, 
The Alalakh Tablets (London: British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara, 1953), 25 26; and AT 

456, Wiseman,/CS12 (1958); 12229 For other, more local towin'territory exchanges and sales at 

Alalakh, cf. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets, 52, nos. 76-80.

85. For Ibal pi El II of Eshnunna and Zimri lim of Mari, boundary from Haradtun (and 
Yahdun lim buying a ruined site from Eshnunna), see D. Charpin, in D. Charpin and F. Joannes, 

eds., Mnrchandes, diplomates et empeteurs (Ptudcs , . . Paul Garclli) (Paris: ERC, 1991), 155-58.

86. For interpretations suggesting loan or mortgage on territory between Solomon and 
Hiram, cf. D. J. Wiseman, 1 and 2 Kitigs, Tyndale Commentaries (1993), 126, and M. J. Selman, 

2 Chronicles, Tyndale Commentaries (1994), 345. For royal bargaining on other matters, see 
wrangles over gold, which kings of Babylon and Mitanni soiighL to extract from ihe kings of 

Egypt in the fourteenth century (Moran, The Amarna Letters, EA 4-8.1t, 16,19,24,26 29), And a 

Babylonian king would tell the pharaoh, “If this summer... you’ll send the gold 1 wrote to you 
about, then I’ll give you my daughter (in marriage). . . . But if you don’t send (it),. . . then I’d 
not give my daughter in marriage!” (F,A 4, cf. Moran, 9). While Amenophis ITT offers furnishings
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for the Babylonian king’s new abode, and to prepare for that king's envoy bringing the princess, 
but will not send until messenger (and daughter!) arrive, EA 5 (Moran, 11).

87. False dismissals of Solomon’s horse/chariot trade, by Ash, David, Solomon, and Egypt, 
119 -22, and by Schipper, Israel and Agypteu in der Konigszeit, 73-83.

88. On Pi-Ramesse, area Q.1V (late thirteenth century), with stabling and provision for 
horses (taken as “stud”), cf. briefly E. B. Pusch, Egyptian Archaeology 14 (1999): 13 (and in 
E. Bleiberg and R. Freed, eds.. Fragments of a Shattered Visage (Symposium, . . . Harnesses the 
Great) [Memphis, T.enn„ 1991], 202-3); it is also mentioned very briefly in Agypteu undLevanter 
(1999): ii, 25 (strata Be, Bb, Be), 39ff. (pottery) and plans, pp. 18 Abb. 1, and 122 Abb. 1. (ODM 
1076 is cited in full by Kitchen, in $. Ahiluv and E. D. Oren, eds., The Origin of Early Israel - 
Current Debate, Beer-Sheva XII [1998], 73.)

89. See earlier survey on horse raising in Egypt and Nubia by Y, Ikeda, in T. Ishida, ed., 
Studies in the Period of David and Solomon and Other Essays (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 
1982), 227-31. On Kushite (Nubian) horses prized by the Assyrians (eighth seventh centuries), 
cf. Ikeda, 228-29, with references (KUB 111, 27, is now in Edel, AHKII, 70/71-72/73, no. 26). First 
occurrence of horses in the Nile Valley is the skeleton of a horse at the Egyptian fortress of 
Buhen (by Wadi Haifa) at the Second Cataract in Nubia, in the late Thirteenth Dynasty,on the 
eve of the Hyksos period (seventeenth/sixteenth centuries); mention, W. B. Emery, Egypt in 
Nirtiiu (London: Hutchinson, 1965}, 107.

90. On horse prices, cf. list by Ikeda, in Ishida, Studies, 226. Much later the galloping in
flation that hit the shekel (as for human slaves, see chaps. 6 and 7 below) from the sixth century 
onward raised the price again (230 shekels under Nabonidus, good horse; hack, Seleucid epoch, 
88 [?] shekels).

91. Chariot prices are given by Ikeda, in Ishida, Studies, 226; the Egyptian one at 64 she

kels was a simple war chariot for a raw recruit (thirteenth century), and the Babylonian one was 
probably a standard model (ca. 1090). Nearer our “Rolls-Royce” model is one that Tushratta 

king of Mitanni sent to Egypt ca. 1350, with 350 shekels’ worth of gold applied to it (the whole 
chariot being evidently worth still more than this, and not far off Solomon’s 600-shekel models, 

especially if one allows for a price “markup” on his part, to cover his costs and make a profit). 
For this one, see EA 22:1,2; Me?ran, The Amarua Letters,51. None of these data are properly han

dled by Ash or Schipper. For other background to this putative horse/chariot trade, see Ikeda, 
231-38.

92. For this section, see my fuller treatment, “Sheba and Arabia,” in L. K. Handy, ed., The 
Age of Solomon, Scholarship at the Turn of the Millennium (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 126-53. Humor 
ous takeoff is by Phinneas A. Crutch, The Queen of Sheba, Her Life and Times (New York and 

London: Putnam, Knickerbocker Press, 1922).

93. From southwest Arabia, in Yemen and around, have been found upward of six thou
sand Old South Arabian inscriptions. Most of these are in the Sabaean dialect, and not a few 

name the kings and mukarribs of Saba. The others are mainly in the dialects of the kingdoms of 
Qataban, Hadramaut, and Ma in and its local predecessors. For a bibliography ol these (down 
to 1997/98), see K. A. Kitchen, Documentation for Ancient Arabia, II, Bibliographical Catalogue of 
Texts (Liverpool: UP, 2000). For the various kingdoms, minimal chronology, and lists of menu 
ments of rulers, see Kitchen, Documentation for Ancient Arabia T (1994), along with a “high” 

chronology and updates on kings and monuments in voL II just cited. These include the Assyr 
ian references. On the latter, see also L Eph’al, The Ancient Arabs ( Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 
1982) (especially valuable on AssurbanipaTs texts). For Assyrian interception of Sabaean trade 
caravans, cf. M. Liverani, Yemen 1 (1992): 111-15 (in English), evaluating data published by
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A. Cavigneaux and B. K. Ismail, Baghdader Mitteilungen 21 (1990): 321-456 (text 2, IV:26-39; in 
German).

94. Women as beaters are in text Yala AQ 17 (Iryani 43); published in A. de Maigret, 
G. Garbini, and M. A. el-Iryani, The Sabaean Archaeological Complex in the Wadi Yah (Eastern 
Hawlan at TiyaL Yemen Arab Republic), Preliminary Report (Rome: IsMEO, 1988), 30-31; re
edited by A. Jamme, Miscellanies d'ancient arabeXVU {Washington, D.C.: own edition, 1989), 
78 (in English).

95. A. L. Oppenheim in ANET, 283-86,301, plus Luckenbill, ARAB II, 130, §259 (Iatfe).
96. Malik halik is in text Iryani 13; summary English translation in A. F. L. Beeston, 

“Warfare in Ancient South Arabia (2nd 3rd Centuries ad)" - Qahtan 3 (1976): 47 48.

97. On Ophir, see more fully Kitchen, in Handy, Die Age of Solomon, 143-47, with detailed 
references, and map, p. 126.

98. For the location of 'Amau, see latterly Kitchen in A. Leahy and J. Tait, eds., Studies on 
Ancient Egypt in Honour of IE S. Smith (London: EES, 1999), 174 77 (with map).

99. Oil Wadi Baysh, etc.* see references in Kitchen, iri Handy, The Age of Solomon, 145 
n. 49. Cf. study by the professional gold geologist R. J. Roberts, Passion for Gold (Reno: Univer
sity of Nevada Press, 2002), 133-54.

100. The three-year expeditions were to a more distant locale, as was clearly pointed out 
by H. von Wissmann, “Ophir*” in Pauly's Realmcydopiidie der dassischen Altertumswissenschaft, 
netie Bearbeitung, Supplementband XII (Stuttgart: Druckenmtiller, 1970), col. 969. The three 

years were the end of one year, one full year, and then the start of a third, as in common ancient 
Near Eastern usage, covering either the long voyages out and back or these plus a refit period for 

the next expedition.
101. The “Ophir” ostracon was first published by B. Maisler [Mazar],/NESio (1951): 266, 

no. 2, pi. XL2.
102. For the Metteri II and Tiglath pileser III text, see Oppenheim in ANET, 282 (66), and 

in Tadmor, TP III, 170-71: 16'.
103. For basic location of and sea navigation to Punt, see K. A. Kitchen, Or 40 (1971): 184

207; for an overall account, see Kitchen, in T. Shaw el al.» eds., The Archaeology of Africa (Lon 
don: Roulledge* 1993), 587-608, and with neighboring lands, in Leahy and Tait, Studies, 173-78 

and map; for archaeology and resources of Punt, see R. Fattovich, in S. Schoske, ed., Akten, 
IVten Internationalen Agyptologen Kotigress Miinchen 1985, vol. 4 (Hamburg: Buske Verlag, 1991), 
257-72, and in Atti, VIo Congresso mtermziomle di Egittologia II (Turin, 1993), 399-405.

104. On Meluhha and Dilmun, documentation and trade, see D. T. Potts, The Arabian 
Gulf in Antiquity l (Oxford: OUP, 1990), 85-89,135-50,182-91; for a simple, overall outline, cf.

G. Weisgerber, in S. H. A. Al Khalifaand M. Rice, eds., Bahrain through the Ages, the Archaeology 
(London: KPI, 1986), 135-42, and S. R. Rao, 376-82. For recent popular summaries in brief, cf.
H. Crawford, in H. Crawford and M. Rice, eds., Traces of Paradise: The Archaeology of Bahrain, 
2500 BC-300 ad (London: Dilmun Comm ittee, 2000), 72 86, and D. T. Potts, Ancient Magan, the 
Secrets of Tell Abraq (London: Trident Press, 2000), 51 58,119-31.

105. On Sargon of Akkad, cf. M. Roaf, Cultured Adas of Mesopotamia and the Ancient Near 
East (New York: Facts on File, 1990), 96 97 and map.

jod. For summary and references for Ramesses II and Hittite visitors, see Kitchen, Pha 
raoh Triumphant, 89-91, 251.

107. See Kitchen, Third Int Pd. (1996), 157-58, 383-85, 553-54, 557, etc.
108. See C. J. Gadd, AnSt 8 (1958): 35-92 (esp, 8off.); Oppenheim in ANET, 3rd ed., 562 

(~ Supp., 126).
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109. Sec ANET, 296 97.
110. For Tadmor in the Mari data, see G. Doss in, ARM(T) V (1952), 40/41, no. 23 (with 

correction to line 20, by J. Boltero and A. Finet}ARM[T] XV [1954], 135 n, 2, also given by J R. 
Kupper, Les nomades en Mesopotamie au temps des rais de Mari [Paris: Societe d’fidition “Lcs 

Belles Lettres” 1957], 84 n. 2). For Tadmor under Tiglath pileser I, cf. translations in A. K. 
Grayson, RIMA, 2 (1991), 38,43. Solomon occasionally taking military action is no stranger than 

David sometimes being a builder (cf. 2 Sam. 5:9-11; 7:2). Near Eastern kings were never exclu
sively just either builder or warrior (as scores of other examples would demonstrate).

111. For Baalath/Baalah/Mount Baalah (not necessarily all the same), cf. summaries in 
ABD, 1:555; B. Mazar, The Early Biblical Period (Jerusalem: IF.S, 1986), 106 n. 8,109 n. 15; with 

map, 105; on Baalath in Dan’s original allotment, see Hess, Joshua 275-763 316.

112. On Tamar at ’Ain Flush, and surrounding geography, see Y, Aharont, IE] 13 (1963): 30

42; map, 35*

113. In Kings, Ta(d>m)inor for Tadmor? Cf P. [. Williams, VT 47 (1997): 262-65.

114. The Temple D plan and description are accessible in P. Matthiae, Ebh, an Empire Re
discovered (London: Hodder 8c Stoughton, 1977), 131-32 and fig. 30 (and in unnumbered plates at 
end).

115. For the Habuba Kabira preliminary report, see D. Machule and T. Rhode, MDOG106 

(1974): 11-27 with Beilage 2.

116. For recent notes on Dagan temple, cf. J. Margueron, MARI 4 (1985): 495, fig. 11,496; 

cf. 505,506.

117. For Alalakh, see Sir C. L. Woolley, Alalakh (London: Society of Antiquaries, 1955),

fig- 35
118. See summary of Tell Munbaqa (Ekalte) by D. Machule, in RLA VIII, 5/6 (1995)* 4*8 

19, and plan (long, rectangular temples toward north end of site); preliminary report, 

W. Orthmann, in MDOG 106 (1974): 77-79 with Beilage 6.

119. For the Hazor temple, see conveniently Y. Yadin, Hazor, Schweich Lectures, 1970 (Lon

don: OUP and British Academy, 1972), Syff.> fig. 21 right. For a summary diagram of some of 
these temple plans (plus some less relevant bipartite ones), cf A. Mazar, in A. Kempinski and 

R. Reich et al., eds., The Architecture of Ancient Israel (Jerusalem; IES, 1992), 163 and i67ff.

120. See the well-illustrated study of Ain Dara by J. Munson, BAR 26, no. 3 (May/June 

2000): 20-35, 67, plus L. E. Stager, pp, 46-47 (and in El 26 [1999]: 186*187*).

121. For convenient temple plans of Sahure, Pepi 11, and Sesostris 1, see I. E. S. Edwards, 
The Pyramids of Egypt, 5th rev. ed. (London: Penguin Books, 1993), 162 (flanking area 6), 182 

(flanking areas 3,4,6), and 208 (Hanking areas 3, 4). On the two-level storerooms of Sahure, see 
conveniently Kitchen, El 20 (1989): 108*, fig. 1, and references in nn. 9-10; for Tuthmosis III, cf 

Kitchen, 108*, with references in nn. 11-12. On storage (up to four times the worship space!), see 
details, Kitchen, 109*110* with references, and refutation of Watermans erroneous treasury 

theory about Solomon’s temple. For a lively scene of registering and storing varied goods in 
Egyptian temple stores, see Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant, 186, fig. 58.

122. This large edifice (about 160 by 100 feet) stood within extensive storerooms, each 
block with its own staircase to the upper story(ies), see the plan in K. Bittel, Hattnsha: The Caps 
tal of the Hittites (New York: OUP, 1970), 56, fig. 13. The staircases are “rooms” 7> 20,36,49 on the 
plan.

123. For both Hamath and Tell Tayinat, see D. Ussishkin, IE] 16 (1966): 104-ia, with fig 
ures and references.
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124. On stone walls with cedar-bean courses, see in general H. C, Thomson, PEQ 92 

(i960); 57 63 ■
12;, For Hanus;ts, cf. R. Naumann, Architektur Kkinasiens (Tubingen: Wasmtrth, 1955), 

84 85, figs. 64 66.
126. On the Ugarit house, seeC. F.-A, Schaeffer, Ugatitiai 1 (Paris; Geuthncr, 1939),92(94, 

pis. XVIII center left, XIX: 1-3. Palate pilaster and wall, beam lost above three masonry courses, 
cf. Schaeffer, Ugaritica IV (Paris: Imprimerie Nalionale & Geuthncr, 1962), 5, 24 with figs. 18-19. 

On “hewn stones,” cf R. Frankel, TA 3 (1976): 74-78.
127. For general reference on wood paneling in archaic Egypt, see W. R. Emery, Archaic 

i'gyj^t(H:irInondsworth: Pelican Rooks, 1961), 190 with fig. 111 (wooden flooring, 187 and pi. 21). 
For original reports on Abydos: W. M. F. Petrie, 77te Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty I (London: 
EEF, 1900), 9, 15 (wails), plus 12, 13 (floors), and 11 is Royal Tombs of the Earliest Dynasties I] 

(1901), 7,8, to. On Saqqara, see W, B. IZtnery, Great Tombs of the First Dynasty II (London: EES, 
1954), li with fig, 3 and pi. XIII, wood paneling (with gold) and flooring.

128. See Matthiae, Ebla. an Empire Rediscovered (1982), 75 and unnumbered seventeenth 
to twentieth photo pages.

129. For discussion of Temple 1 at Hattusas.cf. Naumann, Architektur Kleinasiens, 108 9, 

with figs. 94, 96 (p. 106).
130. For Carchemish, see C. L. Woolley, Carchemish II, the Town Defences (London: Brit 

ish Museum, 1921), 148,149 end. On Zinjirli, cf. Naumann, ArdrJekim Kleinasiens, 115f., with fig. 

98 (p. 111).

131. Assurnasirpal II. For translations of stela of "housewarming" for city of Calah, and 
details of the palace, see A. K. Grayson, Assyrian Royal Inscriptions II (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
1974;, L79 (cf 51 n, 219), and RIMA 2 (1991), 289,

132. On the fell Tkyinat palace, cf. C. W. McFwan, A/A 41 (1937): 13 and fig.;. For general 
remarks, cf. P. R. S. Mooroy, Ancient Mesopotamian Materials and Industries (Oxford: Claren

don, 1994), 358-61 (c).
133. For gold, electrum, and silver overlays in Mesopotamian and Egyptian temples, etc., 

see In summary A. R. Millard, BAR t;, no. 3 (May/June 1989): 27 29 with references.

134. For Amenophis III, his granite stela, cf. Breasted, ARE II (1906), 356ft, $§883, 886, 
889, 890. For Soleb itself, see 363b, §$895,898.

135. For the Nebuchadrezzar II new text, see F. N. I I. AlRawi, Iraq 62 (2000): 38.
136. For gold traces in floor at QantirlPi-Ramesse, see E. Pusch, in Agypten und Levitate 9 

(1999): 121-33 with colored figs. 3 and 5; also brief reports only, in English, in Egyptian Archaeol
ogy, no. 12 (1998): 10, and no. 14 (1999): 30 (Qantir). This was recently established to be waste 
dust (!) left by craftsmen, not a floor lining (personal communication, kind courtesy of Prof. 
E. Pusch, 18 July 2001).

137. On the freestanding columns in the portico of Hazor temple H, “LB III,’’ see Yadin, 

Hazor (1972),88 89 with fig. 2t and pi. XVIIa. Other examples from Sargon II’s Khorsabad to the 
western Phoenician colonies were listed by R. R. Y. Scott, JBL ;8 (1939): 143-44; for theories 

about the significance, cf. the review by W, F. Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel 3rd 
ed. (Baltimore: Johns!lopkins University Press, 1953), 139,142-48 with references; not much has 

changed since on this matter.
138. On the “sea” and its form, etc., cf. A. Zuidhoff, BA 45, no. 3 (1982): 179-84, missed by 

J. By!, VT48 (1998): 309 14, each with other references; for artistic impression by W. Morden, cf. 
G. E. Wright, BA 4, no. 2 (May 1942): 17.

139. On Egyptian T shaped tanks, under Amenophis ill at Luxor, see W. Wolff, Das
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schOnePestvon Opef (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1911),pis. I-II,with king before barks in sanctuaries; im

posed on offering stands, Ramesses II, Karnak, of. H, H. Nelson, The Great Hypostyle Hall at 
Kamah, ed. W. J. Murnane, In (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1981), pi. 76 bottom right.

140. I:or the Ugarit tripod, see C. I:-A. SchaeiTer, The. Cuneiform Tejcts of Ren Shantrn 
Ugarit, Schweich Lectures, 1936 (London: OUP and British Academy, 1939), 34-35, pi. XXIIl.z, 
noted.also by G. E. Wright, GA 4, no. 2 (May 1941): 28 and fig. 8; high priest’s house and bronzes, 
plan in M. Von, La cite d’Otigarit (Paris: ERC, 1997), 122, fig. 6; (and English edition).

141. For the Kuntillel Ajrud vessel, see Z. Meshel, Kuntillet Apnd, a Religious Centre from 
the Time of the Judean Monarchy (Jerusalem: Israel Museum, 1978}, no. 17;, fig. tot test,). Naveli, 
RASOR 235 (1979): 28. On Horvat Kitmit,cf. 1. Beit-Arieh, BAR 14, no. 1 (March-April 1988): 36, 
37. For Mesha stone, 112, cf. Kitchen, /SOT76 (1997): 3ft-

142. On wheeled iaver stands, cf. T. Dothan and S. Gitin, BAR 16, no. 1 (January February 
1990): 30-31, 32 (with illustrations). For a similar nonwheeled stand (thirteenth/twelfth cen

tury?), see R. S. I.amon and G. M. Shipton, Megiddo I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1939), pi- 89 with notes.

143. For a shovel and incense spoon from Megtddo, and flesh fork from Gezer, see sketch 
by G. E. Wright, BA 4, no. 2 (May 1941): 30, fig. 9; for three iron shovels and fine bronze bowl 

from altar room at Dan (eighth century), see A. Birati, Biblical Dan (Jerusalem: IES, 1994), 192
98, color pis. 33-34 (shovels, bowl), and fig. 154 (bowl).

144. A variety of stiver and copper cauldrons were captured at Urartu, including "three 
large copper cauldrons that hold 50 measures of water, along with 1 heir large copper stands" 

(eighth campaign, 396; cited after CAD 8/K |i97i], 47ft: kiuru A).

145. The palace complex is usually set south of (he temple, next to the palace of David 

and Ophcl, extending farther south. A siting north of the temple lias been advocated by
D. Ussishkilt, in W, Dever.ed., Symbiosis, Symbolism, and the Power of the Past.., . , ASOR Cell 
tenniai Symposium ... (in press), comparing the temple-south-of-palace layout at Tcil Tayinat 

(cf. Ussishkia, fE/16 [ 196ft]: 104, fig. 1) among others, such as (probably) Ain Dara (cf. citadel 

plan and photo, Monson, GAR 2ft, no. 3 [May June 2000]: 22). But the "rule” is not absolute; at 

Hamath the temple is Far more west than north of the palace (cf. Ussishkia, IEJ16 |i9fift|: 109, 

fig- 4); at Alalakb (VII), the palace is to the east northeast rather than the north (cf.
E. Strommenger, Art of Mesopotamia [London: Thames & Hudson, 1964], 425, figs. 36 37, after 
Woolley* Al:Arikh). For a good idea of the probable rough plan of Solomon’s palatial buildings, 

see K. Galling, Biblisches Reallexikon (Tubingen: Moltr/Siebeck, 1937), 411 12 diagram, whose 

distribution of buildings seems quite close to the probable situation.

146. On the great official palace of Akhenaten, see plan in W. S. Smith, The Art and Archi
tecture of Ancient Egypt, ed. W. K. Simpson, 3rd ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press; London: 
Penguin Books, 1998), 186, tig. 311; for the columned halls in Akhenaten’s North Palace, see 

Smith, 183, fig. 305, and ihc palace of Amenophis III in Western Thebes (Malkata), Smith, tfti, 

fig. 280.

147. For Ihe Phoenician temple at Kilion, see V Karageorghis, Kition . . . Discoveries in 
Cyprus (London: Thames & Hudson, 197ft), 118-19,1;-> floor 3 (also, ft. Reich, in Kempinski 

and Reich, Architecture of Ancient Israel, 203, lig. 1); and Karageorghis, 138-39, fig. 19, for the later 
and different Iloor za.

148. Allintepc is discussed by D. Ussishkin, BA 36, no, 3 (1973): 92-94 with fig. 8.

149. On gold (and bronze) shields as adornment, used on ceremonial occasions, see full 
discussion by A. R. Millard in M. Coogan et ab, eds., Scripture and Other Artifacts... in Honor of
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Philip /. King (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1994), 286-95, and his well illustrated outline 
in BAR is> no. 3 (May June 1989): 21, 24-27.

150. For discussion of hilani buildings with entrance porticoes, throne rooms, and an
nexes, see (e.g.) D. Ussishkin, IEj 16 {1966): 174-86, and in BA 36, no. 3 (1973): 84103, and re
cently R. Arav and M. Bernett, iE/50 (2000): 47-81, with notes of other locations and bibliogra
phy, p. 50 and nil. 4-9. Excluding only the “Forest of Lebanon” hall, Professor Ussishkin also 
suggested (BA 36, pp. 83-84) that the other structures of Solomon — the colonnades, his throne/ 
judgment hall, his house, and the pharaoh’s daughter’s house — not only followed in sequence 
but were all part of one single building, a hilani, with columned entry, transverse throne hall, 
and annexed rooms. The sequence seems impeccable, but the compression into one limited 
hilani seems next to impossible. If the porticoed colonnade (1 Kings 7:6) were indeed the entry 
to the palace court(s), then it could nor also be part of the building(s) within the court. The 
throne/judgment hall, seemingly Solomon’s house, and clearly pharaoh’s daughter’s house are 
equally termed *ulam, and so were all separate kilams, not crammed into one small structure. 
Especially as 1 Kings 7:8 clearly separates off both Solomon’s house and the Egyptian princess’s 
house into “another court," not that of the “Forest" hall, entrance colonnades, and throne hall.

151. For sets of distinct but contiguous buildings, see for Hattusas the plan in K. Bittel, 
Hanwha, the Capital of the Hittites (New York: OUP, 1970), 75, fig. 19.

152. For Sam’al/Zin jirli, see the convenient citadel plan in Ussishkin, BA 36, no. 3 (1973):
86, Fig. 4.

153. The houses of Solomon and the princess (part of his harem?) were probably linked 
by an inner court between them; cf. the AJalakh VII palace, with its domestic and official wings 
linked by a central court. See Sir C. L. Woolley, A Forgotten Kingdom (London, 1953), jzff., with 
fig. 12 (and in his Alalakh). For the temple and royal palace close together at Alalaldi, see 
Woolley, Alalakh; and at Tell el-Tayinat and Hamath, see Ussishkin, IEj 16 (1966): 104-10, with 
figs. 1, 4; for Ebla, Temple D, just southwest of Palace E, see Matthiae, Ebla, an Empire Redis
covered [1977)3 43, fig. 8 at points D and E (their plans, cf. pp. 131,133, figs. 30-31).

154. For a set of gold-plated beds, chairs, and footstools, see letter EA 5, in Moran, 77ie 
Amarna Letters, 10-11.

155. For real examples from Egypt (tomb of Tutankhaniun, etc.), cf. C Desroches 
Noblecourt, Tutankhamen, Life and Death of a Pharaoh (London: Con otsseut/ Michael Joseph, 
1963), 30,43> pis. VI, X;, 53 pL XII (thrones), 133/148, pis. XXVIII XXIX (couches, cf. 1. E, S. Ed
wards, Treasures of Tutankharnun [London: British Museum, 1972], catalogue no. 13, in mono
chrome and color). P. Fox, Tutankhamini's Treasure (London: OUP, 1953) »3b pL 60 (footstool).

156. For gold plate from palaces found in the tombs of Assyria, in full color, see M. S. B. 
Darner ji and A. Kamil, Grciber Assyrischer Koniginnen a us Nirnntd (Baghdad and Mainz: Vertag 
des Romisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseums, 1999), Abb. 23-32, 40-52, passim.

157. On gold from the reign of Psusennes 1, in color, in English, see H, Coutts, ed., Gold of 
the Pharaohs (Edinburgh: City Museums & Art Galleries, 1988), 44-45,53-57, orC. A. Hope, Gold 

of the Pharaohs (Melbourne: Museum of Victoria, 1988), 77-79, 99-103; in French, J. Yoyotte el 
al., Tunis, Tor des pharaons (Paris: Galeries Nationales, 1987), 209-10, 229-31.

158. The “twenty years” passages would not favor the view sometimes expressed that the 
seven years building the temple and the thirteen years building the palace complex were at least 
partly concurrent The total evidence of our sources should be respected, unless there is very 
clear evidence to the contrary.

159. The twelve district system was first effectively analyzed by A. Alt in 1913 (Festschrift 
for R. Kittel), reprinted in 1953, 1959, and 1964 (in A. Alt, Kleitte Schriften II, 3rd ed. [Munich:
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Beck, 1964], 76-89). A constructive and valuable later study is by Y. Aharoni, TA 3 (1976): 5-15, 
with a useful map, supplemented by H. N. Rosel, ZDPV100 (1984): 84-90, with additional refer 
ences and critiques thereof

160. On the Reth-Shemesh, late Canaanite ostracon, see latterly E. Puecli, RB 93 (1986): 
175-77 with % 4*5 (P-173)1 going somewhat beyond F. M. Cross, El8 (1967): 17^-19^ convenient 
picture in NFAHL, 1:250.

161. See S, Bunimovitz and Z. Ledermau, BAR 23. no. 1 (January February 1997): 48 (il 
lustration and note), 75-76.

162. See G. L Kelm and A. Mazar, Thtuuih, a Biblical City in the Sorek Valley (Winona 
Lake, Ind,: Eiscnbrauns, 1995), 111/113, fig. 6:4 (cf. briefly, BAR 15, no. 1 [1989]: 22).

163. For summaries and references of palace accounts from Ebla to Assurnasirpal II, see 
Kitchen, in NBD> 378, and in RITANCI (1993), 174-76, plus 162-65 (Sethos 1).

164. On wealth, references will be found in Millard and Kitchen, BAR 15* no. 3 (May/June 
1989): 20-34, and Millard and Kitchen, respectively, in Handy, The Age of Solomon, 31-42 and 
347-50. Gold of Ophir ostracon, illustrated in BAR 15, p. 31; B, Maisler [Mazar], JNESio (1951): 
265-67, pi. 11; Renz/Rollig I, 229-31, and III, pi. XXIL13.

165. The definitive layout of the ancient instructional wisdom texts from Egypt, Mesopo 
lamia, and the rest was set out on a fully objective basis in two essays: Kitchen, “The Basic Liter
ary Forms and Formulations of Ancient Instructional Writings in Egypt and Western Asia,” in 
E. Hornung and 0. Keel, eds., Studies zu altdgyptischen Lebenslehren, OBO 28 (Freiburg: 
Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1979), 235-82, and Kitchen, “Proverbs 
and Wisdom Books of the Ancient Near East,” TynB 28 (1977): 69-114. The (in part) deliberately 
contrary work by S. Weeks, Early Israelite Wisdom (London: OUP, 1994)»is of value on several 
aspects of the OT material, but is wholly misleading on the Egyptian and Near Eastern evidence 
both in itself and as presented in nty two essays. For a necessary update and corrective, see 
Kitchen, “Biblical Instructional Wisdom: The Decisive Voice of the Ancient Near East,” in 
M. Lubetski, C. Gottlieb, and S. Keller, eds., Boundaries of the Ancient Near Eastern World, a 
Tribute to Cyrus EL Gordon, JSOTSup 273 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 346 65. No 
work on Proverbs is valid that does not pay proper heed to the primary independent evidence 
which provides the firmly fixed conceptual, literary, and chronological framework for evalua
tion of that book's four constituent compositions.

166. For Ramesses Ill’s boast, see Papyrus Harris I, 76:8; in English, Breasted, ARE IV 
(1906), 201,403* or Wilson, in Pritchard, ANET, 262 top left.

167. Ramesses II quote from the introduction of the First Hittite Marriage of 
Ramesses II; in English, Kitchen, RTEA II, 87 For the epithets cited for Shalmaneser III and 
Adad nirari III, cf. in Grayson, RIMA, 3:7, 203.

168. Standard surveys of the archaeology of preclassical Palestine at most periods in 
elude: Mazar, ALB I; A. Ben Tor, ed, The Archaeology of Ancient Israel (New I laven: Yale Un iver 
sity Press, 1992); both of these omit The Persian period, for which cf. Stern, ALB II; for an overall 
compendium down to 332 b.c., see H. Weippert (and L. Mildenberg), Palastina in 
vorhellenistischerZeit, Handbuch der Archaologie, Vorderasien II, Band I (Munich: Beck, 1988); 
for an ultracomprehensive view (Paleolithic to 1914 a.d.I) with a sociological tincture, see T. E. 
Levy, ed., The Archaeology of Society in the Holy Land (London: Leicester University Press, 1995).

169. On the period around 1220-1170 and the Sea Peoples, see: broad survey, in W. A. 
Ward and M. S. Joukowsky, eds., The Crisis Years: The Twelfth Century b.c. (Dubuque, Iowa: 
Kendall/Hunt, 1989); and more recent, Git in, Mazar, and Stern, Mediterranean Peoples in TransL
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tion; E. D. Oren, ed., Die Sen Peoples and Their World: A Reassessment (Philadelphia: University 

Museum, University of Pennsylvania, 20.00).

170. On Philistines, the basic study is by T. Dothan, The Philistines and Their Material 
Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press; Jerusalem; IES, 1982), will; more popular style up 

date, by T. Dothan and M. Dothan, People of the Sea, the Search for the Philistines (New York: 
Macmillan, 1992).

171. For I. Finkelstein: (1) PASO It 277/278 (1990): 10919: (2) TA 22 (1995): 213 191 (3) Lev
ant 28 (1996): 177 87; (4) TA 23 (1996): 170 84; (5) Levant 30 (1998): 167-74; (6) in Gitin, Mazar, 
and Stern, Mediterranean Peoples in Transition, 140 47; (7) TA25 (1998): 20818; (8) BASOR314

(1999) : 55-70; (9} in Oren, 77,,■  Sen Peoples, 159-80; (10) TA 27 (2000): 231-47; (11) ZDPV 116

(2000) : 114-38; (12) in I .  Finkelstein and N. Silbcrman, 77?,  Bible Unearthed (New York: Free 

Press, 2001),

Among dissentient voices, note, all in BASOR 277/278 (1990), J. S. Holladay, 23-70 (on 
Giver, gateway); W. G. Dever, 121-30 (reply to flawed paper by G. J, Wighlman, 5-22, to one on 
gates by D. Ussishkin, 71 92, and to Finkeistein item t above); L. F. Stager, BASOR 277/278 
(1990): 93 11>7,on pre Omride Samaria; A. Mazar,Levant29 (1997): 157 67,011 Finkelstein items 

2-3; A. Zarzeki-Peleg, TA 24 (1997): 258 88, on pottery, re. Finkelstein items 2-3; W. G. Dever, in 
Handy, The Age 0} Solomon, 217-51, esp. 232ff., on Finkelstein and others; A. Ben-Tor, IE} 48 

(1998): 1-29 (Hazor physical data), 29-37 (discussion), on Finkelstein items 2-3; A. Mazar, in 

Gitin, .V, i/ ][. and Stern, Mediterranean Peoples in Transition, 368-78 and 184 85 (correcting 

Holladay and Finkelstein); N. Na’aman, BASOR 317 (2000): 1-8, on Finkelstein items 2-7, and 
Ben-'Lor, 9 15,10 Finkelstein item 8. Recent work at Tel Rehov cited as favoring the normal dat 
ing, not the new low dating* cf. A. Mazar, IE}49 (1999): 40 42, and in BAR 26, no. 2 (March 

April 20(19): 37 51, 75, esp. 47 48, 50 51, 75, besides R. A. Mullins, ASOR Newsletter 49, no. 1 
(spring 1999): 7-9.

172. On implications of types of gates in Iron II Israel, cf, E. Stern, IE/40 (1990): 12-30. 

On Megiddo, see B, Hal pern, VTS 80 (1998): 79-121, and the appendix in his David's Secret 

Demons {Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2001)*

173. For Phoenician ports untouched by the Sea Peoples, with whom the Phoenicians 

may have made alliance, see P, M, Bikai, in Ward and Joukowsky, The Crisis Years, 132 41.

174. On the CanaanIte-to-Philistine sequences after Year 8 of Harnesses III, see: for 

Ashdod XIV/XIII, Mazar, ALB 1,307 and nn. nff.; Mazar, Levant 28 (1997)- 159 and 11. 3. For 
Ekron VIIIA/VII, see T. Dothan, in Gitin, Mazar, and Stern, Mediterranean Peoples in Transition, 
150 54. Note that the “first wave’* of Sea Peoples did not invade Canaan, but Libya, where they 

and the Libyans were defeated by Merenptah in his fifth year {1209/1208, and not 1207 as often 
wrongly quoted).

For Ashdod, change from XIV to XIIIA/B, with violence (and at Tel Mor VII), cf. 

M. Dothan, NEAHL> 1:96, For Ekron, violent succession, VIIIA to VII, cf. T. Dothan and 
S. Gitin, NEAHL, 3:1052-53, also A. Mazar, Levant 29 (1997): 165 n. 3; burning, T. Dothan, in 

Gitin, Mazar, and Stern, 150-51, and figs, 2-3, On Ascalomcf, L, E. Stager, NEAHL, 1:107, The an
cient site of Gaza is not accessible for archaeological comparison; the location of Gath is not 100 

percent agreed, although Tell es Safi appears to be the most likely option. Here, early finds in 
eluded ample examples of bichrome pottery (cf. T. Dothan, Pie Philistines, 50, and later refer 

ences to Tell es-Safi).

175. The contrast between masses of Philistine wares within their zone and the relative 
paucity outside it is remarked on by A. Mazar, Levant 29 (1997): 158, who cites examples 1 to 3 of
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“potlcry boundaries”; against item 1, Finkelstein, Levant 30 (1998): 168. For (4) in Ammon/ 
Moab, see P. M. M. Daviau, in BA 60, no. 4 (1997): 223-27.

176. On bichrome LB IIB pottery, cf. (e.g.) R. Amiran, Ancient Pottery of the Holy Land 

(New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1970), 150-51, pi. 47: 12-13.
177. For chronology, fiery fall of Lachish VI, and Ramesses HI pieces, see summary in 

Ussishkin, NEALIL, 3:904.

178. For a bronze piece, Ramesses III, see R. Giveon, TA10 (1983): 123, fig. 132,176-77, pi. 
30; for the ostracon, see M, Gilula, TA 3 (1976): 107-8, pi. 5.

179. For the Dalhiyeh (Jordan Valley) piece of Ramesses IV (his Year 1 nomen), cf 

J. Leclant, Or 51 (1982); 485. e> with pi. 85, fig. 83; noted by Finkelstein, TA 23 (1996): 173.

180. Ramesses VI base, views summarized and listed by Finkelstein, TA 23 (1996): 171-72. In 
Finkelstein s paper in Oren, The Sea Peoples* 159ft, errors and misapprehensions require correc 

tion. First, his statement (p. 162) that “Egyptian activity at the mines of Tunna could not have 
been continued until the days of Ramesses V . . . without firm control over the international 
highway in northern Sinai” is wrong. It is clear from Papyrus Harris 1,78:1-4, dial the kings sent 
ships up the Gulf of Aqaba to land the expedilionaries, and to bring back most of the copper by 
ship, from ’Atika, which would be the Egyptian name for Timna. The text says: “I dispatched my 
emissaries to the land of Alika, to the great copper-mines which are there; their ships were bear 

ing them (along), and others went overland on their donkeys.... Their mines were found, and 
yielding copper, it being loaded by the ten-thousands into their ships, these being senton in their 
charge to Egypt, arriving safely.” 1'hus Ramesses III, and he should know! Second, the repeated 
claim (pp. 165,173-74) that in Year 8 Ramesses III carried off (all) the Philistines, etc., as captives 

into Egypt, so that it was only later waves of invaders who, up to forty years later, came and set 
tied in southwest Canaan, with heaps of monochrome pottery, etc., fails on what we know of how 

the Egyptians treated such invaders. In Merenptah’s fifth year (1209/1208), he defeated a joint at
tack and intended invasion of the West Delta by Libyans and Sea Peoples. From the statistics and 

descriptions that his texts give, it is clear that the invaders suffered a fair number of casualties and 
that numbers of captives were taken. But he dearly did not take away the entire Libyan and Sea 

People population into Egypt The majority stayed back in Libya, left to sort things out there for 
themselves. (For Lexis, see BreasLcd, ARE III [1906], 238-64.) Thus the Philistines and other Sea 

Peoples who came with families and baggage, to invade Egypt, were similarly defeated militarily; 
many able-bodied prisoners were taken and impressed into the Egyptian army, and resettled in 
the west of that country, while the main body were left to sort themselves out in southwest Ca 
naan. The Egyptian administration would have sought to levy the usual harvest taxes on the re 
settled Philistine towns, alongside The surviving Canaanite settlements, (With what success, we 
do not know; probably very little.) The rejection of Egyptian control may be reflected in the rela 
live lack of Egyptian traces in the new Philistine settlements. The scarab of Ramesses VI from 
Deir el Balali was a stray find with no context and proves nothing. A scarab of Ramesses IV at 
Apliek with bichrome pottery (Finkelstein, p. 164) might be taken (opposite to Finkelstein) to 

show that monochrome was already passe under Ramesses IV. Such loose finds could “prove” 
anything. For Anuufs holdings in Canaan, cf. Breasted, ARE IV, 123,127.

181. On the situation at Hazor (X V) and related sites, see discussions by A. Ben Tor and 
D. Ben Ami, IEJ 48 (1998): 137 (esp. 29 36), plus A. Zarzeki Poleg, TA 24 (1997): 258 88, then
I. Finkelstein, BASOR 314 (1999): 55 70 (with clear chart of differences, p. 65), and the reply by 
A. Ben Tor, BASOR 317 (2000): 9-15, on errors and inconsistencies (in use of OT sources) in 
Finkelstein’s paper (but objected to by Finkelstein, TA 27 [2001]: 231-47).

182. A scarab found at Lachish has been suggested to belong to Ramesses IV; so,
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R. Krauss, MDOG126 (1994): 123-30, noted also by N. Na’aman, BASOP31/ (2000): 4. This reads 
Usir maatsetepmen (in O. Tufhell, Lachish IK Plates [1958], pi.39, no. 380). One would have to 

agree to read this as standing for Usir-maare> Setep<eti5-<A>munf the prenonien borne by 
Ramesses IV only in his first year; thereafter he was entitled Heq maat re Setepenamun. But the 
identification is not beyond doubt. It may equally well bean incomplete form of U$ir-maat-<>r& 
Setep<enre>, Mon<titcmtawy>, a statue name of Ramesses II, also known in incomplete form on 

stelae (various faulty writings, cf. KRJ II, 452:10 and 453:3-8 [esp. 8!]), or for U$ir-maat-<re> 
SetepSeme> <nieri>-Mou<tu>, Ramesses II beloved of Montu. Or for U$ir-maat-<re> SetefKenre> 
<meri-A>mun, Ramesses II beloved of Arnun. So the reading as Ramesses IV (a rarer king) cam 
not be held to be certain, and should probably be discounted here, so far as the chronology of 

Lachish VI is concerned. One cannot hang the history of a whole site on one dodgy scarab!

183. For continuity from the tenth to the ninth century indicated by finds at Tel Rehov 
(Rehob), see A. Mazar, IE}49 (1999): 39-42, and in outline in BAR 26, no. 2 (March April 2000): 

47'51.
184. The extensive surveys in central Canaan can be seen (e.g.) in I. Finkelstein, TheAr 

chneology of the Israelite Settlement (Jerusalem: IES, 1988), and now in the comprehensive work 

on 585 sites by L Finkelstein and Z. Led er man, eds., Highlands of Many Cultures, the Southern 
Samaria Survey— the Sites I-II (Tel Aviv: University Institute of Archaeology, 1997); vol III (in
terpretative volume) is to follow.

185. On the move from scattered villages and hamlets to a more urbanized and unified 
(Israelite) society and the overall archaeological evidence for a single state — as would be ex
pected under the unitary regime of Saul, David, and Solomon — see W, G. Dever, in Handy, The 
Age of Solomon, 217-51, deliberately without use of the biblical data, to make the underlying po
sition clear. Cf also his older surveys in Ishida, Studies, 269-306, with a more popular account in 
his RADBRy 87 117. For a sociological/anthropological account, compare J. S. Holladay, in Levy, 
Archaeology of Society, 368 98, passim. For an overall survey (on the “11011112!” basis) of the ar
chaeology of western Palestine for the tenth century, cf Weippert, PaUtstitm in vorheltenisticher 
Zeity 417-507.

186. See the basic accounts by Yadin, Razor (1972), 135 46, and his popular work, Razor 
(London, 1975), 187-99; for a full, technical endorsement of Hazor stratigraphy and its dating, 
see A. Ben-Tor and D. Ben Ami, IEJ48 (1998): i 36; for a popular summary, see A. Ben-Tor, BAR 
25, no. 2 (March April 1999): 26 37, 60.

187. For the basic sequence at Megiddo, cf (e.g.) in NEAHLf 3:1012-24; for a lucid, careful, 
popular account, see G, I. Davies, Megiddo (Cambridge: Lutterworth, 1986), 59-97.

188. On the north gate at Megiddo, see Yadiifs reports, IEJ 8 (1958): 1-14, 80 86; BA 23 
(i960): 62-68; IEJ 16 (1966): 278-80; IE} 17 (1967): 119-21; BA 33 (1970): 66-96; and in Hazor 
(1972}, 150 64, and Hazor (1975), 207-31; critical was Y. Aharoni, JNES 31 (1972): 302 n, refuted 
In turn by Y. Shiloh, Levant 12 (1980): 69 76, and compare on north Israelite gates, F.. Stern, IEJ 
40 (1990): 12-30. The whole matter was then taken up afresh by D. Ussishkin, BASOR 239 
(1980): 1-18, with reply by Yadin, 19-23. A careful review was given by Davies, Megiddo, 87-92. At 
the end of the day, the VIA gate and VB village (no monumental gate) precede the disputed 
VA IVB six chambered gate, and the divided monarchy stratum IVA gate follows it and is 
linked with the solid wall (325). Thus the VA IV13 gate has to come within the general orbit of 

the David/Solomon period, whatever kind of foundat ions it had, and whether it existed in one 
phase or two. Ii is not bonded into the (later) solid wall, which has some link with the IVA gate. 
In this situation the general parallels with the Hazor and Gezer gates remain valid, as does a 
united monarchy date. On possible stables/stores of the VA IVB period under the better
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known 1VA ones, see G. I. Davies, PEQ 120 (1988): 130-41, and in BAR 20, no. 1 (January 
February 1994): 44-49. For detailed arguments for a tenth century dale for Mcgiddo VA IVB, 
see also B. Hal pern, VTS 80 (1998): 79-121, and the appendix in his David's Secret Demons.

189. For accounts of Gezer, cf. W. G. Dever, ABD, 2:998-1003 (esp. loooff.); Dover, in 
NEAHL, 2:496-506 (esp, 504-5); for older popular surveys, cf. H. D. Lance and W. G. Dever, BA 
30 (1967): 34-47,47-62; Dever, BA 34 (1971): 94-132. Dating of outer gate and wall has been con 
troverted; cf Dever, BASOR 262 (1986): 9-34; and his reply to Ussishkin and Finkelstein (BASOR 
277/278 [1990]; 74-77,109-14; Dover’s reply on 121-29); caveats by Mazar, ALB 1,381-87,400 n. 17; 
cf 243, 292 n. 12.

190. In the Execration Texts, beinge-12 in the Sethe series and E 45 in the Posener series; 
see for convenience J. A. Wilson (with references) in ANET, 329. For Jerusalem correspondence 

in the Amarna letters, see Moran, TheAnutrm Letters, 325-34, nos. 285-90.
191. For areas dug by Miss Kenyon, see (e.g.) K. M. Kenyon, Digging Up Jerusalem (Lon

don: Bonn, 1974), 90,117,146,186, 200, or 224, figs. 18, 22, 26, 28, 29, 36.

192. For more recent work (and old), cf. conveniently in NEAHL, 2:702, map; work has 
continued since.

193. For very late-period results on the ridge, cf. (e.g.) the work in Area K of City of Da
vid dig, with hardly anything from before the leveling and building of stratum 3 (Byzantine), in 
A. De Groot and D. T. Ariel, The City of David III (Qedem, 33) (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 
1992), 63-91 (summary, 90-91). lor overall aerial views of the eastern north-south ridge running 
south from Ophel, see (e.g.) such photos as: Geva, Anaent Jerusalem Revealed, 4; or in BAR 23, 
no. 1 (January-February 1997): 53; 24, no. 4 (July-August 1998): 24; 25, no. 6 (November- 
December 1999): 20/21.

194. False claims that Jerusalem might only be a tribe in the Execration Texts, and that it 
would have been too small to have been other than some other center’s outpost are made by 
M. Steiner, BAR 24, no. 4 (July August 1998): 33, repeating G. Auld and M. Steiner, Jerusalem L 
front the Bronze Age to the Maccabees (Cambridge: Lutterworth, 1996), 27-28. Neither author has 

any dear understanding of the nature and implications of the Execration Texts. For a map of 
identified sites in these, see W. Helck, Die Beziehungen A gyp tens zu Vordernsien im 3, und 2. 
Jahrtausend v. Chr., 2nd ed. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowilz, 1971), 51. On tribesfolk in Execration 
Texts, cf. Posener, Princes etpays d'Asie ex deNubie, 93-94 (E 61,63), and 95-96 F series, “Asiatics” 
belonging to lands of cities; likewise in Sethe series, for references, cf. Posener,

195. On the walls of Middle Bronze Jerusalem, cf. Kenyon, Digging Up Jerusalem, 78,81 
83; and Shiloh, etc,, City of David 1, Qedem 19 (1984), 26 (strata 18/17), and in NEAHL, 2:701-2.

196. On the Gihon works, see Shanks after Reich and Shukron, BAR 25, no. 6 (November- 
December 1999): 24.

197. See Moran, The Amarna Letters, for modern translations. Cf. the map of towns in the 

Amarna letters on 124.
198. As pointed out by N. Na’aman, BAR 24, no, 4 (July-August 1998): 42-44, in a town 

clearly spelled out as a city, Abdi Khepa held the same position politically as all the other 
Canaan fte ciLy rulers: “governor” (or “mayor”) in Egyptian terminology, but kings in local us

age. Amarna letters show Abdi Khepa’s belligerence (nos. 244, 289-90},

199. For notice of a towtl “belonging to Jerusalem,” see Amarna letter no. 290. Cf. also 
Na'aman, BAR 23, no. 4 (July August 1997): 43-47,67. On the Egyptian garrison, see Amarna let 
ter no. 285.

200. For negative claims on the lack of Late Bronze remains, see M. Steiner, BAR 24, no. 4 
(July August 1998): 27, 28.
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201. For a compact, documented notice of the attested Late Bronze remains, see J. Cahill, 

BAR 24, no. 4 (July August 1998): 34-38.

202. On David’s possible palace, c£ E. Mazar, BAR 23, na 1 (January February 1997): 50-

57> 74*
203. On dating of the stone stepped structure, and later tenth century overfill, see clear 

summary by J. Cahill, BAR 24, no. 4 ( July August 1998}: 38-41, with references.
204. Two almost identical lists are given by W. G. Dever, first in Is hi da, Studies, 271, fig. 1, 

and in his RADBR (1990), 88-89. tab. 4; plus his anthropologically three tiered list of twenty 
nine entries (plus the four), one (Negev forts) being a collective, in Handy, The Age of Solomon, 
219, fig. 1. A full list is given also by Mazar, ALB 1,372-73, tab. 7. For surveys of the occupation 
sites, and their culture and history, in the period, see Dever, in Ishida, Studies, 269-306; Dever, 
RADBR (1990), 87-117; and especially Dever, in Handy, The Age of Solomon, 218-51; Mazar, 387 
98; and (on material culture) cf, G. Barkay in Ben-Tor, Archaeology of Ancient Israel 302-19

205. The nonsense views (on sociological grounds) that tenth century Jerusalem and Is

rael could not have sustained a state or an empire are fluently expressed by D. W. Jamieson 
Drake, Scribes and Schools in Momrchic Judah (Sheffield: JSOT, 1991). 38 39,139; and by P. R. 

Davies, In Search of “Ancient Israel” (Sheffield; JSOT, 1992). 69.among others (e.g., T L Thomp 
son). Cf. quotes and comments by N. Na'aman, BASOJ? 304 (November 1996): 18; and rebuttal 

by Dever, What. . . When . . . ?124 28.

206. For Dan V-IV, cf. Biran, Biblical Dan, 142-46, and NEAHL, 1:327.

207. For Shechem, see NEAHL, 4:1352-53*
208. For Taanach, see NEAILL, 4:1432. For entries in the list of Shoshenq I, see Kitchen, 

Third Int. Pd. (1973,1986,1996), 432-47, passim,

209. For Beth Shemesh, see NJ5AHL, 1:250,253; S. Bunimovitz and Z. Lederman, BAR 23, 

no. 1 (January February 1997): 42 49.75 77
210. On the south Samaria survey, see Finkelstein and Lederman, Highlands of Many Cul

tures, Iron I list on pp. 894-96, map, 949; Iron I/Il iist, 896-97, map, 950; Iron II list, 898 902, 
map, 951.

211. Wenamwt, translated in ANF.T, 25-29, and in CoS I, 89-93* Moscow Literary Letter; 
translated in R. A. Caminos, A Tale of Woe (Oxford, 1956).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

1. As biblical and some other scholars seem totally to misunderstand Egyptian dating 

and how it is calculated, a word may be helpful here, especially relating to the decease of 
Ramesses II and the early years of Merenptah. During the New Kingdom, Egyptian kings reck 

oned their regnal years from the day of their accession (not from New Year’s Day)* The acces 
sion of Ramesses II fell on the third month of Shomu (- eleventh month), day 27, which fell in 
early June in 1279 but in mid May by the start of his Year 67 in 1213. He lived for only about two 
months into Year 67, with Merenptah’s accession (within 1st Akhet 18 to 2nd Aldiet 13) within 

the month of July of the same year, 1213. It is therefore wrong to date the change of reign to 1212.

Furthermore, as there is no “Year Zero” between pharaohs (unlike the Mesopotamian 
“accession year”), to date “Year X” of a pharaoh, one must subtract only MX - 1” years from his 
accession date. So Merenptah’s Year 1 is 1213/1212 (1213 for short).

2. For the Amarna letters in English, see conveniently W. L. Moran, The Amarmi Letters 
(Baltimore; Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992). For the much discussed 'Apiru, the two fiin
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damental collections of data remain those by J. Botlero, ed., Lc problhne des Habiru (Paris: 
Imprimerie Nation ale, 1954), with eminently sane conclusions, pp. 187-98; and M. Greenberg, 

The Hab/pint (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1955). A different slant is given by 
M. Astour, in UFo 31 (1999/2000): 31-50. On disassociation of the Hab/piru and Hebrew *bri> see 

A. E Rainey, JOS 18 (1998): 437 and n. 23.
3. For Mount SeirandSeirite list under Ramesses II (in English), see Kitchen, RITA 11,75, 

nos. 92 97 (at 217:10); 138 (at 303:5^), 235 (at 409:1).

4. For Moab under Ramesses II, see Kitchen, RITA II, 49-50 (Luxor scenes), plus in JEA 
50 (1964): 48-56, pis. 3 4, figs. 1-3, and J. C. Darnell and R. Jasnow, ]NES 52 (1993): 263-74, figs. 

2 6,8 9; commentary, Kitchen, RJ7ANCII (1999), 89 97, with map 15 at end. For Moab in lists, 
see RITA II, 53, C.14 and 71 (ii)a, 17; RITANC 11, 126, §191, 17. In general, Kitchen, in 
P. Bienkowski, ed., Early Edom and Moab (Sheffield: Coll is; Liverpool: Merseyside National 
Museums, 1992), 26-29.

5. For Edom under Merenptah, cf. Papyrus Anastasi VI: 51-61, translated (e.g.) in ANET, 
259, and by R. A. Caminos, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies (London, 1954), 293.

6. For Seir under Ramesses III, see text, ANET, 262:!.

7.111 Amarna letters, for Apiru attacks on cities, cities rumored to be going over to the 
Apiru, etc., see the extensive letters by Rtbaddi of Byblos (e.g., EA 68,71,73-77* 79,81-88, m, 121). 
By otherlocal rulers, cf. EA 144,189 (towns lost temporarily), 207,243,271-74,281,291. Local rul 

ers allied against another ruler, cf. EA 116; with Apiru forces, EA 104 end.
8. For translations of the Belh-Shan stelae of Sethos I, see Kitchen, RITA I (1993), 9-10, 

12-13, repeated in CoSIf, 25-26, 27 28; commentary in Kitchen, R/TANCI (1993), 17-19,20-21.

9. On (Me)nephtoah and Merenptah, see Y, Aharoni, Land of the Bible, 2nd ed. (London: 
Burns St Oates, 1979), 184.

10. See on the wells of Merenptah in the “ridges” in Papyrus Anastasi III, verso, 6:4-5; 
translations, Wilson, in ANET, 258; Caminos, Late Egyptian Miscellanies, 108, 111, The 
“strongpoint of Merenptah which is near Djir-rmnf or in Semitic Sir/Sur-ram, “high rock” (cf. 
Sur Bashan, “rock of Bashan”) in Anastasi III, verso 5:2 (ANET, 258; Caminos, 109), could possi 

bly be the same place.

11. References for Labayu in the Amarna letters will be found in Moran, The Amarna Let
ters, 382 (index),

12. For Abdi ashirta and Aziru, see Moran, The Atnarna Letters, 379, 380 (index), plus 
xxxiii and 11.112; cf. H. Klengel, Syria,3000 300 s.c. (Berlin: Akadeinie Verlag, i992),i6i-66, and 
in more detail his Geschichte Syriens im 2. Jahtausend v.w. Z\eit] 2 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 

1969), 245“99> with detailed references.
13. The phenomena cited (in a.ix 1267,1906, and 1927) are recounted in the classic vol

ume of J. Garstang, Joshua Judges (London: Constable, 1931). 136-38 and map 9 (p. 126), with 

photographs of that part of the Jordan, pL XXV.
14. For spies and disinformation in the Mari texts, see the excellent summary survey by 

J. M. Durand, Les documents epistolaires du palais deMariII (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1998), 304 
10.

15. On the Battle of Qadesh, see translation and commentary (with full maps) in Kitchen, 

Rf/XII (1996), 2-26 (spies, 14 i6)>and in CoS II, 38-39; and RITANCll (1999), 3-55 (spies,38,43- 

44).
16. On Rahab’s role, cf discussions and references by D. ]. Wiseman, TynB 14 (1964): 8 11, 

and R. S. Hess, Joshua, Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries (Leicester: Inter Varsity, 1996), 
83 88.
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17. For Tuthmosis IV, cf. B. Gumming, Egyptian Historical Records of the Later Eighteenth 
Dynasty 111 (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1984)* 251 52.

18. The Merenplah extract is cited by A. L. Oppenheitn, The Interpretation of Dreams in 
the Ancient Near East (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1956), 251, cf. 192,

19. On Harnesses 111, cf. translation, W. F* Edgerton and J, A, Wilson, Historical Records of 
Ramses III (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1936), p. 4 to Medinet Habu II, pi. 13.

20. The Hattusil 111 and Assurbanipal information is in Oppenheim, Interpretation of 
Dreams, 254-55 and 249-50 respectively,

21. See Durand, Les documents epistola ires du palais de Mari II, no. 607, pp. 271,289-90.

22. For Mursil II, see A. Gotze, Die Annaien des Mitrsilis (Leipzig, 1933; reprint, 

Darmstadt, 1967), 133,149,157, 159.

23. See S. Izre’el and I. Singer, The General’s Letter from Ugarit (Tel Aviv, 1990), 25:6'-7'.

24. On Tuthmosis III, see ANET, 235 37, or J. K. Hoffmeier, in CoS II, 9 12. On the Battle 
of Qadesh, see Kitchen, RITA II (1996), 5,17; and CoS II, 34, 40.

25. For this section, serious students would do well to refer to K. L. Younger, Ancient Con
quest Accotmts: A Study in Ancient Near Eastern and Biblical History Writing, JSOTSup 98 (Shef

field: Academic Press, 1990), and to Hess, Joshua; both works contain important treatments of 
Joshua from firsthand data.

26. The emphasis on his first (Megiddo) campaign by Tuthmosis III in contrast to sum
mary reports on later campaigns — as we have also in Josh. 10-11 — was pointed out by J. K. 
Hoffmeier, in FTH, 171-73,176, and in CoS II, 8. For the annals of Tuthmosis III, the only com 
plete translation (now old) is that by Breasted, AREII (1906), 172-217, $§406-540. The first and 
several other campaigns can be seen in contrast, as translated by Wilson in ANET, 234 4K first 
and fifth and sixth campaigns, cf. now Hoffmeier in CoS II, 7-13. There are quite close corre
spondences in sequences of episodes between the Annals of Tuthmosis III on the Battle of 
Megiddo and the conquest of Jericho by Joshua, as noted and tabulated by Hoffmeier, FTH, 172
74. As he points out, we cannot assume any direct link between the two documents; but they 

share a common mind set and mode of articulating a report on an initial strategic victory.

27. Ten Year Annals of Mursil 11 are now easily accessible, translated byR. H. Beal, in CoS 
II, 82-90, with previous literature.

28. For a detailed analysis of the syntagmatic elements in the Ten-Year Annals of 
Mursil II and various other related Hittite narrations, see Younger, Ancient Conquest Accounts, 
125-63; for a syntagmatic summary for Josh. 10:28-42, see his pp. 226-27; and fora full such anal
ysis of Josh. 9-12, see his pp. 359-83.

29. On EA 185 and 186, cf. also Hess, UFo 30 (1998/99): 335-31.

30. On Old Testament scholars’ misunderstanding of the features of the Josh. 10 concise 
sections, cf. Younger, Ancient Conquest Accounts, 260-61. Briefly, Hess, Joshua, 202-4.

31. Cf. conveniently Younger, Ancient Conquest Accounts, 227 28, with references, to 

which many more might be added For the rhetorical stylistics of Josh. 10:4, using the 
fourteenth century Canaan ite data in the Amarna letters, see R. S. Hess, Festschrift fur 0. Loretz 
(Munster, 1998), 363-67; similarly for the Psalms (but relevant to Joshua), cf. R. S. Hess, ZAW101 

(1989): 249-65.

32. See (e.g.) M. Weinfeld, in H. Tadmor and M. Wetnfeld, eds., History, Historiography, 
and Interpretation; Studies in Biblical and Cuneiform Literatures (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 
1983), 136-41; Younger, Ancient Conquest Accounts, 208-11,

33. On the “long day” and sun/moon episode in Josh. 10:12 14, and also Tuthmosis Ills
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shooting star (?}, see latterly Younger, Ancient Conquest Accounts, 211-20; on the Josh. 10 “long 
day” cf. J. H. Walton, Fi'H, 181 90.

34. For the groups and names reviewed here, see especially R. S. Hess, CBQ 58 (1996c 
205-14. wit 11 appropriate references. We add a few extra notes.

35. For Japhia, note Yapa' and Ytipa', names of Canaanites in Egypt.
36. For Horam as Hnrrian, cf. NPN, 218 (Hurra ) and 232b !-[a]rn 1).
37. For Adoni sedeq: at Ugarit, c£H. I Iuffinon, AmontcPersona! Names in the Mari Texts 

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1965), 159, 257 : PKU 11, no. 140:8). Elements else
where, cf. Hess, CBQ 58 (1996): 207-8 and. nn. 17-18.

38. For dements of Hoham, cf. NPN, 217 and 232b.
39. For Urhiya and Yupa', see Kitchen in I, Ruffle,G. A. GabaJIa, and K. A. Kitchen, eds., 

Glimpses of Ancient Egypt: Studies in Honour of II. Vf. Fairman (Warminster: Arts Sc Phillips, 
1979), 71-74 (with monuments by Ruffle, pp. 55-70). On Yapa", cf. Hess, Anutma Personal Nantes 

(Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbruuns, 1993), 84 86. nos. Si 83.
40. For Didia, see D. A. Lowle, OrAnf 15 (1976): 91-106, esp. 9S-100.
41. On Achan’s naiiie(s), see R. S. Hess, Hebrew Annual Review 14 (1994): 89 98.
42. For the Mari and Berlin data, see the note by M. Anbar (Bernstein), RAAO 68 (1974):

172-73
43. On the thefts, cf, bless, Joshua, 28-29,9s including references for Shankhar, gold in

gots, etc.
44. On Babylonian textiles, including “for business in Canaan” in the twelfth century, cf. 

A. Ft, Millard, VTS 61 (1995): 197-200. On Babylonian merchants murdered and robbed in Ca
naan (at least thrice), cf EA 7:73-82, and EA 8 (Moran, The Amarnti Letters, 14 17).

45. On the 1,000-shekel gold ingol, see EA 29:34,39 (Moran, The A manta Letters, 93).
46. On this topic, see in particular A. R. Millard, in L. Estinger and G. Taylor, eds., Ascribe 

to the Lord: Biblical and Other Studies in Memory of Peter C. Craigie (Sheffield: Academic Press, 
1988), 486-92, and in VTS 61 (1995): 193-95.

47. On the gold chariots of Tuthmosis ill’s opponents, see translations of Wilson, ANET, 

236-37, and Hoffmeier, QoS If 11-12.
48. On late use of Hint implemenls, see Millard, UTS 61 (1995): 195-97. And for use in 

Mesopotamia and the Levant, see the survey by P. R, S. Moorey, Ancient Mesopotamian Mate 
rials and Industries (Oxford: OUP, 1994), 60.-62.

49. Tlie standard work for Egyptian topographical lists used to be J. Simons, Handbook 
for the Study of Egyptian Topographical Lists Relating to Western Asia (Leiden: Brill, 1937), which 
(for the presem) can be tdeflysupplemented by notes in S. Ahituv, Canaanite Toponyms in An 
dent Egyptian Documents (Jerusalem: Magnes Press; Leiden: Brill, 1984), 11-21: ihoseof Sclhos 1 
and Ramesses II are translated in RITA 1 and II, and of Ramesses II! at Medinet liabu in 
Edgerton and Wilson, Histor ical Records of Ramses III

50. For Ur-Nammu, seeF. R. Kraus,ZA, n.s.,5i,no. 15 (1955): 45-75. esp. 65-68. Each prov
ince demarcated was described by the formula “Terrain of deity X in city Y.”

51. For the three Hiltite treaties Of Tudkhaiia II, Hattusil III, and Tudkhaliya IV, see con
venient English versions in G. Beckman, Hittite Diplomatic Texts, SRL: Writings from the An
cient World 7 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 20-21,104-5,108-11 respectively. For the hill forty- 
two names oflhe boundary of Ugarit, see discussion, diagram, and texts in J. Nougayrol, i‘RU 

IV (1956), 10-16,51-52, 65-68.
52. On town lists, see R. S. Hess, BA 59 (1996): 160 70; in FTII, 191-205; and in G. J.
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Brooke, A. H. W. Cutlis, and J. R Healey, cds., Ugarit and the Bible, Proceedings, Symposium, 

Manchester 1992 (Munster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1994), 128 -38.
53. On F.bla, cf. G, Peltinato, Ebla, a New Look at History (1991), 220-37, 5>A.
54. A comparison between Josh. 21 and Raniesses It’s mention of towns for the temple of 

Annin in Canaan was earlier made by li. Mazar, VTS7 (196a): 194-205, reprinted in B. Mazar, 
Biblical Israel: State and People, ed, S. Ahiluv (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1992), 134-45. The qttes- 
tion of difference is also noted by Hess, BA 59 (1996): 162.

55. On recognizing the identities of the authors of site destructions and the nature of real 
or supposed “destructions,” see the fundamental and detailed study by M. G. Hasd, Domination 

and Resistance: Egyptian Military Activity in the Southern Levant, >300-1185 bc (Leiden: Brill, 
1998).

56. For a general account of Azekab, see E, Stern, NEAHL, 1:123 24.
57. For an outline of work a! Khirbet el -Qom, cf. W. G. Dever, in NEAHL, 4:1233-35; on 

identification, cf, D. A, Dorsey, Tel Aviv 7 (1980): 185-931011 the village impeding the survey, A. E 
Rainey, BASOR 251 (1983): 4,

58. On the identification as Tell Bornat, cf. A. F. Rainey, Tel Aviv7 (1980): 198 (with previ
ous references), and in BASOR 251 (19(83): 3; for a survey oi all identifications, cf. J. L Peterson, 
in ABD, 4:322-24.

59. For I.achisli (Tell ed-Duweir with near certainty), see D. Ussishkin, in NEAHL, 3:897
911, and for levels VII VI, 399 901, and earlier ill J- N. Tuhb, ed., Palestine in the Bronte ami Iron 

Ages (London, 1985), 213-30. His equation of the destruction of level VI with Joshua’s raid has 
nothing to commend it; on the date, (lie destruction of level V[[ and the Fosse Temple (phase 
III) would bc much more appropriate.

So. For convenient accounts of work at Gezer, see W. G. Dever, in NEAHL 2:496-506 
(esp. 503-4); and in ABE), 2:998-1003 (esp. 1000-1001),

61. See brief but important studies by A. F. Rainey, in K. Crim, ed.. The Interpreter’s Dic
tionary of the Bible, Supplementary Volume (Nashville: Abingdon, 1976), 252; in Tel Aviv 7 (1980): 
197; and in BASOR 251 (1983): 9-10, following on M. Noth, Dus Buch Josun, 2nd ed. (1953), 95, 
and in IEJ18 (1968): 194-95. J- Barr’s attempt to substituteoth^r names (e.g., Adullam) for Egion 
(JSOT 48 [1990]: 55 68) rests on false premises. Adullam is widely agreed to bc located at 
Khirbet esh Sheikh Madhkur(e.g., Rainey, BASOR 251 (1983J: 7; J,M.Hamilton,ABD, 1:81,etc.).

62. See the basic account on Hebron by A. Ofer, NEAHL, 2:606-9, esp. 608-9.
63. On Khirbet Rabud, see compact report by M. Kochavi, NEAHL, 4:1252, Tell Beit 

Mirsim was also Inhabited (and destroyed) in the thirteenth century (stratum C-2); cf. W. F. 
Albright, plus R. Greenberg, NEAHL, 1:177-80. Its ancient name remains uncertain

64. For Jnnnuth. cf. E de Miroschedji, in NEAHL, 2:661-65.
65. For the most recent full summary on Hazor, see Y. Yadin and A. Ben-Tor, in NEAHL 

2:594-606; preliminary reports on more recent work by A. Ben-Tot el ai„ in IE]42-48 (1992-98); 
in N. A. Silberman anil L). Small, cds., The Archaeology of Israel, Constructing the Past, Inter

preting the Present (Sheffield: Academic Press, 1997), 107-27; and in S. Gitin, A. Mazar, and 
E. Stern, eds„ Mediterranean Peoples in Transition (Jerusalem: EES, 1998), 456-67: cf. A, Ben-Tor 
and M. T, Rubiato, BAR 25, no. 3 (May-June 1999): 22-39,

66. Yadin’s date of ca. 1230 for the fall of Ilazor should be lowered to ca. 1220, as his date 
depended on the dating of Late Mycenaean pottery, itself given too early a date by Aegean schol 
ars who used dates for Egypt that were loo high in the light of today’s knowledge. The attempt 
to date the fall of Hazor to the early thirteenth century (P. Beck and M. Kochavi, Tel Aviv 12 
[1985]: 29-38, esp. 36 38) probably rests on a misconception of regional differences between
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south, central, and north Canaan in the use of some types of pottery derived from the Middle 
Bronze Age (none in the south, only a little in the center and north), a point also raised by 
R. Frankel, in I. Finkelstein and N. Na’aman, eds., From Nomadism to Monarchy (1994), 31-32. 
Also, Mycenaean IIIB pottery was used down to at least ca. 1200; under Ramesses III onward we 
have IIIC. At Megiddo, VI IB saw the destruction of the local palace, buried under debris; it was 
succeeded by a rebuild (VIIA) into the twelfth century. People are very coy as to the cause (and 

exact date) of this break between VIIB and VIIA; cf. (e.g.) NEAHL, 3:1012-13, and Mazar, ALB I, 
298-99. In theory, it might be (like Hazor) as early as Joshua (ca. 1220) or as late as an impact by 

the passing Sea Peoples who were defeated at the gates of Egypt by Ramesses III in his Year 8 
(1180 or 1177, depending on whether the three year reign of Amenmesses was as sole king or ri 

val to Sethos II). Megiddo VIIB used Mycenaean IIIB pottery thus down to the period 1220/ 
1180; so Hazor’s fall should be not greatly earlier, for these and other factual reasons.

67. See full summary NEAHL, 3:1003-24; for latest excavation report, see L Finkelstein, 
D. Ussishkin, et al, Megiddo HI (Tel Aviv, 2000).

68. For a full summary see NEAHL, 4:1428 33.
69. See NEAHL, 3:805-11, for lull summary and references.

70. See NEAHL, 1:358, for mention of limited MB and LB remains so far. For the term 
“Naphoth ('heights’) of Dor” see D. Baly, Geography of the Bible, 2nd ed. (London: Lutterworth, 

1974), 26.

71. For a full summary on Tirzah, see NEAHL, 2:439.
72. On Aphek (Ras al Ain), see summary of its Late Bronze Age, thirteenth century, in 

NEAHL, 1:68; cf. also M. Kokhavi, Aphek in Canaan, the Egyptian Governors Residence and Its 
Finds (Jerusalem: Israel Museum, 1990), catalogue 312.

73. Cf. already above, pp. 150-54; on Late Bronze Age traces, see J. Cahill, BAR 24, no. 4 

(July August 199®): 34 38.
74. For Tell Keisan, cf. NEAHL, 3:862-67, esp. 866. For Khirbet Harbaj (Tel Regev), see 

NEAHL, 1:31, with references. For Papyrus Anastasi I, cf. Wilson, in ANET, 477.

75. For Tell Abu Qudeis, Jezreel, see NEAHL, 3:860. For a report of Tell Qudeish 

(Issachar), cf. NBA 642, and end references.
76. For summary of Bethel, see NEAHL, 1:192-94, with references. On the dispute over its 

location, cf. A. F. Rainey WTf 33 (1970-71): 175-88.
77. For an overall summary of Shechem, cf. NEAHL, 4:1345-54, esp. 1352.

78. The best basic overall outline of Jericho is that of Kenyon in NEAHL> 2:674 81, esp. 
679-80 on Middle and Late Bronze periods and data.

79. A careful special study of the extant remains attributable to Late Bronze Jericho is by 
P. Bienkowski, Jericho in the Late Bronze Age (Warminster: Aris 8c Phillips, 1986); see 120 for his 
dating, and 120-25 for strictly archaeological conclusions on what has survived and been found; 

he very properly does not speculate beyond the tangible data. For disputes over attempts to re
date Middle Bronze levels (including Jericho) and refutations, see (1) J. Bimson, Redating the 
Exodus and Conquest (Sheffield: Academic Press, 1978), and comments by A. F. Rainey, IEJ 30 
(1980): 250-51; (2) B. G. Wood, BAR 16, no. 2 (March-April 1990): 44-58, and BAR 16, no. 5 

(1990): 45v 47-49,68-69; corrected in the same issue by P, Bienkowski, 45-46,69. For simpler, ba
sic presentations of the position of the evidence (or, its lack!), cf. A. R. Millard, Treasures from 
Bible Times (Oxford: Lion Press, 1985), 96 99 (reprinted in his Discoveries fro m Bible Times [Ox 
ford: Lion Press, 1997], 96-99), and Hess, Joshua, 137-38.

80. For an overall su rvey of Ai, see NEAHL, 1:39-45, including the two Byzantine sites; tor 
oldest topographical survey, see that of E. Robinson, Biblical Researches in Palestine II (London:
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John Murray, 1841, original ed.), 312-14; on Khirbct el-Maqatir, cf. B. G. Wood, /£/ 50 (2000): 
123-30. A novclislic theory was proposed by Z. Zevit, in BASOR 251 (1983): 23-35 (with good 
plans), and in BAR 11, no. 2 (March-April 1985): 58-69 (with good color illustrations).

81. On Ai not meaning “ruin,” see Y. Kaufmann, The Biblical Account of the Conquest of 
Palestine (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1953), 77 n. 64, and (plus other Et-Tells) also Z. Zevit, 

BASOR 251 (1983): 26, 28, and (with J. A. Callaway) in BAR 11, no. 2 (March-April 1983): 62 note*. 
Cf. also the summary discussions by Hess, Joshua, 137-43 with 157-79, and Millard, Treasures 
from Bible Times, and reprint in his Discoveries from Bible Times, 99.

82. For a brief summary of Gibeon, see NEAHL, 2:511-14; on Late Bronze, cf. also J. B. Prit
chard, Gibeon Where the Sun Stood Still (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962), 156-58.

83. Examples of deficiencies in outdated critiques of Joshua, raids, and lists, include 
W. G. Dever, in ABD, 3:548, in an otherwise valuable article; and N. Na’aman, in Finkelstein and 
Na’aman, From Nomadism to Monarchy, 223, whose five “discrepancies" show failures in under 
standing the data: and I. Finkelstein, The Archaeology of the Israelite Settlement (Jerusalem: IES, 

1988), 295ff, who wrongly assumes that Joshua gives a narrative of instant conquest/occupation, 
reading into the text (as did Albright) what is not there, and ignoring the rhetorical element.

84. See B. S. J. Isserlin, REQ115 (1983): 85-94, quoting the Norman Conquest, the Anglo- 
Saxon settlement in England, and the Muslim Arab invasion of Syria-Palestine, One may also 
cite the innumerable campaigns of Egyptian, Hittite, Assyrian, and Neo-Babylonian armies in 

the Levant, of whose encampments and battlefields almost no traces are ever found. Again, in 
Canaan (like Israel) the Egyptians preferred not to destroy cities, but (unlike Israel) to reduce 
iheir populations to tax-paying vassals; cf. Hasel, Domination and Resistance, passim.

85. See in particular the comprehensive paper on various factors, by R. S. Hess, PEQ 125 
(1993): 125-42. For the Jordan Valley (and movement east to west across it)»cf. E. J. van der Steen, 
BASOR 302 (1996): 51-74.

86. On the archaeology of Qadesh Barnea (Ain el-Qudeirat), see R. Cohen, NEAHL, 

3:841 475 also R, Cohen, Kadesh barnea: A Fortress from the Time of the Judaean Kingdom (Jeru 
salem: Israel Museum, 1983); and in popular form, in BAR 7, no. 3 (May-June 1981): 20-33; his re

marks about no trace of the early Hebrews, p. 33, illustrate (again) the commonplace failure to 
appreciate t he near total lack of any evidence for the camps of known a rm ies and most m igrants 

throughout the history of the biblical world; cf. (e.g.) Isserlin quoted just above. The views of 
S. Rosen (BAR 14, no. 5 [September-October 1988]: 46-53,58-59), that nomads can be traced is 
only tenable if the ancients leave tangible items like pots or deliberately formed hearths, etc. Cf 
I. Finkelstein and A, Perevolotsky, BASOR 279 (1990): 67 88 in passing; more fully, A, J. Frcndo, 
Or 65 (1996): 1-23, esp. 13ft.

87* On the fifteen day average, cf. W. J. Murnane, The Road to Qadesh (Chicago: OIC, 
1985), 145-50; 2nd ed (1990), 95-97, with references.

88. For the phenomenon of kewirs, see G. Flort, AusBR 7 (1959): 2 26, esp. 19-26.

89. For the sites named, cf. the following accessible references: for “Tel Beersheba 
NEAHL, 1:167-73; for Tel Halif NEAHL, 2:553-61; for Tel Masos, NEAHL, 3:986-89; for Tel Ira, 
NEAHL, 2:642-46; lor Tel Esdar, NEAHL, 2:423: for Tel Malhata, NEAHL, 3:934-39; for Arad, 
NEALIL, 1:75-87. For a good preliminary outline, see Y. Aharoni, BA 39, no. 2 (May 1976): 55-76* 
but now outdated on the Late Bronze aspect and on '‘Abraham’s well.” The identification of “Tel 

Beersheba" (Tell es-Seba) as ancient Beersheba is not certain, hence my placing the modern 
name in inverted commas; in BAR 19, no. 3 (MayTune 1993): 58-61. 76, V. Fritz has suggested 
that this site is really Ziklag (often placed at Tel Sera), and that the real Beersheba is in fact 
among the remains under the modern town.
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90. On Hormah/Zephath, cf. also J, R U. Lillcy, NBD, 481, with references.
91. The two Arads in the Shoshenq list are “Great Arad” nos. 108-9, and “Arad of the 

House (bt) of Jeroham,” nos. 110-12; cf. Kitchen, Third hit. Pd. (1973,1996), 440.

92. There is no reason to give credit to Jebel Harun near Petra as Aaron's burial place, as 

this results from medieval-epoch misinterpretations; cf. R Zayadine, SHAJ z (1985): 171. For 
Jebel Mac1e(i)ra/Madara, cf. G. A. Smith, The Historical Geography of the Holy Land, 25th cd. 
(London: ITodder & Stoughton, 1931), 573 (but mad northeast for north west!), and pi, VIII. This 
would be (in Wadi Madra) about twenty miles east as the crow flies, but some sixty miles going 

north northeast, then via Wadi Murra, detouring northeast to Gebel Madra for Aaron, then 
back to the Darb es Sultan to reach the Arabah Valley. For these, Smith's inadequate map has to 

be replaced by (e.g.) the PEF one sheet Map of the Negeb, issued in 1921.

93. The mysterious Gudgodah and Jotbathah might have been the modern Ain el-Gattar 

and (into the Arabah) Ain el-Weiba. Aharoni suggested that Zalmona was the later Roman 
Calamona (LB, 202; after A. Alt, ZDPV 58 [1935]: 2d), although this is far from certain and not 

universally accepted; cf. B, MacDonald, East of the Jordan, ASOR (2000), 82-83. Geographically, 
Ain Abu Thabana (opposite and east of Ain el-Weiba) would suit, but this must remain hypo
thetical.

94. lye Abarim is ingeniously rendered “Ruins of the Departed” by M. H. Pope (in M. De 

Jong Ellis, cd., .Essays... in Memory off J. Finkelstein [Hamdon: Archon, 1977], 173), as reflecting 

a concentration of old tombs; but the area suggested toward Bab edh-Dhra is off route, and 
would require needless emendation.

95. For Punon, see references in MacDonald, East of the Jordan, 83.

96. O11 the west east embayment and break, via Wadis Feinan/Fidan and Ghuweir, be 
tween the el-Jebal and esh Shera blocks of north and south Edom, cf. Smith, Historical Geogra 
phy, 568 69, and D. Baly, Geography of the Bible, 2nd eti (Guildford and London: Lutterworth, 

1974)> 235-36*

97. On Kedemoth, cf. MacDonald, East of the Jordan, 93-94.

98. On the Mishor plateau, region of wheat and barley crops, and much sheep rearing 
(cf 2 Kings 3:4), cf. Baly, Geography of the Bible, 229-31, with map 70. Abel-Shitlim may be 
marked by the present Tell el-Hammam; cf MacDonald, East of the Jordan, 89-90.

99. On Dibon being certainly at modern Dhiban, where the Mesha stela was found, see 

MacDonald, East of the Jordan, 84 85. Egyptian Tibunu (but not necessarily Tpn!) was certainly 
Dibon* linked with Rutartu in Moab by Ramesses II. For full publications, see Kitchen, JEA 50 

(1964): 47 70, with new translation and full commentary in RITA II (1996), 49 5i» §24, and 
R1TANCII (1999), 89 97, $24, with map 15. For a critique of Old Testament scholars’ blunders 

over the Egyptian data, see Kitchen in Rienkowski, Early Edom and Moab, 27-29; the same mis 
guided reluctance to accept clear data is shown by M. Weippert, in RLA VIII (1994/95), 32:1, in an 

otherwise useful entry.

100. For Tell Hesban, cf L, Geraty, in NEAHL> 2:626 30; for reports of LB or possible LB 
11 /1 ron IA pottery, see J, Sauer in D* Merling and L. T. Geraty, eds., Hesban after Twenty five 
Years (Berrien Springs, Mich.: Andrews University, 1994), 233-35; also C.-H. C. Ji, PEQ 127 
(1995): 123. On Tell Umeiri and Tell Jalul with Late Bronze If cf. Ji, 122-23.

101. For Late Bronze II/Iron I tombs at Mcdeba, see M. Piccirillo, NEAHL, 3:992-93; cf. Ji, 
PEQ 127 (1995): 127, also MacDonald, East of the Jordan, 108-10. For Ammon, see now B. Mac 

Donald and R. W. Younker, eds., Ancient Amman (Leiden: Brill, 1999).

102. For the Assyrian king list, cf. translation of Millard, in CoS I, 463.
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103. For the Old Babylonian “sheikh” kings in Manana and elsewhere, plus the Assyrian 
king-list data, see W. Yuhong and S. Dailey, Iraq 52 (1990): 159-65.

104. For multiple rulers and groups in the Execration Texts, cf. notes, Kitchen, in 
Bienkowski, Early Edom and Moab, 21, and “tribes”of Irqata and Bybios (besides city rulers), in
G. Posener, Princes et pays d'Asie et tie Nubie (Brussels: FERE, 1940), 93 94, E.61, 63.

105. At Mari (nineteenth and eighteenth centuries), local kings (title, shaman, like Heb. 
melek) were granted that title, higher than governors or “sheikhs” (sugagu), on the decision of 
their overlord, the king of Mart, on political grounds — not on the basis of a priori modern the
ories! Cf. J.-M. Durand, Les documents dpi stola ires du palais de Mari I (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 

i997)> 207, for sugagit being promoted to kingship. A. Knauf (in Bienkowski, Early Edom and 
Moab, 52) is compelled to admit to the practical and widespread existence of the “tribal state” 

but needlessly! finds it hard to deal with, as it breaks the rules of theory; no problem re 
ally, just dump the false rules!

106. On the Balu’a stela, cf. J. A. Deannan, in Bienkowski, Early Edom and Moab, 70, and 
Miller, 78. For a consideration of Lhe conditions for the Hebrews coping with life in ihe ecology 
of Sinai, cf. the remarks by C. L Woolley and T. E. Lawrence, PEE Annual 3 (1914-15): 70-71*

107* Old Babylonian text (two tablets) published by A. Goetze, JCS 7 (1953): 51-72, plus a 
third tablet by W, W. Hallo, JCS 18 (1964): 57-88.

108. The Mari letter is ARM(T) 1, no. 26.

109. On Tukulti-Ninurta II, see Grayson, R1MA> 2 (1991), 169-79, no. 5; on Assur- 
nasirpal II, cf. Grayson, 191 223, passim. In general, cf, (in German) D. O. Edzard and G. Frantz 
Szabo, RLA V/3 4 (1977), 216-20.

110. For the style of Egyptian daybooks, see A. J. Spalinger, Aspects of the Military Docu
ments of the Ancient Egyptians (New I laven: Yale University Press, 1982), i2off. For the two Egyp 

tian ships’ logs, see J, J. Janssen, Two Ancient Egyptian Ships' Logs (Leiden: Brill, 1961); that of 
Khaemwaset also translated in Kitchen,RITA II, 530-35,^286; cf. R1TANCU (.1999), 525-28, §286.

m. For the Papyrus Anastasi I translation, see ANET, 477-78.

ii2* For topographical lists, cf. the segments visible in that of Shoshenq I (925 b.c.), in 

map, Kitchen, Third hit, Pd, (1996), 434. fig* 9

113. For general treatment of the Num. 33 itinerary and its background, see G. I, Davies, 
TynB 25 (1974): 46-81, and his The Way of the Wilderness (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 1979), with also the observations by G. J. Wenham, Numbers, Tyndale OT Commentaries 
(Leicester, 1981), 2i6ff. For both this text and lists in general, see the monograph by B. E. Scolnic, 
Theme and Content in Biblical Lists (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995).

114. For documentation on the long series of LB/Iron IA sites in Jordan from Tell Jalul up 
to beyond the Yarmuk, see the conspectus by C.-H. C. Ji, PEQ127 (1995): 122-40.

115. On four-room houses in both Canaan and Transjordan, their types, dates, and occur
rences, see C.-H. C. Ji, Or 66 (1997): 387-413, esp. 399, 409-10.

116. On questions of sedentary and nomadic phases of life in Transjordan in LB/lron I, cf.
C.-H. C. Ji, NEASB 43 (1998): 1 21. On the settlement history of the Jordan Valley, see E. J. van 

der Steen, PEQ 127 (1995): 141 58; C. II. C. Ji, PEQ 129 (1997): 19-37. On the biblical interrelation 
ship with the Transjordanian profile in LB/Iron IIA, cf idem, NEASB 41 (1996), 61 70. On the 

question of collar rim jars and four-roomed houses as wider than just Israelite, but also a char 
acteristic of Israelite life, cf. W. G. Dever, BA 58 (1995): 200-213, esp. 210.

117. That “There was no political entity named Israel before the late 11th century,” as 
Finkelstein claimed (SJOT 2 (1991): 56), is a blatant error, disproved by the stela of Mere nptah of
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1209, for whom “Israel” is a people group sufficiently extensive, coherent, and organized as to be 
ranked alongside the city states of Cezer, Ascalon, and Yenoam.

118. On Judg. 1:1-316 in particular, see usefully K. L Younger, in FTII, 207-27. On the inte 
gral literary format of the book of Judges (implying a basic unity), see Barry G. Webb, The Book 
of Judges: An Integrated Reading {Sheffield: JSOT/Academic Press, 1987),

119. the calculation of 554 + x + y + z years is in H. H. Rowley, from Joseph to Joshua, 
Schweich Lectures, 1948 (London: British Academy/OUP, 1950), 86-88, and differently in J. J. 

Bimson, Redo ting the Exodus and Conquest, 2nd ed. (Sheffield: Almond Press, 1981), 79-81.
120. For the Egyptian dates (and data) for the second intermediate period, see Kitchen, in 

M. Bietak, ed., The Synchronisation of Civilisations in the Eastern Mediterranean in the Second 
Millennium ac. (Vienna: Austrian Academy, 2000), 44 46, 49.

121. The Mesopotamian dates mentioned can be found in A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mes

opotamia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964b 336-37. or in C A J I U / i  (1973). 820, or in 
A. Kuhrt, !The Ancient Near East I (London: Routledge, 1995), 79, The totals cited refer exclu

sively to Babylonia: if one adds in Eshnunna, Assyria, and Upper Mesopotamian states such as 
Mari and its neighbors, we would have upward of 1,000 years to include within our 410 years!

122. For a concise and dear presentation of the archaeology of Dan in levels VU -IV, see 
A. Biran, Biblical Dan (Jerusalem: IES, 1994), chap. 8, pp. 125-46.

123. On the suggested house shrines at Tell Umeiri, cf. L. G. Herr and D. R. Clark, BAR, 
27, no. 2 (March-April 2001): 44 (illustrations), 47; full report, L G. Herr, El 26 (1999): 64-77.

124. For a brief, careful review, see J. R. Bartlett, ABD> 1:1220; earlier, cf. A. Malamat, JNES 
13 (1954): 231-42 (now obsolescent, but with older references).

125. For the weakness of Assyria from the last years of Tukulti-Nlnurta I through most of 
the twelfth century, cf. J. M. Munn-Rankin, CAN 11/1 (1975), 292-94, and D. J. Wiseman, CAM 11/
2,44 9 53

126. For Aram already under Amenophis III, and in Papyrus Anastasi III, verso 5:5, see 
discussion by E. Edel, Die Ortsnamenlisten aits deni Totentempel Amenophis Ilf BBB 25 (Bonn: 
I Ianstein Verlag, 1966), 28 29, no. 7. He rightly rejects on good grounds the attempt to emend 
the Merenptah mention to “Aniurru.”

127. The suggestion of "Chief of 'Athaim” goes back to J. Marquart, Fundamente 
Israelitischer and Jiidaischer Geschichte (Gottingen, 1896), u.

128. Unfortunately, we have no list of towns in the Bit Adini district to look for 'Athaim.
129. For Assur uballit as king of Assyria in Harran, see Babylonian Chronicle in ANET, 

305, or in A. K. Grayson, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles (New Yo rki Augustin, 1970), 95 96.

130. For overall discussions of the pottery of Qurayya, see P. J. Parr, SHAJi (1982): 127-30; 

in D. T. Potts, ed., Araby the Blest: Studies in Arabian Archaeology (Copenhagen; Museum 
Tusculanum Press, 1988), 72-89; and in Arabian Archaeology and Epigraphy 4 (1993): 48 58; on 

the Qurayya site, see Parr et aL, Bulletuh Inst of Archaeotog)\ Univ. London 8/9 (1970): 219-41. 
and M. L. Ingraham et aL, Atlal 5 (1981): 71-74, pis. 68,78-80.

131. On the archaeology and dating of the stepped structure, see D. Tarler and J. M. 
Cahill, ABD, 2:55,and J. M. Cahill, BAR 24, no. 4 ( July-August 1998): 34-40 (refuting M, Steiner),

132. For stratum XJ as a twelfth-century settlement following on the poor village that 
constitutes stratum XII, and destroyed about 1100, see E. E Campbell, NEAHL, 4:1352, and more 
fully L. E. Toombs in ABDt 4:1183 84. On Baal/El Berith, tower temple as Temple 2 of G. E. 
Wright, Shechem, the Biography of a Biblical City (London: Duckworth, 1965), 123-28, cf W. G. 
Dever, RADBR, 163,185 n. 30.

133. A work on the Philistines’ material remains that has long been standard is T. Dothan,
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The Philistines and 'Their Material Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press; Jerusalem: 1ES> 
1982). For a popular presentation, see T. Dothan and M. Dothan, People of the Sea (New York: 

Macmillan, 1992)- For recent studies on the whole Sea Peoples (and Philistine) phenomenon, 
see the three collective volumes: W. A, Ward and M. S. Joukowsky, eds., The Crisis Years: The 
Twelfth Century b.a (Dubuque, Iowa: Kcndall/Hunl Publishing Co., 1989); Gitin, Mazar, and 

Stern, Mediterranean Peoples in Transition (1998); and E, D. Oren, ed., Die Sea Peoples and 'Their 
World: A Reassessment (Philadelphia: Pennsylvania University Museum, 2000).

134. For sequences at Ascalon, Ashdod, and Ekron (Tel Miqne), see accounts in NEAHL* 
1:96 97,107, and 3:1052 53. For popular presentations on Ascalon, see L. E. Stager, BAR 17, no. 2 
(March April 1991): 24 40, passim; on Ekron, see T. Dothan, BA/? 16, no. 1 (January February
1990) : 26 36

135. The Egyptian piece of a chief physician Bin Anath was published by G. A. Gabatla, 

JEA59 (1973): 109-10, Another Bin-Anath was father-in law to a son of Ramesses II in the thir
teenth century; cf. Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: Life and Times of Ramesses II (Warminster: 

Aris & Phillips, 1982), 111, and RITA II, 592, §370, For an eleventh-century arrowhead of “Bin- 

Anath son of Merets” see R. Deutsch and M. Heltzer, Forty New Ancient West Semitic Inscrip
tions (Tel Aviv Jaffa: Archaeological Center Publication, 1994), 15-16, (3)3,

136. For Timnah, level V,cf, G. L Kelrn and A. Mazar, Timnah: A Biblical City in the Sorek 
Valley (Winona Lake, Lnd.: Eisenbrauns, 1995), 95-104.

137. On pillared temples at Kit ion, cf. A. Mazar in Oren, The Sea Peoples, 219-20, with fig. 
11.3: L, M (Temples 4, 5). For general background, see L. E. Stager, BAR 17, no. 2 (March April
1991) : 41 42.

138. Stated, e.g., by J. Welthausen, Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel (1885; re 
print, New York: Meridien Library, 1957), 229-31, obediently followed by S. R. Driver, An Intro 
di/ction to the Literature of the Old Testament* 9th ed. (Edinburgh: T. Sc T. Clark, 1913), 163-65.

139* For the latest translations of Nebre/Nakhtamuti, see Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt 
(Jonsered: P, Astroms forlag, 1999), 289-90, or RITA 111 (2000), 444-46; other examples are in 
Poetry and RITA III, passim (and also RITA IV- VI, forthcoming).

140. For a translation of the stela of Tutankhamun, see B, G. Davies, Egyptian Historical 
Records of the Later Eighteenth Dynasty* fasc. VI (Warm inster: Aris & Phillips, 1995), 30-33, §772.

141. For the triumph hymn of Uni, see Wilson, in ANET, 228; new translation and full 
analysis in Kitchen, Poetry of Aneient Egypt, 71 74.

142. For the hymns of Sesostris I  and III, see Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt;  91 108; of 

Tuthmosis 111, Ainenophis III, and Ramesses II, Kitchen, 165-196. The epic on Tukulli-Ninurta I 
is translated (and sources cited) by B. R. Foster, Before the Muses: An Anthology of Akkadian Lit
erature I (Bethesda, Met: CDL Press, 1993), 209 29, and reproduced (without sources) in his 

From Distant Days (Bethesda, Md.: CDL Press, 1995), 178 96. Also, a fragment for Adad nirari I 
is in Munn Rankin, CAM ll/z (1975)) 298 and n. 4 (plus 957).

143. Oil Exod. 15, cf. long ago F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, fNES 14 (1955): 237-50; F. M. 

Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebreio Epic (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973)> 121 44*

144. On the triumph hymn of Deborah and Barak (Judg. 5), see L. E. Stager, BAR 15, no. i 
(January-February 1989): 50-64, esp, 58-62; his fuller studies are in BAS’OR 260 (1985): 1-35, and 
in VTS 40 (1988): 221-34; cf- also in El 18 (1985): 56*64*, pi. IV:2.

145. On the familial and genealogical nature of tribal communities, cf. V. H. Matthews, 
Pastoral Nomadism in the Mari Kingdom (c. 1830-1/60 bc), ASOR Dissertation Series 3 (1978), 
24-25. On tribal confederations around Mari, see com pact accounts with references in J. T. Luke,
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Pastoralism and Politics in the Mari Period (1965; Ann Arbor and High Wycombe: UMI, 1973), 
61 68 (Mare Yam inaj, 113-14 (Sulaeans), and 143-51 (Haneans).

146. On riie mukarribate, cf. in popular form, J. F. Breton, Arabia Felix from the Time of 
the Queen of Sheba, Eighth Century bc  to First Century ad  (Notre Dame, lnd.: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1999), 33ff. On the Bundesformular, cf H. von Wissmann, in H. Temporini, 

ed., ANRW II: Principal, voL 9:1 (Berlin: W. dc Gruyter, 1976), 332 33; phrases arc cited in En 
glish translation also by J. C Biella, Dictionary of Old South Amine (Harvard: Harvard Semitic 
Museum, 1982), 181.

147. On the “thirds” and “fourths” of Old South Arabian tribes, and overall hierarchy, cf 

C. J. Robin, Les hautes-terres du Nord Yemen avant TIslam I (Leiden: Netherlands Institute, Is 
tanbul, 1982), 71 77 (cf. A. Korotayev, Pre Islamic Yemen [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1996], 12 

19)- The terms are in Biella, Dictionary of Old South Arabic, 478, 518; on fourths, also A, F. L. 
Beeston, Le Muston 88 (1975): 189 92, §3. For Sheba overall, cf. C. J. Robin, “Sheba dans les in
scriptions d'Arabie du Sud” in SDB XII/Fasc. 70 (1996), cols. 1043-1254.

148. An excellent and concise review of the amphictyony theory as set out by M. Noth, 
Das System der zwolf Stdmme Israels (StuUgarl, 1930), and objections to it are given by A. D. H. 

Mayes, ABD, 1:212-16, with references.
149. For distinctions in series of Jacob's children and then tribes, and for the fundamen

tal importance of the tribal concept, cf. Z. Kallai, VT47 (1997): 53-90, plus VT49 (1999): 125-27; 
but lie errs in making the last of his four series the basis of the other three.

150. For the Sumerian amphictyony in Ur III, see W. W. Hallo, fCS 14 (i960): 88 114.

151. On the Philistine “amphictyony,” analogous with the Greek form, cf. B. D. Ralnjen, 

JNES 24 (1965): 100-104*
152. For a general survey of the Iron I period, see Mazar, AOI, 295 367, or in A. Ben Tor, 

ed., The Archaeology of Ancient Israel (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 258-301*
153. For populations in Middle Bronze II and after, cf. Finkelstein, Israelite Settlement,

339 41*
154. For the Ephraim/Samaria survey, see the final report by I. Finkelstein and 

Z. Lederman, eds., Highlands of Matty Ctdltires, the Southern Samaria Survey, I II, the Sites (Tel 
Aviv: Institute of Archaeology, 1997) (vol. Ill on interpretation is planned). Accessible prelimi 

nary reports were by Finkelstein, TA 15-16 (1988-89): 117-83; in simpler form, Finkelstein, BAR 
14, no. 5 (September-October 1988): 34-45, 58; for booklength treatment, Finkelstein, Israelite 
Settlement, 119 204.

155. For the Manassch survey (technical publications in Hebrew), in an accessible ac
count, see A. Zertai, BAR 17, no. 5 (September-October 1991): 28-49,75, and in Finkelstein and 

Na’aman, From Nomadism to Monarchy, 47-69; for an updated figure for Iron I sites, see 
A. Zertai in Gitin, Mazar, and Slern,Mediterranean Peoples itt Transition, 240 (and bibliography 

for survey reports, p. 250). Sites (99) for Middle Bronze Ephraim, cf. list, Finkelstein and 
Lederman, Highlands of Many Cultures, 891-93. Sites (135 and 31 respectively) for MB and LB 

Manasseh, cf. Zertai in Finkelstein and Na'aman, 50-51. Cf L. E. Stager in M. D. Coogan, ed., The 
Oxford History of the Biblical World (New York: OUP, 1998), 123-75.

156. Cf estimates by Finkelstein, Israelite Settlement, 331-34* Soon afterward, in
H. Shanks, ed., The Rise of Ancient Israel (Washington: BAS, 1992), W. G. Dever (p. 43) gave ari 
estimate of 75,000 early Israelites, distinctly higher than Finkelsteins cautious figures. (Previ 
ously, estimates were much higher but were not based on solid criteria; cf figures and references 
given by Finkelstein, 330-31.) For varying Figures see also Dever, What,.. When , . * ? 127.

157. For the number of sites in Ephraim and Manasseh, see under O.B.iiLa above.
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158. For the indigenous “revolting peasant” and out of west Canaan “tax evasion” theo
ries, see initially G. E. Mendenhall, “The Hebrew Conquest of Palestine,” in Biblical Archaeolo
gist Reader III (1962), 100-120, and in his The Tenth Generation: The Origins of the Biblical Tradi
tion (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973}. Then, at far greater length and 
somewhat differently, N. K. Gottwald, The Tribes ofYahweh: A Sociology of the Religion of Liber
ated Israel (New York: Orbis, 1979)- A lengthy critique of these works is given by N. P. Lemche, 

Early Israel VTSup 37 (Leiden: Brill, 1985), in which he presents his own anthropological-cum 
sociological analysis, which is no better, being dominated by unverifiable hypotheses.

159. The east-to-west trend in successive pottery styles is mentioned by Finkelstein, Isra
elite Settlement, 187 200, passim; in TA 15 16 (1988 89): 146-51, passim; cf. graphically, BAR 14, 
no. 5 (September October 1988): 40,and in JAOS 110 (1990): 682. Exemplified by Zertal, BAR 17, 

no. 5 (September-October 1991): 36-37 and (graphically) 39-41; noted in Finkelstein and 
Na'aman, From Nomadism to Monarchy, 53, 59, and more fully in Gitin, Mazar, and Stern, Medi- 
termnmn Peoples in Transition, 242 43. Both Zertal and Finkelstein were challenged by Dever, in 
Shanks, Rise of Ancient Israel, 49 52, and then refuted by Zertal, 76-77; c£ in Gitin, Mazar, and 

Stern, 244 45.

160. For the indigenous- resettlement-from-the-east theory by Finkelstein, cf, BAR 14, no. 
5 (September-October 1988): 40-45, from his Israelite Settlement, 341-51, For Zertal, cf. BAR 17, 

no. 5 (September-October 1991): 33, 36-41, 46-47; also in Finkelstein and Na'aman, From 
Nomadism to Monarchy, 66 69; and in Gitin, Mazar, and Stern, Mediterranean Peoples in Transi 
tion, 245 48.

161. The population explosion is also related to an Israelite entry from outside by L, E. 

Stager, BAR 15, no, 1 (January-February 1989): 54, following on from BASOR 260 (1985): 3> and 
reviews various hypotheses in Coogan, Oxford History, 129-42, admitting that an entry from 
outside Canaan has some points in its favor (p. 134), but not an immediate “all over”conquest,

162. The “Israel Stela” (Libyan victory triumph hymn) of Merenptah is translated in full 

by Wilson in ANET, 376 78 (Israel part, 378), and by Kitchen, RITA IV (2002), 10-16 (Israel, 
p. 15); Israel part only, Hoffmeier, in CoS II, 40-41, On the high level of accuracy of the inscribed 

text, see Kitchen, fSSEA 24 (1994/97): 71-76; of over 3,300 hieroglyphs on the monument, only 7 
arc strict errors, a fault rate of less than one-quarter of 1 percent! The attempt by G. Ahistrom 

and D, Edelman {fNES 44 [1985]: 59-61) to misinterpret “Israel” as a land, not a people, on this 
stela is a perverse, 100 percent error. On the Karnak reliefs, see F. Yurco, JSSEA 8, no. 3 (May 
1978): 70 (followed up by L. E. Stager, El 18 [1985]: 56* 64*),and in full detail, see Yurco, JARCE 
23 (1986): 189-215, plus graphically in BAR 16, no. 5 (September-October 1990): 20-38.

The dating of these scenes to Merenptah (instead of to Ramesses II) was wrongly con

tested by D. B. Redford, IE/36 (1986): 188 200, and fully refuted by Yurco (BAR 16, no. 5, 26 n.*» 
36) and by me in RITANCII (1999), 73-74. In BAR 17, no. 6 (November December 1991): 56-60, 

A. F. Rainey sought to identify the Israelites not with the upper scene relief of a defeated people 
(because of chariots there) but with the Shasu shown below. This does not work, because of the 

regular mode of sequencing of Ramesside war reliefs, including Merenptah’s; see RTTANCII, 75 
76, and briefly Yurco, BAR 17, no. 6,61. The chariots may have belonged to Canaanites caught up 

in the action.

163. The ostracon of a Year 4 could in principle belong to either Merenptah or any later 
king (e.g., Sethos II, Siptah) down to Ramesses III who reached a Year 4* Cerny’s expertise fa
vored Merenptahs period; the Z73 sign of then or later is not decisive. Published by him in
O. Tufnell et al., Lachish IV, the Bronze Age (Oxford: OUP, 1958), text 133, pi. 44:3-4, 47:1-2 (bowl 
no. 3); text, KRI IV, 39, §17; translations, Cerny, in Tufnell, and Kitchen, RITA IV (2002), 27.
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164. On four-room houses and collar-rimmed jars, cf. C.-H. Ji, Or 66 (1997): 387-413, osp, 
405 13, with earlier references. On Iron I store pits, cf. J. D. Currid and J. L Gregg, BAR 14, no. 5 
(October-November 1988): 54-57. For cisterns and terracing, cf. Stager, BAR 15, no, i (January 
February 1989): 55-57; and JSASOi? 260 (1985): 5-10.

165. On pig-bone finds and their possible relevance, cf. L. E. Stager, BAR 17, no. 2 (March 
April 1991): 31; B. Hesse, BASOR 264 (1986): 17-27; more nuanced (unlike Stager and R. S. Hess, 
PEQ 125 [1993]: 138. whom they wrongly criticize), obscuring clear regional distinctions, are 

B. Hesse and R Wapnish, in Silberman and Small, The Archaeology of Israel? 238-70. Cf. reserva 
tions by K. Prag, in S. Aliituv and E. D. Oren, eds., The Origins of Early Israel — a Current De 
bate (1998), 153 54-

166. For discussions of ethnicity, cf (e g.) W. G. Dever, El 24 (1993): 22* 33*; in Gitin, 

Mazar, and Stern, Mediterranean Peoples in Transition, 220 37, and I, Fmkelstein, in Silberman 
and Small, The Archaeology of Israel? 216-37, each with earlier references (cf. Mazar, ALB I, 365 

n. 37); Dever, What. . . When . . . ? 108-19.

167. On the “bull site,” see in detail A. Mazar, BASOR 247 (1982): 27-42; other studies, 
Mazar, BAR 9, no. 5 (September-October 1983): 34-40; as Canaanite and domestic, M. Coogan, 
PEQ 119 (1987): i-8 {and reported by H. Shanks, BAR 14, no. 1 [January-February 1988]: 48-52), 

with riposte by A. Mazar, BAR 14, no. 4 (July August 1988): 45. Attempt to redate the bull site 
and its bronze bull to the Middle Bronze Age by I. Finkelstein, PEQ 130 (1998): 94 98, refuted by 
Mazar, PEQ 131 (1999): 144 48.

168. On Mount Ebal, see A. Zertal, TA13-14 (1986 87): 105-65 (dig report); additional data 
in NEAHL, 1:375-77. For earlier popular reports and discussions, cf. A. Zertal, BAR 11, no. 1 

(January February 1985): 26-43; A. Kempinski and A. Zertal, BAR 12, no. 1 (January February 
1986): 42,44 49, and 43,49-53; Kempinski and Rainey, BAR 12, no. 4 (July August 1986): 66 (im 

polite, with errors). W. G. Dever, in Shanks, Rise of Ancient Israel, 33-34. Brief, fair summary, 

R. S. Hess, PEQ 125 (1987): 135-37. On Ramesside scarabs from the site (late thirteenth century), 
cf. B. Brandi, TA 13-14 (1986-87): 166-72, pi. 20. Map of Shechem and Mounts Ebal and Gerizim, 
cf. Wright, Shechem, fig. 2 (after p. 141).

169. On Giloh, cf. A. Mazar, IEJ 31 (1981): 1-36, pis. 1 6; IE] 40 (1990): 77 101, pis. 9-13,

170. Shasu derives from an Egyptian verb, “to go, travel; traverse,” and as a noun here is a 
general term with no ethnic value, like English “bedouin,” or “traveling folk”; cf. the word in 
A. Erman and H. Grapow, eds., Worterbitch tier Aegyptischen Sprache IV (Leipzig: Hinnchs, 
1930), 412:3 9, and hence 10 u. Most of the data on the Shasu is collected by R. Giveon, Les 
Bedouins Shosu des documents egyptiens (Leiden: Brill, 1971); his acceptance of the supposed Se
mitic origin of the term is eliminated by the fact that West Semitic samekh (as in shasa, “to plun
der” an unsuitable meaning) would only go into Egyptian as tj> not as an s.

The Edom ites, as pastoral, wandering folk, were well classified by the Egyptians as part of 

the Shasu; Israel from Succoth to Sinai, and from Sinai to Qadesh -Barnea and the plains of 

Moab, could also have been thus classified during their wanderings — but not once they had 
crossed the Jordan and begun to settle down in highland Canaan.

171. For the Ammon ites, see MacDonald and Younker, Ancient Ammon, and MacDonald, 

East of the Jordan, 157-70.

172. O11 Uni of Egypt, cf. Wilson in ANET, 227-19.
173. For texts of Shalmaneser III, see A, K. Grayson, RIMA, 3:7-11 (no. 1, slab of 857/856), 

11-24 (no. 2> Kurkh stela, 853/852), 32-41 (no. 6, annals of 842). On this reign, cf. also S. Yamada, 

The Construction of the Assyrian Empire (Leiden: Brill, 2000).
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 6

1. For illustrations of the flattened devastation of Delta sites, see (e.g.) J. Baines and
J. Malek, Atlas of Ancient Egypt (Oxford: Phaidon; New York: Facts on File, 1980), 166,170, and 
(for Tell el-Daba/Pi-Ramesse) especially M. Bietak, Tell el Dab'a II(Vienna: Austrian Academy, 

1975b pis. I NXVJ, passim (some in color).
2. Fora survey and running documentation for most Egyptian brick-making accounts in 

the Old, Middle, and New Kingdoms, see Kitchen, TynB 27 (1976): 137-47.
3. On the famous scene of foreign slaves as brick makers, in the tomb chapel of 

Rekhmire, full bibliography is in PM,1:i (Oxford: OUP, 1960), 211 12; the official publication is: 
N. de G. Davies, The Tomb of Rekhmire at Thebes I, II (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

1943: reprint, Arno Press, 1973), 54-60, pis. 58-60; in color, Davies, Paintings from the Tomb of 

Rekhmire (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1935). pis. 16-17. There are many popular re
productions, e.g., J. K. Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt (New York: OUP, 1997), figs. 8-9; part in color, 

cf. Ian Wilson, The Bible Is History (London: Weidenfdd & Nicholson, 1999), 52* To see the same 
techniques used in Egypt now, in color, cf. A. R. Millard, Discoveries from Bible Times (Oxford: 
Lion Publishing, 1997), 75.

4. For the Louvre leather roll, see Kitchen, RITA II (1996), 520-22,cols. II IV, The people 

"making their quota of bricks daily” (Papyrus Anastasi III) quote is in R. A. Cam in os, trans., 
Late-Egyptian Miscellanies (Oxford: OUP, 1954), 105 6.

5. On lack of straw, Papyrus AnasLasi IV (and V), in Caminos, Late Egyptian Miscellanies, 

188-89, 225 Bricks and straw: C. F. Nims, BA 13 (1950): 24-28; cf. A. E. Lucas, Ancient Egyptian 

Materials and Industries, ed* J. R. Harris, 4th ed, (London: Arnold, 1962), 48-50.

6. On two levels of oversight, cf. Kitchen, TynB 27 (1976): 144 45, and references.

7. The Apiru dragging stones are cited from Papyrus Leiden 348 and in Caminos, Late 

Egyptian Miscellanies, 491.
8. Setau raid is cited in Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: Life and Times of Ramesses 11 

(Warminster: Aris Sc Phillips, 1982), 138, or RITA III (2000), 66.

9. People beaten, in Papyrus Bologna 1094, 3:1-4, see Caminos, Late Egyptian Miscel 

lames, 12. On Syrian slave conscripted (in Year 3 of Merenptah, 1211), cf. Papyrus Bologna 1086; 

trans. E. F. Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt, Writings from the Ancient World 1 (Atlanta: SBL, 
1990), 124-26, no. 147.

10. For holidays, etc., off work at Deir el-Medina, see (e.g.) Ostracon BM 5634, Year 40 of 
Ramesses II, for fifty individuals, including “offering to (his) god,” translated in Kitchen, RITA 

III (2000), 361-68 (offering to deity, pp. 361, 363-64, 367). For the example of a feast of “St, 

Arnenophis 1,” celebrated by the whole workforce with tour days of eating and drinking, see 
Ostracon Cairo CGC 25,234, trans. (in English) A. 1. Sadek, Popular Religion in Egypt during the 

New Kingdom, Hildcshcimcr Agyptologische Beitrage 27 (Hildcshcirn: Gerstenberg Vcrlag, 
1987), 178.

11. On “freezing” cobras into sticks, cf. L. Keimer, Histoires de scrpetites dans Tfgypte an 

define et modeme, Memoires 50 (Cairo: Institut d’Fgypte, 1947), 16-17, with figs. 14-21.

12. See studies by Greta Hort, in ZAW, n,s„ 69, no* 28 (1957): 84 103, hereafter Hort I in the 
text, and ZAW, n.s., 70, no. 29 (1958): 48-59, hereafter Hort II in the text. She made use of expert 
advice on natural science aspects.

13. For high Nile floods of Sobekhotep VIII, cf. J. Baines, AcOr37 (1976): 11-20 (complet
ing and correcting Baines, AcOr36 [1974]: 39-54). On Osorkon III at Luxor, cf. Breasted, AREIV 
(1906), 369, §§742-743 (wrongly called Osorkon II), and cf. in the same work the text of
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Smendes I (ca. 1070-1044), 308-9, §§627-30, On Taharqa, Year 6 (685), translation, L. Torek, in 

T. Hide el al., eds.} Fontes Historiae Nubiontm I (Bergen: University [Dept, of Classics], 1994), 
145-58 (esp. 150-53). For Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage 2.10, cf. (e.g.) translations by 
M. Lichtheim in Ancient Egyptian Literature 1 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 
151, or R. O. Faulkner, in W. K. Simpson, ed., The Literature of Ancient Egypt, 2nd ed. (New Ha

ven: Yale University Press, 1973), 212.
14. On the “theological critique” or polemic against the Egyptian gods, cf, discussions by 

(e.g.) J. K. Hoffmeier, in ABD, 2:376 77 (within 374 78), and his Israel in Egypt„149-55,and also 
J. D. Currid, Ancient Egypt and the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1997), 104 20.

15. See studies on the “strong arm” idiom by J. K. Hoffmeier, Bib 6j (1986): 378 87; and 
M. Gorg, in Hommages a Francois Daumas I (Montpellier: Un iversite Paul Valery, 1986), 323-30.

16. On the exodus and its background in brief, see already Kitchen in ABD> 2:700-708, 
and extended treatment of several aspects, in S. Ahituv and E. D. Oren,eds., The Origin of Early 

Israel — Current Debate, Biblical, Historical, and Archaeological Perspectives, Reer-Sheva XII 

(Beer Sheva: Bcn-Gurion University of the Negev Press: London: University College London 
[and others], 1998), 65-131,

17. For the emigration from Mari, cf, V. H. Matthews, Pastoral Nomadism in the Mari 

Kingdom ft 1830-1/60 bc), ASOR (1978), 157 58.
18. On emigrants from Ilatti to Isuwa (and back), see G. Beckman, Ilitiite Diplomatic 

Texts, SBL: Writings from the Ancient World 7 (ALlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), 38-39,

19. For Libyan attempts on Egypt, summary and sources, see Kitchen, in A. Leahy, ed„ 

Libya and Egypt, c. 1300-/30 bc (London: SOAS and Society of Libyan Studies, 1990), 15-27.
20. For Sea Peoples and east Mediterranean movements, see the collective discussions, 

generally in S. Git in, A. Mazar, and E. Stern, eds., Mediterranean Peoples in Transition (Jerusa 

lem: IES, 1998); and specifically in E. D. Oren, ed., The Sea Peoples and Their World: A Reassess

ment (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Museum, 2000).

21. On early Arameans, etc,,cf. A, R. Millard, in ABD, 1:345-50 (esp. 348), with references,

22. On die Nubians, cf. W. Y, Adams, Nubia, Corridor to Africa (London: Allen Lane, 
1977), 235 45; nuanced by L. Torok, The Kingdom of Kush, Handbook of the Napatcm Meroitic 

Civilizationf Ilandbuch der Orientalistik I/31 (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 84 85, no.
23. On the name Raamses (contra eccentricities of Goedicke, Bedford, etc.), see 

Hof&neier, Israel in Egypt, 117-18; and Kitchen, in Ahituv and Oren, Origin of Early Israel, 69-71. 
The muddled treatment (VT13 [1963]: 408-18) by Bedford on Raamses and its vocalization, and 

confusing the sibilants between Hebrew and Egyptian, was thoroughly refuted by W. Hoick, VT 

15 (1965): 43-46, and also dismissed as “really untenable” by E. P. Uphill, The Temples of Per- 

Ramesses (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1984), 3. The omission of "Pi-” before “Raamses,” ob 
jected to by Redford, has been long since dealt with by Gardiner (fEA 5 [1918]: 179-80, no. 2, cf. 
137-38) and Helck (VT 15 [1965k 41 42, Piay, “sculptor of Ramesse”; and in his Materialien zur 

Wirtschaftsgeschichte des Net ten Reichs II [Wiesbaden: Steiner Verlag, 1962], 208).
24. On the vast extent of ancient Pi Ram esse, see Bietak, Tell el Dah'a //, 204 5, §B/i3. 

Rough city plans were first published by Bietak, Abb, 44, opposite p. 212, and (sketchier, origi 

nally made in 1974) by Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant, 123, fig. 42, For more sophisticated plans 

(based on close surveys), see J. Dorner, Agypten undLevante 9 (1999): 77-83, with plans 1 and 2 al 
end ofvolume. For a discussion of the main buildings, see Kitchen, RJTAjVCII (1999), 318-21.

25. Information on the floor full of gold dust comes from a kind communication by Prof. 
Pusch, 18 July 2001, correcting reports, Agypten und Levante 9 (1999): 121-33, with Abb. 3,5 (in 
color), and briefly in Egyptian Archaeology 12 (1998): 10; and 14 (1999), 30 (Qantir).
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>6. On chariotry, cf. briefly 1’ Pusch, in R, Freed, ed. Fragments of a Sbattered Visage .. . 
Symposium, Harnesses the Groat (Memphis, Term.: Memphis Stale University Press, 1991), 199

200,202-5 (with Agypten 1 md Levante 9 [1999]; 39-40 on dating).

27- For magnetometer surveys witlt vivid plans, see Pusch et al„ in Agypten und Levante 9 

(1999): 135-70, witli figures,
28. On the miskenoih, cf. Kitchen, in Ahituv and Oren, Origin of Early Israel, 67 68.

29. Oh the palace tiles and Sethos I references, see PM, IV, 9; M. Hamza. ASAE 30 (1930): 

40-41, ftg. 3 and (in Louvre) pi. IFltD.
30. On Ramesses VIII and Avaris, Tel Mique fragment, kind courtesy of Prof. Trude 

Dothan. Note that the supposed other mentions of Ramesses VIII and X at Pi Ramesse are spti 
rious. The stamp attributed to Ramesses VIII by Hamza (ASAE 30 [1930]: 60, tig. 15:1!) actually 

belongs to a statue cult of Ramesses II “Beneficial to Seth,” while ihat taken as resembling 
Ramesses X (fig, 15:12) is actually of Sethos II and Queen Tewosrei! This rules out tout tary state
ments by Hayes and others based on Hamza.

31. Errors by N. P. I.emcheon Raamscs arc in S/07'8, no. 2 (1994): 172-74. His statement 

that Exod. f:It has Pithom and Raamscs equal in size is not implied in that verse, and is mas
sively contradicted by (lie original sites (Pi-Rantcsse is vast; Pithom is quite modest).

32. The late culls at Bu bast if arc discussed in E. Nlaville, Bubastis (London: EEF, 1891), 57, 
pi. 46:B.

33. On Tunis, cf. Lie lax, Tell el-Dab’a II, 219, 212 n. 901, and references.

34. Early publications on the sites of Tell er Retaba and Tell el Maskhuta are listed in PM, 
IV, 55,53-55. Main wo rkat Tell er-Retaba was by W. M. F. Petrie, HykspSOnd Israelite Cities (Lon 

don: BSAE, 1906), 28-34, pis 28-36C; more recent work under H. Goedicke is si ill unpublished; 

cf. Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 120 and n. 135,
35. For early work (including Paponot) at It’ll el Maskhuta, see E. Naville, The Store City 

of Pithom and the Route of the Exodus, 4th ed. (London: EEF, 1903). Much destruction of ancient 
remains has occurred in Wadi Tumilal from the building of the Suez Canal (1859-69) and since; 

e-g., despoliation of Tell el Maskhuta in the 1930s (cf. P. Montet, Geographic de VEgypte anciennel 
[Paris: Imprimerie Nationale/Klincksieck, 1957), 214); and most Rarnesside monuments found at 

and in Tell el Maskhuta were removed to Ismailia at various times. The Canadian expedition 
foiled to And anything Rarnesside there because most of it had already been destroyed or re 
moved, they did not work extensively enough, and they have consistently refused to pay suffi
ciently serious attention to results of previous work done there. The inadequate entries on 

“Pithom" by D. R. Redlord, LdA IV/7 (1982), 1054 58, and by I. S.Uoliaday, Oxford Encyclopedia of 
Archaeology in the Near East3 (New York: OUP, 1997), 432 37, and in Oxford’s Encyclopedia of An 
dent Egypt 3 (New York: OUP, 2000), 53-55, totally ignore the firsthand Rarnesside literary and 
other monumental evidence (e.g., the Merenptah statue,Roman milestone,etc) given here. The 
blunder of dating Tell el-Maskhuta to Nccho 11 onward is repeated by Lemclic and Dever, BAR 23, 
no, 4 (July August 1997): 29, who are unaware of the full facts.

36. For ODM 1076, and the papyri, see full discussion, Kitchen in Ahituv and Oren, Ori
gin of Early Israel, 72-78; and observations by M. Bietak, in A. F. Rainey, ed., Egypt, Israel, Sinai 
(Tel Aviv: University Press, 1987), 16S 69, on Tell er Retaba. For further discussion of data from 
Tellser Retaba and el Maskhuta based on Rarnesside material, see Kitchen, RTIANCll, 265-705 

with the translations in RITA II, 230-31.

37. The best recent survey of Hie latest data on this region is the extended treatment by 
Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, chaps. 7-9, pp. 164-222,

38. On tire question of water conaections between the Bitter Lakes and the head of the
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Gulf of Suez, sec discussion, authorities, and references in HofEmeier, krad in Egypt, 207-9, and 
notes.

39. On ihe ancient canals, see Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 164-75, and especially A, Sneh 

and T. Weissbrod, Science 180 (1973): 59-61; A. Sneh et ah, American Scientist 63 (1975): 542-48.
40. On the Pelusiac branch of the Nile, cf. B. Marcolongo, CRIPEL 14 (1992): 23-31. Cf. 

maps in Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, figs, 2, 17, 22; pictures of canals, figs. 18 20.

41. For discussion of the range of locations of Pi-Hahiroth, xVfigdof and Baal-Zephon, 
see conveniently Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 169 71 (Pi Hahiroth), 189 91 (Migdol, Baal 
Zephon), with references. It seems very unlikely that the later site of Tell Defenneh can be the 
Baal Zephon of Exodus, as it is much too far to the northwest (nearly twenty miles!) to be a rea 
sonably dose marker for the small cluster of sites in Exod. 14:1-2.

42. The theory of the “End” sea was published by F. Batto, JBL 102 (1983): 27 35; and in 
BAR m, no. 4 (July-August 1984): 56-63. For a review and thorough refutation of it, see 
Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 199-222, passim.

43. For halophytes (sait water friendly reeds), cf. Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 209.

44. On the meaning and relationship of Egyptian tjuf and Hebrew sttph, see the indis 
pen sable study by W. A. Ward, VT 24 (1974): 339-49.

45. On the fallacy of historization of myth versus the mythical expression of history, cf 
long ago Kitchen, Ancient Orient and Old Testament (1966; reprint, 2000), 89 and n. 7.

46. Two other points on the crossing deserve mention. First, the abil ity of Delta winds to 

move water (“a strong east wind,” Exod. 14:21) is independently attested down to modern rimes. 
The Egyptian engineer Aly Bey Shafei experienced just such a phenomenon, when his automo 

bile (modern chariot!) got trapped by the return of the waters, when the wind changed round 
after driving them away; cf. Aly Bei Shafei, Bulletin de la Societe Royals de Geographic d'Egypt? 21 

(1946): 231 87 (with photos).
Second, the 600 Egyptian chariots (and support force) of Exod, 14:7 are a decent-sized 

squadron — but by no means extraordinary. In the fifteenth century Tuthmosis III captured 
924 Canaanite chariots on his first campaign (ca. 1458; ANET, 237); Amenophis II captured 730 
and 1,092 (60 + 1,032) chariots respectively on his official fust and second campaigns (ca. 1421. 
1419; ANET, 246-47). In the thirteenth century the Hiliites reputedly fielded 2,500 chariots 
against Ramesses II at the Battle of Qadesh (1275; cf. Kitchen, RITA II [1996], 5,7,20; CoS If 34 
35, and one reference omitted), and Ramesses II probably fielded 2,000 chariots (cf. Kitchen, 
RJTANCII (1999], 40). Also, as the Assyrians tell us, Ahab of Israel was apparently able to field 
2,000 chariots at the Battle of Qarqar in 853 (cf. ANET, 279 top; CoS If 263), more than th rice as 
many as the pharaoh of the exodus!

47. The Strasbourg ostracon was briefly noted by H. Gazelles in D. 1. Wiseman,ed., Peo
ples of Old Testament Times (Oxford: OUP, 1973), who printed a facsimile and hieroglyphic Iran 

script given him by Posener, though without translation. Its attribution to work at Pi-Ramessc 
was a slip of the pen by A. Malamat, in E. S. Frerichs and L. H. Lesko, eds.. Exodus, the Egyptian 
Evidence (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1997), 18. The surviving text in translation runs:

(1) 2nd month of season Akliet, Day 13: Collecting together stone blocks done by the Apiru 

[men . . .]:
(2) Right (side). Received: 4 blocks; 10 decorated blocks; [4] coping-stones(?); [. . .]

(3) 2 brick-blocks; total, 20. The army-men of the Right (side): [. . .];
(4) 10 decorated blocks; 4 coping stones(?); [2] brick blocks; [...].”

A full treatment will appear later.
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48. As for Nebre, see translations (e.g.) by Wilson in ANET, 380-81; with notes, Kitchen, 

Poetry of Ancient Egypt (Jonsered P. Astroms forlag, 1999)1285-90. On Qen's stela, see J. J. Clere, 

Rd£ 27 (1975)’ 72-77 (esp. 76-77).

49. Stela of Setnakht is cited by Malamat, in Frerichs and Lesko, Exodus, the Egyptian Evi

dence, 22-23; for new edition of SetnakhtSs stela, see S. J. Seidlmayer, in H. Guksch and D. Polz, 
eds., Stationen, Festschrift for R. Stadelinann (Mainz; Ph. von Zabern, 1998),363-86, pis. 20-21, 

Beilage 3a, esp. 375ff. (translation and notes).

50. In Assyrian and West Semitic, analogous multiplicity of meaning occurs with the 
limmu (eponym official) and limn (thousand) in Assyrian, plus Ugaritic and Hebrew I'm, with 

shifts between the meanings *people(-group) * “thousand,” and “leader of a thousand,” as is 
pointed out by A. R. Millard, The Eponyms of the Assyrian Empire, 910-612 bc (Helsinki, 1994)19.

51. The detailed studies cited in the above paragraphs are; W. M. F. Petrie, Researches in 
Sinai (London: Murray, 1906), 207-21; G. E. Mendenhall, JBL 77 (1958); 52-66; R. E. D. Clark, 

JTVI87 (1955): 82-92; J. W, Wen ham, TynB 18 (1967): 19-53, esp. 27-33,35 39; Sarna on Petrie, 

Mendenhall, etc,, cf. N. M. Sarna, Exploring Exodus (New York: Schocken Rooks, 1987). 91 t°2; 
C. J. Humphreys, VT48 (1998): 196-213, and then (in reply to L Milgrom, VT49 [1999]: 131-32; 
M. McEntire, VT49 [1999]: 262-64) VT50 (2000): 323-28.

The figures in Exod. 38:25-26 are often thought to enforce a conventional interpretation 
of 603,550 people. Superficially, the 100 talents (- 300,000 shekels) plus 1,775 shekels of silver 

represent V2 shekel (1 beqa) each from 603,550 men. However, the wider context needs to be 
borne in mind; it was not exclusively the men of the squads that contributed to the cost of the 

tabernacle but the entire Israelite community, as is explicitly stated in Exod. 35:4b and 20ff Seen 
in this light, Exod. 38:25-26 bears further examination. We have a division between 100 talents 
(one sum) and 1,775 shekels (another sum). If the number “603,550” men is divided back into 
600 squads Celeph) plus 3,550 men (three thousand, eleph, 550 men), then the 1,775 shekels is 

dearly the personal Vi shekel (beqa) paid — as is said — by the men counted by census, 3,550 in 
number. But the too talents between 600 squads would divide up very neatly as 10 minas (500 
shekels) per squad (60 minas to a talent). So 9 to 10 members of a squad would colleclively pay 

in 50 shekels each (or just over), drawn from their families and tribes, not just themselves (as per 

Exod. 35). However, there were actually just 598 squads (2 short of 600), which would leave 2 x 

10 - 20 minas (or 1,000 shekels) short of the 100 talents. But as there were 5,550 men (not just 
3,550), the extra 2,000 men (at Vi shekel each) fills the gap at 1,000 shekels 20 minas to make 

up the full 100 talents. Thus the figures in Exod. 38:25-26 do not seem to exclude the solutions 

proposed by Mendenhall, Humphreys, etc., for the numbers and organization of Israel leaving 

Egypt.

52. The northern option was advocated by O. Lissfeldl, Baal Zephoii; Zeus Kasios imil Aer 
Durchzug der hraeliten durchs Meer (Halle: Niemcyer, 1932). For a recent refutation of it, using 
Lhe latest archaeological data from the northeast Delta and coastal road, see Hoffmeier, Israel in 

Egypt, 183 87, with references.

53. The Seth os I reliefs were republished definitively (with translation) in the Epigraphic 
Survey, The Battle Reliefs of King Sety I, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak IV (Chicago: OIC, 

*986), 3 22, pis. 3 7; handbook ed., translations and commentary, also RITA I (1993), 6 9, with 

RITANCl (1993), 10-17. On the road from Egypt to Canaan, cf. also A. H. Gardiner, JEA 6 (1920): 
99-116, pis. 11-13.

54. Handy translation of Papyrus Anastasi I, 27:2-28:1, by J. A. Wilson, in ANET, 478.

55. For archaeology of the coast road settlements, N ineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties,
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see E. D. Oren, in Rainey, Egypt, Israel, Sinai, 69-119 (esp. 77-97), for good summary and refer- 
cnees.

56. For Deir el Balah, likewise T. Dothan in Rainey, Egypt, Israel, Sinai, 121-35 (esp. 128

33).
57. On Baal Zephon not being at Ras Kasrun (“Casios”) or Lake Serbonis not being there 

in the second millennium, cf. G. I. Davies, VTS 41 {1990): 161 75. For Baal Zephon at Memphis, 

see Papyrus Salher IV, Verso, 1:6, text- in Gardiner, Late-Egyptian Miscellanies (Brussels: FERE, 
1937), 89:7, and translated by Caminos, Late Egyptian Miscellanies> 333,338, with references.

58. Both descriptions are from I. Beit-Arieh. The first is from BAR 10, no. 4 (July August 
1984): 31, and the second, BAR 14, no. 3 (May June 1988): 35.

59. M. Bietak, in Rainey, Egypt, Israel Sinai, 170.

60. Egyptians in west Sinai in late autumn-winter, not spring summer, cf. date line of 

Year 8 text of Sethos I (ca 1287 or 1283) in Sinai, in 1st Peret day 2, which was about early Novem
ber, in the cool season; translation and notes, RITA 1,53-54, no. 28; RITANC I, 58.

61. For the references to watering places between Suez and El-Markh, see tab. 20,

62. Robinson, Lepsius, and Petrie were all first class early observers of the topography 

and conditions of western Sinai before modern developments. In full, their works are: E. Robin 
son, Biblical Researches in Palestine, Mount Sinai and Arabia Petraea, A Journal of Travels in the 
Year 1838 I (London: Murray, 1841}, with old-style but excellent map of Sinai; [C] R. Lepsius, 
Letters from Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai (London: Bohn, 1853); W. M. Flinders 

Petrie, with C. T. Currelly, Researches in Sinai (London: Murray, 1906). The case for Gebel Serbal 
was eloquently argued by Lepsius and Currelly (in Petrie), and that for Gebel Musa by Robin 
son; a list of these and other candidates (with brief references) is given by I. Beit-Arieh, BAR 14, 

no. 3 (May-June 1988): 36-37. It is very likely that (with a northerly Marah near Suez) the He
brews stopped for camp and water at other places between Ain Naba and Wadi Gharandcl 
(Elim?); but they do not appear in the record simply because they were nameless* unremarkable 
overnight stops, and nothing of note happened there (by contrast with Marah).

63. It is instructive to note variations in the state of such places at different dates in the 
reports cited above. It may also be useful to refer to illustrations of a variety of places here dis

cussed or mentioned* mainly in color* but older ones (like Petrie or Rothenberg) in black and 
white. The publications (and their abbreviations) cited in the list of illustrations that follows 

are:

PS - W. M. F. Petrie, Researches in Sinai (London: Murray, 1906), monochrome plates.

RTEI = B. Rothenberg etal, Gods Wilderness (London: Thames & Hudson* 1961), mono
chrome plates.

RFr ~ B. Rothenberg et aL, Le Sinai (Paris: Kummerley & Frey* 1979), color plates.
BAR-84 - 1. Beit-Arieh, BAR 10* no. 4 (July-August 1984): 26-54, color plates.

BAR-85 - A. Perevolotsky and 1. Finkclstein* BAR 11, no. 4 (July-August 1985): 26-41* 
color.

BAR 88 = I. Beit-Arieh* BAR 14* no. 3 (May June 1988): 28-37* color.

Siliotti ~ A. Siliotti, Guide to the Exploration of the Sinai (Shrewsbury: Swan Hill Press, 

i994)s color shots, etc., often small, but clear.

Sinai Eg = G. L. Steen, A. J. De Nigro, and M. Saad El Din, eds., Sirai, the Site and the 
History (New York: New York University Press, 1998)* color plates.

Meshel - Z. Meshel* Sinai, Excavations and Studies, BAR International Series 876 (Ox
ford: Archaeopress, 2000), studies and excavations; monochrome illustrations.
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I. Lake Serbonis (Sebkhat Bardawil). RFr, pi. 1.
i. Mediterranean Coastal Zone. RTH, pi. 1; RFr, pis. 2-3.
3. Gebd Halal in northeast, west of Qossaima. RFr, pi. 32.
4. Qadesh-Barttea (Ain Qucleirat). RTII, pis. 10 11; RFr, pis. 35 38; BAR-88, 30.
5. Et Tih limestone plateau. RTU, pi. 27; RFr, pis. 40-41; BAR 30.
6. Ayun Musa. Siliotti, 27 Lop. Gebel Sinn Bishar (Tnsi’t Sudr). Rl:r, pi. 33.
7. Ain Hawara(h). RTH, pi. 33.
8. Wadi Gharandel, on west coast PS, figs. 2-5; nearby. Sinai Eg., 52-53.
9. Wadi tyiisjf, PS, figs. 9-30,

10, Wadi Taiyibeh, cliffs. PS, fig. 11.
II. El Mnrkh, buy and tell Y. Aharoni, in The Holy Land/Antiqidty and Survival II, no. 2/3 

(1957), 287 and fig. 4; PTH, pi. 34,
12. El-Kaa, coastal plain (Wilderness of Sin). RTH, pi. 37.
13. Wadi Mukattab (just before Wad: Feiran). RFr, pi. 53.
14. Wadi Feiran. PS, figs. 180-83; RTH, pis. 54-55; Rl:r, pis. 83 84; BAR-88, 34; Siliotti, 3g; 

Meshel, 147, fig. 7; 157, fig. 6.
15. Gebel Serbul. RTH, pi. 57; RFr, pi. 50; BAR-85, 38; BAR-88,32, 34; Mesirei, 15s, fig. 3,
16. Gebd Musa, Gebel Kdtrin, er-Raha. RTH, pi. 49 (RasSafeafa by Gebel Musa; ditto,and er 

Raha plain, BA 1‘ 85, 36/37); Gebel Musa, view from summit, RTU, pi. 53; RFr, pi. 100; 
FAR 84, 50/31; BAR 85, jo 31, 2S/27 - PAR 88, 28 29, Siliotti, 141 42, Gebd Katrin and 
Wadi es-Sheikli (>NE), BAR 85,40/41; G. Musa and er- Raha plain, BAR 84,26/27; Siliotti, 

147 bottom; in part, C. Masoni.P. Alexander, and A, R. Millard, Picture Archive of the Bi
ble (Tring: Lion, 1987), 34-35. Near route from east, Sincti Eg., 11-13; Hanks, 78-79. Various 
views, Siliotti, 11,121-23, -.’G, 138,145,150-51.

17. Dhahab (Di Zahabt). Aharoni (cf, no. 11, above), 290 and fig. 7; Siiiotti, 12center, 87,91; a 
nearby wadi, Sinai Eg., 48-49

18. Ain Hudhem (Hazeroth). RFr, pis. 72, 75, and esp. 78.
19a. Geziret Faraun (at Ezion-Geber). RTH, pis. 40,43, 46 (view anil oldest traces); RFr, pi, 71; 

cf. A. Hinder, Secrets of the Bible Seas (London: Severn House, 1985), pis. [2] [5]; views 
and map, Siliotti, 102-3.

19b. Tabu, southwest of Eilat. Sinai Eg., 134-35.
20. Sinai: Aerial/SatelHte Views. All, west to east,Egyptian East Delta,northeast desert, Sinai, 

anil south Canaan and Transjordan, Siliotti', 4-5. Overall from south, RFr, pi. 113 - RAR- 
84,56; Siliotti, 6. East Delta, north Sinai coast, Tih plateau, Masom, Alexander, Millard, 
Picture Archive of the Bible (no. 16 above), 23; scrubland, Siliotti, 23.
64. For Di-Zahab and Hazeroth, see 110s. 17,18, just above.
65. Cf. C. S. Jarvis, Yesterday anti Today in Sinai (Edinburgh and London: Blackwood, 

1931), 174-75; 3fd ed. (193d), 156.
66. On the quails, cf. A. E. Lucas, The Route of the Fjcothts (1938), 58-63 and references, 81 

(but overstressing Aqaba gulf at the expense of the Suez gulf). On wadi ecology, see Sinai Eg,, 

56-57. Si
67. Probably of the Midianites, the Qurayya pottery is attested at the northeast edges of 

Sinai, at Timna and fleetingly at Elath (Tell el Kheleifeh), as well as from Geziret el Faraun is- 
landatid other sites; also at Rirel-Abd alongthe Mediterranean coast toad,but not otherwise in 
Sinai proper; cf. (e g.) it Rcrthenberg and J. Glass, in |. F. A. Sawyer and D. J. A. Clines, eds., 
Midiatt, Moab, and Edotn (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1983), 65-124, passim, with map p. 70; on
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Qurraya ware and its dating, see P. ). Parr, SHAj 1 (1982): 127-30; in D. I'. Potts, ed., Afaby the 
Blest Studies in Arabian Archaeology [Copenhagen: Museum Tuscuianum Press, 1988), 72-89; 
and in Arabian Archaeology and Epigraphy 4 (1993): 48-58,

68. Source for the tabernacle is Exod. 16-27; 3b; 38—40. For most of the data for this whole 
topic* see Kitchen* El 24 (1993): lie* ’ 3 *, more popular* with color illustrations* is Kitchen. BR 

16, no. 6 (December 2000): 14 21, and in the same issue. M. M. Homan, 22-33, 55-
by. The labernade of Queen Hetcphcres was published by G. A. Rcisner and W. S. Smith, 

A History oj the Giza Necropolis II: The Tomb of Hetep-heres (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1955); a handy photo is in Kitchen, BR 16, no. 6 (December 2000): 18.

70. For Saqqara fragments, see W, R. Emery, Great Tombs of the First Dynasty I (Cairo: 
Government Press, 1949), 58, fig. 30. For early tomb scenes, and Step Pyramid and [letepheres 
fragments, see references in Reisner and Sm 1th, The Tomb of Hetep-heres, 14 (and pi, 3); picture 
and hieroglyph in A. M. Blackman, The i(:s k Tombs of Meir V (London: FES, 1952), pis. 42-43. 
For “Tent of Purification," cf. E. Drioton, ASAE 40 (1940): 1008 (on Grdseloff).

71. Sec D. E. Fleming, VT50 (1000): 484-98, with foil references.
72. The text for El iu the pavilion is in CTA and KTU, no. 4, iv:20 24, translations in 

ANET, 133, or CciS 1,259; cf. Fleming, VT 50 (2000): 492
73. For Keret see Kent A, iii (edge), 159; translation in AtNET, 144; CoS], 335; the “gods go 

to their tents” is in KcretE, iii:i8-i9, translation in ANET, 146: CoS 1,338.
74. The Kothar/I layviu reference is in Aqhat A, 9:32-33, translation in ANET, 151; CoS I,

346.
75. For Egyptian gods in tents, see ANET) 15.
76. For the canopy in Ashur, see reconstruction in W. Andtae, Das wiedererstandene 

Assnr, ed. B. Hrouda, 2nd ed. (Munich: Beck, 1977), 154,156, Abb. 134.
77. O11 the harem decree, standard under the canopy, cf. E. F. Weidnet, AfO 17 (1956): 177, 

7.?, 53; M. T. Roth, Law Collections from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1995), 201.

78. For views of the 111 til mosis [II hail, see (e.g.) IJ. Lange and M I lirmer, Egypt Archi 
lecture, Sculpture, painting, 3rd ed. (London: Phaidon Press, 1961), pis. 137-39

79. On ihe golden tomb shrines of Tutankhamun, see (e.g.) C. Dcsroches-Nohlecourt, 
Tutankhamen (London: Michael Joseph, 1963), 260-65, figs. 165 68,170-71, and detail in color, pi. 
XXVII. For a picture, with cutaway view, and frame witli pall, cf. Kitchen, BR 16, no. 6 (Decem
ber 2000): 16-17.

80. For Harnesses II and III, see Kitchen, El 24 (1993): 121*-123*; M. M. Homan, BI? 16, no. 
6 (December 2000): 22-33, 55 (Ramesses If only),

81. Sahure’s sail is conveniently in W. S. Smith, Interconnections in the Ancient Near East 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 196;), fig. 188,

82. On the New Kingdom boat and sail, see A. Lhote and Hassia, Les chefs d’oenvre de la 
pelnture egyptienne (Paris: Hachelte, 1954), 49, pi. XVIU.

83. On the Theban tomb (217) of Ipuy, see Kitchen, BR 16, no, 6 (December 2000); 21; for 
other references, see B. Porter and R. L. B. Moss, Topographical Bibliography, Ancient Egyptian 
Hieroglyphic Texts. . . .  2nd ed,, In. (Oxford: OUP, i960), 316, (6)1111,

84. On Anubis, see Kitchen, BR 16, no. 6 (December 2000): 10
85. The painted leather catafalque of Istemkheb was originally published by E. Brugsch 

Bey, La rente funeraire tie la princesse Isimkheb (Cairo, 1889); for other references, see Porter and 
Moss, Topographical Bibliography, Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts . . . , I\i (Oxford: OUP, 
1964), 664, no. 7. For an attractive theory that the tahash leather covering was beaded with blue
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Egyptian faience (rather than made of dugong, or other sea creatures), see S. Dailey, JSS 45 
(2000): 1-19; this might define tahash but leaves the leather unaccounted for. That dugong has 

been known and used in Sinai is attested down to last century; see Petrie and Currelly, in Petrie, 
Researches in Sinai, 235 top, 264 end (miswritten as “dudong”). For references tor early use of 

dugong on the other side of Arabia (ca. 4700 2000), see Kitchen, El 24 (1993): 127* n. 20.
86. For an early preliminary report on the Midianite tabernacle, see B. Rothenberg, 

Titmut, Valley of the Biblical Copper Mines (London: Thames & Hudson, 1972), 150ft and fig. 44 

(= also it! BR16, no. 6 [December 2000]: 20); fora full report,corrected, seeB. Rothenberg etak, 
The Egyptian Mining Temple at Timna (London: Institute of Archaeology UCL, 1988), esp. (in 

summary) 272, 276-78.
87. For the tabernacle compared with other temples, see Kitchen, .EJ24 (1993): 122*123*, 

with fig. 4.

88. For 'agalat, see A. J, Peden, Cd£ 71 (1996): 48-51.

89. For modern translations of the Ramesses IV texts, see A. J. Peden, The Reign of 
Ramesses IV (Warminster: Aris 8c Phillips, 1994), 82,89, or his Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of 
the Twentieth Dynasty, Documenta Mundi: Aegypliaca3 (Jonsered: P. Astroms forlag, 1994), 69

72,97
90. For data and references for the ark of the covenant and trumpets (illustrated), see

Kitchen, El 24 (1993): 124*125* and tin. 37-49, and 121*, fig. 3, for a closely similar "ark” of sacred 
lettuces being carried behind the image of Min, on poles.

91. On the lampstand as LB in design, see C. L. Meyers, The Tube made Meuorah 
(Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976), 39. For other factors concerning antiquity, cf. (e.g.) J. Milgrom, 
Leviticus 1-16y AB 3 (New York: Doubleday* 1991), 10-12,30.

92. On two levels of complementary temple staff, see J. Milgrom,/AOS 90 (1970): 204 9.

93. For the Egyptian references, cf. Kitchen, El 24 (1993): 124* and nn. 35-36.

94. On anointing of priests, etc., at Emar, see conveniently D. E. Fleming, JBL it7 (1998): 
401-14. Oil installation of high priestess at Emar, see D. E. Fleming, The Installation ofBaaVs 
High Priestess at Emar (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992).

95. For the Hitlite ritual of Ulippi, see H. Kronasser, Die Umsiedltmg der sekwartzen 
Gottheit, Sitzungsberichte (Phil. Hist. Klasse) 241)3 (Vienna: Austrian Academy, 1963).

96. See translations of Ugaritic rituals in (e.g.) P. Xella, / testi ritttali di Ugarit, I (Rome: 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Richerche, 1981); J. M. de Tarragon, in A. Caquot, J.-M. de Tarragon, 
and J. L. Cunchillos, Textes Ougaritiqnes II (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1989), 125 238; and now

D. Pardee, Rus Shamra-Ougarit XI1> 2 vols. (Paris: Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 
2000). For discussions of Ugaritic rituals, see J.-M, de Tarragon, Le ctdte a Ugarit (Paris: 
Gabalda, 1980); and most thoroughly, Pardee.

97. For the Egyptian daily ritual, see A. R. David, A Guide to Religious Ritual at Abydos 
(Warminster: Aris 8c Phillips, 1981); for full translation and study of their festival calendars, see 
S. El-Sabban, Temple festival Calendars of Ancient Egypt {Liverpool: University Press, 2000).

98. For other Near Eastern festival calendars, see M. E. Cohen, The Cubic Calendars of the 
Ancient Near East (Bethesda, Md.: CDL Press, 1993b

99. On the tenupa, cf. J. Milgrom, Studies in Culttc Theology and Terminology (Leiden: 
Brill, 1983), 133-38 (relevant Egyptian scene, 136 fig. 1),

too. The scapegoat rituals of Uhhamuwa and Ashkhella are in ANET, 347; cf, study D. P. 
Wright, The Disposal of Impurity (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987), including also later, divergent 
Mesopotamian rites; at Ebla (third millennium), cf. 1. Zatelli, VT48 (1998}: 254-63, plus refer 
ences.
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101. On poverty, e.g., one sheep, not nine, cf. A. Goetze, JCS6 (1952): 101; H. Kronasser, 
Die Sprachej (1961): 152. As for purity of offerings, sec text in AKET, 207-10,esp. §§7, 19; on ex
clusion of foreigners as in Lev. 22:25, cf. 308, 76.

102. For seven-year cycles in Mesopotamia, cf, M, Weinfeld, Getting at the Roots of 
Wellhattsen's Understanding of the Law of Israel on the 100th Atmivesary of the Prolegomena, Insti
tute for Advanced Studies Report no. 14/79 (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1979), 37-38; and 
M. Weinfeld, Sot iiti Justice in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East (Jerusalem: Magnes 

Press, 199s), 75-96,17; 78- At Linar, cf. D. E. Fleming, RB 106 (1999): 8-34.

103. For this section, see the very important study by V. A. Horowitz, j'AOS 105 (1985): 21 
30, where the data are weli discussed and clearly tabulated. For ancient Canaanite background, 
one may also find stimulus in the partly updated study by F. M. Cross, From F.pie to Canon (Bal 

timore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 84-95, but he lias not yet shaken off the obsolete 
view that takes the tabernacle no further back than David’s reign; the impact of the Egyptian 
data alone forbids this low daling, and the new Mari data also point much further back. It may 
be worth adding here that in Sinai acacia wouldbe the natural wood to Lise for building the ta 

bernacle; objections on its supposed rarity there fail to take account of the massive destruction 
of Sinai acacia by Egypt’s Ottoman government in the early nineteenth century (cf. A. P. Stanley, 

Sinai and Palestine [London: Murray, 1905], 2;). Ohoiiab and Bezalel, the two Hebrew crafts
men, are what we would expect from Ramesside Egypt, where foreigners with nil manner of 
skills were valued and employed. One finds generations of carpenters, goldworkers, copper 

smiths, sculptors, chief craftsmen, and leading draftsmen in Egypt (D, A. Lowlc, OrAnt 15 
[1976]: 91 106, pis. I-II); cf. the lists given in W. Helck, Die Beziehutigert Agyptenszu Vorderasien 
tut3, und2, Jahrtauseitd v. Che, 2nd ed. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1971), 356-57 (craftsmen), 
and 353-367 (listing foreigners throughout Egyptian society from Pharaoh’s officers at court 
down to mere slaves),

104. For English translations of many of the Near Eastern documents used in this sec 
tion, see as follows: For the Sumer, Eannatum treaty, see J. S. Cooper, Sumerian and Akkadian 
Royal Inscriptions, /. Presargonic Inscriptions, AOSTS 1 (New Haven: AOS, 1986), 33-39 (La 3.1). 

For the Ur Nainmu Laws, see J. J. Finkelstein, JCS xi (1969): 66 82, and in .\,Y77 3rd ed./Supp. 
(1969), 523-25; Roth, Z.uw Collections, 13 22. On Lipit-Ishtar Laws, see S. N. Kramer in AN FT, 159 

61: Roth, 23 35. On Akkadian, Hammurabi Laws, see T,). Meek in AKF.T, 163 80; Roth, 71-142; 
M. E. J. Richardson, Hammurabi^ Laws: Text, Translation, and Glossary (Sheffield: Academic 
Press, 2000). On the Ebla/Abarsal treaty, see R. Sollberger, Stttdi Eblaiti 3, tasc. 9/10 (1980), 129 

55. On Elam treaties, and the Naram Sin treaty, in German only, see W. I Iiiir. ZA 58 (1967): 66 
96, esp. 91-95. For north Syria, Mari, see after tab. 27. On the Hiqmepaand Idrimi treaties, see

E. Reiner in ANET, 3rd ed./Supp. (1969), 531-32, The majority of Hittite treaties (in Hittite and 
Akkadian) appear In Beckman, HimteDiplomatic Texts. Mesopotamian (Assyrian) treaties are 

well presented by S. Parpola and K. Walanabe, Neo-Assyrian Treaties and Loyalty-Oaths, SAA11 
(Helsinki: University Press, 1988) (note that in chart 1, p. sxxv,a "Historical Introduction” is 

wrongly included for texts 6 and 10 - this rubric should be deleted, as ihere are no historical 
prologues in this group of texts, nor are any distinguished in the translations as printed). For 

Aramaic texts, Sefire, see J. Fitzmyer, The Aramaic inscriptions of Sefire, 2nd ed,, BibOr 19A 
(Rome: Pontificio IstituLo Biblico, 1995). For Egypt, on the Harnesses 11 treaty with Hatti, sec, in 

English, Kitchen in RITA 11 (1996), 79-85, and commentary in iilTANCII (1999), 136-44.

ioj. Original work by G. E. Mendenhall, BA 17 (1954): 540-76, reprinted as a booklet, Law 
and Covenant ill Israel and the Ancient Near East (Pittsburgh, 1955). In similar vein but more 

iimited in approach and result was K. Baltzer, Dus Bnndesfornutlar (Neukirchen Vluyn:
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Neukirchener Verlag, 1964), in English as The Covenant Formulary (Westminster, lbrtrcss; Ox
ford: Blackwell, 1971); cf. the review by W. L Moran, Bib 43 (1962): 100 106.

106. Works by D, ). McCarthy include his Treaty and Covenant (Rome: Pontifical Biblical 

Institute, 1963; 2nd ed„ 1978) and Old Testament Covenant [Oxford: Blackwell, 1973), Depen
dence on McCarthy negatively by 0, R, Gurney, Some Aspects ofHittite Religion, Schweich Lec
tures, 1976 (Oxford: OUP, 1977), 1, was a strangely uncritical blunder in an otherwise invaluable 
book.

107. M. Weinfcld, Deuteronomy and the Deitteronomie School (Oxford: OUP, 1972; re 
prin L, Winona Lake, lnd.: Fisenbrauns, 1992), 60. This work is much more ambit ions and better 

done than McCarthy, but is fatally tied to nineteenth century assumptions.
108. For his change of mind on differences between the late second-millennium treaties 

and the later group, see M. Weinfeld, /A.\7:> 22 (1993): 115-39; hut lie tailed to notice that this ad

mission destroys the basis of his earlier opus. Then came E. W. Nicholson, God mid His People: 
Covenant and Theology in the Old Testament (Oxford: OUP, 19*6). This elegant little book tried 

to evade the external data completely (he had clearly never seen (lie full corpus of such docu
ments), and failed even to detect both the existence and importance of the Near Eastern/Egyp- 

tian evidence on Hebrew berit, “covenant." For the latter, see extensive treatment by Kitchen, 
UFo 11 (1979): 453-64; and on Nicholson overall, KiLchen, TyriB 40, no. 1 (1989): 118-35, with a 
compact restatement of the external evidence and its pertinence.

109. Cf. A. F. Campbell, Bib50 (1069): 534-35.

no. Cf. Parpola and Watanabc, Neo-Asfyrian Treaties.
111. The attempt Lo make the curses of Deut. 28 dependent on Neo-Assyrian usage was 

made by R. Frankena, in OTS 14 (1965); 122-54, and also by M, Weinfcld, Bib 46 (1965); 417-27, 
who did also poinL out older examples of the themes of curses in Deut. 18, going back lo 
Hammurabi and others.

112. The following abbreviations are used in ibis table: MARI MART Mari Annates de 
Recherches Interdisdphnaires (Paris). ZL Esh =: Zimri lim-Eshnunna treaty, in D. Charpin and 
E Joannes,eds,, Marehnndes, Djptomates et Empereurs (Parts, 1991). GB - Beckman, HittiteDip
lomatic Texts. HB - Laws of Hammurabi of Babylon (e.g., ANt'T, 178-80, curses). R. II, 6c - 

Hittite treaty of Ramesses II,curses. (Slire) I - Fitzmyer, AmrnaicInscriptions afSefire.SAA II 

Parpola and Watanabe, Neo-Assyrian Treaties. SA V - Shamshi Adad V; AN V = Assur- nirari V 
(Assyrian kings), VTE = Vassal Treaties of Esarhaddon (conveniently in SAA li). Kudurrus = 
those mentioned by M. Weinfeld, Bib 46 (1965): 421, Rv = reverse (side).

113. More widely, on terminology, see M. Weinfeld, ]AOS 93 (1973): 190 99; and earlier 

D. R. 1 lillers. Treaty-Curses and the Old Testament Prophets (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 

1964), which still retains much value in correcting outdated views and in linking the subject to 
the later prophetic writings.

114. On use of “bond” oniy before an oath and “bond and oath” after it, sec V. Korosec, 
HethitisckeStaatsvertr&ge (Leipzig: Wcicher, 1931), 26, latter part of n. 2, citing the Suppilutiuma 

1/Shattiwaza (“MatLiwaza") treaties.

115. On segulla/sikiitxt, see in the first instance M. Weinfeld, Bib 56 (1975): 127-28; for full 

treatment, see M. Greenberg, IAOS71 (1951): 172-74; for Ugaritic sglt, see the text in Virollcaud, 
Palais Royal d’Ugarit V (Paris, 196;), 84f. (no. 6v - RS 18.38:7-12), cf. M. Weinfeld, JAOS 90 
(1970): 195 n. 103 with discussion, and using Alalakh occurrences. For Akkadian ssk.ba. see CAD 
15/S (1984), 244-45

116, For constructions of riksu (“bond” like berit) with imprint, “to guard,"cf. CAD 11/N

Part 11 (198a), 43/44; CAD14/R (1999), 353 end. For other aspects of the early date of Hebrew us
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age wrongly assigned Lo late dates, cf, Wcinl'cld’s entire review in Bib 56 (15175): 120-28, of the 
thoroughly misleading work by E. Kutsch, Vt’rhnssung will Gesetz (1973).

J17. Assessments of Moses are legion; a useful overview is given by D. M. Beegle in ABD, 
4:909-18, with references, and of much of the older theoretical writing by (e.g.) H. Schmid, 
Muse, Oberlieferuitg und Geschichte (Berlin: TSpelmann, 1968).

118. O11 the birth legend of Sargon of Akkad, latest translations, see B. R. Rosier in CoS I, 
461; J. G. Westenholz, Legends of the Kings of Akkcuie (Winona Lake, I ltd.: Eisenbramis, 1997), 3(5
19. The Moses birth narrative in one short passage has at least six words that are of Egyptian or

igin (New Kingdom period); thus, it is not directly taken from the Mesopotamian story of 
Sargon (cf. Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 138-40). One may add the totally different literary format: 

Sargon is casl as a first-person address to the reader, while Exod. 1 is a retrospective narrative. 
Cf. also the discussion by A. R. Millard, BAR 26, no. 4 (Inly-Augusl 2000): 51-55.

119. On the equivalences that operate when Egyptian consonants were reproduced in 
West Semitic alphabetic script, see Muchiki, Egyptian PN; on the reverse process, sec J, E. Hoch, 
Semitic Words in Egyptian Texts, New Kingdom... (Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1994). 

The ablest advocate for “Mose(s)" being of Egyptian origin was J. G. Griffiths in JNES12 (1953): 
225-31; using cuneiform (Akkadian) data is invalid, because of the ambiguities for expressing 

sibilants in that script, For -ntasu as transcript of Egyptian “Mose," cf. (e.g.) (A)man-masu, 
“Amen-mose,” on a seal impression of his in “Hittite” hieroglyphs and in cuneiform from the 

archives of Ugal it; see C. F. A. Schaeffer and E, Laroche, in Ugaritica III (Paris: Geuthner, 1956), 

42-47> 141-45.and figs. 67-70 (pp. 47-51).
120. The text, of this letter is published by Sir A. H. Gardiner, Ramesside Administrative 

Documents (London: OUP, 1948), 14-15 (my own translation in the text, also my emphasis). First 
pointed out by S, Sauneron and J. Yoyotte, Rd£ 7 {1950): 67-70; for a recent translation, cf. also 
Wcnlc, Letters from Ancient Egypt, 36, $34.

121. On foreigners in high positions in New Kingdom and Ramesside Egypt, see (e.g.) ex 
a tuples in Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens ztt Vorderasiett, 353-58,

122. On the Egyptian treaty with the Hittites and its “history” of drafting, cf. A. J. 
Spalinger, SAK 9 (1981): 299 358; E. Edel, Der Vertrag zwischen Ramses II. von Agyptert und 
Hanusili III von Hatti (Berlin: Mann Verlag, 1997)785 86. Harnesses III made foreigners speak 
Egyptian (Peden, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions, 65),

123. See the useful conspectus given by S. Greengus, in ABD, 4:242-52, with references. 
Various approaches have arisen in recent years. Note the complementarity approach (the vari 

ous collections being anthologies that, in effect, supplement each other), represented by 
R, Westbrook, e.g., in his Studies in Biblical and Cuneiform Law (Paris: Gabalda, 1988) (cf. his pp. 
1-8 on principles); and a “contextual”approach, well represented by B. S. Jackson, Studies in the 
Semiotics of Biblical Law (Sheffield: Academic Press, 2000).

124. The concept of a great overarching “Deuteronomistic” work extending from Deuter 

onomy though Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings was first set out fully by M. Noth in his 
Oberlieferwigsgeschkhtiiche Studien, first issued in 1943, then reissued (without change) in 1957 
and 1967. In English it appeared as M. Noth, The Deuteronomistic History, 2nd ed., JSOTSup 15 
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991). Noth believed in one overall work, by one author, finally produced 

soon after 562 during the Babylonian exile; but other views are also propounded. Some have sug 
gested that the presumed work was the product of a “school” rather than one author; so E. W. 
Nicholson, Deuteronomy and Tradition (Oxford: Blackwell, 1967), and then Weinfeld, Deuteroit 
omy and the Deuteronomic School; there is nothing to commend this “committee” view. Others 

have suggested that there were successive editions of the work, one under Josiah, and then a Ion
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ger edition in the exile. This has been set forth by K M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973), 274-89. For an overall view of opinions on the 
Deuteronomistic History’s own history, see conveniently S. L. McKenzie, in ABD, 2:160-68.

125. For a recent set of papers on “pan-DeuteronisirT (and even indulging in it!), see L. S. 
Shearing and S. L. McKenzie, eds,, Those Elusive Deuteronomists: The Phenomenon of Pan- 
Den teronistn, JSOTSup 268 (Sheffield: Academic Press, 1999).

126. On practical Egyptian obedience via maat, see usefully M. Lichtheim, Mant in Egyp
tian Autobiographies and Related Studies, OBO 120 (Freiburg: Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Rupprecht, 1992).

127. For Mari, the Bakram exile, see Dossin, ARM(T) V (1952), letter 27. For deportations 
under Zimri lim, see ARM(T) V, letter 2 (on the 30,000 men); ARM(T) II, letter 67, and IV, let 

ter 4, cf. no. 86; V, letters 29,35, 85.

128. On Hattusil I, see H. Otten, MDOG91 (1958): 83, rs. 11-17.
129. On the texts of Tuthmosis III and IV and Amenophis II, cf. in ANET, 237b, 247 n. 48,

248a.
130. On Mursil II, Years 3-5, in Annals, see R. Beal in CoS II, 85-87.

131. On the Ramesses II north-south-west-east references, see Abu Simbel, in Kitchen, 
RITA II (1996), 67, §4 6, (b), and (with mention of Ramesses III), in RITANC11 (1999), 118-19. On 
settlements, “Field of the Hittites” at Memphis under Ay (ca. 1325), see B. G. Davies, Egyptian 
Historical Records of the Later Eighteenth Dynasty; fasc. VI (Warminster: Arts & Phillips, 1995), 

65: 2109, §818, line 3. For others, cf. S. Sauneron and J. Yoyotte, Rd£ 7 (1950): 67 70, esp. 70.

132. On Shalmaneser I and Hanigalbat, see Grayson, R1MA, 1:184. On Tukulti Ninurta I 
and Hittites, see 1:272. For Tiglath pileser I in his first and fifth years, sec Grayson, RIMA, 2:17, 

24 (with other figures in other years; cf. 6,ooo Mushki, p. 14). For Assurnasirpal II and Calah, see 
pp. 222, 227; Shalmaneser Ills44,400 captives are in Grayson, RIMA, 3:28-29.

133. For scholars who have rightly taken note of the Chronicler's additional data on 

losiah’s reforms, see Nicholson, Deuteronomy and Tradition, 7-15, also citing (p. 9) T. Oestreicher, 
who early on (1920) insisted that 2 Chron. 34-35 be heeded, followed by many others. On the 

whole position of Deuteronomy on several debated topics, see the refreshingly independent 
treatment by J. G. McConville, Law and Theology in Deuteronomy (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984); 

on limits of so-called name theology, see I. Wilson, Out of the Midst of the Fire: Divine Presence in 
Deuteronomy, SBLDS 151 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995).

134. On the Hymn to the Uraeus, see J. Vandier, ZAS 93 (1966): 132-43; on the festival of 
Sokar, see G. A. Gaballa and K, A. Kitchen, Or, n.s,, 38 (1969): 1-76 (hb-hb-ity text, 74-75).

135. On the two magico-medical spells, see C. Leitz, Magical and Medical Papyri of the 
New Kingdom, Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum VII (London; British Museum Press, 
1999), 3 (incantations 5 and 2, pp. riff., 22ft).

136. Correspondences between spells in the Pyramid and Coffin Texts and the Book of 
the Dead were listed by T. G. Allen, Occurrences of Pyramid Texts with Cross Indexes of These and 
Other Egyptian Mortuary Texts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950), io3ff.; cf. 6iff.

137. For the triumph-scene texts of Amun, see G. A, Gaballa and K. A, Kitchen, ZAS 96 
(1969): 23 28.

138. Canaanite words in the Amanta letters can be seen in (e.g.) W. L. Moran, The 
Amnma Letters (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992), passim.

139. On late Canaanite alphabetic inscriptions found in western Palestine, see full collec 
tion by E. Puech, RB 93 (1986): 161-213, and B. Sass, The Genesis of the Alphabet and Its Develop
ment in the Second Millennium b,c. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1988), 51-105.
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140. On the scope of writing in Laic Bronze Canaan* cf. A, R. Millard, in K. Van 
Lerberghe and G. Vo el, eds., Languages and Cultures in Contact, . . . Proceedings of the Forty- 
Second RA1 (Louvain: Peelers, [2000])* 317 26, Whether reckoned as late Canaanite or archaic 
Hebrew, the tenth century b.c. Gezer Calendar tablet (ANE% 320; CoS II, 222J is quite dose to 

classical Hebrew, On Wenaniun, see AN HP 25 29.

141. For the analysis of the 720 years cited by Tukulti-Ninurla I, the 576 years of the 
Kassite Dynasty, and other “long distance” era figures in Assyrian texts, see J, Reade, JNES 60 

(2001): 3-5*
142. On the early Eighteenth Dynasty fortress and work of Horemhab at Avaris, see con 

veniently M. Bietak, Avaris, the Capital of the Ilyksos (London: British Museum Press, 1996), 67 
83 (the Horemhab lintel, 77, fig. Gi),

143. On the vast losses of ancient papyri in Egypt across the millennia (and oilier data 

too), see G. Posener, College de France (Chaire de Philobgic et archeologte egyptiennes), Lefon 
inaugurate, 6 Decembre 1961 (Paris, 1962), esp, 7 12 (documents), 13-16 (sites), also (abridged) in 
Annates (Economies, Socbtes, Civilisations) 17, no. 4 (1962): 63146,

144. The Pi Ramesse wine jar dockets, translated and with notes, are in Kitchen, RITA II, 

285, §167, B(ii), and in R1TANCII, 317, §167, B, respectively,

145. For the “King of Battle” text, see translation by Westenholz, Legends, 119,121.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 7

1. The list of Shoshenq 1 was definitively published (in hieroglyphic original) by the 

Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak 111, the Bubastite Portal (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1954), name rings nos. 73-72, on pis. 4,9A. The Abram identification goes 
back in print to W. Spiegel berg, Aegyptologische Randglossen zum alten Testament (Strassburg: 
Schlesier & Schweikhardt, 1904), 14; then by J. H. Breasted, AfSL 21 (1904/5): 22-36, and in his 
AREIV,353 and nn. a, b (also noted by Erman and Schaeffer), and in /AOS 31 (1911): 290 95; and 
others, often since. Hebrew \ibbir (lit, “mighty one”) applies to humans, angels, bulls, and 
horses; cf. Ugarilic ibr, “bull” (Gordon, UT, 350, no. 39), and CanaaniLe ibr, “horse, stallion,” 

found as a loanword in Egyptian with horse determinative (Gordon, 350, no. 39; Hoch, SWET, 
18-19* no. 3)- On hagr as “enclosure,”see my note in NEASB 43 (1998): 56 n. 2, modifying Hoch, 

S\VET, 235-37, no. 326, on Old South Arabian evidence.
2. A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1964)* 120.

3. On Ur of the Chaldees (early second millennium), see Sir C L. Woolley, Ur of the 
Chaldees (Ilarmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1950), 114-32. For refutation of “northern” Urs in 
favor of the southern one, see H. W. F. Saggs, Iraq 22 (i960): 200 209 (contra Gordon and oth 
ers), and now A. R. Millard, BAR 27, no. 3 (May June 2001): 52 53,57. For the Kaldu/Chaldaeans, 

cf, D. O. Edzard, RLA V, 3/4 (1977)1 291-97; A. R. Millard, EQ 49 (1977)' 69*71.
4. For Sippar-Awnanum (or Amnanum) and Sippar-Yakhru mm, see long since J R. 

Kupper, Les nomades en Mesopotamia an temps des rots de Mari (Paris: Societe dT.dition “Les 

Belles Lettres,” 1957), 52-53, 76 (and n. 4), 77, 88.
5. For people camping by Ur, see Kupper, Nomades, 88; on the Marc-Yamina around 

other towns, see Kupper, 13-15, 56-57.
6. On the range of the Mare- Yam ina* see Kupper, Nomades, 47, for wanderings around 

Mari and Terqa; for wanderings east to the Tigris, see 53; for around Uruk, Larsa, and Sippar, see
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51-52; tor around the “Upper Lands” see 48; for Gebel Bishri* see 47; for Yamkhad (Aleppo), 

Qatna, and Amurru, see 49* 179.

7. For Old Babylonian “itineraries,” cf. long ago W. W. Hallo, JCS18 (1964): 57-88, with 
A. Goetze, 112-19, with schematic route maps, pp. 71,87; see map, M. Roaf, Cultural Adas of Mes
opotamia ami the Ancient Near East (New York and Oxford: Facts on File, 1990), 113.

8. The citation is in Kupper, Nowades, 79, Such movements back and forth rule out the 

objection to a northwest movement by J, van Seters, Abraham in History and Tradition (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1975), 23-24; that Terah was “sedentary” at Ur is merely his as

sumption, not a fact. For ancient Harran, see J. N. Postgate, in RLA IV, 2/3 (1973), 122 25; contra 
van Seters, Harran was inhabited in the third millennium and was an important route center in 

the second, having its own lesser king in the time of the Mari archives. The link between Ur and 
Harran was religious; the cult of the moon god Sin.

9. For ancient Nakhur/Nahor, see L-R. Kupper, in RLA IX, 1/2 (1998)* 86-87 (in French), 
updating ARM(T) XVl/i (1979), 24 (and 14 for Harran); also R, S. Hess, Studies in the Pesronal 
Names of Genesis 1-11 (Neiikirchen VIuyn, 1993), 87-88,

10. On Til-(sha)-Turakhi, under Shalmaneser III, Year 6 (853), trans. Grayson, RIMA, 
3:22,36, 45, 52, 65; and Younger in CoS II, 263-64, 266-67, 269.

11. For Serug/Sarugi, cf. C. FI. W. Johns, An Assyrian Doomsday Book, Assyriologische 
Bibliotliek, 17 (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1901), index, s.v. “Sarugi”; see now F. M. Fales, Cemimenti e 
Catasti de Epoca Neo-Assira (Rome: Centro per la antichit^ e la storia delF arto del vicino 
oriente, 1973), 95; and K. H. Kessler, Untersuchungen zur historischen Topographic N online sopo- 
tamiens nach keilschriftlichen Quellen des 1. Jahrtausends v. Chr. (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1980), 
197-200.

12. As for people bearing place names as personal names, even today in the Liverpool 

(UK) area there are plenty of people surnained Sefton/Sepluon or Fazakerley, names of districts 
in greater Liverpool* The Mart general Mut-Bisir took his name from Mount (Gebel) Bishri 

{MARI 5 [1987]: 163-65).

13. For the Qatna-Mari example, cf. G. Doss in, ARM(T) 1 (1950), no. 77, cf. nos. 24, 46. 

Other such alliances are listed by J. M* Munn-Rankin, Iraq 18 (1956): 94-95. For other references 
for Qatna-Mari, cf. F. Joannas, in MARI8 (3997): 397 and nn. 18-21; for the Qatna-Mari marriage 

documents, see J.-M. Durand, in MARI 6 (1990): 276-98. In turn, Zimrilim ol Mari apparently 
sought brides from both Qatna and Aleppo.

14. The Beni Hasan tomb scene is often reproduced; in color, cf* (e.g.) A* R* Millard, Dis 
coveries from Bible Times (Oxford: Lion, 1997), 58.

15. ForSinuhe rescued by tribal leader and escorted back, “ten men coming and ten men 

going " see the translations: e.g., Wilson in A/V£r,i9, 21* or Lichtheixn in CoS 1,87,81 (with refer 

ences).

16* On East Delta Ro Waty and Avaris, see M* Bietak, Avar is ami Pi Ramesse, 2nd ed* 
(London: OUP, 1986), 228, with references,

17. In BAR 21, no, 4 (July- August 1995): 56-57, R. S. Hendel took it upon himself (“where 
Kitchen erred”) to “correct” this writer, by alleging errors where absolutely none exist, and by 

creating massive blunders of his own. Thus in BAR 21, no. 2 (March-April 1995): 88,1 had stated 
clearly the facts repealed here: there was no Egyptian Delta capital in the period 1550-1300, only 
in the four centuries before this date (and Tan is, 1070-670). Hendel misrepresented this as my 
saying an Egyptian Delta capital existed 2000-200, which is entirely false.

18. For foreign ladies taken in by pharaohs, cf. references of Kitchen, in Hesset al., Oath,
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70, nn. 8-10, On Semites in Egypt, see J. K. Hoffmeier, Israel hi Egypt (New York: DUE 1997), 
chap. 3.

19. Kutir names are well attested in the long lines of Elamite rulers; cf., e.g., in CAH, 3rd 

ed., II/1 (1973). 272 and 820-21. “Laomer” may be for Lagamar, known also at Mari (e.g., J. M. 
Sasson, RAAO 92 [1998]: 114, after MARI7 [1993]: 372, no. 117). That the power and influence of 

Elam was “unprecedented" in the early second millennium and not again is clear for many rea 
sons; cf. D. T. Potts, The Archaeology of Elam (Cambridge: University Press, 1999), 160, 182/186, 

187 table. Note that for the influence evident from the texts, “it is difficult Lo find physical mani 
festations in the archaeological record... [of 3 major sites, KAK] . . .which (would) corroborate 

the enormous influence of Elam at this time” (Potts, 186). On Elamite envoys reaching as far 
west as Qatna, cf. (e.g.) W. Hinz, in CAH, 3rd ed., II/i (1973), 263; Kupper, ARM(T) VI (1954), 
letters 19,22. Cf. also J.-M. Durand, RAAO 92 (1998): 17. (To treat “Elam” here as a reference to 
the Persian Empire of Fifteen centuries later, as some biblicists would do, is mere fantasy.)

20. The name Tudkhalia occurs already in the Cappadocian (Kanesh) texts of the nine

teenth century, and as a royal name with the shadowy Tudkhalia I rather later in time; text and 
references are in E. Laroche, Les noms des Hittites (Paris: Klincksieck, 1966), 191. On the “chiefs” 

and “paramount chiefs”cf. A. Goetze, Kleitiasien, 2nd ed. (Munich: Beck, 1957), 75, with refer 
ences; P. Garelli, Les Assyrietis en Cappadoce (Paris: Maisonneuve, 1963), 63 65 (Anittas), 205 15, 

206 11. 4. For the Anittas text, see E. Neu, DerAnitta Text, StBoT 18 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
1974); in English, CoS 1,182-84.

21. Ainraphel is certainly not Hammurabi; if the r is a graphic slip for d, his name might be 
an Amudpiel (cf. two kings and an official, ARMfT) XVI/i [1979], 60), but this remains mere 
conjecture. My colleague Prof. A. R. Millard suggests Amur--aplam. Shin at (Sangar/Shankhar) is 
Babylonia (area), not Babylon (city). Shinar is a mid-to-late-second-millenniuin term, for Meso
potamia and specifically Babylon ia; cf. long ago, Sir A. H. Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastka 
I (Oxford: OUP, 1947), 209*-212*, and then E. Laroche and H. G. Guterbock, in C. F. -A. Schaeffer, 
ed., Ugaritica III (Paris: Geuthner, 1956), 102-3, Pace Durand, RAAO 92 (1998): 19.

22. For Arriuk (Arioch), cf. latterly the Arriyuk of the Mari correspondence, in J.-R. 
Kupper, ARM XXVIII (1998), 221-28; like his biblical homonym, the home base of this Arriyuk 

too is obscure. Egyptian ijkf (Execration Texts, Mirgissa F.3) is probably also Ar(r)iuki 
(G. Posener, by note to this writer in 1966). The biblical Ellasar is very unlikely to have been ei
ther Ashui (wrong sibilant) or Larsa (no initial ’aleph; transposed r/s), or Ilansura (l/n wrong 
order, and wrong sibilant; contrast Durand, RAAO 92 [1998]: 20), or Telassar (a misreading).

23. Decades ago, at least five other Mesopotamian alliances were known, and duly 
booked by D. O. Edzard, Die “Zweite Zwischenzeit" Babylon;ens (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
1957)* They are (with page references in Edzard following): Eshnunna allied with Akkad and 

three tribes, 105-6,108,121; Malgium (?) defeated a four-power alliance, 157,160; Larsa defeated a 
group of five powers, 108,155,157; and Hammurabi of Babylon defeated alliances of five and 

four powers in his twenty-ninth and thirty-first years, 181-82.

24. The alliances of fifteen to twenty kings in the Mari letter is often cited: e.g., Moran in 
ANETt 3rd ed./Supp., 628- One sly character, Yashub-Adad, changed his allies every few months 

(Moran, 628)! Alliances were sealed by any two rulers through negotiation of treaties; cf. J. M. 
Munn-Rankin, Iraq 18 (1956): 84-95, and for the process, D. Charpin, ARM XXVI/2 (1988), 144, 

179-82,393-95 on tablets 372, 469.

25. Cf. summary by A. Malamat, in BAT 1990 Supp. (1993), 66-70 and references.
26. On eastern kings invading the Levant in general, cf. A. Malamat, in Studies in Honor 

of B. Landsherger, AS 16 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965), 365-73.
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27. On Siirgon 1 nd Narain Sin,<f. C. J, Gadd in CAM, 3rd ed., I/2 (1973), -i 2.3 - 26,441-42, 
with references; texts am translated by A. L Oppeitheim, in ANET. 268 (both); D. Frayne, RIME, 
2:27-31,132-40; R, Kienast, in CnSII, 244-4; (Narain-Sin only).

28. Text of Yakhdun lim, in English, D. Frayne, RIME, 4:604 -8, and in CoS II, 260-61.

29. For Shamshi-Adad 1 in the Levant, sec his text, ANET, 274b; Grayson, RIMA, 1:47-51. 
For the massive expedition srnt by him and his son in Mari to Qalna and south into Syria, see 

detailed presentations in French, by], M. Durand, Les documents ipistolahres iu palais Ac Mari 
II, I.APO 17 (Paris: Edilionsdu Cerf, 1998], 9-34, with listings of up to 21,000 troops (p. 17) and 
Canaanite involvement (p. 29), On the campaign, past Qadesh, mountains Siryon and Lebanon 
to Zobah, and further, of. D. Cfrarpin, RAAO92 (1998): 79-92.

30. For Mari night fighting, sec Durand, Les documents epistolaires du palais de Mari, 11, 

271, 289-90, no. 607.

31. For Egyptian war scenes ending with presentation to the gods, c£ (on art layout) G, A. 
Gabaila, Narrative in Egyptian Art (Mainz: von Zabern, 1976), loff., figs. 7-nc; translations of 
texts in series of scenes are in Kitchen, RITA I (1993), 6-26, passim, and !'i1A 11 (1996), 29-55, 

passim; for commissioning scenes, see RITA II, 55, and W. F. Edgerton and J. A. Wilson, Histori 
cal Records of Ramses III, . . . Medinet Habu, SAOC 12 (Ciiicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1936), 4 (and sets of scenes, 1-104). Zimri-lim gave booty to the gods at Nagar and Aleppo after a 
victory in his Year n'; cf. M. Guichaxd, RAAO 93 (1999): 42, and n. mi, with back reference to

MARI 8 (1997): 832.

32, Cf. divine “credits” in Neo Assyrian an mils, e.g,, in Grayson, RiMA, 3, passim. For a 
summary of the kings’ letters to deities, see P. Miehalowski in R LA VI, 1/2 (19811), 58-59, $10; As 
Syria, cf A. L. Oppenlieini, JNES19 (i960): 133if.

33. On Zakkur’s stela, see ANET, 501-2, or CoS II, 1;;.

34. On the older continuous chronicles, for traces of the Sumerian Tummal chronicle, cf. 

E, SoUberger, JCS 16 (1962): 40-47; in Mari, of the eponym chronicle, cf. M. Birot, MARI 4 
(198;): 219-42; for the Old Hittite chronicles, see references in F. Laroche. Catalogue des textes 
hittites (Paris: Klincksieck, 1956), nos. 8 9,16 18; for Tiglath pileser I, cf A. K. Grayson, Assyrian 
and Babylonian Chronicles (New York: Augustin, 1970), 184 89. The chronicles are well collected 

(in French) by J.-J. Glassner, Chroniques misopotamiennes (Paris: Les belles Iettres, 1993). These 

facts clearly refute the overselective comparison of Gen. 14 only with the later, first-millennium 
chronicles offered by van Seters, Abraham, 300, and in BiOr 33 (1976): 220.

Again, sadly, ii is necessary to correct errors here by R. S Ilendel, BAR 21, no. 4 (July 

August 1995): 56-57. His notes on Elam are misleading, failing to note the extraordinary involve 
ment of Elam westward in this period; “Elam not in Canaan” is merely a negative, and not evi 
dence of noncontact. The supposed alliances of the first millennia in in Mesopotamia are a fal 
lacy; the only powers there then were Assyria and Babylonia (Arabia was not involved!), not the 

patchwork of states found in the early second millennium. The Spartoli tablets are irrelevant 
(late second century b.c.!), about four successive kings with cryptic, ambiguous names attack 

ing Babylon.

35. See already, Kitchen in Hess et al., Oath, 74 77 (with references for publications of 

treaties, 75 nn. 25 2*). and briefly in BAR 21, no. 2 (March April 1995): 54 with note. Again, 
Hencici entirely failed to grasp the import of Lhe data (BAR 21, no, 4 [July-August 199;]: 56), as 
clearly shown by me, in NEASB 43 (1998): 50-51.

36. For .Mari background 011 She treaty in Gen. 31, using Mari text h-359% see J. M. 
Durand, RAAO 92 (1998): 32 38; lie regards the Gen. 31 passage as very archaic, and points out
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bow the Mali counterpart rules out complclcly the old-fashioned J/E partition of this text (pp. 
16, 38).

37. On Kings Aram rum and Aslikur Adad, cf. F. Joan nes, in D. Charpiit and F. Joannes, 

eds., Marchandes, Diplomates etEtnpemtrs (Paris, 1991), 175.
38. On the treaties of Talmi sliarmma and Kurunta, see in G. Beckman, JTJttite Diplo 

matic Texts, SBL: Writings from the Ancient World 7 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1996), nos. 14, 18A, 
C.O11 the essential unity of the narratives in Gen. 20-22, see the careful discussion byT. D. Alex 
ander, Abraham in ike Negev (Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1997).

39. The Hammurabi law is found, e.g,, in CoS II, 338.

40. For I lie Mari text, sec ANET, 3rd ed./Supp,, 545 W; in full, G. Boyer, AEM(T) (1958), 
2-7, no. 1.

41. For oilier Old Babylonian examples, cf, in M. Schorr, Urkunden desaltbabylonischen 
Zivil nndProzessrechts (Leipzig:Hinrichs, 1913; reprint, Hildesheim: Olms, 1971), 16-21,and nos. 

8,9,17, 22: and pp. 43 -45 and tins. 23-26; cf. M, David, Die Adoption tin altbabyhnischcn Redit 
(Leipzig: Weichcr, 1927), 1-2,76-77,84-85; B. C. Stone and D. 1. Owen, Adoption in Old Babylo
nian Nippur mid the Archive GfMttnnum meshu lissur (Winona Lake, Ittd,: Hisenbrauns, 3991), 
3 11, texts 1 8 (38-45). Contrary to van Selers, Abraham, 18-19, the Akkadian phrase mar-biti, 
“son of the house," is not exclusively Late Babylonian; il goes back to Old and Middle Babylo
nian times (cf references, W. von Sodett, Akkadisches Handw&rterbuch (Wiesbaden: Hatrasso- 
witz, 1959-81), 616a, §iob [Old and Middle (omitted in CAD, 2/B, 295-96)]), and David, 101, $1, 
VAT 8947:21 (Middle Assyrian). In any case, the West ScmiLic ben-beytcould be early, regardless 
of tire age of Akkad, mar-biti. At Nuzi, ca. 1400 (between Old and Middle Babylonian), cf. tablet 
H 60, in E. A. Speiser, AASOR 10 (1930): 30-31, no. :.

42. On the Laqipuni/Hatala text, see B. Hrozny in Symbolne Koschaker II (Leiden: Brill, 

1939), 108it.; ASi: I, 3rd ed./Supp., 543, §4.

43. On substitute childbearing in Hammurabi §$145-46. see ANET, 172, CoS II, 344■  4.5; 
earlier, cf. Laws of Lipit-Ishtar, §§24-27 (AWE71160; CoS II, 412-13), for various provisions on 
children by slave substitutes nnd second wives, in legal texts, e.g,, CT 48, no. 67, cited and trans
lated by R. Westbrook, Old Babylonian Marriage Law, AfO Beiheft 23 (Horn: Berger, 1988), 107, 
12;. Nuzi II 67, in Speiser, AASOR to (1930): 31-33. no. 2; ANET, 220, $3. Much that was once 
thought to be comparable in the Nazi records and in Genesis has now to be set aside; cf, (e g.) 
M. J. Selman, TynB 27 (1976): 114-3S, and in A. S. Millard and D. J, Wiseman, eds.. Essays on the 
Patriarchal Narratives (Leicester: 1VP, 1980), 93-136; these papers also serve to correct the wildly 
excessive skcplicisnt of van Seters and others. The texts cited here retain their relevance, and 
have been chosen for that reason. In the early second millenniums two main wives were allow 

able, even full sisters, as for Jacob having Leah and Rachel (Gen. 29; disallowed later, Lev, 18:18), 
At that period Haya-sumu, king of Ilansura, married two sisters, Shim alum and Kiru, as princi

pal wives; cf. J.-M. Durand, RAAO92 (1998): 38. So often dubiously linked with Nuzi in the past, 
the teraphim were mosL likely small ancestral figulines, possibly for divination; cf. the lueid and 

sensible survey by T. I. Lewis, in DDD, 1588-1601, with hill references.

44. For the dialogue-document theory, see G. M. Tucker, IBL 85 (1966): 77-84, followed 
by van Seters, Abraham, 98-wo, Bor such a document in the second millennium, cf. L> I Wise
man, BSac 134 (1977): 130 n, 29, citing a Rritish Museum tablet, in Cuneiform Texts. . . British 
Museum 45 (London, 1964), no. 60; their view is also criticized by H. A. I loffner, TynB 20 (1969): 

35-37 with ti. 23.
45. For the theory of Hittite laws background toGen. 23, see M R. Lehmann, BASOR129 

(19S3): 15 18- For a critique of the equation, see I iofiher, TynB 20 (1969): 33-37. For the Hittite
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laws themselves, see the splendid new edition by H. A. Hoffner, The Lows of the Hittites, a Criti
cal Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1997), and his pp. 54-58,190-91, for '>V|A 47; also, CoS II, 106-19, esp.
111.

46. On this subject overall, compactly, see the careful and judicious study by G. J. 
Wenhani in Millard and Wiseman, Essays, 157-88.

47. For extensive offerings of grades of sheep at Mari, cf. (e.g.) J. Bottero, ARM(T) VII 
(1957), 248-50,346; and texts 224, 263;

48. For Emar, cf, (e.g.) D. E. Fleming, The Installation of Baal's High Priestess atEmar (At 
lanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 135-40; CoS !, 427-31. On Ebla, cf. riluals in (e g.) G. Pettinato and 
P, Mander, Culto ufflciak ad Ebla durante if regiw di Ibbi-sipis (Koine: Istitnto per i’Oriente, 
1979), 45-103, passim (“oviuo/twini” entries).

49. For “The Shipwrecked Sailor,” cf. (e.g.) M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature 1 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 212 (or in CoS I, 83).

50. For the I lammamat texts, cf Breasted, ARE l (1906), 212, §436, and 216, $453.

51. For anointing stones at Emar, cf. (e.g.) D, E. Fleming, Time at Emar (Winona Lake, 

Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2000), 82-87, also with references for such stones at Mari earlier, and of 
anointing these in Haiti. A heroic attempt at documenting “nomadic religion” in the ancient 

Near East was made by if. Klengel, Zwischen Ze.lt taul Palast, Die Begegnung von Nomaden mid 
Sesshaften hit alien Vorderasien (Vienna: Schroll, 1972), 209-13, but significantly lie had to rely 
mainly on Of data, and on very iatc Palmyrene and pre-Islamic and early Islamic data.

52. On Exod. 6:3 taken with a rhetorical negative, see in the first instance W. J. Martin, Sty
listic Criteria and the Analysis of the Pentateuch (London: Tyndale Press, 195;), is 19; and 1 hereaf

ter G. R. Driver, JANES5 (1973): 109, and slightly differently, F I. Andersen, The Sentence in Bibli
cal Ilebresv (The Hague: Mouton, 1974), 102. The objections by Wenham, in Millard and 

Wiseman, Essays, 180, do not seem very convincing; later translators of the OT are often wrong; 
and in Exod. 3:13-16 Moses would have been a near lotal stranger to mast Israelites on his return

anybody could have talked about the God of the fathers; the real “password" was the old 
proper name YHWH (v. 16), which the declaration in v. 15 led up to. Rather many editorial name 

changes seem to be required on his view; they are not impossible, but are they really needful?

53. On Egyptian Amun, an outline summary is In D. B. Redfnrd.ed., Oxford Encyclopedia 
of Ancient Egypt 1 (New York: OUP, 2000), 82-85; fur more detail, see E. Otto in Ld AI (1973), 
237 48 (in German). The trinitarian/monotheistic reference is to the Papyrus Leiden I 350, 
Hymn to Amun, cf. Wilson in ANF.T, 3C8 69; cf. S. Morenx, Egyptian Religion (London: 

Methuen, 1973), 143-44.
54. On the Aten, briefly, see A. R. Millard, in Hess ct al., Oath, 124-25, with references.

55. A. Alt, Dec Gate, der Voter (1929), reprinted in his Kleitie Schriften zur Geschkhte des 
Volkes Israel 1 (Munich: Beck, 1953), 1-78; in English in A. Alt, Essays on Old Testament History 
and Religion (Oxford: Blackwell, 1966), 1-77.

56. On Old Assyrian evidence (twentieth/nineteenth century), cf J. l.ewy, RHP, no 
(1934): 50 56, and briefly in HUCA32 (1961): 41 43. For more thorough detail, sec F. M. Cross, 
HTR 55 (1962): 225 59, and in revised, expanded form in his Canacmite Myth and Hebrew Epic 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973), 3 75, passim. Compare also If Hirsch, AfO 21 
(1966): 56 58; and the review by Wenham, in Millard and Wenham, Essays, 157 88. Also the care 

ful observations by R, de Vaux, in A. Parrot and J.-C. Courtois, eds., Ugaritica V! (Paris: 
Geuthner, 1969), 501 17. For Habra I, cf. Jacobsen apud Cross, Camanite Myth, 9 11. 22 (and cf. 
Akkad, abratu, “mankind,” in CAD, A: 1.4, 64, Old Babylonian period and later), lor discussion 
of Shaddai, cf. Cross, Canaanite Myth, 52 60, with full background materia).
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57. For Apophis and Seqenmre, see ANET, 231.

58. On the “Mosaic period” for monotheism, with a glance back toward the patriarchs, 
see A. R. Millard in Hess et ah, Oath, 119-29, with references. Compare also very brief observa
tions for Moses’ time by L. E, Stager, in M. D. Coogan, ed, The Oxford History of the Biblical 
World (New York: OUP, 1998), 148-49. At greater length, comprehensively, see W. H. C. Propp, 

UFo 31 (1999/2000): 537 75, with a massively damaging refutation of the usual run of sloppy 
shibboleths that are trotted out to “justify” limiting Hebrew monotheism to the Babylonian ex
ile and after,

59. F01 the Cairo Hymn to Amen-Re, cf. Wilson in ANET, 305 (date of hymn), 306, text at 
nn. to and 17; or CoS 1,38.

60. For the fourteenth/thirteenlh centuries we have a Hittite translation of an old 
Canaanite myth about “Elkunirsha,” who is El-qone(y)-iilsa, “El creator of the earth” (cf. full 

formula, with heaven and earth, in Gen. 14:18, 22). For the Hittite text, cf. FI. Otten, MIO 1 
(1953): 125 50, esp. 135ft.; translations in H. A. Iloffner, Hittite Myths (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 

1990), 69 70, and in CoSl, 149. An El-kun Zaphon on aRamesses II stela might be fora similar 
“El creator of Zaphon”; cf. RITANCU (1996)1 13 L So El El yon is not without early analogy.

61. For the fourfold contrast between patriarchal and later religion, cf. G. J. Wenham, in 
Millard and Wiseman, Essays, 184-85. For (5), contrast Moses; for (6), cf. already D. E. Fleming, 

RAAO 92 (1998): 73 and nn, 147-148.
62. For smashed up images, etc., at Late Bronze Hazor, cf. A. Ben Tor and M. T. Rubiato, 

BAR 25, no, 3 (May June 1999): 22, 35-39.
63. On the long-attested cults of Ruda and Apladad, see A. R. Millard, in Hess et ah, Oath, 

126-29, with references.

64. For the Execration Texts, see good bibliography in G. Posener, Cinq textes 
d* envo&tement (Cairo: IFAO, 1987), 1 6. For an English translation of the full formula of a text, 
including typical names of some rulers and lands, see Wilson in ANET, 328-29. For the first 

(Mirgissa) series, see preliminary report by G. Posener, Syria43 (1966): 277 87 (esp. 285 87), and 
fully, Y. Koenig, RdE 41 (1990): 101-25 (esp. 111-13). For the second in date (Berlin), see K. Sethe, 
Die Achtung fe in dicker Fiirsten, Volker and Dinge auf altagyptischen To ngefiissscherben des 
Mittleren Reiches (Berlin: Akademie der Wissenschaft, 1926). For the third set (Brussels from 

Saqqara), see G. Posener, Princes et Pays dAsie et de Nubie (Brussels: FErE, 1940). For a digest of 
the Asiatic names in the second and third series, cf. W. Ilelck* Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu 
Vordemsien imj. und 2. fahrtmisend v. Chr2nd ed. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1971), 44 67, 
with map of places named and locatable, p. 51.

65. There are many translations of Sinuhe; e.g., Wilson in ANET, 19; Lichtheiin, Ancient 
Egyptian Literature, 1:224 (= CoS 1,78) forSinuhe’s rescue. While it is common to treat Sinuhe as 
just a story, the fact remains that its format is nor fiction but that of a tomb biography used for 

literary-political purposes. See briefly D, B. Bedford, Egypt, Canaan, and Israel in Ancient Times 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 83 ("Sinuhe . . . corroborates the archaeological 

picture to perfection”), 85 and n. 81; on the linking of Sinuhe to Middle Bronze II, not I and 
for good, factual reasons — see long ago A. F. Rainey, JOS 2 (1972): 369-408, on “The World of 

Sinuhe” On Sinuhe’s biographical nature, see more fully Kitchen, in BACE 7 (1996): 55 63, for 
the evidence.

66. On linked urban and tribal regimes in Old Babylonian Mesopotamia and at Ashur, 
see W. Yuhong and S. Dailey, Iraq 52 (1990): 159 65.

67. On Laish/Dan in the Middle Bronze Age, cf. (e g.) A. Biran, Biblical Dan (Jerusalem: 
IES, 1994), 47 104; briefly, in NFAEIL, 1:324-26.
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68. On Dothan in Middle Bronze IIB, cf. D, Ussishkin et a!., NEAHL, 1:372-74.

69. On Shechem, see the summary by E. F. Campbell, NBA!11, 4:1349 524 for translation 
of the Khu-Sohek stela, see /WET, 230; for the Execration Texts, see AjY£71 329.

70. On Bethel, cf- Kelso, NEAHL, 1:192-94, and references,
71. For Jerusalem, see the summaries in NEAHL, 2:701-2 (City of David, levels 18B 17), 

and new traces in R. Reich and E. Slinkron, BAR 25.no, 1 (January Febtuaryi99$): 30-33 (also in 
H. Geva,cd., Ancient Jerusalem Revealed, Supplement [Jerusalem: IES, 2000], iff,); also in the Ex
ecration Texts.

72. On “Gerar,” Tell Abu Hureirah (Tel Haror) excavations, cf. E. D. Oren, NEAHL, 2:58c- 
82.

73. On Hebron (at Er-Rumeida), cf. A. Ofcr, NEAHL, 2:606-9; for the tablet, see 
M. An bar and N. Na’aman, Tel Aviv 13/14 (1986/87): 3-12, pi. 1,

74. For the Negev: Middle Bronze i period, see NEALIL, 3:1123-26; for Tel Malhata, MB II, 
see 3:935; lor Tel Masos, ME II, see 3:986; for Tell el Far'ah South, see 2:441.

75. On the work in Beer Sheba, sec NEAHL, 1:167-72; Aharon i s idea (iJA 39 [1976]: 71-74) 
to date a particular well to the twelfth century, and the patriarchs with it, is uncharacteristically 
bizarre, and totally lacks any factual support On Gen. 21:31, see W. J. Martin and A. R. Millard, 

in NBD, 126; also Alexander, Abraham in the Negev, 72-73, For the archaeology, cf. in brief, 
Mazar, ALB 1, 224-26.

76. On Sinithe’s hunters, see the translation in A. NET, 2o,orLichtheim, Ancient Egyptian 
Literature, 1:227; CoS 1,79

77. On Old Babylonian shepherding, seeJ.). Finkelstein, JAOS ss (1968): 30-36, and J. N. 

Postgate and S, Payne, JSS 20 (1975): 1-21; earlier, K R. Kraus, Staatlkhe Viehhaltung im 
altbabylonisdien Lilvde Larsn (Amsterdam: Royal Dutch Academy, 1966); recently, 
M. Yokoyama, Orient 32 (1997): 1 8. Tenth and Abraham may well have controlled tlocksaround 

Ur before ever they went up to Harrun; on the extensive keeping of flocks of sheep and goats at 
Ur in Old Babylonian 1 imes, see M. Van De Microop, BSAg7 (1993): 161-82: for cattle then, cf. 

M. Stol, BSAg 8 (1995): 173-213.
78. Superstition (rods) and selective breeding by Jacob was first instanced by D. M. Blair, 

The Beginning of Wisdom (London: IVF, 19451,12, from a medical background.

79. On “bore the loss" in Gen. 31:39, see J. ). Finkelstein, JAOS *8 (1968): 33-35.
St). For Hammurabi, see translations in, e.g, A NET, 177; CoS 1,350.
81. Text of Year 38 of Hammurabi is in M. Schorr, Urkunden ties aitbabylonischen Zivil 

urtd Prozessrechts (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1913; reprint. New York: Olms, 1971), 216, no. 158.

82. Other references are in Postgate and Payne, JSS 20 (1975); 9-10.
83. For the Hebron sheep/goat tablet, cf. M. Anbarand N. Naaman, Te! Aviv 13/14 (1986/ 

87): 3-12, pLi,

84. For the Old Assyrian caravan letter, cf. P. Garelli, Les Assyrians en Cappndoce (Paris: 
Maisonneuve, 1963), 106-7, 202-3,

8;. On the Fayum camel skull, cf. O. H. Little, Bulletin de I'lnstitut il’Egypte 18 (1935-3,6):
215.

86. For the Byblos figurine, cf. P. Montet, Bybios etl’Egypte (Paris: Geuthner, 1928), 91 and 
pi. 52, no. 179; against Albright’s denial (JBL 64 [1945]: 288, because of no hump left), cf. also 
R. de Vaux, JLB 56 (1949): 9, tin. 4-5.

87. On the jawbone, cf. de Vaux, RB 56 (1949): 9 n. 8. For recent examples in Canaan, 
Early Bronze to Late Bronze, see C. Grigson, in T. Levy.ed, The Archaeology oj Society in the 
Holy Land (London: Leicester University Press, 1995), 259 and references, 573-76.
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88, On the north Syrian seal, see E. Porada, Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 36 (1977):
16.

89. See the lexical mentions in CAD 7/I-J (i960), 2, plus W. G. Lambert* BASOR 160 

(i960): 42-43 (and eliminating a supposed Alalakh example),
90. For the Memphis (Rifeh) figurine, see W. M. F. Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh (London: 

BSAE, 1907), 23, pi. 27; Albright's attempt to lower its date [JBL 64 [1945]: 287-88) can be dis 
missed because he offers no evidence. The same comment applies to the grudging paper by 

B. Midant-Reynes and F. Braunstein SiJvestre, Or 46 (1977): 337-62 (Rifeh, 361), a criticism ap
plicable also to I. Kohler, Zur Domestikation ties Kamels (Hannover: Tierarztliche Hochschule, 

1981), and in BA 56, no. 4 (1993): 183 (uncritically following an outdated remark of Albright back 
in 1942!); such writers seem quite incapable of distinguishing between dominant livestock (e.g., 
cattle/sheep and goats/donkeys) and insignificantly marginal animals like the camel.

91. On the Qurraya ware figure, see M. Ingraham et aL, Atlal 5 (1981): pi 79:14 (and P, J. 
Parr, in D. T. Potts, ed„ Araby the Blest [Copenhagen: University Press, 1988], 86).

92. On the incised drawing of a camel on the dish from Pi-Ramesse, stratum B 3, see 
E. Pusch, Agypten midLevante 6 (1996): 107 18 (date, early Thirteenth century, 116-17), with figs. 

3-7*
93. For wider references, including for the third millennium, see further M. Rip insky, 

}EA 71 (1985): 134-41; Kohler, Zur Domestikation des Kamels, and P. Rowley-Conwy, fEA 74 
(1988): 245-48, and G. R. Stone, in Buried History 27 (1991): 100-106, and 28 (1992): 3-14, al
though not ail the examples they cite are now valid. Also, more widely, J. Zarins, ABDt 1:824 26. 
On Nubian evidence of the camel within ca. 1040-770, from calibrated radiocarbon-dated dung, 
see Rowley Conwy, 245-48*

94. The Mari document on Laish, Hazor, and Kaptara were first cited by A. Pohl, Or 19 
(1950): 509 (not exactly); published fully by G* Dossin, RAAO 64 (1970): 97ff. For English ver 

sionand commentary, see A. Malamat, IEJ 21 (1971)131-38, (esp. 34ft), and as app. §3, in Y. Yadin, 
Blazon Schweich Lectures, 1970 (London: OUP, 1972), 207.

95. For Egyptian Keft(i)u, see in detail J. Vercoutter* VEgypte et le monde egeen 
prehellenique (Cairo: 1FAO, 1956), 38-51 (texts before 1480 b.c,), 106-15 (meaniiig and history of 
the word); also J. F. Quack, Agypten tmd Levante 6 (1996): 75-81, passim.

96. On the Middle Minoan pottery at Hazor, see Y Yadin, Hazor II (i960), 86, pi. 115:12-13; 

briefly, A. Malamat, JBL 79 {i960): 18-19.
97. The frescoes at Alalakh are in Sir C. L. Woolley, A Forgotten Kingdom (London: Pen 

gu in Books, 1953), 76 andpl, 6(a),and in his Alalakh (London: Society of Antiquaries, 1955), 228

34, pis. 36-38.

98. For Tel Kabri frescoes, cf. briefly A. Kempinski, NEAHL, 3:841, and references.
99. The most convenient summary of the Minoan type frescoes in Egypt at Avaris is by 

M. Bietak, Awris, the Capital of the Hyksos (London: British Museum Press, 1996), 73 81; more 
detail is given in papers in W. V. Davies and L* Schofield, eds., Egypt, the Aegean, and the Levant 
(London: British Museum Press, 1995). For original reports, largely in German, see studies in 
M. Bietak, ed., Agypten mid Levante 4 (1994); 5 (1995); and 8 (1998): passim.

100. For Cypriot pottery at Megiddo, see R. Amiran, Ancient Pottery of the Holy Land 
(New Brunswick, NJ.: Rutgers University Press, 1970), 121-23, pi. 37* at Tell Jemmeh, see G. W. 
Van Bcek, in NEAHLf 2:668; at Tel Haror, along with the “Minoanizing” chalice, sec E, D. Oren, 
in NEAHL, 2:581.

101. The vast preponderance of West Semitic "Impertective” names was made clear by me 
with appropriate figures, in BAR 21, no. 2 (March April 1995): 90, 92, in reply to the totally
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wrong claims by P. K, McCarter, in H. Shanks, ed, Ancient Israel (Washington, DC: BAS, 1988), 
11. The facts were then perversely misconstrued by R. S. Hendel in BAR 21, no. 4 (July August 
1995): 57, glossing over the evidence entirely. For the use of the term “Amorite Iinperfective ” see
I. J. Gelb, La lingua degli Amoriti, Atti della Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rendiconti» series 8/ 
13, fasc. 3 4 (1958), 156 58 (“imperfettivn”); H. R. Huffmon, Amorite Personal Names in the Mari 
Texts (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1965), passim; G. Buccellati, The At nor ties of 
the Ur III Period (Naples: Islituto Orientale di Napoli, 1966), passim. Contrast, e.g., the 
“Amorite” form Yasmah-(X) with Akkadian Ishme-(X).

102. 1. J. Gelb et al., Computer-Aided Analysis of Amorite (Chicago: OIC, 1980).

103. Ugaritic names are in F. Grondahl, Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1967).

104. Phoenician names are in F. L. Benz, Personal Names in the Phoenician and Punic In
scriptions (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1972); for Old/Imperial Aramaic, see 
M. Maraqten, Die semitischen Personennamen in den alt- und reichsa mnUiische j 1 Inschrifien a us 
Vordemsien (Hildeshciin: Olms, 1988),

105. The name Ab sharru at Beni Hasan must be so read, because it is written 111 the same 

conventions as are the almost contemporary Execration Texts; transcripts such as “Ibslia” or 
“Absha”are wrong. For Ab-ram(u), “the Father is exalted”c£ (e.g.) Hoch, SWET, 495: E47.

106. On Zabilanu in tlie Execration Texts, see Sethe, Achtung feindlicher Purs ten, 47: e.6; 
on Zabilu-Haddu, sec Posener, Princes et Pays d Asie etde Nttbie, 73: E.16; on the Old Babylonian 
wage list, see A. Goetze, BASOR 95 (1944): 23-24: B.16, 26; at Mari (Zubalan), sec M. Birot, refer 
ences, in ARM(T) XVI/i (1979), 238.

107. On Asher, (JJacob, (Is)sachar in the Papyrus Brooklyn 13*1445 of ca. 1730, see W. F. 
Albright, /AOS 74 (1954): 229, 231 nos. 23 arid 37, and 227 no. 13 respectively.

108* For the mysterious Phicol, the Hittite Pig/k names include one Pigal-harali 
(Laroche, Les twins des Hittites, 142, no. 990).

109* The Anatolian- named Kukun inscribed an obelisk at Bybios in the early second mil 
lennium; see references by Kitchen in D. J. Wiseman, ed., Peoples of Old Testament Times (Ox

ford: OlIP, 1973), 72 n. 24.
no. For possible Carian background, see J. Ray, VT36 (1986): 358-61, In the second mil 

lennium, Caria was most likely tire Karkiya/Karkisha of tlie Hittite state archives (references are 
in G. E del Monte and J. Tischler, RGTC6: Die Ons- und Gewcissenutmen der Hethitischen Texte 
[Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1978], 182-83, and del Monte, RGTC 6/2, Supplement [1992J, 67). As 
Qarqis(h)a, this land recurs among the Hittite allies that opposed Ramesses II at Qadesh in 1275 
(for translation, see Kitchen, RITA II, 2,4,16). For a probable Carian location for Karkisha, cf.

J, D, Hawkins, AnSt48 (1998): 29 30 with n. 184,and P. Mountjoy,50; supported by being linked 
to Iyalama (del Monte, 67), which became classical Alinda (Hawkins, 26). See map in Kitchen, 
RITA 111 (2000), 570-71.

111. For Mycenaean Greek Pa-ku-ro and Gk. Baikulos, see M. Ventris and J. Chadwick, 

Documents in Mycenaean Greek (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1956; reprint, 1959), 
422, with references.

112. For Greeks in Greece from ca. 2000, cf. (e.g.) J, L. Caskey, CAH, 3rd ed., ll/i (1973)*
138-40.

113. For the predynastic period and First/Secojid Dynasties, see Redford, Egypt, Canaan, 
and Israel, 17-48; and on specific topics, the essays in E. G M. van den Brink, ed., The Nile Delta 
in Transition: Fourth-Third Millennium b.c. (Tel Aviv: E. C. M. van den Brink, 1992)5345 485. On 
the Old Kingdom, see Redford, 48-58, 63 64.
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114. For a comprehensive, detailed, and judicious review of Semites in Egypt during the 
First and Second Intermediate Periods and the Twelfth Dynasty in between, see IIoftmeier, Js- 
rnel in Egypt, 52-76; see also 77-106 for a concise, up-to-date survey of data and views of the Jo
seph narrative.

115. For Merikare on die East Delta, cf. translations in Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 54-55; 

earlier, AN£'1J 410 17, or Lichlheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 1:103-4; CoS 1, 6t 66. On 
Sittuhe, see ANET, 19; I.iclitheim, 1:224; CoS I, 77.

116. For the annals of Amenemhal II and mentions of Asiatics, in German, see 
11. Aitenmtiller and A. Mottssa, .SAK 18 (1991): 1 48; lor note of Asiatics therein, see Kitchen, in 

I less et al., Oath, 79, and I loffmeier, Israel in Egypt, 61, 73 nn. 81-83.
117. Ior Semites in Egyptian service (in temples,private households, l*Lc.),scc G. Posener, 

Syria 34 (1957): 151-55, For the data in Papyrus Brooklyn 35.144S on SemiLes in Egypt, their 
names, and on the prison service, see the publication by W. C. Hayes, A Papyrus of the Late Mid
dle Kingdom (New York: Brooklyn Museum, 1955), along with papers (on foreigners) by W. F. 

Albright, /AOS74 (1954): 222-33, and G. Posener, Syria 34 (1957); 147-63.

118. The Hammurabi information is in ANET, 170,175,176; CoSIl, 343,348,350. For Mart, 
see G, Boyer, ARM(T) VII1 (1958), 23, no. 10:1-4. On other Old Babylonian tablets, see (e.g.) 
M. van de Mieroop, AfO 34 (1987J, 10,11, For a list of other Old Babylon ian slave prices within 
fifteen/thirty shekels, see A. Palkenslein, Die neummerische Gerichtsttrkunden I (Munich: Beck, 
1956), 88 n. 5 end.

119. For prices [and some extreme variations, from two-Lhirds of a shekel lip to fifty-fives 
shekels), under the Third Dynasty of Ur, see Faikenstein, Die neusumerische Oerichtsurkunden, 
88 90. For particular classes within a range often to fifteen shekels (ten cases), and twenty she 
kels (four cases), plus other extremes, see D. O. Edvard, Sumerische Reehtsurkundeti des III. 
Jahrtausends (Munich: Beck, 1968), 87, tab. 5 with references. For a similar situation under the 
previous empire of Akkad, cf.!, Mendelsohn, Slavery in the Ancient Near East (New York: OUP, 
1949), 117 and 155 n, 164.

120. Dir Nuzi, sec B. L. Etchler, Indenture at Nazi (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1973), 16and 11. 3;, and texts listed on 17-18, On Ugaril.cf, Mendelsohn, Slavery, 118 and 155 n. 181.

121. For Assyria, see list in C. H. W. Johns, Assyrian Deeds and Documents III (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1924), 542-46.
122. For Neo Babylonian and Persian period prices, cf. B. Meissner, Bdbylonien und 

Assyrien I (Heidelberg: Wittier, 1920), 365-66, and his Wartnpreise in Sabylonien (Berlin: 
AJtndemic dcr Wissenschaften, 1936), 35-36; Mendelsohn, Slavery, :17 and 155 n. 174,

123. The attempt by R. S. Hendel, BAR 21, no, 4 (July August 1995): 56, to wriggle out of 

the data given here and previously is entirely misguided. The fifty-shekel dedication rale in Lev, 
27:3 is not a slave sale (and so is irrelevant), hut die cash substitute fora dedication. Again, it is 

mistaken to class Joseph as a boy under the twenty-shekel rule of Lev. 27:5 — at seventeen, he 
was no mere child; and in any case, before 2000, under Ur ill, a man sold his son for twenty she 

kels (Vi mina) as did another man at Larsa (nineteenth/eighteenth centuries) - so Leviticus, 
600 years later, is irrelevant to Joseph’s situation. For these Ur and Larsa examples, see 

Mendelsohn, Slavery, 6,8, giving both texts in full (RTC 17; YBT VIII 8).
124. For a full presentation of the data on these names, with references, see Kitchen, in 

Hess et ah, Oath, 80 86.
125. A. R. Schulnian, SAK 2 (1975): 241.
126. The suggestion by Muchiki, Egyptian PN, 224-25, to interpret as Djei(ai) Nute(r) 

pa 'ankh is good phonetically, but H has no exact equivalent. Djefai + Deity is good (and of
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Old and Middle Kingdom date). But it is rare; the pa does not fit; and the atikh attached in just 
one case is a servant s compliment to his boss* Djefai Hapi (“May Djefai Hapi live!”; H. Ranke* 
Die altiigyptische Personennamen I [Gliickstadt: Augustin* n.d.], 406:17). This last example has 
no equivalent elsewhere, and has no pa element. So this suggestion remains unlikely. His ob 
jection to elision of (’i) is also invalidated by the example of Pithoni (Pi

127. For the list of servants in 1730* see Hayes, A Papyrus, 87-109,

128. See for the First Intermediate Period, Bietak, Aram ami Pimmesse, 228-29 (sherds; 

mention by Ameneinhat I), plus Bietak, Avaris, 7, 9-10 (Amenemhat Ts text; Middle Bronze I 
sherds). For the Middle Kingdom, cf. M. Bietak, in A. F. Rainey, ed., Egypt, Israel Sinai (Tel Aviv: 

University Press, 1978), 41-56.
129. Semitic kings within the Thirteenth/Fourteenth Dynasties, King(s) Khendjer (Se 

mitic Khanzir, “boar, pig”; wrongly called “Hyksos” by Hoch, SWET, 254) and Babnum 
(Naplanum[?]) and others; m Turin Papyrus of Kings, Kitchen, RITA II, 545. 547; for monu
ments of Khend jer, see J. von Beckerath, Untersuchungen zttr politischen Geschichte tier zweiten 
Zwischeitzeit in Agypten (Gliickstadt.: Augustin, 19653,49 51.

130. On East Delta cattle pastures, in Kamose’s texts, see Wilson in AiVET, 232and n. 5.

131. For Papyrus Brooklyn, see n. 117 above.

132. On other Semites in Egyptian employ, cf. G. Posener, Syria 34 (1957): 154-55, for the 
Middle Kingdom. Chief craftsmen “David” and Epher were found on a Thirteenth Dynasty 
stela in the National Museum in Rio de Janeiro; for study and references, see Kitchen, in 
$, Israeli Groll, ed., Studies in Egyptology Presented to Miriam Lichtheim II (Jerusalem; M agues 
Press, 1990), 635-39.

133. Fora catalogue of scarab seals of Hur (or “Har”), see G. T. Martin, Egyptian Adminis
trative and Private Name Seals,. . . Middle Kingdom ... (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 1971), 78 85, 
nos. 984-1088a, with plates.

134. For scenes of appointment and promotion of high officials, see material collected by 
D, B. Red ford, The Biblical Story of Joseph (Leiden: Brill, 1970), 208-13, with important 

ameliorations from Kitchen, Or Ant 12 (1973): 240-41; cf. further review by HofFmeier, Israel in 

Egypt, 91-93
135. Horse remains of late Thirteenth Dynasty (just pre-Hyksos) were found at the for

tress of Buhen in Nubia; cf. note by R. O. Faulkner, fEA 45 (1959): 1-2.

136. Classic study of importance of dreams (and use of dream-interpretation manuals) 
in the biblical world is by A. 1 Op perihelia, The Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near 
East (Philadelphia; American Philosophical Society, 1956); cf. also J, M. Husser, Dreams anti 
Dream Narratives in the Biblical World (Sheffield: Academic Press, 1999).

137. Papyrus Chester Beatty III is published by A, H. Gardiner Hieratic Papyri in the Brit 
ish Museum I-II (London: British Museum, 1935), 7-23, and pis. ;-8a, i2-i2a.

138. On the harfttmmim, in Egyptian, cf. Lhe details given in Kitchen, RITANCl, /-I5 46, 
with references.

139. On cup divination, see references in NBD, 715-16.
130. On no years at death, an Egyptian ideal for 3,000 years, see data collected by J. M. A. 

Janssen, OMRO 31 (1950): 33-41 {clustering under Ramessides, seventeen out of twenty seven 

occurrences).
141. For burial customs in Canaan, Chakolithic to Iron II, see standard manuals, e g., 

Mazar, ALB I, passim, or A. Ben Tor, ed„ The Archaeology of Ancient. Israel (1992), passim.
132. On Canaanites and burials at Tell el-Dab a, cf. Bietak, Avaris, 10 21, tiff
143. For Abdu’s coffin and Nahrr lari's dagger, see G. Daressy, ASAF 7 (1906): u8 19, and
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plate (dagger); P. Lacan, Sarcophages antirieurs au Noteeei Empire [! (Cairo: Service des 
Antiquites, 1906), 86-87, pis, 19:1-2, CGC no, 28108 (box coffin).

144. On saris, sha-reshi, see Kitchen, JEA 47 (1961): 1S0, with earlier references, and now 

GAD14/K (2001), 296.
145. On shesh and Wrsas Egyptian loanwords for linen, see Muchiki, Egyptian PN, 257 58 

and 240 respectively,
146. On Caphtorim; in cuneiform, Kaptara, already in the early second millennium; cf. 

tin trade then involving Kaptara, Ugarit, Mari, Hazor, and others, with references, in 
A. Malamat, Mari and the Early Israelite Experience (London; OUP and British Academy, 1989), 
56ff. In later second millennium, as Kptr in Ugaritic texts, see Gordon, UT, 3:422, no. 1291. For 
Kition (origin of “Kittin G), cf. archaeology and general introduction in V. Karageorglris, Kition 
(London: Thames & Hudson, 1976).

147. On sites from the “patriarchal period,” cf. above, p. 335.
148. On the citation from Shamshi Adad I, cf. CAD 3/D {1959), 115: darn A.

149. One can see the kinds of figures available to Shamshi-Adad I’s scribes in the final 

ediLion of the Sumerian king list, coming down to the Isin/Larsa dynaslies to his own time (cf. 
T. lacohsen. The Sumerian King List [Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1939), 115 27, for 

reigns there reckoned after the dynasty of Saigon of Akkad), A copy of the Sumerian king list 
was actually discovered at Tell Leilan, ancient Shubat-Enlil, a seat of Shamshi-Adad ! (seeC.-A, 
Vincente, ZA 85 [1995]: 234-70), so his scribes did have access to that list.

150. For a full edition of the tomb inscriptions of Mose (Mes), see G. A. Gaballa, The 
Memphite Tomb-Chapel of Mose (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977); a handbook translation of 

die main text is in Kitchen, RITA III (2000), 307-12.
ljl. On the Berlin genealogy, cf. Kitchen, Third hit. I’d. (1996), 189 90.

152. On the king list of Ugarit, cf. Kitchen, UFo 9 (1977/78): 131-42; and translation (with 
additional references) by K, L. Younger, in CoS I (1997), 356-37,

153. For the latest translation of the Palermo Stone, see T. A. II. Wilkinson, Royal Annals 
of Ancient Egypt, the Palermo Stone and Its Associated Fragments (London: Kegan Pan!, 2000). 

For the fragment of the annals of Anienemhat II (in German), see H. Altenmriller and 
A. Moussa, SAK is (1991): 1 48. On the New Kingdom rulers, see Breasted, ARE II III (1906) 

(old); for the Eighteenth Dynasty, more reeent, see B. Gumming and E. G. Davies, Egyptian His
torical Records of the Later Eighteenth Dynasty (Warminster; Aris & Phillips, 1982-95), fasc. I - 111 
and IV-VI respectively; on the Nineteenth Dynasty, see Kitchen, RITA I IV (1993-2003) (plus 
R ITA VG i IV for notes), and sampling, B. G. Davies, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the Nine

teenth Dynasty (Jonsered, Sweden: P. Astrornsforlag,i997); for a sampling of the Twentieth Dy
nasty, Ramesses III XI. see A. ). Peden, Egyptian Historical Inscriptions of the Twentieth Dynasty 

(Jonsered, Sweden: P. Asti Sms tor lag, 1994). For later periods, references are in Kitchen, Third 
htt Pd. (1996), passim,

154. A large run of Sumerian and Babylonian royal texts are in RIME/RIMB, down to end 
of the Old Babylonian period; Assyrian royal texts arc in KflWA 1-3 (so far), before Tiglath- 
pileserlll; for his reign asking, sieH. Tadmojr, The Inscriptions ofiigiath pileserlll, KingofAs 
Syria (Jerusalem: Israel Academy, 1994); tor Sennacherib to Assurbanipal, see the old versions in
I.uckenbill, ARAB I II; some modern English selections (including Neo Babylonian) are in 

ANET and CoS II; for Esaihaddon in German, see R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asaritnddons, 
Kiinigs von Assyrien (Graz: AfO; Osnabriick: Biblio-Verlag, 1956; reprim, 19S7); for Assurbanipal 
in German, see R. Borger, Beitriige zitm Inschriftenwerk Assnrhanipals (Wiesbaden: 

I Iarrassowitz, 1996); for other selected texts from all periods, in German, see TUAT f/4.
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15;. On the Hittite royal sources, see Anitlas in CoS I, 1*2-83; texts of Tclipinu, 
Supplilitliuma I and ILHatLusil I I I  arc in CoSI, 185 204; HatLusil I and Mursil I I  arc in CoS 11, 
79-90; treaties are in Beckman, Hittite Diplomatic Texts.

156. Oil Idrimi, see A NET, 3rd ed. (1969), 557-58, and. CoS 1, 479-80 (wrongly classed as 
fiction). For selections of West Semitic texts (Byblos, Sidon, Hamath, Sain’al, Adana, etc.), see 

ANET(1969), 499-505,653-62, and further Aramean, Moabite, Ammonite, Hebrew inscriptions 
in CoS II, 135-83. Azilawala bilingual, Ibr “Hittite” (Luvian) Hieroglyphic text, see J L). Hawkins, 

CHL11,48-58, 69 (translations),

157. Brief texts from Old South Arabiaarein ANET (1955/1969), 506-13; for the annals of 
Karibil Watar I, fully, in German, cf. W. W. Muller in THAT 1/6 (1985), 651-58.

158. A selection fromall periods appears in Breasted, A RE I IV (1906); In r Old and Mid 

die Kingdoms, cf. now M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Autobiographies, Chiefly of the Middle 
Kingdom (Freiburg and Gbttingen, 1988); for Khnumhotep II,see translation by A. B. Lloyd, in 
Lloyd, ed„ Studies in Pharaonic Religion and Society in Honour of J. Gwyn Griffiths (London: 
EES, 1992), 21-36. The Si rube story is in (c.g.) A Ni-'K 18-22, or CoS 1,77-82; Wenani Lin is in (c.g.) 
AjV£T, 25-29, or CoS 1,89-93. The Eighteenth Dynasty is also in Gumming and Davies, Egyptian 
Historical Records. For 1 lie Nineteenth Dynasty, see Kitchen, RITA I, 111, IV, For later years, see 
R. A. Caminos, 77 o’ Chronicle of Prince Osorkon (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1958),

159. For texts of such as Shamshi-flu, Ninurta-kudurri-usur, see CoS II, 277-83, and cf. 
Hadad yithi, “king”to the locals but just a governor to his Assyrian masters, in CoS II, 153 54.

160. FortheNeo Hittite texts, seellawkins, C7/7,71,48-58,69. For an Old Aramaic fun er 
ary text, cf. (e.g.) Si-Gabbar, CoS II, 184-85.

16] All references for the paragraph on Egyptian historical legends are in this note. For 
Papayrtts Westcar, translations and references, see (e.g.) in W. K. Simpson, ed., The Literature of 
Ancient Egypt. (New 1 Liven: Yale University Press, 1972; 2nd ed,, 1973), 15-30, and Lichtheim, An 

dent Egyptian Literature, 1:215 -22. For the stories on General Sisenet and Neferk.ue, edited by
G. Posener, see Rd£ 11 (1957): 119-37, pis. 7 8. On Apopi and Seqenenre, sec Wilson in AS:- i, 230 
32; E. F. Wente in Simpson, 77-80. On the “Capture of Joppa” see Wilson in -'Sis. 22-23; Wenle 

in Simpson, St 84, For the princess of Bakhtaii, see Wilson in ANET, 29-31; M. I.ichtheim, An 
dent Egyptian Literature} (Berkeley: University of California Press, 198a), 90-94 (= CoSI, 134 
36); Kitchen, RITA II (1996), 113 16 with notes and references, RITANCIl (1999), 165-68. For 
tales of Prince Khaemwaset (Setne-Kliamwas), see Lichtheim, 3:125-51. On the Delta cycle of 
Petubastis, a sample is in Lichtheim, 3:151 56; for references and background, see Kitchen, Third 
hit Pd. {1996), 455-61, excursus G.

162. For the Sumerian stories of Gilgamesh.the five main works, find up-to-date transla 
tions in A. George, T7ie Epic of Gilgatnesh, 11 New Translation (London: Allen Lane, Penguin 
Press, 1999), 141-208, with references to earlier publications. Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta is 

In T. Jacobsen, 77ie Harps Thar Once... (New I Iaven: Yale University Press, 1987), 275-319, and 
in CoSI, 547 50. For Lugalbanda, cf. Jacobsen, 320 44; both tales are in J. Black, Reading Sumer 
ian Poetry (London: Athlone Press, 1998). For the Dumuzi texts, see Jacobsen, 1-84. For die 
Etana tales, in Akkadian, cf. S. Dailey, Myths from Mesopotamia (Oxford: OUP, 1989J, 190-202. 
For the legends of kings of Akkad, see ]. G. West:-libel.' Legends of the Kings of Akka de (Winona 
Lake, Tnd.: F.isenbrauns, 1997), for most texts and references for others. Tukulti Niuurta 1 is in 
B. R. Foster, Before the Muses, an Anthology of Akkadian LiteratureI (Bethesda, Md.: CDL Press, 

•993), 209-29 with references, and reprinted in his From Distant Days (Bethesda, Md.: CDL 
Press, 1995), 178-96. For Tiglath-pileser I, see Foster, Before the Muses, 1:236-38.

163. Use of Gilgamesh is included in French versions by R. ]. Tournay and A. Shaffer,
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L’epop^e de Gilgamesh (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1994), passim. Mention of Anum-khirbe is in
H. Cuter book, JAOS 84 (1964): 109; for extracts from siege of Urshu, c£ O. R. Gurney, The Hit 
fires, 4th ed. (London: Penguin Books, 1990), 148-49. On Kanesh and Zalpa, see Hoffner, Hittite 
Myths, 62 63.

164. The Hu man Hittite work on Meki of Syrian Ebla was edited by E. Neti, Das 
hurritische Epos der Freilassung, l, StBoT 32 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1996); cf. now, continu 
ous version by G. Wilhelm, in TUAT, Ergiinzungslieferimg (2001), 82-91. For the Keret and Danel 

epics from Ugarit, see (e.g.) H, L. Ginsberg in ANET, 142-55, and D. Pardee in CoS 1,333-56.

165. “The Shipwrecked Sailor” is in (e.g.) Lichtheim, Ajicient Egyptian Literature, 1:211-15 
(and CoS 1,83 85), and in Simpson, Literature of Ancient Egypt (1973), 50 56. The Fragment on 

the lierdsinan/goddess is in A. Erman and A. M. Blackman, Literature of the Ancient Egyptians 
(1927), reprint edition, W. K. Simpson (New York: Harper, 19663,35 36. For an early ghost story 
fragment, see G. Posener, RdE 12 (i960): 75-82. For “Foredoomed Prince,” see E. F. Wente in 
Simpson, Literature of Ancient Egypt (1973), 85-91; M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature 2 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976), 200 203. For “Tale of Two Brothers,” see Wente, 
in Simpson, Literature of Ancient Egypt (1973), 92-107, or Lichtheim, 2:203 11. For “The Blinding 

of Truth,” see Wente in Simpson, Literature of Ancient Egypt (1973L12732; Lichtheim, 2:211 14.

166. In Mesopotamia, in Sumerian, “Three Ox-Drivers of Adah” is summarized by J. J. A. 

van Dijk, La sagesse sumiro-akkadienrte (Leiden: Brill, 1953)* 11-12, and is partly translated by 
A. Falkenstein in Indogermanische Forschungen 60 (1952): 114 15; cf. B. Alster, Studies in Sumer 
iau Proverbs (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1975). 125 nn, 5 6. “Old Man and Young Girl” is 
translated by Alster, 90-97.111 Akkadian .humorously, “Poor Man of Nippur” is in B. R. Foster, 

Before the Muses IJ (Bethesda, Md.: CDL Press, 1993) , 829-34* and “At the Cleaner's” is in Foster, 
Before the Muses, 1:89 -90, and in his From Distant Days, 355-62; in CoS 1, 49 also.

167. For stories on Appu, Keshshi, etc., see Hoffner, Hittite Myths, 62-68.

168. For “Contendings of Homs and Sethsee ANET, 14 17; Wente in Simpson, Literature 
of Ancient Egypt [197$), 108-26; Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 2:214-23. For "Destruc
tion of Mankind ” see ANET, 10-11; Lichtheim, 2:197-99 (and CoS 1,36-37). For “Story of Astarte 

and the Sea” see ANE'l] 17-18; CoS II, 35-36; Wente in Simpson, 133-36. “Isis and the Sun-god's 
Secret Name” is in ANET, 12-14; CoS 1,33-34 For “Story of the Winged Disc,’* see H. W. Fairman, 
JEA 21 (1935): 26 36. For “A 11 lui r Shu and the Lioness Goddess,” cf. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian 
Literature, 3:156-59. Esna tales, in French, are in S. Sauneron, Esna V (Cairo: IFAO, 1962), 194 

378.
169. For a general account and translations of the Sumerian myths about Enki, see S. N. 

Kramer and J. Maier, Myths of Enki the Crafty God (New York: OUP, 1989); individually, on Enki 
and Nin-hursag, see Jacobsen* The Harps That Once, 181-204; on Enki and Nin-mah, Jacobsen, 

151 66; C0SL516-18; on Inannaand Enki, CoS 1,522-26; on “Enki and the World Order” (- Enki 
and Inanna, “Organization of the Earth .. ”), see C. Benito, “Enki and Nin rualT and “Enki and 
the World Order” (Ann Arbor: University Microfilms), 77 160; on "Enki’s Journey to Nippur,” 
A. A. ATFouadi, Enki s Journey to Nippur: The Journeys of the Gods (Ann Arbor: University Mi
crofilms, 1969). For the Eridu Genesis (Sumerian flood story), cf. Jacobsen, 145-50; and in CoS I, 
513-15, For “Inannas Descent to the Netherworld,” see Jacobsen, 205 32. For “Nanna Suen’s 
Journey to Nippur,” see A. J. Ferrara, Namm Suen's Journey to Nippur (Rome: Pontifical Biblical 

Institute, 1973)* A good series on the myths about Dumuzi is in Jacobsen, 1-84- Akkadian myths 
include: “I si Mar's Descent to the Netherworld” in Dailey, Myths from Mesopotamia, 154-62 (and 
in CoS 1,381-84); Foster, Before the Muses, 1:403-28 (and his From Distant Days, 78-84). On the 
Erra epic, see Dailey, 282-315 (and in CoS I, 404 16); Foster, Before the Muses, 2:771-805. On the
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Anzu myth, see Dailey, 203-27; Foster, Before the Muses, 461-85 (and his from Distant Days, 115
31). On Eiimna Elish, see ANET, 60-72; Dailey, 228-75; Foster, Effort’ the Muses, 1:351-402 (and 

From Distant Days, 9-51; CoS I, 390 402},

170. For H in ire myths along with a Hurrian cycle (of Kumarbi), see Hofbter, Hittite 
Myths, 9-37 (Hittite),3®-61 (Human).

171. For mainly the Ugaritic myths, Baal series, see ANET, 129 42; and with “Dawn and 
Dusk," CoS 1,241-83; “Wedding ol'Nikkal and the Moon," is in C. 11. Gordon, Ugarttic Literature 

(Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1949), 63-65. For Elkunirsha and Asherat, in a Hittite ver 
sion, see Hoffiier, Hittite Myths, 69-70; and CoS 1,149.

172. A recent inquest by K. Harris (televised in summer 2001; not yet published) sug 

gcslctl (hat townships on the plain, underwater until recently, south of thcLisan Peninsula were 
possibly destroyed in a seismic overthrow along with the liquefaction of terrain (as in Japan re 
cently), with total destruction and engulfment of sites and flooding of the plain. The sites of 
Bab edh-Dhra, Numeira, es-Safi, Feifeli, and Khanazirall fell about the end of the Early Bronze 
Age, much loo early for Gen. 19, and are on the plateau, not the Ghor plain. So they may be pre
cursors of Abraham’s lot, but not identical with them, having fallen to some earlier seismic up 
set (lo which the region is prone). Por these sites, cf. briefly W. C. van Hatlcin, BA 44, no. z 
(1981): 87 92. See now especially A. Frumkin and Y. hi itzur BAR 27, no. 6 (November December 
2001); 42-50,

173. The genealogical tradition of Hammurabi and Shamshi Adad I is set ciut by f. I. 

Finkelstein./CS 20 (1966): 95-118; cf. A. Malamat, JAOS 88 (1968): 163-73 [= Essuys in Memory of 
E. A. Speiser|. For the Assyrian king list, see 1.1. Gelb, JNES13 (1954): 209-30, esp. 222-35 (Old As 
Syrian segment).

174. For the king list of Ugarit, see Kitchen, in UEo 9 (1977): 131 42; also, with additional 
references, see K. L. Younger etal., CoS 1,356 358. For the seal ofYaqarunt, used dynastically, cf. 
J. Nougayrol, EEC ! 11 (1955), il-xliii and figs. 22-25.

175. On Ukh-hotep, see Kitchen, TynB 5, no. 6 (i960): 15, based on A. M. Blackman, Rock 
Tombs of Meir III (London: EEF, 1915), 16-21; this was studied alto by L, Borthardt, Die Mittel zur 

zeitlichen Festiegurtg van PunJcten tier tigyptischeu Gcschidite und Hire Ai wend ling (published by 
author, 1935)1122 14.

176. On Didia, see D. A. Lowie, OrAm 1; (1976): 91-106, and Kitchen, RITA I, 267, with 
RITANC 1, 223-24.

177. On Petubastis and Bakhtan, see already above, p, 369.

178. On Anittas, cf. CoS 1,1*2 84.

179. On Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446, see Hayes, A Papyrus of the Late Middle Kiugdoin;\V. F. 
Albright, /AGS74 (1954): 222-33; G. Posener, Syria (1957): 147-63.

180. For the West Semitic alphabet in its early phases, see the monograph by B. Sasic The 
Genesis of the Alphabet anti Its Development in the Second Millennium u.c. (Wiesbaden: 

Harrassowitz, 1988), and cf. F.. Puecb, RB 93 (1986): 161-213, passim. For Wadi 1 iol graffiti, later 
Middle Kingdom, full reports are awaited; meantime, one color photo appeared in BAR 26, no. 1 

(January-Fehruary 2000): 12, and for a first look at two epigraphs, cf. the rather speculative ef 
forts of S.). Wimnier and S. Wimmer-Dweikat, GM 180 (2001): 107-12.

NOTES TO CHAPTER S

1. A careful panorama of the common tripartite hypothesis is given in Ai?D, 3:472-507;
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standard introductions to the Old Testament and annual bibliographies for OT study will sup
plement the ABD survey. Very little space is given to other views, contrary evidence to the tri 
partite hypothesis notwithstanding. Compact discussions carefully critical of such hypotheses 
will be found in (e.g.) R. K, Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerd 
mans; London: Tyndale Press, 1969), 764-800, and incisively, J. A. Motyer, The Prophecy of Isaiah 
(Leicester: IVP, 1993); and briefly, F. D. Kidner, in D. Guthrie, J. A, Motyer, et ah, eds., The New 
Bible Commentary Revised (London: InterVarsily, 1970), 589-9].

2. For the bearing of the clear division at Isa. 33/34 in the great Dead Sea Scrolls text of 
Isaiah, see W. H. Brownlee, The Meaning of the Qutnmtt Scrolls for the Bible (New York: CUP, 

1964), 247 53; and briefly, Harrison, Introduction> 787-89.
3. For Motyer’s division, see his The Prophecy of Isaiah 13-16*

4. The Syro Palestinian, not Babylonian, milieu of Isa. 40-55 was (among others) 

pointed out by A. Lods (no pious “conservative”!), in a paragraph (A. Lods, The Prophets of Is
rael [London: Kegan Paul, 1937], 238) aptly cited by Motyer, The Prophecy of Isaiah, 27, and cf. his 

p. 26. For eighth-century phenomena (Canaanitc idolatry, etc.) in Isa. 40-55,0!. Harrison, Intro
duction, 779, and likewise on grounds of social/religious background by E, J. Kissane, The Book 
of Isaiah II (1943)* xlviff. For the close congruity of language, style, thought, and literary usage 
between Isa. 1—39 and 40-55, see the summary listing in Harrison, 778-79. A more open mind is 

needed on the links betwen Isa* 1 39 and 40 55 on these and allied grounds.

5. For the role of Merodach-Baladan (Marduk-apil iddina II), and an account of his ca
reer, see J. A. Brinkman, in From the Workshop of the Assyrian Dictionary, Studies A. L. 
Oppenheim (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), 6-53, and recently the cogent remarks 

by W. R, Gallagher, Sennacherib's Campaign tv Judah (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 270 72. In detail, see 
the important study by S. Erlandsson, The Burden of Babylon: A Study of Isaiah 13:2-14:23 (Lund: 
Gleerup, 1970).

6. Cyrus II (the one who conquered Babylon in 539) clearly names himself son of 
Cambyses I and grandson of Cyrus (I) on the famous cylinder in his name in the British Mu

seum; cf. AN FT, 316 top; CoS II, 315*
7. We may minimally place Cyrus I in the early sixth century This leaves us with the third 

Cyras (of “Pars u ash,” the localized “Persia” whence came the later Persian royal line), contem
porary of Assurbanipal of Assyria ca. 646, in a text published by E. F. Weidner, AfO 7 (1931/32): 1 
7 (now, R. Borger, Beitrdge zum Inshriftenwerk Assurbauipals [1996], ad loc.), and cited in En 
glish by T. Cuyler Young in CAH IV (1988), 26, with wider discussion (with map 2, p. 11).

8. On Esarhaddon’s Median treaties (672 b.c.), see D. J. Wiseman, The Vassal Treaties of 
Esarhaddon (London: BSAI, 1958) (= Iraq 20,no. 1 [1958]); and in ANET,wded. (1969), 534-41.

9. On Assyria in Iran, from the ninth to the seventh century, cf* Young, in CAHIV (1988), 
7-20; and A. K. Grayson, in CAH III/2 (1991), 71-161, passim.

10. Most of Jeremiah is so inextricably lied to his particular historical epoch (Josiah to 
Zedekiah) that recent extremist views banishing him to far later dates and disunity have no 

hope of success in contravening the available facts; above all, invention of such a work so late 
would be irrelevant and (in practice) historically impossible.

11. The basic unity of Ezekiel was well argued long ago by C G. Howie, The Date and 
Composition of Ezekiel (Philadelphia: SBL, 1950), and half a century later the arguments may 
continue but the facts still stand.

12. Writing upon “sticks of wood” (37:16-23) became ubiquitous practice in Old South 
Arabia (it was their equ ivalent of ostraca, for record ing day to day affairs). For pu bl ications of a 
body of such palm sticks, see J. Ryckmans, W. W. Muller, and Y. M. Abdallah, Textes du Yemen
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Antique inscrits stir hois (Louvain: Institut Orienlalislc, 1994): samples from two (X Ghul A, X 
Ghul B), by A. F. L. Bet's Lon. in M. M. Ibrahim, ed., Arabian Studies.. . [for]... Mahmoud Ghul 
(1989), 15-19-

n The mention of nabi'utum at Ebla is by G. I’cttinato, BA 59 (1976): 49> after a quarter 
century, publication of the documents concerned is long overdue,

14. On and for the “prophetical” texts at Mari, see J M. Durand, in ARMfT) XXVI/i 
(1988), chap. 5, picking up on, and adding to, previous texL publications. On tile terminology 

and types of prophecy, ndbi, apihtm, muhhu, etc., see 377-78, 386-96, and A. Lemaire, in J. M. 
Durand, ecL, Amurru i (Paris: F.RC, 1996), 430 31, plus his references to others’ studies prior to 

1985, in MARI4 (1985): 553 and u. 42. All update in part appears ill A. Lemaire, RAAO 93 (1999): 
49 ;6. Foralist of “prophecy” documents from Mari.cf. Durand, A RM(T) XXVI/1 (1988), 403 5, 
wilh forty-font items listed, but not including those involving Adad of Kallassu and Aleppo 
(XXV1/3, yet to appear).

Typical studies in biblical prophecy are collected in R, P. Gordon, ed, The Place Is Too 
Small for Us: ’Die. Israelite Prophets hi Recent Scholarship (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1995). 
A variety of studies embracing old and new aLtiludcs to biblical prophetism, and surveying I he 

Mari, Neo-Assyrian, and other material, is found in E. Ben Zvi and M. H. Floyd, eds., Writings 
and Speech in Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy, Symposium Series 10 (Atlanta: SBL, 

2090), and in M. Nissinen, ed, Prophecy in Its Ancient Near Eastern Context, Mesopotamian, 
Biblical, and Arabian Perspectives, Symposium Series 13 (Atlanta: SBL, 4000).

15. The hold numbers under this subhead are from Durand, ARMfT1 XXVi/i (1988). It is 
the chances of modern excavation and discovery which have determined that most of the early 
documentation hails from Mari, so far. Bui as Durand pertinently points out (pp. 401-2), 
prophets and prophecies are attested for this period also in the kingdoms of Aleppo and Baby 

Ion, also at Nakhur (“Nahor”) and with such deities as Dagan at TuttuL Terqa, and Subatum; 

Adad at Kallassu and Aleppo, also Shamash. Various goddesses inspired prophets, so Nin 
Itursag, Amiuniium, Belet-ekallim,and Hanat, So we are dealing with a phenomenon that was 

widespread in Mesopotamia and in Syria at this epoch.
16. The text of Tebi-geri-shu (no. 116) was published by Durand in ARMfT) XXVI/i, 

444-45. We also sec King Zimri-lim asking a sign from the river god, and sending a gold vessel 
with his inquiry, as a present (no. 191, Durand, 413).

17. For farther examples not given here, cf. A, Lemaire, in Durand, Atmirna, 431-33, with 
references.

18. On victory, see nos. 197-214, passim, in Durand, ARMfT) XXVI/i, 424 42, passim
(20.9, 2£0 — ANET, 624, d).

19. For illness and death, see no. 222, in Durand, ARMfT) XXVI/t, 451 (= ANET [1969], 
623-24, <>b).

20. On prior consultation with deity, see no. 199; cf. Durand, ARMfT) XXVI/i, 427.
21. For prophecies for Adad of Aleppo and Kallassu, see edition of Mari loiter A.1121 by 

B. Lafont, in RAAO 78 (1984): 7 18, with French translation, pp. to 11 (which replaces the very 
incomplete one in ANET [1969), 625, §h; a fuller edition was promised in ARM[T] XXVl/3, not 

yet available).
22. On Sbamash against Hammurabi of Kurda, see no. 194 in ARMfT) XXVl/i, 418. On 

gods faulting kings, and requiring the practice of justice, cf, the summary by Durand on 412.

23. On the use of certain drinks, cf. Durand, ARMfT) XXVT/i, 392, and nos. 207.208,212, 
pp. 436, 438, 441.

24. On the behavior of the muhhu prophets, see Durand, ARMfT) XXVI/i, 386 88.
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25. For prophetesses in action, sec Durand, ARM(T) XXVI/i, nos. 210, 211, 214, pp. 439f., 
44of., 442L

26. For curse and blessing together (laws, t reaties, covenants), see in chap, 6 above* Add 
the considerations by A. R. Millard, Scottish Bulletin of Evangelical Theology 7 (19S9): 97-99* in a 
wider context.

27. For lexis, cf. Durand, ARM(T) XXVI/1,409; Lemaire, Anrurru 1, 43, and in RAAO 93 
(1999): 34; as for archiving for fulfillment, see A. R. Millard, RHR 202 (1985): 139-41.

28. On term sri, see WZx IV, 189:15-190:11.

29. Merikare translations are in ANET? 416; by R. O. Faulkner, in W. K. Simpson, ed., The 
Literature of Ancient Egypt (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1972; 2nd ed., 1973), 185; J. F. 
Quack, Studien zur Lehrefiir Merikare (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1992), 43; CoS I, 63.

30. Cf. Faulkner in Simpson, Literature of Ancient Egypt, 211; M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyp
tian Literature 1 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 150: CoS I, 94.

31. For the Neferty translations, see ANET, 444 46; Faulkner in Simpson, Literature of An
cient Egypt? 235; Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 1:140; CoS 1,107.

32. Translations in Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 1:212; or Simpson, Literature of 
Ancient Egypt? 51-52.

33. See H. B. Huffmon, ABD, 5:477 78, with references; translation also in ANET, 395-96, 

§2, 396* $u.
34. For the Emar references, see Huffmon, ABD, 5:477; Lemaire, Amurru 1,428, nn. 8 11.

35. See ANET? 431-32.
36. For Wenamun translations, see (e.g.) ANET, 26 and n. 13; orWente, in Simpson, Liter

ature of Ancient Egypt, 145 46, or M. Lichtheim, An den t Egyptian Literature 2 (Berkeley: Univer
sity of California Press, 1976), 225; CoS I, 89-93.

37. For a good new translation of Zakkur’s text with essential references, see A. R. 
Millard, in CoS II, 155.

38. The Deir Alla text is well presented byB. A. Levine, in CoS II, 140 45, again withessen 
tial references.

39. Valuable background appears in a long study by M. dejong Ellis, JCS 41 (1989): 127 86; 
on “literary predictive texts,” see 156 57.

40. Fora modern edition of the Neo Assyrian prophecies proper, see S. Pa rpo la, Assyrian 
Prophecies, SAA IX (Helsinki: University Press, 1997); and compare for background, 
M. Nissinen, References to Prophecy in Neo-Assyrian Sources, SAAS VII (Helsinki: University 

Press, 1998).

41. Doubts of reaching prophetic ipsissima verba were expressed by K. Pohlmann, in 
I. Kottsieper et al., eds., “Wer ist wte du, Herr? tatter den Gotteni” (Studien . . . ftlr O. Kaiser) 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck £k Rupprecht, 1994), 325 41. Ultraskeptical about almost anything 

coming down from the original prophets was R. P. Carroll, e.g., in his commentary on Jeremiah 
(London: SCM Press, 1986), and in R. E. Clements, ed., The World of Ancient Israel: Sociological 
Anthropological? and Political Perspectives (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 203
25, esp, 207 8. CL, e.g., the mutual discussions between T. W. Overholt, A. G. Auid, and R. P. 

Carroll, in ISOT 48 (1990k 3-54* mid observations by H, M. Barstad, JSOT57 (1993): 39-60.
42. Voices skeptical of ultraskcptks are: A. R. Millard, RHR 202 (1985): 137-45; & P- Gordon, 

Bulletin for Biblical Research 5 (1995}: 67 8 6 \ J. G. Heintz, in Heintz, ed., Oracles et proprieties dans 
PAntiquite (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1997), 196-213; A. Lemaire, RAAO93 (1999): 53.

43. For proclamation before one person, e.g., a royal official, see ARM(T) XXVl/i, 382, 
476f., no. 235; before witnesses, either at the prophet’s request, e.g., elders at the gate (ARMjTj
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XXVI/i, 434C, no, 206), or as required by the official(s) concerned (B. Lafont, RAAO 78 [1984]:
10, II, 6-12; n, 1. 61), to ensure accuracy of the report to the king (Durand, ARMfT] XXVI/i, 382 

end). A prophet of Marduk denounced the sick Assyrian king Ishrne Dagan in front of every
one at the Ekal latum palace gate, because the king had confiscated property of the god Marduk 

to buy peace with Elam (D. Charpin, ARM(T) XXVI/2 [ 1988}, 177 79, no, 371), rather like Ahaz a 
millennium later; cf. 2 Kings 16:7 8. Again, the bold numbers are from ARjVf(T.)XXVI/i (1988),

44. For no. 217, see ARM(T) XXVI/i, 445-46.

45. See no. 206 (ARM[TJ, 434-35). F°r varying reports on the same oracle, etc., cf. S, B, 
Parker, VT 43 (1993): 50-68.

46. For three prophecies within one letter (one at the king's request), see ARM(T) XXVI/
I, 427 28, 110.199; another such is that published by B. Lafont, RAAO 78 (1984): io n.

47. The Neo-Assyrian prophecies are in Parpola, Assyrian Prophecies.
48. On Neferty, see ANET, 444, or CoS 1,107.

49. For Papyrus Chester Beatty IV, see ANET, 431.

50. On Zakkur, see CoS II, 155.

51. On the Balaam text, at Deir Alla, see CoS II, 140-45.
52. The demand for a good scribe is in text no. 414; F. Joannas in ARM(T) XXVI/2, 294 

95,11. 29-36 (and with witnesses); cf. Durand, ARM(T) XXVI/i, 390-91. Compare JeremialTs use 
of Baruch (Jer. 36), wrongly dismissed as fiction by A. Schart, JANES 23 (1995): 89, in an other 

wise useful paper (pp. 75-93).
53. On keeping records for fulfillment, see A. R. Millard, RHR 202 (1985): 140,

54. For interlinks between Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the eighth-early sixth centuries, cf. al 
ready above, chap. 2.

55. On Isa. 13-14, see Erlandsson, The Burden of Babylon. On Cyrus in Babylon, his cylin 

der text, see ANET, 315 16, or CoS II, 31416.
56. On Taharqa, see TfilP, 387 93 (plus the addenda).

57. On monotheistic Marduk under Nebuchadrezzar I, ca. lioo, cf. W. G. Lambert, lee 
tore reported in Society for OT Study Bulletin 2000 (2001): 4-5.

58. For a summary description of the temple of Baal (and reconstruction view), see 

M. Yon, La cite d'Ougarst surte tell de Ras Shantra (Paris: ERG, 1997). 116-20; for that ofDagon, 
see 123 24. On the chapel royal, see Yon, 59 (also in ail English edition). Compact outlines on 

Ugarit, cf. B. Schmidt, ed., in NEA 63, no. 4 (2000 [2001]): 182-243.
59. See G. E. Wright, Sheehan, the Biography of a Biblical City (London: Duckworth, 

1965), 95-102 (“Temple 2”).
60. For Keret worshiping on a temple roof, see (e.g.) ANET, 143; CoS 1,334.
61. For KTU 1.109, in French by J.M. de Tarragon, in A. Caquot, J.-M, de Tarragon, and

J. L. Cunchillos, Textes Ougaritiques II (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1989T 188-91; now £3. Pardee, 
Ras Sharnm Ougarit XII/i (Paris: ERC, 2000), 601-14.

62. Text of KTU 1.43 is in Caquot, de Tarragon, and Cunchillos, Textes Ougaritiques, 161
63; Pardee, Ras Shamm-OugaritXII/i, 214 64.

63. For text of KTU 1.40 (and parallels), see (in English) J. C. de Moor and P. Sanders, 
UFo 23 (1991/92): 283-300, with notes and OT comparisons; now Pardee, Ras Shamra-Ougarit 
XII/1, 92 142. On Ugaritic rituals more generally, see the papers by B. Levine, JCS17 (1963): 105
11, and in C L. Meyers and M. O'Connor, eds., The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth (Essays.,. 
D, N, Freedman) (Philadelphia: ASOR, 1983), 467 75; and his analogous treatment of tabernacle 
rituals, JAOS 85 (1965): 307-18; now, also, the considerable commentary on the Ugaritic rituals 

by Pardee, Ras Shamra-OugaritXII/1-2.
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64. For the Mursil II prayers of confession 10 ward off plague, sec ANET, 394-96; or now 
CoS 1,156-6(1.

6;. On West Semitic ritual terminology in Ugarit, cf. discussions of each term by J.-M, de 

Tarragon, Le cutte a Ugarit (Paris: Gabalda, 1980), 55-7S, and by Pardee, Ras Shnmm-Ougarit 
XII/2,997-1074.Semitic words formed with an initial tare very common in Akkadian, for exam
ple, from the late third and the second millennia onward; for a quick sampling, see (e.g.) 
J. Black, A. George, and N. Postgate, eds., A Concise Dictionary of Akkadian, corrected ed 

(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000), 392-411.
66. See an overall introduction to Emar, e.g., by J.-C. Margueron and D. E. Fleming, in 

BA 58, no. 3 (1995 J: 126 2#, 139 47; for plans, processional routes, and reconstructions of two of 
the temples, see 132. A full study of the installation rites of the high priestess, with translations, 
is in D. E. Fleming, The Installation of Baal’s High Friesress at Emar (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1992); for comparisons with lev. 8, e£ A. R. Millard, in T. Eskola and E. Junkkaala, eds., From the 
Ancient Sites of Israel (Essays ... in Memory of A. Stmrisalo) (Helsinki: Theological Institute of 

Finland, 199R), 108 to. For other Emar rituals, see CoS I, 426 43.
67. For the “Fosse Temple,” especially phase III, late thirteenth century, see the final re

port, O. Tufnell.C. H. Inge, andL. Harding, t.achish II (Tell ed-Duweir), the Fosse Temple (Lon
don: OUP, 1940), hereafter cited as Lc II. For plans, see Lc II, pis. 68,71,73; masonry and plaster

ing, p. 36,
68. For objects in the shrine: the faience vase, see Ir II, pi. 24; ivory ointment flask and 

spoon, see pi. 15; glassware, pt. 24; hunt scarab, pi. ttEtic.
69. F01 the three-step altar, see Lc II, pi 6; for the stand, cupboard, bin, see pi 7.
70. For the inset “cupboards"along the east wall, see Lc II, pis. 4,8; for the head necklaces, 

see pi. 14 (in color).

71. For Mediterranean pottery, see LcII, pis. 46, 63 (colored); for local bichronic ware, cf. 
pis, 58-61,64 (colored).

72. For the Lachish ewer, with late Canaanite inscription, see Lc II, frontispiece, pis. 
51:287, and 60 fig. 3; the translation largely follows F. M. Cross and F.. Puech, but omitting a su 
perftuous I on grounds of space and form, as the latter suggests (cf. E. Puech, K.'i 93 [ 1986]: 179 
So, and fig. 5:4, with references, who would add [Reshe]ph to account fora final p); last studied 
by B. Sass, The Genesis 0] the Alphabet and Its Development in the Second Millennium bc (1988), 
60-61 with figs. 154-160. For the footbath bowl, see Lc II, 41 end, pi. 588:4.

73. See Lc II, pi, 20,
74. For wands at Tel Nami, see M. Artzy, BAR 16, no. 1 (January February 1990): 48-51.

75. On (he pomegranate finial of such a wand, inscribed "Holy to the priests, belonging 

to the Hojuse of YHW]I I,” from either the Jerusalem temple or a parallel shrine (tike Arad), 
eighth century, see H. Shanks, hi the Temple of Solomon anti the Tomb of Cmaphas (Washington, 

D.C.: Biblical Archaeology Society, 1993), 13-30,
76- On processional standards at Naha! Mlshmar, see (e.g.) T. F.. Levy, BA 49, no. 2 (1986): 

89-91; R. Gotten, in A. Ben Tor, cd., The Archaeology of Ancient Israel (New Haven: Yale Univer 
sity Press, 1992), 66-70, figs. 3.17-18 and color plate 11.

77. For Alaca Hiiyiik, cf. E. AkurgaJ, I~he Art of the Hittites (London: Thames St Hudson, 
1962), pis. 1-12 and color pis. 1-1V.

78. For examples of both ceremonial wands held by king and officers in great Egyptian 
festival processions and full sized standards with sacred symbols, see (e g.) the festival of Sokar, 
Epigraphic Survey, Medinet Habu IV (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1940), pi. 196C-D 

(in reduced format, G. A. Gaballa and K. A. Kitchen, Or, n.s., 38 {1969!: pis. I-II).
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79. See Y. Yadin, Razor, Schweich Lectures, 1970 (London: OUP, 1972), pi. 15c (color* less 
legible, in his Razor [London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1975], p. 54).

80. For the plaque ai Lachish city temple, see D. Ussishkin, TA 5 (1978): 21, pL 8 (= also 

Ussishkin, Excavations at lei Lachish, 1973-1977 [ 19781* 21, pL 8), and for a clear drawing, in 
NEAHL, 3:902.

81. See Lc llf pL 26:28.
82. The original publication of the Egyptian ostracon with feast of Anath at Gaza is 

B. Grdesloff, Les debuts du cultedeRechef en Egypte (Cairo: IFAO, 1942)135-39. §IV, and pis. VII 
VIII; new text edition is in LL Goedicke atid E. E Wente, Ostraka Mkhaelides (Wiesbaden: 
Harmssowitz, 1962), pi. 93; English translation, E. F. Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt (Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1990), 127, no. 150 (O. Michael ides 85).

83. On animal offerings, especially right forelegs of yearlings in the Fosse Temple, see Lc 
II, 25,93-94. In contemporary funerary rites in Egypt, there was practiced the barbaric custom 
of cutting off the right foreleg of a live calf for use in the rites; for an example of this being done, 

see G. A. Gaballa, The Memphite Tomb Chapel ofMose (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977), 16 
end, pi, 35, top right.

84. For the tail, stone sun-disc incense altar at Hazor, cf. Yadin, Razor, Schweich Lectures, 
1970,92, pi. 19b, For traces of incense burning on the small altars at Arad, see Y. Aharoni, BA 31, 
no. 1 (1968): 19 (view, p. 20, fig. 13), which also contradicts the erroneous denials by M. Haran, 
Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford: OUP, 1978), 237.

85. For the Tell Qasile temples, see in summary, Mazar, ALB I, 319-26; full report is in 
A. Mazar, Excavations at Tell Qasile, I II, in series Qedem, 12,20 (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 
1980,1985).

86. For the elimination of de Vaux's imaginary cult place at Tell el-Far ah North (Tirzah), 
see M. D. Fowler, P£Q 113 (1981): 27-31.

87. On Megiddo, a domestic cult, see (e g.) W, G. Dever, RADBR, 134.

88. On the supposed “cultic structure” at Taanach, see Fowler, ZDPV100 (1984): 30-34.
89. For the common interpretation of the Lapp Taanach stand, cf. Dever, RADBR, 135, 

following on R. Hestrin, BAR 17, no. 5 (September October 1991): 57 58, and in detail in IE}37 
(1987): 2J2, and in E. Lipinski, ed„ Stndia Phoenicia V (1987), 161. For sensible reviews of cult 
stands overall, see M. D. Fowler, BA 47, no. 3 (1984): 183-84; L. F. Devries, BAR 13, no. 4 (July 
August 1987): 26-37.

90. For the goddess upon lions, explicitly named, see the Winchester relief, inscribed in 
hieroglyphs “Qadishtu”above “Astarte,” and “Anath”at left; see I. E. S. Edwards, JNES14 (1955): 
50, with pi. III. Likewise as "Qadishtu” and “Qadish(tu)” Louvre C.S6, see C. Boreux, in 

Melanges Dussaud II (Paris, 1939), 673-87, also with British Museum 391 (read as “[Qajdishtu,” 
the k being a faulty d); and other examples in Vienna and Turin; Berlin stela, in H. T. Bossert, 

Altsyrien (Tubingen: Wasmuth, 1951), 73, pi. 278, no. 946. Most Egyptian examples spell the 
name correctly in the feminine with a final r , hence Qadishtu, not “Qudshu” as often printed. 
The latter stems from spellings that oniiL the feminine t because it was no longer pronounced 
(cf. in Arabic, medhiah versus medinat habu, with t protected by following genitive word). On 

nature of all three goddesses, Anath, Astarte, Asherah, cf. in DDD, 62-77,183-95, 203-13.

91. Useful summaries are in A. Biran, Biblical Dan (Jerusalem: IES et al., 1994), 159-233, 
and (on cults at gates) in A. Mazar, ed., Studies in the Archaeology of the Iron Age in Israel and 
Jordan (Sheffield: Academic Press, 2001), 148-55.

92. For a recent translation, see CoS II, 140-45; for earlier background and detailed stud 
ies, cf. J. I Ioftijzer and G. van der Kooij, eds., The Balaam Text from Deir Alla Re evaluated
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(Leiden: Brill, 1991); for a well illustrated introduction, see A. Lemaire, BAR 11, no. 5 
(September October 1985): 26-39.

93. The original overall report was by Z, Meshel, Kuntillet *Ajrud, a Religious Centre front 
the Time of the Judean Monarchy on the Border of Sinai (Jerusalem: Israel Museum, Catalogue 
No. 178,1978), followed by a properly detailed study of all the drawings and paintings on walls 

and jars by P. Beck, TA 9 (1982): 3 68. On these and texts, cf. J. M. Hadley, VTy? (1987): 180 213.
94.011 the role of the site as principally a way station (a “high--security motel” in modern 

terms!), see J. M. Hadley, PEQ125 (1993): 115-24; for recent suggestions on its economic role and 
possible political context, cf. W. Zwickel, ZDPV116 (2000): 137-42.

95. The two principal figures on “Pithos A" are Bes figures, being full faced, arms akimbo, 
bandy-legged, wearing lion skins whose tails dangle between their legs from behind. The triple 
plumes and everted cap worn by them are readily paralleled in other Bes figures, e.g., the Roman 
warrior Bes, Rio de Janeiro no. 80 (Inv. 520), and Late Period Bes, Rio no. 79 (Inv. 1968), pub
lished in M. Beltrao and K, A. Kitchen, Catalogue of the Egyptian Collection in the National Mtt 
settnu Rio de Janeiro (Warminster: Arts Si Phillips; Rio de Janeiro: MN-UFRJ, 1990), 1,193, and 
11, pis. 185-86 and 187A. On the lyre player, see details by Beck, TA 9 (1982): 31-36 (as easily male 

as female), and especially Hadley, VT37 (1987): 196-207, pointing out J. Ray's correct observa
tion that the lyre player wears a typical Egyptian short male wig (p. 201). Thus, these figures do 

not remotely represent YIIWH and/or Asherah under these conditions [paceDever, BASOR 255 
[1984]: 21-37, arid since); the text above was written across the top later and separately.

96. On the question of “Asherata/his Ashe rah” see initially Z. Zevit, BASOR 255 (1984): 
39 47 (using Khirbet el-Qom), arguing from nonaffixation of suffixes to proper nouns in He
brew, as did J. A. Emerton, ZW94 (1982): 1 20. A thorough philological analysis by R. Hess, Or, 
n.s., 65 (1996): 209-19, esp. 215-18. For a preliminary “corpus” of texts, see Renz/Rbllig L 47-65, 
and III, pis. II V, passim. Some, CoS II, 171-73.

97. Tombs and texts were first published by W. G. Dever, HUCA 40-41 (1970): 139-204. 
References, Renz/Rollig I, 201-2; text (as no. 3), 207-10, III, pi. XX:2. In addition to Zevit and 

Hess (above), cf. Hadley, VT37 (1987): 50-62, and M. O’Connor, 224-30; and now CoS II, 179.
98. For the stratigraphy of Arad in terms of its temple, based on a close reexamination of 

the finds, see now Z. Herzog in Mazar, Studies in the Archaeology, 156-78. For accounis of the 
building prior to ihis modified history (strata 10-9 only), cf. (e.g.) Y. Aharoni, BA31 (1968): 18 
27; and briefly in NEAHL, 1:83, which must now be read in the light of the new findings.

99. For the ostraca and stone bowls, see Y. Aharoni, J. Naveh, et al., Arad Inscriptions (Je
rusalem: 1ES, 1981), under the numbers cited in our text.

100. On the bowl simply labeled q-d-$h, “holy,” and biblical background, see G. Barkay, 

IEJ40 (1990): 124-29. pi. 14; also, Renz/Rollig II, 27, §26.
101. On the bowl from Beth Shemesh labeled "your brother,”seeG. Barkay, IEJ41 (1991):

239-41.
102. The “Beersheba” altar rental ns an isolated item, but seems too big just for private de 

votions. The site concerned is most likely not biblical Beer sheba, perhaps to be located at Bir 
es-Saba on the site of modern Beer sheba. Cf. M, D. Fowler, PEQ 114 (1982): 7-11, on altar and 
sites; more broadly on “cult places,” cf. C. C. McCown, JBL 69 (1950): 205-19,

Here we may briefly mention a clear case of provision for small scale worship at a city 
gate. Such was found at ancient Beth Saida (Et-Tell North), for about the ninth-eighth centu
ries, in ancient Geshur, a northeastern neighbor of Israel. Near the north outer jamb was a 
stepped offering place with basin and two modest incense burners (?). Behind was a socket ihat 
once held a three foot high stela with a bull headed figure. By the south jamb was another
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“high shelf" reached by a ramp. For an overall report, see R. Arav, R. A. Freund, and J. F. 

Shroder, BAR 26, no. t (2000): 44-56. For the stela, cf. the long winded study by M. Bernett and
O. Keel, Mond, Stier und Knit am Stadttor von Beth saida (et- Tell), OBO 161 (Freiburg: 

Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1998). On the lunar/bull connection, 
cf. now T. Oman, IFJ51 (2001): 1 26.

103. Compare the surveys for the united and united plus divided monarchies respec 
tjvely by R S. Ash, David Solomon, and Egypt: A Reassessment (Sheffield: Academic Press, 1999 J, 

64-97, and B. U. Sch ip per, Israel und Agypten in der Konigszeit, OBO 170 (Freiburg and 

Gottingen, 1999), 41-56; neither realized the true significance of their surveys.

104 Several scholars have noted the relatively solid Yahwism of Hebrew personal names 

on seals, as well as in the various groups of ostraca. Cf. (e.g.) Avigad and Sass, CWSS, 23-25.

105. For a good summary concerning the female baked day figurines that are so common 
in Judah in the eighth to early sixth century, see now R. Kletter, in Mazar, Studies in the Archaeol
ogy 179-216; using clear definitions, he opts for an identification with Asherah as most likely but 
not proven, and gives further bibliography; in detail, cf, his monograph, The Judean Pillar Figu 
rines and the Archaeology of Asherah BAR Series 636 (Oxford: Tern pus Reparatum, 1996). See also 
the observations by Kay Prag on a wider basis, in Mazar, Studies in the Archaeology 217-20.

106. The Cave 1 at Jerusalem with numerous figures was simply a deposit, not an active 

cult place (noted by Kletter, in Mazar, Studies in the Archaeology, 194), hence should be con 

strued simply as the burial of unwanted material; despite his caveats against invoking biblically 
attested “cult reforms,” such occasions (as Dever, IIADBR, 159-60, advocated) would fit the 

burial of such items en bloc, as from a whole group of households, for example. It was pub
lished by I. Eshel andK. Prag, eds., Excavations by K. M. Kenyon in Jerusalem, 1961 1967IV (Ox 

ford: OUP, 1995).

l he broader question of an “inclusive” Yahwism has been aired briefly and with useful 
clarity by E, Stern, BAR 27, no. 3 (May June 2001): 20-29; this is a handy, popular summary, but 

he is inexact in saying (p. 21) that “the Bible imagines the religion of ancient Israel as purely 
monotheistic” If it had done so, consistently, we would not find all the criticisms of 

submonolheistic practice by high and low alike (it is not just “folk religion” of the masses!) in 
the Old Testament; and he leaves out completely The crucial role of the classic prophets in their 

critique of “inclusive” Yahwism. But he rightly stresses the striking absence of all this “inclusive” 

clutter of paganizing items in the postexiltc (Persian) period in the restored Judean community.

107. A series of finds in the Negev and south from it toward the Arabah valley have pro
duced often remarkable remains. From the point of view of religious phenomena in this region, 
the hilltop complex at Horvat Qitmit was clearly a religious establishment of the seven! h/sixth 

centuries u.c. The southern half had a three-room building opening south onto a rectangular 

court and “high place” (bamah) and a rounded enclosure with altar and basin (“complex A”). 
The north half was a square building (west and east halves) opening southward also (“complex 

B”). The pottery included Judean and Negev types of the period, and also types (“Assyrian” and 

painted) current in contemporary Edom (as at Buseirah, Tawilan, Umin el-Biyara, Tell el 

Kheleifeh). A whole series of pottery stands and Figures of human beings and strange homed/ 
helmeted heads (goddess? Phoenician analogues?) were found. Of six short inscriptions, two 

named simply “Qos.” This appears to be a “wayside shrine” of non Judean origin, whose ar 
rangements, human (and goddess?) figures, etc., contrast totally with a real Judean shrine like 

that at nearby Arad — as different as chalk from cheese. For these finds, see the final report by
I. Beit -Arieh, ed,, IJorvat Qitmit: An Edomite Shrine in the Biblical Negev (Tel Aviv, 1995); for ear
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lier, preliminary reports, see I. Beit-Arieh and P. Beck, Edomite Shrine, Discoveries from Qitmit 
in the Negev, cal. no. 277 (Jerusalem: Israel Museum, 1987).

108, Much farther south, a pit near the Judean fortress of Ein Hazeva (probably ancient 
Tamar) contained a set of (to us!) bizarre figures reminiscent of the Qitmit ones, crushed by 
ashlars thrown in after them; this lot is attributed to the seventh/sixth century. Nearby were re 
mains of what was probably the open air shrine that had housed them. This was very close to 

the ruins of a large ninth/eighth-century Judean fort ("stratum 5”), beyond which (at some in
terval) were other remains (' stratum 4”) originally thought to be of a smaller seventh/sixth 
century fort (now doubted). A stamp seal of one "Maskatu son of Wahzam” was considered to 
be of Edomite type by J. Naveh, well known epigraphist For this site, see R. Cohen and 
Y Yisrael, On the Rond to Edom, Discoveries from 'En JJnzeva, cat. no. 370 (Jerusalem: Israel Mu 

seum, 1995); cf same authors, BA 58, no. 4 (1995): 223 35, and BAR 22, no. 4 (July August 1996):
40-51.

109. The overall content and formal of both finds, other than Judean pottery, has noth
ing in common with Hebrew shrines and high places; it is clearly the domain of a different cult 

or cults. Given the location, plus community of the non Judean pottery with types found in 
Edom proper, and the mention of Qos, it is not surprising that these two finds have been confi 

dently pronounced “Edomite” by their finders and so by others. But commentators have gone 
further, basing themselves on the prophets, to suggest that Edom invaded Judah to share in the 
Neo-Babylonian victory and destruction of Judah. However, these passages need to be grouped 
into two periods: eighth/seventh century (e g., Isa. 34:5-17; Amos 1:11-12) and early sixth century 
(e.g„ Jer, 49:7-22; Ezek. 25:1314; 35; 36:1-6; Obadiah). The tensions in Amos’s and Isaiah’s day 
have nothing to do with the Neo Babylonians, That Edomites took advantage of Judah’s con

quest by Babylon during 605-586 is clear from Obadiah criticizing their hostile opportunism; in 

Ezekiel, “revenge” and “delivering Israel to the sword” are spoken of, but not a wholesale rnili 
tary invasion.

In this light, we must note a “minimizing” view of Edom’s involvement. Thus, in Mazar, 
Studies in the Archaeology, 318-22, Bienkowski would virtually deny that Qitmit and the Ein 

Hazeva shrine remnants were Edomite at all, despite the occurrence of Qos by name. But this 
borders on special pleading, (i) It ignores the cull materials, totally foreign to Judean-held 

Negev, (ii) There is no place for Qos as a “reign ing” deity outside Edom — the Hebrews (includ
ing the Negev! see Arad) had YHWI I; Moab had Chemosh, Ammon had Milcom, Philistia had 

Dagon (and a goddess Pt[g]yh), Phoenicia had Baal/Melqart, Aram had Hadad, etc. Qos is at 
tested in Edom and with Edomites, so it is perverse to deny his presence there in just the same 

way. (iii) There is no evidence that the Judeans worshiped Qos at all, thus far; we have no equiv 
alent of the Baal/Asherah phenomenon, (iv) An Edomite personal seal. The prophetic passages 

are clear evidence of other acts by Edomites than exclusively “peaceful penetration.” That m ight 

well describe their establishing their own little shrines at a discreet distance from Judean cen 

ters, in times of trade (as from Arabia, for example), but not the intervention spoken of by the 
seventh/sixth-centu 17 sources. We do not need to invoke action by the king of Edom (although 
not so powerless as some imagine!); armed tribal levies would do damage enough, in looting 
and cutting off demoralized Judean civilians in the Babylonian debacle. Another view would 
virtually attempt to break any link between Edomites and Idumeans (cf. J. R. Bartlett, PF.Q131 

[1999]: 102 14). But, again, in this valuable and well argued paper, the attempted cleavage be
comes artificial. The date of the fall of the kingdom of Edom is not known, whether to (e g.) 
Nebuchadrezzar II or Nabonidus, within ca. 580 540. There is good evidence that the kings of 
Qedar were active as far as southern Palestine by roughly 500 or soon after (“Iyas son of Mahlay
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the king” is on an incense altar from Lachish; see A. Lemaire, RB 81 [1974]: 63-72* and since; cf. 
Kitchen, DAA II, 722), and a few decades later Gashmu (1) could come up to interfere with 
Neheniiah (Nell. 2:19; 6:1-2, 6). There was no Edomite kingdom then, and the impact of die 
Neo Babylonians from the east and the kings of Qedar from the south may have pushed part of 
the Edomites into southern Judea even before the first Judean exiles got back from Babylon; 
thus, from I Iebron/iMaresha not only southwest but also south toward the Negev would be part 

of Idumea, if only marginally.
To sum up: the Qitmit and Ein Hazeva shrines may well be Edomite, parallel to Judean 

forts and caravansarais that sustained (or were sustained by) the Arabia-Edom-Negev-Gaza 

trade route. Relations could be peaceful (an Edomite officer wrote to Bilbil at Horvat Uza fort; 
I. Beit Arich and B, C. Cresson, BA 54 [1991]: 134), or tense (cf. O. Arad 24 and 40, in Aharoni, 
Naveh, et al., Arad Inscriptions, 46,71), even before any local Edomite opportunism of around 
586. The destruction of these possible Edomite shrines cannot be attributed to (a) particular 
agenl(s) with certainty, be it Judeans, or Neo-Babylonians, or even Qedarites, or whoever.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 9

1. A valuable collection of studies, some new, some reprints of previous work (including 
some cited below), will be found in R. S. Hess and D. T. Tsumura, eds., 1 Studied Inscriptions 
from before the Flood: Ancient Near Eastern, Literary; and Linguistic Approaches to Genesis 1-11 
(Winona Lake, Ind.: Risenbrauns, 1994)* Cited hereafter as ISIF'

2. The basic edition is T. Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List (Chicago: University of Chi
cago Press, 1939); and in ANET, 265 66.

3. The basic edition is W. G. Lambert and A. R, Millard, Atra-basis, the Babylonian Story 
of the Flood (Oxford: OUP, 1969; reprint, Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1998); in CoS I (1997), 

450-53
4. See M. Civil, in Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis (1969), 167-72; T. Jacobsen in CoS 1

(1997)> 513-15.
5. On the Epic of Gilgamesh and the flood; see A. R. George, The Epic ofGilgamesh (Lon 

don: Allen Lane, Penguin Press, 1999; paperback, London: Penguin Books, 2001).

6. The classic study of Enuma Elish and its relation (or otherwise) to Gen. 1-2 is still that 
by A. Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951); the 
most recent translation is B. R. Foster, CoS I (1997), 390 402.

7. Assyriologists generally reject any genetic relationship between Gen. 1-2 and the 

Mesopotamian data because of the considerable differences; see (e.g.) J. V. Kin me r-Wilson, in 
D. W. Thomas, ed., Documents from Old Testament Times (London: Nelson, 1958), 14; W. G. 

Lambert, ITS, n.s., 16 (1965): 287-300, esp. 289, 291, 293-99, and in ISIF, 96-113, with addenda; 
A. R. Millard, TynB 18 (1967): 3-4,7,16-18, and in ISIF, 114-28; T. Jacobsen, in JBL 100 (1981): 513

29, and translation, both now in ISIF, 129 42, plus 160 66.
8. For the Gilgamesh version and others and the Gen. 6-9 version, see A. Heidel, Die 

Gilgamesh Epic and Old Testament Parallels, 2nd cd, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1949); K. A. Kitchen, Die Bible in Its World (Exeter: Paternoster, 1977), 27-30, and references.

9- For Assyriologists and archaeologists and the reality of a flood tradition, cf. W, W. 
Hallo, in W. W. Hallo and W. K. Simpson, Die Ancient Near East: A History (New York: Har 
court & Brace, 1971), 34-36; 2nd ed. (1998), 32-33. On the archaeology, cf M. E. L. Mallowan, Iraq 
26 (1964): 62 82, pis. i6’2o; R. L. Raikes, Iraq 28 (1966): 52-63.
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10. l:or I lie text, see S. N. Kramer, /AOS 88 (iy68): 108-11, Lexl 109-11, and in ISll£ 178 -82 
(minus the cuneiform).

11. On "cuneiform culture” in the Levant in the early second millennium, see (e.g.) D. f. 

Wiseman, Syria 19 (1962)-180-84 (instanced at Alalak]i),andat Razor, see, e,g„ W. W. Hallo and 
H. Tacknor, 1EI ±7 (1977): 1-11; for tablets at Hazor.and with Hazcr often mentioned at Mari, cf. 

(e.g.) A. Malamat, Mari and the Early Israelite Experience (Oxford: OUP, 1989), 55-62; further, 
A. Ben Tor, W. Horowitz, and A. Shafer, IEJ42 (1992): 19-33; andef. summary, A. Ben Tor, HAH 
25, no. 3 (May-June 1999); 30.

12. For three of the livers (and putting the Pishon also in Iran), see E. A. Speiser, in 

A. Moorlgart et al., eds., Festschrift fur Johannes Friedrich. .. (Heidelberg; Winter, 1959), 473-85; 
reprinted in ). ). Finkelstein and M. Greenberg, eds., Oriental and Biblical Studies ■ . . oft. A. 
Speiser (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1967), 23-24, and in ISIF, 175 82.

13. For the regime of the (Elamite) rivers Karun ( Diz) and Karkheh, see Naval Intelli
gence Division, Persia (1945), 27-29, plus map in D. T, Potts, The Archaeology of Elam (Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 11, fig. 2.1 (cf. photo, 17, pi. 2.2). For Havilalr and west 
Arabian gold in Mahd-adh-Dhahab down tci Wadi Baysh, see references of Kitchen, in L. K. 

Handy, cd. The Age of Solomon (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 143 n. 49.

14. For the long defunct Arabian river course (candidate for Pishon), see J. Sauer, BAR 
22, no. 4 (Inly-August 1996): 52-57, 64, with references (including for Farouk El-Baz); D. J. 
Hamblin, Smithsonian Institute Magazine |ca 199;?]: 127-35, on J. Zarins’s work.

15. For tlie charting of highs/lows of gulf and land water, cf. D. T. Pot Is, The Arabian Gulf 
in Antiquity 1 (Oxford: OUP, 1990), 14, fig, lb.

16. Javan is identified as the Ionian s (east Greeks), possibly the Ym’n of the Ugarit ic texts; 
for the later references, cf. RLA V, 1/2 (1976), 150, “Ionier.” But iavan may have replaced Such a 

term as Ahhiyawa (“Achacans”), which almost certainly covered the Mycenaean regime(s) on 
the southeast coast of Anatolia and its islands from Miletus to (and including) Rhodes, if not 

also Mycenaean Greece; on Ahhiyawa, see latterly, J, D, Hawkins, AirSf 48 (1998): 30-31, plus 

P. Mountjoy, 47-51
17. Tubal goes back to the Tibar of Narain Sin (twenty third century), then the Tapaiaof

the fifteenth century and Tapala of the fourteenth/thirteenth in Hitt its sources (cf. G, F. del 

Monte and ). Tischler, RGTC6h [1978], 397,425. and 6/2 [1992], 158), then later Tabal(i), in the 
ninth and eighth centuries (cf. ANET, 277 top = RIMA, 3:98; ANET, 282-84).

18. Togarmah is older Tegarama and Takarma in Anatolia, in nineteenth-century Old As
syrian sources (cf. P. Garcllt, Les Assyrieiis en Cappadoce [Paris: Maisonneuvc, 1963], 117-18), then 
lourleeinli'lliirteeilth century Hitlite sources (references in G. F. del Monte and J. Tischler, 

RGTC 6/1 [1978], 383-84; 6/2,154).
19. Meshech is the Mushki or Mushku of Assyrian texts (RLA VIII, 7/8, 493-95), from 

Tiglath-pilescr 1 (ca. two) onward (RIMA, 2:14, 33, 42, 53; ANET, 284-85, Sargon II).
20. Corner is the Gimirrai of the Assyrian texts, the Cimmerians of classical sources, who 

appear in 714 under Sennacherib (cf. RLA V, 7/8 [1980], 594), then under Esarhaddon and 
Assurbanipal (seventh century; cf., e.g., in ANET, 303, 451),

21. Ashkenaz are the classical Scythians, the Assyrian Ashkuza'IsJikuza (RLA V3/4 [1977], 

193), in (lie seventh century under Esarhaddon (Luckenbill, ARAB 11, 2117, 7;;/; 213, $533; 
R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asnrhaddons. Konlgs V4ii Assyrian [Osnabriick: Biblio-Vcrlag, 1956; re

print, 19671,52)-
22. Madai is the Medes, attested by texts of Shalmaneser III (835 b.c.) and onward (trans

lation in RIMA, 3:68 [twenty-fourth year], cf. RLA VII, 7/8, 620).
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23. Elishah goes well with the late second-millennium Alashia of cuneiform sources and 
Egyptian lrs> Alasia (which must not be confused with Anatolian l$y> Assiya/Assuwa!); it is prob 
ably a kingdom in Cyprus; it appears to go back to the early second millennium (D. J. Wiseman, 
Faith and Thought 87 [1955]: 18 = ISIF, 259).

24. Kittim is to be compared with Kition, a settlement in Cyprus, archaeological I y well 
attested from the late second millennium, with traces going much furl her back (Early Bronze, 
ca. 2000); cf. V. Karageorghis, Kition (London: Thames & Hudson, 1976). Its name later came to 
be applied to Greeks in general.

25. Tiras may be the Tursha of the Sea Peoples group under Merenptah in 1209, whom 
some would identify further with the (E)truscans in Italy, and classical Tyrsenoi (cf. W. Helck, 
Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu Vorderasien im 3. and 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr.f 2nd ed. [Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1971], 226-27).

Also mentioned in Gen. 10:4 is Dodanim/Rodanim. A varianL occurs in 1 Chron. 1:7. A 
change between d and r in the Hebrew script is very small, from the eighth century downward; 
how old was the name Rhodes is not clear; inclusion in Homer’s Achaean Catalogue (Iliad, bk. 
II) suggests not later than the eighth century, and possibly very much earlier. That Dodanim is 
from Danunim (n to d) is possible (G. I. Wenham, Genesis 1-15 [Waco, Tex.: Word, 1987], 219); 
the Danuna go back to the fourteenth twelfth centuries, in the Amarna letters (EA 151:52; W. L. 
Moran, The Amnrna Letters [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992], 238), and among 
the Sea Peoples under Ramesses III {ANET, 262, “Denyen”). However, another possibility is that 
both Dodanim and Rodanim have been reduced from Dordanim — by loss of medial r in Gen. 
10:4 (Dordanim > Dodanim) and of an initial d in 1 Chron. 1:7 (<Do>rdanim > Rodanim). The 
Dardanayu occur in an Egyptian list of Aegean names under Amenophis III (E. Edel, Die 

Ortsnamenlisten a us dem Totentempel Amenophis III [Bonn: Hanstein Verlag, 1966), 48 53) and 
among the I littite allies against Ramesses II at the Battle of Qadesh in 1275 (CoS II,33,39); some 
would link these with the classical Dardanoi.

26. Here we have three entities with similar names. Cush A is the Kush of the Egyptian 
texts, basically the Nile Valley and deserts south of the First Cataract of the Nile at Aswan. Its 
original scope (early second millennium) was restricted to Upper Nubia, between the Second 
and Fourth Cataracts of the Nile, but was subsequently extended in use. Cush B is the Kashshu, 
or Kassites, from the Iranian mountains and valleys immediately east of Babylonia, Cush C, the 
"father” of Arabian entities (10:7), is very likely simply an extension of Cush A, East Africa south 
of Egypt; the culture of the Tihamah is still African related, and Sheba ruled at one time in East 
Africa, including through the kingdom of Diamat (cf. Kitchen, DAA 1,115-171 247. where the 
dates should now be raised by 180 years; and C. Robin, CRAIBL 1998 [1998], 782 94).

27. Mizraim is Egypt, the Misir, Mizru, Musri of cuneiform sources from the mid-second 
millennium onward (data in RLA VIII, 3/4 [1994], 264 69).

28. Put is attested under Osorkon II in Egypt (Pydw) on his Tanis statue (cf. H. K. 
Jacquet Gordon, JEA 46 [i960]: 12 23, and E. Graefe, Enchoria 5 [1975]: 13■ -17). It recurs as 
Pwd(y)/Pwt in a series of arnuletic "divine” decrees of the tenth century onward (I, E. S. Ed
wards, Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, 4th ser. [London: British Museum, i960], vol. I, 
Text 10, and n. 23; and further referencess in index, 122). Their identity was first noted by 
G. Posener, La premiere domination perse en Egypte (Cairo: IFAO, 1936), 186 87, who rightly re 
jects the wrong suggestion of Punt (strictly Pwane[tl, from which final f was dropped). The 
term stands for Libya(ns) in these contexts. On cuneiform Putu-iarrmti (under Nebuchadrez
zar II), see T. C Mitchell, PSAS 22 (1992): 69-80.

29. Canaan is Palestine west of the Jordan from the Negev in the south to the Litani
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gorges behind Tyre in the north during the fifteenth century and later. Hebrew occupation 
added Giiead and Bashan east of the Jordan River and Galilee for a time. In the third/early sec 
ond millennium, it applied to Phoenicia (south of Ugarit) from Siyannu to Sidon, and inland to 
Hamath (10:15). hut in the first millennium this area (minus the Hamathite hinterland) became 
classical Phoenicia, even though its inhabitants might still call themselves Canaanites. Cf. also 
pp. 460, 478 79 below.

30. Havilali is most likely in western Arabia (north-central area), and may take its name 
from Sabaean H awl an; cf. Kitchen in Handy, Th e Age of Solomon, 143 and n. 49, references.

31. The name Raamah (with its middle a yin sound, better equated with ghain, not with 
g) is frequently identified with the Ragrnatum (now Al-Ukhdud) in the oasis of Najran just 
north of Yemen, named in the Old South Arabian inscriptions, e.g., RES 3943:3, of the seventh 
or fifth century {DAA II, 509). The equation is defended by W. W. Muller, TQ149 (1969): 369 
n. 103. For other references, see A. I I. Al-Sheiba, ABY 4 (1987): 30.

32. Dedan was a kingdom based on the long, narrow oasis of Al-Ula in northwest Arabia; 
two kings are known from an inscription in the sixth century B.c. (references are in Kitchen, 
DAA 1,50-51,118,168; for later periods, 44ff.). It is not certain that Tidnum (Third Dynasty of 
Ur) was that far west of Mesopotamia, and not likely that the Ditanu of Ugaritic archaic tradi
tion was that far south of Ugarit.

33. Sheba is the kingdom based on Marib in Yemen in southwest Arabia, from at least the 
eleventh century, passing through various changes, becoming Saba and Dhu Raydan, then 
Himyar up to the sixth century a.d. For sequences of rulers, see Kitchen, DAA I, with minimal 
dates; for higher, working dates, see DAA II, 737-47, revised dates for kingdoms of Saba (Sheba), 
Hadramaut, Qataban, etc. For a good, concise general account of Sabaean civilization, see J. F. 
Breton, Arabia Felix from the Time of the Queen of Sheba (Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre 
Dame Press, 1998). For a richly illustrated overview (based on a Paris exhibition), see C. Robin 
et al., eds., Yemen, au pays de la reine de Saba (Paris: Flammarion, 1997); for an English equiva
lent, see St. J. Simpson, ed., Queen of Sheba: Treasures from Ancient Yemen (London: British Mu
seum Press, 2002.

34. Seba (also in Ps. 72; Isa. 43:3; 45:14) is not identical with Sheba, but linked with it, and 
with Cush (C and probably A). Thus, in his 0her die friihe Geschidite Arabiens and das Entstehen 

des Sabaerreiches — Die Geschichte von Saba’ / (Vienna: Academy, 1975), 87ft., 102-5, H. von 
Wissmann argued that Seba was a Sabaean settlement in East Africa (Eritrea/Ethiopia), where 
important Sabaean type remains have been found, such as the temple at present day Yeha, 
probably a center of the kingdom of Di'amat. Thus it was in the sphere of African Cush, but 
closely linked with Sheba. This relationship goes back at least to the later eighth century (temp. 
Karibil Watar I of Sheba), and quite possibly rather earlier on archaeological grounds, succeed
ing to a possible settlement of the second millennium (cf A. de Maigret, CRAIBL 1998 [1998], 
778 with fig. 53).

35. Sabta is often compared to Greek Sabota, aform of Shabwa(t), the capital of the king 
dom of Hadramaut (for references, see A. FI. AJ-Shaiba, ABY 4 [1987]: 36). Excavations at 
Shabwa went through fourteen levels, dating from the eighteenth or fourteenth centuries b.c. all 
the way to the fourth century a.d. (cf. DAA 1,126 27, with references).

36. Sabtecais less clear; it is certainly not king Shebitku of Egypt's Twenty Fifth (Kushite) 
Dynasty, as it stands in an Arabian, not Nubian,context. Far superior was H. von Wissmatins 
view that it derived from Shabakat, a place south of Shabwa in Hadramaut (in H. von 
Wissmann and M. Hofner, Beitrage zttr historischen Geographic des vorislamischen Sihlarabien 
[Wiesbaden: Steiner Verlag, 1953], 109); he later wished to withdrawthis equation (in his Uher
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die frith e Gescheichte Arabiens, 103 n. 1), because biblical Sabteca has a final weak ’aieph, not 
present in Shabakal; but this is not fatal to the equation.

Also included under Ham are other names, some of which we will take up briefly here. 
First, those names appearing in Gen. 10:8 12, in no particular order: Shinar was a term used of 
Mesopotamia during the later second millennium; see p. 568 n. 21 above. Babylon, because of 
high groundwater, cannot be dug right back through time; but Sargon is rumored to have de 
stroyed it (twenty fourth/twenry third century), and Sharkalisharri, a successor, built two 
temples there (twenty third/twenty second century), while Shulgi of the Third Dynasty of Ur 
stole from Marduk’s temple there (twenty-first century). So, in much later chronicles for 
Sargon (cf. A. Grayson, Assyrian mid Babylonian Chronicles [1975], 153 54); for references for 
Sharkalisharri, cf. RLA 1,334; f°r Babylon in brief, cf. DANE, 42 44. Erech, or Uruk (Sumerian 
Unug), was a very ancient city in south Babylonia; Akkad was the famed (but still unlocated) 
capital of Sargon the Great and his dynasty in the twenty-fourth-twenty-second centuries; for 
summaries on Akkad and Uruk, see DANE, 8,31213. Calah and Nineveh were Assyrian centers 
that later became great capitals of the Assyrian Empire; for the former (now Nimrud), see (in 
English) in RIA V,3/4-5/G (1977/1980), 303-23; for the latter (in English), RLA IX, 5/6 (2000), 
388-433* Resen between Nineveh and Calah may be locatable at Ham am Ali in that zone (D. j. 
Wiseman, NBD, 1085). On the enigmatic Nimrod, there have been many variations (and not 
just Elgar’s musical ones!). He is dearly viewed as a hero-king of the distant past (as Uruk and 
Akkad in his realm would suggest), ruling over much of Mesopotamia at least. Such people as 
Tukultt Ninurta I of Assyria (ca, 1208), or later kings, are far too late to qualify. The suggestion 
to identify him — Ntnrd/Nnrt— with the god Ninurta is philologically possible, but is contra
dicted by his human kingship, not deity. Among early Mesopotamian kings of note, two may 
be suggested (if with due reserve). The inclusion of Akkad suggests an Akkadian king (and 
they did rule widely). This might just conceivably favor Naram -Sin (ca. 2200), if “ N iin rod” was 
either abbreviated from “Naram-<Sin, King of Akka>d” (and Nrmd> Nmrd); or else simply the 
same r/m interchange, loss of S, and the n later becoming d in recopying. An alternative ruler 
might be (E)ntner(k)ar (and with r > d), ancient Sumerian king of Uruk (ca. 2600), involved 
with Iran. Naturally, this remains hypothetical in either case; but transpositions with rare 
known in Hebrew (Ta/mrqa > Tir/iaqa) and Assyrian (Bokenrinel > Bukuruinip), and so pre
sent no problem.

Next we briefly t reat those appearing in Gen. 10:13-14* Under Egypt (Mizraim), on which 
endless books exist, come both African and Aegean names. For the Naphtuhim, as the inhabit
ants of Egypt’s Della (or else the Oases), see Kitchen in NBD, 803. Pathros has long been recog 
nized as pa-to-resi, “the Southland,” Upper Egypt south of the Delta, a term of New Kingdom 
origin and attested (as Paturesi) in Assyrian texts; cf. Kitchen, NBD, 873; for references, see 
Ranke, KMAVr 31 (with needless question mark). Lehabim, Libyans; for that region, cf (e.g.) 
A. Leahy, ed., Libya mid Egypt, c 1300 730 bc (London: SOAS/Society for Libyan Studies, 1990), 
15-113, and in Kitchen, Third hit. Pd., passim. For the Philistines, suffice it to refer to T. Dothan, 
The Philistines and Their Material Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press; Jerusalem: IES, 
1982); and several essays in S. Gitin, A. Mazar,and E. Stern, eds., Mediterranean Peoples in Tran

sition (Jerusalem, 1998), and in E. D. Oren, ed., The Sea Peoples and Their World: A Reassessment 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000), each with up to date references. 
Caphtor is cuneiform Kaptara; both find a correspondence in Egyptian Keftiu. On the former, a 
summary in RLA VI, 3/4 (1981), 226-27; on the latter, J. Vercoutter, L’Pgypte et le monde egeen 

prehelUnique (Cairo: IFAO, 1956).
Next we treat names found in Gen. 10:15 18. Sidoti goes back to the Early Bronze Age in
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the third millennium, and recurs in Egyptian sources in the late second millennium, e.g., in the 
Amarna letters (Moran, The Am cl nut Letters, nos. 144-55 and passim); Papyrus Anaslasi I 
(ANET, 477); Wenamun (ANET, 27; CoS 1,91); cf. notes in G. E. Markoe, The Phoenicians (Lon 
don: British Museum Press, 2000), 199 201: R. Giveon, in Lex. Aeg. V (1984),922 23 (in English). 
The Arkit.es inhabited the seaside town of Irqata (later, Arqata), from at least the early second 
millennium (archaeological traces, Tel] Arqa; Execration Texts) through the late second millen 
nium (cf. Markoe, The Phoenicians, 204; Helck, Beziehungen, 48, no. 9; 59, no. 54; later, in 
Amarna letters, Moran, Amarna Letters, index, p. 390; besieged under Ramesses II, Kitchen, 
RITA [1,73 top; R/7ANCIL 124 25). The Smites are of Siyannu, known well from the archives of 
its immediate northern neighbor, Ugarit (cf. in J. Nougayrol, LePalais Royal d* Ugarit IV |Paris: 
Imprimerie Nationale/Klincksieck, 1956]* 15 17, with references). Arvad (modern Ruad) was 
home to the Arvadim, from the third millennium to Roman times (cf. Markoe, The Phoeni 

dans, 205 6). The Zemarites were based at Sumur, classical Simyra (now Tell Kazel), just north 
of the mouth of the Eleutheros River (Nalir el Kebir). Archaeologically, life began there in the 
Middle Bronze Age (early second millennium), and Sumur features incessantly in the Amarna 
letters (fourteenth century; cf Moran, The Amarna Letters, index, p. 391) and recurs in Egyptian 
sources (fifteenth, thirteenth centuries; cf. R. Giveon in Lex. Aeg V, 947-4$), The Hanutthites 

lived in Hamath,a town on the Oroutes, known archaeologically from distant Neolithic times, 
but it did not gain prominence (at least in our written sources) until after 1000; for useful sum 
maries, see J. D. Hawkins, in RLAIV/1 (1972), 67 70, and R. Giveon, Lex. Aeg. II (1976), 935-36: A. 
Amorim are known in the Levant and in Mesopotamian records from the later third millen
nium (cf G, Buccellati, The Amorim of the Ur III Period [Naples: Istituto Orientaledi Napoli, 
1966]), and throughout the second millennium (with a kingdom of Ainurru south of Qadesh- 
on-Orontes), sec H. Klcngel, Syria, 3000 to 300 b.c. (Berlin: Akademie Vcrlag, 1992), passim. 
Girgashites are known indirectly in the late second millennium in two personal names at Ugarit, 
Grgsh and Bn grgsk Any link is uncertain with the land Qarqisha (or Karkisha) among the 
Hittite allies that opposed Ramesses II in 1275 (CoS II, 33 [twice], 39).

37. For a recent history of Assyria, cf. H. W. F. Saggs, 'The Might That Was Assyria (Lon 
don: Sidgwick & Jackson, 1984), and the relevant chapters in the 2nd and 3rd editions of CAHII-
III.

38. For the kings of Hazarmaveth, see Kitchen, DAAI (1994),33-36,59-60,222-26 (monu
ments), 246 47 (king list), plus additions and revised dates, DAA II (2000), 730 31,733-34, 740, 
74<M7.

39. Ophir was certainly a real gold bearing land, as the Tell Qasile ostracon makes clear': 
“Gold of Ophir — for Beth-Horon: 30 shekels” (B. Maisler/Mazar, JNES10 [1951]: 265 -67; Renz/ 
Rollig I, 229-31). It was most likely in west Arabia.

40. Aram stands for the Arameans. The name is first securely attested in Egyptian 
sources under Amenophis III (ca. 1380} and Merenptah (ca. 1200); cf Edel, Die Ortsnameuliste 

nus dent Totentempel Amenophis III, 28-29. Earlier mentions of “Aram” are disputed, but may in 
pail be relevant. For first-millennium Arameans, cf. (e.g.) Klengel, Syria, 181 232, passim; for 
more detail, see H. Sader, Les etats arameens de Syrie (Beirut and Wiesbaden: Steiner Verlag, 
1987), and P. E. Dion, Les arameens a Page de fer (Paris: Gabalda, 1997).

41. Lud is thought to be Lydia, first known from the seventh century, from Gyges of Lydia 
in Assyrian sources (and Herodotus), Lydia replaced the Arzawa and Seha River land of the 
Hittite sources (and might have in Gen. 10).

Also included under Shem but not discussed in the text proper are, from Gen. 10:22: 
Elam was a people and kingdom in west southwest Iran close to Sumer and the head of the gulf,
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from the third millennium down to the seventh century (and with survivors thereafter). A good 
survey is in Potts, Die Archaeology of Elam, which covers also the history and culture. For 
Elamite messengers going far west to Aleppo, cf. J. M. Durand, Documents epistolaires du palais 
de Mari I (3997), 466. Asshur is the oldest Assyrian capital, Ashur, from which the kingdom took 
its name, and was first founded circa 2500; cf. summary, in DANE, 36, with references; full pre 
sentation by W. Andrae, Das wiedererstimdene Assur, ed. B. Hrouda, 2nd ed (Munich: Beck, 
1977); well illustrated is J. E. Curtis and J. E. Reade, eds., Art and Empire, Treasures from Assyria 
in the British Museum (New York: MMA/Abrams, 1995).

In Gen. 10:26-30 we return to ancient Arabia. Sheleph is comparable with ancient Slfn in 
Sabaean texts (CIH 621,648), but its identity with one of several (as)-Salfs in modern Yemen is 
less clear; cf. H. von Wissmann, Ubcr die friihe Geschichte Ambiens, 78 and n. 1, plus A, H. 
Sheiba, ABY 4 (1987): 34. Uzal seems unlikely to be Sanaa, cf. von Wissmann, 78-79, n, 3. jerah is 
related to the word for "moon”; in the Mari letters (early second millennium), ruins of a town 
Yarih are mentioned (but it is not biblical Jericho!), and Mare Yamina people, the Yariheans; cf. 
J. M. Durand, Documents epistolaires du palais de Mari 11 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1998), 29,30. 
jobah has been compared to the Old South Arabian clan name Yhybb; see H. von Wissmann, 
Sarmnhmg Eduard Glaser III (Vienna: Academy, 1964), 278 79, and in his Ubcr die friihe 
Geschichte Ambiens, 78 11. 2, based on texts CIH 37 and Glaser 1212.

For general works on peoples iri the biblical world, see D. J. Wiseman, ed., Peoples of Old 
Testament Times (Oxford: OUP, 1973), and latterly, A. J. Hoerth, G. L. Mattingly, and E. M. 
Yamauchi, Peoples of the Old Testament World (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1994). For Canaan (ites) in 
the Mari letters cf. J. M. Du rand, Documents epistolaires du palais de Mari II, 29, with references.

42. An overall study of genealogy in this sphere is R. R. Wilson, Genealogy and History in 
the Biblical World (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977), preceded by his paper in JBL 94 
(1975): 169-89; for a useful survey of the contrasts between the Genesis genealogies and the com 
parable Sumere Akkadian lists, see R. S. Hess in ISIF, 58-72*

43. For Hallo's sets of eight generations in the Sumerian king list, see in Hallo and 
Simpson, The Ancient Near East, 1st ed., 28 29, 32, fig. 6; 2nd ed., 28 29, fig. 7. For incidental 
notes and prior occupations included in the Sumerian king list, see Jacobsen, Die Sumerian 

King List, 73,81, 83/85, 87,89/91,97,105,109,113; or ANET, 265 66.
44. For the ultralong reigns in the Sumerian king list, see Jacobsen, The Sumerian King 

List, 71-91; and in ANET, 265-66.
45. See W. G. Waddell, Manetho (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press; London: 

Heinemann, 1940), LCL, 2-27. For the fragmentary older succession and figures in the Turin 
Canon, see translation, Kitchen, RITA II, 540-41, cf. RITANCII, 531-33, cf. 547-48.

46. For the 6 x 60 glosses, see Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List, 98-99.
47. For Berossus, see in S. M. Burstein, The Babyloniaca of Berossns (Malibu, Calif.: 

Undena Publications, 1978), 18 21.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 10

1. What is needed is a fresh start, in which all aspects of ancient Near Eastern culture and 
civilization are systematically worked through in terms of place, date, and development within 
each zone and down through time, from firsthand documentation. In the case of Canaan/Israel/ 
neighbors, exactly the same should apply, and the biblical text should be henceforth treated as 
one of the basic sources, subject to the kind of genuine "stratigraphy” (and not the false) as set
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out on pp. 448-49, itself based on use of firsthand sources for valid comparisons. And not on the 
nineteenth century distortions and false analyses, or later minimalist a priori “agenda junk.” 
Naturally, this broad, all-embracing view covers texts and nontextual archaeology alike; it has, 
of itself, no theological content to comfort those who suffer from a theology allergy.

2. The two T. L. Thompson books we are concerned with: Early History of the Israelite 
People from the Written and Archaeological Sources (Leiden: Brill, 1992) and The Bible in History 

(London: Cape, 1999) The Mythic Past (New York: Basic Books, t999h Page numbers in the 
text, in parentheses, follow quotations from these two works.

3. For the high level of scribal accuracy on Merenptah’s stela, see data in Kitchen, JSSEA
24 (1994^97): 71-76*

4. On the dwd.h of Mesha’s stela, cf. also background cited, Kitchen, fSOT76 (1997): 36.
5. On Bit-Xnames (dynastic founders) in the Near East, see Kitchen, fSOT76 (1997): 38 

39, with map, p. 37
6. See Kitchen, RITA II, 544.
7. For “Houseof fDa)vid”on the Mesha stela, see A. Lemaire in BAR 20, no. 3 (May June 

1994): 30-37, following on Lemaire in SEL 11 (1994): 17-19.
8. For “heights of David” in the Shoshenq I list (and Ethiopic equivalent, DMT), see 

Kitchen, JSOT 76 (1997): 39-41, and briefly in BAR 25, no, 1 (1999): 34-35*
9. Unless otherwise indicated, all parenthetical page references in the remainder of the 

Thompson section are to CoS II.
to. For IL Shanks's “Quote of the Month” from Lemches publication, see in BAR 26, no. 

4 (July August 2000): 16.
xi. Contrary to Dever, What. . . WTteti ... 3 98 n. 2,1 am not simply a “conservative” 

scholar out to "save” patriarchal historicity; 1 lake the trouble to go through the data as they are, 
and to bring the full width of literary evidence to bear on Lhe matter (which he steadfastly re 
fuses even to look at! Closed-mind syndrome?). The result comes from lhe data, not out of my 
head. Which is rather more than can be said for minimalist works (or HendeFs and McCarter/ 
Mendel’s efforts, swarming with errors). See my analysis and corrective to I lendel, in NEASB 43 
(1998): 49 58, which Shanks arbitrarily banned front BAR; his rule on replies in by the second is 
sue following was convenienlly waived for others (notably Cogan on Shea), but not of course 
for me.

12. An early runner in the minimalist camp was P. R. Davies, In Search of Ancient Israel 

(Sheffield: Academic Press, 1992).
13. See K. W. Whitelam, The Invention of Ancient Israel (London: Routledge, 1996). On 

Lemche and WhiLelam and others, see W. G. Dever, J3ASOR 297 (1995): 61-80, and in BASOR 316 
(1999J: 89-105; briefer, Kitchen, in S. Ahituv and E. D. Oren, eds., The Origin of Early Israel — 
Current Debate, Biblical, Historical, and Archaeological Perspectives, Beer Sheva XII (Beer Sheva: 
Ben Gurion University of the Negev Press; London: University College London land others], 
1998), 114-19.

14- For Berossus, see S. M. Burstein, Tlte Babybniaca ofBerosstis (Malibu, Calif.: Undena 
Publications, 1978).

15.1. Finkdstein and N. A. Silberman, The Bible Unearthed (New York: Free Press, 2001); 
critical review by W. G. Dever, BASOR 322 (2001): 67-77.

16. Finkelstem and Silberman, The Bible Unearthed, 37.
17. For the periods and size of Tel Haror, see E. D. Oren, NEAHL 2:580.
18. Finkelstein and Silberman, The Bible Un earthedj 59, emphasis added.
19. For the text of scribe Mose, archives in the East Delta, see G. A. Gaballa, The
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Memphite Tomb-Chapel of Mose (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1977], 23, or Kitchen, RITA 111 
(2000),.3 08.

2ti. On papyri in the East Delta (burnt and unburnt!), see W. M. F. Pei tie, Tonis I (Lon 
don: EEF, 2889), 42.

xl For the wine dockets, see Kildien, RITA 11 (1996), 2S5.

22. Finkelstem and SEberman, The Bible Unearthed, 60.
23. Papyrus Bologna 1086, translated by E, F. Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt (Atlanta: 

Scholars Press, 1990), 124-26.

24. The border on the vital Mediterranean coastal route was heavily fortified, but much 
less so was the border on the Wadi Tumilat route and its Suez south branch: see Kitchen, briefly, 
In RITANCII (1999), 271-72 (and 181-82), and more fully m ,7 de Egittoiogia c ifi AiirirfiiYA 
Puniche 18 (1998}: 33-38, with map.

25. Despite the assumption of Finltelstein and Silberman, The Bible Unearthed, 63, Ezion 
Geber was not at Elath/Tell el-Kheleifeh but at and opposite Gezirat el Farauti, farther south 

west (of. A. Flintier, BAR 15,no. 4 [July-August 1989]: 30-43).
26. Finkelstein and Silberman, The Bible Unearthed, 64.

27. On tented kingdoms, Edom, etc., cf. Kitchen, in P. Bienkowski, ed., Early Edom and 
Monb (Shef field: Coll is; Liverpool: Merseyside Museums, 1992), 21-22,

28. Por refutation of the ultralate views of Lemche, Redford, etc,, on the exodus and loca
tions, see Kitchen in Oren, Origin of Early Israel, 69-85.

29. Grand Rapids; F.erdmans, 2001. This book appeared close to the end of processing 1 lie 

present work. Parenthetical page numbers in the following text are to this work.
30. Cf. outlines, references, and compact critique by Dover, What... When,.. f 10-19.
31. On mistaken (if only tentative) attempts to apply “deconst ruction ism” inappositely to 

Mesopotamian texts, see the good-natured critique (in English) by A. WcsLenhotz, in 
W, Sallaberger and A. Westenholz, Mesopatarnien, Alihade-Zeit tind Ur IITZeit, OBO 160/3 
(Freiburg: Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandeithoeck & Rupprecht, 1999).

32. N- K. Gotlwald, The Tribes of Yah wit: A Sociology of the Religion of Liberated Israel 
(New York: Orbis, 1979).

33. N, P, Lemche, Early Israel, Anthropological and Historical Studies on the Israelite Sort 

ety before the Monarchy (Leiden: Brill, 198;). Parenthetical page numbers in the following text 
are to this work.

34. For Edom and "tented kingdoms,” see just above.

35. On the tented royal dynasty of Old Babylonian Manana, see W. Yuho ligand S. Dailey, 

Iraq 52 (1990): 159-65.
36. The original trio of books was: D. B. Redford, A Study of the Biblical Story of Joseph 

(Gettest's37-50) (Leiden: Brill, 1970); see for a reasoned critique, Kitchen, QrAitnx (1973): 233-42. 

Then T, L. Thompson, The Historicity of the Patriarchal Narratives (Berlin: de Groyter, 1974); 
J. van Sotcrs, Abraham in History and Tradition (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975). On 

these last two, cf. observations in Kitchen, The Bible in Its World (Exeter: Paternoster Press; 
Downers Grove, 111.: lute (Varsity, 1977), 56-74, with 142-46.

37. On Gen. 15, Alalaldt, Jer. 34, see R. S. Hess in Hess et al., Oath, 55 65.
38. Van Seters, Abraham, 104 IT.

39. Thompson, Historicity, t37ff., 141 42.
40. Thompson, Historicity, 144-71.
41. Redford, A Study, 46-54,54 65. Parenthetical page numbers in the following text are to 

this work.
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42. On foreigners in private service in the Midtile Kingdom, see the lists published by 
W. C. Hayes, A Late Middle Kingdom Papyrus in the Brooklyn Museum (New York: Brooklyn Mu
seum, 1955); and cf, G. Posener, Syria ,4 (1957): 145-63.

43- This erratic volume of collected studies is J. 1!. Hayes and ). M. Miller, eds., Israelite 
and Judaean History (London: SCM Press; Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1977).

44. Correction to Bedford (who was blindly followed by Thompson - why did he not 
cite fieick too?) is by W. Helck, VT 55 (1965): 35-48.

45. D. irvin, Mythanon, AOAT 32 (Neukirchen Vluyn: Neukirchenet-Verlag/Veriag 
Butzon & Bercker Kevelaer, 1978).

46. For Papyrus Western see (e.g.) M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature 1 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1973), a,

47. Miller, in Hayes and Miller, Israelite and Judaean History, 214 and 215, emphasis
added.

48. For the plain facts about the epigraphy of Butartu, Dibon,and Moab at Luxor temple, 
see notes by Kitchen, in Bienkowski, Early Edom and Moab, 27-29: latest translation, now 
Kitchen, RITA II (1996), 49-50,and up-to-date commentary, Kitchen,.'V\C,II (1999), 89-99.

49. Miller, in Hayes and Miller, Israelite and Judaean History, 250 end.

50. Well hausens opus first appeared in 1878 as Geschichte Israels I; by 1883 it had been 
retitled Prolegomena ztir Geschichte Israels (Berlin: Reimer). Its sixth edition (strictly a reprint) 
was issued in 1927 by dc Gnrytet of Berlin. The English edition, Prolegomena to the History of 
Ancient Israel, was in 1885; il was reprinted in 1957 by Mcridicn Books, New York, with which 
was included the Encyclopaedia Brimimica article “Israel.”

51. A typical early reference to Akhenaten (first read as Bech-en Aten, or Khucnateti) is 
that of C. R. Lepsius, Letters from Egypt, Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai (London: Bohn, 
1853), 114, where lie is merely assigned to a group of “antagonistic kings of the iStii Dynasty,"

52. R. N. Whybray, The Making of the Pentateuch (Sheffield: Academic Press, 19S7); he 

propounds a unity by a perhaps sixth-century “author”; he made no use whatsoever ol the an 
cienr Near Eastern literary background, and worked in a vacuum except for some comparison 

with Greek writers.
53. The external data of the ancient Near East were applied across a broad front by 

Kitchen, Ancient Orient and Old Testament (London: Tyndale Press; Downers Grove, I!!,:
InterVarsity, 1966). This lias never been refuted because it is rooted in original sources. The at
tempt by J. If Tigay in Tigay, ed., Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism (Philadelphia: Univer
sity of Pennsylvania Press, 1985)1,149 73, to fault the Near Eastern approach is itself badly flawed. 
The Egyptian (and other) sources are not all poetical, and he simply bypasses a tnassof germane 
data that go against his case. In an important study, Text and Transmission, an Empirical Model 
for the Literary Development of Old Testament Hortative, Beiheft, ZAW 221 (Berlin: de Gruyier, 

1994), 137-41. )• Tertel was able to show that his Assyrian “conflate” example (154-55) was mis
taken. And so on.

54. Well hausen, Prolegomena (Eng.ed., 1957), 440. The parenthetical page numbers in the 
following text arc to this work.

55. Wellhausen; Prolegomena (6th German ed., 1927), 316, translation mine; of. 317-18.
56. In terms ofthe history of Israel and its religions institutions. Wellhausen himself ad 

mitted clearly and honestly that he could not understand the relationship of a prior “law” to the 
history books and prophets; hence his eager acceptance ofthe theory of Reuss and Graf that the 
“law" might be conveniently lucked in afterward, after the earlier history and the classic proph

ets (cf. his Prolegomena [Eng- ed.J, 3-4), However, in the state of isolation from external evi-
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deuce in which, largely, he had lo (and in pail, chose loj work, there was no possibility at all for 
him to understand why the supposed “law” came first. The “law" was not some kind ol “Code 
Napoleon" that would be cited and instanced at every opportunity. As we now know, the biblical 
world did not function in that way at all. So famous a “code" as Hammurabi’s (not available to 
Wellhausen in 1878!) is virtually never cited by any documents from the actual practice of law in 
the ancient courts. That is not how it functioned. And the "law" of Exodus Leviticus and Deu 

teronomy is fundamentally a covenant, not a judicial code. What is more, as we all know even 
today, laws, etc., can be ignored with impunity up to a point (at least by the cunning/dishonesl!) 

and are never verbally (and by statute number) cited in daily life; they are only cited in very lim 
ited and formal legal contexts, which is foreign to Near Eastern antiquity. In a word, the entire 

cultural contexts of ancient covenant {embodying laws) and modern judicial "law codes" are 
distinct and very different The biblical and n in teenth-century European contexts are not anal 
ogous.

From a different angle, a fundamental critique (but in the context of prophecy and writ 

ing) is presented by M. H. Floyd, in E. Ben Zvi and M. II. Floyd, eds., Writings and Speech in Is 
rnelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy (Atlanta; SBL, 2000), 115 22 (esp. u8ff). lie points out 
that both Wellhausen and Gunkel followed a basically eighteenth century “Enlightenment” 
mode of thought, 011 a quasi-evolutionary “lifecycle” model. In Well hausen’s case, one may 
add, the straight “evolutionary” linear upward development (and final decay) was more pro
nounced and (effectively) artificial, not attached to anything observable in real history at all 
(contrast our presentation, pp, 495-96 above). Thus the Eurocentric focus needs to be dropped, 

as Floyd makes clean However, his aim at “nonideological correctness” (143) is half right and 
half wrong. On the one side, he is absolutely right to go for a nonideological mode of study; an

tiquity must be studied in its own right, notsubject to the distortions of maverick modern trash 
ideologies. On the other, he falls short. Our aim is not some subjective, fleeting, modem Kcor 

rectness,” but to get at the real situations in antiquity as they actually were (so far as we may), 
and not as we would like them to be — our preferences are wholly irrelevant to any past course 

of events; they have already happened, and that is the end of it. Any other approach distorts, and 
is tluis inherently dishonest.

57. Wellhausen, hraelitische uni jiidische Geschichte l i o . i 6 8  n. 4.
58, The place name list oi Shoshenq I is in J. Simons, Handbook for the Study of Egyptian 

Topographical Lists Relating to Western Asia (Leiden: Brill. 1937). For the definitive hieroglyphic 
publication, see the lip [graphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Kantah III, the Bubastite Por 
tal (Chicago: University erf Chicago Press, 1954). For a comprehensive study ofthe lisl in relation 
to Shoshenq’s campaign, see Kitchen, Third Int. Pd. (1973), with supplements in the 1986 and 
r£96 editions.
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Plate II

Judah BC Israel
76D JEROBOAM 0 

(2 Ki 14:23)

"of Shema> 
servant of Jeroboam"

725 HOSHEA 
(2 Ki 17:1)

’'of Abdi,
servant of Hoshea"

Judah: Other VIPs 

Meshullam

"of GemariaJi, 
son of Shaphan 
<kr 36:10-11)

“of Ahiqam. 
son of Shaphan1 

(2 Ki 22:12)

Contemp. of Jeremiah (Jer 45): 
“ofBcrechiah son ofNeriah, 

the scribe”

“Happy Families" - Signed and sealed
Hebrew seals & impressions {'bullae'), 8th-6th centuries BC
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Plate III

Kingdom A 

BC acc, years

Kingdom B

non-acc. yrs BC
Jan

Jan

Jan

Jan

Jan

Jan

Jan

Ni = Nisan Ti = Tishri 

(Spring) (Fall)
Figure 3

Calendars and Regnal Y ears 

in the Biblical World
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Plate FV

ISRAEL ASSYRIA

Figure 4

Assyrian Evidence for Non-accession Years 

in 9th-eentury Israel
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Plate V

A Megiddo. Fragment of Stela 

of Shoshcnq 1

i Staiea.- | SW (Jd) [ TITLE | NINE HOWS I : I 

| SW (Jd/liY | E (la) ; W (Is) [ ; II 

N W (ia) I : til

L [ . . j .

N-CeiUrat ([») | E (la)

| S Jd | Central Negeb | ; VI

| W: Negeb :E | S Jd 1 \ : VII

fTNi-iteb t f 1 S Jd | t VIII

[ SW Jd j S JJ 1 : IX

(SW ?) S JJ 1 ; X.

A

M

U
N

K
]
N

G

3rd Section;

XI : | [LOST} — SSW (PtiiE)|

B. Shoshenqs List: Geographical Distribution of Surviving Place-names 

(I-1X = rows of names, from right to left; XT = row from left to right)

Figure 5

Shoshenq I (Shishak);

Mcgiddo Stela-fragment, and Geography of his List
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Plate VI

Segments of routes, from Place-names in Shoshcnq's List

1. King's main line of march: I - tl - V - to Megiddo.

2. Separate fiying-colummr.

(a) To Negev: MB - Vl-VII-Vffl; S/SE - IX X.

(b) Over Jordan & back up to Megiddo: V(Eastpt)-II - to Megiddo.

(c) North into Gattlee(?): Ill - rV(?)

3. Triumpham return to Egypt: III (Megiddo-Socoh), S to Gata, via Raphia (XI) home.
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Plate VII

Figure 7

The Campaign of Shoshcnq I (Shishak)

A Typical Egyptian Campaign: King on main route, flying-columns to other objectives 

1. King from Gaza to [Jerusalem, tribute from Rehoboam], & flying columns through Negev 

2 King through Israel [Jeroboam, fled over Jordan], & Hying column pursues him over Jordan

3. King, Jezreei to Mcgiddo (N base); 3rd flying column (o Galilee, & 2nd returns from Jordan

4. King & forces move S to Gaza (1st flying column returns from Negev), all, on to Egypt.
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Plate VIII

A. Phoenician Seal of a Jezebel (the Queen or a lady of same name)

B. Ivory Fragment from Arslan Tash: for our lord, Hazael, in the year

Figure 8

Contemporaries of Israel, 9th-8tli centuries BC
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Plate IX

A. 1st Phase'. After subduing Phoenicia, Sennacherib moves S, defeats allies at Eltekeh. 

Egypto-Kushire force retreats, Sennacherib besieges Lachish & sends C-in-C to Jerusalem.

13. 2nd Phase: Eg.-Kushite force under Tirhakah comes back N to surprise divided Assyrians 

from behind, but Assyrians detect him. Sennacherib brings C-in-C & force down from 

Jerusalem, for united attack on Eg-Kushite force. Latter retires S, and home to Egypt, 

Sennacherib's force suffers severe plague(?)> he goes home, & Hezekiah's tribute follows.

Figure 9

Sennacherib of Assyria versus Judah & Attics, 701 BC
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Piate X

A. Central Babylon under Nebuchadrezzar II, looking North

G - Gate 

IG = Ishtar Gate 

NP ^ K Palace 

SP = S, Palace 

B = bridge

Z - Temple-tower of Marduk 

TM = Temple of Marduk

B. Plan of Babylon under Nebuchadrezzar II, Main Outlines

36. >f
31 —'rr̂ r̂-
fc. —

B, Vs. II

38. &(PI) .
39- 2 % sila
40. 4 sila

38. 10 sib

39. 2 \I1 sila (oil)

40. 4 sib (oil)

^ a-na [‘fla-’u-DV iarri id m*1ja-[a-hu-du]
y2 sila a-na 2[+ 3 mdri}^iarri id ^ja-a-hu-du 

a-na 8 a"lHja-a-hu-da-a-a [silaim]

for Jaukin, King of Judah, 

for 5 sons of the King of Judah, 

for 8 men of Judah; 1/2 sila [for each man].
C. Extract from Ration-tablet for Jehoiachin of Judah, exiled in Babylon

Figure 10

Sixth-Century Babylon & Jehoiachin in Exile there
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Plate XI

A. "Sanballai (I), Governor of Samaria \ as father of two sons, 407 BC 

(Papyrus Berlin 13495 - Sachau 1 - Cowley 30- Porten/Yardeni 4.7)

T\
B. “Tobiah" - epigraph by a descendant of Nehemiahs opponentt 3rd century BC 

(Rock-tombs, Iraq cl-Amir, Transjordan)

C.l. "What Qaymj son of Geshem, King of Qedar offered to the goddess (Han-tlac)"

(Silver bow!, Egypt, E. Delta shrine, now in Brooklyn Museum, C.4J0 BC)

j - £ > I G 9  0 1 7 1 X  '<!> >£D 12 ft)

C-....... ? V7 I 7AJ»t JA? n°® 03J3 ©
C.2. "(1) Niran son of Hadru wrote (this), in the days of Geshem son of (2) Shahr and (of) 

Abdi, Governor of Dcdan, in the rei[gn of king Xj“ Text JS 349, Al-Ula (Dedan); c. 440 BC?

Figure 11

Nehemiah's Three Foes in Documents of the Fifth Century BC & After
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Plate XII

Figure 12

The Kingdom of Saul: approximate extent, c. 1020 BC

A realm in three parts: (1) Judah from Hebron & Negev) up to Bethlehem,

(2) Ephraim/Manasseh, S of Jezreel, & across into Gilead.

(3) DaniteSt and limited Asher, Zebulon, eLc. in Galilee. 

Dividing wedges: (a) Jerusalem enclave, almost cutring-off (1) from (2),

(b) Jezreel W-E zone & cities, almost cutting-off Galilee from S.
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Plate XIII

A. 'House of David Tel Dan sieta.

B. 'House of [Dajvid', Mesha stela 
(Photo Lemaire; doubts, Bordreuil)

I0& +. tos

C. (105) ‘[Hig]hlan[ds] (of) (106) David', 
Shoshenq I's List, 105 + 106 

(all epigraphic sources combined)

Figure 13

'David' in Ancient Texts, c, 925 - 830 RC

Figure 14

The 'Mini-Empires', c. 1200-900 BC
A. In Contrast with later 'Maxi'Empires'

The Hebrew United Monarchy's domain was KC much s,mall£r than the Later great empires. It is cal * reflection

of the later Persian zone 'Ebir Nsui, - which was different in Size, shape & organizaiion
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Plate XIV
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Plate XV

Figure 16

4. Mini-Empires * David and Solomon

1 O I

f

s a s « i4-

r  ft
Year 2

of the Great Chief

of the Me (■ 'Libyans), Shishaq
(plus foreigner-sign)

Figure 17

Date-line of Shoshenq I (Shishak) as a foreign-origin ruler

(Thebes: Kamak Priestly Annals)
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Plate XVI
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Plate XVII

_JJ0_2,0
metres

Figure 20 A*

Palace of ZimrMim. Mari. c. 1750 BC 

(larger than the whole Solomonic icmple/palaec complex)

Temple of Sahurc. Egypt, c 2500 BC

Side

Side

Figure 19 

Temple Storerooms
Temple of Solomon
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Plate XVII!

4

Figure 30 U.

Palace of Yarim-lim, Atalakh (Syria), LSih century BC 

Two pans (Stale and Domes He) divided by transverse court 

(cf. King’s house or Solomon,

& separate abode of his Egyptian [and other?] queens)

Figure 20 C. Slate Palate (incomplete!) of Akhcnatcn, Egypt, c. 1340 BC 

(Main centra] complex would hold entire Solomonic complex; entire palace was three times 

the size of all of Solomon's lemple/pulace complex)
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Plate XIX

Figure 20 D, Hittitc Citadel & Palace-complex, llaltusas (Eoghaz-koy), c, 1250 BCr 

with several courts (occupying over 1 1/2 times the area of Solomon's entire complex)

Figure 20 E. Citadel & Palaces of N.-Synan kings of Sam'al (Zinjirli), 9th-8th 

centuries BC. Note outer & inner courts, and set of palace-buildings {'hilnnis'} enclosing two 

more inner courtyards.
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Plate XX

Figure 21

Conjectural Restoration of Solomon's Temple & Palate Complex

(Scale: 1 inch = 100 cubits) Entire Complex was within a 500-cubit (c. 250 

m.) square area, possibly with SW corner drawn in to hug the contours better.
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Plate XXI

Solomon 
e.950 B.C.

c.920 B.C

* Gifts to 
Temples 
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a year
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i i

L J

11 2 | 3 j 4 

SILVER

I
GOLD

♦ Silver

c i  w  
o

21+21
Tons

22 B, Osorkon I, Plutocrat; & Solomon, 'Pauper' 

Figure 22

The Wealth of Solomon & Osorkon I

Type A Type B 

iUe

Main
Text

K> E O

£  *  I

o '  3 
1 1

t

m

Main
Text

"  3 S  8

Figure 23 Wisdom-books, 25l>0-100 BC
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Plate XXII

Figure 24

Solomonic Palestine

Over 30 large and middle range’ <*> sites show groups and chains of towns the whole 

distance "from Dan to Beersheba'\ lesser remains being omitted here. This was not an "empty 

land” in the 10th century BC. Independent Philistia has also been omitted, for a clear picture.
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Plate XXIII

Figure 25

Joshua's S & N Campaigns 

Center. Destruction of (I) Jericho and (II) Ai.

South: Phase I: Battle, Gibson. Ph, H; Pursuit to Makkedah. Ph. IIT: Defeat of S towns. 

Ph, IV; immediate return to base, at Gtlgal,

North: Phase I: Bailie, Merom. Ph II; Sweep round Galilee, Ph. lit Burning of Hazor. 

Ph. IV; immediate return to base at Gitgal.
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Plate XXIV

Figure 26

The Realm of 'Arad' through the Ages
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Plate XXV
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Plate XXVI

Figure 28

Route of the Exodus, !: Raamses to the Sinai Desert
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Plate XXVII
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Plate XXVIII

Figure 30

Route of the Exodus, III: Mt. Sinai to Qadesh-Barnea
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Plate XXIX

Route of the Exodus, IV: Qadesh-Barnea to Plains of Moab
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Plate XXX
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Mate XXX!

C*X1U1»C Soil-

=jB pmliin

Temple of Harnesses tt 
(The R*m««wnt) __ "1 The Tabernacle

’j A Precinct

D. Adrian Ww-Tefli (different) in 
Round Precinct, ItW7fo centuries BC

E, Contrast liny Hebrew Tabemack with a Pharaoh** personal tcaiplc. 
and their contrasting *iea of 'wcrilup'Spiice* (erass-baitbcd)

Figure 33 Two Thousand Year* of Tabernacles
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Plate XXXV11
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Aoc. Nr E. ;*— - ■  OT # q K*A.

The Rising Price of Slaves through 2000 Years
KilL-hen UB4

* AMOR ITT: IMPHUWIVE* PERSONAL NAMES

A, “Amtrite fmpfs ~ again*! ail of Her nanus 

Early 2nd mitnm: 16* of all. Latr 2nd: drops to 2$fcAl5%; 

Early hi; tft/fh25*

B. *Amoriir Impfs, ~ against pihrr nanus beginning with //}' 

Early 2nd mllmr. 55% of these, last 2nd: only 30%/25%: 

Early hi: merely

NBI: These figures arc NOT random. They derive from 

serniay of a vm corpus of over 6,000 Early 2nd millennium 

names, and the current corpora for later periods of many 

hundred* more name*.

ALL NAMES *atr i/Y NAMES

li - _ . H

5

3L I

Figure 44 Rise St Fall of ’'Anionic Imperfectl^c" Names
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“After decades of‘minimalism,’ it is refreshing to have this first systematic refu
tation from the opposite position. It provides a step-by-step review of the evi
dence for biblical history in its Near Eastern context by a leading authority 
equally at home in Egyptology as in the archaeology, history, and literature of 
ancient Western Asia. K. A. Kitchen writes with conviction and verve, not spar
ing those who are ‘factually disadvantaged’ or who ‘do not do their Near Eastern 
homework.’ He takes readers back through time like an archaeologist digging a 
mound. Even those unwilling to follow him all the W’ay down to the earliest stra
ta will be able to use his lucid expositions and generous documentation to arrive 
at a balanced view of their own on some of the most burning issues of current 
biblical scholarship.' _ WILLIAM w HALLO

Yale University

“Eminent Egyptologist and ancient Near Eastern scholar Kenneth Kitchen has 
produced here a tour de force that questions many of the simplistically assumed 
hypotheses of Old Testament scholarship wiiile at the same time contributing to 
a more comprehensive understanding of the environment in which the Hebrew 
Bible was composed. Kitchen’s lifetime of study of the ancient context of the Old 
Testament makes this volume a must-read.”

- K. LAWSON YOUNGER JR.
Trinity International University

“In the course of his tour through three pre-Christian millennia, Kitchen 
approaches his subject with the skill and experience of a bona fide expert and the 
frankness, honesty, and wit of a Scotsman. His book takes into account die very 
latest discoveries. There could be no better author for a book like this, an author 
w'ho for over forty years has read, published, and taught most of the ancient texts 
he cites. Professor I. Howard Marshall should be congratulated for prompting 
Kitchen so many years ago to write such a book!”

- HARRY A. HOFFNER JR.
University of Chicago
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